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SPECIAL NOTICE
The abstract sections of the monthly supplements of Aerospace Medicine and
Biology can be bound separately. Individual abstracts can be located readily by means
of the page numbers given at each entry, e.g., p 0477 N84-31948. To assist the user in
binding Supplements SP-7011(255) through SP-7011(266), a title page is included in
the back of this Cumulative Index.
NASASP-7011(267)
A CUMULATIVE INDEX
TO
A CONTINUING BIBLIOGRAPHY ON
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
AND BIOLOGY
This Cumulative Index supersedes the indexes
contained in supplements [SP-7011 (255) through
SP-7011 (266)1 published by NASA during 1984.
Scientific and Technical Information Branch ..1985
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
'Washington/DC
"'?'T"^,: '-"•T4^.V.-"''j t. '''•*•"?*. ' •:".""•
This index is available from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS),
Springfield, Virginia 22161 at the price code of $12.00 domestic; $24.00 foreign.
INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7011(255) through NASA SP-
7011 (266) of Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A Continuing Bibliography, NASA SP-7011, and by means of
supplements, serves as a current abstracting and announcement journal for references on bioscience and
biotechnology. It has been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics (AIAA), and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Entries prepared by
the two contributing organizations are identified as follows:
1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N84-10000 series).
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A84-10000 series).
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject, personal author, and corporate source index.
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and that the
following term or terms are used instead. For example: . .
DOSE ' ' •' . ' • : • - • "-••'-.. V,-: . . • • . • . . , ; . ' • - ." '
U DOSAGE , -:, - ••"'..,
AIRLINERS
U COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT ;
U PASSENGER AIRCRAFT • ' ^ . ' ."•• ' ,
2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same subject area,
under which additional material on the subject may be found. For example: .
FATIGUE (BIOLOGY) ;
NT AUDITORY FATIGUE :
NT FLIGHT FATIGUE '
NT MUSCULAR FATIGUE • ->^ -.; " •;
In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow further his quest for
particular items, this is because subject terms can readily include more than one class of document. For
example:
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
Vibratory force effect upon biological systems, particularly human organism.
Biological effect of cosmic and solar radiations on human body at high altitudes,
illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same subject term.
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in the index.
Differences in translation schemes may require multiple searching of the index for variants of an author's
name. For example: . .
EMELIANOV, M. D.
 7 . ' • , ;-; \
a n d
 ; . . . • . - . . - . . " . • , • ' ' • ' V-. ' . ' . - . • ' • . . • . • ' • : •
YEMELYANOV, M. D. V . : -. : .
iii
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the abstract-
section citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary (organizational
component) does not appear in the index. For example: "
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV., LAS CRUCES. DEPT. OF BIOLOGY. (Source citation entry)
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV., LAS CRUCES. (Source index entry)
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may be found in
the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each Supplement appears on the inside front cover of
this index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the
second column, the desired Supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:
Page 476 will be found in Supplement 265.
AUAII A Oil IW />e n/N i^ iueu<re . . . . . , ;•' '/% wmaprwiki • i vr wwwwmKra 1 9 .. •• . • .. -,••,.; . . -
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in Aerospace Medicine and Biology
supplements is found in the Introduction to the most currently issued supplement.
Iv
TABLE OF CONTENTS
' • • ' ' - . ' ' • • ' . . . ' • - " ' ' - : • • . - • - V - • Page
Subject Index .......................:.. .* -..-. A-1
Personal Author Index ..............:.... B-1
Corporate Source Index C-1
Foreign Technology index D-1
Contract Number index , E-1
Report Number Index F-i
Accession Number Index G-1
PUBLIC COLLECTIONS OF NASA DOCUMENTS
DOMESTIC: NASA and NASA-sponsored documents and a large number of aerospace publications are
available to the public for .reference purposes at the library maintained by the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Technical.Information Service,,555,West 57th Street, 12th Floor, New
York, New York 10019. • . • • . - . ' - - :
EUROPEAN: An extensive collection of NASA and NASA-sponsored publications is maintained by the
British Library Lending Division, Boston Spa, Wetherby, Yorkshire, England for public access. The
British Library Lending Division also has available many of the non-NASA publications cited in Star.
European requesters may purchase facsimile copy or microfiche of NASA and NASA-sponsored
documents,, those identified by both the symbols # and * from ESA - Information Retrieval Service
European Space Agency, 8-10 rue Mario-Nikis, 75738 Paris CEDEX 15, France.
FEDERAL DEPOSITORY LIBRARY PROGRAM
In order to provide the. general public with greater access to U.S. Government publications, Congress
established the Federal Depository .Library Program under the Government Printing Office (GPO), with
50 regional depositories responsible for permanent retention of material, inter-library loan, and reference
services. Over 1,300 other depositories also exist. A list of the regional GPO libraries appears on the
inside back cover. . . . . . .
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Typical Subject Index Listing
' JANUARY 1985
rSUBJECT HEADING |
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
— Technology evaluation ol man-rated acceleration test
equipment for vestibular research
(NASA-CR-1T2160) p 71 N84-1378T
I
TITLE REPORTNUMBER
~
PAGE
NUMBER
'
NASA
ACCESSION
NUMBER
The subject heading is a key to the subject
content of the document. The title is used to
provide a description ol the subject matter. When
the title is insufficiently descriptive of the
document content, the title extension is added,
separated from the title by three hyphens. The
(NASA or AIAA) accession number and the page
number are included in each entry to assist the
user in locating the abstract in the abstract
section. If applicable, a report number, is also
included as an aid in identifying the document.
Under any one subject heading, the accession
numbers are arranged in sequence with the AIAA
accession numbers appearing first.
A-6 AIRCRAFT
Development of the A-6E/A-6E TRAM/KA-6D NATOPS
(Naval Air Training and Operating Procedures
Standardization) calculator aided performance planning
system (NCAPPS)
[AD-A138897] p 306 N84-24100
ABDOMEN
Prediction of vomiting In dogs exposed to radiation with
shielding of mkfabdomen p11 N84-11710
ABILITIES
Mitigation of performance decrement In transient
extreme heat p94 A84-18783
Space Operations Center crew skins and scheduling
p 441 A84-410B4
Cognitive components underlying the digit symbol test
[PB83-250464] p 68 N84-13779
The event related brain potential as an Index of
Information processing, cognitive activity, and skill
acquisition: A program of basic research
[AD-A137779] p 261 NS4-21100
Initial validation of a functional age profile for aviators
[AOP003271] (385 N84-28438
Variability of practice and the transfer of training Of motor
skills
[AD-A142896] p 472 N84-31942
ABtOOENESIS
Ancient miorospheres • Abtagenfc, protoblogenlc, or
btogenlc? p 181 AB4-24736
On the abiotic formation of ammo adds. I • HCN as a
precursor of amlno adds detected In extracts of lunar
samples. II • Formation of HCN and amlno adds from
simulated mixtures of gases released from lunar
samples p340 AB4-35S97
Coupled amlno add vestiges of the primordial genetic
code P403 AS4-40491
On archaebacterial ATPase from Hatobactertum
saccharovorum p405 AB4-40508
Stereoselective amlndacylauon of a dlnucleoside
. monophosphate'by the MdazoBdes of rx-alantna and ,'
r^ tert-butaxycarboriyWX-alanrne p448 A84-42499
Earth's earnest biosphere: Its origin, and evolution —,
Book '-. •-'•'•, Lvp-^Sb'AB^SOSl.T-:
CWral selection In poMCHSrected synthesis of ottgo(G)
— autocatafytfc amplification of optical asymmetry in
potynudeotkJes . • • ' .• •.< p477 A64-45119- ?
ABNORMAUTIE8 .
Main eleclnxatdtouiauhlu annormanttea In the meoTcal •
examlnation.of flytng personnel p252 N84-21083, .'
ABSORBENTS ' ' ."- '* . < * • • • 2 • :
' 'Problems poood by. the• use .of * onboard oxygon '-
generators • p 161 AB4-22S67 '
Absorbent product and articles made therefrom
[NASA-CASE-MSC-1S223-2] p 40 N84-11756
ABSORPTANCE
An Investigation of the absorbing capacity of the
gastrointestinal tract of kradsted animals treated with
redoprotecttve agents p450 AS4-42964
Microwaves and human leukocyte function: Exposure
of rumen mononudear leukocytes to microwave energy
pulse-modulated at 16 Hz or at 60 Hz
[AD-A141Q71] p427 N84-29443
ACCCLERATION PROTECTION '
• ' Physiological1 methods for protection against high I
sustained Gz acceleration p 203 A84-24330
., Study ... of., metabolic .sequelae, of Busing positive
Intraputmonajy^ ' pressure* -"during »• exposure to I
accelerations p 145 N84-16776
Factors .affecting, human tolerance to sustained
•• /acceteratioh-' - •• ' • >'
'. ,
 ;[AD-A138S20] -; -•;..;,. '. ,y • -P.301 N84-23101
Effects of ^ ^a negative Q strap on restraint dynamics and |
Measurement of specific absorption rate in human
phantoms exposed to simulated Air Force radar
[ADvAt 43570] p 468 N84-33007
ABSORPTION SPECTRA
On the 2600 A Interstellar extinction feature — stellar
spectra showing abnormally tow graphite absorption
• ' P339 AB4-3421S
physico-chemical Investigation of some areas of
fundamental significance to biophysics
[DES3-017404] . p134 N84-16761
ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY
Nanosecond absorption spectroacopy of
bacteriorhodopsin phototransformations In dry films - The
Influence of an external electric fieW
p279 A84-31480
ABSTRACTS
NASA Space Biology Program. Eighth annual
symposium's program and abstracts
[NASA-CP-2299] . p 187 N84-18S29
Biological effects of nonkmhjng electromagnetic
radiation. Volume 8. Number 1: A digest ol current
literature
[AD-A139296] p 328 N84-2S2S3
Annotated bibliography of human factors laboratory
reports (1945-1988): Supplement 4,1979-1983
[AO-A142141] p443 N84-29481
USAFSAM (USAF School of Aerospace Medicine)
review and analysis of radtolmquency radiation btoeffecta
Ptsrature
[AD-A142961J • p456 N84-31912
ACCELERATION(PHYSICS) __^_^_
PBot monttoffnQ of fllrpIsM accotofatton ontakooff
• [SAE PAPER 831416] p 257 A84-29460
Tocnnotofly ovsluatiofi of riwiwttted ftCCT^ f^ltion tost
equipment for vesttpuiar research
[NASA-CR-172160] p 71 N84-137B1
Perception of higher derivatives of visual motion
[AD-A133908] p89 N84-15T73
Effect of periodfc accelerations of 5 O on kinetics of
erythrocyte hemotysis In white rats p 135 N84-16782
Neuronakvascular relations In lateral genleutate body
and superior ooiHouli of oats after exposure to
accelerations p 135 N84-167S3
Study of vibration resonance frequendea In rats
• ' . . . ' . ' p 135 N84-16784
Blood flow measurements under high-G conditions:
. Early prediction of Qz tolerance
[AD-A134853] p 149 N84-17B23
NonBno&T prodctton of hoao rnovomonts foe
n6lnMt*fnount8d dteptays
[AD-A136590] p 237 NB4-20192
Comparison of Rhesus monkey and baboon -Q sub x
acceleration experiments
[AD-A141395) p414 N84-29436
.
•' [AD-A138642], . p 310 N84-23121 |
ACCELERATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY)
Inflight toss of consciousness- p 15 A84-10739 I
A hygienic evaluation of elevated dynamic loade on I
pm)BitPQnm in urban transport vehicles
p19 A84-11S69
Smart stick controllers in an acceleration environment
p 102 A84-16662
A cardiovascular model for studying rmpalrment'of
cerebral function during +Gz sbttss
p158 A84-20290
Effects of +Qi accelerations of long duration on the
circulatory pressure distribution p 140 A84-21013
Othematoma associated with IIMtttrng helmet and high
G load - A case report p 143 A84-21744
Physiological methods for protection against high
sustained Gz acceleration p203 A84-24330
Venous afferent eOdted skeletal muscle pumping - A
new orthostattc venopressor mechanism
p 174 A64-24349
RevarsUe effects of an altered gravity Held on
myofSxfflar proteins of skeletal muscles of various
phenotypes p17S A84-24361
The effects of weightlessness and increased gravity on
hemopoletlc fttem cells of rats and mice
p177 A84-2437S
A task difficulty • Q stress experiment
[AD-A1 40667] p307 A84-30725
Evoked potential studies of the effects of Impact
acceleration on the motor nervous system
p278 A84-30869
Effects of gravity en the phrenic and renal sympathetic
nerve activities In the rabbit p350 A84-38345
Neural mechanism of cardiac dysrtiythmtas during +Gx
stress P381 A84-38346
Reaction of the cardtovascular system to cerebral
ischemia during the take-off of the spacecraft
p361 A84-38347
Effects of rectilinear acceleration and optoUnetlc and
caloric stimulations In space p419 A84-40299
Prediction of arterial wan failure under acceleration
stress In Ngh-pertormance aircraft p399 A84-40357
Human factors In the Mirage 2000
p423 A84-41229
Cardiovascular tolerance to sustained and high intensity
positive g accelerations - General review
p423 A84-41230
The Mirage 2000 and cervical vertebrae
p423 A84-41232
Study of metabolic sequelae of using positive
bitrapulmonary pressure during exposure to
accelerations p 145 N84-16776
Homeostasis in primates In hyperecceleratlon fields
0190 N84-18852
A hazard In aerobatics; Effects of G-foroes on pilots
[FAA-AC-91-61] • p25S N84-22152
Motion OnesK AbtbOography
[AD-A1 39342] p 327 N84-25276
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE
Signfficanceof the headrest geometry In +Qi protective
seats
[AO-A140048] p160 A84-21739
Heart rate response during +Gz overload on the human
cenWflige and during maximum bicycle ergometer load
"•'•'" • p203 AB4-24331
tntBTSOfDOBi forces, tho prossuro Bnvtfonmont of the
central circulations and natures Internal 'G sutf. I
p172 A84-24332
Resistance of mature Arabidopsts plants to mechanical
deformation In relation to g-force during development
p178 A84-24383
A-1
ACCIDENT PREVENTION SUBJECT INDEX
The effect of emotional'stress prior to the onset of
. centrffugatJonon acceleration tolerance In pilots
' : ' ' . . ; p179 A84-24389
Factors affecting human tolerance to sustained
acceleration ' •' ' j>246 A84-28848
Comparative analysis • Effects of positive and negative
lateral acceleration on'Isometric fatigue In the forearm
[AD-A141922] '• " • p247 A84-29819.
CenSovasculaitolerance to sustained arid high Intensity
positive g accelerations • General review
• • ' • • ' . . ' ' p 423 AS4-41230
Relationshipbetween the" value of the Wenckebach point
and +Gl tolerance •.; "• -. pj»59 A84-43729
I lomodynamic reactions to positive mtrathoradc
pressure at +Q sub i accelerations p25 N84-11698
Energy metalbofism emymes In simulation of some
apaoafflghtfactors . • ' p26 r«4-il704
'• •. Q sirit of pf ntftfp^flB ft typo 88 8 means of improving
' orthostatic stabfflty after water Immersion hypoWnesta nd
exposure to accelerations " p 162 N84-16775
Neuronal-vascuiar relations In lateral genteulate body
and superior ooOlcuS of cats after exposure to
accelerations p 135 N84-16783
Mathematical simulation of the can&opulmonary
[AD-A135460) ^ ' p 149 N84-17822
Homeostasls In primates In hyperaccoloiQtion fields
p 190 N84-18852
MullHjds and ntalor' flndbxis of cardiovsscular
exploration invoMna the human centrifuge
• p254 N84-21097
PSC, a programmable software controller for a multiple
bladder, sequentially Inflatable frsuit .
[AD-A138069^, p 271 N84-22172
Factors affecting human tolerance to sustained
[AD-A138520] ' p301 N84-23101
The effects of Gx, Qy and Gz forces on cone mesopic
[AD-A139498] p 302 N84-24092
Effect of centrlfuglng on survival of early larvae of
common frogs • p320 N84-25266
Improved G-Toloronop. with aflfllftlfld positive pressure
breathing and anti^ ravlty suit with ready pressure and
raster fflBng
[FOA-A-58002-H1] . p 444 N64-29486
ACCIDENT PREVENTION', . .
The effects of warning message highlighting on novel
assembly task performance . ' . p 93 A84-18782
Psychological safety factors relating to the driving of
automobiles and problems of communication between
driven . ' p222 AB4-23705
Electrical-shock prevention. Volume 1: Protection of
maintenance personnel •[PB84-102946] p165 N84- 17865
Bectrical^ hocK prevention. Volume 2: Ground-fault
Interrupting devices[PB84-102953J p165 N84- 17866
Electrical-shock prevention. Volume 3: Fault protection
for motiorhdrfve equipment
[PB84-102961] p165 N84-17867
Electrical-shock prevention. Volume 4: Overhead-One
contact fatalities[PS84-102979] ' ; p 166 N84- 17868
Analysis of electrical • accident prevention
[PS84-102987] . p166 N84-17869
ACCIDENT PRONENE88
Personality and motivational factors of U.S. Naval
Academy graduates as Indicators of aviation mishap
potential . ' p98 A84-19320
Four-km altitude effects on performance and health
p421 A84-40S64
increased metabolism and dead space as components
of ventilation at high altitude[AD-A1 30827] p87 N84- 15766
Influence of heat bli&ufc and afaJjMAtiuO on maximal
aerobic power
[AD-A142329] . p 428 N84-29453
The functional condition of seamen under conditions
of the southern maritime area p490 N84-34137
ACCURACY ^ ____
On the methodology of integral rheography — for left
cardiac ventricle stroke volume determination
. ' . " • ' . ._, p359 A84-37189
Evaluation of s ufftfl st&nd&rd on • perfoi ni&nce
specifications for health physics Instrumentation(DE83416186] • p28 N84-11750
Accuracy of external personnel dosimetry systems in
mixed neutron and gamma radiation fields[DE83-015712] • - • p 28 N84-11751
External versus Intuitive reasoning: The conjunction
fallacy In probability Judgment
[AP-A131801] •• ' . .' p68 N84-13778
Measurement of robot accuracy using the Latin Square
Three-Oimensional Ball Plate
[DE84-004920] p 165 N84-17862
Personnel technology: Performance appraisal, a
process approach
[AO-A138359] p 305 N84-23112
Effects of appraisal salience on immediate and
memory-based judgments
. [AD-A140334] p 334 N84-26295
Testing and control of a compliant wrist
 :
[AD-A14O842J • ' p 393 N84-27445
ACETAZOLAHIDE
Effect of acetazolamide on normoxic and hypoxic
exercise in humans at sea level p 80 A84-I6186
ACETYL COMPOUNDS -
Modulation of the cholinergic mechanisms in the.
bronchial ^uhkootlk muscle
[NDRE/PUBL-84/1001] ' p 467 N84-31937
ACHIEVEMENT
Computer-managed instruction: Individual differences
In student performance
[AD-A139708] p 332 N84-252B8
ACID BASE EQUIUBRIUM
Metabolic adds and H(+) regulation in brain tissue
during acclimatization to chronic hypoxia
p9 A84-12659
Ventilation and CSF ions during hypocaprtc HO and
HND3 nriHnfdfl |n mmnkxm rahMtA n 73 Afl4-1R1Ra
Venfflation and CSF ions oWngteocapnic HO and HNO3
addosis in conscious rabbits p 74 A84-16184
The combined effect of environmental factors on the
acid-base balance of the blood p 199 A84-23473
Acid-base state of the blood during the training of
athletes at a height of about 1500 in above sea level
p 295 A84-31504
Arterial blood acid-base regulation during exercise In
rats p454 A84-44084 .
ACIDITY
Changes of add hydrolase activity in skeletal muscles
of adapted and nonadapted preadolescent rats following
physical exercise p 128 A84-21600
ACIDOSIS
Ventilation and CSF ions during hypocapnic HO and
HNO3 acidosis in conscious rabbits p 73 A84-16183
Ventilation and CSF ions during isocapnte HO and HNO3
addosis in conscious rabbits p 74 A84-16184
ACIDS
Formation and remodeling of the early wound matrix
[AD-A134576] p 151 N84-17833
'A study on the gastrointestinal hormones and the gastric
add secretion during physical stress in man
[NDRE/PUBL-83/1001] p 217..N84-20138
Suppression of asymmetric acid efflux and gravitropism
' .in maize roots treated with auxin transport inhibitors of
sodium orthovanadate
[NASA-CR-173634] p 353 N84-27395
ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
Comparison of real-ear attenuation characteristics of the
standard SPH-4 earcup and a prototype cashable
earcup
[AD-A138042] p 271 N84-22171
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT
Technique for measuring the sound pressure levels
under flying helmets and headsets
[IZF-1982-39] p40 N84-11765
Use of the Doppler ultrasound method to evaluate the
rate of blood flow in children with patent ductus
arteriosus
[ISSN-0208-5658] p 426 NS4-29441
ACQUISITION
Productivity improvement In a purchase division:
Evaluation of a Performance Contingent Reward System
(PCRS)
[AD-A133589] p 155 N84-16801
ACROBATICS
Physiological response in Mirage aircraft pilots
p 141 A84-21022
A hazard in aerobatics: Effects of G-forces on pilots
[FAA-AC-91-61] p255 NB4-22152
ACRYUC RESINS
The Polyacrylamide as a phantom material for
electromagnetic hyperthermia studies
p264 A84-27558
ACTIVATED SLUDGE
Hygienic microbiological/virological examination of an
airwasher concerning the emission of airborne
microorganisnis
[BMFt-FB-T-83-130] p 14 N84-11742
ACTIVATION (BIOLOGY)
A rheological model of muscle tissue in s state of
constant activation p 441 A84-41565
ACTIVE CONTROL '
Design and analysis Ola longitudinal rtde comfort control
system for a Short Take-Off and Landing (STOL) aircraft
tUTIAS-TN-254) p 393 N84-27442
Feasibility study on a new type of personal noise
protection - • • ' . -
[BMFT-FB-HA-84-017] p 396 N84-28489
ACTIVITY (BIOLOGY) .
• Regulatory functions of actin in the cell
.• . • p5 A84-11349
' Oxygen as an inhibitor of the nitrite-reductase activity
of hemoglobin • p 44 A84-134S4
Metabolic changes in blood under traumatic shock
. . ' • , • .-. p45 A84-14790
Changes In the serum-complement activity during the
early periods of experimental myocardial infarction in
dogs . • . P46 A84-14794
The. activity of the sympatrdco-adrenal system, as an
indicator of adaptation in athletes subjected to rigorous
• physical stresses at high ambient temperatures
• • . p57 A84-15039
Retarded fluorescence of pigment-protein complexes of
• 'photosystem I, bum into the Dposomes
p74 A84-16933
Rhythmic activity In the visual analyzer
P129 A84-22447
The electrical activity of symmetrical regions of the
hippocampus p 130 A84-22778
The activity of potassium In the extracellular fluid of rats
under conditions of a potassium Imbalance
p 130 A84-22782
The btoelectrochemical activity of the brain at the surface
of metal electrodes . P170 A84-23734
EEG variants during changes in the functional condition
• of the brain . . . p 209 A84-25120
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Standardization) calculator aided performance planning
system (NCAPPS)
[AD-A138897] p 306 N84-24100
AIRCRAFT PILOTS
Inflight loss of consciousness p 15 A84-10739
Modeling and identification of aircraft pilot models via
partitioning estimation algorithms p 103 A84-18639
Theoretical development of an adaptive secondary task
to measure pilot workload for flight evaluations
p115 A84-19311
Army pilot ergonomics p 157 A84-19647
Physiological response in Mirage aircraft pilots
p 141 A64-21022
Aging problems and their Impact on pilot performance
p142 AS4-21675
Helicopter pilot back pain - A preliminary study
p143 A84-21738
Hemorrhoid symptomatology and fighter pilots
p144 A84-22569
• Physiological methods lor protection against high
sustained Gz acceleration p203 A84-24330
High sustained positive Q - Future problems and
solutions p215 A84-26382
Backache in Chetak crew and suggested ergonomic
improvements In aircraft seat design
p 231 A84-26383
Personality profile of an IAF pilot - Its usefulness in pilot
selection p225 A84-26384
Medical disqualification in USAF pilots and navigators
p248 A84-29824
After the fire-ball — post-crash aircraft pilot anxiety
p259 A84-29825
Vertebral static in the posture of fighter and helicopter
pilots p294 A84-31199
LyUc spondylolisthesls in helicopter pilots
p358 AS4-36938
The pilot interface with cockpit automation and advanced
avionics systems •
[AIAA PAPER 84-2241 ] . p 391 A84-39284
Presbyopia and piloting - Which correction to choose?
p422 A84-41227
Human factors in the Mirage 2000
p423 A84-41229.
Sphere and cylinder distribution'among the USAF rated
population requiring spectacles
(AD-A145369] . p 460 A84-43738
Extent of hearing loss among Army aviators at Fort
Rucker, Alabama " . .
[AD-A132069] * p 62 N84-12714
Study of metabolic sequelae of using' positive
Intrapulmonary pressure during exposure to
accelerations - p 145 N84-18776
. Mathematical simulation of the cardiopulmonary
system
[AD-A135460J p 149 N84-17822
Distribution of visual characteristics of Naval aviation '
personnel . ' •
[AD-A135930] p 219 N84-20144
Performance consistency on a perceptual-motor task
as a correlate of achievement motivation
[AD-A135933] p 229 N84-20170
A hazard In aerobatics: Effects of G-forces on pilots
[FAA-AC-91-61] p255 N84-22152
Physiological assessment of aircraft pilot workload in
simulated landing and simulated hostile threat
environments
[AD-A140469] p 335 N84-26297
Initial validation of a functional age profile lor aviators
[AD-P003271] p385 N84-28436
Understanding a technical language: A schema-based
approach
[NASA-TM-85868] p 443 N84-29478
AIRCRAFT POWER SUPPLIES
Handling of hydrazine In the Royal Danish Air Force
p469 N84-33014
AIRCRAFT SAFETY
The F-16 on board oxygen generation system
(OBOGS) p34 A84-10712
The USAFSAM advanced oxygen system concept
p 34 A84-10713
In search of - An acceptable lap belt
p34 A84-10716
Improving restraint systems capabilities in older egress
systems p 34 A84-10717
Flight operations safety monitoring effects on the crew
alerting system . p 109 A84-18831
Design for effective maintenance - Safety data provide
Important directions p116 A84-19321
FlttOfly? ' . p138 A64-20082
The human element In air traffic control - AeromedlcaJ
aspects, problems, and prescriptions
p138 A84-20086
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An analysis of potential protective breathing devices
intended for use by aircraft passengers
[AD-A132648] •' p 119 N84-14692
Handling of hydrazine in the Royal Danish Air Force
p469 N84-33014
AIRCRAFT SPIN
' ' Pilot human factors in stall/spin accidents of supersonic
fighter aircraft p 120 N84-15102
AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES
Visual effects of F-16 Canopy/HUD (Head-Up Display)
integration
(AD-P003221J . p392 NS4-26634
Visual perception through windscreens: Effects of minor
occlusions and haze on operator performance
[AD-P003223] p 366 N84-26636
AIRCRAFT SURVIVABIUTY
Tactical ground attack - On the transfer of training from
flight simulator to operational RED FLAG range exercise
p107 A84-1S818
AIRUNE OPERATIONS
The historical development and basis of human factors
guidelines for automated systems in aeronautical
operations
[NASA-CR-166560] p 234 N84-20174
ALANINE
Stereoselective aminoacylation of a dinucleoside
monophosphate by the imidazolides of DL-alanine and
N-(tert-butoxycarboriyl)-DL-alanine p 448 A84-42499
ALASKA
Vertebrate behavior and ecology
[DE84-007318] ' p417 N84-30673
ALBUMINS
Investigation of the mobility of free radicals connected
with serum albumins at 30-230 K p 126 A84-20902
Albumin-induced plasma volume expansion - Diurnal and
temperature effects p 324 A84-34710
ALCOHOLS
Insulin and cortisol improve heat tolerance in isolated
perfused rat liver
[AD-A133382] p 133 N84-16758
ALDOSTERONE
Hypohydration and heat acclimation - Plasma renin and
aldosterone during exercise
[AD-A137365] p 80 A84-16187
Adrenocortical responses to maximal exercise in
moderate-altitude natives at 447 torr
p 202 A84-23936
Changes in the renal-aldosterone system associated
with unilateral penalization of adrenal and renal blood in
patients with arterial hypertension p 210 A84-2S353
The bonding of aldosterone by kidney cell receptors in
• • adult and senescent rats p 185 A84-25647
Responses of the renin-aldosterone system to water
loading p 363 AB4-38511
Renirvangiotension-aldosterone system and adaptation
of the organism to stress in old age p 488 A84-46539
Age-rejated responses to de- and hyperhydration
. p464 N84-31905
ALERTNESS
Orcadian rhythms and disturbed sleep - Its relevance
to transport operations . p 138 A84-20080
. The programming and validation of the computerised
* 'version of the intermediate mental alertness test
[CSIR-PERS-303] p 68 N84-13776
The effects of sleep loss and sustained mental work:
Implications for command and control performance
p260 N84-21069
Adaptation to irregularity of rest and activity
p 260 N84-21070
Some issues in research on effects of sustained work
' and sleep loss on performance p 260 N84-21071
ALOAE ' . •
Analysis of lipids in Prochloron sp. - Occurrence of
monoglucosyl diacylglycerol p 242 A84-29611
Ihtracellular coagulation inhibits the extraction of
proteins from Prochloron p 242 A84-29614
Ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase and
phosphoribulokinase in Prochloron p 242 A84-29615
The Prochloron symbiosis p243 A84-29700
Distribution of snow and ice algae in western North
America . p280 A84-31607
The problems of Prochloron — evolution of green
algae p281 A84-31801
Carbon and hydrogen isotopic compositions ol algae
and bacteria from hydrothermal environments,
Yellowstone National Park p 283 A84-32468
Phytochrome from green plants: Assay, purification, and
characterization
[DE83^>17447] p 51 N84-12710
Yields photosynthetic efficiencies, and proximate
chemical composition of dense cultures of marine
microalgae, a subcontract report
[DE83-011992] p 52 N84-13757
Suggestions concerning technological research and
development for the purpose of industrial use of marine
algae
[ISSN-0077-5606] p 77 N84-14661
Identification of a volatile phytotoxin from algae
p 194 N84-18876
Prochloron research
[NASA-CR-173264] p 197 N84-20113
Prochloron on synaptula p 197 N84-20114
A comparative study of the fatty acid composition of
prochloron lipids p 197 N84-20115
Prochloron p 197 N84-20116
Prochloron-ascidian symbioses: Photosynthetic
potential and productivity p 197 N84-20117
Diurnal rhythm in the cell-division frequency of
prochloron (prochlorophyta) in nature
p 197 N84-20118
Chlorophyll and carotenoid pigments of prochloron
(prochlorophyta) p 197 N84-20119
Prochloron expedition p 197 N84-20120
Report of Prochloron research p 198 N84-20121
Report of prochloron research, IPE-7 (Palau, February
1982) p 198 N84-20122
IPE 7 p 198 N84-20123
Prochloron expedition p 198 N84-20124
Checklist and bibliography of benthic marine macroalgae
recorded from northern Australia. 1: Rhodophyta
[MRL-R-912] p243 N84-21039
Salinity and temperature effects on photosynthesis and
organic carbon release rates by selected benthic
macroalgae
[PB84-163146] p417 N84-30674
ALGORITHMS
Computational studies in the interpretation of structure
and motion: Summary and extension
[AD-A131598] p 27 N84-11746
Implementation of automatic focusing algorithms for a
computer vision system with camera control
[AD-A133492] p 121 N84-15807
Computer control of a seven degree of freedom
manipulator arm p 122 N84-16051
Human factors products: A one-act play with epilogue
[AD-A133354J p 163 N84-16811
Explaining complex engineered devices
[AD-A136790] p 236 N84-20186
Nonlinear prediction of head movements for
helmet-mounted displays
[AD-A136590] p 237 N84-20192
Research agenda in non-linear decision systems
[PB84-161207] p306 N84-24102
Control algorithms of Soviet HCS Rusalka for robots
analyzed p312 N84-24113
Motion simulation with a G-seat system: Sensory and
performance mechanisms
[AD-P003267] p 384 N84-28432
Computational experiments with a feature based stereo
algorithm
[AD-A142549] p 433 N84-30687
ALKALOIDS
Failure of vincristine induce twinning
p 193 N84-18872
ALKALOSIS
Influence of heat stress on exercise-induced changes
in regional blood flow in sheep p 74 A84-16189
Metabolic alkalosis during immobilization in monkeys (M.
nemestrina) p 124 A84-20521
ALLERGIC DISEASES
Allergic inflammation p 358 A84-37179
ALLOCATIONS
Effects of task structures on attention allocation
optimality p 95 A84-18806
ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS
Keying logics for alphanumeric keyboards and human
performance p 107 AM-18822
Size of letters required for visibility as a function of
viewing distance and observer visual acuity
[PB83-250589] p 71 N84-13782
ALTITUDE
Oxygen affinity of hemoglobin, 3 hours after passive
increase.in altitude from 400 to 1800 metres
[RAE-TRANS-2118] p 468 N84-33004
ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION
Renin, angiotensin-converting enzyme, and aldosterone
in humans on Mount Everest p 14 A84-10279
Cardiorespiratory response to exercise in men
repeatedly exposed to extreme altitude
p21 A84-12651
Metabolic acids and H(+) regulation in brain tissue
during acclimatization to chronic hypoxia
p9 A84-12659
The state of cellular factors of immunity in the adaptation
by animals to Alpine regions and the dynamics of radiation
sickness p 48 A84-14997
Mechanisms of the functional adaptation of the heart
to high-altitude conditions (a working hypothesis)
p49 A84-15046
The blood-coagulation system and adaptation to natural
hypoxia — Russian book " p 76 ' A84-18504
Red cell function at extreme altitude on Mount
Everest P 141 A84-21030
Response of the paraventricutar nucleus of the
hypothalamus and the dorsal hippocampus during
long-term adaptation to hypoxia p 133 A84-22943
The physiology of work in the mountains - Problems
and prospects p 207 A84-25102
Individual features of the vegetative tonus and its
interrelationship with the functional condition of the central
nervous system p211 A84-25364
Strength and cycle time of high-altitude ventilatory
patterns in unacdimatized humans p213 A84-26188
Hypocapnia and sustained hypoxia blunt ventilation on
arrival at high altitude p213 A84-26189
Effect of digoxin on serum and urinary cation changes
on acute induction to high altitude p 247 A84-29816
Effects of acute exposure to high altitude on ventilatory
drive and respiratory pattern p287 A84-30015
Interacting effects of hypoxia adaptation and acute
hypercapnia on oxygen tolerance in rats
p317 A84-34703
Effect of 2,4-dinitrophenol on thermogenesis during
adaptation to hypoxia p 351 A84-39015
Some results of studies in hypoxia problems
p 352 A84-39675
Pattern of external breathing and gas exchange during
the combined effect of hypoxia and hypercapnia on the
body v 4S7 A34-4S535
Investigation of the respiration, hemodynamics,
cardiodynamics, and oxygen regimes in athletes in
mountain conditions p 487 A84-46536
Physiological adjustments to hemorrhage, altitude, and
work
[AD-A137781] , p 250 N84-21057
Efficacy of conditioning animals to hypoxia during
sleep p 319 NB4-25261
ALTITUDE CONTROL
Visual cueing effectiveness - Comparison of perception
and flying performance p 98 A84-19326
Design and analysis of a longitudinal ride comfort control
system for a Short Take-Off and Landing (STOL) aircraft
[UTIAS-TN-254] p 393 N84-27442
ALTITUDE SICKNESS
Procedures for the measurement of acute mountain
sickness p 293 A84-30863
Pathomorphotogy of human nasal mucosa in mountain
conditions p295 A84-31515
Cognitive impairment of acute mountain sickness and
acetazolamkJe p420 A84-403S3
Four-km altitude effects on performance and health
p 421 A84-40564
Health and work at high altitude - A study at the Mauna
Kea observatories p 421 A84-40565
Space medicine p 490 A84-49450
Prevention of acute mountain sickness by
dexamethasone
[AD-A131533] p 23 N84-10737
Variable inhibition by falling CO2 of hypoxic ventilatory
response in man
[AD-A130658] p 88 N84-15768
Ventilation and ventilatory control in high altitude
pulmonary edema and acute mountain sickness
[AD-A135941] p219 N84-20145
A software package for administering and monitoring
the Environmental Symptoms Questionnaire (ESO-3)
[AD-A140288] p 334. N84-26293
Verification of an altitude decompression sickness
prevention protocol for Shuttle operations utilizing a 10.s
psi pressure stage
[NASA-TM-5B259] p 373 .N84-2B392
ALTITUDE SIMULATION
The effect of altitude on absolute hearing threshold
levels p 106 A84-18810
Dynamic perception of computer generated visual
information in an altitude control task
p 109 A84-18841
Exercise under hypoxia - A stress test for evaluation
of cases with ischaemic heart disease for rehabilitation
p215 A84-26380
Effect of arginine vasopressin, acetazotamide, and
angiotensin II on CSF pressure at simulated altitude
p 283 A84-32564
Bilirubin metabolism in the rat at high altitude
p283 A84-32565
ALTITUDE TOLERANCE
The influence of Cardiorespiratory fitness on the
decrement in maximal aerobic power at high altitude
[AD-A142218] p 428 NB4-29452
ALUMINUM
Rabbit neurobehavioral toxicity from aluminum
[PB84-103266] p 137 N84-17809
Energy-absorbing earcup engineering feasibility
evaluation
[AD-A144179] p 499 N84-34924
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ALUMINUM OXIDES
The effect of lunar soil and metal oxides on the thermal
and radiative-chemical stability of amino acids
p 71 A84-14879
ALVEOLAR AIR
A device for estimating the composition of alveolar air
p 158 A84-20918
ALVEOU
Effect of alveolar hypoxia on regional pulmonary
perfusion p 171 A84-23929
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
Temperature variations in groups of mice of both sexes
exposed to normobaric hypoxia at 10-35 C
p 127 A84-21018
The combined effect of environmental factors on the
acid-base balance of the blood p 199 A84-23473
Thermoneutral zone and scaling of metabolic rate on
body mass in small mammals p 173 A84-24341
Thermoregulatory responses of rats to varying
environmental temperatures p 345 A84-36938
Thermal constraints in a helicopter during long duration
flights under extreme climatic conditions
p252 N84-21078
AMINES .
The role of biogenic brain monoamines in the regulation
of hibernation p 171 A84-23741
Room-temperature luminescence from kaolin Induced
by organic amines ' p 272 A84-29602
Preprototype SAWD subsystem
[NASA-CR-171760] p 234 N84-20177
AMINO ACIDS
Changes in the amino acid contents of saliva and urine
in oil and gas drillers p 19 A84-11573
The effect of lunar soil and metal oxides on the thermal
and radiative-chemical stability of amino acids
p 71 A84-14879
The mechanism of the enzymatic regulation of tyrosine
metabolism in hyperthermla p 124 A84-20880
Isopotic determination of amino acid-urea Interactions
in exercise in humans p 142 A84-21037
The spatial distribution of fixed mutations within genes
coding for proteins p 129 AB4-21800
Complexes of polyadenylic acid and the methyl esters
of amino acids p 167 AB4-22843
A study of the interaction of glydne and its
oligohomopeptktes with formaldehyde and acetaldehyde
under possible primitive earth conditions
p 130 A84-22844
Code dependent conservation of the physico-chemical
properties in amino add substitutions
p 167 A84-22848
Conservation of physico-chemical amino add properties
during the evolution of proteins p 167 A84-22849
A comparative analysis of the effect of various quantities
of food proteins and free amino adds on the life span of
animals p 184 A84-25634
Features of the uptake of neurotransmitter amino adds
in brain preparations of albino rats with aging
p184 A84-25640
On the abiotic formation of amino adds. I - HCN as a
precursor of amino acids detected in extracts of lunar
samples. II - Formation of HCN and amino acids from
simulated mixtures of gases released from lunar
samples p 340 A84-35597
Kinetic method for determining alkaline phosphatase
isoenzymes in human blood serum p 342 A84-36612
Beta decay and the origin of biologial chirallty - New
experimental results P400 A84-40470
Speculations and facts on the possible inductions of
chirality through earth magnetic field
p 401 A84-40471
Self-sequencing of amino acids and origins of
polyfunctional protocells p 401 A84-40480
Model approach of the breakthrough of a translation
machine and the origin of the genetic code
p402 A84-40482
Coupled amino add vestiges of the primordial genetic
code p 403 AS4-40491
Amlnoacyl-nudeotide reactions • Studies related to the
origin of the genetic code and protein synthesis
p 403 A84-40492
. Origin of the genetic code and specificity of tRNA
aminoacytation - A testable model p 404 A84-40496
Dissimilar rates In molecular evolution
p404 A84-40497
Spontaneous generation and amplification of optical
activity In alpha-amlno adds by enarrtioselective occlusion
into centrosymmetric crystals of glydne
p448 A84-42312
Variation in the metabolic pool of free amino acids in
the peripheral blood and the spleen following total-body
uniform gamma irradiation p 449 A84-42956
Free amino adds of blood before and after short-term
spaceffights p26 N84-11702
Effect of hypokinesia on amino acid metabolism in rats
on diets differing in calcium and phosphorus content
p11 N84-11707
Blood plasma amino acid levels in cosmonauts before
and alter 175-day mission aboard Salyut-6
p325 N84-25250
The effects of nonphystological oxygen supply on the
organism p 368 N84-27428
Blood plasma free amino acids under hypokinetic
conditions p 430 N84-30648
AMMONIA
Blood lactate and ammonium ion accumulation during
graded exercise in humans p 461 A84-43823
Evaluation of human blood morphological composition
during exercise in sealed chamber with different
concentrations of ammonia p 146 N84-16779
Metabolic disturbances in man in an environment with
low ammonia level and their correction by graded physical
exercise p 146 N84-16780
Nitrite reduction in paracoccus halodenitrificans:
Evidence for the role of a cd-type cytochrome in ammonia
formation
[NASA-TM-85683] p 198 N84-20125
Effect of high ammonia content In pressure chamber
atmosphere on human adrenocortical system function
p431 N84-3065B
AMMONIUM COMPOUNDS
Bioddal quaternary ammonium resin
[NASA-CR-171802] p414 N84-29433
AMPHIBIA
Polarity of the amphibian egg p 12 N84-11731
Cytoplasmic rearrangements associated with amphibian
egg symmetrization p 192 N84-18867
AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
Amplitude distributions of the spider heartpulse in
response to gravitational stimuli p 188 N84-18B41
AMPLITUDE MODULATION
Immunologic effects of electromagnetic fields (1981 -
1983)
[PB84-190602] p 468 N84-33008
AMPLITUDES
Fourier-processed images of dynamic lung function from
list-mode data
[DE83-013276] p 24 N84-10741
Bioecholocation method for inestigation of parameters
of intracranial circulation of blood and fluid in man
p146 N84-16788
Accommodative amplitude and speed measuring
instrument
[AD-D011032] p444 N84-29484
ANAEROBES
Oxygen requirements for formation and activity of the.
squalene expoxidase in Saccharomyces cerevisiae
p76 A84-17775
Anaerobic life at extremely high temperatures
p406 A84-40517
The effect of oxygen on denitrification during
steady-state growth of Paracoccus halodenitrificans
p408 A84-40817
Biochemical evolution of anaerobic energy conversion
- The transition from fermentation to anoxygenic
photosynthesis p 450 A84-43057
ANALGESIA •
Neurophysiological and neurochemica! mechanisms of
reflexive analgesia p317 A84-34598
The interactive effects of morphine and ionizing radiation
on the latency of tail-withdrawal from warm water in the
rat
[AD-P003251] p382 N84-28418
ANALOG SIMULATION
Analogical simulation model of the thermal stress
affecting the head p 159 A84-21017
Distribution of absorbed power inside a sphere simulating
the human head in the near field of a lambda/2 dipole
antenna p 336 AB4-34393
ANALOGIES
Metaphor and common-sense reasoning
[AD-A131423] p 32 N84-11756
ANALOGS
Water immersion and its computer simulation as analogs
of weightlessness
[NASA-Cfl-171746] p 149 N84-17821
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Neurocognitive pattern analysis
[AD-A131302] p24 N84-10740
Spatiotemporal structure of quanta of Industrial work and
its physiological basis p 371 N84-28379
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Automatic sleep stage analyzer to determine the
physiological sleep profile in man, monkey and in rats
p 231 A84-24388
Efficiency of high-frequency ventilation as determined
by nitrogen washouts: A model study
[AD-A131331] p27 N84-11745
ANAPHYLAXIS
The role of the hepatic cytochrome P-450 system in
the development of anaphylaxis p 131 A84-22927
Time course of the content of immunoglobulins in rabbit
serum during experimental food anaphylaxis
p411 A84-41546
ANATOMY
Anatomical-echocardiographic correlations of heart
structures - Additional diagnostic cross sections,
p56 AB4-15027
Morphological study of primate musde fibers and
microcirculation during head-down hypokinesia
p326. N84-25262
A mechanical model of the human body and its .
application p367 N84-27421
ANEMIAS
The sickle cell trait in relation to the training and
assignment of duties in the armed forces. I - Policies,
observations, and studies p 206 A84-24951
Surfhydryl groups in bum anemia p 182 A84-25136
The sickle cell trait in relation to the training 'and
assignment of duties in the Armed Forces. II - Aseptic
splenic necrosis p 247 A84-29813
The sickle cell trait in relation to the training and
assignment of duties in the Armed Forces. Ill .-
Hyposthenuria. hematuria, sudden death, rhabdomyolysis,
and acute tubular necrosis p 298 A84-32562
The effect of chronic hemolytic anemia on the heart
contractile function and the increase in its resistance to
hypoxia . p 284 A84-33052
The sickle cell trait in relation to the. training and
assignment of duties in the armed forces. IV -
Considerations and recommendations
p356 A84-36926
ANESTHESIA
Pharmacokinetics of pentobarbital under hyperbaric and
hyperbaric hyperoxic conditions in the dog
p6 A84-12063
ANESTHETICS
The interaction of acetylcholine and tubocurarine with
protein molecules of the actin complex and
phosphatidylcholine p 126 A84-20906
ANGINA PECTORIS
Attacks of variant angina pectoris induced by physical
exercise p 56 A84-15026
ANGIOGRAPHY
Asymmetric pulsation in the supradavicutar part of the
neck in healthy persons in the supine position: a
physiological or a pathological phenomenon? (A
clinical-ultrasomogratlc study) p 297 A84-32380
Exploration of arterial function using Doppler flow
determination. Application to aeronautical and space
medicine • p 253 N84-21091
Computer-aided analysis of atherosclerosis
p329 N84-25598
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
Visual slant misperception and the Black-Hole landing
situation
[NASA-TM-85866] p 153 N84-16795
ANGULAR ACCELERATION
Displacement of liquid in a model of semicircular canals
under the effect of angular accelerations in
weightlessness p 18 A84-113SO
ANGULAR VELOCITY
Effect of external viscous load on head movement
p244 A84-27557
A device for monitoring the angular velocity in rotational
tests p308 A84-32394
An experimental study of multi-link models of human
postural dynamics and control p63 N84-13769
Psychophysics of proprioceptive sensibility
p 472 N84-31933
ANIMALS
Animal experimentation in Spacelab - Present and future
U.S. plans p 277 A84-30360
The gaits of bipedal and quadrupedal animals
'p390 A84-37667
The design and operation of systems for inhalation
exposure of animals
[DE83-015388] p 10 N84-10727
The relevance of experimental animal studies to the
human experience
[DE83-014053] p 10 N84-10729
Influence of nitrogen dioxide on xerobiotic metabolism
in animals
[PB83-239723] p 14 N84-11743
Bibliography of research reports and publications issued
by the Toxic Hazards Division, 1957-1982 .
[AD-A133637] p 85 N84-14672
NASA Space Biology Program. Eighth annual
symposium's program and abstracts
[NASA-CP-2299] p 187 N84-18829
Animal models of human performance: Structural and
functional approaches to extrapolating from animal to
man
[AD-P003292] "p 355 N84-28442
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Animal models for Die assessment of laser induced eye
damage
[AO-P003293] p355 N84-28443
The assessment of nontonizing radiation hazards
[AD-PD03294] p 374 N84-28444
NASA space biology accomplishments. 1983-84
[NASA-TM-86654] p 416 N84-30664
Vertebrate behavior and ecology
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Integration of species sensitivity and dosimetry data in
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Seasonal variations of the concentrations of
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Seasonal dynamics of mitotic activity of cells in the
adenohypophysis and in the adrenal cortex of rats in normal
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Daily and seasonal rhythms of radtosensitivity in albino .
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Marine fouling at HMAS Stirling, western Australia
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The effect of testing method on stereoanomaly
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Aspects of medical examinations of airmen with regard
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In vivo comparison of cytochrome aa3 redox state and
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ANTARCTIC REGIONS
Strategy of psychic adaptation in Antarctic conditions
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Some psychological consequences of prolonged social
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SETl science working group report
[NASA-TP-2244] p 273 N84-22178
ANTHROPOMETRY
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Development of a human atlas of strengths
p 107 A84-18814
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Anthropometric indices and physical work capacity
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p263 A84-27299
Mapping an astronaut and his reach
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Principal factors in the system of female body
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Military MedicalJoumal, no. 5. May 1983
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Anthropometric changes at high altitude
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" Anthropometric and mass distribution characteristics of
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The therapeutic effect of the beta-adrenergic blocker
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patients with hypertension p 210 A84-25352
Hemodynamic and metabolic responses to exercise
after adrenoceptor blockade in humans
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The effect of thallium ions on the gramicid-induced
conductance of muscle-fiber membrane
p 349 AS4-37845
A characterization of sleep disorders in occupational
diseases caused by exposure to antibiotics
p 365 A84-39013
Obtaining yeast vector marked by mutation of multiple
antibiotic resistance p 485 N84-34133
ANTIBODIES
A component model of human lymphocyte blast
transformation stimulated by phytohemagglutinin
p44 A84-13486
The modeling of muWsignal immobilized immunogens
p 132 A84-22931
The effects of hypergravity on the rate of antibody
formation in the rat p 177 A84-24377
Modelling of multi-signal immobilized immunogens
p353 N84-27401
Methane producing bacteria: Immunotogjcal
characterization p414 N84-29438
ANTICHOUNERGICS
Hypothalamic effects on cardiac activity fallowing an
administration of adcenergic Mockers and cholinolytics
p350 A84-38516
ANTIDOTES
Animal models of human performance: Structural and
functional approaches to extrapolating from animal to
man
[AD-P003292] P 355 N84-28442
ANTIGENS
The effect of vibration on the immune response induced
by thymus-dependent and tnymus-independent antigens
p 125 A84-20888
Labeled cells as research, diagnostic and therapeutic
tools P321 N84-255B9
Gcr.cSc cents! ars! phenotypk: correction of collular
immune response to H-antigen of Salmonella
typhimurium p353 N84-27400
Methane producing bacteria: Immunological
characterization p414 N84-29438
ANTIOXIDANTS
The effect of hypokinesia on indicators of the antioxidant
system and free-radical oxidation in rats
p46 A84-14797
Prevention of stress-related damage and enhancement
of the endurance of the body to physical load by means
. of chemical factors p 182 A84-25132
The effect of an antioxidant on the endurance of persons
trained and untrained with regard to physical exercise
p211 A84-25362
Antioxidants and an increase in lifetime
p183 A84-25631
ANTIRADIATION DRUGS
Investigation of molecular mechanisms of the
radiation-induced death of lymphoid cells
Radio-protective effect of cysteamine on thymocyte
subpopulations, differing in radio sensitivity
p46 A84-14901
Molecular mechanisms of the radio-protective effect of
benz'othiadiazole derivatives P 46 A84-U903
Influence of indomethadn on the recovery of
hemopoiesis in mice after whole-body gamma-irradiation
p 241 A84-28373
Influence of highly dispersed iron powder on the life
span of irradiated mice p 241 A84-28374
Characterization of the role of the serotonin hydroxyl
group in the pharmacological and radnprotective action
of serotonin p450 A84-42965
The distinctive features of the postradiation reaction of
hemopoietic tissue to the administration of adrenaline
p481 A84-48043
Radioprotective activity of some hypotensive drugs
p481 A84-48044
ANTIREFLECTION COATINGS
A comparison of VDT antireftection treatments
p 105 A84-18790
ANTISEPTICS
Operation and maintenance of selected ozone and
ultraviolet disinfection systems
[PB84-180124] p446 N84-30719
ANXIETY
The use of relaxatfon/desensitizafon in treating anxiety
associated with flying p 223 A84-24954
After the fire-ball — post-crash aircraft pilot anxiety
p259 AB4-29825
AORTA
Significance of aorta-branching characteristics in the
regulation of regional blood flow in humans
pB2 A84-17298
Heterogeneity of aortal and arterial endothelium in
humans - A quantitative investigation using scanning
electron microscopy p 210 A84-25358
Experimental .arid clinical research on the effectiveness
of ultrasound in vascular surgery
[ISSN-0208-565B] p 427 N84-29442
APPLICATIONS OF MATHEMATICS
Mathematical methods in social psychology — Russian
book p222 A84-23962
APPROACH
Part-task training strategies in simulated carrier landing
final approach training
[AD-A136670] p 227 N84-20158
APPROACH CONTROL
A simulation study with a combined network and
production systems model of pilot behavior on an
ILS-approach p 153 A84-21648
On visual illusion of height during visual approaches to
aircraft landing by means of analysis of visual circle - An
attempt to elucidate 'underianding' phenomenon
p256 A84-27456
APPROXIMATION
The power-law approximation and the similarity
properties of the regulatory characteristics of
metabolism p 127 A84-20911
Scan-along polygonal approximation for data
compression of electrocardiograms p 161 A84-22274
Ultrasound, tomography by Galerkin or moment
methods
[AD-A131408] p28 N84-11747
APTITUDE
Racial bias and predictive validity in testing for
selection
[AD-A131830] p67 N84-12722
Radar training facility initial validation
[AD-A133220] p 154 N84-16797
Massed practice: Does it change the statistical
properties of performance tests?
[AD-A139338] p 333 N84-25294
AQUATIC PLANTS
Major determinants of the bkxjeographic pattern of the
shallow-sea fauna p 281 A84-31613
AOUICULTURE
Aquacutture techniques: A production forecasting model
for aquaculture systems
[PB83-221713] p 10 N84-10730
ARCHITECTURE
Human behavior p 67 N84-13352
ARCHITECTURE (COMPUTERS)
Multilevel semantic analysis and problem-solving in the
flight-domain
[NASA-CR-173177] p 162 N84-16804
A survey of European robotics research
[AD-A138952] p 310 N84-23122
Machine vision: Three generations of commercial
systems
[AD-A139037] p 310 N84-23123
ARCTIC OCEAN
On the investigation of the health of seamen of the Arctic
fleet p 82 A84-17291
ARCTIC REGIONS
Down in the Arctic - Equipment and training for
survival p 35 A84-10726
Heat-transfer characteristics of port workers in the
Arctic p19 A84-11572
The effects of dehydration on peripheral cooling
[AD-A130838] ' p 87 N84-15767
Arctic personnel effects
[AD-A134892] p 150 N84-17829
ARGON
Bone blood flow measured by (41)AT clearance formed
by (44)Ca(n,(-» (41)Ar
[DE83-017600] p 79 N84-15761
ARGON LASERS
A study of low level laser retinal damage
[AD-A137664] p 250 N84-21055
ARID LANDS
Blood circulation in healthy persons in Turkmenia's arid
zone. I - Investigation In horizontal and orthostatic
positions p 359 A84-37191
ARM (ANATOMY)
Perturbation analysis applied to eye, head, and arm
movement models p 230 A84-23625
Peak oxygen uptake during arm cranking for men and
women p 287 A84-30014
Gravitational effect on aerobic muscle training
p291 A84-30362
Effect of gravity on muscle work performance and
exercise metabolism p 292 A84-30366
Thermal responses during arm and leg and combined
arm-leg exercise in water p 323 A84-34709
An approach to control laws for arm motion
p475 A84-45160
Dynamics of rheographic parameters of cerebral
circulation and circulation in the extremities during active
orthostatic test p26 N84-11700
Physiological responses to prolonged upper body
exercise
[AD-A134811] p149 N84-17826
The effect of aerobic capacity on VO2 max values
measured during leg ergometry and combined arm and
leg ergometry p 220 N84-20149
The design of manually operated controls for a
six-degree-of-freedom groundborne walking vehicle:
Control strategies and stereotypes
[AD-P003273] p 394 N84-28438
Psychophysics of proprioceptive sensibility
p 472 N84-31933
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ARMED FORCES
Report on a visit, to England. 7-10 November 1983 —
defense nnedical research
[FOA-C-59009-H1] p 374 N84-28402
ARMED FORCES (FOREIGN)
Handling of hydrazine in the Royal Danish Air Force
p469 N84-33014
ARMED FORCES (UNITED STATES)
The sickle cell trait in relation to the training and
assignment of duties in the armed forces. I - Policies,
observations, and studies p 206 A84-24951
A survey of body fat content of U.S. Navy male
personnel
[AD-A131SOO] p23 N84-10736
Overuse injuries of the lower extremities associated with
marching, Jogging and running. A review
[AO-A134672] p 149 N84-17824
Memory organization-based methods of instruction: A
comparison with performance-oriented training
[AD-A137640] p 261 N84-21098
Cohesion in the US military
[AD-A140828] p 378 N84-27439
Notes on a theory of terrorism
[AD-P003242] p 381 N84-28409
Situational interaction: A peer counseling approach to
AWOL (unauthorized absences from duty) reduction
[AD-P003243] p 381 N84-28410
Evaluation of the BCT (Basic Cadet Training)
paraprofesstonal counselor training at the United States
Air Force Academy
[AO-P003244] p381 N84-28411
Suicide gestures of USAF basic trainees
[AD-P003245] p 381 N84-28412
Expectations, job perceptions and disconfirmation
among Air Force Academy graduates
[AD-P003259] P 383 N84-28426
The effects of REFORGER (return of forces to Germany)
exercise participation on soldiers' attitudes
[AD-P003260] p 383 N84-28427
Changes in attitudes toward women at the Air Force
Academy
[AD-P003261] p384 N84-28428
Risk-taking performance of military personnel: Sex
differences and practice effects
[AD-P003262] p 384 N84-28429
Comparing well-being and stress of several high risk
Army groups
[AD-P003264] p 384 N84-28430
Habitability and human productivity issues confronting
the Air Force Space Command
[AD-P003266] p 384 N84-28431
Health risks associated with aircraft model type among
US Navy pilots
[AD-P003270] p385 N84-2843S
Windows on a future world: Human dimensions of Air
Force doctrine in the 21st century
[AD-P003307] p 394 N84-28449
Relationship between crewmember characteristics and
tank crew performance
[AD-P003355] p 387 N84-28471
Research integration: An essential for Department of
Defense psychological research
[AD-P003366J p 388 N84-2B479
Stress biochemistry: Non-invasive measurement
techniques in military subjects
[AD-A141S98] p428 N84-29447
Recommendations for the conduct of physical training
in cold weather
[AD-A142137] p 428 N84-29449
Validation .of the military entrance physical strength
capacity test
[AD-A142169] p 428 N84-29451
Marine Corps ground simulator training needs in the
1985-1995 time frame
[AD-P003465] p 473 N84-32242
AROUSAL
Benzodiazepine effects on arousal threshold during
sleep
[AD-A133151] p147 N84-16792
Cognition and arousal as predictors of risk taking: Effects
of load and cognitive style
[AD-A134324] p 156 N84-17843
Task differences, stylistic characteristics and
physiological arousal
[AD-A13433S] p 156 N84-17844
An instrumental conditioning method for establishing
chronic arousal
[AD-A140808] p 353 N84-27396
Nonauditory-system response to noise and effects on
health p 442 N84-29475
ARRHYTHMIA
Predicting ventricular arrythmia of the heart in patients
with myocardial infarction p 18 A84-11564
A study of pre-excitation syndrome in healthy aircrew
p215 A84-26377
Problems in aero-medical evaluation - Sick sinus
syndrome p215 A84-26378
Certain pathogenic mechanisms of ischemic stroke
during heart-rhythm disorders p297 A84-32376
Certain features in diagnosing and treating cardiac
arrhythmia under conditions of a prolonged monitoring of
heart rhythms p 300 A84-33063
Neural mechanism of cardiac dysrhythmias during +Gx
stress p 361 A84-38346
Current ideas on ion mechanisms for cardiac arrhythmias
and possible mechanisms for the action of antiarrhythmic
drugs p 455 A84-46224
Ventricular pre-excitation syndromes-
p 252 N84-21084
Continuous ECG monitoring by the Hotter method
p252 N84-21086
The Hotter method in aeronautical medicine
p252 N84-21087
ARTERIES
Arterial hypertension as a marker of hypergrycemia in
the glucose tolerance test p 55 A84-13475
Elastic properties of arteries and the hemodynamics of
working and nonworking extremities p 59 A84-15734
Regulation of arterial pressure under normal and
pathological conditions — Russian book
p76 A84-18495
Heterogeneity of aortal and arterial endothelium in
humans - A quantitative investigation using scanning
electron microscopy p 210 A84-25358
Mechanisms for the increase in arterial pressure in old
age p212 A84-25639
Arterial hypertension (A clinical and experimental
analysis) — Russian book p 213 A84-25918
Doppler uttrasonography in diagnosing the subclavian
steal syndrome p 297 A84-32377
Pressure difference-flow rate variation in a femoral artery
branch casting of man for steady flow
p300 A84-33151
Pulmonary blood flow and oxygenation of arterial blood
in healthy parsons during 7-day hypokinesia
p363 A84-38509
Changes in the propagation velocity of a pulse wave
in extremity arteries during muscle contraction
p363 A84-38510
Arterial hypertension (2nd revised and enlarged edition)
— Russian book p418 A84-40120
_ Prediction of arterial wall failure under acceleration
stress in high-performance aircraft p 399 A84-40357
A method of reproducing acute changes of arterial
pressure to study regulatory responses of brain vessels
p412 A84-41561
Assessment of ultrasonic B-scan imaging for detection
and quantification of atherosclerotic lesions in human
carotid and illofemoral arteries and in arteries of animals
[PB83-261123] p 86 N84-14678
Exploration of arterial function using Doppler flow
determination. Application to aeronautical and space
medicine p253 N84-21091
Experimental and clinical research on the effectiveness
of ultrasound in vascular surgery
[ISSN-0208-5658] p 427 N84-29442
Nomogram for demonstrating change in central venous
and pulmonary artery pressure during decompression of
different parts of the body p431 N84-30660
Pulmonary artery location during microgravity activity:
Potential impact for chest-mounted Doppler during space
travel
[NASA-TM-58262] p 466 N84-31935
ARTERIOSCLEROSIS
Morphology of blood capillaries and shin muscles in the
case of obliterating atherosclerosis p 55 A84-13477
Quantitative histoenzymological and biochemical study
of atherogenesis stages in human coronary arteries (based
on early autopsies) p 81 A84-17285
Development of cholesterol atheroscerosis in the
secondary immunodeficient condition in rabbits
p 186 A84-26366
The effect of sodium fluoride on the vestibular function
of patients suffering from otosclerosis
p298 A84-32396
Experimental study of pulsatile and steady flow through
a smooth tube and an atherosclerotic coronary artery
, casting of man p324 A84-34962
Effect of mild atherosclerosis on flow resistance in a
coronary artery casting of man p 423 AB4-41248
Vascular permeability in patients with nasal bleeding on
the background of atherosclerosis and hypertension
disease, and its relationship to solar and geomagnetic
disturbances p 460 A84-43799
Assessment of ultrasonic B-scan imaging for detection
and quantification of atherosclerotic lesions in human
carotid and illofemoral arteries and in arteries of animals
[PB83-261123] p 86 N84-14678
Detection of latent atherosclerotic stenosing lesions to
great vessels of the head in flight personnel
p 146 N84-16787
Investigation of the microcirculation of the conjunctiva
in airmen with the initial symptoms of cerebral
atherosclerosis p 148 N84-17818
Computer-aided analysis of atherosclerosis
p329 N84-25598
ARTHRITIS
The effect of decimeter waves on the activity of an
inflammatory process in expenmental polyarthritis
- p282 A84-32390
ARTHROPODS
Rheoceptive mediators of graviperception in a water flea:
Morphological implications of antennat-socket setae in
daphnia magna p 195 N84-18883
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Manned spacefiight activity planning with
knowledge-based systems
[AIAA PAPER 83-2374] p 33 A84-10035
A system for intelligent teleoperation research
[AIAA PAPER 83-2376] p 33 A84-10070
Human operator simulation in the cognitive domain
p110 A84-18850
DARPA program - Intelligent Task Automation
p 264 A84-28524 .
Applications of artificial intelligence/robotics
p264 A84-28525
Representation in memory
[AD-A130662] p 32 N84-10757
Picking up an object from a pile of objects
[AD-A133631] p119 N84-14691
Alternative knowledge acquisition interlace structures
[AD-A139019] p305 N84-23109
Problem solving and reasoning
[AD-A138889] p 306 N84-24099
Picking parts out of a bin
[AD-A139257] p311 N84-24106
An expert distributed robotics system with
comprehension and learning abilities in the aircraft flight
domain
[AD-A139826] ' p 337 N84-25300
Pilot interaction with automated airborne decision
making systems
[NASA-CR-173782] p 442 N84-29464
ARTILLERY FIRE
Evaluation of army remotely piloted vehicle mission
payload operator performance in simulated artillery
missions
[AD-A137602] p 270 N84-21103
ASPHYXIA -
Regulation of local blood flow in the brain - the concept
of homeostatic range p 130 A84-22781
ASSAYING
Effectiveness of a device for detection of bacteriological
aerosols; improvements in standardization and sensitivity
in the laboratory
[FOA-C-40175-B2] p 199 N84-20132
ASSOCIATION REACTIONS . •
Correlation between the radio sensitivity of the animal
organism and the characteristics of the reassociation
kinetics Of its DNA p 46 A84-14902
ASTHMA . .
The natural history of asthma - . Aeromedical
implications p 299 A84-32574
ASTRONAUT LOCOMOTION
Mapping an astronaut and his reach ,
p269 A84-29581
ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE
Biofeedback monitoring-devices for astronauts in space
environment p 37 A84-12025
Selection of members of polar expeditions and
cosmonauts p 151 A84-19600
Remote observation and diagnostic evaluation: Contact
and communication in medical-control problems —
Russian book on monitoring of cosmonauts by ground
personnel p 202 A84-23959
Vestibular dysfunction in cosmonauts during adaptation
to zero-G and readaptatton to 1 G p 204 A84-24336
Venous pressure in man during weightlessness
p419 A84-40303
The pilot's role in manned space flight
p435 A84-41054
Tilted astronauts reveal the brain's balancing act
p 463 A84-46257
Dexterity is just a fumble in space .
p 475 A84-46258
Contributions of space medicine to medical research
p303 N84-24517
ASTRONAUT TRAINING
Human factors in Spacelab - Crew training
p98 A84-19307
ASTRONAUTS
Why do astronauts surfer space sickness? :
p462 AC4-46256
Hot air changes our view of the ear
p463 .A84-46259
. Low gravity lowers immunity to disease
. p456 A84-46260
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ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORIES SUBJECTINDEX
A microminiaturized heart monitoring system for
astronauts p 496 A84-46637
Mathematical simulation of the cardiopulmonary
system
[ AD-A135460] p 149 N84-17822
ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORIES
Health and work at nigh altitude - A study at the Mauna
Kea observatories p 421 A84-40565
ASTRONOMICAL SPECTROSCOPY
The spectrosccpic identification of interstellar grains —
and detection of possible microorganisms
p339 A84-33188
ASTROPHYSICS
The anthropic principle and its implications for biological
evolution — intermediate attitude between primitive
anthropocentric prejudice and its antithesis in heeding
astrophysica] rdst/flint& for interpreting evolution
p 166 A84-20017
ASYMMETRY
Morphological criteria of the structural asymmetry of
cortex and subcortex formations in the human brain
p81 A84-17283
A new photographic technique for investigating the
character of Defecation In natural conditions of free space
p307 A84-31502
Chiral selection in poWQ-directed synthesis of ofigcKG)
— autocatalytic amplification of optical asymmetry in
porynudeotktes p 477 A84-45119
- Mottuvl for the cranaratinn Of thin-ftkinrwri AfiymnwtnV;
reverse osmosis membranes and products thereof
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11359-1] p 355 N84-28381
ASYMPTOTIC METHODS
Age effects on active duty Army MMPI (Minnesota
Multiphasic Personality Inventory) profiles
[AOP003343] p 387 N84-28464
ATAXIA
The nature and characteristics of a gravitational ataxia
p205 A84-24364
ATHLETES
Reserves of speed in the biathlon p 57 A84-15037
A comparison of the performance of weight lifters of
various classes in classical and auxiliary exercises
p 140 A84-20914
Evaluation of the psychic states of athletes
p 224 A84-2S359
Iron, copper, and manganese metabolism in young
athletes on a diet supplemented with vitamins and trace
elements p297 A84-32371
Once again on the methodology of the immunological
examination of athletes p360 A84-37807
Training of the vestibular stability of students In
physical-education classes p 487 ' A84-46534
Investigation of the respiration,, hemodynamics,
cardiodynamics. and oxygen regimes in athletes in
mountain conditions p487 A84-46536
Psychophysics of proprioceptJve sensibility
p 472 ' N84-31933
ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY
Project Cassini - A Saturn Obiter/Titan Probe mission
proposal p 448 A84-40516
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
The combined effect of environmental factors on the
acid-base balance of the blood p 199 A84-23473
The influence of the chemical composition of the air
on the oxidizing effect of ozone in buildings
p 230 A84-23712
Breathing pattern in humans - Elevated CO2 or low O2
on positive airway pressure p 214 A84-26197
Blood-brain barrier under the effect of ionizing 'radiation
in normal and altered gaseous atmospheres
p315 A84-34092
The evolution of the prebiotic atmosphere
p 447 A84-40434
Direct biological effects of increased atmospheric
carbon dioxide levels
[PB83-224360] p 25 N84-10749
Human exposure to atmospheric concentrations to
selected chemicals, volume 1
[PB84-102540] p 151 N84-17835
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
The dynamics of oxygen saturation of the brain at
increased pressures p 129 A84-22776
Dependence of blood coagulating and fibrinolytic
systems on functional state of lysosomal system of
neutrophil leukocytes during exposure of the body to low
barometric pressure p 431 N84-30661
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE
Dependence of the functional condition of workers on
age and occupational factors p211 A84-25367
The evolution of the prebiotic atmosphere . .
p447 A84-40434
ATROPHY
The validity of an animal model for experiments related
to weightlessness p 173 A84-24337
Muscle and the physiology of locomotion — in zero
gravity' ' p 175 A84-24363
Biochemical and histochemical adaptations of skeletal
muscle to rat suspension p 189 N84-18849
Effects of suspension on tissue levels of gtucocorticoid
receptors p 195 N84-18884
Research opportunities in muscle atrophy
[NASA-CR-175422] ' p217 N84-20135
Evaluation of changes in human axial skeletal bone
structures during long-term spacefflghts
p325 N84-25251
Research opportunities In muscle atrophy
[NASA-CR-3796] p 367 N84-27416
The combined influence of stretch,'mobility and electrical
stimulation in the prevention of muscle ftoer atrophy caused
hypokinosts and hypodynamia - -
[NASA-CR-173994] p 493 N84-34914
ATROPINE
Heat exchange following atropine injection before and
after heat acclimation p287 A84-30012
Effect of atropine on the exercise-heat performance of
man
[AD-A131843] p 62 N84-12719
Heat exchange following atropine injection before and
after heat acclimation
[AD-A132618] p 90 N84-15780
Effects of heat acclimation on atropine impaired
IhermoregulatJon
[AD-A139292] p 328 N84-25282
ThA «tahitltu ftt afmnlMA at^raft ]M {HA GwaHloK
autoinjector
[FOA-C-40191-C3] p 484 N84-34127
ATTACK AIRCRAFT
Improved electronic warfare displays for attack aircraft
p106 A84-18B04
Physiological and psychological aspects of the piloting
of modem high-performance combat aircraft
p99 N84-15099
ATTENTION
Effects of task structures on attention allocation
optimality p95 A84-188O6
The division of attention between a primary tracking task
and secondary tasks of pointing with a stylus or speaking
in a simulated ship's-gunfire-control tasks
p375 A84-37263
Moving attention - Evidence for time-invariant shifts of
visual selective attention p 376 AS4-37799
Pattern-directed attention in uncertain frequency
detection
[AD-A135905] p 218 N64-20142
; Neuromagnetic investigation of workload and attention
[AD-A136172] p 219 N84-20147
The limits of multiple resource theory: The role of task
correlation/integration in optimal display formatting
[AD-A136692] p 235 N84-20182
Cognitive performance change during a 6-hour hike at
low temperature in simulated rain, at controlled walking
rates
[AD-A138358] p 301 N84-23100
A Unified Model of Attention arid Problem Solving
[AD-A138787] p 306 N84-24097
Neuromagnetic investigation of workload and attention
[AD-A140948] p 373 N84-28394
ATTITUDE (INCLINATION)
Central circulation of a normal man during 7-day
head-down tilt and decompression of various body parts
p57 A84-15165
An approach for training aircraft night attitude recognition
using microcomputer CAI — Computer Aided Instruction
p112 A84-19279
Time course of plasma levels of norepinephrine.
epinephrine and dopamine during a 4-day head-down tilt
p292 A84-30367
Orcadian rhythm of human heart rate during
antiorthostatic tests p 326 N84-25259
Morphological study of primate muscle fibers and
microcirculation during head-down hypoklnesia
p326 N84-25262
Structural distinctions of thyroid C cells and parathyroid
glands of primates during head-down hypokinesia
p 326 N84-25263
Disorientation in helicopter flight p 333 NS4-26284
ArnruDE INDICATORS
A study on airborne Integrated display system and human
Information processing
[NASA-TM-77338J p 99 N84-15789
AUDIO EQUIPMENT
Individualizing with Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI):
Enhancing . student motivation _ through
computer-controlled audio
[AD-P003314] • p388 N84-28453
AUDIO FREQUENCIES
Biological effect of noise of identical levels with different
spectral characteristics ' p200 A84-23729
The effect of structured contextual tones on
psychophysical frequency discrimination
(AD-A135433] p 226 N84-18903
Pattern-directed attention In uncertain frequency
detection
[AD-A135905] p 218 N84-20142
AUDIOLOQY
Neuronal responses of the cat fastigial nucleus to
acoustic signals p48 A84-15013
Preventing job-related hearing impairments
p308 A84-32357
AermedteaJ Support in Military Helicopter Operations
[AGARD-LS-134] p 330 N84-26279
Hearing loss associated with heOoopter flight
p330 N84-26285
Physiological, Psychological, and Social Effects of
Noise
[NASA-RP-1115] p442 N84-29465
Physiological functioning of the ear and masking
p 429 N84-29468
Presbycusis, sociocusis, and nosocusis
p442 N84-29471
Audometric configurations and repeatability in
noise-Induced hearing loss
[ISVR-TR-123] p434 N84-30694
Communications biophysics p 470 N84-33362
AUDIOMETRY
The most frepuency oto-rtunc—taryngologicaJ causes of
fitness restriction p422 A84-41228
Hearing loss associated with helicopter flight
p330 N84-26285
Pon^pfJon of bingura! 'ompo'gi «Wt»
p 372 N84-28387
Development of a microprocessor based audiometer for
threshold shift studies
[AD-A142124] p 428 N84-29448
Physiological, Psychological, and Social Effects of
Noise
[NASA-RP-1115] p442 N84-29465
Physiological functioning of the ear and masking
p 429 N84-29468
Presbycusis, sociocusis, and nosocusis'
p 442 N84-29471
Audtometric configurations and repeatability In
noise-induced hearing loss
[ISVR-TR-123] p434 N84-30694
AUDITORY DEFECTS
Noise characteristics on the ground run-up test by
current combat aircraft and protection program for hearing
toss p210 A84-25183
Preventing job-related hearing impairments
p308 A84-32357
Extent of hearing loss among Army aviators at Fort
' Rucker, 'Alabama
[AD-A132069] p 62 N84-12714
Hearing loss associated with helicopter flight
p330 N84-26285
Physiological, Psychological, and Social Effects of
Noise
[NASA-RP-1115] p442 N84-29465
Physiological functioning of the ear and masking
p429 N84-29468
Noise-induced hearing loss and its prediction
p 429 N84-29472
Noise-Induced hearing impairment and handicap
p429 N84-29473
Nonauditory-system response to noise and effects on
health p 442 N84-29475
AudJometric configurations and . repeatability in
noise-induced hearing loss
[ISVR-TR-123] p 434 N84-30694
Communications biophysics p 470 N84-33362
AUDITORY PERCEPTION
Distribution of individual indices of the subjective
evaluation of loudness p30 A84-11337
Characteristics of the functioning of the 'biological dock'
of the toft and right cerebral hemispheres in
cchootehildren p 55 A84-14988
An observer's use of acoustic and modality-nonspecific
features of sounding for the differentiation of auditory
signals p221 A84-23703
Temporary threshold shifts after onset and offset of
moderately loud low-frequency maskers
. p202 A84-23987
Function of.auditory and vestibular analyzers under the
effect of space flight factors — Russian book
p 213 A84-25925
The effect of acoustic-stimulation repetition rate on the
temporal and amplitude characteristics of the evoked
auditory potential of the human brain-stem
p245 A84-28299
The possibility of using tympanometry In the case of
nonperforated medial otitis p 296 A84-32359
A computer simulation of decision making in auditory
detection p 303 A84-32392
Isopotentjal sound pressure levels for cochlear
microphone potential p 341 A84-36590
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Biosynthesis of chemoautotrophic bacteria using
electrical energy p482 A84-49315
The growth of paraooccus halodenitrificans in a defined
medium
[NASA-TM-84411] p9 N84-10724
NASA Space Biology Program. Eighth annual
symposium's program and abstracts
[NASA-CP-2299] p 187 N84-18829
Aromatic biosynthesis in pine tissues
p 192 N84-18866
IntGTBctions of Eight &nd gravity on growth, onont&tion,
snd Dgrun btosynthosts in rnung bosns
p 194 N84-1B879
Isolation and characterization of beta-glucan synthase:
A potential biochemical regulator of gravistimulated
differential cell wall loosening p 195 N84-18882
Microwaves and human leukocyte function: Exposure
of human mononuctear leukocytes to microwave energy
pulse-modulated at 16 Hz or at 60 Hz
[AD-A141071] p427 N84-29443
BIOTECHNOLOGY
Suggestions concerning technological research and
development for the purpose of industrial use ol marine
algae
[ISSN-0077-5606] p 77 N84-14661
CotrunGTci&l btotscnnology; An intomatiOfiflJ snslysts
[PB84-173608] p 321 N84-26272
Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A continuing
bibliography with Indexes (supplement 259)
[NASA-SP-7011(259)] p 367 N84-27415
Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 260)
[NASA-SP-7011(260)] p 426 N84-29440
BIOTELEMETRY
The Pul'sotemp PT-01 device — portable
photoplethysmographic pulse rate monitor
p68 A84-13450
Methods of biotelemetry - Russian book
p103 A84-18751
Biostereometrics '82; Proceedings of the Meeting, San
Diego, CA, August 24-27. 1982 p 263 A84-27296
Certain features in diagnosing and treating cardiac
arrhythmia under conditions of a prolonged monitoring of
heart rhythms p 300 A84-33063
BIRDS
Use of fauna as biomonitors
[DE83-016082] p 53 N84-13762
BLACKOUT (PHYSIOLOGY)
Inflight loss of consciousness p 15 A84-10739
BLADDER
PSC, a programmable software controller for a multiple
bladder, sequentially inflatable g-suit
[AD-A138069] p 271 N84-22172
BLOOD
Functional morphology and metabolic characteristics of
tissue basophils and basophilic granulocytes of the
blood p43 A84-13480
Metabolic changes in blood under traumatic shock
p45 A84-14790
Changes in the serum-complement activity during the
early periods of experimental myocardial infarction in
dogs p46 A84-14794
Behavior of blood-serum proteins in rats exposed to the
long-term effect of air ions p 123 A84-19599
Measurement of hormones and blood gases during
hypoxla in conscious canrudated rats
p318 A64-34712
Natural immunity and the blood system of metal workers
in relation to age, length of service, and type of job
p365 A84-39007
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Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase activity in rat
blood serum under conditions of hyperoxia, hypoxia and
cold p411 A84-41545
Further study of the role ol vitamin A in immunological
reactions (as observed in volunteers)
p424 A84-41547
Changes in blood urea content under hypokinetic
conditions P 26 N84-11703
Study ol biological samples obtained from victims ol
MGM Grand Hotel fire p 63 NB4-13374
Changes in some rheological parameters ol blood in
experiments simulating weightlessness
p 145 N84-16774
Effect of sydnocarb on hemodynamics and redistribution
ol blood during functional tests following six-hour
antiorthostatic hypokinesia p 145 N84-16777
^Evaluation of human blood morphological composition
during exercise in sealed chamber with different
concentrations of ammonia p 146 N84-16779
Comparative characteristics of erythron reactions to
hypoxic hypoxia, immobilization and high-intensity
stationary magnetic field p 135 N84-16785
Bioecholocation method for inestigation of parameters
of intracranial circulation of blood and fluid in man
, p 146 N84-16788
Behavioral change of blood lactate metabolism
[PB84-100171] p157. N84-17850
Regulation of hematopoiesis in the suspended rat as
a model for space flight p 190 N84-18856
Some immunological mechanisms of adaptation of
seamen to conditions of low latitude sailing
p249 N84-21052
Skeletal muscle metabolism of sea-level natives
following short-term high-altitude residence
[AD-A139323] p 328 N84-25284
Artificial blood substitutes p 328 N84-25594
Verification of an altitude decompression sickness
prevention protocol for Shuttle operations utilizing a 10.s
. psi pressure stage
[NASA-TM-58259] p 373 N84-28392
Effects of long-term low-level radiofrequency radiation
exposure on rats. Volume 6: Hematologtcal. serum
chemistry, thyroxine. and protein electrophoresis
evaluations
[AD-A141124] p414 .N84-29434
Cerebral metabolism and blood brain transport: Toxicity
of organophosphorous compounds
[AD-A142705] p 468 N84-33005
BLOOD CIRCULATION
The use of functional rheovasography for the
examination of athletes with circulatory disorders in lower
extremities p 18 A84-11551
The effect of ischemia and postischemic restoration of
blood circulation on the ultrastructure of the neurons
p5 A84-115S6
The microcirculatory bed of the liver according to data
of scanning electron microscopy p5 AS4-11560
The relationship between indicators of mental work
capacity and parameters of the blood-circulation system
before and after physical exercise p 59 A84-15729
Blood filling of the adrenal cortex in white rats, intact
and subjected to acute overheating p 75 A84-17300
Oxygen supply of the body in the case of an increase
in the affinity of hemoglobin to oxygen and a change in
blood viscosity p 123 A84-20187
Effects of +Gz accelerations of long duration on the
circulatory pressure distribution p 140 A84-21013
Regulation of man's hydration status during
gravity-induced blood redistribution p 204 A84-24334
The rale of tissue receptors and specific structures of
medulla oblongata in the fluid distribution
p179 A84-24391
Interserosal forces: The pressure environment of the
central circulations and nature's internal 'G suits'. II - The
thoracic containers, analysis via the DSR — Dynamic
Spatial Reconstruction p 180 A84-24392
Circulating immune complexes in experimental
hypertension and in hypertension combined with the
administration of cholesterol in animals of various ages
p 185 A84-2S648
Central regulation of blood circulation during trauma and
hemorrhage — Russian book p 278 A84-30974
Microcirculation and inflammation p 280 A84-31514
The state of the blood kallikreinkinin system in patients
having experienced myocardial inlarction, and its response
to physical stress p 296 A84-32364
Complex scanning ultrasonography, Doppler
sonography, telethermography, and infrared radiometry in
studies of circulation through the carotid arteries
p297 A84-32378
Asymmetric pulsation in the supraclavicular part of the
neck in healthy persons in the supine position: a
physiological or a pathological phenomenon? (A
dinical-ultrasombgrafic study) p 297 AS4-32380
System analysis of regulation mechanisms for the
oxygen affinity of blood. II - Features of the regulation
of oxygen-binding properties of blood in circulation
p 283 A84-32464
cAMP-dependent protein kinase activity and
phosphorytation of heart phospholamban during circulatory
hypoxia - The effect of trypsin on the phosphorylation
capability of the phospholamban p315 A84-34143
Complex evaluation of the condition of blood circulation
during muscular activity (Review of the literature)
p 35S AS4-36604
The use of mathematical methods to predict diseases
of circulatory-system organs p 359 A84-37199
Functional element of the liver in r.ormal and pathological
conditions p412 A84-41559
Role of endothelial cells in the regulation of the metabolic
function of the lungs p 412 A64-41560
The protective effect of hypoxic preadaptation on the
animal mortality rate from acute circulatory disorders
caused by intense excitation of the brain
p 413 A84-42525
Dynamics of rheographic parameters of cerebral
circulation and circulation in the extremities during active
orthostatic test p 26 N84-11700
Effect of redistribution of blood on severity ol spatial
position illusions in weightlessness p 26 N84-11701
Effect of sydnocarb on hemodynamics and redistribution
of blood during functional tests following six-hour
antiorthostatic hypokinesia p 145 N84-16777
Investigation of the microcirculation of the conjunctiva
in airmen with the initial symptoms of cerebral
atherosclerosis p 148 N84-17818
Blood flow measurements under high-G conditions:
Early prediction of Gz tolerance
[AD-A134653] p 149 N84-17823
Value of the tilt table in the exploration of circulatory
function p254 N84-2109S
Morphological study of primate muscle fibers and
microcirculation during head-down hypokinesia
p 326 N84-25262
USSR report Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
vol. 18rno. 3, May - June 1984
[JPRS-USB-84-005) p415 N84-30642
Effect of dihydroergotamine on human circulation during
orthostatic tests p 430 N84-30646
Circulatory changes in orthostatic position in the
presence of hyperthermia p 430 N84-30647
Simulation of physiological effects of negative pressure
on man p 431 N84-30662
Link between indexes for mental work capacity and
parameters in circulatory system before and after physical
stress p465 N84-31925
Regulation and characteristics of cold-induced
vasodilation
[AD-A143797] p 492 N84-34158
BLOOD COAGULATION
The blood-coagulation system and adaptation to natural
hypoxia — Russian book p 78 A84-18504
The effect of sodium hydroxybutyrate on resistance to
hypoxia and blood-platelet aggregation in rats 'under
different ecological conditions p 123 A84-19724
Hypoxia alters blood coagulation during acute
decompression in humans p 214 A84-26193
Coagulation and fibrinolytic responses to exercise and
cold exposure p 247 A84-29817
Characteristics of intravascular blood coagulation
syndrome in bum disease p285 • A84-33155
Mechanism of inhibition of fibrin polymerization by means
of a thermostable inhibitor from blood serum
p 342 A84-36608
Dependence ol blood coagulating and fibrinolytic
systems on functional state of lysosomal system of
neutrophil leukocytes during exposure of the body to low
barometric pressure p 431 N84-30661
Fibrinogen, plasminogen and tissue-type plasminogen
activator: Their role in the tibinolytic system
p 484 N84-34121
BLOOD FLOW
Influence of training on blood flow to different skeletal
muscle fiber types p 1 A84-10278
Regional distribution of blood flow during mild dynamic
leg exercise in the baboon p2 A84-10283
Morphology ol blood capillaries and shin muscles in the
case of obliterating atherosclerosis p 55 A84-13477
The role of affections of the main arteries of the head
in disturbances of hemostasis and the rheological
properties'of the blood p 81 A84-17280
Significance of aorta-branching characteristics in the
regulation of regional blood flow in humans
p82 A84-17298
Ventrolateral medullary surface blood flow determined
by hydrogen clearance p 128 A84-21033
Regulation of local blood flow in the brain - The concept
of homeostatic range ' p 130 A84-22781
The role of coronary vascular reactivity in the regulation
of myocardial blood supply p 183 A84-25357
Laser-Doppler measurement of skin blood flow -
Comparison with plethysmography p 215 A84-261S8
Effect of mild essential hypertension on control of
forearm blood flow during exercise in the heat
p 287 A84-30013
Noninvasive and continuous measurement of the skin
blood flow in man p 292 A84-30371
Pressure difference-flow rate variation in a femoral artery
branch casting of man for steady flow
p 300 A84-33151
Morphological and functional characteristics of
adrenergic innervation of rracrovessels and terminal blood
flow in stress . p 285 A84-33157
Reflex regulation ol sweat rate by skin temperature in
exercising humans p 323 A84-34705
Effects of airflow and work load on cardiovascular drift
and skin blood flow p 324 A84-34711
Experimental study of pulsatile and steady flow through
a smooth tube and an atherosclerotic coronary artery
casting of man . p 324 A84-34962
Thermoregulatory responses of rats to varying
environmental temperatures p 345 A84-36938
Pulmonary blood flow and oxygenation of arterial blood
in healthy persons during 7-day hypokinesia
p383 A84-36509
Use of impedance plethysmography to continually
monitor bone marrow blood flow p 398 A84-40354
Blood-flow distribution in the brain, kidney, intestine,
spleen and hind limbs of cats under acute hypoxia
p407 A84-40698
Relationship between blood supply and energy
metabolism ol the myocardium p 408 A84-40720
Bone blood flow measured by (41)AT clearance formed
by(44)Ca<n,(-))(41)Ar
[DE83-017600] • - '. p 79 N84-1S761
The effects of high frequency positive pressure
ventilation on hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction
p220 N84-20151
Exploration of arterial function using Doppler flow
determination. Application to aeronautical and space
medicine 'p 253 N84-21091
. Ultrasonic and optical evaluation of surgical implant
materials and devices. A durability study of pericardia)
bioprostheses . "
[NASA-CR-173437] p 329 .N84-26274
Use of the Doppler ultrasound method to evaluate the
rate of blood flow in children with patent ductus
arteriosus
[ISSN-0208-5658J p 426 N84-28441
Experimental and clinical research on the effectiveness
of ultrasound in vascular surgery
[ISSN-0208-5658] p 427 N84-29442
Animal models of disuse osteoporosis •'
p488 N84-34153
BLOOD GROUPS
Gravitational surgery of the blood — Russian book
p 346 "A84-37275
BLOOD PLASMA
The tractionation of plasma proteins in large scale
preparations" of blood — Russian book ,
p3 A84-10492
The effect of diuretics on the concentration of calcium
in blood serum and its excretion with the urine
p 18 A84-11563
Plasma adrenocorticotropln and cortisol responses to
submaxirna) and exhaustive exercise p 21 A84-126S6
Fatty-acid composition of blood-plasma liplds under
traumatic shock p 45 A84-14791
The effect of ionizing radiation on the metabolism of
bound sugar in rabbit and rat blood p 74 A84-16967
Interrelationship between transcortine and type III
glucocorticoid receptors and type II glucocortcoid
receptors under stress p 124 A84-20876
Neutral glycolipids in the blood of normal individuals and
individuals suffering from hypertension
p 139 A84-20878
Changers in the cyclase system of rat skeletal muscles
and the content of cyclic nucteotides In rat Wood plasma
after the administration of caffeine p 124 A84-20879
Investigation of the mobility of free radicals connected
with serum albumins at 30-230 K p 126 A84-20902
Plasma osmdality, volume, and renin activity at the
•anaerobic threshold' p 141 AS4-21027
Hydration and vascular fluid shifts during exercise in the
.heat
[AD-A139535] p 141 A84-21028
Plasma substrate response in men and women during
marathon running p 143 A84-21740
. The activity of potassium in the extracellular fluid of rats
under conditions of a potassium Imbalance
P130 A84-22782
Ttw cocnbinod offoct of onvtronmGnt&l factors on tho
add-base balance of the blood . p199 A84-23473
Plasma levels of noreplnephrine, epinephrlne arid
dooamlne during a 4-day head-down tilt with and without
exercise . • p205 A84-24360
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Effects of endurance exercise on metabolic water
production and plasma volume p 213 A84-26190
Effect of digoidn on serum and urinary cation changes
on acute Induction to Ngti altitude p247 A84-29816
Bod-rest studios - Fluid &nd oloctrofyte responses
p 291 A84-30357
Acid-base state of the blood during the training of
athletes at a height of about 1500 m above sea level
p295 A84-31S04
Albumin-induced plasma volume expansion • Diurnal and
temperature effects p 324 AS4-34710
Interaction of blood plasma proteins in humans with
glycosarrinoglycans p342 A84-36611
Kinetic method for determining alkaline phosphatase
isoenzymes in human blood serum p342 AB4-36612
.Determination of retinol In hurn&n btood plasms by tho
method of high pressure Oquid cnrornatography
p356 A84-3661S
Interrelationship between lactate dehydrogenase and its
isoenzyme content in the liver and blood serum in
experimental myocardial infarction p 343 A84-36616
Changes in the content of blood plasma lipids and
apoDpoproteins in the course of acute myocardial
infarction p359 A84-37192
Gravitational surgery of the btood — Russian book
p346 AB4-37275
Substance P In blood plasma and adrenals of
spontaneously hypertensive and nuffDutuiuuve rats
Iron content of btood and iron saturation of blood serum
transferrin following X-ray irradiation p449 A84-429S9
Blood lactate and ammonium ton accumulation during
graded exercise in humans p 461 A84-43823
Plasma catecholamlnes and their effect on btood lactate
and muscle lactate output p453 A84-44079
Arterial btood acid-base regulation during exercise in
rats . P<54 A84-44084
Free amino acids of btood before arid after short-term
spacefills p26 NB4-11702
Study of metabolic' sequelae of using positive
intrapulmonary pressure during exposure to
accelerations p 145 N84-16776
Btood plasma amino add levels in cosmonauts before
and after 175-day mission aboard Salyut-6
p325 N84-25250
Oxldative enzyme activity in rat blood plasma and
subceltular fraction of liver following flight aboard
Cosmos-936 btosatellite p320 N84-25265
Change in spectrum of btood hormones under influence
of centimeter range microwaves p 366 N84-27412
Blood plasma free amino acids under hypoklnetic
conditions p430 N84-30648
Correlation between plasma flbronectln level and
mortality following experimental rate heat stress
[AO-A143383] ' P457 N84-32991
BLOOD PRESSURE
Level of arterial pressure and vegetative cardiac
regulation during the simulation of Intense operator
activity p16 A84-11327
Rhythmolnotroplc phenomena in the human heart
p16 A84-11329
Physiological and clinical effects of local negative
pressure p48 A84-14999
Regulation of arterial pressure under normal and
pathological conditions — Russian book
p76 AB4-1B495
Effects of +Gz accelerattons of long duration on the
circulatory pressure distribution p 140 A84-21013
Regulation of local btood flow In the brain - The concept
of homeostatic range p 130 A84-22781
Venous afferent elicited skeletal muscle pumping - A
new orthoslatic venopressor mechanism
P174 A84-24349
Mechanisms for the increase in arterial pressure in old
age p212 A84-25639
High sustained positive G - Future problems and
solutions p215 AS4-26382
Experimental study of pulsatile and steady flow through
a smooth tube and an atherosclerotic coronary artery
casting of man ' p324 A84-34962
Period multupfing-evidence for nonlinear behaviour of
the canine heart p343 A84-36685
Measurement of pressure in ponphoral voins using tho
ultrasonic Doppler method p358 A84-37188
Monitoring the btood pressure of rats with a simultaneous
recording of the pulse and respiration rates
p351 A84-39014
Venous pressure in man during weightlessness
p419 A84-40303
Substance P as a regulator of disturbed functions in
primates - Effect on conditioned-reflex activity and
arterial-pressure dynamics p411 A84-41397
A method of reproducing acute changes of arterial\
pressure to study regulatory responses of brain vessels
p412 AB4-41561
Variation in the osmolarity of arterial btood during
intensive muscle exercise p482 A8448165
Hemodynamic reactions to positive intrathoracic
pressure at + G sub z accelerations p25 N84-11698
Work at high altitude: A dintoal and phystotogical study
at the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope, Mauna Kea,
Hawaii
[REPT-11] p254 N84-22147
Evaluation of some hemodynamic parameters of pilots
during Rights p325 N84-252S6
A mathematical model of the cardiovascular system
under +Gz stress p 331 N84-26290
Nofnogram for demonstrating chango in contra) vonous
and putrnofMuy srtory pressure during docoinpression of
different parts of the body p 431 N84-30660
Increase in whole-body peripheral vascular resistance
during three hours of air or oxygen prebreatHng
[NASA-TM-58261] p 432 N84-30684
Changes in arterial pressure in static work as function
of time of day and degree of disturbance in Earth's
magnetic field p466 N84-31930
BLOODVESSELS
Factors determining the functional heterogeneity of
vasomotor effects p44 A84-13482
Morphophotometric methods for examining the
microscopic btood vessels in the bulbar conjunctiva
p69 AB4-15045
Possibility of the appearance of cellular structures on
ihe suriacB oi iha vascuiai pitnui, revw»u by sCinnaig
electron microscopy p 75 A84-17282
Cryofractography of microvessel endothellum
p75 A84-17296
Alterations of hypertrophied myocardium and its btood
vessels during experimental infarction
p 188 A84-26365
Spiral arrangement of muscular elements in the walls
of btood vessels and its importance for hemodynamics
p279 A84-31506
The effect of different protein contents in the diet on
the structure of btood vessels p 281 A84-32372
Characteristics of intravascular blood coagulation
syndrome in bum disease p 285 A84-33155
Experimental model for the objective evaluation of the
degree of development of initial reaction to radiation in
rabbits ' , p345 A84-37120
Condition of the central hemodynamics and
microdrcutation in locomotive engineers suffering from
hypertension p 361 A84-37832
Features of vascular reaction to chilling in Antarctic polar
explorers with respect to the length of winter stay and to
profession p381 AS4-37635
Changes of sensttMty to adrenalin during adaptation to
heat p364 A84-38515
Demonstration of gas bubbles In canine pulmonary artery
and aorta by means of ultrasonic echography with
Intravenous air Muston p11 N84-11708
Bilateral carotid llgatlon and effects of electromagnetic
field on conditioned reflex retention and cerebral nucleic
add levels p417 N84-30677
BLOOD VOLUME
Correlation between hemoglobin mass and body
composition In healthy young males p 59 A84-15726
Rheologlcal properties and quantitative spectrum of
btood prosutglandina in patients with hypertension
p61 A84-17281
Significance of aorta-branching characteristics In the
regulation of regional blood flow In humans
p82 AS4-17298
Blood filling of the adrenal cortex In white rate. Intact
and subjected to acute overheating p75 A84-17300
1
 Alterations In btood volume following short-term
suprarnaximaj exercise p 142 A84-21032
Hormonal and metabolic responses to simulated
weightlessness p 203 A84-24328
Effects of endurance exercise on metabolic water
production arid plasma volume p 213 A84-26190
• Blood volume responses in partially dehydrated subjects
working in the cold p 247 AS4-28818
Effects of a 7-day head-down tilt with and without
clonidine on volume-regulating hormones in normal
humans p 291 A84-30363
Albumin-Induced plasma volume expansion - Diurnal and
temperature effects p324 A84-34710
Hemoglobin concentration and aerobic work capacity
in women following Induced erythrocythemia
p462 A84-44090
Cardiac chamber volumes by echocardtography using
a new mathematical method: A promising technique for
zero-Guse p 193 N84-18874
Reliability and efficiency of Kubtcek rheogrephic method
for monitoring cardiac output and stroke volume
p430 NS4-30844
BLOOD-BRAIN BARRIER
Effects of 2450-MHz microwave energy on the
Wood-train barrier - An overview and critique of past and
present research p 426 A84-42258
BLUE GREEN ALGAE
The uttrastructural organization of the blue-green alga
mtoocystis aeruginosa kuetz. Emend. Elenk in connection
with toxicogenesis
[AO-A132540] p 77 N84-146S2
The effect of various carbon sources on the growth of
single-celled cyanophyta
[NASA-TM-770901 p 138 N84-17804
BO-105 HELICOPTER
Flight tests for the assessment of task performance and
control activity p374 A84-36523
BOATS
Standardization of dimensions of ship living spaces in
limited-area conditions p264 A84-28422
BODY COMPOSITION (BIOLOGY)
Morphofuncttonal correlations as exemplified by the
relationships between the cardiovascular system and the
physique p 17 A84-11342
Correlation between hemoglobin mass and body
composition in healthy young males p 59 A84-15726
Body composition (percent fat) and heat bueus of well
conditioned young adult males p 83 A84-18813
Balance of iron, copper, and manganese in the bodies
of young athletes p200 A84-23714
Ouantitatlon of tissue loss during prolonged space
flight p296 A84-31602
Thermal adjustment to cold-water exposure In resting
men and women p 364 A84-38562
GrsvSiy, body rnsss arrf eompostion. and metabolk:
rate p 190 N84-18854
BODY FLUIDS
Medical results from STS 1-4 - Analysis of body fluids
p58 A84-1516B
Changes in body-fluid volumes in conditions of
antiorthostatic hypodynamics and the action of
furosemide p60 A84-15738
Hemodynamic and humoral effects of prostaglandin
inhibition in exercising humans p 141. A84-21026
Tissuo prossuro and plasma oncotic prossuro during
exercise p 141 A84-21029
Currant concepts of space flight induced changes In
hormonal control of fluid and electrolyte metabolism
p203 A84-24333
Regulation of man's hydration status during
gravity-induced btood redistribution p 204 A64-24334
Distribution of fluids in the body of the centrifuged rat
p 176 AS4-24369
The effect of hypergravHy on fluid-electrolyte metabolism
In rat fetuses p 178 A84-24379
OsrnO' find votumorogula.tton in rsts with hereditarily
changed hormonal balance p 179 A84-24390
The role of tissue receptors and specific structures of
medulla obtongata in the fluid distribution
P179 A84-24391
Hormonal disturbances of fluid-electrolyte metabolism
under altitude exposure In man p 208 A84-24955
Bed-rest studies - Fluid and electrolyte responses
p291 A64-30357
Chollnergic aspects of the peripheral regulation of water
and saline solution consumption p350 A64-38520
Prolonged weightlessness and humoral immunity
p419 A84-40301
Inner fluids of the body (2nd revised and enlarged edition)
-Russian book p483 A64-49342
Tho offocts of dehydration on peripheral cooling
[AD-A130838] p 87 N84-15767
Fluid Intake at high altitudes • p 145 N84-16772
Influence of hydration level and body fluids on exercise
performance In the heat
[AD-A139284] p 327 N84-25281
Cardiovascular reactions on orthostasis and
weightlessness p 378 N84-27424
Ruid replacement during hypothermia
[AD-A143807] p493 N84-34159
BODY KINEMATICS
Measurement of reach envelopes with a four-camera
Selective Spot Recognition (SELSPOT) system
p263 A84-27299
Anticipatory postural movements related to a voluntary
movement p 289 A84-30335
BODY MEASUREMENT (BIOLOGY)
Organomotric analysis of heart changes associated with
systematic physical exercise p 56 A84-15029
Methods of btotelemetry — Russian book
p103 A84-18751
Blood flow measurements under high-G conditions:
Early prediction of Gz tolerance
[AD-A134653) p 149 N84-17823
Biological offsets from oloctrlc fields associated with high
voftage transmission Ones
(DE84-005498] p 244 1484-22143
Development of an EM-based lifeform monitor
(AD-A140583) p 368 N84-27430
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BODY SIZE (BIOLOGY)
Morphofunctjonal correlations as exemplified by the
relationships between the cardiovascular system end the
physique P 17 A84-11342
Characteristics ol the EKG and mechanical activity of
the heart for tall athletes P 140 A84-20816
Gravity, body mass and composition, and metabolic
rate p 190 N84-18854
Rat body size, composition and growth at hypo- and
hypergravtty '
[NASA-CR-175393] ! p 198 N84-20126
Anthropometric and mass distribution characteristics of
the adult female, revised
[AD-A143096] p 467 N84-31939
Uniform mass distribution properties and body size
appropriate'for the 50 percentile male airaewmember.
1980-1990
[AO-A142946] p 477 NB4-3194B
BODY SWAY TEST
Equilibrium in persons of various ages on the basis of
data from stabaography p 296 AB4-32362
BODY TEMPERATURE
Human body temperature - Its measurement and
regulation p 16 A84-11017
ThermoregulatJon in Erythrocebus patas - A thermal
balance study p9 A84-12663
The effect of body temperature on work capacity in
humans p60 A84-15739
Temperature variations in groups of mice of both sexes
exposed to normobaric hypoxia at 10-35 C
p 127 A84-21018
An Inhomogeneous thermal block model of man for the
electromagnetic environment p 161 A84-22273
A method for the long-term precision thermometry of
&nini&l br&in structures in chronic expGftrnorrts
p181 A84-24698
Caloric test its modem versions, merits and
shortcomings — labyrinth therapy p211 AS4-25599
Heat production during sleep p214 A84-26194
Hormonal factors in reduced postprandial heat
production of exercise-trained subjects
p 214 AB4-26196
Assessing the condition of an operator at a distance
by means of infrared methods p 308 AS4:32355
DesynchronizaBon of the oral temperature Orcadian
rhythm and intolerance to shift work
p375 A84-36749
Effects of personality on body temperature and mental
efficiency following traromendlan flight
p356 A84-36927
A transient model of thermoregulation in a clothed
human p439 A84-40344
TTw fiold trsfltnwnt of hypothormifl
p488 A84-46808
The effect of hyperthermia on the body temperature and
the catecholamine content of the hypotnatamus In albino
rats p 483 AB4-49568
Aerobic fitness and the hypohydratton response to
exercise-heat stress
[AD-A132263] P 85 NW-14869
MathematJcal aimulatJon of diver performance
[AD-A133844] p85 N84-14671
Effect ol the microclimate on the night sleep and physical
fitness of seamen during a cruise In the low latitudes
p 147 N84,17813
Set-point changes In hierarchically-arranged
thermogenk: systems p 190 N84-18853
Cognitive performance change during a 6-hour hike at
low temperature In simulated rein, at controlled walking
rates
[AD-A138358] p 301 N84-23100
Hyperpyrexia and head trauma
[AD-A139420] p 301 N84-24090
Orcadian pattern of simian functional parameters during
hypoklnesla arid in the recovery period
. ' p430 N84-30650
Effect of body temperature on human work capacity
p476 N84-31926
Mechanisms of thermoregulation of rats exposed to
hypergravk) fields p 457 N84-32989
BODY VOLUME (BIOLOGY)
Morphofunctjonal correlations as exemplified by the
relationships between the cardiovascular system and the
physique p 17 A84-11342
Correlation between hemoglobin mass and body
composition In healthy young males p 59 A84-15726
Blostereometrfc study of a sample of 50 young adults
by photogrammetry p 263 AS4-27298
Principal factors in the system of female body
dimensions p308 A84-31507
BODY WEIGHT
A comparison of the performance of weight lifters of
various classes In classical and auxiliary exercises
p 140 A84-20914
Thermoneutral zone and scaling of metabolic rate on
body mass in small mammals p 173 A84-24341
Gfucocorticoid sensitivity, disuse, and the regulation of
muscle mass p 174 A84-243S6
Scaling of metabolic rate on body mass in small
mammals at 2.0 g p 176 AS4-24372
Biological scaling from cells to environment - A prelude
to gravitjonal explanations p 180 A84-24394
Quantitation of tissue loss during prolonged space
flight p296 A84-31602
Effects of constant magnetic fields on rats and mice -
A study of weight p4S2 A84-43733
The effect of chronic gamma-irradiation on chipmunks
kept in vivarium p 481 A84-48046
A survey of body fat content of U.S. Navy male
personnel
[AD-A131500] p 23 N84-10738
Effect of eleuterococcus extract on recovery processes
in rats following seven-day hypokinesia
pit N84-11706
Gravity, body mass and composition, and metabolic
rate p 190 N84-18854
Upper to lower body muscular strength and endurance
ratios for women and men
[AD-A143821] p 498 N84-34168
BONE OEM1NERAUZATION
Arrested bone formation during space flight results in
a hyppmineralized skeletal defect p 175 A84-24365
Weightlessness and bone loss in man
p 289 A84-30342
Excretion ol glycosaminoglycans (GAG) in subjects
having experienced weightlessness and in immobilized
patients with spinal cord injuries p 290 A84-30346
Mechanical mediator of bone demoralization in
weightlessness - A bioelectromechanic hypothesis
P276 A84-30348
New approach of bone filstophystotogy In
demineraiization states - Histoenzymoiogical detection of
osteoclastjc acid phosphatase on undecalcrfied human
bone biopsies p 290 A84-30351
Inhibition of cortical and trabecular bone formation in
the long bones of immobilized monkeys
P280 A84-31603
Bone and calcium alterations during spaceflight
p12 N84-11729
Evaluation of changes in human axial skeletal bone
structures during long-term spacefills
p 325 NS4-25251
A study of stress-free living bone and its application to
spacefligrit
.(NASA-CR-171786) p 329 N84-26275
Research opportunities In bone demineralizatjon. phase
3
[NASA-CH-3795] p 387 N84-27417
High resolution bone mineral denaltometry with a gamma
camera
[NASA-TM-85386] p 372 N84-28391
Ultrasound distribution and bone calcium content In
experimental animals submitted to hypoklnesla and
weightlessness p415 N84-30652
The Gravity Relevance In Bone Mineralization Processes
— conference
[ESA-SP-203J p490 N84-34138
Bone changes In acutely immobilized patients: Results
and perspectives p 491 NS4-34140
The potential of low dose computed tomography in
assessing space flight induced bone loss
p 491 N84-34141
Mechanochemlcal effects In demineralizatjon and
mineralization of bone p481 N84-34146
Electromechanical hypothesis of bone demlneralizatlon
In weightlessness p492 N84-34149
BONE MARROW
The effect of thymosln on the ultrastructure of rat bone
marrow p44 AM-13468
Investigation of the cytokinetJcs of the tymphold organs
of immune and nonlmmune mice p 131 A84-22929
The effect of a hypophysectomy on the reaction of bone
marrow eosinophils after the introduction of preparations
acting mainly in the region of peripheral M-cholinergic
receptors p 284 A84-33056
The effect of elevated natural radioactivity on the bone
marrow morphology of Microtus oeconomus Pall
p316 A84-34481
Sedimentation of alkaline fysates of irradiated cells of
rat bone marrow p 343 AS4-36618
Use of impedance plethysmography to continually
monitor bone marrow blood flow p 398 A84-40354
The dynamics of chromosome aberrations in monkey
bone marrow cells following prolonged Irradiation
p481 A84-48041
The distinctive features of the postradiation reaction of
hemopoietic tissue to the administration of adrenaline
p 481 A84-48043
The kinetics of eosinophilic leukocytes during the
continuous gamma-Irradiation of rats
p 481 A84-48045
Shielding part of bone marrow as a method of local
protection against cosmic radiation p 144 N84-16771
BONE MINERAL CONTENT
Alterations in calcium homeostasis and bone during
actual and simulated space flight p82 A84-17B22
Arrested bone formation during space flight results in
a hyporrineralized skeletal detect p 175 A84-24385
The 'effects of immobilization on cortical bone in
monkeys (M. nemestrina) p 176 A84-24367
Mechanisms of osteodystrophy in weightlessness
p 182 A84-25133
Measurement of spine and total body mineral by
dual-photon absorpSometry p 276 A84-30343
Trabecular-bone modifications induced by
immobilization p 290 A84-30344
Estimation of the effects of space flight on the
metabolism of bone-tissue components
p290 A&4-30345
Physiological mechanisms of adaptation of the animal
musculo-skeletal system to zerc-G p 276 A64-30347
Rat model of tibial unloading and over-loading
p 276 A84-30353
Simulating certain aspects of hypogravity - Effects on
bone maturation in the nonweight bearing skeleton
p278 A84-30865
Age and sex related features of hand-bone
mineralization in humans p 295 A84-31505
Vitamin 03 active metabolites as a countermeasure
against disorders of calcium-phosphorus metabolism in
hypokinetic rats p 344 A84-36933
Bone mineral analysis of rat vertebrae following space
flight: COSMOS 1129
[AD-A133178] p 133 N84-16757
High resolution bone mineral densitometry with a gamma
camera
[NASA-TM-85386] p 372 N84-28391
Ultrasound distribution and bone calcium content in
experimental animals submitted to hypokinesia and
weightlessness p415 N84-30652
The Gravity Relevance In Bone Mineralization Processes
— conference
[ESA-SP-203] p 490 N84-34138
Current methods of evaluation of bone mineral
content p 491 N84-34142
Urinary excretion of hydroxytysyl glycosides as an index
of bone metabolism p 491 N84-34143
Analysis of collagen and noncollagenous proteins in
bone particles fractionated by gradient density
fractJonatJon p 491 N84-34144
Mechanochemical effects In demlneralizatlon and
mineralization of bone p 491 N84-3414B
Glycosaminoglycans In fetal bone mineralization
p 492 N84-34156
BONES
The symptomatology and pathogenesis of the
hypodynamlc cardiovascular syndrome In surgical
tuberculosis p55 A84-14998
The structure of the walls of osseous lacunas during
their formation p279 A84-31508
Correlation of biological macrorhythms with the
aggravation of lumbar osteochondrosis and acute
disturbances In blood circulation in the brain
p425 A84-41573
Anomalies of joint tropism and spinal osteochondrosis
In flight personnel p 461 A84-43924
Summary of study group session discussions
p 13 N84-11739
Bone blood flow measured by (41)Ar clearance formed
by (44)Ca(n.(.» (41)Ar
[OE83-017600] p 79 N84-15761
Stress fractures: The remodelling response to excessive
repetitive loading
[AD-A130881] p87 N84-15765
Structural development and gravity
p 168 N84-18842
Simulating certain aspects of hypogravity: Effects on
the mandibular incisors of suspended rats (PULEH
model) p 189 N84-18844
Morphological and histochemical studies of bone and
cartilage during periods of stimulated weightlessness
p 189 N84-18847
Regulation of bone mass by mechanical strain
[NASA-CR-173363] p 196 N84-1S888
Control ol bone remodelling by applied dynamic loads
[NASA-CR-173287] p 196 N84-18889
Biomedlcal Research Division significant
accomplishments for FY 1983
(NASA-TM-85929J p 198 N84-20128
Research opportunities in bone demineralizatjon, phase
3 p248 NB4-21046
A study ol stress-free Irving bone and Its application to
space flight
[NASA-CR-171786] p 329 N84-26275
On Froude's number and the thickness of bones during
growth p 491 N84-34139
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BOOTS (FOOTWEAR) SUBJECTINDEX
The so-called Wolffs law and the adaptation of bone
to microgravity p 491 N84-34145
Evaluation of the gravity relevance on bone stresses
by in vivo measurements p 492 N84-34148
Experimental investigation of the effect of electrets on
bone healing p 492 N84-34150
Sensitivity of bone cell populations to weightlessness
and simulated weightlessness p 492 N84-34151
Morphometric and biophysical study of bone tissue in
immobilization-induced osteoporosis in the growing rat
p485 N84-34152
Use of primate model in weightlessness bone
physiology: General problems p 486 NB4-34154
Use of primate model in weightlessness bone
physiology. Histological approach after iliac crest biopsy
p486 N84-3415S
BOOTS (FOOTWEAR)
Overuse injuries of the lower extremities associated with
marching, jogging and running. A review
[AD-A134672] p 149 N84-17824
BOREDOM
Human factors of flight-deck automation - Report on a
NASA-industry workshop p 68 A84-14450
BOREHOLES
A hygienic evaluation of the working conditions and the
health of personnel engaged in the drilling of superdeep
holes p364 A64-39005
BOTANY
Ultrastructural organization of cells of Chlorella vulgaris
Beijer, strain LARG-1, grown in autotrophic conditions on
SaJyut-6 p 454 A84-44484
BRAOYCAROIA
A study of the cholinergic mechanisms of adaptive
cardiac responses in diving mammals
p48 A84-14993
Temperature effect on the human dive response in
relation to cold water near-drowning
p 142 A84-21035
Problems in aero-medical evaluation - Sick sinus
syndrome p215 A84-26378
BRAIN
The seasonal characteristics of the effect of low
temperature on the activity of brain monamine oxidase
and the sensitivity of rats to hyperoxia p4 A84-10846
Protein phosphorytalion in the brain p 4 A84-11253
Neuron con-elates of the recognition of visual stimuli. I
Dynamics of the means and variances of the current
discharge frequency of neuron populations of the human
brain in tests involving visual-stimulus recognition. II -
Investigation of space-time correlations between current
frequencies of the impulse activity of neuron populations
of the human brain during the recognition of visual
Stimuli p17 A84-11335
The Golgi-Hortega-Lavilla technique, with a useful
additional step for application to brain tissue after
prolonged fixation p 7 A84-12274
Metabolic acids and H(+) regulation in brain tissue
during acclimatization to chronic hypoxia
p9 A84-12659
Brain peptides - What where, and why?
p45 A84-13914
Characteristics of the functioning of the 'biological dock'
of the left and right cerebral hemispheres in
schoolchildren p 55 A84-14986
Slow nonelectrical processes in the evaluation of the
functional condition of the human brain — Russian book
p82 A84-18494
Task-relevant late positive component of the auditory
event-related potential in monkeys resembles P300 in
humans p 77 AS4-19028
The relationship between complex mental processes
with the functional organization of the brain's workings
p222 A84-23707
The role of biogenic brain monoamines in the regulation
of hibernation p 171 A84-23741
Interhemisphere interrelationships of brain structures in
the case of various functional states of the central nervous
system p 180 A84-24691
Responses and organization of receptive fields of
neurons in the frog tegmentum's basal optical nucleus
during visual stimulation p 180 A84-24692
Delayed effect of synthetic tetrapeptidamide on the brain
motor system p 181 A84-24695
A method for the long-term precision thermometry of
animal brain structures in chronic experiments
p 181 AB4-24698
Features of the uptake of neurotransmitter amino acids
in brain preparations of albino rats with aging
p 184 A84-25640
Drug and neurotransmitter receptors in the brain
p239 A84-27642
Electrophysiological investigation of stationary activity
in the brain — Russian book p 240 A84-28194
Role of dentate nucleus and substantia nigra in
feedforward and feedback control of a pointing motion
p276 AB4-30340
The brain-psyche problem and present-day physiology
. p303 A84-32354
Effect of M- and N-cholinotytics on content of Ca(+2)
in synaptosomes and metabolism of phosphoinositides in
the brain of rats p 343 A84-36614
Is there an evoked vascular response?
p346 A84-37260
Problem of the laterally features of visual perception
p382 A84-38502
Changes in the relationships of the biopotentials of brain
zones for different levels of work capacity
p362 A84-38505
The effect of alcohol on evoked electrical activity in
healthy persons P 363 A84-38507
Dynamics of cnterhemispheric asymmetry during
variations of the geomagnetic field p 364 A84-38514
Role of the sympathetic nervous system in adaptive
changes of the energy metabolism of the brain during
ischemia and in the post ischemic period
p407 A84-40697
Blood-flow distribution in the brain, kidney, intestine,
spleen and hind limbs of cats under acute hypoxia
p407 A84-40698
The protective effect of hypoxic preadaptation on the
animal mortality rate from acute circulatory disorders
caused by intense excitation of the brain
p413 A84-42525
Electrical activity of the brain - Mechanisms and
interpretation p4i3 AB4-42630
Structural-functional alterations in the synaptic
membranes of the brain as a result of aging
p455 A84-45913
Tilted astronauts reveal the brain's balancing act
p463 A84-46257
Phenomenon of the false localization of a visual image
and the functional asymmetry of the human brain
p487 A84-46533
The effect of low-intensity laser radiation on
cholinesterase activity in the brains of rats
p481 A84-48047
Neuronal organization of the developing brain — Russian
book p482 A84-49324
Stability of rat brain glutamine synthetase to oxygen
toxicity (oxygen at high pressure)
[AD-A131049] P9 N84-10725
Neurocognitive pattern analysis
[AD-A131302] P24 N84-10740
Event-related brain potentials: An alternative
methodology for neurotoxicological research
[PB83-246116] P 64 N84-13775
Magnetoencephalography
[AD-A132496] p 65 N84-14668
Neuronal adaptive mechanisms underlying intelligent
information processing
[AD-A133694] p 89 N84-15776
BtoecholocaBon method for inestigation of parameters
of intracranial circulation of blood and fluid in man
p 146 N84-16788
Neurophysiological bases of event-related potentials
[AD-A135263] p216 N84-18897
Neuromagnetic investigation of workload and attention
[AD-A136172] P 219 N84-20147
The effects of organophosphorus anticholinesterase
compounds on brain glucose and energy metabolism
[AD-A137819] . p 250 N84-21058
The event related brain potential as an index of
information processing, cognitive activity, and skill
acquisition: A program of basic research
[AD-A137779] p 261 N84-21100
New techniques for measuring single event related brain
potentials
[AD-A138694] P 304 N84-23107
Hyperpyrena and head trauma
[AD-A139420] p 301 N84-24090
Brain responses and information processing IV.
Investigations of hemispheric asymmetry in event related
potentials and performance during discrimination of line
orientation, color, shape and under visual masking
[AD-A139797] P 332 N84-25289
Neuromagnetic investigation of workload and attention
[AD-A140946] p 373 N84-26394
Organophosphate toxicity: Genetics, receptors, and
antidotes
[AD-A141059] p432 N84-30685
Biomagnetism: Possible new predictor of personnel
performance
[AD-A142451] P 438 N84-30697
Psychophysiological aspects of monotonous human
activity p47t N84-31911
BRAIN CIRCULATION
The pattern of local vascular responses in conditions
of an increased activity of the cerebral cortex
p3 A84-10844
The application of an electromagnetic field in patients
following disorders of brain blood circulation
P18 A84-11561
Computer-assisted tomography for the diagnosis of
cerebral insult • p 57 A84-15047
Age-related dynamics and sex-related differences of
certain rheoencephalogram indicators of healthy humans
p 59 A84-15727
The relationship between indicators of mental work
capacity and parameters of the blood-circulation system
before and after physical exercise p 59 A84-15729
Ultrastructural aspects of acute ischemia of the brain
in the case of the administration of nootropil (Experimental
study) p74 A84-17276
Development of capillaries in the human brain
p 81 A84-17279
The role of affections of the main arteries of the head
in disturbances of hemostasis and the rheologjcal
properties of the blood p81 A84-17280
Rheological properties and quantitative spectrum of
blood prostaglanrjins in patients with hypertension
p81 A84-17281
Morphofunctional organization of structures of the
ventral surface of the medulla oblongata, participating in
the regulation of blood circulation p 77 AM-18999
A cardiovascular model for studying impairment of
cerebral function during -t-Gz stress
. P158 A84-20290
Changes in the blood channels of the cerebral cortex
and hippocampus during physical exercise
PI25 A64-20891
VentrGiaterai rneduKary surface blood flcr.v determined
by hydrogen clearance p 128 A84-21033
The dynamics of oxygen saturation of the brain at
increased pressures p 129 A84-22776
Regulation of local blood flow in the brain - The concept
of homeostatic range p 130 A84-22781
Comparative.physiological aspects of the functional
stability of the brain-circulation system
p 132 A84-22935
Experimental assessment of selected antimotion drugs
p 247 A84-29815
Neurc-circulatory modifications caused by prolonged
anti-orthostatic position at-4 deg p292 A84-30365
Continuous measurement of the cerebral-tissue blood
supply in the animal p 277 A84-30370
The effect of ethymisole on the latent states ot
short-term verbal memory in patients suffering from the
aftereffects of cerebral circulation disorders
p295 A84-31516
Doppler ultrasonography in diagnosing the subdavian
steal syndrome p 297 A84-32377
Changes in the postural balance of patients with cerebral
circulation disorders P 297 A84-32379
Blood-brain barrier under the effect of ionizing radiation
in normal and altered gaseous atmospheres
p315 A84-34092
Reaction of the cardiovascular system to cerebral
ischemia during the take-off of the spacecraft
P361 A84-38347
Cerebral hemodynamics in the early recovery period
after reconstructive operations on cerebral vessels under
the effect of decimeter-wave therapy
p 421 A84-40702
Distinctive features of the central hemodynamics of
patients with ischemic disorders of cerebral circulation
p424 A84-41540
A method of reproducing acute changes of arterial
pressure to study regulatory responses of brain vessels
P412 A84-41561
Correlation of biological macrorhylhms with the
aggravation of lumbar osteochondrosis and acute
disturbances in blood circulation in the brain
P425 A84-41573
Dynamics of rheographic parameters ot cerebral
circulation and circulation in the extremities during active
orthoslatic test p26 N84-11700
Effect of redistribution of blood on severity of spatial
position illusions in weightlessness p 26 N84-11701
Use of electromagnetic field in patients following a
disruption of cerebral circulation p 135 N84-16768
Bioecholocation method for inestigation of parameters
of intracranial circulation of blood and fluid in man •
p 146 N84-16788
BRAIN DAMAGE
Functions of the frontal lobes of the brain — Russian
book p20 A84-11962
Transplanting of sections and cells of nerve tissue into
the brain and the problem of function recovery
P44 A84-13483
The use of computer tomography in diagnosing the
, wounds from bullets that penetrate the skull and brain
p 57 A84-15041
Computer-assisted tomography for the diagnosis of
cerebral insult p 57 A84-15047
Ultrastructural aspects of acute ischemia of the brain
in the case of the administration of nootropil (Experimental
study) p 74 A84-17276
A-24
SUBJECT INDEX CALCIUM METABOLISM
Mechanisms of pathological and reparative processes
in brain tissue cells in the postischemic period according
to data of efectrorvcytochemical analysis of nuclear
chromatin and ribonudeoproteins p 74 A84-17277
Allotransplant of embryonic cerebral tissue into the brain
of mature mammals in the case of hypoxic hypoxia
p75 AB4-17278
The role of affections of the main arteries of the head
in disturbances of hemostasis and the rheological
properties of the blood pS1 A84-17280
Lymphocytes in the human brain pBI A84-17284
EEG variants during changes in the functional condition
of the brain p209 A84-25120
Diagnosis of critical craniocerebral trauma in extended
cruise conditions p 210 A84-25150
Neuropsychological investigation of visual-pictorial
thinking p224 A84-25373
The effect of X-rays on chromatin histories and acidic
proteins in rabbit brains p 186 A84-26364
Activity of some enzymes of the glutamic acid
metabolism and the Krebs cycle in the brain of rats exposed
to laser radiation and with altered functional condition of
the adrenoreceptors P 240 A84-28371
The effect of ethymisole on the latent states of
short-term verbal memory in patients suffering from the
aftereffects of cerebral circulation disorders
p29S A84-31S16
Phenomenon of directional preponderance of vestibular
nystagmus p 298 A84-32393
Structural and functional organization of the medial
fascicle of the forebraln p283 A84-32466
The effect of a craniocerebral wound on the
development of edema In the brain after resuscitation
p284 A84-33051
The disinhibiting effect of ethanol on the activity of the
cerebellar Purkinje cells of the cat p315 A84-33950
First aid and treatment of patients with critical closed
craniocerebral trauma in extended-cruise conditions
p322 A84-34594
Image discrimination after extirpation of striatal or lateral
suprasyrvian areas in the brain of cats
p341 A84-36689
Protein synthesis and oxkJative activity of the brain in
conditions of oxygen deficiency p347 A84-37801
Localization of trie cortical agency for the control of
postural synergy in the frontal lobe of the brain
p360 A84-37802
Brain metabolism and its regulation in craniocerebral
trauma — Russian book p 397 A84-40124
Changes in the content of bound calcium in the cerebral
cortex after the cessation of oxygen supply
p407 A84-40695
The significance of ultrasonic Oopplerography in
monitoring the efficiency with which stroke survivors can
be treated with decimeter-wavelength electromagnetic
waves . P421 A84-40701
Cerebral hemodynamics in the early recovery period
after reconstructive operations on cerebral vessels under
the effect of decimeter-wave therapy
p 421 AS4-40702
Biogenic monoamines and the seizure susceptibility of
the brain p412 A84-41574
Development of a new, completely implantable
intraventricular pressure meter and preliminary report of
its clinical experience
[NASA-TM-77121] p 329 N84-26276
Variations in EEG in relation to brain functional status
p 371 N84-28377
BRAIN STEM
' The role of tissue receptors and specific structures of
medulla oblongata in the fluid distribution
p 179 A84-24391
• The effect of acoustic-stimulation repetition rate on the
temporal and amplitude characteristics of the evoked
auditory potential of the human brain-stem
p 245 AS4-28299
BREATHING
A study of personal exposure to carbon monoxide in
Denver, Colorado
[PB84.146125] p256 N84-22161
The influence of sleep state on ventilatory control in
humans p 369 N84-27435
BREATHING APPARATUS
An approach to an Advanced Oxygen System (AOS)
p496 A84-47259
An analysis of potential protective breathing devices
intended for use by aircraft passengers
[AD-A132648] P 119 N84-14692
Study of metabolic sequelae of using positive
intrapulmonary pressure during exposure to
accelerations p 145 N84-16776
Evaluation of proposed human subject certification tests
for self-contained breathing apparatus
[PB84-172212] p 394 N84-27447
Improved G-Tolerance with assisted positive pressure
breathing and anti-gravity suit with ready pressure and
faster filling
[FOA-A-58002-H1] - . p 444 N84-29486
BREMSSTRAHLUNQ
Comparative effects of bremsstrahlung, gamma, and
electron radiation on rat motor performance
[AD-P003250]
 P382 N84-2B417
BRIGHTNESS DISCRIMINATION
The effect of adaptation level on the brightness rating
scale. p424 A84-41S53
Influence of level of adaptation to light upon estimation
of brightness • p372 N84.28385
BRIGHTNESS DISTRIBUTION
Improvements in visual performance following a pulsed
field of light - A test of the equrvalent-backgrorund
principle p 54 A84-13143
BRINES
Brine organisms and the question of habitat-specific
adaptation p406 A84-40511
BROADBAND
SET! science working group report
[NASA-TP-2244] p 273 ' N84-22178
BROMIDES
Human response to pyridostigmine bromide
[AD-A140960] p 373 N84-2839S
BRONCHI
The effect of physical exercise on the hemodynamics
of patients with chronic bronchitis and bronchial asthma
with systemic arterial hypertension p425 A84-41572
Modulation of the cholinergic mechanisms in the
bronchial smooth muscle
[NDRE/PUBL-84/1001] p 467 N84-31937
BUBBLES
Evaluating the safety of decompression on the basis
of the number and size of gas bubbles being formed in
the body p128 A84-21727
Bubble formation in crabs induced by limb motions after
decompression p453 A84-43821
Demonstration of gas bubbles in canine pulmonary artery
and aorta by means of ultrasonic echography with
Intravenous air infusion . p11 N84-11708
Verification of an altitude decompression sickness
prevention protocol for Shuttle operations utilizing a 10.3
[NASA-TM-58259] p 373 N84-28392
BUFFERS (CHEMISTRY)
Manganese oxides as high-c-epsilon redox buffers on
Mars p272 A84-28113
BUILDINGS
Human behavior p 67 N84-13352
BURNS (INJURIES)
Lipid peroxidation in subcellular liver organelles in
thermal bums p 125 A84-20882
The effect of sodium succinate on the restoration of
mitochondria! functional activity in the case of experimental
bum shock p 182 A84-25134
The effect of nicotinic acid on hormone-level changes
in bum disease p 182 A84-25135
Sulfhydryl groups in bum anemia p 182 A84-25136
Sensitivity of muscle tissue and lymphocytes to insulin
after a bum trauma p 285 A84-330S9
Characteristics of intravascular blood coagulation
syndrome in bum disease p 285 A84-33155
Investigation of chromatin degradation in rat
peripheral-blood leukocytes during the first three days after
combined radiation and bum p316 A84-34477
Variations in the absorption capacity of the
reticulc-endothelial system under the combined effect of
radiation and bum p 449 A84-42960
Thyroid gland hyperfunction as a result of the separate
and combined effects of radiation and heat
p450 A84-42961
BYPASSES .
Method of making an ion beam sputter-etched
ventricular catheter for hydrocephalus shunt
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13107-2] p 300 N84-230S5
C-130 AIRCRAFT
The C-130 visual system - An update
p 101 A84-16623
C-5 AIRCRAFT
The measurement of C-5A aircrew performance
[AD-P003268] p 384. N84-28433
CABIN ATMOSPHERES
Thermal constraints in a helicopter during long duration
. flights under extreme climatic conditions
p252 N84-21078
Cabin air quality
[GPO-29-522] p 444 N84-30702
Application of compartmentalization/air lock of
simulated pressurized aircraft and tolerance of lung to rapid
decompression in different laboratory animals
P486 N84-35053
CAFFEINE
Changers in the cydase system of rat skeletal muscles
and the content of cyclic nudeotides in rat blood plasma
after the administration of caffeine p 124 A84-20879
Nature of the dual caffeine-sodium benzoate effect on
the tonic component of potassium contracture in the frog
myocardium p 240 A84-27878
Calcium permeability of sarcoplasmic reticulum in human
muscle fibres p 290 A84-30354
CALCIFEROL
Specific regulation of calcium-phosphorus metabolism
during hypokinesia and weightlessness by vitamin D3
active metabolites p 176 A84-24366
Vitamin D3 active metabolites as a countermeasure
against disorders of calcium-phosphorus metabolism In
hypokinetic rats p 344 A84-36933
CALCIUM
The effect of an increased mechanical load on the
dependence of the contraction of isolated heart muscle
on the concentration of Ca(2+) in the perfusate
p 3 . A84-10843
Optical recording of action potentials from vertebrate
nerve terminals using potentiometric probes provides
evidence tor sodium and calcium components
p44 A84-13821
Effect of M- and N-cholinolytics on content of Ca(+2)
in synaptosomes and metabolism of phosphoinositides in
the brain of rats p 343 A84-36614
Beta-adrenergic modulation of calcium channels In frog
ventricular heart cells p 343 A84-36703
The Regulatory Functions of Calcium and the Potential
Role of Calcium in Mediating Gravitational Responses in
Cells and Tissues
[NASA-CP-2286] p 11 N84-11720
Evidence for a regulatory role of calcium in
gravitropism p11 N84-11721
Calcium and mitosis. p 12 N84-11722
Calcium modulation of plant plasma membrane-bound
ATPase activities p 12 N84-11723
Intracellular calcium receptors: Calmodulin and related
proteins p 12 N84-11724
Role of calcium and calmodulin in plant cell regulation
p 12 N84-11725
' Local calcium entry and the guidance of growth
p12 N84-11726
Bone and calcium alterations during spaceflight
p 12 N84-11729
Gravitational study of the central nervous system
p12 N84-11730
Carboxylic acid tonophores as probes of the role of
calcium in biological systems p 13 N84-11735 '
Measurement and control of free calcium inside small
intact cells ' p 13 N84-11736
Bone blood flow measured by (41)Ar clearance formed
by (44)Ca(n.(-)) (41)Ar
[DE83-017600] p 79 N84-15761
Inhibition of gravitropism in oat coleoptiles by calcium
Chelation p 187 N84-18831
Calcium elicited asymmetric auxin transport in gravity
influenced root segments P 187 N84-18835
Mechanism of shoot gravitropism p 187 N84-18836
Research opportunities in bone demineralization, phase
3 p248 N84-21046
Ultrasound distribution and bone calcium content in
experimental animals submitted to hypokinesia and
weightlessness p415 N84-30652
Animal models of disuse osteoporosis
p 488 N84-34153
CALCIUM METABOLISM
The effect of diuretics on the concentration of calcium
In blood serum and its excretion with the urine
p18 A84-11563
The hormonal regulation of calcium channels of cardiac
membranes p8 A84-12571
Two fractions of calcium channels in' the frog
myocardium p 46 A84-14870
Alterations in calcium homeostasis and bone during
actual and simulated space flight p 82 A84-17822
Cooperative binding of calcium ions by photoreceptor
membranes p 126 A84-20907
Kinetics of the passive transport of Ca(2+) in vesicles
of myometrium sarcolemma p 127 A84-20908
The effect of the deficiency of food protein and group
B vitamins on the content of calcium-binding protein in
the mucosa of the small intestine p 170 A84-23738
Specific regulation of calcium-phosphorus metabolism
during hypokinesia and weightlessness by vitamin 03
active metabolites p 176 A84-24366
The effect of calcitonin and parathyroid hormone on
the myocardium during adaptation of the heart to
nitrogenemia p 181 A84-24696
A-25
CALCULI SUBJECT INDEX
Nature of the dual caffeine-sodium benzoate effect on
the tonic component of potassium contracture in the frog
myocardium p 240 A84-27878
Weightlessness and bone loss in man
p289 A84-30342
PnysJOtoQicaJ mocfmrusrns of &ddpt8tion of tho &ntrn&f
musculo-skeletal system to zero-G p 276 A84-30347
Calcium permeability of sarcoplasmic reticulum in human
muscle fibres p290 A84-30354
The pyroantimonate method and the intracellular
localization of calcium in muscles p 282 A84-32375
The effect of vanadate on the Ca(2+) activation of
skeletal muscle p 282 A84-32383
Voltage-dependent calcium channels from brain
incorporated into planar lipid bilayera
p 344 A84-36732
Vitamin 03 active metabolites as a countermeasure
against disorders of calcium-phosphonjs metabolism in
hypokinetic rets p 344 A84-36933
Relationships between bivalent cations, the function of
the insular apparatus of the pancreas, and
calcium-regulating hormones with changes of glucose
content in the blood p 363 A84-38512
Changes in the content of bound calcium in the cerebral
cortex after the cessation of oxygen supply
p407 A84-40695
Changes in the efficiency of oxWative phosphor/labor,
respiratory rate, and Ca/2+/ ion transport in rat and
ground squirrel liver mitochondria for different levels of
thermogenesis p 413 A84-42524
Calcium source for excitation-contraction coupling in
myocardium of nonhibemating and hibernating
Chipmunks p 453 A84-43817
Biochemical alterations in heart after exhaustive
swimming in rets ' p4S3 A84-44080
Bone and calcium alterations during spaceflight
p 12 N84-11729
The plasma membrane calcium pump
p13 N84-11734
Summary of study group session discussions
p 13 N84-11739
Biochemical and histochemical adaptations of skeletal
muscle to rat suspension p 189 N84-18849
A study of stress-free living bone and its application to
spaceflight
[NASA-CH-171786] p 329 N84-2627S
CALCUU
Apparatus for disintegrating kidney stones
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12652-1] p 493 N84-34913
CALIBRATING
Laboratory robotics at the Savannah River Laboratory
[OE84-001760] p 122 N84-15810
Testing and control of a compliant wrist
[AD-A140842] p 393 N84-27445
Development of color criteria for advanced displays
[AD-A143246] p 468 N84-33006
CALORIC REQUIREMENTS
The endocrine state during an experimental prolongation
Of life p 184 A84-2S632
Metabolism and nutritional status in emergency
situations without food supply or on a low-calorie diet
p 146 N84-16781
CALORIC STIMULI
Characteristics of nystagmus in patients with otitis media
suppurativa based on the findings of aerocaloric tests
p 364 A84-39001
Effects of rectilinear acceleration and optokinetic and
caloric stimulations in space p 419 A84-40299
CAMERAS
Implementation of automatic focusing algorithms for a
computer vision system with camera control
[AO-A133492] p 121 N84-15807
CAMOUFLAGE
Figure-ground segregation by motion contrast and by
luminance contrast p 335 A84-33607
Detecting camouflaged targets: Theory into practice
p493 N84-34784
CANCELLATION
• A re-evaluations of cancellation theory: visual, vestibular
and oculomotor contributions to perceived object motion
[AD-8082936] p 429 N84-29455
CANCER
The role of metals in free radical oxidation processes
in the tissues of organisms according to data of
spontaneous and initiated chemiluminescence
p2 A84-10483
Cancer observation in zero G - Getaway special
program • p406 A84-40629
Nonparametric estimation of the distribution of time to
onset for specific diseases in survival/sacrifice
experiments
[DE83-013726] p 10 N84-10728
The relevance of experimental animal studies to the
human experience
[DE83-014053] ' p 10 N84-10729
Btoassay of paniculate organic matter from ambient
air
[PB83-239731] p 29 N84-11754
Method for thermal monitoring subcutaneous tissue
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13028-1] p 249 N84-21053
CANOPIES
visual effects of F-16 Canopy/HUD (Head-Up Display)
integration
[AD-P003221] p392 N84-26634
CANS
Design guidelines for carbon dioxide scrubbers
[AD-A130459] p 39 N84-10761
CAPE KENNEDY LAUNCH COMPLEX
A preliminary survey of plankton and periphyton in the
Turn Barge Canal and basin area of Kennedy Space
Center, Florida P 79 N84-16027
CAPILLARIES (ANATOMY)
Morphology of blood capillaries and shin muscles in the
case of obliterating atherosclerosis p 55 A84-13477
Development of capillaries in the human brain
p81 A84-17279
The resistive, capaoBve. and metabolic function of the
small-intestine vessels in acute hypoxic hypoxia
p407 A84-40696
Morphological study of primate muscle fibers and
microcirculation during head-down hypokinesia
p 326 N84-25262
CAPILLARY FLOW
Skin capillary bed under the prolonged limitation of
human muscular activity in the antiorthostatic position
p 17 A84-11334
CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM
Effect of a 42.2-km footrace and subsequent rest of
exercise on muscle gtycogen and enzymes
p15 A84-10285
Exercise training and glucose uptake by skeletal muscle
in rats p8 A84-12652
Inhibition of gtycolysis potentiates hypoxic
vasoconstrictor in rat lungs p 8 A84-12658
Effect of acute exercise and prolonged training on insulin
response to intravenous glucose in vivo in rat
p73 A84-16176
Fructose and glucose ingestion and muscle gtycogen
use during submaximal exercise p 80 A84-16185
The effect of ionizing radiation on the metabolism of
bound sugar in rabbit and rat blood p 74 A84-16967
Availability of glucose given orally during exercise
p 201 A84-23928
Glucose uptake and glycogen synthesis in muscles from
immobilized limbs P 171 A84-23931
Glucocorticoid sensitivity, disuse, and the regulation of
muscle mass p174 A84-24356
Hemodynamic and metabolic responses to exercise
after adrenoceptor blockade in humans
p214 A84-26195
Glucocorticoid hormones and immune response
p 240 A84-27879
Ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase and
phosphoribulokinase in Prochkxon p 242 A84-29615
Adaptations of skeletal muscle to endurance exercise
and their metabolic consequences p 275 A84-30009
Sensitivity of muscle tissue and lymphocytes to insulin
after a burn trauma P 285 A84-33059
Mechanisms of adaptive reorganization of erytrirocyte
energy metabolism in acute hemorrhage
p285 A84-33154
Metabolic availability of glucose ingested 3 h before
prolonged exercise in humans p 323 A84-34706
Relationships between brain noradrenergic activity and
blood glucose p 344 A84-36731
Relationships between bivalent cations, the function of
the insular apparatus of the pancreas, and
calcium-regulating hormones with changes of glucose
content in the blood p 363 A84-38512
The effects of prolonged physical exercise and
hyperbaric hypoxia on myocardial glycogen
p409 A84-41226
Comparative study of alpha-glucosidase activity in the
lymphocytes and granulocytes of human peripheral
blood p424 A84-41544
Glucose turnover and hormonal changes during
insulin-induced hypoglycemia in trained humans
p460 A84-43819
Biochemical alterations in heart after exhaustive
swimming in rats p 453 A84-44080
New book on metabolism under hypodynamic
conditions p 327 N84-25271
CARBOHYDRATES
Yields photo-synthetic efficiencies, and proximate
chemical composition of dense cultures of marine
microakjae, a subcontract report
[OE83011992] . P52 NB4-13757
Ca*ohydfate-=protein interactions p 484 N84-34123
CARBON
Relationship between rat heat stress mortality and
alterations'in reticuloendothelicat carbon clearance
function p278 A84-30887
The effect of various carbon sources on the growth of
single-celled cyanophyta
[NASA-TM-77090] p 136 N84-17804
Salinity and temperature effects on photosynthesis and
organic carbon release rates by selected benthic
macroalgae ,
[PB84-163148] , p 417 N84-30674
CARBON CYCLE
Isotopic inferences of ancient biochemistries - Carbon,
sulfur, hydrogen, and nitrogen p 451 A84-43058
Geocheraical evidence bearing on the origin, of
aerobiosis. a speculative hypothesis
p451 A84-43063
Geographic distribution of wetland parameters: The
foundation of a data base p 416 N84-30667
CARBON DIOXIDE
Direct biological effects of increased atmospheric
carbon dioxide levels
[PB83-224360] p 25 N84-10749
Variable inhibition by falling CO2 of hypoxic ventilatory
response in man
[AD-A130658J p 88 N84-15768
Advanced air revitaJization system testing
[NASA-CR-166540] p 164 N84-17855
Eiecirochemicai carbon UUXIUB concentrator iubsysta-.
development
[NASA-CR-166538] p 164 N84-17857
CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION
Electrochemical and steam-desorbed amine CO2
concentration Subsystem comparison — for. oxygen
recovery on Space Station
[SAE PAPER 831120] p 267 A84-29054
Effects of carbon dioxide inhalation on physiological
responses to cold
[AD-A140354] p 293 A84-30864
Effect of aging on ventilatory response to exercise and
CO2 p 323 A84-34701
Carbon dioxide sensor technology
[AD-A133688] p 119 N84-14690
Preprototype SAWD subsystem
[NASA-CR-171760] p 234 N84-20177
CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL
Integrated atmosphere revitalization system description
and test results — for future Space Station
[SAE PAPER 831110] p 266 A84-29045
Design guidelines for carbon dioxide scrubbers
[AD-A130459] p 39 N84-10761
Preprototype SAWD subsystem
[NASA-CR-171760] p 234 N84-20177
CARBON ISOTOPES .
Carbon and hydrogen isotopic compositions of algae
and bacteria from hydrothermal environments,
Yellowstone National Park p 283 A84-32468
CARBON MONOXIDE
The effects of reduced oxygen and of carbon monoxide'
on performance in a mouse pole-jump apparatus
p 74 A84-16725
The use of carbon monoxide by bacteria of the genus
Desulfovibrio p 128 A84-21730
Response of the auditory analyzer to the combined effect
of noise, high temperature, and carbon monoxide
p 453 A84-43796
Recent advances in EPA's (Environmental Ptog
monitoring and methods development research
[PB83-231209] p 24 N84-10743
Neurobehavioral effects of carbon monoxide (CO)
exposure in humans protocol 1
[AD-A133891] p 89 N84-15774
A study of personal exposure to carbon monoxide in
Denver, Colorado
[PB84-146125] p 256 N84-22161
CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING
Ventilatory response of intact cats to carbon monoxide
. hypoxia p 1 A84-10277
Validation of a method for establishing the danger limits
of the effect of chemical substances during emergencies
p 183 A84-25371
CARBON TEtRACHLORIDE POISONING
Toxicology of tetrachloroethylene
[MBL-1983-3] p 256 N84-22159
CARBOXYHEMOGLOBIN TEST
Study of biological samples obtained from victims of
MGM Grand Hotel fire p63 N84-13374
US-Japan cooperative research on evaluation of
toxicity p 63 N84-13375
CARBOXYUC ACIDS
The activity of oxidative enzymes of the cycle of
tricarboxylic acids in the rat myocardium during
hypokinesia p 281 A84-32367
Nuclear-medicine
[DE84-000346] p 52 N84-13759
A-26
SUBJECTINDEX CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
CARCINOGENS
The relevance of-experimental animal studies to the
human experience
[DE83-014053] . : P 10 N84-10729
Evaluation of motor vehicle and other combustion
emissions using short-term genetic bioassays
[PB83-233270] p 10 N84-10731
Bioassay of paniculate organic matter from ambient
air
[PB83-239731] p 29 N84-11754
Use of sperm enzymes to detect genotoxic agents
[AD-A142724] p 433 N84-30691
CARDIAC AURICLES -
The hormonal regulation of calcium channels of cardiac
membranes p8 A84-12571
CARDIAC VENTRICLES
Predicting ventricular arrythmia of the heart in patients
with myocardial infarction p 18 A84-11564
The significance of left-ventricular insufficiency in the
increased physical activity of patients with myocardial
infarction p 54 AB4-13446
Diastolic filling of the heart ventricles
p144 A84-22938
Functional characteristics of the left ventricle in rabbits
under experimental arterial hypertension, developing on
the background of chronic alcohol intoxication
p182 A84-25138
The condition of central hemodynamics in the case of
the long-term physical exercise of patients having
experienced myocardial infarction p 297 A84-32366
Beta-adrenergic modulation of calcium channels in frog
ventricular heart cells ' p 343 A84-36703
On the methodology of integral rheography — for left
cardiac ventricle stroke volume determination
p359 A84-37189
Diurnal variations of the contractility of the left ventricle
and the content of free fatty acids in the blood during
acute focal myocardial ischemia in rabbits
p 346 A84-37193
Model studies with the inversely calculated isochrones
of ventricular depolarization p 497 A84-49374
Cardiac chamber volumes by echocardiography using
a new mathematical method: A promising technique for
zero-Guse p 193 N84-18874
Ventricular pre-excitation syndromes
p252 N84-21084
CARDIOGRAMS
Atlas of clinical phonocardiography — Russian book
p324 A84-35677
Contribution of cardiac mechanograms in the expert
examination of flying personnel P 253 N84-21089
CARDIOGRAPHY
Application of myocardial scintigraphy with TI-201 for
the differential diagnosis of ischemic heart disease and
nypertrophic cardiomyopathtes in women
p210 A84-25356
Recent advances in diagnostic techniques in
cardiology . - p215 A84-26376
Evaluation of the contractile function of the myocardium
in heart patients by the apex cardiogram method
p245 A84-28418
Basic instrumental methods for the study of the heart
p488 A84-47499
Cardiac chamber volumes by echocardiography using
a new mathematical method: A promising technique for
zero-G use p 193 N84-18874
Non-invasive methods of cardiovascular exploration in
aerospace medicine
[AGARD-AG-277(E)] p 252 N84-21082
Reliability and efficiency of Kubicek meographic method
for monitoring cardiac output and stroke volume
p430 N84-30644
Walking erect as a factor in development of arterial
hypertension in primates p 430 N84-30645
CARDIOLOGY
A quantitative evaluation of various cardiac regions in
young and old white rats p5 A84-11558
Hyperventilation as a method for detecting disorders of
atrioventricular conductivity in athletes
p18 A84-11562
A hygienic evaluation of elevated dynamic loads on
passengers in urban transport vehicles
p 19 A84-11569
The functional condition of the cardiorespiratory system
in patients with rheumatism upon the expansion of motor
activity p 54 A84:13449
" Anatomical-echocardiographic correlations of heart
structures - Additional diagnostic cross sections
p56 A84-15027
Efficiency of the Frank-Starling ^ mechanism under
physical load ' p56 A84-15028
Organometric analysis of heart changes associated with
systematic physical exercise p 66 A84-15029
The physical fitness for work during the early stage of
convalescence of persons who have suffered acute
rheumatism p 57 A84-15040
Mechanisms of the functional adaptation of the heart
to high-altitude conditions (a working hypothesis)
p49 A84-15046
Isolated mesotelesystolic dick and the fitness of flight
personnel p 140 AS4-21015
A technique for evaluating the rhythm-dependent
characteristics of the mechanical activity of the
myocardium p 181 A84-24699
Heterogeneity of aortal and arterial endothelium in
humans - A quantitative investigation using scanning
electron microscopy p 210 A84-25358
Cholinergic regulation of the cardiovascular system in
old age p 185 A84-25645
Recent advances in diagnostic techniques in
cardiology p215 A84-26376
Mitral valve prolapse - An aero medical problem
p215 A84-26379
Modifications of conventional medical-surgical
techniques for use in null gravity
[AAS PAPER 81-240] p 366 A84-39235
Emotions and the pathology of the heart — Russian
book , p419 A84-40135
Cardiac hypertrophy and function in master endurance
runners and sprinters p 461 A84-43824
Current ideas on ion mechanisms for cardiac arrhythmias
and possible mechanisms for the action of antiarrhythmic
drugs P 455 A84-46224
Clinical-physiological possibilities of predicting the
course of ischemic heart disease p 489 A84-47999
Non-invasive methods of cardiovascular exploration in
aerospace medicine
[AGARD-AG-277(E)] p 252 N84-21082
The contribution of nuclear medicine to cardiology
p253 N84-21092
Influence of exam stress on cardiac function of students
differing in level of physical activity p 326 N84-25268
Response of cardiac rhythm to information load
p371 N84-28384
Reliability and efficiency of Kubicek meographic method
for monitoring cardiac output and stroke volume
p 430 N84-30644
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
Circadian fluctuations of certain indicators of the
condition of the cardiovascular system and skin electrical
characteristics in young female athletes engaged in
academic rowing p 17 A84-11332
Morphofunctional correlations as exemplified by the
relationships between the cardiovascular system and the
physique ,p 17 A84-11342
Cardiovascular injury from blunt thoracic impact of
epinephrine and isoproterenol injected 'rabbits
' p6 A84-12060
Cardiovascular examinations "and observations of
deconditioning during the Space Shuttle orbital flight test
program p 20 A84-12062
Single breath cardiac output - Enhanced sampling and
analysis techniques p 38 A84-12064
Current concepts of the role of the vegetative nervous
system in cardiovascular pathology p43 A84-13479
The symptomatology and pathogenesis of the
hypodynamic cardiovascular syndrome in surgical
tuberculosis p 55 A84-14998
Physiological mechanisms of the adaptation of the
cardiovascular and thermoregulatory systems during the
effect of high ambient temperature on steel workers
p56 A84-15032
Individual features of response of the cardiovascular
system to standard physical exercise and indicators of
water-salt balance p 59 A84-15730
Cardiovascular responses during systematic variation of
headgear loading parameters p 102 A84-16664
. A cardiovascular model for studying impairment of
cerebral function during +Gz stress
p 158 A84-20290
The influence of central and peripheral serotoninergic
structures on the cardiovascular system and respiration
p130 A84-22779
Effects of naloxone on maximal stress testing in
females . p201 A84-23932
Weightlessness induced changes in human
cardie-respiratory system p 203 A84-24329
Cardiovascular responses to spaceflight
p 205 A84-24351
Cardiovascular responses to head-down tilt in young and
middle-aged men p205 A84-24352
Haemodynamics under changed gravity •
; . p206 A84-24395
Features of energetic and hemodynamic provision of
submaximal physical load in males of a mature age '
p209 A84-25118
Cholinergic regulation of the cardiovascular system in
old age P 185 A84-25645
Arterial hypertension (A clinical and experimental
analysis) — Russian book p213 A84-25918
Alterations* of nypertrophied myocardium and its blood
vessels during experimental infarction
p 186 A84-26365
Cardiovascular responses to rtypogravic environments
p277- AB4-30356
Effects of airflow and work load on cardiovascular drift
and skin blood flow p 324 A84-34711
The consequences of in-flight incapadtation in civil
aviation p 357 A84-36928
Effects of hypothermia and hyperthermia on the
cardiovascular system of the tortoise Testudo horsfieldi
p348 A84-37837
Reaction of .the cardiovascular system to cerebral
ischemia during the take-off of the spacecraft
' ' . p361 A84-38347
Responsrvity of the cardiovascular system in the case
of hypertension p 363 A84-38508
The dynamics of vegetative functions under
dehydration p 350 A84-38519
An electrophysiological method of recording the
functional activity of smooth vascular muscles in a
toxycologic experiment p 352 A84-39017
Cardiovascular tolerance to sustained and high intensity
positive g accelerations - General review
p423 A84-41230
Cardiovascular responses during orthostasis - Effect of
an increase in maximal O2 uptake p 459 A84-43730
Cardiovascular responses to Isometric neck muscle
contractions - Results after dynamic exercise with various
headgear loading configurations p 460 A84-43736
The cardiovascular system in extreme natural conditions
— Russian book . p 490 A84-49334
Study of cardiovascular system' during long-term
spacefills p25 N84-11694
Mathematical simulation of the cardiopulmonary
system
[AD-A135460] p 149 N84-17822
Biomedical Research Division significant
accomplishments for FY 1983
[NASA-TM-85929] p 198 N84-20128
Non-invasive methods of cardiovascular exploration in
aerospace medicine
(AGARD-AG-277(E)] p 252 N84-21082
Main electrocardiographic abnormalities in the medical
examination of flying personnel p 252 N84-21083
Ventricular pre-excitation syndromes
p252 N84-21084
Continuous ECG monitoring by the Holler method
p252 N84-21086
Contribution of .standard X-ray to cardiovascular
exploration during the clinical examination of flying
personnel . p 253 N84-21088
Value of the lower body negative pressure test in
aerospace medicine p 254 N84-21096
Methods and major findings of cardiovascular
exploration involving the human centrifuge
p 254 N84-21097
Cardiac swimming and a traditional rehabilitation
program of bike-walk-jog; a comparison of maximal oxygen
consumption and strength p 254 N84-22148
Cardiovascular and respiratory responses to muscular
activity during immersion in water at different
temperatures
[AD-A138894] p 302 N84-24094
A non-dimensional analysis of cardiovascular response
to cold stress. Part 1: Identification of the physical
parameters mat govern the thermoregulatory function of
the cardiovascular system
[AD-A138710] • p328 N84-25285
Ultrasound visualization of cardiovascular systems
p329 N84-25597
A mathematical model of the cardiovascular system
under +Gz stress p 331 N84-26290
Cardiovascular reactions on orthostasis and
weightlessness p 378 N84-27424
Response of cardiac rhythm to information load
p 371 N84-28384
Medical dip
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12650-1] . p 372 N84-28388
The role of neural reflexes in control of the
cardiovascular system during stress
[AD-A140938] p373 N84-28393
Response of the cardiovascular system to vibration and
combined stresses
[AD-A142166] . p 428 N84-29450
The influence of cardiorespiratory fitness on the
decrement in maximal aerobic power at high altitude
[AD-A142218] p 428 N84-29452
Reliability and efficiency of Kubicek meographic method
for monitoring cardiac output and stroke volume
p 430 N84-30644
Walking erect as a factor in development of arterial
hypertension in primates. p 430 N84-30645
• Circadian pattern of simian functional parameters during
hypokinesia and in the recovery period
p430 N84-30650
A-27
CAROTENE SUBJECTINDEX
Conference Grant for 2nd World Congress on
Bkjmateriab
(AD-A143129)
 P456 N84-31915
PharmacoJogic counter measures minimizing post-space
flight orthostatic intolerance — bed rest, drug disposition,
and physiological function
[NASA-CR-l 73861] p 466 N84-31938
Fluid replacement during hypothermia
[AD-A143807] p 493 N84-34159
CAROTENE
Chlorophyll and carotenoid pigments of prochloron
(prochlorophyta) p 197 N84-20119
CAROTID SINUS BODY
Interaction between norepinephrine and hypoxia on
carotid body chemoreception in rabbits
p 74 AS4-16188
CARTILAGE
Mechanical force and cartilage metabolism
p 492 N84-34147
CASE HISTORIES
Othematoma associated with ill-fitting helmet and high
G load - A case report p 143 A84-21744
•Pilot error1 accident A case report - Need for inflight
physiological monitoring p 225 A84-26381
Fear of flying - An Israeli Air Force short case report
p2S9 AS4-29822
Non-ejection cervical spine fracture due to defensive
aerial combat maneuvering in an RF-4C - A case report
p293 A84-30870
Total colectomy with mucosal proctectomy and ileoanal
anastomosis - An important surgical option in the aviator
with premalignant disease of the colon
p293 A84-30672
CASUALTIES
Emergency handling of compressed air casualties
[AD-A143598] p 492 N84-341S7
CATABOUSM
Hypnotics and air operations p 251 N84-21072
CATALYSIS
Chemical enzymology — Russian book
p76 A84-18505
Evolution of biocatalysis. Ill - Post-genetic-code
evolution ol condensation reactions. IV - Nicotinamide.
flavin and cfoxygen dependent hydroxylation - Origin of
a non-imitaWe enzyme p 405 A84-40504
CATALYSTS
Evolution of catalytic proteins or On the origin of enzyme
species by means of natural selection
p318 A84-35596
Evolution of biocatalysis. I - Possible pre-genetic-code
RNA catalysts which are their own replicase. II -
Nicotinamide and/or flavin-containing RNA molecules as
possible pre-genetic-code replicating oxido-reductases
p399 A84-40458
physico-chemical investigation of some areas of
fundamental significance to biophysics
[DE83-017404] p 134 N84-16761
CATALYTIC ACTIVITY
Hormonal regulation of superoxide dismutase turnover
in the liver of rats p 343 A84-36617
Some aspects of the origin and early evolution of
bioenergetic processes p 400 A84-40460
CATARACTS
The use of a Soviet-made ultrasonic phacofragmentator
in eye surgery. I p 55 A84-14990
CATECHOLAMINE
Indicators of catecholamine metabolism and
hemodynamics in air traffic controllers with
neurocirculatory dystonia of the hypertension type
p19 A84-11568
Relationship between catecholamine levels in the blood
and individual features of the error dynamics of operator
activity p 61 A84-15747
The role of catecholamtnes and various subtypes of beta
adrenoreceptors in ensuring the resistance of mice to
intense cooling p 125 AS4-20SB3
The influence of hypokinesis on the asymmetric
distribution of noradrenaline in the neocortex,
hippocampus and subrenals of rats p 179 AB4-24386
Orcadian rhythm of catecholamine excretion, and the
effect of L-DOPA and nacome in the case of certain
diseases of the nervous system p 360 A84-37B04
Effects of forced immobilization on the cardiac and
metabolic responses to infused catechofamines in rats -
The roje of the baroreceptor reflex p 349 A84-38344
Main trends in the study of substance P (Review) —
peptide, stress and catecholamine p410 A84-41394
Plasma catecholamines and their effect on blood lactate
and muscle lactate output p 453 A84-44079
Biochemical alterations in heart after exhaustive
swimming in rats p 453 A84-44080
The effect of short-term hypermermia on catecholamine
content in the organs of white rats p 482 A84-48164
The effect of hyperthermia on the body temperature and
the catecholamine content of the hypothalamus in albino
rats p 483 A84-49568
Link between blood catecholamine levels and individual
features in dynamics of operator eniw
p465 N84-31929
CATHETERIZATION
Method of making an ion beam sputter-etched
ventricular catheter for hydrocephalus shunt
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13107-2] p 300 N84-23095
CATHODE RAY TUBES
Pictorial format display evaluation p 102 A84-16659
The perception of flicker and glare on computer CRT
displays p104 A84-18789
Evaluation of CRT-displayed digital imagery using
subjective scaling p 105 A84-18796
Color display formats in the cockpit - Who needs
them? p 108 A84-18803
Color matches and discrimination functions for selected
hues p83 A84-19294
Eroo-ophthalmotogical aspects of the VDU: Visual strain
and the blue light lesion
[DRIC-T-6921] p216 N84-18893
Development of color criteria for advanced displays
[AO-A143246J p 468 N84-33006
Visual perception in systems management in
aeronautics P 470 N84-33017
The perception of saturation and hue on colour cathode
ray tubes
(AD-A1438451 p 498 N84-34167
CATIONS
The permeability of sarcopiasmic retajlum membranes
to monovalent cations p 127 A84-20910
Effect of digoxin on serum and urinary cation changes
on acute induction to high altitude p 247 A84-28816
. Relationships between bivalent cations, the function of
the insular apparatus of the pancreas, and
calcium-regulating hormones with changes of glucose
content in the blood p 363 A84-38512
Nuclear-medicine
[DE84-000346] p 52 NS4-13759
CATS
Neuronal-vascular relations in lateral gertculato body
and superior colliculi of cats after exposure to
accelerations p 135 N84-18783
Regulation and characteristics of cold-induced
vasodilation
[AO-A143797] p 492 N84-34158
CATTLE
. Biological chemistry • p 77 N84-15190
CELL DIVISION
Cells at rest Properties and functions in the organism
— Russian book p 76 A84-18493
A new class of biological regulators of multicell systems
Cytomedins p 347 A84-37821
Diurnal rhythm in the cell-division frequency of
prochloron (prochlorophyta) in nature
p 197 N84-20118
CELLS (BIOLOGY)
Protein phosphorylation in the brain p4 A84-11253
Regulatory functions of actin in tie cell
p5 A84-11349
The hormonal regulation of calcium channels of cardiac
membranes p8 A84-12571
Functional morphology and metabolic characteristics of
tissue basophils and basophilic granulocytes ol the
blood , p 43 A84-13480
Transplanting of sections and cells of nerve tissue into
the brain and the problem of function recovery
p44 A84-13483
The effect of thymosin on the ultrastructure of rat bone
marrow p44 A84-13488
The effect of weightlessness on cell-morphology
changes during microsporogenesis in Tradescantia
paludosa In experiments on Vostok-3,4, 5,6; Voskhod-1;
andCosmos-110, 368 p 44 A64-13741
Changes in the pH of Chinese-hamster cells irradiated
at different doses p 47 A84-14906
Age-related variations of relative amounts of adrenaline
and noradrenaline in rat tissues p49 AS4-15019
A method for investigating intercellular interaction in the
myocardium p49 A84-15020
Cells at rest Properties and functions in the organism
-Russian book p 76 A84-1B493
The oldest eukaryotic cells p 123 A84-20247
The structure of proteins in biological membranes
p 123 A84-20249
Lipid peroxidation in subcetlutar liver organeOes in
thermal bums p 125 A84-20882
The response of cells to hypoxia p 125 AS4-20889
Model of the packing of DMA and histone octamer in
the nudeosome p 126 A84-20901
Kinetics of the passive transport of Ca(2+) in vesicles
of myometrium sarcolemma p 127 AB4-20908
The permeability of sarcopiasmic retculum membranes
to monovalent cations p 127 A84-20910
Graviperception in plant ceto p 174 A84-24344
Is there an orientatjpruof-the nuclei in microplasmodia
of Physarum polycephalum? p 177 A84-24374
R&difltion offsets in pldsntfl rnsmbrsnos &ccordinQ to
nfrared spectroscopic data p 316 A84-34478
The effect of decimeter-wave electromagnetic radiation
on myocardium cell membranes p317 AS4-34485
Evolution vs the number of gene copies per primitive
ceD p319 A84-35600
Modeling the dose-effect relationships for cell
populations under the effect of ionizing radiation of different
quality p343 A84-36620
Beta-adrenergic modulation of calcium channels in frog
ventricular heart cells P 343 A84-36703
Cell behavior in a gravitational field
p347 A84-37822
On the biomagnetism of ceto p349 A84-38078
Profile of oxygen concentration In a cell and certain
debatable problems of free oxygen transport in biological
objects p352 A84-39674
The evolution of preototogical self-organization -
Probable colloid-chemical evolution of first prokaryotic
cells p400 A84-40481
Self-sequencing of amino acids and. origins of
pofyfunctional protocells p401 AB4-40480
Is matter inanimate? - Protobiological information from
within p402 AB4-40481
Present state of the coacervate-in-coacervate theory -
Origin and evolution of cen structure
p402 A84-40484
Age-related changes of the myocardial contractile
function and the dependence of these changes on
cardtomyocyte size p408 A84-407I9
The cell in the field of gravity and the centrifugal field
p409 AS4-41049
Mast cells and substance P in the regulation of
rracrohemodynamics p411 A84-41400
A determination of the level of DNA damage in human
and mammalian cells p 449 A84-42954
A general scheme for the modification of reproductive
cell death p 449 A64-42957
The effect of microwaves of nonthermal intensity on
the number of aberrant nepatocytes in rats
p 450 A84-42962
The role of the thyroid gland in the development of
genetic effects ol microwaves of nonthermal intensity
p450' A84-42963
Ultrastructural organization of cells of Chkxella vukjaris
Beijer. strain LARG-1, grown in autotrophic conditions on
SaJyut-6 ' 0454 A84-44464
Passive transport of sodium into epithelial cells -
Methods of study, properties, regulation, and role
p 455 A84-46223
Cell membrane nonlinear response to an applied
electromagnetic field p480 A84-47963
A nonlinear analysis of the effects of transient
electromagnetic fields on excitable membranes
p 497 A84-47965
Membranes in the evolution of life
P482 A84-49047
Morphometric study of rat adrenal medulla during
long-term hypokinesia p 10 N84-11705
The Regulatory Functions of Calcium and the Potential
Role of Calcium in Mediating Gravitational Responses in
Cells and Tissues
[NASA-CP-2286] P11 N84-11720
Evidence for a regulatory role of calcium in
gravttropism pit NS4-11721
Calcium modulation of plant plasma membrane-bound
ATPase activities P12 N84-11723
Intracellular calcium receptors: CalmoduCn and related
proteins ' p 12 N84-11724
Role of calcium and calmodulin in plant cell regulation
P12 N84-11725
Local calcium entry and the guidance of growth
P12 N84-11726
Developing higher plant systems in space
P12 N84-11727
Calcium ions, mores, and modulators: What is the gravity
receptor connection? p13 N84-11733
The plasma membrane calcium pump .
P13 N84-11734
Measurement and control of free calcium inside small
intact cells p 13 N84-11736
Role of calmodulin in cell proliferation
p 13 N84-11737
Controls of intracellular communication mediated by gap
junctions p 13 N84-11738
Concepts of dose to soft tissue at the cellular level
[DE83-013830] p 28 N84-11748
Kinetic and spectroscopic studies of cytochrome b-563
in isolated cytochrome b/f complex and in thylakoid
membranes
(DE83-017882J p53 N84-13760
Countercurrent distribution of biological cells
[NASA-CR-170958) p 78 N84-15755
Lethal, potentially lethal lesion model
[DE84-O0132S] p 79 N84-15762
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The effect of various ca/toon sources on the growth of
single-celled cyanophyta
[NASA-TM-77090] P 138 N84-17804
Behavioral change of blood lactate metabolism
[PB84-100171] p 157 N84-17850
Cells, embryos and development in space
p 191 N84-18862
Effects of simulated weightlessness on mammalian
development Part 1: Development of clinostat for
mammalian tissue culture and use in studies on meiotic
maturation of mouse oocytes p 192 N84-18868
Rodent CNS neuron development: Timing of cell birth
and death p 193 N84-18870
Fluid mechanical aspects of cell culture
[NASA-CR-171749] P 195 N84-18886
IPE 7 p 198 N84-20123
Labeled cells as research, diagnostic and therapeutic
tools P321 N84-25S89
Computer-assisted chromosome analysis
p 321 N84-25590
Suppression of asymmetric add efflux and gravftropism
in maize roots treated with auxin transport inhibitors of
sodium orthovanadate
[NASA-CR-173834] p 353 N84-27395
Do living cells have a good sensitivity to gravity
p354 N84-27425
International Workshop on Biophysical Correlates of
Cellular Function UNESCO
[AD-A142490] p417 N84-30671
Effects of microwaves on cell membrane permeability
[AD-A142979] p 458 N84-31913
Effects of radiofrequency radiation on differentiation of
erythroleuketnic cells
[AD-A143038] p 456 N84-31914
Roles of ionizing radiation in cell transformation
[DE84-013397] p 458 N84-32995
Immunologic effects of electromagnetic fields (1981 -
1983)
[PB84-190602] p 468 N84-33008
Sensitivity of bone cell populations to weightlessness
and simulated weightlessness p492 N84-34151
A study of the interaction of millimeter wave fields with
biological systems
[AO-A144150J p486 N84-34910
CENTIMETER WAVES
Change in spectrum of blood hormones under influence
of centimeter range microwaves p 366 N84-27412
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
Acute poisoning by tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol in
combination with methanol p 61 A84-15788
Functional evolution of the central nervous system
p76 A84-1B497
The effect of mental strain on the condition of higher
nervous activity and work capacity of technicum
students p222 A84-23715
Interhemisphere interrelationships of brain structures in
the case of various functional states of the central nervous
system p 180 A84-24691
Voluntary control of current lung ventilation by
instrumented feedback p 209 AB4-25121
Individual features of the vegetative tonus and its
interrelationship with the functional condition of the central
nervous system p 211 AB4-25364
Central regulation of blood circulation during trauma and
hemorrhage — Russian book p 278 A84-30974
Reflex theory of higher nervous activity — Russian
book P27B A84-31018
Experimental studies of the response reactions of the
body to a constant magnetic field (on the basis of the
parameters of ultrastructural changes in central neurons
and some neuroimrnune phenomena)
p282 A84-32387
Integrate mechanisms of hemodynamics
p352 A84-39672
Substance P - Structure and effect — physiological
effects of pofypeptides p410 A84-41396
Central regulation of visual and sensory input in health
and schizophrenic persons p 424 A84-41549
Nonspecific responsrvity of the body and individual radio
sensitivity P 455 A84-46225
Cervical spline analysis for ejection injury prediction
[AD-A131081] p23 N84-10739
Experimental psychological methods used in expert
evaluation of mental work capacity of flight personnel in
the presence of functional disturbances and central
nervous system diseases p 26 N84-11712
Gravitational study of the central nervous system
p12 N84.il 730
The effects of hyperbaric elemental gases on the rate
coefficient of K(+) influx in mammalian synaptosomes
p 52 N84-13754
Rodent CNS neuron development Timing of cell birth
and death p 193 N84-18870
Results of psychophysiological study of Videoton
. terminal operators p475 N84-31919
Link between blood catecholamine levels and individual
features in dynamics of operator error
p 465 N84-31929
CENTRIFUGAL FORCE
The cell in the field of gravity and the centrifugal field
p 409 A84-41049
CENTRIFUGES
Avian embryonic development in hyperdynamJc
environments
[NASA-CR-173339] p 195 N84-18885
CENTRIFUGING
Coil planet centrifugation as a means for small particle
separation
[NASA-fM-82561] p 52 N84-13756
Twinning of amphibian embryos by centritugation
p 193 N84-18873
Rat body size, composition and growth at hypo- and
hypergravity
[NASA-CR-175393] p 198 N84-20126
CENTRIFUGING STRESS
The role of chronic acceleration in gravitational
physiology p 173 AS4-24340
Sleep-wake responses of squirrel monkeys exposed to
hyperdynamic environments p 174 A84-24355
Distribution of fluids in the body of the centrifuged rat
p176 A84-24369
Scaling of metabolic rate on body mass in small
mammals at 2.0 g p 176 A84-24372
The effect of hypergravitation on nucleic add
metabolism in the rat liver p 177 A84-24373
The effects of hypergravity on the rate of antibody
formation in the rat p 177 A84-24377
The effect of hypergravity on the prenatal development
of mammals p177 A84-24378
The effect of hypergravity on fluid-electrolyte metabolism
in rat fetuses p 178 A84-24379
Response of amphibian egg cytoplasm to novel gravity
orientation and centrifugation p 178 A84-24381
Resistance of mature Arabidopsis plants to mechanical
deformation In relation to g-force during development
p178 A84-24383
The effect of emotional stress prior to the onset of
centrifugation on acceleration tolerance in pilots
p 179 AS4-24389
Influence of the long-term repeated centrifugation stress
(-2Gx) on blood components in rats p 183 A84-25161
Factors affecting human tolerance to sustained
acceleration p 246 A84-2884S
Bone remodeling and artificial gravity augmentation
p 276 A84-30355
Most interesting characteristics of 6709 centrifuge in the
scope of.aerospace medicine and physiology
p 307 A84-30368
Rasmodium of myxomycetes as an object of
investigation in gravitational biology p 279 A84-3147S
Effects of centrifugal acceleration on cardio pulmonary
reactions p 350 A84-38348
Human susceptibility to motion disease under conditions
of combined vestibular and optokinetic stimulation and
reduced field of vision p 463 A84-46475
Effect of centrifuging on survival of early larvae of
common frogs p320 N84-25266
CERAMICS
Human factors: A necessary tool for industry
[DE84-007531] p 338 N84-25304
Conference Grant for 2nd World Congress on
Btomatertals
[AD-A143129] p 456 N84-31915
CEREBELLUM
The disinhibiting effect of ethanol on the activity of the
cerebellar Purkinje cells of the cat p315 A84-33950
Vestibular-induced vomiting after vestibulocerebellar
lesions . P462 A84-45665
The condition of beta-adrenergic and GABA-ergic
receptors in the brains of rats following exposure to high
doses of ionizing radiation p480 A84-48037
Con-elation between individual alpha-rhythm parameters
and operator's performance while subjected to maximum
information input p465 N84-31909
CEREBRAL CORTEX
The pattern of local vascular responses in conditions
of an increased activity of the cerebral cortex
p3 AS4-10844
The spatial organization of neurons of the brain visual
cortex during the stimulation by light spots
p4 A84-10847
A comparative study of dendritic spines In the principal
cortical regions of the turtle forebrain p 5 A84-11557
Electrophysiological correlates of hyperacuity in the
human visual cortex P 81 A84-17008
Mechanisms of pathological and reparative processes
in brain tissue cells in the postischemic period according
to data of electron-cytochemical analysis of nuclear
chromatin and ribonudeoproteins p 74 A84-17277
Auotransplant of embryonic cerebral tissue into the brain
of mature mammals in the case of hypoxic hypoxia
p75 A84-17278
Development of capillaries in the human brain
. p81 A84-17279
Cytoarchitectonics of frontal area fields of the cerebral
cortex in Papio hamadryas and Macaca rhesus in
ontogeny p 75 A84-17297
Visual cortical mechanisms responsible for direction
selectivity p 152 A84-2O621
Age-related changes in monoamine oxkfase activity in
visual-analyzer structures in the case of light stimuli
p 124 A84-2O877
Changes in the blood channels of the cerebral cortex
and hippocampus during physical exercise
p 125 A84-20891
An investigation of the dynamics of oxygen tension in
the hippocampus and sensorimotor cortex during the
sleep-wakefulness cyde p 130 A84-22777
The influence of central and peripheral serotoninergic
structures on the cardiovascular system and respiration
p 130 A84-22779
The Woelectrochemieal activity of the brain at the surf ace
of metal electrodes p 170 A84-23734
The conditioned reflex and motivation
p 170 A84-23735
Electrical activity of subcortical structures and the
cerebral cortex during fasting p 171 A84-23740
The influence of hypokinesis on the asymmetric
distribution of noradrenaline in the neocortex,
hippocampus and subrenals of rats p 179 A84-24386
Correlation of ultrastow activity with variations of the
functional state of neocortex cytostructures
P239 A84-27876
The spatial organization of bioelectric potentials in the
human neopallium and its information analysis
p303 A84-32356
The visual field representation In striate cortex of the
macaque monkey - Asymmetries, anisotropies, and
individual variability p 315 A84-34002
Evaluation of spatial signal characteristics by associative
fields of the neocortex p 317 AB4-34596
Image discrimination after extirpation of striatal or lateral
suprasytvian areas in the brain of cats
p341 A84-36589
Illusory contours and cortical neuron responses
p 344 A84-36873
Localization of the cortical agency for the control of
postural synergy in the frontal lobe of the brain
p 360 A84-37802
Inhibition and architectonics of the cerebral cortex
p352 A84-39671
Brain metabolism and its regulation In crardocerebral
trauma — Russian book p 397 A84-40124
Changes in the content of bound calcium in the cerebral
cortex after the cessation of oxygen supply
p407 AB4-40695
Neuromagnetic localization of two components of the
transient visual evoked response to patterned
stimulation
[AD-A132546] p 85 N84-14667
Evaluation of factors producing visual evoked response
variability
[AD-A133917] p 88 N84-15772
Neurophysiological approaches to higher brain
functions .,...-.
[PB84-175769] p 369 N84-27434
Bilateral carotid ligaton and effects of electromagnetic
field on conditioned reflex retention and cerebral nudeic
acid levels p417 N84-30677
Reactions of cerebral cortex neurons to alternating
magnetic field on glutamic acid p 418 N84-30681
CEREBRAL VASCULAR ACCIDENTS
The role of affections of the main arteries of the head
in disturbances of hemostasis and the theological
properties of the blood p81 A84-17280
The use of portable bloengineering feedback devices
in a system of active restorative therapy for patients with
poststroke motor disturbances p 144 A84-22932
Diagnosis of critical cranlocerebral trauma In extended
cruise conditions p 210 A84-25150
Certain pathogenic mechanisms of ischerrdc stroke
during heart-rhythm disorders p 297 A84-32376
The therapeutic use of decimeter waves during various
periods following a cerebral stroke p 298 A84-32389
The significance of ultrasonic Dopplerography in
monitoring the efficiency with which stroke survivors can
be treated with decimeter-wavelength electromagnetic
waves p 421 A84-40701
Distinctive features of the central hemodynamics of
patients with ischemic disorders of cerebral circulation
P424 A84-41540
CEREBROSPINAL FLUID
Pressure distribution in the cranial cavity
p 48 A84-14996
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Ventilation and CSF ions during hypocapnic HCI and
HNO3 acidosis in conscious rabbits p 73 AB4-16183
Ventilation and CSF ions during isocapnic HCI and HNO3
acidosia in conscious rabbits p 74 A84-161S4
Neural mechanisms of motion sickness
p 275 A84-30334
Effect of arginine vasopressin, acetazolamide, and
angiotensin II on CSF pressure at simulated altitude
p283 A84-32564
Method of making an ion beam sputter-etched
ventricular catheter for hydrocephalus shunt
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13107-2] p 300 N84-23095
CEREBRUM
Functional asymmetry of the cerebral hemispheres and
unconscious perception — Russian book
p20 AB4-12131
Possibility of the appearance of cellular structures on
the surface of the vascular plexus, revealed by scanning
electron microscopy p 75 A84-17282
Morphological criteria of the structural asymmetry of
cortex and subcortex formations in the human brain
p 81 A84-17283
Changes in the blood channels of the cerebral cortex
and hippocampus during physical exercise
p 125 AS4-20891
Structural and functional organization of the medial
fascicle of the forebrain p 283 A84-32466
Prevention cf scute rriOuPiwir. sickness by
dexamethasone
[AD-A131533] p 23 N84-10737
Use of electromagnetic field in patients following a
disruption of cerebral circulation p 135 N84-16768
Cerebral metabolism and blood brain transport: Toxicity
of organophosphorous compounds
[AD-A142705] p 468 N84-33005
CERTIFICATION
Effective use of simulators for pilot performance
evaluations in Federal Aviation Administration airman
certification
[SAE PAPER 831504] p 258 A84-29510
The international standardization of the medical
certification of civil aircrew p 299 A84-32569
Evaluation of proposed human subject certification tests
for self-contained breathing apparatus
(PB84-172212) p 394 N84-27447
CHAINS
Kinematics and dynamics of multi-rigid-body open-chain
systems: Application to robot manipulators
p 163 N84-17851
CHARACTER RECOGNITION
Operator performance on flat-panel displays with line
and cell failures
[AD-A142340] p 446 N84-30716
Correlation between Individual alpha-rhythm parameters
and operator's performance while subjected to maximum
Information Input p 465 N84-31909
CHELATION
Inhibition of gravltroplsm In oat coleoptiles by calcium
chelation p 187 N84-18831
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
Nonenzymatlc formation of 'energy-rich' lactoyl and
glyceroyl thloesters from glyceraldehyde and a thlol
p 446 A84-42500
Bone mineral analysis of rat vertebrae following space
flight: COSMOS 1129
[AD-A133178] p133 N84-16757
Techniques for the Inorganic analysis In a controlled
ecological life support system p 137 N84-17853
Labeled cells as research, diagnostic and therapeutic
tools p 321 N84-25589
Change In spectrum of blood hormones under Influence
of centimeter range microwaves p 366 N84-27412
CHEMICAL BONOS
Complexes of polyadenylic add and the methyl esters
of amino acids p 167 A84-22843
Binding constants of phenylalanine for the four
mononudeotides p 318 A64-35599
Measurements, in vivo, of parameters of the dopamine
system
[DE83-017964] p 51 N84-12709
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
Fatty-acid composition of blood-plasma lipids under
traumatic shock p 45 A84-14791
The effect of meat pates of different compositions on
the gastric secretion function p 170 A84-23739
Intercomparison of stable-element content of foods by
statistical methods
[DE83-014029] . . p 39 NS4-10764
Yields photosynthetic efficiencies, and proximate
chemical composition of dense cultures of marine
microalgae, a subcontract report
[DE83-011992] p 52 N84-13757
Skeletal muscle metabolism of sea-level natives
following short-term high-altitude residence
[AD-A139323) p 328 NB4-2S2B4
Allomonades: New group of vibrionaceae family
microorganisms P 354 N84-27410
Effects of long-term low-level radiofrequency radiation
exposure on rats. Volume 6: Hematological, serum
chemistry, thyroxine. and protein electrophoresis
evaluations
[AD-A141124] p414 NB4-29434
CHEMICAL DEFENSE
Psychc-ergonomic problems presented by the
prolonged wearing of gas masks p 251 N84-21073
Selected factors affecting aircrew performance during
sustained operations p 260 N84-21074
AeromedicaJ support in military helicopter operations
p330 N84-26280
CHEMICAL EFFECTS
Validation of a method for establishing the danger limits
of the effect of chemical substances during emergencies
p 183 A84-25371
Human exposure to atmospheric concentrations to
selected chemicals, volume 1
[PB84-102540] p 151 N84-17835
Biochemical and histochemical adaptations of skeletal
muscle to rat suspension p 189 N84-18849
Use of sperm enzymes to detect genotoxic agents
[AD-A142724] p 433 N84-30691
CHEMICAL EVOLUTION
Photolysis of uracil and uridine in the presence of lunar
auii p 122 A54-16939
A study of the interaction of gtycine and its
oligohomopeptides with formaldehyde and acetaldehyde
under possible primitive earth conditions
p 130 A84-22844
Statistical fluctuation versus specific mechanism and the
origin of the left-handed asymmetry of proteins
p 131 A84-22846
Comparative analysis of the role of statistical fluctuations
and factor of advantage (parity non-conservation) in the
origins of optical activity p 131 A84-22847
Evolution of catalytic proteins or On the origin of enzyme
species by means of natural selection
p318 A84-35596
On the abiotic formation of amino acids. I - HCN as a
precursor of amino acids detected in extracts of lunar
samples. II - Formation of HCN and amino acids from
simulated mixtures of gases released from lunar
samples p 340 A84-35597
Differential coupling efficiency of chemically activated
amino acid to tRNA p 318 A84-35598
International Conference on the Origin of Life, 7th, Mainz,
West Germany July 10-15,1983, Proceedings
p 399 A84-40426
Evolution between chemistry and biology
p 399 A84-40427
Chemical evolution in space p 447 A84-40429
Simulation of Interstellar chemical evolution In a low
temperature plasma p 447 A84-40430
The cometary connection with preblotic chemistry
p 447 A84-40432
The evolution of the preblotic atmosphere
p 447 AB4-40434
Evolution of btocatalysls. I • Possible pre-genetic-code
RNA catalysts which are their own replicase. II -
Nicotinamkje and/or flavin-containing RNA molecules as
possible pre-genetic-code replicating oxido-raductases
p 399 A84-40458
The evolution of preblologlcal self-organization -
Probable colloid-chemical evolution of first prokaryotic
cells p 400 A84-40461
Parity violation as a source of chirality In nature
' p400 A84-40466
Speculations and facts on the possible inductions of
chirality through earth magnetic field
p 401 A84-40471
Chiral versus chemical evolutions and the appearance
Of life p 401 A84-40473
Circularly polarized solar radio bursts associated with
sunspot activities and their possible significance in the
formation of chirally asymmetric biotic substances from
a chirally symmetric prebiotic medium
p 447 A84-40475
Metal ions as a factor of functional evolution and of
development of some important biochemical properties in
prebiotic and biological conditions p 401 A84-40476
The problem of transition from the chemical to the
biological evolution - Some possible solutions
p 401 A84-40477
Specificity of protein-nucleic acid interaction and the
biochemical evolution p 401 AB4-40479
Present state of the coacervate-in-coacervate theory -
Origin and evolution of cell structure
p402 A84-40484
The improbability of prebiotic nucleic acid synthesis
p403 A84-40488
tRNA-rRNA sequence homologies - A model for the
origin of a common, ancestral molecule, and prospects
for its reconstruction p 403 A84-40489
Speculations on the evolution of the genetic code. Ill -
The evolution of t-RNA p404 A84-40498
The evolution of dinitrogen fixation
! p404 A84-40499
Evolution of bJocatalysis. Ill - Post-genetic-code
evolution of condensation reactions. IV - Nicotinamide,
flavin and dioxygen dependent hydroxylation - Origin of
a non-mutable enzyme p 405 A84-40504
Prebiotic organic syntheses and the origin of life
p 477 A84-43055
Precambrian organic geochemistry - Preservation of the
record p 450 A84-43056
Biochemical evolution of anaerobic energy conversion
- The transition from fermentation to anoxygenic
photosynthesis p 450 A84-43057
Origins of biomolecular handedness
p480 A84-47891
Investigation of compounds essential tor the origin of
Be
[NASA-CR-173538] p 320 NS4-25272
CHEMICAL FRACTIONATION
The fractionation of plasma proteins in large scale
preparations of blood — Russian book
p3 A84-10492
Isotopic inferences of ancient biochemistries - Carbon,
sulfur, hydrogen, and nitrogen p 451 A84-43058
Analysis of collagen and noncollagenous proteins in
bone psrbdss frscScnstsd by graclsn: density
fractionation p 491 N84-34144
CHEMICAL REACTIONS
Simulation of Viking biology experiments suggests
smectites not palagonites, as martian soil analogues
p 41 A84-10655
Chemical and biological kinetics — Russian book
p 241 A84-28669
Interaction of blood plasma proteins in humans with
glycosaminoglycans p 342 A84-36611
Nonenzymatic formation of 'energy-rich' lactoyl and
glyceroyl thtoestere from glyceraldehyde and a thtol
p448 A84-425OO
Effects of whole-body cold exposure on erythrocyte
morphology p 464 N84-31906
Carbohydrate-protein interactions p 484 N84-34123
CHEMICAL REACTORS
Modeling and control of an on-board oxygen generation
system p 497 N84-34164
CHEMICALS
Changes in the nasal mucosa of workers in conditions
of industrial production p 24S A84-28300
CHEMILUMINESCENCE
The role of metals in free radical oxidation processes
in the tissues of organisms according to data of
spontaneous and Initiated chemilumlnescence
p2 A84-10483
Spontaneous btochomllumlnescence of mitochondria of
several tissues In normal conditions and during the action
of physical factors p2 A84-10484
Effectiveness of a device for detection of bacteriological
aerosols; Improvements In standardization and sensitivity
In the laboratory
[FOA-C-40175-82] p 199 N84-20132
CHEMISORPTtON
Hygienic estimation of the sorption properties of
synthetic materials used In ship construction and repair
p389 A84-36601
CHEMORECEPTORS
The cardiostlmulatlng action of noreplnephrine
contained In the liposomes in conditions of adrenoreceptor
blockade p3 A84-10842
Interaction between noreplnephrine and hypoxia on
carotid body chemoreception in rabbits
p74 A84-16188
Interrelationship between transcortine and type III
glucocorticoid receptors and type II glucocorticoid
receptors under stress p 124 A84-20876
The role of catecholamines and various subtypes of beta
adrenoreceptors in ensuring the resistance of mice to
intense cooling p 125 A84-208B3
Transfer of 3H-aldosterone from cytosol receptors of
tubule cells of rat kidneys to nuclear receptors in the case
of reflex and denervation dystrophy of this organ
p 126 A84-20896
Presynaptic neurotransmitter and chemosensory
responses to natural stimuli p 172 A84-23934
The bonding of aldosterone by kidney cell receptors in
adult and senescent rats p 185 A84-25S47
Leukotriene synthesis and receptor blockers block
hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction p318 A84-34707
Effect of beta-1 adrenoreceptor blocking on
hemodynamics, available oxygen, and sodium
reabsorption in the rat kidney p 341 A84-36593
Phase changes in the level of glucocorticoid receptors
of rat liver cytosol under stress p 410 A84-41392
Coronary vascular response to adrenergic stimulation
in exercise-conditioned dogs p 453 A84-44078
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The condition of beta-adrenergic and GABA-ergic
receptors in the brains of rats following exposure to high
doses of ionizing radiation p 480 A84-48037
CHEMOTHERAPY
Prevention of acute mountain sickness by
dexamethasone
[AD-A131533] P 23 N84-10737
Acute intramuscular toxicity (LD50) of
1,1'-trimethylenebis (4-(Hydroxyiminometfiyl) pyridinium
bromide) monohydrate. (TMB-4) in male mice
[AD-A133148] p78 N84-15758
Ultrastructural evaluation of the retina in retinopathy of
prematurity and correlations with vitamin E therapy
[AD-A135929] P 219 N84-20143
Hypnotics and air operations p 251 N84-21072
CHESAPEAKE BAY (US)
The biochemistry and physiology of bacterial adhesion
to surfaces
[AD-A138271] p 286 N84-23094
CHICKENS
Avian embryonic development in hyperdynamic
environments
[NASA-CH-173339] P 195 N84-18885
CHILDREN
Use of the Doppler ultrasound method to evaluate the
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p 132 A84-22939
Effects of naloxone on maximal stress testing in
females p 201 A84-23932
Effect of physosBgmine on immobilized rat tonic and
tetanic skeletal muscles p 175 A84-24358
Sleep changes in rats induced by prolonged hypokinesis
and treated by substance P p 179 A84-24387
Hyperthermic effects of centrally injected (D-ALA2,
N-ME-PHE4, MET-(0)5-OL)-enkephalin (FK 33-824) in
rabbits and guinea-pigs p 181 A84-24729
Vasopressln release induced by water deprivation -
Effects of centrally administered saralasin
p 181 A84-24730
Prevention of stress-related damage and enhancement
of the endurance of the body to physical load by means
of chemical factors p 182 A84-25132
Drug and neurotransmitter receptors in the brain -
p239 A84-27642
Correlation of ultraslow activity with variations of the
functional state of neocortex cytostructures
p239 AS4-27876
Long-range air capability and the South Atlantic
Campaign — soporifics for sleep control in extended
military flights p 247 A84-29812
Effect of digoxln on serum and urinary cation changes
on acute induction to high altitude p247 A84-29816
Effects of pyridostigmine on ability of rats to work in
the heat p275 A64-300I1
Treatment of acute osteoporosis due to paraplegia with
caldtortn p290 A84-30350
Effects of a 7-day head-down tilt with and without
clonidine on volume-regulating hormones in normal
humans p 291 A84-30383
The effect of ethymisole on the latent states of
short-term verbal memory in patients suffering from the
aftereffects of cerebral circulation disorders
p295 A84-31516
The diagnostic value of the glycerol test in the case of
Meniere's syndrome p298 A84-32381
The effect of vanadate on the Ca(2+) activation of
skeletal muscle p282 A84-32383
The effect of sodium fluoride on the vestibular function
of patients suffering from otosclerosis
p298 A84-32396
External respiration after extensive lung resection under
conditions of regeneration stimulation
p284 A84-330S4
Effect of beta-t adrenoreceptor blocking on
hemodynamics, available oxygen, and sodium
reabsorption in the rat kidney p 341 A84-38593
Effect of 2-pyrrolkJone acetamkJe (pyracetam) on the
respiratory chain of electron transport In rat liver
mitochondria p 342 A84-36610
The functional structure of placebo responses
p377 A84-38513
The effect of bombesin, some of its fragments, and their
analogues on thermoregulation in rabbits
p350 A84-38518
Effect of 2,4-dinltrophenol on thermogenesis during
adaptation to hypoxia p 351 A84-39015
Drug treatment of motion sickness - Scopolamine alone
and combined with ephedrine in real and simulated
Situations p 420 A84-40359
Mechanism of the prolongation of life by dibunol
(butylated hydroxytoluene) p 480 A84-47789
Prevention of acute mountain sickness by
dexamethasone
[AD-A131533] p 23 N84-10737
Permeability of sodium sulfacyl through membrane
structures differing in degree of organization with exposure
to low-frequency magnetic field p 134 N84-16763
Hypnotics and air operations p 251 N84-21072
Efficacy of conditioning animals to hypoxia during
sleep p319 N84-25261
Pharmacblogic counter measures minimizing post-space
flight orthostatic intolerance — bed rest, drug disposition,
and physiological function
[NASA-CR-173861] p 466 N84-31936
DRY HEAT
The influence of the neuropeptide arginine-vasopressin
on human tolerance to a hot dry environment "
p17 A84-11339
DUMMIES
The development of a dynamic response sensing and
recording system tor incorporation into a state-of-the-art
manikin p 265 A84-28849
DURABILITY
Ozone toxkity effects consequent to prolonged, high
intensity exercise
[PB83-237388] p 29 N84-11755
Ultrasonic and optical evaluation of surgical implant
materials and devices. A durability study of pericardia!
bioprostheses
[NASA-CR-173437] p 329 N84-26274
DYES
Rapid identification of micro-organisms
[AD-A132831] p 78 N84-157S9
DYNAMIC CONTROL
The dynamics of a manipulator with allowance for the
compliance of the (ointa p 159 A84-21056
An approach to control laws for arm motion
p475 A84-4S160
Model reference adaptive control of mechanical
manipulators p 237 N84-20194
DYNAMIC LOADS
A hygienic evaluation of elevated dynamic loads on
passengers in urban transport vehicles
p19 A84-11569
Static versus dynamic loads as an influence on bone
remodelling
INASA-CR-173365] p 196 N84-18887
Control of bone remodelling by applied dynamic toads
[NASA-CR-173287] p 196 N84-18889
DYNAMIC MODELS
Modeling and identification of aircraft pilot models via
partitioning estimation algorithms p 103 A84-18639
Models for the evaluation of work loads of crews during
long distance flight p 393 N84-27422
DYNAMIC RESPONSE
Tracking with multiple independent response functions
p115 A84-19313
The development of a dynamic response sensing end
recording system for incorporation into a state-of-the-art
manikin p 265 A84-28849
Dynamic refraction in binocular vision conditions
P361 A84-37841
Researching the man-machine system as a function of
soil-environment system p 233 N84-18894
EAR
Otoneurological symptoms In the diagnosis of diseases
of the Inner ear p296 A84-32360
Isopotential sound pressure levels for cochlear
microphone potential p 341 A84-36590
Vestibular-lnduced vomiting after vesfibulocerebellar
lesions P462 A84-45665
Hot air changes our view of the ear
p463 AB4-46259
An age comparison of the vestibule-ocular counterroll
reflex
[AD-A132064] p 62 N84-12716
EAR PROTECTORS
Noise characteristics on the ground run-up test by
current combat aircraft and protection program for hearing
loss p210 A84-25183
Impact response of an energy absorbing earcup
[AD-A134828] . p 164 N84-17860
Comparison of real-ear attenuation characteristics of the
standard SPH-4 earcup and a prototype crushable
[AD-A138042] . p 271 N84-22171
Frequency selected and amplitude limited personal
noise protectore
[BMFT-FB-HA-84-016J p 396 N84-28488
Feasibility study on a new type of personal noise
protection
[BMFT-FB-HA-64-017] p 396 N84-28489
Energy-absorbing earcup engineering feasibility
evaluation
[AD-A144179] p 499 N84-34924
EARPHONES
Technique for measuring the sound pressure levels
under flying helmets and headsets
[IZF-1982-39] p40 N84-11765
EARTH HYDROSPHERE
A biological hypothesis for the origin of the modem
hydrosphere of the earth p 166 A84-21729
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Analomical-echocanJIographlc correlations of heart
p56 A64-15027
Results of echocardkxjraphic examination during 7 days
flight onboard Saliut VII, June 1982 p 204 A84-24346
Mitral valve prolapse - An aero medical problem
p21S A84-26379
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The LSLE echocardiograpri - Commercial hardware
aboard Spacelab — Lite Sciences Laboratory Equipment
[SAE PAPER 831092] p 265 A84-29028
Echocardiography in the expert examination of frying
personnel p 253 N84-21090
Use of the Doppler ultrasound method to evaluate the
rate of blood flow in children with patent ductus
arteriosus
[ISSN-0208-5658] p 426 N64-2944I
ECOLOOY
Mathematical modeling of ecological processes —
Russian book p7 A84-12151
On the evolutionary constraint surface of hydra
p73 A64-15954
Appearance of self-oscillations in a distributed system
with multiple equilibria — mathematical model of
btasystem-environment interaction p 127 A84-20912
Mainxfindings and prospects relating to the ecological
physiology of humans p 207 AB4-25101
Constitutional immunity and its molecular-ecological
bases — Russian book p 166 A84-25920
Development conditions and specific composition of
phototroptc bacteria in salty shallow reservoirs in the
Crimea p345 A84-37118
Reactivity of plant exometabolites — Russian book
p397 A84-40141
The protective effect of hypoxic preadaptation on the
animal mortality rate from acute circulatory disorders
caused by intense excitation of the brain
p 413 A84-42525
Disruption of the terrestrial plant ecosystem at the
Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary, western interior
p479 A84-47049
Sketches of the theory and practice of human ecology
— Russian book p 479 A84-47597
Life histories and monitoring strategies: Some lessons
from field experience
[DE83-016164] p 53 N64-13763
A preliminary survey of plankton and periphyton in the
Turn Barge Canal and basin area of Kennedy Space
Center. Florida P 79 N84-16027
Plant waste processing on a solid substrate for a
biological life-support system for man
p 162 N84-16786
Vertebrate behavior and ecology
[DE84-007316] p417 N84-30673
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Chronic effects of repeated mechanical trauma to the
skin: A description of the problem in the workplace
[PB84-181767] p 434 N84-30695
Ergonomic analysis of human operation of video
terminal P 475 N84-31918
ECONOMIC FACTORS
Engineering psychology: Economic problems — Russian
book p497 A84-49313
Report on development, installation of industrial
robots p39 N84-11339
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Energy use: The human dimension
[OE84-001405] p 86 N84-14676
ECOSYSTEMS
Sulphur isotopic compositions of deep-sea hydrothermal
vent animals P 44 A84-13825
Mechanisms of nitrogen retention in forest ecosystems
- A field experiment p 353 A84-39683
The Antarctic cryptoendolithic ecosystem - Relevance
to exobiology P447 A84-40512
Evolution of earth's earliest ecosystems - Recent
progress and unsolved problems p 452 A84-43066
Direct biological effects of increased atmospheric
carbon dioxide levels
[PB83-224360] ' p 25 N84-10749
EDEMA
The use of a variable magnetic field for treating
eoematous exophthalmos p297 A84-32385
The effect of a craniocerebral wound on the
development of edema in the brain after resuscitation
p284 A84-33051
Ventilation and ventilatory control in high altitude
pulmonary edema and acute mountain sickness
[ AD-A135941) p219 N84-20145
Work at high altitude: A clinical and physiological study
at the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope, Mauna Kea,
Hawaii
[REPT-11] p254 N84-22147
EDUCATION
Long-term retarded training effect of force loads
ptS A84-11554
Training spatial skills for air-traffic control
p93 A84-18778
Time-compressed components for air-intercept control
Skills p 113 A84-19289
Training of the vestibular stability of students in
physical-education classes p487 A84-46534
Effects of behavioral objectives and instructions on
earning a category task
(AD-A130386] p 30 N84-10750
Extended development procedure EDeP user's
manual
[AD-A131381] p31 N84-10756
Training feedback handbook
[AD-A132S65] p 99 N84-14683
Evaluation results for the interactive video competency
recognition system
[AD-A1330S2] p 100 N84-15796
Radar training facility initial validation
[AD-A133220] p 154 N84-16797
Overuse injuries of the lower extremities associated with
marching, jogging and running. A review
[AD-A134672] p 149 N84-17824
Metabolic characteristics of post-exercise ketosis: The
protective effects of training p 220 N84-20152
Processes of skill performance: A foundation for the
design and use of training equipment
[AD-A136879] p 227 N84-20160
Automated Instructional Media Selection (AIMS)
[AD-A135749] p229 N84-20168
Memory organization-based methods of instruction: A
comparison with performance-oriented training
[AD-A137640] p 261 N84-21098
Memory organization-based methods of instruction:
Rationale and development
[AD-A137504] p 261 N84-21101
Understanding picture-text instructions
[AD-A139746] p 332 N84-25287
Computer-managed instruction: Stability of cognitive
components
[AD-A139881J p 333 N84-25291
GUIDON: A computer-aided instructional program
[AD-A139999] p 333 N84-25293
An internal review and operational trial of a human
factors engineering self-paced course in accordance with
the instructional systems development process
[AD-A140011] p337 N84-25301
Biofeedback methods and quality of operator's
performance p 392 N84-27399
A brief history of the use of simulation techniques in
training and performance assessment
[AD-A140763] p 378 N84-27437
Estimated effects of ionizing radiation upon military task
performance: Individual combat crewmember
assessment
[AD-P003255] p 383 N84-28422
Individualizing with Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI):
Enhancing student motivation through
computer-controlled audio
[AD-P003314] p386 N84-28453
Individual differences in learning rate
[AD-P003338] p 386 N84-28462
Assessment of learning abilities using rate measures
[AD-P003340] p 387 N84-28463
Evaluation of the HARDMAN comparability methodology
for manpower, personnel and training
[NASA-CR-173733] p 395 N84-28485
Results of a questionnaire on the teaching of
Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) on undergraduate
courses
[TT-8404] p 495 N84-34919
EFFECTIVENESS
Evaluation results for the interactive video competency
recognition system
[AD-A1330S2] p 100 N84-15796
EFFERENT NERVOUS SYSTEMS
Motor units of human skeletal muscles — Russian
book p21 A84-12158
The use of portable bioengineering feedback devices
in a system of active restorative therapy for patients with
poststroke motor disturbances p 144 A84-22932
Thermoregulatory activity of the motoneuronal pool in
rats adapted to cold and hypoxia p 180 A84-24694
Delayed effect of synthetic tetrapeptkjamide on the brain
motor system p 181 A84-2469S
Model of the central regulation of motor trajectory
parameters p 307 A84-30599
Evoked potential studies of the effects of Impact
acceleration on the motor nervous system
p 278 A84-30869
Localization of the cortical agency for the control of
postural synergy in the frontal lobe of the brain
p360 A84-37802
Magnetoencephalography
[AD-A132496] p 85 N84-14668
Single trial brain electrical patterns of an auditory and
visual perceptuomotor task
[AD-A135545] p217 N84-18B99
Variability of practice and the transfer of training of motor
skills
[AD-A142896] p 472 N84-31942
Measurement and modification of sensorimotor system
function during visual-motor performance
[AD-A14291S] p 476 N84-31947
EFFICIENCY
Oxygen insufficiency and energy failure in brain:
Uncoupling of oxkfatjve phosphorylation at low oxygen
concentration p 87 N84-14681
The effects of task structures, dynamics of difficulty
changes, and strategic resource allocation training on
time-sharing performance
[AD-A134112] p118 N84-14685
A normative model of work team effectiveness
[AD-A136398] p 228 N84-20165
The relationship between personality and efficiency
p 378 N84-27423
EFFLUENTS
Biochemical indicators of thermal stress: Selected
genetic and physiological parameters
[PB84-100122] p137 N84-17808
EGGS
Response of amphibian egg cytoplasm to novel gravity
orientation and centrifugatJon p 178 AS4-24381
Polarity of the amphibian egg p 12 N84-11731
Failure of vincristine induce twinning
p 193 N84-18872
Twinning of amphibian embryos by centrifugatjon
p 193 N84-18873
EJECTION
Cervical spline analysis for ejection injury prediction
[AD-A131081] p23 N84-10739
EJECTION INJURIES
Vertical impact evaluation of the F/FB-111 crew restraint
configuration, headrest position, and upper extremity
bracing technique p 38 A84-12059
Head and neck injuries in Canadian Forces elections
p248 A84-29821
EJECTION SEATS
In search of - An acceptable lap belt
p34 A84-10716
Improving restraint systems capabilities in older egress
systems p 34 A84-10717
Aircrew restraint improvement program
p35 A84-10735
U.S. Navy ejectee anthropometry - 1 January 1969
through 31 December 1979 p 16 A84-10742
Aircrew restraint improvement program
p 161 A84-22399
The development of a dynamic response sensing and
recording system for incorporation into a state-of-the-art
manikin p 265 A84-28849
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
Elastic properties of arteries and the hemodynamics of
working and nonworking extremities p 59 A84-15734
ELECTRETS
Experimental investigation of the effect of electrets on
bone healing p 492 N84-34150
ELECTRIC BATTERIES
Evaluation of a draft standard on performance
specifications for health physics instrumentation
[DE83-016186] p 28 N84-11750
ELECTRIC CURRENT
Human reactions to transient electric currents, volume
8
[PB84-112895] P 151 N84-17834
ELECTRIC DISCHARGES
Human reactions to transient electric currents, volume
8
[PB84-112895] p 151 N84-17834
ELECTRIC FIELD STRENGTH
The destruction of a bilayer lipid membrane as a result
of electrical breakdown p 7 A84-12568
Investigation of the spatial asymmetry of the external
electric field of the human body p 60 A84-15740
Nanosecond absorption spectroscopy of
bactenorhodopsin phototransformations in dry films - The
influence of an external electric field
P279 A84-31480
ELECTRIC FIELDS
Hygienic evaluation of the electric field produced by
high-voltage power transmission lines in populated areas
p347 A84-37810
Eruption of permanent dentition In rhesus monkeys
exposed to ELF (Extremely low frequency) fields
[AD-A13206S] p 50 N84-12703
Behavioral and prenatal effects of 60-Hz fields
[DE84-001126] p 77 N84-14664
Human reactions to elf electric and magnetic fields: An
annotated bibliography of current literature, 3rd edition
[PB83-259648] p 86 N84-14679
Biological effects from electric fields associated «ith high
voltage transmission lines
[DE84-005498] P 244 N84-22143
Biological effects of electric fields: An overview
[DE84-005888] p 244 N84-22144
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Biological effects of (unionizing electromagnetic
radiation. Volume 8, Number 1: A digest of current
literature
[AD-A139296] p 328 N84-25283
Studies of the electric field distribution in biological
bodies: Experimental dosimetry at radio frequencies
[AD-A143507] p 457 N84-32992
ELECTRIC MOTORS
Electrical-shock prevention. Volumes: Fault protection
for motion-drive equipment
(PB84-102961) ptSS N84-17867
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
Human reactions to transient electric currents, volume
8
[P884-112895] p 151 N84-17834
Analysis of electrical accident prevention
COUntBI 1 1 168SUT6S
[PB84-102887] p 166 N84- 17869
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
Biochemical indicators of thermal stress: Selected
genetic and physiological parameters
[PB84-100122] p 137 N84- 17808
ELECTRIC RELAYS
Electrical-shock prevention. Volume t: Protection of
maintenance personnel
[PB84-102946] p 165 N84- 17865
ELECTRIC STIMULI
Electrocutaneous stimulation with high voltage
capacrtive discharge*
 P 101 AS". 1S343
The conditioned reflex and motivation
P170 A84-23735
Interhemisphere interrelationsriips of brain structures In
trie case of various functional states of the central nervous
system p 180 A84-24691
Electrosleep as a method for the prophylaxis of
nervous-psychic overstrain and the restoration of mental
work capacity in operators p223 A84-25107
Morphofunctional changes in the heart of adult and
senescent rabbits when the hypothalamus Is stimulated
over several days p 185 A84-2S646
Neurophysiological and neurochemica) mechanisms of
reflexive analgesia p317 A84-34598
Critical interval of discreteness as a function of the
duration of stimulus signals — on human skin
p382 AB4-38504
Hypothalamlc effects on cardiac activity following an
administration of adrenergic blockers and choMnor/ttcs
p3SO A84-38516
An instrumental conditioning method for establishing
chronic arousal
[AD-A140808] p353 N84-27396
ELECTRIC TERMINALS
Ergonomic analysis of human operation of video
terminal p 475 1484-31918
Results of psychophysiological study of Videoton
terminal operators p 475 N84-31919
ELECTRIC WELDING
External respiration in electric welders
p 19 A84-11571
ELECTRICAL FAULTS
The destruction of a bilayer lipid membrane as a result
of electrical breakdown p7 A84-12568
Electrical-shock prevention. Volume 2: Ground-fault
[PB84-102953] p 165 N84- 17866
Electrical-shock prevention. Volumes: Fault protection
for motion-drive equipment
[PB84-102961] p165 N84-17867
ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE
Use of impedance plethysmography to continually
monitor bone marrow blood flow p 398 A84-40354
Human body impedance for electromagnetic hazard
analysis in the VLF to MF band p425 A84-42254
Use of changes in electrical impedance in cardiology
p 254 N84-21094
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT
Fast components of the electric response signal of
bacteriorhodopsin protein p 185 A84-25760
Use of changes in electrical Impedance in cardiology
p 254 N84-21094
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE
The effect of microwaves on the performance and
impedance of the rat brain structures
p350 A84-38517
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY
The Potyacrylamide as a phantom material for
electromagnetic hyperthermia studies
p 264 . A84-27558
ELECTRICITY
Modeling of lethal electric shock p468 1484-33000
ELECTRO-OPTICS
Integration and employment of night vision devices for
the conduction of a military mission under conditions of
darkness — by helicopter p36 A84-11059
Color display formats in the cockpit - Who needs
them? P 106 A84-18803
ELECTROACOUSTIC TRANSDUCERS '
Frequency selected and amplitude limited personal
noise protectors
[BMFT-FB-HA-84-016] p 396 N84^2&488
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY
Parameters of the distribution at EKG R-R Intervals in
the prediction of the work capacity of human operators
p16 A84-11330
Characteristics of the EKG and mechanical activity of
the heart for tan athletes p 140 A84-20916
Rhythm anomalies observed in the course of 24-hour
EKGs in healthy young males - Report of. 100 cases
p 140 A84-21014
Scan-along polygonal approximation for data
compression of electrocardiograms p 161 A84-22274
Methods tor evaluating heart rhythm as an indicator of
the functional state ol a ptol in flight
p210 AB4-25149
Problems In aero-medical evaluation - Sick sinus
syndrome p215 A84-26378
The value of ambulatory electrocardiographs monitoring
in cases of ischemic heart disorders
p299 A84-33062
Period multupling-evidence for nonlinear behaviour of
the canine heart p 343 A84-36665
Psoudoischornic ct>&nQ63 of EKG duo to
hyperventaation p 358 A84-37187
Tne examination stress as an indicator of the
adaptation-trophic function of the nervous system
p385 A84-39018
Informative value of the category 4-4 of the Minnesota
code as an early sign of ischemic heart disease
p459 A84-43518
Basic instrumental methods for the study of the heart
p488 A84-47499
Model studies with the inversely calculated isochrones
of ventricular depolarization p 497 A84-49374
Main electrocardk>graphic abnormalities in the medical
examination of flying personnel p 252 N84-21083
Ventricular ore-excitation syndromes
p252 N84-21084
The exercise electrocardiogram p 252 N84-21085
Continuous ECG monitoring by the Hotter method
p 252 N84-21088
The Hotter method in aeronautical medicine
p 252 N84-21087
Use of changes in electrical impedance in cardiology
p254 N84-21094
ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS
Electrochemical and steam-desorbed amine CO2
concentration Subsystem comparison — for oxygen
recovery on Space Station
[SAE PAPER 831120] p 267 A84-29054
ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION
Biosynthesis of chemoautotrophic bacteria using
electrical energy p 482 AS4-49315
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
The bioelectrochemical activity of the brain at the surface
of metal electrodes p 170 A84-23734
Electrochemical carbon dioxide concentrator subsystem
development
[NASA-CR-166S38] p 164 N84-17857
ELECTROCHROMISM
Electrochromic reactions of rhodopsln
p480 A84-47795
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY
The relationship between the operator performance
under maximum information loads and the individual
parameters of the EEG alpha rhythm p30 A84-11343
Relationship between the characteristics of the
btocontrol of EEG rhythms and indicators of operator
activity p 61 A84-15744
Investigating the steady state visually evoked cortical
response p84 A84-19303
Possible rncchftntsm of & thfll&nuc pflcornakor of &lph&
rhythm and fusiform activity p 127 AS4-20913
Effects of traffic noise on quality of sleep - Assessment
by EEG, subjective report, or performance the next day
p222 A84-23984
Automatic sleep stage analyzer to determine the
physiological sleep profile in man, monkey and In rats
p 231 A84-24388
The information content of EEG data in predicting
operator work-capacity ' p 207 A84-25106
EEG variants during changes In the functional condition
of the brain p 209 A84-25120
The use of signal analysis for the detection of quantitative
relations between electrocerebralwakefulness activity and
dynamic task demands in the case of visuomotorial tracking
— German thesis p 245 A84-28176
Electrophysiological indicators of the systemic activity
of the brain with regard to mobilization of functional
reserves during muscular fatigue p363 A84-38506
Dynamics of interhemispheric asymmetry during
variations of the geomagnetic field p 364 A84-38S14
Electrical activity of the brain - Mechanisms and
interpretation p 413 A84-42630
A rule-based microcomputer system for
electroencephalogram evaluation p 497 A84-493/5
Effects of impact acceleration on somatosensory evoked
potentials
[AD-A130280] . p 22 N84-10734
Neurocognitive pattern analysis
[AO-A131302] p24 N84-10740
Neuromagnetic investigation of workload and attention
(AD-A136172J p 219 N84-20147
New techniques for measuring single event related brain
potentials
[AD-A138694] - p 304 N84-23107
EEG informational content In prediction of work
performance p 379 N84-28368
Variations in EEG in relation to brain functional status
p 371 N84-28377
Neuromagnetic Investigation of workload and attention
[AD-A140946) p 373 N84-28394
Transient evoked potential in a critical event detection
task
[AO-A141335] • P373 N84-28397
Correlation between individual alpha-rhythm parameters
and operator's performance while subjected to maximum
information input p 465 N84-31909
Measurement and modification of sensorimotor system
function during visual-motor performance
[AO-A142919] p476 N84-31947
ELECTROLYSIS
Static feed water electrolysis subsystem testing and
component development
[NASA-CR-166539] p 164 N84-178S6
ELECTROLYTE METABOLISM
Individual features of response of the cardiovascular
system to standard physical exercise and Indicators of
water-salt balance p 59 A84-15730
Current concepts of space flight induced changes in
hormonal control of fluid and electrolyte metabolism
p 203 A84-24333
The effect of hypergravity on fluid-electrolyte metabolism
in rat fetuses P 178 A84-24379
Hormonal disturbances of fluid-electrolyte metabolism
under altitude exposure in man p 206 A84-24955
Bed-rest studies - Fluid and electrolyte responses
p 291 A84-30357
Fluid-electrolyte metabolism In space flights of varying
duration p 291 A84-30359
The effect of a craniocerebral wound on the
development of edema in the brain after resuscitation
p284 A84-33051
Fluid-electrolyte metabolism and renal function of white
rats in experiments aboard Cosmos biosatellites
p452 A84-43727
Adaptive effects of repeated immersion on man
p 325 N84-25258
Cerebral metabolism and blood brain transport Toxicity
of organophosphorous compounds
[AD-A142705] p 468 N84-33005
ELECTROLYTES
Biomedical Research Division significant
accomplishments for FY 1983
[NASA-TM-85929] p 198 N84-20128
Genetic control and phenotypic correction of cellular
Immune response to H-antigen of Salmonella
typhimurium P 353 N84-27400
ELECTROMAGNETIC ABSORPTION
Moment-method solutions and SAR calculations for
inhomogeneous models of man with large number of cells
— Specific Absorption Rate of human body
p38 A84-12293
Fast-Fourier-transform method for calculation of SAR
distributions in finely discretized inhomogeneous models
of biological bodies - Specific Absorption Rates
p336 A84-33678
Characteristics of microwave.power absorption in an
insect exposed to standing-wave fields
p315 A84-34391
Distribution ol absorbed power inside a sphere simulating
the human head in the near field of a lambda/2 dipole
antenna . p 336 A84-34393
Limitations of the cubical block model of man in
calculating SAR distributions — Specific Absorption Rate
P425 A84-42252
Effect of separation from ground on human whole-body
RF absorption rates p425 A84-422S5
Specific absorption rate distribution in a full-scale model
Of man at 350 MHz p 426 A84-42256
Resonant microwave absorption of selected DNA
molecules p 482 A84-48939
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
The application of an electromagnetic field in patients
following disorders of brain blood circulation
p18 A84-11561
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A review of numerical models for predicting the energy
deposition and resultant thermal response of humans
exposed to electromagnetic fields p 425 A84-42251
USSR report Ufa sciences. Effects of norionaing
electromagnetic radiation, no. 13 '
[JPRS-84991] p134 N84-18762
Animal sensitivity to super-high frequency
electromagnetic fields in correlation to age
p135 N84-16766
New trends in standardization of electromagnetic
microwave radiation p 135 N84-16767
Use of electromagnetic field in patients following a
disruption of cerebral circulation p 135 N84-16768
Development of an EM-based lifetorm monitor
[AD-A140583] p 368 N84-27430
Rat behavior in selection of negative stimulus: Pain or
exposure to electromagnetic field p415 N84-30657
Bilateral carotid llgation and effects of electromagnetic
field on conditioned reflex retention and cerebral nucleic
acid levels p417 N84-30677
Immunologic effects of electromagnetic fields (1981 •
1983)
[PB84-190602] p 468 N84-33008
BJoelectromagnetics research in West Germany: An
assessment
[AD-A144297] p 488 N84-34911
Bioelectromagnetics research In France: An
[AD-A144305] p 486 N84-34912
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS
An inhomogeneous thermal block model of man for the
electromagnetic environment p 161 A84-22273
Human body impedance for electromagnetic hazard
analysis in the VLF to MF band p425 A84-42254
Cell membrane nonlinear response to an applied
electromagnetic field p480 A84-47963
A nonlinear analysis of the effects of transient
electromagnetic fields on excitable membranes
. p 497 A84-47965
ELECTROMAGNETIC MEASUREMENT
Development of an EM-based lifeform monitor
[AD-A140583] p 368 N84-27430
ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES
The Polyacrylamide as a phantom material -for
electromagnetic hyperthermia studies
p 264 A84-27558
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
Role of synchronization in the influence of weak
electromagnetic signals of the millimeter wave range on
living organisms p282 AB4-32384
The relevance of the physical parameters of the
decimeter electromagnetic waves and of the electrical
properties of the tissues to the therapeutic effect
p298 A84-32391
The effect of decimeter-wave electromagnetic radiation
on myocardium cell membranes p317 A84-34485
Problem of determining equivalent Intensities of chronic
electromagnetic radiation for man and laboratory
animals p 345 A84-37119
Biological Effects of Nonlonlzlng Electromagnetic
Radiation, volume 7, number 2-4, July - December 1982
[AD-A134674] p 136 N84-17805
Biological effects of nonkmlzlng electromagnetic
radiation. Volume 8, Number 1: A digest of current
literature
. [AD-A139296] P 328 N84-25283
ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRA
SETI science working group report
[NASA-TP-2244] p 273 N84-22178
ELECTROMAGNET1SM
Bioelectromagnetics research in West Germany: An
assessment
[AD-A144297] p 486 N84-34911
Bioelectromagnetics research in France: An
[AD-A144305] p 486 N84-34912
ELECTROMECHANICS
Mechanical mediator of bone demineralization in
weightlessness - A bioelectromechanic hypothesis
p276 A84-30348
The effect of mechanical conditions on myocardial
chronoinotropy p282 A84-32382
Electromechanical hypothesis of bone demineralization
in weightlessness p 492 N84-34149
ELECTROMYOGRAPHY
Classification of electromyograms with local lead
P360 A84-37803
Electromyographic indication of hypodynamic
disturbances of the neuromuscular apparatus during
acupuncture p365 A84-39010
Electromyographic analysis of the peroneous longus
during bicycle ergometry across work load and pedal
type
[AD-A132550] p 84 N84-14666
ELECTRON BEAMS
Duration of memory loss due to electron beam
exposure
[AD-A132941] p78 N84-15760
ELECTRON IRRADIATION
Motor performance in Irradiated rats as a function of
radiation source, dose, and time since exposure
[AD-A141209] p355 N84-28383
Comparative effects of bremsstrahtung, gamma, and
electron radiation on rat motor performance
[AD-P003250] p382 N84-28417
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
The microcirculatory bed of the liver according to data
of scanning electron microscopy pS A84-11560
Possibility of the appearance of cellular structures on
the surface of the vascular plexus, revealed by scanning
electron microscopy p 75 A84-17282
Calcium ions, stores, and modulators: What is the gravity
receptor connection? p 13 NS4-11733
Ultrastructural effects of radiation on cells and tissues:
Concluding remarks
[DE84-003454] p 199 N84-20131
Ultrastructural alterations in skeletal muscle fibers of
rats after exercise
[NASA-TM-76976] p 483 N84-34117
ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE
Biomedical aspects of the application of the electron
paramagnetic resonance technique — Russian book
p241 A84-28650
Luminescence induced by dehydration of kaolin -
Association with electron-spin-active centers and with
surface activity tor dehydration-polymerization of glytine
p312 AB4-31609
ELECTRON SCATTERING
ElBctrochroniic rssctions of rhodopsin
p480 A84-47795
ELECTRON SPIN
Kinetic analysis of the possibility of the effect of a
constant magnetic field on the rate of enzymatic
reactions p 182 A84-25145
ELECTRON TRANSFER
Investigation of the iron-sulfur center N-2 from
NASH-dehydrogenase in the case of direct and reverse
electron transport In the mitochondria of rat liver and
Endomyces magnusii yeasts p 126 A84-20904
Some aspects of the origin and early evolution of
bioenergetic processes p400 A84-40460
Transmembrane electron transport and the neutral
theory of evolution p 405 A84-40507
Electron transport in Paracoccus halodenrtrtficans and
the role of Ubjqulnone p479 A84-46550
ELECTRONIC AIRCRAFT
A study on nirbomo IntGQr&tod dteptfly system &nd nutnfln
infonnfltion procosslnQ
[NASA-TM-77338] p 99 N84-15789
ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES
Analysis of electrical accident prevention
countermeasures
[PB84-102987] p166 N84-17889
ELECTRONIC WARFARE
Improved electronic warfare displays for attack aircraft
P106 A84-18604
ELECTRONICS
Industry official on progress In Soviet robotics program
p311 N84-23915
ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHY
| Physiological vestibular nystagmus
' p460 A84-43797
'ELECTROPHORESIS
Studies of protelnograms In dermatophytes by disc
electrophoresls. 1. Protein bands in relation to growth
phase
[NASA-TM-77095] p 133 N84-16755
Comparison of organisms and cell types using
two-dimensional electrophoresis
[DE84-003574] p 136 N84-17807
Studies on proteinograms in dermatorphytes by disc
electrophoresis. Part 2: Protein bands of keratinophllic
fungi
[NASA-TM-77096] p 198 N84-20127
Poly (ADP-ribose) in nudeoids
[OEFZS-4267] p 374 N84-28399
Effects of prolonged weightlessness on orchldaceae
proteins p 485 . N84-34130
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY
Electrocutaneous stimulation with high voltage
capadtive discharges p 101 A84-16343
Electrophysiologlcal correlates of hyperacuHy in the
human visual cortex p 81 A84-17008
Evidence for a central component of post-injury pain
hypersensittvtly p 77 AB4-19038
Electrophysiologlcal Investigation of stationary activity
in the brain — Russian book p 240 A84-28194
The visual field representation in strtate cortex of the
macaque monkey - Asymmetries, anlsotroples, and
Individual variability p315 A84-34002
Effect of thyroidectomy on the histochemical and
eiectrophysical properties of the rat musculus soleus
p348 A84-37842
An electrophysiological method of recording the
functional activity of smooth vascular muscles In a
toxycotogic experiment p352 A84-39017
Neuronal adaptive mechanisms undertying intelligent
information processing
[AD-A133694] p 89 N84-15776
Neurophysiological bases of event-related potentials
[AO-A135263] p216 N84-18897
ELECTROPLETHYSMOGRAPHY
Use of impedance ptethysmography to continually
monitor bone marrow blood flow p 398 A84-403S4
Use of changes in electrical impedance in cardiology
p2S4 N84-21094
ELECTROREDNOGRAPHY
ERG (Electroretinogram) implicit time: An exploration
of high frequency wavelets recorded in the human visual
system
[AD-A134575] p 150 N84-17832
ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATORS
Control of respirable particles and radon progeny with
portable air cleaners
[DE84-013878] p 498 N84-34170
ELIMINATION
Human stomach motor and evacuatory functions during
antiorthostatic hypokinesia p 430 N84-30649
ELLIPSOIDS
Spatial and temporal discrimination ellipsoids in color
space p 54 A84-13142
ELONGATION
Suppression of asymmetric acid efflux and gravltropism
in maize roots treated with auxin transport inhibitors of
sodium orthovanadate
[NASA-CR-173634] p 353 N84-27395
EMBEDDED COMPUTER SYSTEMS
A system tor intelligent teleoperation research
[AIAA PAPER 83-2376] p 33 A84-10070
Footprints in the asphalt — man-carrying,
gasoline-powered, hydraulically actuated, six-legged
walking machine p 389 A84-3766S
A study of design and control of a quadruped walking
vehicle • p 390 A84-37672
An approach to the use of terrain-preview information
In rough-terrain locomotion by a hexapod walking
machine p 391 A84-37673
Adaptive control strategies for computer-controlled
manipulators p 309 N84-23114
EMBRYOLOGY
Developing higher plant systems In space
p12 N84-11727
Polarity of the amphibian egg p12 N84-11731
Effects of simulated weightlessness on mammalian
development. Part 1: Development of cllnostat for
mammalian tissue culture and use In studies on metotic
maturation of mouse oocytes p 192 N84-18868
Effect of centrifuglng on survival of early larvae of
common frogs p320 N84-25266
Glycosamlnoglycarra In fetal bone mineralization
P492 N84-34156
EMBRYOS
The frog-statollth-expertment (STATEX) of the German
Spacelab mission 01 - Scientific background and technical
description
[IAF PAPER 63-184] p6 A84-11758
The effect of hypergravity on the prenatal development
of mammals p 177 A84-24378
Growth and differentiation of mammalian embryonic
tissues exposed to hypergravity In vivo and In vitro
P193 N84-18869
Rodent CNS neuron development Timing of cell birth
and death p 193 N84-18870
Failure of vlncristne induce twinning
P193 N84-18872
Twinning of amphibian embryos by centrilugatton
p 193 N84-18873
Avian embryonic development ' in nyperdynamic
environments
[NASA-CR-173339] p 195 N84-18885
Effect of centrifuglng on survival of early larvae of
common frogs p 320 N84-25266
EMERGENCIES
Experimental modeling and investigation of the activity
of an operator under conditions of emotional stress
p65 A84-14979
Transient evoked potential and eye movement
recordings during simulated emergencies
p108 A84-18828
EVAC computer simulation of personnel performance
In airplane evacuation p 111 A84-18852
Is a picture worth 1000 words - written or spoken? —
fighter aircraft cockpit display effectiveness in
emergencies p117 A84-19331
A-47
EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEMS SUBJECTINDEX
Validation of a method for establishing the danger limits
of the effect of chemical substances during emergencies
p 183 A84-25371
Aircraft crew diet in emergency situations
p39 N84-11696
Human behavior p67 N84-13352
The MGM Grand Hotel fire: A case study of human
reaction to fire p67 N84-13358
Proceedings of the 3rd Tripartite Conference on
Submarine Medicine: France. United Kingdom and the
United States
[AD-A133150] p90 N84-15777
Rate of initial recovery and subsequent radar monitoring
performance following a simulated emergency involving
startle
[AO-A133602] p 100 N84-1579S
System for the management of trauma and emergency
surgery in space
[NASA-CR-175439] p 248 N84-21045
Third World Congress on Emergency and Disaster
Medicine
[FOA-C-52005-H4] p 433 NB4-30692
Emergency handling of compressed air casualties
[AD-A143598] p 492 N84-34157
EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEMS
Naval aviation solid chemical oxygen emergency system
program p 36 A84-10737
I ne maintenance and testing of survival suits - Problems
and options p 264 A84-28259
Modifications of conventional medical-surgical
techniques for use in null gravity
[AAS PAPER 81-240] p 366 A84-39235
Cabin air quality
[GPO-29-522] p444 N84-30702
EMOTIONAL FACTORS
Exteriorization of the effect of hyperthermia by observing
the sympathoadrenal activity in subjects under
psychoemotional stress p 18 A84-115S5
The influence of the prestarting condition on the
coordination of movements and equilibrium of wrestlers
p57 A84-15036
The effect of emotional stress prior to the onset of
centrifugation on acceleration tolerance in pilots
p 179 A84-24389
AdrenocortJcal activity in patients with hypertension in
response to emotional stress p210 A84-2535S
Emotional stress and pilots - A review
p 257 A84-28261
EMOTIONS
A response to Professor B. I. Dodonov (A further
consideration of a need- informational approach to the
study of emotions) p 222 A84-23708
Psychological states (mood, affect or emotion)
experienced by JASDF pilots through flying duties. II -
Flying conditions and pilots' feelings
p 377 A84-38499
Emotions and the pathology of the heart — Russian
book p419 A84-40135
Stress assessment through voice analysis
[AD-A132577] p 64 N84-13773
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS
Conflicts among employees and ways of resolving
them p65 A84-14980
Toward an interpersonal paradigm for
superior-subordinate communication
(AD-A135863] p 228 N84-20166
EMPLOYMENT
The impact of robotics on employment
[GPO-21-160] p118 N84-14684
Expectations, job perceptions and disconfirmation
among Air Force Academy graduates
[AD-P003259] p 383 N84-28426
ENDOCRINE SECRETIONS
Relationships between bivalent cations, the function of
the insular apparatus of the pancreas, and
calcium-regulating hormones with changes of glucose
content in the blood p 363 A84-38512
Features characterizing endocrine functions and lipip
metabolism in flight personnel p 489 A84-49041
Mouse adrenal corticosterone content during prolonged
exposure to high-intensity stationary magnetic field
p 320 N84-25269
Effects of insulin and hydrocortisone on energy
metabolism in rats irradiated with fast, 60 MeV neutrons
p 458 N84-33002
ENDOCRINE SYSTEMS
The endocrine system and immunity
p346 A84-37184
Effect of eleuterocpccus extract on recovery processes
in rats following seven-day hypokinasia
p11 N84-11706
Water immersion and its computer simulation as analogs
of weightlessness
[NASA-CR-171746] p 149 N84-17821
ENDOCRINOLOGY
On certain molecular mechanisms responsible for
changes in the sensitivity of rat kidneys to aldosterone
in the case of neurogenic dystrohies of this organ
p49 A84-15043
T-lymphocyte dependence of the proliferation and
differentiation of hemopoietic trunk cells
p131 A84-22926
The endocrine state during an experimental prolongation
of life p 184 A84-25632
System analysis of regulation mechanisms for the
oxygen affinity of blood. II - Features of the regulation
of oxygen-binding properties of blood in circulation
p283 A84-32464
Distinctive aspects of slight saccadic eye movements
in patients with endocrine myopathies
p423 A84-41538
Mechanism of the prolongation of life by dibunol
(butylated hydroxytoluene) p 480 A84-47789
Dynamics of changes in metabolic and endocrine
processes in helicopter crews during commercial flights
p325 N84-25254
ENDOLYMPH
Etiology and pathogenesis of Meniere's disease
p359 A84-37319
An unusual toxicological property of alcohol: The density
effect or. ths organ of balance p 469 N84-33016
ENDOTHEUUM
Endothelium-dependent relaxation of coronary arteris by
noradrenaline and serotonin p 4 A84-11261
Structural-functional aspects of the contractility of the
vascular endothelhim p 44 A84-13481
Cryofractography of microvessel endothelium '
p75 A84-17296
Heterogeneity of aortal and arterial endothelium in
humans - A quantitative investigation using scanning
electron microscopy p 210 A84-25358
Microcirculation and inflammation p 280 A84-31514
Role of endothelial cells in the regulation of the metabolic
function of the lungs p 412 A84-41560
Variations in the absorption capacity of the
retjculo-endothelial system under the combined effect of
radiation and bum p 449 A84-42960
ENDOTOXINS
Staphylococcic enterotoxins p 170 A84-23736
Relationship between rat heat stress mortality and
alterations in reticuloendothelical carbon clearance
function p278 A84-30867
The endotoxin-pretreated, oxygen-adapted rat model in
hypertaaric hyperoxia p452 A84-43731
ENDURANCE
Upper to lower body muscular strength and endurance
ratios for women and men
[AD-A143821] p 498 N84-34168
ENERGY ABSORPTION
Moment-method solutions and SAR calculations for
inhomogeneous models of man with large number of cells
— Specific Absorption Rate of human body
p38 A84-12293
Effects of long-term low-level radiofrequency radiation
exposure on rats. Volume 2: Average SAR and SAR
distribution in man exposed to 450-MHz RFR
[AD-A135455] p 196 N84-18891
Energy-absorbing earcup engineering feasibility
• evaluation
[AO-A144179] p499 N84-34924
ENERGY CONSUMPTION
The energy cost and heart rate response of trained and
untrained subjects walking and running in shoes and
boots
[AD-A131420] p 23 N84-10735
Energy use: The human dimension
[OE84-001405] p 86 N84-14676
ENERGY DISSIPATION
A review of numerical models for predicting the energy
deposition and resultant thermal response of humans
exposed to electromagnetic fields p 425 A84-42251
Heat exchange during upper and lower body exercise
[AD-A136015] p219 N84-20146
ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
Limitations of the cubical block model of man in
calculating SAR distributions — Specific Absorption Rate
P425 A84-42252
Average SAR and SAR distributions in man exposed
to 450-MHz radiofrequency radiation — Specific
Absorption Rate p 412 A84-42253
Specific absorption rate distribution in a full-scale model
Of man at 350 MHz p 426 A84-42256
ENERGY SOURCES
Energy use: The human dimension
[DE84-001405] p 86 N84-14676
ENERGY SPECTRA
Calculations of radiation fields and monkey mid-head
and mid-thorax responses in AFRRI-TRIGA reactor facility
experiments
[DE83-015483] p 13 N84-11741
Uses of synchrotron radiation
[DE83-014431] p 63 N84-12720
ENERGY TRANSFER
Energy transfer in real and artificial photosynthetic
systems
[DE84-007278] p 321 N84-25275
ENGINEERING
Energy-absorbing earcup engineering feasibility
evaluation
[AD-A144179] p 499 N84-34924
ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
Social-psychological problems in the evaluation of
engineering personnel in automated systems for the
control of developing enterprises p 222 A84-23706
Engineering psychology: Economic problems — Russian
book p497 A84-49313
ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS
Sketches of the theory and practice of human ecology
-Russian book p479 A84-47597
Direct biological effects of increased atmospheric
carbon dioxide levels
[PB83-224360] P 25 N84-10749
Use of fauna as biomonitors
[DE83-016082] p 53 N84-13762
Physiological-hygienic criteria of medical selection of
military servicemen! for work in a hot climate
p490 N84-34135
The functional condition of seamen under conditions
of the southern maritime area p 490 N84-34137
ENVIRONMENT MODELS
Mathematical modeling of ecological processes —
Russian book p7 A84-12151
ENVIRONMENT POLLUTION
A hygienic evaluation of the working environment of
off-shore oil rigs p 19 A84-11574
ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
Hygienic estimation of the sorptkxi properties of
synthetic materials used in ship construction and repair
p389 AB4-36601
ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
The division of attention between a primary tracking task
and secondary tasks of pointing with a stylus or speaking
in a simulated ship's-gunfire-control tasks
p375 A84-37263
Deep diving simulator Titan p 442 A84-42575
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
Integrator of climate data for assessing indoor
microclimate P 36 A84-11570
Environmental control and life support (ECLS) system
for space station - No single answer
[IAF PAPER 83-173] p 37 A84-11754
Biological life support system
[IAF PAPER 83-174] p 37 A84-11755
The influence of the chemical composition of the air
on the oxidizing effect of ozone in buildings
p230 A84-23712
Environmental control and life support (ECLS) design
optimization approach p 231 A84-24637
Environmental Control and Life Support for an
evolutionary Space Station
[SAE PAPER 831108] p 266 A84-29043
Systems engineering aspects of a preliminary
conceptual design of the space station environmental
control and life support system
[SAE PAPER 831109] p 266 A84-29044
Regenerate non-venting thermal control subsystem for
extravehicular activity
[SAE PAPER 831151 ] p 267 A84-29076
A study of physiological equivalent effect temperature
p 458 A84-43352
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Environmental control and life support (ECLS) design
optimization approach p 231 A84-24637
Standardization of dimensions of ship living spaces in
limited-area conditions p 264 A84-28422
Primate Metabolic System for Shuttle
[SAE PAPER 831096] p 266 A84-29031
Systems engineering aspects of a preliminary
conceptual design of the space station environmental
control and life support system
[SAE PAPER 831109] p 266 A84-29044
Industrial hygiene data for F-16 aircraft refueling inside
closed aircraft shelters. Supplementary
EAD-A13B364] p 255 N84-22154
ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORIES
A cockpit and equipment integration laboratory
p35 A84-10734
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS
Contact lenses and other ophthalmic innovations and
their relationship to the flight environment
p488 A84-46809
ENVIRONMENTS
Inorganic analysis in a controlled ecological life support
system
[NASA-CR-173299] p 163 N84-17852
A-48
SUBJECTINDEX ERYTHROCYTES
A software package for administering and monitoring
the Environmental Symptoms Questionnaire (ESO-3)
[AD-A140288] p 334 N84-26293
The influence of cardiorespiratory fitness on the
decrement in maximal aerobic power at high altitude
[AD-A142218] p 428 N84-294S2
ENZYME ACTIVITY
Renin. angiotensin-convertjng enzyme, and aldosterone
in humans on Mount Everest p 14 A84-10279
Effect of a 42.2-km footrace and subsequent rest or
exercise on muscle glycogen and enzymes
p 15 A84-10285
Effect of physical training on myocardial enzyme
activities in aging rats p 2 A84-10288
Comparative evaluation of changes in MB CPK activity
and indicators of precardlal mapping — for myocardial
necrosis diagnosis p 19 A84-11565
Effect of acetazolamide on normoxic and hypoxic
exercise in humans at sea level p 80 A84-16186
Hypohydration and heat acclimation - Plasma renin and
aldosterone during exercise
[AD-A137365] p 80 A84-16187
Oxygen requirements for formation and activity of the
squalene expoxidase in Saccharomyces cerevisiae
p76 A84-17775
Chemical enzymology — Russian book
p 76 A84-18505
Changers in the cyclase system of rat skeletal muscles
and the content of cyclic nucleotides in rat blood plasma
after the administration of caffeine p 124 A84-20879
The mechanism of the enzymatic regulation of tyrosine
metabolism in hyperthermia p 124 A84-20880
Investigation of the iron-sulfur center N-2 from
NASH-dehydrogenase in the case of direct and reverse
electron transport in the mitochondria of rat liver and
Endomyces magnusii yeasts p 126 A84-20904
The power-law approximation and the similarity
properties of the regulatory characteristics of
metabolism p 127 A84-20911
Plasma osmolality, volume, and renin activity at the
'anaerobic threshold' p 141 A84-21027
Changes of add hydrolase activity in skeletal muscles
of adapted and nonadapted preadolescent rats following
physical exercise p 128 A84-21600
Possible mechanism for origin of chiral specificity during
origins of life p 131 A84-22S45
The effect of hypergravitation on nucleic acid
metabolism in the rat liver p 177 A84-24373
The effect of sodium suecinate on the restoration of
mitochondria! functional activity in the case of experimental
bum shock p 182 A84-25134
Fast components of the electric response signal of
bacteriorhodopsin protein p 185 A84-25760
Effect of ionizing radiation on the content and turnover
of superoxide dismutase in rat liver p 240 A84-28370
Activity of some enzymes of the glutamic acid
metabolism and the Krebs cycle in the brain of rats exposed
to laser radiation and with altered functional condition of
the adrenoreceptors p 240 A84-28371
Effects of pyridostigmine on ability of rats to work in
the heat p 275 A84-30011
Sensitivity of creatine phosphokinase in the early
diagnosis of myocardial infarction, and the improvement
of the test's specificity by determining the rate of increase
of enzyme activity p 296 A84-32363
The activity of oxidative enzymes of the cycle of
tricarboxylic acids in the rat myocardium during
hypokinesia p 281 A84-32367
The effect of specific inhibitors of respiratory chain
enzymes and ATP synthetase on the ion transport in
mitochondria induced by nonenzymatic peroxide
reactions p 282 A84-32381
cAMP-dependent protein kinase activity and
phosphorylation of heart phospholamban during circulatory
hypoxia - The effect of trypsin on the phosphorylation
capability of the phospholamban p315 AB4-34143
Kinetic method for determining alkaline phosphatase
isoenzymes in human blood serum p342 A84-36612
Interrelationship between lactate dehydrogenase and its
isoenzyme content in the liver and blood serum in
experimental myocardial infarction p 343 A84-36616
- Hormonal regulation of superoxide dismutase turnover
in the liver of rats p 343 A84-36617
Protein synthesis and oxidative activity of the brain in
conditions of oxygen deficiency p 347 A84-37801
Responses of the renin-eldosterone system to water
loading p 363 A84-38511
The effect of high ambient temperature on the
development of hypoxic effects in the myocardium
p36S A84-39016
Daily changes in the activity of tysosomal enzymes in
the liver of mice and rats p 352 A84-39020
Mitochondrial carrier of adenylate executes the
regulation of ATP production in the physiological range
of respiration rates p 409 A84-41173
Comparative study of alpha-glucosidase activity in the
lymphocytes and granulocytes of human peripheral
blood p424 A84-41544
Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase activity in rat
blood serum under conditions of hyperoxia. hypoxia and
cold p411 A84-41545
A general scheme for the modification of reproductive
cell death p 449 A84-42957
The effect of changes in mitochondria membrane lipids
on 2Mg( +(-dependent ATPase activity
p481 A84-48040
The effect of low-intensity laser radiation on
cholinesterase activity in the brains of rats
p 481 A84-48047
Energy metalbolism enzymes in simulation of some
spaceflight factors p. 26 N84-11704
Effect of eleuterococcus extract on recovery processes
in rats following seven-day hypokinesia
p11 N84-11706
Calcium modulation of plant plasma membrane-bound
ATPase activities p 12 N84-11723
Kinetic and spectroscopic studies of cytochrome b-583
in isolated cytochrome b/f complex and in thylakoid
membranes
[DE83-017982] p 53 N84-13760
Respiration of roots response to low O2 stress
[DE83-017495] p 54 N84-13766
Studies of proteinograms in dermatophytes by disc
electrophoresis. 1. Protein bands in relation to growth
phase
[NASA-TM-77095] p 133 N84-16755
Nitrite reduction in paracoccus halodenitrificans:
Evidence for the role of a cd-type cytochrome in ammonia
formation
[NASA-TM-85883] p 198 N84-20125
A study on the gastrointestinal hormones and the gastric
acid secretion during physical stress in man
[NDRE/PUBL-83/1001] p217 N84-20136
Oxidative enzyme activity in rat blood plasma and
subcellular fraction of liver following flight aboard
Cosmos-936 biosatellite p 320 N84-2S265
Use of sperm enzymes to detect genotoxic agents
[AD-A142724] . p 433 N84-30691
ENZYMES
Evolution of biocatalysis. Ill - Post-genetic«ode
evolution of condensation reactions. IV - Nicotinamide,
flavin and dioxygen dependent hydroxylation - Origin of
a non-imitable enzyme p 405 AB4-40504
Chemical and physical characterization of the activation
of ribulosebiphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase
[DE83.017226J p 53 N84-13764
Report of Prochloron research p 198 N84-20121
Oxidative enzyme activity in rat blood plasma and
subcellular fraction of liver following flight aboard
Cosmos-936 biosatellite p 320 N84-25265
Skeletal muscle metabolism of sea-level natives
following short-term high-altitude residence
[AD-A139323] p 328 N84-25284
An optimal control problem in the study of liver
kinetics
[CTH-MATH-1984-10] p415 N84-29439
Use of sperm enzymes to detect genotoxic agents
[AD-A142724] p 433 N84-30691
ENZYMOLOQY
Protein inhibitors as regulators of proteolysis processes
— Russian book p43 A84-13413
Quantitative histoenzymological and biochemical study
of atherogenesis stages in human coronary arteries (based
on early autopsies) p81 AB4-17285
Ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase and
phosphoribulokinase in Prochloron p 242 A84-29615
. New approach of bone histophysiology in
demineralization states - Histoenzymological detection of
osteoclastic acid phosphatase on undecalcified human
bone biopsies p 290 A84-30351
Evolution of catalytic proteins or On the origin of enzyme
species by means of natural selection
p318 A84-35596
Establishing homologles in protein sequences
p 409 A84-41041
Oxidative enzyme activity in rat blood plasma and
subcellular fraction of liver following flight aboard
Cosmos-936 biosatellite p 320 N84-25265
Application of protein crystals for structure arid function
analysis p 483 N84-34119
EOSINOPHILS
The kinetics of eosinophilic leukocytes during the
continuous gamma-irradiation of rats
p481 A84-4B045
EPIDEMIOLOGY
Back pain in helicopter flight operations
p 330 N84-26288
USSR Report Life sciences biomedical and behavioral
p353 N84-27397[JPRS-UBB-84-013]
EPIDERMIS
Influence of insolation on the infrastructure of epidermal
cells ' p294 A84-31477
EPINEPHRINE
The role of adrenalin in the genesis of disorders of motor i^
skills in conditions of emotional stress
p30 A84-11338
Age-related variations of relative amounts of adrenaline
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spectra showing abnormally low graphite absorption
p339 A84-34215
GRASSES .
Gravitropic responses in the grass putvinus: Model
.system for asymmetric growth p 12 N84-.11728
GRATINGS (SPECTRA) .
Time of day variations in steady-state accommodation
to square-wave gratings ' p 84 A84-19295
GRAVIRECEPTORS • . •
Graviperception in plant cells p 174 A84-24344
' Mass discrimination during prolonged weightlessness
. p 420 A84-40304
The Regulatory Functions of Calcium and the Potential
Role of Calcium in Mediating Gravitational Responses in
Cells and Tissues
[NASA-CP-2286] p11 N84-11720
Calcium ions, stores, and modulators: What is the gravity
receptor connection? p 13 N84-11733
NASA Space Biology Program. Eighth annual
symposium's program and abstracts
[NASA-CP-2299] p 187 N84-18829
Amyloplast movement in Irving statocytes
; p187 N84-18830
Inhibition of gravrtropisiTi in Odt colooptilos by c&lctuni
chelation p 187 N84-18831
Mechanisms of graviperception and response in pea
seedlings p 168 N84-18839
Manunfliian Gravity receptors: Structure and
metabolism ' * p 188 N84-18840
Pea amyloplast DMA is qualitatively similar to pea
Chloroplast DMA p 194 N84-18877
Rheoceptive mediators of graviperception in a water flea:
Morphological implications of antennal-socket setae in
daphnia magna * p 195 N84-18883
Effects of suspension on tissue levels of glucocorticoid
receptors . p 195 - N84-18884
GRAVITATION
Developing higher plant systems in space
P12 N84-11727
Gravitropic responses in the grass puMnus: Model
system for asymmetric growth p 12 N84-11728
Amplitude distributions of the spider heartpulse in
response to gravitational stimuli p 188 N84-18841
Structural development and gravity
. p188 N84-18842
Simulating certain aspects of hypogravity. Effects on
the mandibular incisors of suspended rats (PULEH
model) p 189 N84-18844
Growth and differentiation of mammalian embryonic
tissues exposed to hypergravity in vivo and in vitro
p193 N84-18869
Hyper-gravitational effects on metabolism and
thermoregutation p 193 N84-18871
Suppression of asymmetric acid efflux and gravitropism
in maize roots treated with auxin transport inhibitors of
sodium orthovanadate
[NASA-CR-173634] p 353 N84-27395
Do living cells have a good sensitivity to gravity
p354 N84-27425
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
Respective role of microgravity and cosmic rays on
paramecium tetraurelia cultured aboard SaJyut 6
[IAF PAPER 83-186] p6 A84-11759
Diaphragmatic rupture during G-maneuvers in a T33 jet
trainer p 20 A84-12069
Effects of +GZ accelerations of long duration on the
circulatory pressure distribution p 140 A84-21013
International Union of Physiological Sciences,
Commission on Gravitational Physiology, Annual Meeting,
5th, Moscow. USSR, July 26-29, 1983, and Symposium
on Gravitational Physiology, Sydney, Australia, August
28-September 3,1983, Proceedings
P203 A84-24326
Pioneering in gravitational physiology
p 172 A84-24327
Regulation of man's hydration status during
gravity-induced blood redistribution p 204 A84-24334
Vestibular dysfunction in cosmonauts during adaptation
to zero-G and readaptation to 1 G p 204 A84-24338
The role- of chronic acceleration in gravitational
physiology p 173 A84-24340
The regularities of relationships between structure and
function under different functional toads (homeostasis and
homeomorphosis) — hyper- and hypo-gravity effects on
rat small intestine mucosa p 173 A84-24342
- Evolutionary and physiological adaptation to gravity
p 174 A84-24343
Reversible effects of an altered • gravity field on
myofibrillar proteins of skeletal muscles of various
phenotypes p 175 A84-24361
.. Demographic considerations in gravitational biology
. . . p 1 7 6 A84-24371
Is there an orientation of the nuclei in microplasmodia
of Physarum polycephalum? p 177 A84-24374
The effects of weightlessness and increased gravity on
hemopoietic stem cells of rats and mice
p 177 A84^24375
The effect of hypergravity on the prenatal development
of mammals p 177 A84-24378
The effect of hypergravity on fluid-electrolyte metabolism
in rat fetuses p 178 A84-24379
Interserosal forces: The pressure environment of the
central circulations and nature's internal 'G suits'. II - The
thoracic containers, analysis via the DSR — Dynamic
Spatial Reconstruction p 180 A84-24392
Biological scaling from cells to environment - A prelude
to gravifonal explanations p 180 AB4-24394
Gravitational biology on me space station
[SAE PAPER 831133] p 242 A84-29063
Bone remodeling and artificial gravity augmentation
p276 A84-30355
Gravitational effect on aerobic muscle training
p291 A84-30362
Effect of gravity on muscle work performance and
exercise metabolism p292 A84-30366
Analysis of transient heart rate response to orothostatic
test with and without antigravitational trousers
p292 A84-30369
Gravitational surgery of the btood — Russian book
p346 A84-37275
Cell behavior in a gravitational field
p347 A84-37822
Effects of gravity on the phrenic and renal sympathetic
nerve activities in the rabbit p350 A84-38345
Gravitational effects on muscle work performance and
energy metabolism in human muscle
p362 A84-38349
Spatial orientation in weightlessness and readaptation
to earth's gravity p 419 A84-402S8
Cell sensitivity to gravity p 396 A84-40309
The cell in the field of gravity and the centrifugal field
p409 A84-41049
Developing higher plant systems in space
P12 N84-11727
Gravitropic responses in the grass purvinus: ' Model
system for asymmetric growth p 12 N84-.11728
Bone and calcium alterations during spaceflight .
p 12 N84-11729
Gravitational study of the central nervous system ,
p12 N84-11730
Polarity of the amphibian egg p 12 N84-11731
Summary of study group session discussions
P13 N84-11739
The 5th Symposium on Gravitational Physiology
p84 N84-14166
Respiratory tract closing volume and structure of total
lung capacity during seven-day hypokinesia in head-down
position • p145 N84-16778
Experimentally produced biped monkeys as a model for
multipurpose research in gravity biology and physiology
p 136 N84-16789
Method and apparatus for simulating gravitational forces
on a living organism
[NASA-CASE-MSC-20202-1] p 162 N84-16803
Protein changes in leaf-sheath pulvini of barley
(hordeum) induced by gravistimulation
p187 N84-18832
An attempt to localize and identify the gravity sensing
mechanism of plants p 187 N84-18833
The role of calcium in the gravitropic response of
roots p 187 N84-18834
Calcium elicited asymmetric auxin transport in gravity
influenced root segments p 187 N84-18835
Mechanism of shoot gravitropism p 187 N84-18836
Protein and carotenoid synthesis and turnover in
gravistimulated root caps p 188 N84-18837
.Small gravrtatJonally elicited voltage transients in pea
Stems p 168 N84-18838
Gravitropism in leafy oTcot stems p 191 N84-18857
Measurement of thigmomorphogenesra and gravitropism
by non-intrusive computerized video image processing
p 191 N84-18859
The roles of callose, eiititors and ethylene in
thigmomorphogenesis and gravitropism
p 191 N84-18860
Biophysical mechanism of differential growth during
gravitropism p 191 N84-18861
Importance of gravity for plant growth arid behavior
p192 N84-18864
The role of gravity in leaf blade curvatures
p 192 N84-18865
Aromatic biosynthesis in pine tissues
p192 N84-18886
Isolation and characterization of beta-fllucan synthase:
A potential biochemical regulator of gravistimulated
differentia] cell wall loosening p 195 N84-1B882
A hazard in aerobatics: Effects of G-forces on pilots
[FAA-AC-91-61] p25S N84-22152
Effect of centrifuging on survival of early larvae of
common frogs p 320 N84-25266
Nucleic acid content of canine liver during long-term
experimental hypokinesia p 320 N84-25267
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SUBJECTINDEX HEAD (ANATOMY)
Response of the cardiovascular system to vibration and
combined stresses ' ^
[AD-A142168] P428 N84-294SO
NASA space biology accomplishments. 1983-64
[NASA-TM-866541 p416 N84-30664
Pulmonary artery location during microgravity activity:
Potential impact for chest-mounted Ooppler during space
travel
[NASA-TM-58262] P 466 N84-31935
Publications of the NASA space biology program for
1980 - 1984 — bibliographies
[NASA-TM-86857) p 457 N84-32990
The Gravity Relevance in Bone Mineralization Processes
— conference
[ESA-SP-203] P490 N84-34138
The potential of low dose computed tomography in
assessing space flight induced bone loss
.1 p 491 N84-34141
The so-called Wolffs law and the adaptation of bone
to microgravity P 491 N84-34145
Electromechanical hypothesis of bone demineralization
in weightlessness P 492 N84-34149
Sensitivity of bone cell populations to weightlessness
and simulated weightlessness p492 N84-341S1
Use of primate model in weightlessness bone
physiology: General problems p 486 N84-341S4
Use of primate model in weightlessness bone
physiology. Mistological approach after iliac crest biopsy
p486 N84-3415S
GRAVITATIONAL PHYSIOLOGY
Vestibulosptnal reflexes as a function of microgravity
p419 A84-40300
Fluid-electrolyte metabolism and renal function of white
rats in experiments aboard Cosmos biosatellites
p452 A84-43727
Relationship between the value of the Wenckebach point
and +Gz tolerance p 459 A84-43729
Manual of space biology and medicine (3rd revised and
enlarged edition) — Russian book p 482 A84-48753
GROUND BASED CONTROL
Human factors dimensions in the evolution of
increasingly automated control rooms for near-earth
satellites p 104 A84-18784
Case study - Designing the ERBS control room — Earth
Radiation Budget Satellite p 117 A84-19333
GROUND CREWS
Sustained Intensive Air Operations: Physiological and
Performance Aspects
[AGARD-CP-338] p 251 N84-21062
GROUND EFFECT
Effect ol separation from ground on human whole-body
RF absorption rates P425 A84-42255
GROUND STATIONS
Human factors dimensions in the evolution of
increasingly automated control rooms for near-earth
satellites p 104 A84-18784
Case study - Designing the ERBS control room — Earth
Radiation Budget Satellite p 117 A84-19333
GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Development of a human factors methodology for
NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center
pi 17 A84-19332
GROUND TESTS
Use of low cost, low fidelity mockups for preproduction
testing p115 A84-19309
Noise characteristics on the ground run-up test by
current combat aircraft and protection program for hearing
loss p810 A84-25183
GROUP DYNAMICS
Conflicts among employees and ways of resolving
them P65 A84-14980
The influence of forms of work organization on personal
responsibility in production work p 65 A84-14981
The group - Psychology and etymology
p 224 A84-25374
The possibility of differentiating functional levels through
the method of multidimensional grouping — for
psychological analysis of athletic competition
p303 A84-32352
Device for operative measurement of dominance and
leadership p 377 A84-37819
Basic conditions of interpersonal understanding during
joint activity p 436 A84-41567
Social-perceptual processes of group decision making
p437 A84-41571
Effects of behavioral objectives and instructions on
earning a category task
[AD-A130386) p 30 N84-10750
Influences on group productivity. 2: Factors inherent
in the person. A bibliographic synopsis
[AD-A131015] p99 N84-15780
Positive and negative reinforcement effects on behavior
in a three-person microsotiety
[NASA-CR-173164] p 226 NM-18902
A normative model of work team ette-trveness
[AD-A136398] p 228 NS4-20165
An intergroup perspective on group dynamics
[AD-A135582] p 229 N84-20167
Societal versus individual decision making: How they
might differ
[IZF-1983-20] p262 N84-22166
Cohesion in the US military
[AD-A140828] p 378 N84-27439
Thought control from parenting, to behavior mod. to
cults, to brainwashing
IAD-P003240) p380 N84-28407
Subordinate perceptions of contingent leaders: Do
followers accept our theories?
[AD-P003248] p382 N84-28415
Behavioral and biological effects of changes in group
size and membership
[NASA-CR-173801] p 437 N84-29457
GROUP THEORY
A group-theoretical approach to perception -
Retrospective view and current status
p436 A84-41550
GROWTH
The frog-statolrlh-experimerrt (STATEX) of the German
Spacelab mission 01 - Scientific background and technical
description
(IAF PAPER 83-184] p6 A84-11758
Intersubject variability in growth hormone time course
during different types of work p 79 AW-16178
The effect ol long-term hypokinesia on growth and
skeletal muscle in rats p 169 A84-23721
The effect of hypergravity on the prenatal development
of mammals p 177 A84-24378.
Molecular mechanisms ot the hypertrophy and wear of *
the myocardium p 183 A84-253S1
Runner's constant as a criterion of specific life span
p 184 A84-25638
Simulating certain aspects of hypogravity - Effects on
bone maturation in the nonweight bearing skeleton
P278 A84-30865
The structure of the walls of osseous lacunas during
their formation p 279 A84-31508
Possible artefactual basis for apparent bacterial growth
at 250 C p344 A84-36725
vitamin D3 active metabolites as a countermeasure
against disorders of calcium-phosphorus metabolism in
hypokinetic rats p 344 A84-36933
No effect of sex steroids on compensatory muscle
hypertrophy p 351 A84-38584
Funcrjogenic hypertrophy of the human heart on the
morphological level — Russian book
p4t8 A84-40116
Neuronal organization of the developing brain — Russian
book p482 A84-49324
Evidence for a regulatory role of calcium in
gravrtropism p 11 N84-11721
The effect of various carbon sources on the growth of
single-celled cyanophyta
[NASA-TM-77090] p 136 N84-17804
Rat body size, composition and growth at hypo- and
hypergravity
[NASA-CR-175393] p 198 N84-20126
Sex steroids do not affect muscle weight, oxidative
metabolism or cytosolic androgen reception binding of
functionally overloaded rat Plantaris muscles
[NASA-CR-173630] p 353 N84-27394
Effect of cyclic changes in cultivation conditions of
growth kinetics and physiological properties of yeasts
p 458 N84-32998
On Froude's number and the thickness of bones during
growth p 491 N84-34139
GYNECOLOGY
Medical examinations of women in the medical unit of
a large Industrial plant p82 A84-17293
GYROSCOPES
Functioning of the vestibular apparatus as a gyroscopic
system under biplane rotation p 294 A84-31478
H
HABfTABIUTY
Habitability design elements for a space station
[AAS PAPER 83-200] p 269 A84-29853
Design of microgravity space environments to enhance
crew health, morale, and productivity
p440 A84-40632
Making space a nice place to live p4S6 A84-47268
Habitability and human productivity issues confronting
the Air Force Space Command
[AD-P003266] p 384 N84-28431
HAIR
Rheoceptive mediators of graviperception in a water flea:
Morphological implications of antennal-socket setae in
daphnla magna p 195 N84-18883
HALOCARBONS
Problems posed by the aeronautical usage of halccarbon
extinguisher agents p 409 A84-41234
HALOPHILES
A dissMatory nitrite reductase in Paracoccus
hakxtenitrificans p 408 A84-40818
HAND (ANATOMY)
Design end testing of an advanced pressure suit glove
[AIAA PAPER 84-O087] p 103 A84-17856
The measurement of three-dimensionaJ hand motion by
the use of V.T.R — Video Tape Recorder
P110 A84-18848
A test of Pitts' law in two dimensions with hand and
head movements
[AD-A133347] p 163 N84-16810
Effects of long-term exposure to low positive
temperatures on cold-induced vasodilabon
p369 N84-28371
The design of manually operated controls for a
six-degree-of-freedom groundborne walking vehicle:
Control strategies and stereotypes
[AD-P003273] p394 N84-28438
Evaluation of arm protheses for unilateral amputees
P446 N84-30713
HANDBOOKS
Human factors products: A one-act play with epilogue
[AD-M 33354] p 163 N84-16811
The workload book: Assessment of operator workload
to engineering systems
r.NASA-CR-166596] p 494 N84-34160
HANDICAPS
Mfln-rnflchino systems group
[VvTHD-161] p444 N84-30703
, The Man-Machine Systems Group
\. p444 N84-30704
vifofmation processing for use in the treatment of
severely physically handicapped persons
p445 N84-30711
Communication aids for the handicapped
p 446 N84-30715
HARNESSES
Aircrew restraint improvement program
p35 A84-10735
Vertical impact evaluation of the F/FB-111 crew restraint
configuration, headrest position, and upper extremity
bracing technique p 38 A84-12059
Aircrew restraint improvement program
p 161 AS4-22399
UH-60 shoulder harness lead-in strap failure analysis
[AD-A138014] p 271 N84-22170
HAZARDS
Evaluation and control ol laser hazards
p470 N84-33018
Emergency handling of compressed air casualties
[AD-AH3598] p 492 N84-34157
HAZE
The effect of haze on an operator's visual field and his
target detection performance
[AD-A138330] p 301 N84-23099
HAZE DETECTION
Yellow ophthalmic filters in the visual acquisition of
aircraft
[AD-A138636] p 300 N84-23097
HEAD (ANATOMY)
Analogical simulation model of the thermal stress
affecting the-head p 159 A84-21017
Head and neck injuries in Canadian Forces ejections
P248 A84-29821
Time course of plasma levels of norepinephrlne,
epinephrine and dopamlne during a 4-day head-down tilt
P292 A84-30367
Distribution of absorbed power inside a sphere simulating
the human head In the near field of a lambda/2 dipole
antenna p336 A84-34393
Effects of head impact acceleration on human
performance: Overview and preliminary battery
identification
[AD-A130288] p 31 N84-10754
Simulation of cerebrocranial trauma for evaluation and
development of gear to protect pilots against impacts
p25 N84-11B95
Vestibule-ocular reflex gain in man during active versus
passive oscillation and the influence of voluntary
gaze-control tasks
[AD-A132O06] p62 N84-12717
Respiratory tract closing volume and structure of total
lung capacity during seven-day hypokinesia in head-down
position . p145 N84-16778
A test of Fins' law in two dimensions with hand and
head movements
[AD-A133347] p 183 N84-16810
Hyperpyrexia and head trauma
[AD-A139420] p 301 N84-24090
Gaze control during horizontal and vertical target
tracking
[AD-A144484] p499 N84-34926
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HEAD MOVEMENT SUBJECTINDEX
HEAD MOVEMENT
Paradoxical retinal motions during head movements -
Apparent motion without equivalent apparent
displacement p66 A84-15S73
An illusory motion of a stationary target during head
motion is unaffected by paradoxical retinal motion - A reply
to Shebilske and Protfitt (1983) p 66 A84-15574
Cardiovascular responses during systematic variation of
headgear loading parameters p 102 A84-16664
Digital head tracking and position prediction for helmet
mounted visual display systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-0557] p 103 A84-18162
High-frequency vestibule-ocular reflex activation through
forced head rotation in man p 138 A84-20286
Perturbation analysis applied to eye, head, and arm
movement models p 230 A84-23625
Influence of optokinetic stimulation and immersion on
eye-head coordination in man p 205 A84-24353
Effect of external viscous load on head movement
p244 A84-27557
Eye-head coordination - Neurological control of active
gaze p 288 A84-30329
Elicitation of motion sickness by head movements in
the microgravity phase of parabolic flight maneuvers
p 357 A84-36931
Cardiovascular responses to isometric neck muscle
contractions - Results after dynamic exercise with various
headgear loading configurations p 460 A84-43736
HEAD-UP DISPLAYS
The impact of display size on continuous and discrete
anticipatory cues — head-up display symbology for fighter
aircraft weapons delivery p 92 A84-16661
Color contrast metrics for head-up displays
p 117 A84-19327
A comparison of analog and digital scales for use in
heads-up displays p 117 A84-19328
Human factors considerations in the development of a
voice warning system for helicopters
p 441 A84-41064
The ability to process abstract information .
[AD-A133794] p 119 N84-14689
Estimating detection range and range loss looking
through windshields and Head-Up Displays
[AD-P003161] . p392 N84-26592
Direct performance assessment of HUD (Head-Up
Display) display systems using contrast sensitivity
[AO-P003162] p 392 N84-26593
Visual effects of F-16 Canopy/HUD (Head-Up Display)
integration
[AD-P003221] p392 N84-26634
Factors affecting visual performance with stereoscopic
television displays
[AD-P003362] p 388 N84-28475
HEALING
Experimental investigation of the effect of electrets on
bone healing p492 N84-34150
HEALTH
Design of microgravity space environments to enhance
crew health, morale, and productivity
P440 A84-40832
Guidelines for health surveillance In the NASA (National
Aeronautics and Space Administration) workplace
[NASA-CR-173677J p 372 N84-28390
Health risks associated with aircraft model type among
US Navy pilots
[AO-P003270] P385 N84-28435
Review of occupational medicine relevant to aviation
medicine p 469 N84-33012
HEALTH PHYSICS
Hygienic assessment of noise and vibration in the oil
Industry p 57 A84-15035
Industrial gymnastics In conditions of a hot climate
p 140 A84-20917
Systems analysis of human industrial activity as a basis
for hygienic evaluation p 199 A84-23709
The combined effect of work factors and the stress of
everyday life on morbidity with a temporary loss of work
capacity p2OO A84-23711
Criteria for evaluating the thermal condition of humans
when substantiating standard requirements on industrial
microclimate p 200 A84-23717
The professional work capacity of female
sewing-machine operators depending on health and
functional condition p 200 A84-23731
Human sensitivity to changes in solar activity
p 201 A84-23743
Functional condition during work activity, work capacity,
and health in humans ..•• p207 A84-25110
Features of energetic and hemodynamic provision of
submaximal physical load in males of a mature age
P209 A84-25118
Estimates of the maximum permissible exposures to
ultraviolet laser radiation p 244 A84-27534
Hygienic estimation of the noise of boring equipment
p 391 A84-37834
A hygienic evaluation of the working conditions and the
health of personnel engaged in the drilling of superdeep
holes p 364 A84-39005
Adaptation and compensation as qualitatively different
states P365 A84-39008
Certain problems of chronomedicine and hearth
p 365 A84-39019
Health and work at high altitude - A study at the Mauna
Kea observatories p 421 A84-40565
Utilization of results of analyses of work conditions and
health of rail-transport traffic controllers in the planning
of health measures p 421 A84-40704
Effect of voyage conditions and physical exercise on
the health and work capacity of seamen
p422 A84-40900
Functional element of the liver in normal and pathological
conditions p412 A84-41559
Average SAR and SAR distributions in man exposed
to 450-MHz radiofrequency radiation — Specific
Absorption Rate p 412 A84-42253
Human body impedance for electromagnetic hazard
analysis in the VLF to MF band p 425 A84-42254
Effect of separation from ground on human whole-body
RF absorption rates p 425 A84-42255
Exposure of human mononudear leukocytes to
microwave energy pulse modulated at 16 or 60 Hz
p 426 A84-42257
Evaluation oi a draft siaiiudru on perfdTr,ar.cs
specifications for health physics instrumentation
[DE83-016169] p 28 N84-11749
Human exposure in low Earth orbit
[NASA-TP-2344] p 443 N84-29479
HEARING
The effect of altitude on absolute hearing threshold
levels P 106 AM-18810
Temporary threshold shifts after onset and offset of
moderately loud low-frequency maskers
p 202 A84-23987
Preventing job-related hearing impairments
p308 A84-32357
Development of a microprocessor based audiometer for
threshold shift studies
[AD-A142124] p 428 N84-29448
HEART
A study of the cholinergic mechanisms of adaptive
cardiac responses in diving mammals
p48 A84-14993
Biochemical alterations in heart after exhaustive
swimming in rats p 453 A84-44080
A microminiaturized heart monitoring system for
astronauts p496 AB4-46637
HEART DISEASES
Biochemical criteria for evaluating cardlotoxic effects
p5 A84-11567
Current concepts of the role of the vegetative nervous
system in cardiovascular pathology p 43 AS4-13479
The effect of prolonged hypoklnesia on the
hemodynamics and contractile function of the myocardium
In patients with ischemlc heart disease after limb
amputation P82 A84-17295
Current aspects of the drug therapy of chronic cardiac
insufficiency P 144 A84-22937
Diastolic filling of the heart ventricles
p 144 A84-22938
Prevention of stress-Induced and hypoxic heart-damage
by the beta-blocker Inderal p 132 A94-22840
Myocardial ischemia In rats during exposure to
infrasound P 170 A84-23730
Hepatic hemodynamics in athletes with myocardial
dystrophy p211 A84-25381
Recent advances in diagnostic techniques In
cardiology p 215 A84-26376
A study of pre-excitation syndrome in healthy aircrew
p215 A84-26377
Exercise under hypoxia - A stress test for evaluation
of cases with ischaemic heart disease for rehabilitation
p215 A84-26380
Evaluation of the contractile function of the myocardium
in heart patients by the apex cardiogram method
p245 A84-28418
Clinical assessment of two new methods for the
noninvasive identification of coronary insufficiency
p296 A84-32365
The value of ambulatory electrocardiographs monitoring
in cases of ischemic heart disorders
p299 A84-33062
Certain features in diagnosing and treating cardiac
arrhythmia under conditions of a prolonged monitoring of
heart rhythms p 300 A84-33063
Emotions and the pathology of the heart — Russian
book P419 A84-40135
Sudden death from acute coronary failure in women
under 50 years of age p422 A84-40717
Prevention of impairments in the function of heart
mitochondria induced by emotional and painful stress
p411 A84-41543
Informative value of the category 4-4 of the Minnesota
code as an early sign of ischemic heart disease
p459 A84-43S18
Clinical-physiological possibilities of predicting the
course of ischemic heart disease p 489 A84-47999
Psychological and biochemical effects of a stress
management program
[AD-P003300J p385 N84-28447
Use of the Doppler ultrasound method to evaluate the
. rate of blood flow in children with patent ductus
arteriosus
[ISSN-0208-S658] p 426 N84-29441
HEART FUNCTION
The cardiostimulating action of norepinephrine
contained in the liposomes in conditions of adrenoreceptor
blockade p3 A84-10842
An analysts of the mechanisms of the accelerating effect
of the vagus nerve on the work of the heart
p4 A84-10848
Level of arterial pressure and vegetative cardiac
regulation during the simulation of intense operator
activity p 16 A84-11327
Rhythmoinotropic phenomena in the human heart
p16 A84-11329
Single breath cardiac output - Enhanced sampling and
analysis techniques p 38 A84-12064
Optimizing the exercise protocol for cardiopulmonary
essflsxment p 22 A84-12662
The functional condition of the cardiorespiratory system
in patients with rheumatism upon the expansion of motor
activity p54 A84-13449
Mechanisms of the functional adaptation of the heart
to high-altitude conditions (a working hypothesis)
p 49 A84-15046
Dynamics of cardiac output and systolic time Intervals
in supine and upright exercise p 79 A84-16177
The effect of prolonged hypokinesia on the
hemodynamics and contractile function of the myocardium
in patients with Ischemic heart disease after limb
amputation p82 A84-17295
Characteristics of the EKG and mechanical activity of
the heart for tall athletes p 140 A84-20916
Diastolic filling of the heart ventricles
p144 A84-22938
Prevention of stress disorders of the contractile function
of the myocardium using membrance protectors
p 132 A84-22939
The effects of vitamins A and E on the contractile
function of the heart in experimental myocardial
Infarction p 132 A84-22941
Prevention of the depression of natural-killer activity and
the contractile function of the myocardium during long-term
stress by means of preliminary adaptation of the organism
to short-term stress effects p 169 A84-23323
Results of echocardtographlc examination during 7 days
flight onboard Sallut VII, June 1982
 P204 A84-24348
Cardiovascular responses to bicycle exercise during
lower body negative pressure p 204 A84-24348
The effect of caldtonln and parathyroid hormone on
the myocardium during adaptation of the heart to
nitrogenemla p 181 A84-24696
Functional characteristics of the left ventricle In rabbits
under experimental arterial hypertension, developing on
the background of chronic alcohol Intoxication
p182 A84-25138
The role of coronary vascular reactivity in the regulation
of myocardial blood supply p 183 A84-25357
Morphofunctional changes in the heart of adult and
senescent rabbits when the hypothalamus Is stimulated
over several days p 185 A84-25648
Mitral valve prolapse - An aero medical problem
p21S A84-26379
Evaluation of the contractile function of the myocardium
In heart patients by the apex cardiogram method
p245 A84-28418
A clinical evaluation of the condition of the myocardium
during artificial hyperthermia p 298 A84-32395
The effect of chronic hemofytic anemia on the heart
contractile function and the increase in Its resistance to
hypoxia p 284 A84-33052
Central hemodynamics and the contractile operation of
the myocardium in the case of experimental mitral valve
insufficiency p 284 A84-33053
cAMP-dependent protein kinase activity and
phosphoryfation of heart phospholamban during circulatory
hypoxia - The effect of trypsin on the phosphorylatlon
capability of the phospholamban p315 A84-34143
Beta-adrenergic modulation of calcium channels in frog
ventricular heart cells p 343 A84-36703
Diurnal variations of the contractility of the left ventricle
and the content of free fatty acids in the blood during
acute focal myocardial ischemia in rabbits
p346 A84-37193
Syndrome of the premature repolarization of the cardiac
ventricles in athletes p 360 A84-37806
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SUBJECT INDEX HEAT TOLERANCE
Hypothalamic effects on cardiac activity following an
administration of adrenergte blockere and cholinolytics
p 350 A84-38516
Performance of hypothermic isolated ret heart at various
levels of blood acid-base status p 351 A84-38560
Myocardial contractility and contractile activity
p 352 AS4-39673
Functioflenic hypertrophy of the human heart on the
morphological level — Russian book
p416 A84-40116
Age-related changes of the myocardial contractile
function and the dependence of these changes on
cardtomyocyte size p408 AB4-40719
Change in the mechanical noise of the myocardium prior
to spontaneous excitation p 410 A84-41281
Content of high-energy phosphates and end products
of gtycolysis in the myocardium in experimental traumatic
Shock p410 A84-41393
Calcium source lor excitation-contraction coupling in
myocardium of nonhibemating and hibernating
chipmunks p453 A84-43817
Cardiac hypertrophy and function in master endurance
runners and sprinters p 461 A84-43824
Coronary vascular response to adrenergic stimulation
in exercise-conditioned dogs p 453 A84-44078
Central hemodynamics during progressive upper- and
lower-body exercise and recovery p 461 A84-44083
Current ideas on ion mechanisms for cardiac arrhythmias
and possible mechanisms for the action of antiarmythmic
drugs p 455 A84-46224
Effect of geomagnetic disturbances on the conditions
of cardiovascular functions in athletes
p488 A84-46538
Basic instrumental methods for the study of the heart
p 488 A84-47499
Assessment of the functional state of the heart muscle
in aircrew members by means by bicycle ergomelry
p 148 N84-17815
Contribution of cardiac mechanograms in the expert
examination of frying personnel p 253 N84-21089
Echocardiography in the expert examination of flying
personnel p 253 N84-21090
The contribution of nuclear medicine to cardiology
p253 N84-21092
Hallistocardiography: A non-invasive method advancing
towards clinical application p 253 N84-21093
Use of changes in electrical impedance in cardiology
p254 N84-21094
Value of the UN table in the exploration of circulatory
function p 254 N84-21095
Influence of exam stress on cardiac function of students
differing in level of physical activity p 326 N84-25268
HEART MINUTE VOLUME
On the methodology of integral rheography — for left
cardiac ventricle stroke volume determination
p359 A84-37189
Changes in cardiac output and orthostatic stability of
cosmonauts p 25 N84-11697
HEART RATE
Dependence of structures of heart rhythm on the
physical work capacity of athletes p 16 A84-11328
Rhythmoinotropic phenomena in the human heart
p 16 A84-11329
Parameters of the distribution of EKG R-R intervals in
the prediction of the work capacity of human operators
p 16 A84-11330
Heart-rhythm reaction to sensorimotor loads of varying
complexity p 16 A84-11331
Trie effect of mechanical conditions on chronoinotropy
of the myocardium p 8 AB4-12572
Cardiorespiratory response to exercise in men
repeatedly exposed to extreme altitude
p 21 A84-12651
The Pul'sotemp PT-01 device — portable
photoplethysmographtc pulse rate monitor
p68 A84-13450
The effect of hypothalamus on the diurnal pattern of
the heart rhythm in the frog Rana temporaria
p48 A84-14994
Quality of heart-rhythm regulation and adaptive
possibilities of the body under physical work
p59 A84-15732
Evaluating the adaptive self-regulation of heart rhythm
frequency during an active orthostatic test
p 61 A84-15790
Dynamics of cardiac output and systolic time intervals
In supine and upright exercise p 79 A84-16177
Rhythm anomalies observed in the course of 24-hour
EKGs in healthy young males - Report of 100 cases
p 140 A84-21014
Heart rate response during + Gz overload on trie human
centrifuge and during maximum bicycle ergometer load
p203 A84-24331
A technique for evaluating the rhythm-dependent
characteristics of the mechanical activity of the
myocardium p 181 A84-24699
Methods for evaluating heart rhythm as an indicator of
the functional state of a pilot in flight
p210 A84-25149
Analysis of transient heart rate response to orothostatic
test with and without anttgravitational trousers
p292 A84-30369
Certain pathogenic mechanisms of ischemic stroke
during heart-rhythm disorders p 297 A84-32376
Period multupling-evidence for nonlinear behaviour of
the canine heart p 343 A84-36685
Rare cases of the disruption of the conductivity and
rtiymm of the heart during short-term hyperthermia of the
organism p 359 A84-37194
Effects of forced immobilization on the cardiac and
metabolic responses to infused catecholamines in rats -
The role of the baroreceptor reflex p 349 A84-3B344
Effects of centrifugal acceleration on cardto pulmonary
reactions p 350 A84-3834B
Monitoring the blood pressure of rats with a simultaneous
recording of the pulse and respiration rates
p 351 A84-39014
Reaction of the heart rate to information load
p436 A84-41554
The energy expenditure of helicopter pilots
p 474 A84-43737
On the problem of the specificity of responses of heart
rhythm to certain types of mental task load
p 487 A84-46532
The energy cost and heart rate response of trained and
untrained subjects walking and running in shoes and
boots
[AD-A131420) p23 N84-10735
A method of assessing cardiac function with bicycle
ergometry in expert medical certification of pilots
p27 N84-11716
Amplitude distributions of the spider heartpulse in
response to gravitational stimuli p 186 N84-18841
The exercise electrocardiogram p 252 N84-21085
Circadian rhythm of human heart rate during
antiorthostatJc tests p 326 N84-25259
Effect of working in two shifts on Circadian rhythm of
heart rate p 326 N84-25260
Influence of exam stress on cardiac function of students
differing in level of physical activity p326 N84-25268
Response of cardiac rhythm to information load
p 371 N84-28384
The effects of marginal vitamin deficiency on mental
performance
[IZF-1983-29] p 389 N84-28483
Response of the cardiovascular system to vibration and
combined stresses
[AD-A142166] p 428 N84-29450
Heart rhythm changes in response to sensorimotor load
of varying complexity p 465 N84-31908
Assessing pilot workload in flight p 499 N84-34408
HEART VALVES
Mitral valve prolapse - An aero medical problem
p 215 A84-26379
Central hemodynamics and the contractile operation of
the myocardium in the case of experimental mitral valve
insufficiency p 284 A84-33053
Prediction of turbulent flow past a prosthetic heart
valve p497 A84-49108
Ultrasonic and optical evaluation of surgical implant
materials and devices. A durability study of pericardial
bioprostheses
[NASA-CR-173437] p 329 N84-26274
HEAT
The physiological effects of simultaneous exposures to
neat and vibration
[NASA-TM-84400] p 22 N84-10732
Effect of atropine on the exercise-heat performance of
man
[AD-A131843J p 62 N84-12719
Effectiveness in reducing heat stress of three
conditioned-air cooling vests worn with and without cooling
air supplied to a face piece
[AD-A131975] p 71 NS4-12726
Physiological responses of normotensives and essential
hypertensives to exercise in the heat p 63 N84-13768
Exercise in the heat. Effects of saline or bicarbonate
infusion
[AD-A137194] p 251 N84-21061
Influence of hydration level and body fluids on exercise
performance in the heat
[AD-A139284] p 327 N84-25281
Influence of heal stress and acclimation on maximal
aerobic power
[AO-A142329] p 428 N84-29453
HEAT ACCLIMATIZATION
Hypohydration and exercise - Effects of heat acclimation,
gender, and environment
[AD-A134644] p 15 A84-10281
The effect of the administration of
8-arginine-vasopressin during a period of adaptation to
hyperthermia p 17 A84-11340
Physiological mechanisms of the adaptation of the
cardiovascular and thermoregulatory systems during the
effect of high ambient temperature on steel workers
p 56 A84-15032
Characteristics of the adaptation of seamen to working
conditions in setting standards for the microclimate of the
living quarters on ships p 69 A84-15034
The activity of the sympathicc-adrenal system as an
indicator of adaptation in athletes subjected to rigorous
physical stresses at high ambient temperatures
p57 A84-15039
Dynamics of the functional condition and subjective
sensations during acclimatization to heat
p60 A84-15738
Hypohydration and heat acclimation - Plasma renin and
aldosterone during exercise
[AD-A137365J p 80 A84-16187
Industrial gymnastics in conditions of a hot climate
p140 A84-20917
The effect of various regimes of thermal adaptation on
thermooenesis in albino rats p 181 A84-24697
Individual features of responses of the body to combined
thermal and physical load p 208 A84-25115
The effect of adaptation to a hot climate on the condition
of heat reception p 208 AB4-25117
The effect of short-term heat adaptation on certain
indicators of physical work capacity p 209 A84-25123
Heat exchange following atropine injection before and
after heat acclimation p 287 A84-30012
Effect of mild essential hypertension on control of
forearm blood flow during exercise in the heat
p 287 A84-30013
Hypohydration and acclimation - Effects on hormone
responses to exercise/heat stress p 298 A84-32563
Role of physical exercise in artificial heat adaptation
p322 A84-34592
Albumin-induced plasma volume expansion - Diurnal and
temperature effects p 324 A84-34710
Aerobic fitness and the hypohydration response to
exercise-heat stress
[AD-A144220J p 357 A84-36930
Physiological-hygienic investigation of regimes of
preliminary heat adaptation p 359 A84-37196
Changes of sensitivity to adrenalin during adaptation to
heat p364 A84-38515
The affect of high ambient temperature on the
development of hypoxic effects in the myocardium
p 365 A84-39016
Combined effect of phenol and elevated air temperature
on the organism p 407 A84-40710
Physiology of thermoregulation p 455 A84-45995
Physiological features characterizing human
readaptation to high temperature p 489 A84-49040
Heat exchange following atropine injection before and
after heat acclimation
[AD-A132618] p 90 N84-15780
Thermal control problems in military helicopters
p 338 N84-26286
Individual responses to combined heat and physical
load p370 N84-2B374
Effects of adaptation to hot climate on
thermoreception p 370 N84-28375
Effects of short-term heat adaptation on certain
indicators of physical capacity for work
p 371 N84-28380
Dynamics of functional status and subjective sensations
in process of heat adaptation p 466 N84-31931
HEAT EXCHANGERS
Microbial fouling and its effect on power generation
[AD-A131084] p 10 N84-10726
Mitigation of biofouling using coatings
[DE84-006112] p243 NB4-21041
HEAT SHIELDING
Protection against heat radiation in the steel industry
— protective visor
[FOA-C-20500-E4] p 165 N84-17864
HEAT TOLERANCE
Heat stress related to the operation of Canadian forces
aircraft - A historical review and possible solution
p34 A84-10719
The influence of the neuropeptide arginine-vasopressin
on human tolerance to a hot dry environment
p 17 A84-11339
Thermoregulation in Erythrocebus patas - A thermal
balance study p 9 A84-12663
A hygienic evaluation of the combined effect of the
thermal and noise-vibration pollution of the environment
on the human body p 83 A84-18755
Mitigation of performance decrement in transient
extreme heat . p94 A84-18783
Patterns of skin temperature and surface heat flow in
man during and after cold water immersion
P138 A84-20289
The effect of work conditions in hothouses on the
condition of the upper respiratory pathways
p211 A84-25370
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HEAT TRANSFER SUBJECT INDEX
Effects of pyridostigmine on ability of rats to work in
the heat p 275 A84-30011
Hypo- and hyperglycemia in rats - Effects on endurance
and heat/exercise injury p 278 A84-30866
Relationship between rat heat stress mortality and
alterations in reticutoendothelical carbon clearance
function p 278 A84-30867
A study of physiological equivalent effect temperature
p 458 A84-43352
Effect of high local temperature on reflex cutaneous
vasodilation p 46 f A84-43825
Insulin and cortisol improve heat tolerance in isolated
perfused rat liver
[AOA133382] p 133 N84-1S758
Selected factors affecting aircrew performance during
sustained operations p 260 N84-21074
Effects of heat acclimation on atropine impaired
thermoregulation
[ AD-A139292] p 328 N84-25282
The military aircrew work environment
[FOA-A-59005-H1-H2] p 396 N84-28490
Physiological-hygienic criteria of medical selection of
military servicement for work in a hot climate
P490 N84-34135
HEAT TRANSFER
Heat-transfer characteristics of port workers in the
Arctic p 19 A84-11572
Mathematic modeling of heat transfer processes in ibe
human body p 158 A84-20924
Microbial fouling and its effect on power generation
[AD-A131084] p10 N84-10726
Heat exchange during upper and lower body exercise
[AD-A136015] P219 N84-20146
HEAVY IONS
Use of photonudear reactions for the investigation of
the biological action of slow heavy ions
p 241 A84-2837S
HEIGHT
Principal factors in tne system of female body
dimensions p308 A84-31507
HELICOPTER CONTROL
Integrated voice controls and speech displays for
rotorcraft mission management
[SAE PAPER 831523] p 268 A84-2951S
Flight tests for the assessment of task performance and
control activity p 374 A84-36523
HELICOPTER DESIGN
Analysis and outlook concerning an employment of
military helicopters in night operations
p38 AB4-11058
Voice interactive electronic warning systems (VIEWS)
- An applied approach to voice technology in tne helicopter
cockpit
[SAE PAPER 831545] p 269 A84-29524
Aermedical Support in Military Helicopter Operations
[AGARD-LS-134] p 330 N84-26279
Aeromedical support in military helicopter operations
p 330 N84-26280
Medical aspects of helicopter safety and
crashworthiness p 338 N84-26287
Back pain in helicopter flight operations
p 330 N84-26288
HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE
Applied human factors and its impact on a helicopter
night vision system configuration p 109 A84-18839
Spinal injury in a U.S. Army light observation
helicopter p 139 A84-20291
Human factors considerations in the development of a
voice warning system for helicopters
p 441 A84-41064
An experimental evaluation of the Stemberg task as a
workload metric for helicopter Right Handling Qualities
(FHQ) research
[NASA-TM-85884] p 234 N84-20176
In-flight evaluation of 2 molecular sieve oxygen
concentration systems in US Army aircraft (JUH-1H and
JU-21G)
[AO-A140634] p 393 N84-27443
HELICOPTERS
Training the helicopter test pilot p 151 A84-19608
Backache in Chetak crew and suggested ergonomic
improvements in aircraft seat design
p231 A84-26383
Evaluation of ride quality prediction methods for
operational military helicopters p 441 A84-42276
The energy expenditure of helicopter pilots
p 474 A84-43737
Preliminary investigation of variation in some daik
adaptation aspects for possible relevance to military
helicopter aircrew
[AD-A130231] p22 N84-10733
Evaluation of ride quality prediction methods for
helicopter interior noise and vibration environments
[NASA-TP-2261] p 226 N84-20155
Thermal constraints in a helicopter during long duration
flights under extreme climatic conditions
P252 N84-21078
UH-60 shoulder harness lead-in strap failure analysis
[AD-A138014] P271 N84-22170
Detection of horizontal bars as a function of length,
separation, eccentricity and frequency of temporal
modulation; Possible applications to helicopter
acquisition
[BAE-BT-11288] p 304 N84-23105
Dynamics of changes in metabolic and endocrine
processes in helicopter crews during commercial flights
P325 N84-25254
Fuel fire tests of the helicopter crewman jacket
[AD-A140037] p 337 N84-25302
Aermedical Support in Military Helicopter Operations
[AGARD-LS-134] p 330 N84-26279
Stressful mission profiles, part 1 p 330 N84-26281
Stressful mission profiles, part 2: Workload and
fatigue p338 N84-26282
Visual problems in helicopter operations
P338 N84-26283
Ksorientation in helicopter flight p333 N84-26284
Hearing loss associated with helicopter flight
p 330 N84-26285
Thermal control problems in military helicopters
p 338 N84-26286
Analysis ui computer inieracSvc toots for assigning
helicopter pilots to different missions
[AD-A142434] p 438 N84-30696
HELIUM IONS
Changes in mouse skin at early and late times after
exposure to X-rays and accelerated helium ions
p47 A84-14910
HELIUM-OXYGEN ATMOSPHERES
HPNS of baboons during helium-nitrogen-oxygen slow
exponential compressions — High Pressure Nervous
Syndrome p 454 A84-44082
HELMET MOUNTED DISPLAYS
Integration and employment of night vision devices for
the conduction of a military mission under conditions of
darkness - by helicopter p 36 A84-11059
Digital head tracking and position prediction for helmet
mounted visual display systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-0557] p 103 A84-18162
Benefits of helmet-mounted display image stabilisation
under whole-body vibration p 158 A84-20268
Visual-simulation optical systems p 497 A84-49627
A test of Fitts' law in two dimensions with hand and
head movements
[AD-A133347] p 163 N84-16810
Nonlinear prediction of head movements for
helmet-mounted displays
[AD-A136S90] p 237 N84-20192
Investigation of interactions between helmet-mounted
sight/display, sensor platform and human pilot
[ESA-TT-746] p 338 N84-26299
HELMETS
Ballistic protective headgear for Navy/Marine Corps
rotary wing aircrew p 33 A84-10708
Computer analysis in helmet design — for biodynamta
response of head to impact p 33 AM-10710
Cardiovascular responses during systematic variation of
headgear loading parameters p 102 AM-16664
The impact performance evaluation of JASDF new light
weight helmet p 231 A84-2S182
Head and neck injuries in Canadian Forces ejections
p 248 AM-29S21
Simulation of cerebrocranial trauma for evaluation and
development of gear to protect pilots against impacts
p25 N84-11695
Technique for measuring the sound pressure levels
under flying helmets and headsets
[IZF-1982-39] p40 N84-11765
Impact response of an energy absorbing earcup
[AD-A134828) p 164 NM-17860
Report on study trip to France, 28 June-9 July 1983 —
protective clothing of flight crews
[FOA-C-59007-H1 ] p 237 N84-20193
Comparison of real-ear attenuation characteristics of the
standard SPH-4 earcup and a prototype crushable
earcup
[AD-A138042] p 271 N84-22171
Energy-absorbing earcup engineering feasibility
evaluation
[AD-A144179J p 499 N84-34924
HEMATOLOGY
The fractionatjon of plasma proteins in large scale
preparations of blood — Russian book
p 3 A84-10492
The blood-coagulation system and adaptation to natural
hypoxia — Russian book p 76 AM-18504
The sickle cell trait in relation to the training and
assignment of duties in the Armed Forces. Ill -
Hyposthenuria, hematuria, sudden death, rhaoaomyolysis,
and acute tubular necrosis p 298 AS4-32562
An evaluation of the interactions between parameters
describing an organism's internal medium during the
development of an adaptational 'activation reaction'
P285 A84-3305B
Cytochemical and cytogenetic changes in blood of
persons working with microwave energy sources
p356 A84-36602
Origin of tissue basophils and basophilic Mood
granulocytes p342 A84-3660S
Potymorphonudear leukocytes and macrophages in
reactions of inflammation and hypersensitivity
P345 A84-37177
Characteristics of the interaction of leukocytes and
microbes in the infection process p35B A84-37181
Hematologic and hemostatjc changes with repetitive air
diving p 420 A84-40352
A relationship between prokaryote and eukaryote
observed in Nitrobacter agilis cytochromes AA3 and C
P405 A84-40509
Regulation of hematopoiesis in the suspended rat as
a model for space flight •' p 190 N84-18856
Hematologic and biochemical data on healthy individuals
participating in a physical conditioning program
[AD-A140464] p 330 N84-26278
The effects of nonphysiological oxygen supply on the
organism p 368 N84-27428
Effects of long-term low-level radio-frequency radiation
exposure on rats. Volume 6: Hematological, serum
chemistry, thyroxine, and protein etectrophoresis
evaluations
[AD-A141124] p414 N84-29434
Effects of microwaves on cell membrane permeability
[AO-A142979] p 456 N84-31913
HEMATOPOIESIS
Certain regularities of the change of the relative number
of hemopoietJc stem cells under long-term irradiation at
different dose rates p 47 A84-14904
T-tymphocyte dependence of the proliferation and
differentiation of hemopoiet/c trunk cells
p 131 A84-22926
The effects of weightlessness and increased gravity on
hemopraetic stem cells of rats and mice
p177 A84-24375
Hematopoiesis in antiorthostatic, hypokinesic rats
p 177 A84-24376
Influence of inhibition of prostaglandin biosynthesis on
the hemopoiesis of irradiated mice p240 A84-28372
Influence of indomethacin on the recovery of
hemopoiesis in mice after whole-body gamma-irradiation
p 241 A84-28373
Participation of chalones in erythropoiesis regulation
p283 A84-32465
Investigation of the paths of the formation of the
radiomodifying effect of serotonin on hemopoietjc cells
P316 A84-34480
The effect of elevated natural radioactivity on the bone
marrow morphology of Microtus oeconomus Pall
p316 A84-34481
The distinctive features of the postradiation reaction of
hemopoietic tissue to the administration of adrenaline
p481 A84-48043
The kinetics of eosinophilic leukocytes during the
continuous gamma-irradiation of rats
p481 A84-48045
Regulation of hematopoiesis in the suspended rat as
a model for space flight p 190 N84-18856
HEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEM
Correlation between plasma fibronectin level and
mortality following experimental rate heat stress
[AD-A143383] p 457 N84-32991
HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSES
Influence of training on blood flow to different skeletal
muscle fiber types p 1. A84-10276
Regional distribution of blood flow during mild dynamic
leg exercise in the baboon p2 A84-10283
Prediction of hemodynamic reactions to isometric
exercise p 17 A84-11333
Skin capillary bed under the prolonged limitation of
human muscular activity in the antiorthostatic position
p17 A84-11334
Indicators of catecholamine metabolism and
hemodynamics in air traffic controllers with
neurocircutatory dystonia of the hypertension type
p19 A84-11568
Investigation of organ hemodynamics in conditions of
controlled perfusion p 44 A84-13485
Comparison of results of bicyde-ergometer tests with
continuously and discontinuously increasing loads
p56 A84-15031
Physiological mechanisms of the adaptation of the
cardiovascular and thermoregulatory systems during the
effect of high ambient temperature on steel workers
p 56 A84-15032
Central circulation of a normal man during 7-day
head-down tilt and decompression of various body parts
p57 A84-15165
A-64
SUBJECTINDEX HIGH ALTITUDE
The effect of physical training in the isometric regime
on reactions of the cardiovascular system
' p59 AB4-15731
Elastic properties of arteries and the.hemodynarrtics of
working and nonworking extremities p 59 A84-1S734
Vegetative regulation of central hemodynamics in active
orthostasis . • . P 60 A84-1573S
Influence of heat stress on exercise-induced changes
in regional blood flow in sheep p 74 A84-16189
The effect of prolonged hypokinesia on the
hemodynamics and contractile function of the myocardium
in patients with iscnemic heart disease after limb
amputation P82 AB4-17295
Regulation of arterial pressure under normal and
pathological conditions — Russian book
p76 A84-18495
Adrenergic reactivity of coronary vessels and the
myocardium In old dogs p 123 A84-19725
Effects of +Gz accelerations of long duration on the
circulatory pressure distribution p 140 A84-21013
Hemodynamic and humoral effects ol prostaglandin
inhibition in exercising humans p 141 A84-21026
Physical fitness and cardiovascular response to lower
body negative pressure p 141 AS4-21031
Comparative-physiological aspects of the functional
stability of the brain-circulation system
p 132 A84-2293S
Diastolic filling of the heart ventricles
p 144 A84-22938
Interserosal forces, the pressure environment of the
central circulations and natures internal 'G suit'. I
p 172 A84-24332
Regulation of man's hydration status during
gravity-induced blood redistribution p204 A84-24334
Skin and muscle vascular resistance during tilt and neck
suction p 204 A84-24345
Results of echocardiographic examination during 7 days
flight onboard Sallut VII, June 1982 p 204 AB4-24348
Cardiovascular responses to bicycle exercise during
lower body negative pressure p204 A84-24348
Anliorlhostatic hypokinesia in monkeys (experimental
morphological study) p 174 A84-243SO
Cardiovascular responses to head-down tilt in young and
middle-aged men p 205 AS4-24352
Haemodynamics under changed gravity
p206 A84-2439S
Dynamics of the conjugation of ventilation and blood
flow in cat lungs in the case of an elevated ambient
temperature p 180 A84-24693
Physiological reactions during work in operators in
conditions of disturbed homeostasis
p208 A84-2S112
Blood-circulation dynamics In conditions of continuous
work on an expedition p 208 A84-25113
Features of energetic and hemodynamic. provision of
submaximal physical load in males of a mature age
p209 A84-2S118
Possibilities of the correction of circulatory disorders in
traumatic shock by the combined application of vasoactive
agents . p 182 A84-25137
The therapeutic effect of the beta-adrenergic blocker
corgard (nadolol) and its influence on hemodynamics In
patients with hypertension p 210 A84-25352
Changes in the renal-aJdosterona system associated
with unilateral penalization of adrenal and renal blood in
patients with arterial hypertension p210 A84-25353
The role of coronary vascular reactivity in the regulation
of myocardial blood supply p 183 A84-25357
Thermoregulatory responses to exercise in dehydrated
dogs " p 186 A84-26191
Hemodynamic and metabolic responses to exercise
after adrenoceptor blockade in humans
p214 A84-26195
Cardiovascular responses to hypogravic environments
P277 A84-30356
Exercise and heat stress in simulated zero-G during
water immersion p 291 A84-30361
Central regulation of blood circulation during trauma and
hemorrhage — Russian book p 278 A84-30974
A comparative study of the magnitude of hemodynamic
shifts in a test involving physical loads when the test Is
repeated p297 A84-32368
Effect of beta-1 adrenoreceptor blocking on
hemodynamics, available oxygen, and sodium
reabsorption in the rat kidney p 341 A84-38593
Blood circulation in healthy persons in Turkmertia's arid
zone. I - Investigation in horizontal and orthostatic
positions. . p359 A84-37191
Vascular reactions in the lower limbs of humans during
changes of posture p 360 A84-37826
Condition of the central hemodynamics and
mlcrodrculation In locomotive engineers suffering from
hypertension p 361 A84-37832
Blood-now distribution in the brain, kidney, intestine,
spleen and hind limbs of cats under acute hypoxia
P407 A84-40698
Substance P as a regulator of disturbed functions In
primates - Effect on conditioned-reflex activity and
arterial-pressure dynamics p411 A84-41397
Barrier function of the lungs and its role in the
organism p412 A84-41S62
The effect of physical exercise on the hemodynamics
of patients with chronic bronchitis and bronchial asthma
with systemic arterial hypertension p425 A84-41572
Relationship between the value of the Wenckebach point
and +Gz tolerance p 459 A84-43729
Cardiovascular, responses during orthostasis - Effect of
an increase in maximal O2 uptake p 459 A84-43730
Cardiovascular responses to isometric neck muscle
contractions -' Results after dynamic exercise with various
headgear loading configurations p 460 A84-43736
Coronary vascular response to adrenergic stimulation
In exercise-conditioned dogs p453 A84-44078
Central hemodynamics during progressive upper- and
lower-body exercise and recovery p 461 A84-44083
On the problem of the specificity of responses of heart
rhythm to certain types of mental task load
p487 A84-46532
Investigation of the respiration, hemodynamics,
cardiodynamics, and oxygen regimes in athletes in
mountain conditions p 487 A84-46536
Effect of geomagnetic disturbances on the conditions
of cardiovascular functions in athletes
p488 A84-46538
Formation of new microvessels In the skeletal muscles
ol rats exposed to hypobaric hypoxia for a week
P480 A84-47797
Variation in the osmolarity of arterial blood during
Intensive muscle exercise p 482 A84-48165
The cardiovascular system in extreme natural conditions
— Russian book p 490 A84-49334
Hemodynamic reactions to positive intrathoracic
pressure at 4 G sub z accelerations p 25 N84-11698
Value of the tilt table in the exploration of circulatory
function p2S4 N84-21095
Value of the lower body negative pressure test in
aerospace medicine p 254 N84-21096
Methods and major findings of cardiovascular
exploration involving the human centrifuge
p254 N84-21097
Changes in arterial pressure In static work as function
of time of day and degree of disturbance in Earth's
magnetic field p 466 N84-31930
HEMODYNAMICS
A cardiovascular model for studying impairment of
cerebral function during +Gz stress
p 158 A84-20290
Hepatic hemodynamics in athletes with myocardial
dystrophy p211 A84-25361
Spiral arrangement of muscular elements in the walls
of blood vessels and its importance for hemodynamics
. . • p 279 A84-31506
The condition of central hemodynamics in the case of
the long-term physical exercise of patients having
experienced myocardial infarction p 297 A84-32366
Central hemodynamics and the contractile operation of
the myocardium in the case of experimental mitral valve
insufficiency p284 A84-33053
Integrative mechanisms of hemodynamics
p352 A84-39672
Cerebral hemodynamics in the early recovery period
after reconstructive operations on cerebral vessels under
the effect of decimeter-wave therapy
p 421 A84-40702
. Mast 'cells and substance P in the regulation of
microhemodynamics p 411 A84-41400
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Neutral glycolipids in the blood of normal individuals and
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Effect of an exercise regimen on development of
hypertension in rats p 171 A84-23930
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The therapeutic effect of the beta-adrenergic blocker
corgard (nadolol) and its influence on hemodynamics in
patients with hypertension p210 A84-25352
Changes in the renal-aldosterone system associated
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Differences in the rate of Na/Li countertransport in
erythrocyte membranes in patients with essential and renal
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Adrenocortical activity in patients with hypertension in
response to emotional stress p 210 A84-25355
Circulating immune complexes in experimental
hypertension and in hypertension combined with the
administration of cholesterol in animals of various ages
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Arterial hypertension (A clinical and experimental
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Effect of mild essential hypertension on control of
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Role of the prostaglandin system in the pathqgenesis
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Vasoactive peptides and the formation of hereditary
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Condition of the central hemodynamics and
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Responsivity of the cardiovascular system in the case
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— Russian book p418 A84-40120
Substance P in blood plasma and adrenals of
spontaneously hypertensive and normotensive rats
P411 A84-41398
The effect of physical exercise on the hemodynamics
of patients with chronic bronchitis and bronchial asthma
with systemic arterial hypertension p 425 A84-41572
Vascular permeability in patients with nasal bleeding on
the background of atherosclerosis and hypertension
disease, and its relationship to solar and geomagnetic
disturbances p 460 A84-43799
Renin-angiotension-aldosterone system and adaptation
of the organism to stress in old age p 488 A84-46539
Physiological responses of normotensives and essential
hypertensives to exercise in the heat p63 N84-13768
Physiological responsiveness of operators in relation to
work and homeostatic disorders p 369 N84-28365
Walking erect as a factor in development of arterial
hypertension in primates p 430 N84-30645
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The effect of the administration of
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Economical regimes of running for athletes of different
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Exteriorization of the effect of hyperthermia by observing
the sympathoadrenal activity in subjects under
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The effect of body temperature on work capacity in
humans p 60 A84-15739
Blood filling of the adrenal cortex in white rats, intact
and subjected to acute overheating p 75 A84-17300
Body composition (percent fat) and heat stress of well
conditioned young adult males p 83 A84-1B813
The mechanism of the enzymatic regulation of tyrosine
metabolism in hyperthermia p 124 A84-20880
An inhomogeneous thermal block model of man for the
electromagnetic environment p 161 A84-22273
Mathematical model of the simultaneous combined
effect of ionizing radiation and hyperthermia
p 169 A84-23722
Radiosensitizing and damaging effects of hyperthermia
on various .biological systems - Radiosensitizing and
damaging effect of hyperthermia on mouse leukosis La
cells p 170 A84-23723
Intensity of thermal and physical load in workers of hot
shops in present-day metallurgical production
P200 A84-23727
Mechanisms producing tachycardia in conscious
baboons during environmental heat stress
p 172 A84-23933
Dynamics of the conjugation of ventilation and blood
flow in cat lungs in the case of an elevated ambient
temperature p 180 A84-24693
Hyperthermic effects of centrally injected (D-ALA2,
N-ME-PHE4, MET-(0)5-OL)-enkephalin (FK 33-824) in
rabbits and guinea-pigs p 181 A84-24729
Individual features of responses of the body to combined
thermal and physical load p 208 A84-25115
Laser-Doppler measurement of skin blood flow -
Comparison with plethysmography p 215 A84-26198
The Polyacrylamide as a phantom material for
electromagnetic hyperthermia studies
P264 A84-27558
Effects of pyridostigmine on ability of rats to work in
the heat p 275 A84-30011
Effect of mild essential hypertension on control of
forearm blood flow during exercise in the heat
p287 A84-30013
Exercise and heat stress in simulated zero-G during
water immersion p 291 A84-30361
Hypo- and hyperglycemia in rats - Effects on endurance
and heat/exercise injury ' p 278 A84-30866
Relationship between rat heat stress mortality and
alterations in reticuloendothelical carbon clearance
function p 278 A84-30867
The toxicity and quantity of n-pentane in the tissues of
experimental animals when it acts in combination with high
temperatures p 280 A84-31522
A clinical evaluation of the condition of the myocardium
during artificial hyperthermia p 298 A84-32395
Hypohydration and acclimation - Effects on hormone
responses to exercise/heat stress p 298 A84-32563
Structural changes in the fissure components of
nephrons after thermal stress at various periods in
postnatal development p 284 A84-33055
Role of physical exercise in artificial heat adaptation
p322 A84-34592
Reflex regulation of sweat rate by skin temperature in
exercising humans p 323 A84-34705
Impulse activity of cutaneous receptors in convective
and radiative local cooling p 342 A84-36594
Blood circulation in healthy persons in Turkmenia's arid
zone. I • Investigation in horizontal and orthostatic
positions p359 A84-37191
Rare cases of the disruption of the conductivity and
rhythm of the heart during short-term hyperthermia of the
organism p 359 A84-37194
The plasmatic membrane as a target for the effect of
hyperthermia p 347 A84-37823
Effects of hypothermia and hyperthermia on the
cardiovascular system of the tortoise Testudo horsfieldi
p 348 A84-37837
Controlled hyperthermia p 361 A84-37848
Response of the auditory analyzer to the combined effect
of noise, high temperature, and carbon monoxide
p 453 A84-43796
Effect of high local temperature on reflex cutaneous
vasodilation p 461 A84-43B25
Combined effects of ozone exposure and ambient heat
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Physiology of thermoregulation p 455 A84-45995
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Hypoxia alters blood coagulation during acute
decompression in humans p 214 A84-26193
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The symptomatology and pathogenesis of the
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Antiorthostatic hypokinesia in monkeys (experimental
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Glucocorticoid sensitivity, disuse, and the regulation of
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Prevention of metabolic alterations caused by
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Specific regulation of calcium-phosphorus metabolism
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in rats p 179 A84-24385
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Trabecular-bone modifications induced by
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The activity of oxidative enzymes of the cycle of
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Morphological and functional characteristics of
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Vitamin D3 active metabolites as a countermeasure
against disorders of calcium-phosphorus metabolism in
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Hypokinesia in young rats growing under laboratory
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cAMP-dependent protein kinase activity and
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autoinjector
[FOA-C-40191-C3] p 484 N84-34127
INJURIES
Cardiovascular injury from blunt thoracic impact of
epinephrine and isoproterenol injected rabbits
p6 A84-12060
Neurophysiological effects of -X impact acceleration
p7 A84-12066
Diaphragmatic rupture during 6-maneuvers In a T33 jet
trainer p 20 A84-12069
The preservation of the 2-S retinof receptor In the rat
retina in injuries induced by the visible light
p125 A84-20881
Central regulation of blood circulation during trauma and
hemorrhage - Russian book p 278 A84-30974
Quantitative study of myoglobin In patients with acute
renal insufficiency in the case of skeletal-muscle
damage p294 A84-31501
Measurement and prediction of thermal injury In the
retina of the Rhesus monkey p 483 A84-49373
Cervical spline analysis for ejection injury prediction
[AD-A131081] p23 N84-10739
Electromyographic analysis of the peroneous longus
during bicycle ergometry across work load and pedal
type
[ArvAinswn r.84 N84-14666
Overuse injuries of the tower extremities associated with
marching, jogging and running. A review
[AD-A134672] p 149 N84-17824
Occupational efficiency in relation to
psycrwphysiological characteristics p370 N84-28373
INOCULATION
Lack of an effect of corpuscular vaccine against I phase
O-fever on persistence and reactivation of Coxiella bumetfl
infection In mouse and. guinea pigs tissue
p354 N84-27402
INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
Techniques for the inorganic analysis in a controlled
ecological Dfe support system p 137 N84-17853
INORGANIC COMPOUNDS
Inorganic analysis in a controlled ecological life support
system
[NASA-CR-173299] p 163 N84-178S2
INSECTS
A novel cold-tolerant insect found in a Himalayan
glacier p452 A84-43790
Evaluation of Insecticides, repellents, and other
approaches to the control of coastal stand flies, culicoides
spp
[AD-A141132] p414 N84-29435
INSOLATION
Influence of insolation on the ultrastructure of epidermal
cells p294 A84-31477
INSOMNIA
Clinical-physiological analysis of sleep disorders In
patients with neurotic states p 144 A84-22933
Treatment of a 12-hour shift of sleep schedule with
benzooTazepines p356 A84-36874
Symposium on mathematical modeling of Orcadian
systems
[AD-A133636] p 86 N84-14673
INSPIRATION
Effect of inspiratory muscle fatigue on perception of
added loads in humans p220 N84-20150
INSTRUCTORS
The Hughes design analysis system and instructor
workload in operational trainers p 105 A84-18801
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Practical guidance for the design of controls and displays
for single pilot IFR
[SAE PAPER 831423] • p 257 A84-29486
Proposed study to determine potential flight applications
and human factors design guidelines of voice
recognition/synthesis systems p 71 N84-12047
INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS
A simulation study with a combined network and
production systems model of pilot behavior on an
ILS-approach p 153 A84-21648
INSTRUMENTS
Evaluation of a draft standard on performance
specifications for health physics instrumentation
[DE83-016169J p 28 N84-11749
Evaluation of a draft standard on performance
specifications for health physics instrumentation
[DE83-016186] p 28 N84-11750
INSULIN
Effect of acute exercise and prolonged training on insulin
response to Intravenous glucose in vivo in rat"
p73 A84-16176
Glucose uptake and gtycogen synthesis in muscles from
immobilized limbs p 171 A84-23931
A-78
SUBJECT INDEX IONIZING RADIATION
The effect of adrenaline, insulin, and estradtol
dipropionate on the electrical activity and excitability of
hypothalamic nuclei in animals of various ages
p 185 A84-25643
Molecular aspects of the mechanism controlling the
action of insulin p 281 A84-32373
Sensitivity of muscle tissue and lymphocytes to insulin
after a bum trauma p 285 A84-33059
Insulin and cortisol Improve heat tolerance in isolated
perfused rat liver
(AD-A133382] p 133 N84-16758
INTELLECT
Neurotic disorders in persons engaged in intense
intellectual work p 376 A84-37805
INTELLIGENCE
The role of relevant experience and intellectual ability
in determining the performance of military leaders: A
contingency model explanation
[AD-P003303] p 385 N84-28448
Age effects on active duty Army MMPI (Minnesota
Multiphasic Personality Inventory) profiles
[AD-P003343] p 387 NM-2M64
INTERACTIONS
A method for investigating intercellular interaction in the
myocardium p 49 A84-15020
INTERACTIVE CONTROL
A voice Interactive system for aiding and documentation
of space-based tasks
[AIAA PAPER 83-2355] p 33 A84-10025
Some comparisons of on-display and off-display touch
input devices for interaction with computer generated
displays p 102 A84-17013
Methodology for exploring voice-interactive avionics
tasks Optimizing interactive dialogues
p104 AB4-18766
MAGIC - Riding the crest of technology —
Microcomputer Applications of Graphics and Interactive
Communications pi 14 AM-19306
An interactive system for supporting multiobjective
decision making p 160 A84-21643
Interactive structure (EUCLID) for static and dynamic
representation of human body p 263 A84-27297
Voice interactive electronic warning systems (VIEWS)
- An applied approach to voice technology in the helicopter
cockpit
[SAE PAPER 831545] p 269 A84-28524
GENIE: A computer-based task for experiments in
human-computer interaction
[AD-A137473 J p 235 N84-20181
INTERFACES
User-computer interface design of a complex tactical
display terminal p108 A84-18828
The man-machine interface In new generation
commercial aircraft p120 N84-15096
Development of a generalized human-machine
Interface
[AD-P002888] p 309 N84-22849
A man-machine interface concept for a state-of-art,
shipboard, command/control console
[AD-P002894] p309 N84-22854
INTERFERENCE ORATING
Feasibility study on a new type of personal noise
protection
[BMFT-FB-HA-84-017] p 396 N84-2B489
INTERFERON
Bota-intortoron inhibits coll infoctton by Trypflnosoirtfl
cnnl p455 AB4-45549
Intarferon induces natural killer cell blastogenesls In
vivo P455 A84-45550
Lack of correlation between mycoplasma induced
IFN-gamma production in vitro and natural killer cell activity
against FLD-3 cells p455 A84-45573
INTERMITTENCY
A hygienic evaluation of several characteristics of
Intermittent noise p 19 A84-11566
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
US-Japan cooperative research on evaluation of
toxidty p63 N84-13375
Beregovoy on cosmonaut training
p 226 N84-18251
Btomedical experiments on Soviet-French flight
p186 N84-18254
INTERPROCESSOR COMMUNICATION
Issues in interaction language specification and
representation
[AD-A138943] p 236 N84-20188
Dialogue management New concepts In
human-computer interface development
[AD-A136945] p 236 N84-20190
INTERRUPTION
Tracking with Intermittent radar coverage. 2:
Interruptions after two or more consecutively-collected
frames of imagery
[AD-P003323] p 386 N84-2S459
Estimating the number and duration of cognitive
processes using the within-task subtractive method
[AO-A144617] - p496 N84-34923
INTERSTELLAR CHEMISTRY
No evidence tor interstellar proteins
p 339 A84-34213
Chemical evolution in space p 447 A84-40429
Simulation of Interstellar'chemical evolution in a low
temperature plasma p 447 A84-40430
INTERSTELLAR EXTINCTION
On the 2800 A interstellar extinction feature — stellar
spectra showing abnormally tow graphite absorption
p339 A84-34215
INTERSTELLAR MATTER
The spectroscope identification of interstellar grains —
and detection of possible microorganisms
p 339 A84-331B8
No evidence for interstellar proteins
p339 A84-34213
INTERSTELLAR SPACE
Chemical evolution In space p 447 A84-40429
INTERVALS
Maze-solving as a performance measurement tool for
human operations under time-stress
[AD-A133394] p 154 N84-16799
INTERVERTEBRAL DISKS
The neurological manifestations of lumbar
osteochondrosis in relation to data from computer
tomography p300 A84-33064
INTESTINES ' •
The role of binding proteins in substance-absorption
processes p. 48 A84-1SOOO
Seasonal variations of the concentrations of
acetylcholine and noradrenaline and the sensitivity to these
substances in the smooth muscles of the rat intestine
p49 A84-15016
Staphylococdc enterotoxins p170 A84-23736
The effect of the deficiency of food protein and group
8 vitamins on the content of calcium-binding protein in
the mucosa of the small intestine p 170 A84-23738
The regularities of relationships between structure and
function under different functional toads (homeostasis and
horneomorphosis) — hyper- and hypo-gravity effects on
rat small Intestine mucosa p 173 A84-24342
Enterosorption as a method of prolonging the life of
old animals p 184 A84-25635
Total colectomy with mucosal proctectomy and ileoanal
anastomosis - An important surgical option in the aviator
with premalkjnant disease of the colon
„-"' p4293 A84-30872
The resistive, capadtive, and metabolic function of the
small-intestine vessels In acute hypoodc hypoxla (^
p407 A84-40696
INTOXICATION
Type of task practice and time-sharing activities predict
performance deficits due to alcohol ingestion
p 96 A84-18844
Pilot performance measurement methodology for
determining the elfouta of alcohol and other toxic
substances p114 A84-19301
Functional characteristics of me left ventricle In rabbits
under experimental arterial hypertension, developing on
the background of chronic alcohol Intoxication
p182 A84-25138
INTRACRANIAL CAVITY
Pressure distribution In the cranial cavity
p48 A84-14996
INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE
Development of a new, completely Imptantable
Intraventricular pressure meter and preliminary report of
Its clinical experience
[NASA-TM-77121] p 329 N84-26276
INTRAVENOUS PROCEDURES
Effect of Intravenous dopamlne on hypercapnic
ventilator/ response in humans p 21 A84-12655
INVERTEBRATES
Impact theory of mass extinctions and the Invertebrate
fossil record p 185 A84-25789
The Prochloron symbiosis p243 A84-29700
Larval adaptations and patterns of brachiopod diversity
in space and time p 279 A84-31373
Amplitude distributions of the spider heartpulse In
response to gravitational stimuli p 188 N84-18841
INVESTIGATION '
Computational'studies In the interpretation of structure
and motion: Summary and extension.
[AD-A131598] . . p27 N84-11748
IODINE 131
Nuclear-medicine
[DE84-000346] p 52 N84-13759
ION BEAMS ' . '
Method of making an ion beam sputter-etched
ventricular catheter for hydrocephalus shunt
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13107-2] p 300 N84-23095
ION CONCENTRATION
Behavior of blood-serum proteins In rats exposed to the
long-term effect of air ions p 123 AM-19599
Blood lactate and ammonium ion accumulation during
graded exercise In humans p 481 A84-43823
Cellular localization of Na(+). K(+)-ATPase in the
mammalian vestibular system p 194 NM-18880
ION DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)
Cooperative binding of calcium tons by photoreceptor
membranes p 126 AM-20907
ION EXCHANGE MEMBRANE ELECTROLYTES
Effect of tow-frequency magnetic fields on the sodium
current of myocardial cells p 239 AM-27120
ION EXCHANGE RESINS
Biocidal quaternary ammonium resin
[NASA-CR-171802] p 414 N84-29433
ION EXCHANGING
The plasma membrane calcium pump
p13 N84-11734
CarboxyUc acid tonophores as probes of the role of
calcium in biological systems p 13 NM:1173S
ION IRRADIATION
Changes in mouse skin at early and late times after
exposure to X-rays and accelerated helium tons
p47 AM-14910
ION MOTION
The effect of an increased mechanical load on the
dependence of the contraction of isolated heart muscle
on the concentration of Ca(2+) In the perfusate
p3 A84-10843
Changes in the efficiency of oxidative phosphorytation.
respiratory rate, and Ca/2 + / ton transport in rat and
ground squirrel liver mitochondria for different levels of
thermogenesis p 413 AM-42524
Passive transport of sodium into epithelial cells -
Methods of study, properties, regulation, and role
p455 A84-46223
ION SELECTIVE ELECTRODES
The activity of potassium in the extracellular fluid of rats
under conditions of a potassium imbalance
p 130 A84-22782
IONIC MOBILITY
Kinetics of the passive transport of Ca(2 + ) in vesicles
of myometrium sarcolemma p 127 A84-20908
The effect of specific Inhibitors of respiratory chain
enzymes and ATP synthetase on the ton transport in
mitochondria induced by nonenzymabc peroxide
reactions p282 AM-32381
Effect of M- and N-chollnolytics on content of Ca<+2)
In synaptosomes and metabolism of phospholmsitides In
the brain of rats p343 AM-36614
Transport of sodium and potassium tons In the skin of
the frog Rana temporaria under anaerobic conditions
p348 A84-37838
The eflect of continuous millimeter radiation of low
Intensity on Na(+) Ion transport In frog skin
p409 AM-41174
IONIZATION
Evaluation of a draft standard on performance
spedficaticns for health physics Instrumentation
[DE63-018169] p 28 N84-11749
IONIZATION CHAMBERS
Modulated voltage metastaMe tontzation detector
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11503-1] p 286 N84-23093
IONIZING RADIATION
Excess synthesis of DMA In HeLa cells after
gamma-irradiation and treatment with
N-methyl-N'-nltro-N-nltrosoguanldine p 74 AM-16934
The effect of Ionizing radiation on the metabolism of
bound sugar In rabbit and rat blood p 74 AM-16967
Contribution of cosmic rays to radiation exposure of the
population p 185 AM-25762
Effect of Ionizing radiation on the content and turnover
of superoxkte dlsmutase In rat liver p 240 A84-28370
Use of photonudear reactions for the Investigation of
the biological action of stow heavy tons
p 241 A84-28375
Blood-brain barrier under the effect of ionizing radiation
in normal and altered gaseous atmospheres
p 315 AM-34092
Modeling the dose-effect relationships for cell
populations under the effect of ionizing radiation of different
quality p343 A84-36620
Effect of ionizing radiation at low dose rates on
glycoproteid and mucoproteid metabolism In dogs
p349 AM-37848
Variation In the metabolic pool of free amino adds In
the peripheral blood and the spleen following total-body
uniform gamma Irradiation p449 A84-42956
. Nonspecific responsivity of the body and Individual radio
sensitivity p455 A84-46225
The condition of beta-adrenergic and GABA-ergic
receptors In the brains of rats following exposure to high
doses of ionizing radiation p480 AM-48037
A-79
IONS SUBJECTINDEX
Combined effects of ionizing radiation and
anticholinesterase exposure on rodent motor
performance
[AD-A131847] p 51 N84-12707
Duration of memory loss due to electron beam
exposure
[AD-A132941] p78 N84-15760
Change in immunobiological reactivity under the effect
of combined exposure to microwaves, infrasound and
gamma radiation p 134 N84-16764
Influence of variable magnetic field on bactericidal effect
of ionizing radiation p 134 NB4-16765
Airborne penetration of radioactive clouds
[AD-A135848] p 216 N84-18894
Initial human response to nuclear radiation •
[AD-A137543] p 249 N84-21054
Some aspects of dosimetry in studies of biological
effects of nonionizing electromagnetic radiation
p 324 N84-2S248
Biophysics space research p 354 NS4-27426
Motor performance in irradiated rats as a function of
radiation source, dose, and time since exposure
[AD-A141209] p355 N84-28363
The interactive effects of morphine and ionizing radiation
on the latency of tail-withdrawal from warm water in the
rat
[AD-P003251] p382 N84-28418
Quaternary naltrexone reverse? rartinaanc. and
morphine-induced locornotor hyperactivity
[AD-P003252] p 382 N84-28419
The Defense Nuclear Agency intermediate dose
program: An overview (effects of total-body irradiation
on the performance of personnel in Army combat crews)
[AD-P003253] p 382 N84-28420
Estimated effects of ionizing radiation upon military task
performance: Individual combat crewmember
assessment
[AD-P003255] p 383 N84-28422
Roles of ionizing radiation in cell transformation
[OE84-013397] p 458 N84-32995
IONS
A study of the interaction of millimeter wave fields with
biological systems
[AO-A144150] p 486 N84-34910
IRIOIUU
Disruption of the terrestrial plant ecosystem at the
Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary, western interior
p 479 A84-47049
IRON
Paramagnetic metal complexes of iron in regenerative
processes of the liver p 126 A84-20905
Influence of highly dispersed iron powder on the life
span of irradiated mice p 241 A84-28374
Iron content of blood and iron saturation of blood serum
transfer™ following X-ray irradiation p 449 A84-429S9
IRRADIATION
A new stacked two-dimensional spectral iterative
technique (SIT) for analyzing microwave power deposition
in biological media • p69 A84-15544
Functional assessment of laser irradiation
[AD-A139490] p 320 N84-25273
Functional assessment of laser irradiation
[AD-A139507] p 321 N84-25274
Rat behavior in selection of negative stimulus: Pain or
exposure to electromagnetic field p 415 N84-30657
Biological effects of millimeter-wave irradiation: Living
bacterial organisms
(AD-A142474) p416 N84-30670
Preliminary result of our new Nationwide Evaluation of
X-ray Trends (NEXT) program for Italy
[ISS-L-84/3] p 434 N84-30693
IRREGULARITIES
Adaptation to irregularity of rest and activity
p 142 A84-21736
Adaptation to irregularity of rest and activity
P260 N84-21070
IRREVERSIBLE PROCESSES
Insulin and cortisol improve heat tolerance in isolated
perfused rat liver
[AD-A133382] p 133 N84-16758
ISCHEMIA
The effect of ischemia and postischemic restoration of
blood circulation on the ultrastructure of the neurons
p5 A84-11556
New methodical approaches to the use of measured
walking and running in the rehabilitation of patients with
myocardial infarction p 54 A84-13447
Determination of the habitual motor activity by means
of a pedometer with the objective of preventing the
ischemic heart disease P 56 A84-15030
Ultrastructural aspects of acute ischemia of the brain
in the case of the administration of nootropil (Experimental
siudy) p74 A84-17276
Mechanisms of pathological and reparative processes
in brain tissue cells in the postischemic period according
to data of electron-cytocnemical analysis of nuclear
chromatin and ribonucleoproteins p 74 A84-17277
The effect of prolonged hypokinesia on the
hemodynamics and contractile function of the myocardium
in patients with ischemic heart disease after limb
amputation p82 AM-17295
Myocardial ischemia in rats during exposure to
infrasound p 170 A84-23730
Effects of exercise on collateral development in
myocardial ischemia in pigs p 186 A84-26192
Exercise under hypoxia - A stress test for evaluation
of cases with ischaemic heart disease for rehabilitation
p215 A84-26380
Certain pathogenic mechanisms of ischemic stroke
during heart-rhythm disorders p 297 A84-32376
The value of ambulatory electrocardiographic monitoring
in cases of ischemic heart disorders
p299 A84-33062
Spontaneous disappearance of myocardial ischemia
during continuous physical exercise p 358 A84-37186
Pseudoischemic changes of EKG due to
hyperventilation p358 A84-37187
Diurnal variations of the contractility of the left ventricle
and the content of free fatty acids in the blood during
acute foca! rnyoc-arriiai isrrwwrda in rabbits
p346 A84-37193
Reaction of the cardiovascular system to cerebral
ischemia during the take-off of the spacecraft
p 361 A84-38347
Role of the sympathetic nervous system in adaptive
changes of the energy metabolism of the brain during
ischemia and in the post ischemic period
p407 A84-40697
Distinctive features of the central hemodynamics of
patients with ischemic disorders of cerebral circulation
p424 A84-41540
Informative value ol the category 4-4 of the Minnesota
code as an early sign of ischemic heart disease
p459 A84-43518
Clinical-physiological possibilities of predicting the
. course of ischemic heart disease p 489 A84-47999
Features characterizing endocrine functions and lipip
metabolism in flight personnel p 489 A84-49041
ISOLATION
Isolation stress-individual susceptibility in terms of
psychophysiological manifestations p 225 A84-26385
ISOMERS
Statistical fluctuation versus specific mechanism and the
origin of the left-handed asymmetry of proteins
p 131 A84-22846
Comparative analysis ol the role ol statistical fluctuations
and factor of advantage (parity non-conservation) in the
origins of optical activity p 131 A84-22847
Origins of biomolecular nandedness
p480 A84-47891
ISOTOPE EFFECT
Isotopic inferences of ancient biochemistries - Carbon,
sulfur, hydrogen, and nitrogen p 451 A84-43058
ISOTOPIC LABELING
Isopotic determination of amino acid-urea interactions
in exercise in humans p 142 A84-21037
The contribution of nuclear medicine to cardiology
p253 N84-21092
ITALY
Preliminary result of our new Nationwide Evaluation of
X-ray Trends (NEXT) program for Italy
[ISS-L-84/3] p434 N84-30693
ITERATION
A new stacked two-dimensional spectral iterative
technique (SIT) for analyzing microwave power deposition
in biological media p 69 A84-15544
JACKETS
Fuel fire tests of the helicopter crewman jacket
[AD-A140037] p 337 N84-25302
JET AIRCRAFT
Warnings and cautions - Are we on the right track? —
tactical jet aircraft alerting systems
[SAE PAPER 831458) p 268 A84-29495
JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
Noise characteristics on the ground run-up test by .
current combat aircraft and protection program for hearing
loss p210 A84-25183
JET ENGINE FUELS
Toxic Hazards Research Unit report 1983
[AD-A136170] p216 N84-18896
An industrial hygiene evaluation of F-16 aircraft refueling
inside dosed aircraft shelters
[AD-A138501] p256 N84-22157
JET LAG
Treatment of a 12-hour shift of sleep schedule with
benzodiazepines p 356 A84-36B74
USSR report Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
[JPRS-UBB-84-018] p 458 N84-32996
Pilot jet lag experiments described
p 467 N84-32997
JOINTS (ANATOMY)
The measurement of three-dimensional hand motion by
the use of V.T.R — Video Tape Recorder
p110 A84-18848
The dynamics of a manipulator with allowance for the
compliance ol the joints p 159 A84-21056
The role of the fixator muscles of the human shoulder
joint p295 A84-31509
The wavelike nature of time-joint angle trajectories in
humans P 425 A84-41566
Anomalies of joint tropism and spinal osteochondrosis
in flight personnel p 461 A84-43924
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
Appropriate lengths between phalanges of multijointed
fingers for stable grasping
[AD-A133448] p 121 N84-15806
Shoulder and hip joint for hard space suits and the
like
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11534-1] p 477 N84-33021
JP-4 JET FUEL
Rationale for a Threshold Limit Vaiue (TLV)R for
JP-4/Jet B wide cut aviation turbine fuel
[AD-A134814] p 150 N84-17827
JP-5 JET FUEL
The tenacity of petroleum and shale JP5
[AD-A142670] p433 N84-30690
JUDGMENTS
Human factors - Errors in judgement
p257 A84-28257
Training pilots in the area of judgment, decision making
and cockpit management
[SAE PAPER 831498] p 258 A84-29507
Pilot judgment - An operational viewpoint
[SAE PAPER 831499] p 258 A84-29508
Pilot judgement training validation experiment
p377 A84-39704
Direct comparison of intuitive, quasi-rational and
analytical cognition
[AD-A130273] p 31 N84-10751
A critical analysis of the uses of multiple regression in
the study of human judgement
[AD-A131224] p 31 N84-10755
Representations of perceptions of risks
[AD-A131443] p 32 N84-10759
External versus intuitive reasoning: The conjunction
fallacy in probability judgment
[AD-A131801] p68 N84-13778
Neurobehavioral effects of carbon monoxide (CO)
exposure in humans protocol 1
[AD-A133891] p 89 N84-15774
Task conditions versus stable individual differences as
determinants of experts' judgement policies
[AD-A134797] p 156 NS4-17841
Effort and accuracy in choice
[AD-A136881] p 227 N84-20161
Personnel technology: Performance appraisal, a
process approach
[AO-A138359] p 305 N84-23112
Effects of appraisal salience on immediate and
memory-based judgments
[AD-A140334 J p 334 N84-26295
Information search in judgment tasks: The effects of
unequal cue validity and cost
[AD-A141712] p414 N84-29437
The effect of information display format on multiple-cue
judgment
[AD-A142884] p 472 N84-31941
Medical-psychological problems of the occupational
reliability of flight personnel p490 N84-34136
KAOUNITE
" Room-temperature luminescence from kaolin induced
by organic amines p 272 A84-29602
Luminescence induced by dehydration of kaolin -
Association with electron-spin-active centers and with
surface activity for dehydration-polymerization of glycine
p312 A84-31609
KETONES
Effect of chilling and of subsequent self-heating on the
level of nonesterified fatty acids and ketone bodies in the
blood and organs of rats p 342 A84-36607
KEYING
Keying logics for alphanumeric keyboards and human
performance p 107 A84-18822
A-80
SUBJECTINDEX LEARNING
KIDNEY DISEASES
On certain molecular mechanisms responsible for
changes in the sensitivity of rat kidneys to aldosterone
in the case of neurogenic dystrohies of this organ
p49 .A84-15043
KIDNEYS ' . - . ' '
Transfer of 3H-aldosterone from cytosol receptors of
tubule celts of rat kidneys to nuclear receptors in the case
of reflex and denervation dystrophy of this organ
p126 A84-20896
The bonding of aldosterone by kidney cell receptors in
adult and senescent rats p 165 AS4-25647
Structural changes in the tissure components of
nephrons after thermal stress at various periods in
postnatal development p 284 A84-33055
Blood-flow distribution in the brain, kidney, intestine,
spleen and hind limbs of cats under acute hypoxia .
p407 A84-40698
Apparatus for disintegrating kidney stones
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12652-1] p 493 N84-34913
KINEMATICS
Kinematics and dynamics of multi-rigid-body opervchain
systems: Application to robot manipulators
p 163 N84-178S1
Analysis of the kinematic properties data of the shoulder
complex during forced motion
[AD-A13S913] p216 N84-1889S
Treatment of walking as controllable self-excited
oscillations p 392 N84-26942
A model of the shoulder girdle for use in rehabilitation
p 445 N84-30710
KINESTHESIA
A comparison of visual and kinesthetic-tactual displays
for compensatory tracking p 231 A84-25010
KINETIC ENERGY
Effects of insulin and hydrocortisone on energy
metabolism in rats irradiated with fast, 60 MeV neutrons
. p 458 N84-33002
KINETIC EQUATIONS
An optimal control problem in the study of' liver
kinetics
[CTH-MATH-1984-10] p 415 N84-29439
KINETICS
Effect of cyclic changes in cultivation conditions of
growth kinetics and physiological properties of yeasts
p 458 N84-32998
Upper to lower body muscular strength and endurance
ratios for women and men
[AD-A143821] ' p 498 N84-34168
KITS
Aircraft crew diet in emergency situations
p39 N84-11696
KNOWLEDGE
The effects of level of knowledge upon human problem
solving in a process control task p 115 A84-19314
Mental representation of circuit diagrams: Individual
differences in procedural knowledge
[AD-A136876] p 227 N84-20159
Symbolic knowledge processing for the acquisition of
expert behavior A study in medicine
[AD-A141835] p 437 N84-29460
KREBS CYCLE
Activity of some enzymes of the glutamic acid
metabolism and the Krebs cycle in the brain of rats exposed
to laser radiation and with altered functional condition of
the adrenoreceptors p 240 A84-28371
Oxidative enzyme activity in rat blood plasma and
subcellular fraction of liver following flight aboard
Cosmos-936 biosatellite p 320 N84-25265
LABOR
USSR report Human resources
[JPRS-UHR-84-O09] p311 N84-24103
Robotics impact on labor productivity examined
' p311 N84-24104
Biological clocks and shift work scheduling
[GPO-29-312J p327 N84-25277
LABYRINTH
Electrical responses of anterior roots to bulbar pyramid
and labyrinth stimulation in animals with a denervated
limb p77 A84-18998
SEM Investigation of the labyrinth of.Macaca mulatta
under hypokinetic conditions p 132 A84-22934
Caloric test, its modem versions,- merits and
shortcomings — labyrinth therapy p 211 A84-25599
Otoneurological symptoms in the diagnosis of diseases
of the inner ear p 296 A84-32360
The diagnostic value of the glycerol test in the case of
Meniere's syndrome p296 AB4-32361
Etiology and pathogenesis of Meniere's disease
p359 A84-37319
Vestibular-induced vomiting after vestibulocerebellar
lesions . p 462 A84-45665
LABYRINTHECTOMY
Disturbance of the compensation of the consequences
of delabyrinthation under the effect of a hyperbaric
nitrogen-oxygen mixture p 46 A84-14880
LACTATES
Lactate accumulation during incremental exercise with
varied inspired oxyen tractions p 14 A84-102SO
'Anaerobic threshold' - Problems of determination and
validation - p 15 A84-10284
Effect of training on blood lactate levels during
submaximal exercise p 323 A84-34704
Interrelationship between lactate dehydrogenase and its
isoenzyme content in the liver and blood serum in
experimental myocardial infarction p 343' A84-36616
Nonenzymatic formation of 'energy-rich' lactoyl and
gtyceroyl thioesters from gtyceraldehyde and a thiol
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Changes in cardiac output and orthostatic stability ot
cosmonauts p 25 N84-11697
Bone mineral analysis of rat vertebrae following space
flight COSMOS 1129
(AD-A133178J p 133 N84-16757
Beregovoy on cosmonaut training
p226 N84-182S1
Behavioral biology of mammalian reproduction and
development for a space station
[NASA-CR-173493] p 288 N84-23092
USSR report Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
volume 18. no. 2, March - April 1984
[JPRS-USB-84-004) p319 N84-25247
Main results of medical studies on Salyut-8-Soyuz
program p 324 N84-2S249
Blood plasma amino acid levels in cosmonauts before
and after 175-day mission aboard Salyut-6
p 325 N84-25250
Evaluation of changes in human axial skeletal bone
structures during long-term spaceflights
p325 N84-25251
Study of erythrocyte adhesion in cosmonauts
p325 N84-25252
Sanitary and hygienic features of cabin environment in
Salyut-7 orbital station p 336 N84-25253
Habitability and human productivity issues confronting
me Air Force Space Command
[AD-P003266] p 384 N84-28431
A systematic comparative analysis of conditions
analogous to long-duration space missions
[AD-P003353] p 387 N84-28469
Medical research program of 'Soyuz T-10* crew
p426 N84-28826
Comet studies, medical research on 'Salyut-7'
P426 N84-28832
Food specialists discuss cosmonaut diet
p 442 N84-28835
- Effect of living conditions in confined space on formation
of bacterial aerosol p 431 N84-30659
LONG TERM EFFECTS
Long-term retarded training effect of force loads
p18 A84-11554
Changes in the structure of lymphoid organs of rats under
long-term hypokinesia P 169 A84-23720
The effect of long-term hypokinesia on growth and
skeletal muscle in rats p 169 A84-23721
Chronic hypokinesis and 3 periods of the stress reactivity
in rats . P 179 A84-24385
Effects of extended hypoxia on night vision
P206 A84-24953
Long-range air capability and the South Atlantic
Campaign — soporifics for sleep control in extended
military flights p 247 A84-29812
Structure and repair of rat thymus ONA during long-term
irradiation p 343 A84-36619
Prolonged weightlessness and humoral immunity
p419 A84-40301
The dynamics of chromosome aberrations in monkey
bone marrow cells following prolonged irradiation
p481 A84-48041
Physiological responses to prolonged bed rest and fluid
immersion in humans P 489 A84-48537
Cells, embryos and development in space
p 191 N84-18862
In vitro seed to seed growth on dlnostats
p 192 N84-18863
Effects of long-term low-level radiofrequency radiation
exposure on rats. Volume 3: SAR (Specific Absorption
Rate) in rats exposed in 2450-MHz circularly polarized
waveguide
[AO-A135376] • p 196 N84-18890
Sustained physical activity in diverse situations:
Metabolic and hormone data p 252 N84-21077
Effects of long-term low-level radiofrequency radiation
exposure on rats. Volume 5: Evaluation of the immune
system's response
[AD-A138535] p 287 N84-24087
Some psychological consequences of prolonged social
isolation p 331 N84-2S2S7
Effects of long-term exposure to low positive
temperatures on cold-induced vasodilation
p 369 N84-28371
Effects of long-term low-level radiofrequency radiation
exposure on rats. Volume 6: Hematplogical, serum
chemistry, thyroxine, and protein ' electrophoresis
evaluations
[AD-A141124] p414 N84-29434
Effect of high ammonia content in pressure chamber
atmosphere on human adrenocortical system function
p 431 N84-30658
Measurement and modification of sensorimotor system
function during visual-motor performance
[AD-A142919] p 476 N84-31947
Effects of prolonged weightlessness on orchidaceaa
• proteins p485 N84-34130
LOSSES
The effects of dehydration on peripheral cooling
[AD-A130838] p 87 N84-15767
Estimating detection range and range loss looking
through windshields and Head-Up Displays
[AD-P003161] p392 N84-26592
LOUDNESS
distribution of individual indices of the subjective
evaluation of loudness p30 AS4-11337
Growth rate of loudness, annoyance, and noisiness as
a function of tone location within the noise spectrum
p293 A84-31109
LOW ALTITUDE
Visual cues in the simulation of low-level flight
IAD-A135461] p155 N84-17839
Perceptual factors in low altitude flight
[AD-P003329] - p 386 N84-28460
LOW COST
Use of low cost, low fidelity mockups for preproduction
testing p 115 A84-19309
LOW FREQUENCIES
Effect of constant and low-frequency magnetic fields
on biological systems p 432 N84-30678
LOW TEMPERATURE
Ths sffscis oi deiiydfnuofi on peripheral coonng
[AD-A130838] p 87 N84-15767
Arctic personnel effects
[AD-A134892] p 150 N84-17829
Standards for protective goggles for use in the cold
[AO-A137288] p 234 N84-20179
Cognitive performance change during a 6-hour hike at
low temperature in simulated rain, at controlled walking
rates
[AD-A138358J p 301 N84-23100
A non-dimensional analysis of cardiovascular response
to cold stress. Part 1: Identification of the physical
parameters that govern the thermoregulatory function of
the cardiovascular system
[AD-A138710] p328 N84-25285
The effect of lesions in the preoptic-anterior
hypothalamus on the reflexive responses of rats to cold
[AD-A144020J p 484 N84-34126
Regulation and characteristics of cold-induced
vasodilation
[AD-A143797] p 492 N84-34158
LOW TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS
Hygienic evaluation of microclimate and the thermal
condition of humans during the performance of easy work
in Siberian enterprises p 200 A84-23716
Coagulation and fibrinolytic responses to exercise and
cold exposure p 247 A84-29817
Blood volume responses in partially dehydrated subjects
working in the cold p 247 A84-29818
Performance and sensory aspects of work in cold
environments A review p 375 A84-37261
Development of passive diver thermal protection
system
[AD-A130685] p 39 NBA-10762
LOW TEMPERATURE TESTS
The seasonal characteristics of the effect of low
temperature on the activity of brain monamine oxidase
and the sensitivity of rats to hyperoxia p 4 A84-10846
LOW VISIBILITY
Investigation of interactions between helmet-mounted
sight/display, sensor platform and human pilot
[ESA-TT-746] p 338 N84-26299
LOWER BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE
Physical fitness and cardiovascular response to lower
body negative pressure p 141 A84-21031
Skin and muscle vascular resistance during tilt and neck
suction p 204 A84-24345
Cardiovascular responses to bicycle exercise during
lower body negative pressure p 204 A84-24348
Cardiovascular responses to head-down tilt in young and
middle-aged men p 205 A84-24352
Changes in cardiac output and orthostatic stability of
cosmonauts p 25 N84-11697
Normal human coronary circulation during postural tests
and decompression of lower hall of body
p26 N84-116S*
Effect ot redistribution of blood on severity of spatial
position illusions in weightlessness p 26 N84-11701
Lower body graduated negative pressure system
[NASA-CR-171717] p 71 N84-12725
Method and apparatus for simulating gravitational forces
on a Irving organism
[NASA-CASE-MSC-20202-1] p 162 N84-1S803
Value of the lower body negative pressure test in
aerospace medicine p 254 N84-21096
Simulation of physiological effects of negative pressure
on man p 431 N84-30662
LUBRICATING OILS
Inhalation toxicology. 3: Evaluation of thermal
degradation products from aircraft and automobile engine
oils, aircraft hydraulic fluid, and mineral oil
[AO-A133221] p90 N84-15778
LUMINAIRES
Visually evoked response from sum of sines
stimulation p92 A84-I66S5
The preservation of the 2-S retinol receptor in the rat
retina in injuries induced by the visible light
p125 A84-20881
LUMINANCE
Figure-ground segregation by motion contrast and by
luminance contrast p33S A84-33607
Temporal sensitivities related to color theory
p322 A84-33810
Eye spectral sensitivity and 'aa variation with luminance
level
[RAE-TR-83043] p 216 N84-18892
The perception of saturation and hue on colour cathode
ray tubes
[AO-A1436451 p 488 N84-34167
LUMINESCENCE
Roonvtsmpofsturo tuminosconco from kftottn inducsd
by organic amines p 272 A84-29602
Luminescence induced by dehydration of kaolin -
Association with electron-spin-active centers and with
oiiilacs activity iuc dehydration-polymerization ot gtytine
p312 A84-31609
Controls of intracellutar communication mediated by gap
junctions p 13 N84-11738
LUMINOUS INTENSITY
A combined hygienic evaluation of industrial factors of
low and medium intensity acting simultaneously
p385 A84-39012
The effect of various carbon sources on the growth of
single-celled cyanophyta
[NASA-TM-77090] p 136 N84-17804
Influence of level of adaptation to light upon estimation
of brightness p 372 N84-2838S
LUNAR COMPOSITION
The effect of lunar soil and metal oxides on the thermal
and radiative-chemical stability of amino acids
p71 A84-14879
On the abiotic formation of amino acids. I - HCN as a
precursor of amino adds detected in extracts of lunar
samples. II - Formation of HCN and amino acids from
simulated mixtures of gases released from lunar
samples p340 A84-3SS97
LUNAR SOIL
The effect of lunar soil and metal oxides on the thermal
and radiative-chemical stability of amino adds
p 71 AB4-14879
Photolysis of uradl and uridine in the presence of lunar
soil p 122 A84-16939
LUNG MORPHOLOGY
Overall 'gain' of the respiratory control system in
normoxte humans awake and asleep p 22 A84-12660
Interserosa) forces: The pressure environment of the
central circulations and nature's internal *G suits'. II - The
thoracic containers, analysis via the DSR — Dynamic
Spatial Reconstruction p 180 A84-24392
Voluntary control of current lung ventilation by
instrumented feedback p209 A84-25121
Small airways, lung function and aviation
p299 A84-32573
External respiration after extensive lung resection under
conditions of regeneration stimulation
p284 AS4-33054
Morphological and physiological responses of the lungs
of dogs to acute decompression p454 A84-44088
LUNGS
Platelets and leukocytes in the lungs after acute
hypobaric hypoxia p9 A84-12661
Leukotriene synthesis and receptor blockers block
nypoxic pulmonary vasuconsUiction p 318 A84-34707
Measurement of lung function using the magnetometer
system
IAD-A130841] p23 N84-10738
Fourier-processed Images of dynamic lung function from
list-mode data
[DE83-013276] p 24 N84-10741
Pulmonary dosimetry of niUoyen dioxide in animals and
man
[PB83-243394) p 51 N84-12711
Interaction of anti-G measures and chest wan mechanics
in determining gas exchange
[AD-A133740] p 89 N84-15775
Respiratory trad dosing volume and structure oi total
lung capacity during seven-day hypokinesia In head-down
position p145 N84-16778
The effects of high frequency positive pressure
ventilation on nypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction
p220 N84-20151
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LYMPH
The development and structure of the lymphoepithelial
pharyngeal ring of the Macacus rhesus
p5 A84-11559
Clinical-morphological - characteristics of the
thymicolymphatic condition in'adolescents and adults
p81 A84-17286
Pathways of lymph movement in the case of the blocking
of the medial superficial lymphatic vessels of the lower
extremities p82 A84-17299
Structural mechanisms of microcirculatory lymph
channels p 125 A84-20892
LYMPHOCYTES
A component model of human lymphocyte blast
transformation stimulated by phytohemagglutinin
P44 A84-13486
A Effect of the intra-tracheal injection of gamma-globulin
• on mitotic activity and the prolilerative pool of tharymphoid
cells of the respiratory organs p 44 AM-13487
Investigation of molecular mechanisms of the
radiation-induced death of lymphoid cells
Radio-protective effect of cysteamine on thymocyte
subpopulations, differing in radio sensitivity
p46 A84-14901
The state of cellular factors of immunity in the adaptation
by animals to Alpine regions and the dynamics of radiation
Sickness P 48 A84-14997
Human cellular immune responsiveness following space
flight . p58 A84-15169
Lymphocytes in the human brain p 81 A84-17284
Sensitivity of muscle tissue and lymphocytes to insulin
after a bum trauma p 285 A84-33059
Recovery of cell immunity systems after sublethal
irradiation . p 316 AB4-34476
Cell sensitivity to gravity •• p 396 A84-40309
Comparative study of alpha-glucosidase activity in the
lymphocytes and granulocytes of human peripheral
blood p424 AB4-41544
Adenosine, its metabolism, and possible mechanisms
of its participation in the function of immune-system cells
p412 A84-41558
Proliferative activity and frequency of chromosome
•• aberrations in the first mitosis in 50-, 60-, "and 70-hour
cultures of irradiated lymphocytes and in- mixed cultures
of irradiated and nonirradiated cells p 449 A84-42955
The dose-dependence of the yield of chromosome
aberrations in human lymphocytes following irradiation of
peripheral blood with monoenergetic neutrons of 2,4. and
6 MeV p 489 A84-48042
Changes in the T and B systems of immunity in seamen
during a long cruise p 148 N84-17819
Statistical analysis of high SCE frequency cells in human
lymphocytes
[DE84-005433J p 243 N84-21042
Some immunological mechanisms of adaptation of
seamen to conditions of low latitude sailing
p249 N84-21052
Effects of long-term low-level radiofrequency radiation
exposure on rats. Volume 5: Evaluation of the immune
system's response
[AD-A138535] 'p 287 N84-24087
LYSINE
Microbiology and food program p458 N84-32999
LYSOGENESIS
. Interferon induces natural killer cell blastogenesis in
vivo p455 A84-45550
LYSOZYME
Daily changes in the activity of lysosomal enzymes in
the liver of mice and rats p 352 A84-39020
Biochemical and histochemical adaptations of skeletal
muscle to rat suspension p 189 N84-18849
M
MACHINE TOOLS
Industry urged to increase output of NC machine tool,
robotics ' p311 N84-23914
Use of robots in Estonian auto, machine tool industries
viewed p311 N84-23916
Testing and control of a compliant wrist
[AD-A140842] p 393 N84-27445
MACROPHAGES
Possibility of the appearance of cellular structures on
the surface of the vascular plexus, revealed by scanning
electron microscopy p 75 A84-17282
Beta-interferon inhibits cell .infection by Trypanosoma
cruzi p 455 A84-45549
MAGNETIC DISTURBANCES
Effect of geomagnetic disturbances on the conditions
of cardiovascular functions in athletes
p 488 A84-46538
MAGNETIC EFFECTS
The effect of a constant magnetic field on the processes
of peroxide oxidation of lipids in ptiospholipkJ
membranes p 8 A84-12570
The effect of unvarying and low-frequency magnetic
fields on biological systems p 128 A84-21726
Synergistic effect of gamma rays and a constant
magnetic field — on plant growth p 170 A84-23724
Time-varying magnetic fields - Effect on DMA
synthesis
[AD-A145225] p 172 A84-24099
Kinetic analysis of the possibility of the effect of a
constant magnetic field on the rate, of enzymatic
reactions p 182 A84-25145
The use of a variable magnetic field for treating
edematous exophthalmon p 297 A84-32385
Experimental studies }f the response reactions of the
body to a constant magnetic field (on the basis of the
parameters of ultrastructural changes in central neurons
and some neuroimmune phenomena)
p282 A84-32387
Features of hypothalamic neurosecretion under the
effect of constant magnetic fields p 282 A84-32388
dinicobiological aspects of the effect of the magnetic
field on chronic venous insufficiency
p424 A84-41542
Effects of constant magnetic fields on rats and mice -
A study of weight p 452 A84-43733
Reactions of cerebral cortex neurons to alternating
magnetic field on glutamic acid p 418 N84-30681
MAGNETIC EQUATOR
The initial orientation of homing pigeons on the magnetic
equator, with and without Sun compass
[INPE-3104-PRE/503] p 321 N84-26271
MAGNETIC FIELDS
Speculations and facts on the possible inductions of
chirality through earth magnetic field
p 401 A84-40471
Condition of erythrocytes during long-term exposure to
magnetic field p11 N84-11711
Eruption of permanent dentition in rhesus monkeys
exposed to ELF (Extremely low frequency) fields
[AD-A132065] p 50 N84-12703
Human reactions to etf electric and magnetic fields: An
annotated bibliography of current literature, 3rd edition
[PB83-259648] p 86 N84-14679
Permeability of sodium sulfacyt through membrane
structures differing in degree of organization with exposure
to low-frequency magnetic field p 134 N84-16763
Influence of variable magnetic field on bactericidal effect
of ionizing radiation p 134 ' N84-16765
Comparative characteristics of erythron reactions to
nypoxic hypoxia. immobilization and high-intensity
stationary magnetic field p 135. N84-16785
Studies of electrically stimulated rat limb and peripheral
nerve regeneration
[AD-A134358] . p 136 N84-17806
Biological effects of electric fields: An overview •
[DE84-005888] p 244 N84-22144
Mouse adrenal corticosterone content during prolonged
exposure to high-intensity stationary magnetic field
p 320 N84-25269
Neuromagnetic investigation of workload and attention
[ AD-A140946] p 373 N84-28394
Effect of constant and low-frequency magnetic fields
on biological systems p 432 N84-30679
Reactions of cerebral cortex neurons to alternating
magnetic field on glutamic acid p416 N84-30681
MAGNETIC FLUX
The use of a variable magnetic field for treating
edematous exophthalmos p 297 A84-32385
Recording the heart's magnetic field
p389 A84-37190
MAGNETIC INDUCTION
The double magnetic induction method for measuring
eye movement - Results in monkey and man
p335 A84-33544
MAGNETIC MEASUREMENT
Measurement of lung function using the magnetometer
system
[AD-A130841] • p23 N84-10738
MAGNETIC VARIATIONS
Dynamics of interfiemispheric asymmetry during
variations of the geomagnetic field p 364 A84-38514
MAGNETOCARDIOGRAPHY
Recording the heart's magnetic field
p389 A84-37190
MAGNETOMETERS
Recording the heart's magnetic field
p 389 A84-37190
Measurement of lung function using the magnetometer
system '" .
[AO-A130841] p23 N84-10738
The application of a superconducting quantum
interference device second-order gradiometer to measure
. visual evoked responses
[AD-A138407] ., p 256 N84-22156
MAINTAINABILITY
A performance-based technique for assessing
equipment maintainability
[AD-A133518] p 122 N84-15809
MAINTENANCE
The maintenance and testing of survival suits - Problems
and options p 264 A84-28259
A performance-based technique for assessing
equipment maintainability
[AD-A133518] p 122 N84-15809
Missile component repair while wearing NBC protective
clothing
[AD-A137315] p 235 N84-20180
Operation and maintenance of selected ozone and
ultraviolet disinfection systems
.[PB84-180124] • p446 N84-30719
MAINTENANCE TRAINING
Conducting simulator training effectiveness studies -
Lessons learned in the F-16 SAMT evaluation — Simulated
Aircraft Maintenance Trainers p115 A84-19312
Design for effective maintenance - Safety data provide
important directions p116 A84-19321
MALES
Cardiovascular responses to head-down tilt in young and
middle-aged men p 205 A84-24352
Geneticophysiological mechanisms in the regulation of
the functions of the testes — Russian book
p482 A84-49338
Prevention of acute mountain sickness by
dexamethasone
[AD-A131533] p 23 . N84-10737
Adaptations to a high fat diet which increase exercise
endurance in male rats p 52 N84-13755
Metabolic disturbances in man in an environment with
low ammonia level and their correction by graded physical
exertisa p 146 N84-16780
Effects of heat acclimation on atropine impaired
thermoregulation .
[AD-A139292] .. p 328 N84-25282
Changes in attitudes toward women at the Air Force
Academy
[AD-P003261] p384 N84-28428
Risk-taking performance of military personnel: Sex
differences and practice effects
[AD-P003262] . p 384 N84-28429
Upper body exercise performance: ' Comparison
between women and men -. '
[AD-A142330] p 429 N84-29454
Oxygen affinity of hemoglobin, 3 hours after passive
increase in altitude from 400 to 1800 metres
[RAE-TRANS-2118] p 468 N84-33004
Upper to lower body muscular strength and endurance
ratios for women and men
[AD-A143821] p 498 N84-34168
MAMMALS
The biochemistry of memory - A new and specific
hypothesis p 319 A84-36223
Spectral sensitivity of a novel photoreceptive system
mediating entrainment of mammalian circadian rhythms
p344 A84-36743
A study of the radiobiological aspects of the ribosomal
genes of animals p481 A84-48039
The effects of hyperbaric elemental gases on the rate
coefficient of K(+) influx in mammalian synaptosomes
p52 N84-13754
Mammalian gravity receptors: Structure and
metabolism p 188 N84-18840
Effects of simulated weightlessness on mammalian
development Part 1: Development of cllnostat for
mammalian tissue culture and use in studies on meiotjc
maturation of mouse oocytes p 192 N84-18868
Growth and differentiation of mammalian embryonic
tissues exposed to hypergravity in vivo and in vitro
p 193 N84-18869
Rodent CMS neuron development Timing of cell birth
and death p 193 N84-18870
MAN ENVIRONMENT INTERACTIONS
Integrator of climate data for assessing indoor
microclimate p 36 A84-11570
The present state of chronomedicine
p75 A84-17290
Repeated measures of information processing — in
operator performance tests p 109 A84-18836
Main findings and prospects relating to the ecological
physiology of humans p 207 AS4-25101
The physiology of work in the mountains - Problems
and prospects p207 A84-25102
Strategy of psychic adaptation In Antarctic conditions
p223 A84-25103
Utilization of results of analyses of work conditions and
health of rail-transport traffic controllers in the planning
of health measures p 421 A84-40704
Work capacity and fatigue in a color environment
P421 A84-40706
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Effect of geomagnetic disturbances on the conditions
of cardiovascular functions in athletes
p488 A84-46538
Sketches of the theory and practice of human ecology
— Russian book p 479 A84-47597
Situational interaction: A peer counseling approach to
AWOL (unauthorized absences from duty) reduction
[AD-P003243] p 381 N84-28410
Guidelines for Man/Display interfaces with relevance
to military environments
[AD-A142171] p443 N84-29482
MAN MACHINE SYSTEMS
Analysis and classification of human error
P29 A84-10388
Theory and experiment in the analysis of the work of
operators — Russian book p 33 A84-10473
Compatibility analysis of the MBU-14/P oxygen mask
and U.S. Navy oxygen regulators p34 A64-10721
The effects of cuing in time-shared tasks — for aircraft
ffight route-way-point information p 29 A84-10971
Human factors in flight simulator development
p37 A84-11921
Standardization of microclimate for persons performing
mental work (on the example of the driver's cab of a
mainline locomotive) P 68 A84-15033
Smart stick controllers in an acceleration environment
p102 A84-16662
Some comparisons of orvdisplay arid off-display touch
input devices tor'interaction with computer generated
displays P 102 A84-17013
Experimental design of a model for the dynamic
behaviour of pilot candidates p 103 A84-18589
Modeling and identification of aircraft pilot models via
partitioning estimation algorithms p 103 A84-1S639
Human Factors Society, Annual Meeting, 26th, Seattle,
WA, October 25-29,1982, Proceedings
p103 AB4-18776
Evaluation of control station design - The crew human
engineering software system p 104 AB4-18781
Human factors dimensions in. the evolution of
increasingly automated control rooms for near-earth
satellites p 104 A64-18784
Methodology for exploring voice-interactive avionics
tasks Optimizing Interactive dialogues
p 104 A84-18786
Human factors guidelines for the use of synthetic speech
devices p 104 A84-18787
The perception of flicker and glare on computer CRT
displays p .104 • A84-18789
Evaluation of CRT-displayed digital imagery using
subjective scaling p 105 A84-18796
Representing human cognition in complex man-machine
environments — for fighter pilot performance analysis
p94 AS4-18797
User-computer Interface design of a complex tactical
display terminal p 108 A84-18828
Human operator simulation In the cognitive domain
p110 A84-18850
Application of Prometheus III, simulation of human crash
dynamics for energy absorption studies
p111 A84-18853
Contingency In visual scanning of cockpit traffic
displays . p111 A84-1B854
How a new Instrument affects pilot's mental workload
p111 A84-18855
Human Factors Society, Annual Meeting, 27th, Norfolk,
VA, October 10-14,1983, Proceedings. Volumes 1 8. 2
p112 A84-19276
A comparison of manual and vocal response modes
for the control of aircraft systems p 112 A84-19283
Pilot workload factors in the total pllot-vehlcle-task
system p113 A84-19291
Pilot onsntod porforrnsnco rnossuromont
p1U A84-19304
Crew system assessment methods applied to derivative
fighter cockpits p114 A84-19305
Use of low cost, low fidelity mockups for preproducfion
testing . p 115 A84-19309
Theoretical development of an adaptive secondary task
to measure pilot workload for flight evaluations
p115 A84-19311
Tracking with multiple Independent response functions
P115 A84-19313
The effects of level of knowledge upon human problem
solving In a process control task p115 A84-19314
A comparison of analog and digital scales for use In
heads-up displays p 117 A64-19328
Development of a human factors methodology for
NASA-Goddard Space night Center
P117 A84-19332
Case study - Designing the ERBS control room — Earth
Radiation Budget Satellite p 117 A84-19333
Army pilot ergonomics p 157 A84-19647
Determination of the characteristics of Information
reception by an operator In man-machine systems
p 158 A84-20553
Human system interface concerns in support system
design . p 159 A84-21637
Models of human problem solving-Detection, diagnosis,
and compensation for system failures
p159 A84-21638
Measuring, modeling, and augmenting reliability of
man-machine systems p 160 A84-21639
Perspective on human performance modelling
p 160 A84-21641
Model of the human observer and decision maker -
Theory and validation p 160 A84-21642
An interactive system for supporting multiobjective
decision making p 160 A84-21643
Human display monitoring and failure detection - Control
theoretic models and experiments p 160 A84-21645
A simulation study with a combined network and
production systems model of pilot behavior on an
ILS-approach p 153 A84-21648
Contributions of conQruont pitch notion cuo to hurruin
activity in manual control p 153 A84-21649
Helicopter warning signals - Comparative study of
individual and group interviews p225 A84-254OO
Smart Stick controllers p 231 A84-25511
The future flying office — computerized flight stations
and automated office p263 A84-26786
Impact of digital systems technology on man-vehicle
systems resssrch p 263 A54-2S769
Human factors - Errors in judgement
p257 A84-28257.
The development of a dynamic response sensing and
recording system for Incorporation into a state-of-the-art
manikin p 265 A84-28849
Aerospace Behavioral Engineering Technology
Conference. 2nd, Long Beach, CA. October 3-6. 1983,
Proceedings p267 A84-29476
Pilot monitoring of airplane acceleration on takeoff
[SAE PAPER 831415] . p 257 A84-29480
Workload assessment metrics - What happens when
they dissociate?
[SAE PAPER 831416] p 257 AS4-29481
Man's role in a remote orbital servicing system
[SAE PAPER 831422] p 268 A84-29485
Practical guidance for the design of controls and displays
for single pilot IFR
[SAE PAPER 831423] p 257 A84-29486
Improving the operator interface through use of a touch
Interactive display
1 SAE PAPER 831459) p 268 A84-29496
Information interpretation through pictorial format
[SAE PAPER 831468] . p 268 A84-29501
Integrated voice controls and speech displays for
rotorcraft mission management
[SAE PAPER 831523] p 268 A84-29515
Man/machine; man/man, or Murphy1* Law revisited
[SAE PAPER 831526] p 258 A84-29517
Communications - Major human factor In cockpit
[SAE PAPER 831530] p 268 A84-29519
The touch-sensitive control/display unit • A promising
computer Interface '
[SAE PAPER 831532] p 269 AB4-29520
Integrated modelling approaches In advanced cockpit
automation
[SAE PAPER 831543] p 269 A64-29522
Computers In the cockpit - But what about the pilots?
(SAE PAPER 831548] p 259 A84-29525
HabJtabiUty design elements for a space station
[AAS PAPER 83-200] p 269 A84-29853
Human systems Interfaces for Space Stations
[AIAA PAPER 84-1115] p 336 A84-34009
Automation In teleoperation from a man-machine
Interface viewpoint
[AIAA PAPER 84-1116] p 336 A84-34017
Footprints In the asphalt — man-carrying,
gasoline-powered, hydraulically actuated, six-legged
walking machine , p389 A84-37885
Psychic states of humans In special conditions of
activity p377 A84-37817
The pilot interlace with cockpit automation and advanced
avionics systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-2241] p 391 A84-39284
Behavioral Objectives in Aviation Automated Systems
Symposium; Proceedings of the Aerospace Congress and
Exposition, Anaheim, CA, October 25-28,1982
p440 A84-41051
Distribution of man-machine controls in space
teleoperation p440 A84-41053
The pilot's role in manned space flight
p43S A84-41054
Space Shuttle crew station requirements - Past and
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The development and structure of the tymphoeptthelial
pharyngeal ring of the Macacus rhesus
pS AB4-11559
The microcirculatory bed of the liver according to data
of scanning electron microscopy p5 A84-11560
Human morphology — Russian textbook
p 43 A64-13420
Quantitative morphology in studies of the regularities
of chronopathotogy p43 A84-13478
Functional morphology and metabolic characteristics of
tissue basophils and basophlllc granulocytes of the
blood p43 A84-13460
The effect of thymosln on the ultrastructure of rat bone
marrow p44 A84-13488
The effect of weightlessness on cell-morphology
changes during mlcrosporogenesls In Tradescantia
paludosa In experiments on Vostok 3,4, 5,8; Voskhod-1:
andCosmos-110, 368 p44 AM-13741
Anatomteal-echocardiographic correlations of heart
structures - Additional diagnostic cross sections
p56 A84-15027
Morphophotometric methods for examining the
microscopic blood vessels In the bulbar conjunctiva
p69 A64-15045
Ultrastructural aspects of acute Ischemia of the brain
in the case of the administration of nootropll (Experimental
study) p74 A84-17276
Possibility of the appearance of cellular structures on
the surface of the vascular plexus, revealed by scanning
electron microscopy p 75 A84-17282
Morphological criteria of the structural asymmetry of
cortex and subcortex formations in the human brain
p81 A84-17283
Clinical-morphological characteristics of the
trrymicolymphaUc condition in adolescents and adults
p81 AS4-17286
Cytoarchitectonics of frontal area fields of the cerebral
cortex in Papk) hamadryas and Macaca rhesus in
ontogeny p 75 A84-17297
Significance of aorta-branching characteristics in the
regulation of regional blood flow in humans
p82 A84-17298
Functional evolution of the central nervous system
p 76 A84-18497
The structure of proteins in biological membranes
p 123 A84-20249
Structural mechanisms of microcirculatory lymph
channels p 125 A84-20892
Dynamics of morphological changes in rat adrenals and
lymphoid organs under immobilization stress
p 126 AS4-20893
Features of the ultrastructure organization of yeast cells
taken from the Antarctic ice sheet p 128 AB4-21728
Changes in the structure of lymphoid organs of rats under
long-term hypokinesia p 169 A84-23720
Antiorthostatic hypokinesia in monkeys (experimental
morphological study) p 174 A84-24350
Morphofunctional changes in the heart of adult and
senescent rabbits when the hypothalamus is stimulated
over several days p 185 A84-25646
Rne-structural changes in the midgut of old Drosophila
melanogaster p 242 A84-29613
Influonco of insotstion on tho uttrsstructuro of optdormsl
cells p294 A84-31477
Spiral arrangement of muscular elements In the walls
of blood vessels and its importance for hemodynamics
p279 A84-31506
The structure of the walls of osseous lacunas during
their formation p 279 A84-31S08
Morphological changes of erythrocytes under the effect
of cold on the body p280 A84-31513
Observations on the connectivity of the parvicellular
rettcular formation with respect to a vomiting center
p280 A84-31601
Clinical-morphological characterization of the aditus
block in the case of chronic suppurative otitis media
p296 A84-32358
The effect of different protein contents in the diet on
the structure of blood vessels p 281 A84-32372
Structural and functional organization of the medial
fascicle of the forebrain p283 A84-32466
Structural changes in the fissure components of
nephrons after thermal stress at various periods in
postnatal development p284 A84-33055
Mechanisms of adaptive reorganization of erythrocyte
energy metabolism in acute hemorrhage
p285 A84-33154
The gtycocalix of membranes in the receptor cells of
the sense organs p342 A84-36603
Potyrnorphonudear leukocytes and macrophages in
reactions of inflammation and hypersenslbvity
p345 A84-37177
Functiogenic hypertrophy of the human heart on the
morphological level — Russian book
P418 AR4-W116
Survival of frog striated musoto after pressure cooling
p406 A84-40519
Morphophysiological relationships revealed by the
mathematical modeling of reactive changes of neurons
p408 AB4-40713
Evolutionary connections of biological kingdoms based
on protein and nucleic add sequence evidence
p408 A84-40825
Establishing homotogies in protein sequences
p409 A84-41041
Functional element of the liver In normal and pathological
conditions p412 A84-41559
Evaluation of human blood morphological composition
during exercise In sealed chamber with different
concentrations of ammonia p 146 N84-16779
Simulating certain aspects of hypogravtty: Effects on
the mandlbular Incisors of suspended rats (PULEH
model) p189 N84-18B44
Morphological and hlstochemlcal studies of bone and
cartilage during periods of stimulated weightlessness
p189 N84-18847
The role of gravity In leaf blade curvatures
p192 N84-18885
Contribution of standard X-ray to cardiovascular
exploration during the clinical examination of flying
personnel p253 N84-21088
Morphological study of primate muscle fibers and
irtcfocirculBtiofl during hosd-down hypoldnosis
p328 N84-25262
Structural distinctions of thyroid C cells and parathyroid
glands of primates during head-down hypokinesia
p 326 N84-25263
MORTALITY
Relationship between rat heat stress mortality and
alterations in reticuloendothelical carbon clearance
function p278 A64-30867
The protective effect of hypoxic preadaptation on the
animal mortality rate from acute circulatory disorders
caused by intense excitation of the brain
p413 A84-42525
Correlation between plasma fibronectin level and
mortality following experimental rate heat stress
[AD-A143383] p 457 N84-32991
MOTION
Perception of the movement of visual scenes during
horizontal body rotation
[NAL-TR-787] - p 334 N84-26292
MOTION PERCEPTION
An effect of speed on Induced motion
p30 A84-12786
Detection of oscillatory motion p 65 A84-14985
Dynamic occlusion in the perception of rotation In
depth p66 A84-15571
Role of corollary discharge In space constancy
p66 A84-15572
A-94
SUBJECTINDEX MUSCLES
Paradoxical retinal motions during head movements •
Apparent motion without equivalent apparent
displacement p 66 A84-15573
An illusory motion ol a stationary target during head
motion is unaffected by paradoxical retinal motion - A reply
toShebilskeandProffitt(1983) p66 A84-1SS74
Optical flow and texture variables useful for detecting
changes in simulated sett motion p 118 A84-19334
Texture changes versus size changes as stimuli for
motion in depth
[AD-A140390] p 137 A84-20018
Smooth pursuit eye movements in response to
predictable target motions p 138 A84-20021
A comparison of oculomotor pursuit of a target in circular
real, beta ot Sigma motion p 151 AB4-20022
Failure to find en absolute retinal limit of a putative
short-range process in apparent motion
p 152 A84-20023
The detection of motion in the peripheral visual field
[AD-A140379] p 152 A84-20622
Factors Influencing velocity coding in the human visual
system p 152 A84-20623
The coding of velocity of movement in the human visual
system p 153 A84-20624
Coherent global motion percepts from stochastic local
motions p153 A84-20625
Contributions of congruent pitch motion cue to human
activity in manual control p 153 A84-21649
The structure of the human motion detection system
p 221 AS4-23624
vlsual-vestibular interaction in roll - Psychophysics and
physiology p 204 A84-24335
Characteristics of depth perception with regard to the
relative motion of objects p 209 A84-25125
Threshold sensitivity of analyzers in adult electro-gas
welders and students of vocational schools with different
degrees of occupational skill p 211 A84-25368
The effect ot expectations on slow oculomotor control.
IV Anticipatory smooth eye movements depend on prior
target motions p 245 A84-28032
A delay In the visual perception ot motion in flight
simulators P 303 A84-32963
Figure-ground segregation by motion contrast and by
luminance contrast p 335 A84-33607
Temporal covarlance model of human motion
perception p335 A84-33609
Acceleration perceived with dynamic visual noise
p322 A84-33623
Dynamic acuity of vision p 356 AS4-36606
Smooth eye-movement control with secondary visual
feedback p 375 A84-36625
Effect of stimulation parameters on the visual detection
of oscillatory motion p 462 A84-45925
The effects of exposure duration and luminance on the
3-dot hyperecuty task p 463 A84-46436
Human susceptibility to motion disease under conditions
ot combined vestibular and optokinetic stimulation and
reduced field of vision p 463 A84-46475
False cue reduction In moving flight simulators
p497 A84-49475
Optical flow and texture variables useful in simulating
self motion (2)
[ AD-A133597] p 90 N84-15779
Oculometric indices of simulator and aircraft motion
[NASA-CR-3801] p 334 N84-26291
Interactions of motion perception with pattern
perception
[AD-P003363] p 388 NB4-28476
visual information transfer. 1: Assessment of specific
information needs. 2: The effects of degraded motion
feedback. 3: Parameters of appropriate instrument
scanning behavior
[NASA-CR-173913] p 477 N84-33020
MOTION SICKNESS
Transdermal scopolamine in the prevention of motion
sickness - Evaluation of the time course of efficacy
p20 A84-12061
Motion sickness susceptibility related to ACTH. ADH and
TSH p206 A84-24368
The role of tissue receptors and specific structures of
medulla otalongata in the fluid distribution
p 179 A84-24391
Motion sickness susceptibility in student navigators
p 247 A84-29814
Space motion sickness and vestibular adaptation to
weightlessness p 289 AS4-30333
Neural mechanisms of motion sickness
p275 A84-30334
Simulation ot the physiological mechanisms of the space
motion sickness . p 289 A84-30337
Elioitation of motion sickness by head movements in
the microgravity phase of parabolic flight maneuvers
p357 A84-36931
Motion sickness incidence - Distribution of time to first
emosis and comparison of some complex motion
conditions p 357 A84-36932
Drug treatment of motion sickness - Scopolamine alone
end combined with ephedrine in real and simulated
situations p 420 A84-40359
A cnoQnomimetic model of motion sickness and space
adaptation syndrome p 459 A84-43728
Vestibular-induced vomiting after vestibutocerebellar
lesions p462 AB4-45665
Why do astronauts suffer space sickness?
P462 A84-46256
Human susceptibility to motion disease under conditions
of combined vestibular and optokinetic stimulation and
reduced field of vision p 463 A84-46475
Sea sickness — Russian book p 488 A84-47496
Motion sickness incidence: Distribution of time to first
emests and comparison of some complex motion
conditions
[AD-A131930] pS4 N84-13772
Biomedlcal Research Division significant
accomplishments for FY 1SS3
[NASA.TM-S5929] p 198 NS4-20128
Physiological data acquisition system and motion
sickness prevention trainer
[AD-A138361] p 255 N84-22153
Motion sickness — literature study
[IZF-1983-21] p256 N84-2215B
Airsickness during Naval flight officer training: Reel
readiness squadrons
[AD-A138973) p 302 N84-24095
Motion illness: A bibliography
[AD-A1393421 p 327 N84-25276
Perception of the movement of visual scenes during
horizontal body rotation
[NAL-TR-787] p 334 N84-26292
MOTION SICKNESS DRUGS
Side effects of antimotion sickness drugs
p 143 A84-21737
Experimental assessment of selected antimotion drugs
p247 A84-29815
Motion Illness: A bibliography
[AD-A139342] p 327 N84-25276
MOTION SIMULATION
Optical flow and texture variables useful for detecting
changes in simulated self motion p 118 A84-19334
Motion simulation with a G-seat system: Sensory and
performance mechanisms
[AD-P003267] p 384 N84-28432
MOTION SIMULATORS
Oculometric indices of simulator and aircraft motion
[NASA-CR-3801 ] p 334 N84-26291
MOTION STABILITY
Dynamic walk of a biped p 390 A84-37668
Stability analysis and input design of a two-link planar
biped p 390 A84-37670
MOTIVATION
Psychosemantic studies of motivation
p65 A84-14984
Personality and motivational factors of U.S. Naval
Academy graduates as indicators of aviation mishap
potential p98 A84-19320
The conditioned reflex and motivation
p 170 A84-23735
Motivation and performance appraisal behavior
[AO-A1343U] p156 N84-17842
Performance feedback effects under varying conditions
of goals, feedback type, and choice
[AD-A136703] p 227 N84-20157
Performance consistency on a perceptual-motor task
as a correlate of achievement motivation
[AD-A135933] p 229 N84-20170
Sustained military operations with particular reference
to prolonged exercise p 252 N84-21081
* Motivation and work performance: A comparative and
analytical study p 379 N84-27441
Affective determinants of job perceptions
[AD-P003258] p 383 N84-28425
Individualizing with Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI):
Enhancing student motivation through
computer-controlled audio
[AD-P003314] p386 N84-28453
Psychophysiological aspects of monotonous human
activity . p471 N84-31911
Sensitivity to hypoxia in humans p 466 N84-31934
MOTOR VEHICLES
An evaluation of the bacterial environment on motor
buses p6 A84-11575
Evaluation of motor vehicle and other combustion
emissions using short-term genetic bioassays
[PB83-233270] p 10 N84-10731
MOUNTAINS
Prevention of acute mountain sickness by
dexamethasone
[AD-A131533] p 23 N84-10737
MOVING TARGET INDICATORS
Tracking with intermittent radar coverage. 1:
Interruptions after each collected frame of imagery
[AD-P003322] p 386 N84-28458
Tracking with Intermittent radar coverage. 2:
Interruptions after two or more consecutively-collected
frames of imagery
[AO-P0033231 p386 N84-28459
MUCUS
Changes in the nasal mucosa of workers in conditions
of industrial production p245 A84-28300
Pathomorphology of human nasal mucosa in mountain
conditions p295 AB4-31515
MULTIVARIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
A muttivanate autoregressive display monitoring model
[NLR-MP-83033-U] p 336 N84-25296
MUSCLES
Influence of training on blood flow to different skeletal
muscle fiber types pt A84-10278
Rat hindlimb muscle responses to suspension
hypoklnssla/hypodynamla p6 A84-12065
Morphology of Wood capillaries and shin muscles in the
case of obliterating atherosclerosis p 55 A84-13477
Specific characteristics of the choice of operating
wavelengths in the study of somatic muscle fibers using
the two-wave photometry technique p 126 A84-20894
Muscle sounds p 169 A84-23697
Subcellular investigation of the influence of real and
modulated weightlessness upon performance and
regeneration processes in muscular tissue
p 173 A84-24338
Muscle and the physiology of locomotion — in zero
gravity p 175 A84-24363
Spiral arrangement of muscular elements in the walls
of blood vessels and Its importance for hemodynamics
p279 A84-31506
Sensitivity of muscle tissue and lymphocytes to insulin
after a burn trauma p 285 A84-33059
Effect of thyroidectomy on the histochemical and
electrophystaal properties of the rat musculus soleus
p348 A84-37842
The effect of thallium ions on the gramicid-induced
conductance of muscle-fiber membrane
p349 A84-37845
Summary of study group session discussions
p13 N84-11739
Acute intramuscular toxicity (LD50) of
1,1'-trimethylenebis (4-(Hydroxyiminomethyl) pyridinium
bromide) monohydrate, (TMB-4) in male mice
[AD-A13314B] p 78 N84-15758
Differentiated ratings of perceived exertion and selected
physiological responses during prolonged upper and lower
body exercise
[AD-A134088] p 88 N84-15769
Interaction of antl-G measures and chest wall mechanics
in determining gas exchange
[AD-A133740] p 89 N84-15775
Metabolic disturbances in man in an environment with
low ammonia level and their correction by graded physical
exercise p 146 N84-16780
Physiological changes in fast and slow muscle with
simulated weightlessness p 189 N84-18650
Presynaptic elements involved in the maintenance of
the neuromuscular junction p 193 N84-1S875
Effects of suspension on tissue levels of glucocorticoid
receptors . p 195 N84-18884
Biomedical Research Division significant
accomplishments for FY 1983
[NASA-TM-85929] p 198 N84-20128
Research opportunities in muscle atrophy
[NASA-CR-175422] p 217 N84-20135
Effects of dietary sodium intake on body and muscle
potassium content in unacclimatized men during
successive days of work in the heat
p 220 N84-20153
Skeletal muscle metabolism of sea-level natives
following short-term high-altitude residence
[AD-A139323] p 328 N84-25284
Digital image processing of muscle biopsies
P328 N84-25593
Sex steroids do not affect muscle weight, oxidative
metabolism or cytosolic androgen reception binding of
functionally overloaded rat Rantaris muscles
(NASA-CR-173630] p 353 NB4-27394
Maximal power outputs during the Wingate anaerobic
test
[AD-A141374] p 427 N84-28444
Modulation of the cholinergic mechanisms in the
bronchial smooth muscle
[NDRE/PUBL-84/1001] p 467 N84-31937
Ultrastructural alterations in skeletal muscle fibers of
rats after exercise
[NASA-TM-76976J p 483 N84-34117
The combined influence of stretch, mobility and electrical
stimulation in the prevention of muscle fiber atrophy caused
hypoklnesia and hypodynamia
[NASA-CR-173994] p 493 N84-34914
A-95
MUSCULAR FATIGUE SUBJECTINDEX
MUSCULAR FATIGUE
Effect of a 42.2-km footrace and subsequent rest or
exercise on muscle glycogen and enzymes
p15 A84-10285
Cardiovascular responses during systematic variation of
headgear loading parameters p 102 AB4-16664
Ventilatory muscles during exercise in air and oxygen
in normal men p 201 A84-23935
Comparative analysis - Effects of positive and negative
lateral acceleration on isometric fatigue in the forearm
[AD-A141922] p 247 A84-29819
Investigation of the development of-fatigue during
muscular work under exposure to local vibration
p 361 A84-37B28
Electrophysidogical indicators of the systemic activity
of the brain with regard to mobilization of functional
reserves during muscular fatigue p 363 A84-38506
Experiments on factors that influence muscular function
in man
[AD-A133928] p 88 N84-1S771
Effect of inspiratory muscle fatigue on perception of
added loads in humans p220 N84-20150
MUSCULAR FUNCTION
Rhythmotnotropic phenomena in the human heart
p16 A84-11329
Regulatory functions of actin in the cell
pS A84-11349
Long-term retarded training effect of force loads
p 18 A84-11554
The effect of mechanical conditions on chronoinotropy
of the myocardium p8 AS4-12S72
Effect of physical exercise of various intensities on
myocardial contractility in obese patients
p54 A84-13448
Contractile properties of rat fast-twitch skeletal muscle
during reinnervation - Effects of' testosterone and
castration p SO A84-1S475
The effect of physical training in the isometric regime
on reactions of the cardiovascular system
p59 A84-15731
The effect of muscle loading on the secretory function
of the stomach and pancreas p 60 A84-1S737
Effect of the acoustic reflex of intraaural muscles on
the latent periods of components of the cochleomyogenic
potential, recorded during short-term acoustic loading
p83 A84-19000
Kinetics of the passive transport of Ca(2+) in vesicles
of myometrium sarcolemma p 127 A84-20908
Physiologic and biochemical aspects of skeletal muscle
denervation and reinnervation p 144 A84-22868
Prevention of stress disorders of the contractile function
of the myocardium using membranes protectors
p 132 A84-22939
Influence of suspension hypokinesia on rat soleus
muscle p 171 A84-23926
Isometric or dynamic training - Differential effects on
mechanical properties of a human muscle
p 201 A84-23927
Glucose uptake and glycogen synthesis in muscles from
immobilized limbs p 171 A84-23931
Microdifferential holography and the potysarcomeric unit
of activation of skeletal muscle p 172 A84-24100
The validity of an animal model for experiments related
to weightlessness p 173 A84-24337
Glucocorticoid sensitivity, disuse, and the regulation of
muscle mass p 174 A84-24356
Effect of physostigmine on immobilized rat tonic and
tetanic skeletal muscles p 175 A84-24358
Prevention of metabolic alterations caused by
suspension hypokinesia in leg musdes of rats
p 175 A84-24359
The effect of hypokinesis and hypoxia on the contractile
properties of muscles with different functions in rats
p 175 A84-24362
Functional condition during work activity, work capacity,
and health in humans p 207 A84-25110
Features characterizing the effect of vasopressin on
vascular smooth muscles in animals of various ages
p 185 AS4-25644
Dynamic model of the regulation of muscle fiber
contraction p 239 A84-27877
Adaptations of skeletal muscle to endurance exercise
and their metabolic consequences p 275 A84-30009
Flexibility of postural 'reflexes' under different functional
demands p 288 A84-30331
Physiological mechanisms of adaptation of the animal
muscuto-skeletal system to zero-G p 276 A84-30347
Myosin ATPhase histocfiemistry and intermediate fiber
types in human skeletal muscle p 290 A84-30352
Calcium permeability of sarcoplasrrdc reticulum in human
muscle fibres p 290 A84-30354
Gravitational effect on aerobic muscle training
p 291 A84-30362
Effect of gravity on muscle work performance and
exercise metabolism p 292 A84-30366
Model of the central regulation of motor trajectory
parameters p 307 A84-30599
The role of the fixator muscles of the human shoulder
joint p295 A84-31509
Neural control of muscle p 280 A84-31610
Trigger model for muscular contraction
p 281 A84-32374
The pyroantimonate method and the tntrscellular
localization of calcium in muscles p 282 A84-32375
The effect of mechanical conditions on myocardial
chronoinotropy p 282 AM-32382
The effect of vanadate on the Ca(2+) activation of
skeletal muscle p 282 A84-32383
The influence of rat suspension-hypokinesia on the
gastrocnemius muscle p 284 A84-32566
Chemistry of motion: Molecular foundations of muscle
activity — Russian book p 315 A84-33195
Interaction of thermal and nonthermal receptive
signalization in the mechanism lor the formation of
thermoregulation of motoneural pool activity
p317 A84-34597
Complex evaluation of the condition of blood circulation
during muscular activity (Review of the literature)
p 356 A84-36604
The effect of hydrocortisone on protein metabolism in
skeletal muscles p 346 A84-37195
Localization of the cortical agency for Die control of
postural synergy in the frontai iohe ui mo brain
p360 A84-37802
Gravitational effects on muscle work performance and
energy metabolism in human muscle
p 362 A84-38349
Changes in the propagation velocity of a pulse wave
in extremity arteries during muscle contraction
p363 A84-38510
No effect of sex steroids on compensatory muscle
hypertrophy p 351 A84-38S64
An electrophysiological method of recording the
functional activity of smooth vascular muscles in a
toxycologic experiment p 352 A84-39017
Physiology of the neuromuscular apparatus of the larynx
— Russian book p 397 A84-40128
Survival of frog striated muscle after pressure cooling
p406 A84-40519
Distinctive aspects of slight saccadic eye movements
in patients with endocrine myopathies
p423 AS4-41538
The force of isometric twitch contraction and phases
of tetanus p 424 AS4-41564
A rheological model of muscle tissue in a state of
constant activation p 441 A84-41565
The wavelike nature of time-joint angle trajectories in
humans p 425 AS4-41566
Dynamics of the field of vision under conditions of a
stabilized image p 425 A84-41569
Bubble formation in crabs induced by limb motions after
decompression p 453 A84-43821
Plasma catecholamines and their effect on blood lactate
and muscle lactate output p 453 A84-44079
Effect of varied lactate levels on bicycle ergometer
performance p 462 A84-44089
The mystery of motion or what regulates the work of
the musdes and how is this regulation effected
p 454 A84-44498
Variation in the osmolarity of arterial blood during
intensive muscle exercise p 482 A84-48165
Experiments on factors that influence muscular function
in man
[AD-A133928] p88 N84-15771
Physiological changes in fast and slow muscle with
simulated weightlessness p 189 N84-18850
Appropriateness of the small-cage-reared rat as a model
for the study of aftered-activity effects
p 190 N84-18851
Cardiovascular and respiratory responses to muscular
activity during immersion in water at different
temperatures
[AD-A138894] p 302 N84-240S4
New book on metabolism under hypodynamic
conditions p 327 N84-25271
Changes in arterial pressure in static work as function
of time of day and degree of disturbance in Earth's
magnetic field p 466 N84-31930
MUSCULAR STRENGTH
Development of a human atlas of strengths
p107 A84-18814
Isometric or dynamic training - Differential effects on
mechanical properties of a human musde
p201 A84-23927
The effect of immobilization and training on strength
and composition of human skeletal musde
p290 A84-30349
Electromyographic analysis of the peroneous longus
during bicycle ergometry across work load and pedal
type
[AD-A132550J p 84 N84-t46S6
Research opportunities in musde atrophy
[NASA-CR-3796] p 367 N84-27416
Aerobic/calisthenic and aerobic/circuit weight training
programs for Navy men: A comparative study
[AD-A140971] p373 N84-28396
Maximal power outputs during the Wingate anaerobic
test
[AD-A141374] p 427 N84-29444
Upper body exercise performance: Comparison
between women and men
[AD-A142330] p 429 N84-29454
Upper to lower body muscular strength and endurance
ratios for women and men
[AD-A143821] - p 498 N84-34168
MUSCULAR TONUS
Seasonal variations of the concentrations of
acetyteholine and noradrenaline and the sensitivity to these
substances in the smooth musdes of the rat intestine
P49 A84-15016
- Nature of the dual caffeine-sodium benzoate effect on
the tonic component of potassium contracture in the frog
myocardium p 240 A84-27878
Cardiovascular responses to isometric neck muscle
contractions - Results after dynamic exercise with various
headgear loading configurations . p 460 A84-43736
Evaluation of skeletal musde tone by recording lateral
rigidity p 27 N84-11717
The oYatcise electrocardiogram p 252 N84-21085
Muscle tone changes in individuals of different age
groups submitted to simulated weightlessness
p255 N84-22150
MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM
Motor units of human skeletal muscles — Russian
book p21 A84-12158
Exercise training and glucose uptake by skeletal muscle
in rats . . pB A84-12652
Changers in the cyclase system of rat skeletal musdes
and the content of cyclic nucleotides in rat blood plasma
after the administration of caffeine p 124 A84-20879
The permeability of sarcoplasmic reticulum membranes
to monovalent cations p 127 A84-20910
Changes of acid hydrolase activity in skeletal muscles
of adapted and nonadapted preadolescent rats following
physical exercise p 128 A84-21600
Physiologic and biochemical aspects of skeletal musde
denervation and reinnervation. p 144 A84-22866
The effect of long-term hypokinesia on growth and
skeletal muscle in rats p 169 A84-23721
Venous afferent elicited skeletal musde pumping - A
new orthostatic venopressor mechanism
P174 AS4-24349
Effect of physostigmine on immobilized rat tonic and
tetanic skeletal musdes p 175 A84-24358
Rat model of tibcal unloading and over-loading
P276 A84-30353
Quantitative study of myoglobin in patients with acute
renal insufficiency in the case of skeletal-muscle
damage p294 A84-31501
The role of the fixator musdes of the human shoulder
joint p295 A84-31509
The effect of hydrocortisone on protein metabolism in
skeletal musdes p 346 A84-37195
Formation of new microvessels in the skeletal musdes
of rats exposed to hypobaric hypoxia for a week
p480 A84-47797
An experimental study-of multi-link models of human
postural dynamics and control p 63 N84-13769
Stress fractures: The remodelling response to excessive
repetitive loading
[AD-A130881] p87 N84-15765
Structural development and gravity
p 188 N84-18842
Bone loss in tail-suspended rats in restricted to the
unweighted limbs p 188 N84-18843
Simulating certain aspects of hypogravity: Effects on
the mandibular incisors of suspended rats (PULEH
model) p 189 N84-18844
The effects of spaceflight on the mineralization of rat
incisor dentin p 189 N84-1B845
Metabolic alterations caused by suspension hypokinesia
in leg muscles of rats p 189 N84-18848
Biochemical and histochemical adaptations of skeletal
musde to rat suspension p 189 N84-18849
. Effects of suspension on tissue levels of glucocorticoid
receptors p 195 N84-18884
Research opportunities in musde atrophy
(NASA-CR-3796) p 367 N84-27416
Hypokinesia sxpenment studios effects of
weightlessness p 464 N84-31234
Conference Grant for 2nd World Congress on
Biomaterials
[AD-A143129] p 456 N84J1915
MuTAGENS
Evaluation of motor vehicle and other combustion
emissions using short-term genetic bioassays
[PB83-233270J p 10 N84-10731
A-96
SUBJECTINDEX NEAR FIELDS
Bteassay of particulate organic matter from ambient
air
[PB83-239731] p 29 N84-117S4
Use ol- sperm enzymes to detect genotoxic agents
[AD-A142724J p 433 N84-30691
MUTATIONS
The spatial distribution ol fixed mutations within genes
coding tor proteins ' p 129 A84-21800
Code dependant conservation ol the physico-chemical
properties in amino add substitutions
- ' p187 A84-22848
Conservation ol physico-chemical amino add properties
during the evolution of proteins p 167 A84-22849
Genetic code and optimal resistance to the effects of
mutations p 403 AS4-40490
The logic of the genetic code - Synonyms and optimality
against effects of mutations p405 A84-40503
The dynamics of chromosome aberrations in monkey
bone marrow cells following prolonged irradiation
p481 A84-4B041
The dose-dependence ol the yield ol chromosome
aberrations in human lymphocytes following irradiation of
peripheral blood with monoenergetic neutrons of 2,4, and
6MeV p489 A84-48042
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p239 A84-27642
Structural-functional alterations in the synaptic
membranes of the brain as a result of aging
p455 A84-45913
Neuronal phosphoproteins - Physiological and clinical
implications p 479 A84-47264
The condition of beta-adrenergic and GABA-ergic
receptors in the brains of rats following exposure to high
doses of ionizing radiation p 480 A84-48037
NEUROTROPISM
An analysis of the mechanism of the hypothermic action
of neurotropic compounds p3 A84-10845
Hypothaiamic effects on cardiac activity following an
administration of adrenergic blockers and cholinolytics
p 350 A84-38516
. NEUTRON IRRADIATION
Free-radical disturbance in mouse tissues after in vitro
irradiation with gamma-rays and neutrons - Radiochemical
yields p 240 AB4-28369
The dose-dependence of the yield of chromosome
aberrations in human lymphocytes following irradiation of
peripheral blood with monoenergetic neutrons of 2,4, and
6 MeV p 489 A84-48042
Calculations of radiation fields and monkey mid-head
and mid-thorax responses in AFRRI-TRIGA reactor facility
experiments
[DE83-015483] p 13 N84-11741
Motor performance in irradiated rats as a function of
radiation source, dose, and time since exposure
[AD-A141209] p355 N84-28363
NEUTRONS'
Accuracy of external personnel dosimetry systems in
mixed neutron and gamma radiation fields
[DE83-015712] p 28 N84-11751
Bioassay, isolation and studies on the mechanism of
action of neurite extension factor p 195 N84-18881
NEWTONIAN FLUIDS
Prediction of turbulent flow past a prosthetic heart
valve p497 A84-49108
NICKEL COMPOUNDS
Condition of the upper respiratory tract in factory workers
exposed to nickel sulfate fumes p 359 A84-37318
NICOTINIC ACID
The effect of nicotinic acid on hormone-level changes
in bum disease p 182 A84-25135
NIGHT FLIGHTS (AIRCRAFT)
Extension.of the capability of army aircraft personnel
for conducting night operations, by means of
image-intensifying eyeglasses p 36 A84-11057
Analysis and outlook concerning an employment of
military helicopters in night operations
p36 A84-11058
Applied human factors and its impact on a helicopter
night vision system configuration p 109 A84-18839
Tailoring day scenarios for night simulation of advanced
aircraft systems p 112 AB4-19278
An approach for training aircraft night attitude recognition
using microcomputer CAI — Computer Aided Instruction
p112 A84-19279
Visual slant misperception and the Black-Hole landing
situation
[NASA-TM-85866] p 153 N84-16795
NIGHT VISION
Extension of the capability of army aircraft personnel
for conducting night operations, by means of
image-intensifying eyeglasses p 36 A84-11057
Analysis and outlook concerning an employment of
military helicopters in night operations
p36 A84-11058
Integration and employment of night vision devices for
the conduction of a military mission under conditions of
darkness — by helicopter p 36 A84-11059
The effects of acceleration forces on night vision
[AD-A140668] p206 A84-24952
Effects of extended hypoxia on night vision
p 206 A84-24953
Preliminary investigation of variation in some dark
adaptation aspects for possible relevance to military
helicopter aircrew
[AD-A130231] p22 N84-10733
Effects of extended use of AN/PVS-5 night vision
goggles on helicopter pilots' performance
[AD-A138126] p 271 N84-22173
A-99
NITRATES SUBJECTINDEX
NITRATES
Nitrite reduction in paracoccus halodenitrificans:
Evidence for the role of a cd-type cytochrome in ammonia
formation
[NASA-TM-65S83] p 198 N84-20125
NITRIC OXIDE
Effects of nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide on bacterial
growth p76 AS4-17820
NITRITES
Oxygen as an inhibitor of the nitrite-reductase activity
of hemoglobin p44 AS4-13484
The effect of oxygen on denrtriflcatton during
steady-state growth of Paracoccus hatodenrtrificarts
p 408 AB4-40817
A dissinulatory nitrite reductase in Paracoccus
halodenitrificans p 408 A84-40818
NITROGEN
Disturbance of the compensation of the consequences
of delabyrinthation under the effect of a hyperbaric
nitrogen-oxygen mixture p 46 A84-14880
The reaction of the self-stimulation of the hypothalamus
in cats in a nitrogen-oxygen environment at elevated
pressure p 49 A84-15015
Effects of addition of nitrogen during rapid compression
Of baboons p 453 A84-44081
HPNS of baboons during helium-nitrogen-oxygen slow
exponential compressions — High Pressure Nervous
Syndrome p 454 A84-44082
Prochloron expedition p 198 N84-20124
Increase in whole-body peripheral vascular resistance
during three hours of air or oxygen prebreathlng
[NASA-TM-58261 ] p 432 N84-30684
NITROGEN DIOXIDE
Effects of nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide on bacterial
growth p 76 A84-17820
Influence of nitrogen dioxide on xenotatotic metabolism
in animals
[PB83-239723] p 14 N84-11743
Short-term human respiratory effects of nitrogen dioxide:
Determination of quantitative dose-response profiles.
Phase 1: Exposure of healthy volunteers to 4 PPM NO/sub
2
[PB84-132299] p 220 NS4-20148
Dosimetry of ozone and nitrogen dioxide in man and
animals
[PB84-195304] p 469 NB4-33009
Integration of species sensitivity and dosimetry data in
the extrapolation of ozone and nitrogen dioxide health data
from animals to man
[PB84-195312] p 469 N84-33010
NITROGEN METABOLISM
A comparative analysis ot the effect of various quantities
of food proteins and free amino acids on the life span of
animals p 184 A84-25634
NITROGEN 15
Mechanisms of nitrogen retention in forest ecosystems
- A field experiment p353 A84-39683
NITROGENATION
The evolution of dirritrogon fixation
p404 A84-40499
NITROUS OXIDES
The effect of oxygen on benitrificabon during
steady-state growth of Paracoccus halodenitrificans
p408 A84-40817
NOISE (SOUND)
The effect of noise and display orientation on cognitive
performance
[AD-A136808] p 227 N84-20158
Physiological, Psychological, and Social Effects of
Noise
[NASA-RP-1115] p442 N84-29465
NOISE INJURIES
Features of the clinical development of vibrationa! noise
pathology in miners from the Donetsk coal basin
p 361 A84-37833
Noise-induced hearing loss and its prediction
p 429 N84-29472
Noise-induced hearing impairment and handicap
p 429 N84-29473
NOISE INTENSITY
A hygienic evaluation of several characteristics of
intermittent noise p 19 A84-11566
Hygienic assessment of noise and vibration in the oil
industry p 57 A84-15035
The action of noise pulses on humans and aspects of
measuring these pulses and setting standards for them
pS7 A84-15042
Biological effect of noise of identical levels with different
spectral characteristics p 200 A84-23729
Dependence of the functional condition of workers on
age and occupational factors p211 A84-25367
Function of auditory and vestibular analyzers under the
effect of space night factors — Russian book
p 213 A84-2S925
The possibility of predicting the incidence of disease
among workers engaged in reinforced concrete
production . p 364 A84-39002
An expenment&l investigation of the combined effect
of noise and toxic aerosols In electric steel melting
shops p351 A84-39011
A combined hygienic evaluation of industrial factors of
low and medium intensity acting simultaneously
p365 A84-39012
Response of the auditory analyzer to the combined effect
of noise, high temperature, and carbon monoxide
p453 A84-43796
Mental and psychomotor task eerformance in noise
p442 N84-29474
Reactions to community noise p 443 N&4-29476
NOISE MEASUREMENT
The action of noise pulses on humans and aspects of
measuring these pulses and setting standards for them
p 57 A84-15042
Physiological, Psychological, and Social Effects of
Noise
[NASA-RP-1115] p442 N84-29465
Loudness, noisiness, and vibration effects
p 442 N84-29470
Presbycusis. sodocusis, and nosocusis
p 442 N84-29471
NOISE POLLUTION
Rheostat tests of dtesel locomotives and the hygienic
evaluation of these tests p 230 AB4-23728
Biological effect of noise of identical levels with different
spectral characteristics p 200 A84-23729
Effects of traffic noise on quality of sleep - Assessment
by EEG. subfective report, or performance the next day
p222 AB4-23984
Hygienic estimation of the noise of boring equipment
p 391 A84-37834
Disturbance of sleep by noise -' Individual differences
p 471 A84-45659
Physiological, Psychological/and Social Effects ot
Noise
[NASA-RP-1115] p442 N84-29465
Loudness, noisiness, and vibration effects
p442 N84-29470
NOISE REDUCTION
Noise characteristics on the ground run-up test by
current combat aircraft and protection program for hearing
loss p210 A84-25183
Growth rate of toudness, annoyance, and noisiness as
a function of tone location within the noise spectrum
p293 A84-31109
The hygienic effectiveness of noise reduction at iron
and steel works p 384 A84-39004
Technology evaluation of man-rated acceleration test
equipment for vestibular research
[NASA-CR-172160] p 71 N84-13781
Feasibility study on a new type of personal noise
protection
[BMFT-FB-HA-84-017] p 396 N34-28489
Physiological, Psychological, and Social Effects of
Noise
[NASA-RP-1115] p442 N84-29465
NOISE SPECTRA
Biological effect of noise of identical levels with different
spectral characteristics p 200 A84-23729
Growth rate of loudness, annoyance, and noisiness as
a function of tone location within the noise spectrum
' p293 A84-31109
NOISE TOLERANCE
A hygienic evaluation of the combined effect ot the
thermal and noise-vibration pollution of the environment
on the human body p 83 A84-18755
The effects of noise on performance of a visual
discrimination task • . p96 A84-18835
The dose-effect relationship in exposure to noise
p139 A84-20884
Indices of the temporal characteristics of the acoustic
reflex in workers with normal and impaired hearing exposed
to high levels of noise p 140 A84-20899
Characteristics of the work capacity and state of health
of young workers exposed to Industrial noise and
vibration . p 200 A84-23726
Growth rate of loudness, annoyance, and noisiness as
a function of tone location within the noise spectrum
p293 A84-31109
Loudness, noisiness, and vibration effects
p 442 N84-29470
Combined effect of noise and vibration on passenger
acceptance
[NASA-TM-86284] p 495 N84-34161
NOMOGRAPHS
Nomogram for demonstrating change in central venous
and pulmonary artery pressure during decompression of
different parts of the body p 431 N84-30660
NONEQUIUBRIUM THERMODYNAMICS
Mechanochemical effects in demineralization and
mineralization ot bone p 491 N84-34146
NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
Research agenda In non-linear dociston systems
[PB84-161207] p306 N84-24102
NON LINEARITY
Nonlinear dynamics in excitable nerve membranes
P467 N84-32037
NONUNIFORM MAGNETIC FIELDS
Time-varying magnetic fields - Effect on DMA
synthesis
[AD-A145225] p 172 A84-24099
NORADRENAUNE
The canSostimulating action of norepinephrine
contained in the Dposomes in conditions of adrenoreceptor
blockade p3 A84-10842
Adrenergic activation of triodothyrontne production in
brown adipose tissue p4 A84-11268
Seasonal variations of the concentrations of
acetytchottne and noradrenaOne and the sensitivity to these
substances in the smooth muscles of the rat intestine
p49 A84-15016
Age-related variations of relative amounts of adrenaline
and noradrenaBne in rat tissues p 49 A84-15019
The Influence of hypokinesis on the asymmetric
distribution of noradrenaline in the neocortex.
hippocampus and subrenals of rats p 179 A84-24386
Sensitivity of skin cold receptors to noradrenaline In
control and cold-adapted rats p 341 A84-36592
Relationships between brain noradrenergic activity and
blood glucose p344 A84-36731
NOREPINEPHRINE
Interaction between norepinephrine and hypoxia on
carotid body chemoreception in rabbits
p74 A84-16188
Plasma levels of norepinephrine, epinephrine and
dopamine during a 4-day head^down tilt with and without
exercise p 205 A84-24360
Time course of plasma levels ot norepinephrine,
epinephrine and dopamine during a 4-day head-down tilt
p292 A84-30367
NORMALITY
Age effects on active duty Army MMPI (Minnesota
Multiphasic Personality Inventory) profiles
[AD-P003343J p 387 N84-28464
NORMS
Standardization of dimensions of ship living spaces in
limited-area conditions p 264 A84-28422
NORTH AMERICA
Distribution of snow and ice algae in western North
America p 280 A84-31607
NOSE (ANATOMY)
Changes in the nasal mucosa of workers in conditions
of industrial production p 245 A84-28300
Pathomorphology ot human nasal mucosa in mountain
conditions p295 AB4-31515
Nasal disease in relation to fitness of a pilot
P299 A84-32575
NUCLEAR EXPLOSION EFFECT
Airborne penetration of radioactive clouds
[AD-A135848] p 216 N84-18894
NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE.
Development and construction of an apparatus based
on the principle of multidimensional nuclear magnetic
resonance for the formation of images of organs and parts
of the body
[BMFT-FB-T-83-102] p 29 N84-117S2
NUCLEAR MEDICINE
Nuclear-medicine
[OE84-000346] p 52 N84-13759
Method for thermal monitoring subcutaneous tissue
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13028-1] p 249 N84-21053
The contribution of nuclear medicine to cardiology
p253 N84-21092
Absolute photopeak efficiency values for an intrinsic
well-type Ge detector in the gamma ray region 0.1 to 3.0
MeV
[REPT-2(1984)J p374 N84-28398
NUCLEAR METEOROLOGY
Airborne penetration ot radioactive clouds
[AD-A135S48] p 216 N84-18894
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
Robots - From concept to commissioning (Company
profile) p308 A84-31625
An approach to modeling of human performance for
purposes of probabilistic risk assessment
[DE83-009292] p 40 N84-11764
NUCLEAR RADIATION
Nuclear-medicine
[DEB4-000346] p 52 N84-13759
Initial human response to nuclear radiation
[AD-A137543] p 249 N84-21054
A review and evaluation of research concerning the
performance effects of nuclear radiation
[AD-P003295] p 355 N84-2B445
A-100
SUBJECT INDEX OPERATOR PERFORMANCE
NUCLEAR WARFARE ' • -
The interactive effects of morphine and ionizing radiation
on the latency of tail-withdrawal from warm water in the
rat
[AD-P003251] p382 N84-28418
The Defense Nuclear Agency intermediate dose
program: An overview (effects of total-body irradiation
on the performance of personnel in Army combat crews)
[AD-P003253] P382 N84-28420
Estimated effects of ionizing radiation upon military task
performance: Individual combat crewmember
assessment
(AD-P003255] P383 N84-28422
A summary of the psychological effects of tactical
nuclear warfare
[AD-P003256] p383 N84-28423
NUCLEAR WEAPONS
., Estimated effects of ionizing radiation upon military task
performance: Individual combat crewmember
assessment
[AD-P003255] p383 N84-28422
NUCLEIC ACIDS
An investigation of the interaction"6f poly A with
phospholipid membranes using an Ir spectroscopic
method p8 A84-12569
The effect of hypergravitatjon on nucleic acid
metabolism in the rat liver p 177 A84-24373
Specificity of protein-nucleic acid interaction and the
biochemical evolution p 401 A84-40479
The improbability of prebiotic nucleic acid synthesis
p403 A84-40488
Nucleic acids, proteins, and chirality
p 404 AB4-40495
Evolutionary connections of biological kingdoms based
on protein and nucleic acid sequence evidence
p408 A84-40825
Nucleic acid content of canine liver during long-term
experimental hypokinesia p 320 N84-25267
NUCLEOTIDES
The SS ribosomal RNAs of Paracoccus denitriflcans and
PTOChloron p 242 A84-29612
Binding constants of phenylalanine for the • four
mononucleotides p318 A84-35S99
Model approach of the breakthrough of a translation
machine and the origin of the genetic code
p 402 A84-40482
Aminoacyl-nucleotide reactions - Studies related to the
origin of the genetic code and protein synthesis
p403 A84-40492
Origin of the genetic code and specificity of IRNA
aminoacytation - A testable model p 404 A84-40496
NUMBERS
Quantitative assessment of the role of the spatial
frequencies of images in the visual recognition of
numerals p 70 A84-15745
NUMERICAL CONTROL
Smart stick controllers in an acceleration environment
p 102 A84-16662
Robots - From concept to commissioning (Company
profile) p308 A84-31625
An approach to the use of terrain-preview information
in rough-terrain locomotion by a hexapod walking
machine p 391 A84-37673
Computer control of a seven degree of freedom
manipulator arm p 122 N84-160S1
Control algorithms of Soviet HCS Rusalka for robots
analyzed p 312 N84-24113
Automatic control of a visual physiology experiment,
using MINC
[AD-A140607] p 368 N84-27431
NUTATION
Circumnutation observed without a significant
gravitational force in spaceflight p 398 A84-40310
NUTRIENTS
Dissolved organic matter and lake metabolism:
Biochemistry and controls of nutrient flux dynamics in
lakes
[OE83-016789] p 53 N84-13761
NUTRITION
Biological criteria for the use of new protein sources in
meat products p 230 A84-23737
Hormonal factors in reduced postprandial heat
production of exercise-trained subjects
p214 A84-26196
Metabolism and nutritional status in emergency
situations without food supply or on a low-calorie diet
p 146 N84-16781
Methods and means of improving the working capability
of flight personnel p 249 NB4-21051
Blood plasma free amino acids under hypokinetic
conditions p 430 N84-30648
NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The role of metals in free radical oxidation processes
in the tissues of organisms according to data of
spontaneous and initiated chemiluminescence
p2 A84-10483
The effect.of the deficiency of food protein and group
B vitamins on the content of calcium-binding protein in
the mucosa of the small intestine p 170 A84-23738
Electrical activity of subcortical structures and the
cerebral cortex during fasting p 171 A84-23740
Availability of glucose given orally during exercise
p 201 A84-23928
Vitamins and periodic fasting as possible factors in the
experimental prolongation of life p 184 A84-25633
A comparative analysis of the effect of various quantities
of food proteins and free amino acids on the life span of
animals p 184 A84-25634
Neurotrophic mechanisms of aging
p 184 A84-25641
Factors of nutrition and stress in the development of
obesity (hygienic aspects) p297 A84-32370
Iron, copper, and manganese metabolism in young
athletes on a diet supplemented with vitamins and trace
elements p 297 A84-32371
The effect of different protein contents in the diet on
the structure of blood vessels p 281 AB4-32372
E group prostaglandins and lipolysis in the adipose tissue
of intact and starved rats during aging
p342 A84-36613
Effect of dietary vitamin E or selenium on prostagtandin
dehydrogenase in hyperoxic rat lung
p399 AB4-40356
The growth of Paracoccus halodenitrificans in a defined
medium p 454 A84-45399
The growth of paracoccus halodenitrificans in a defined
medium
[NASA-TM-84411] p9 N84-10724
Aircraft crew diet in emergency situations
p39 N84-11696
NYSTAGMUS
The effect of aethimizol on the nystagmus response
during optokinetjc stimulation and in the aftereffect
p 130 A84-22780
Characteristics of nystagmus in patients with otitis media
suppurativa based on the findings of aerocaloric tests
p 364 A84-39001
Occupational Medicine Relevant to Aviation Medicine
[AGARD-CP-341 ] p 469 N84-33011
An unusual lexicological property of alcohol: The density
effect on the organ of balance p 469 N84-33016
OBESITY
Effect of physical exercise of various intensities on
myocardial contractility in obese patients '
p54 A84-13448
Factors of nutrition and stress in the development of
obesity (hygienic aspects) p 297 A84-32370
The influence of physical therapy on the general physical
condition of women with incontinence as a result of
stress p424 A84-41541
OBSERVATION
Variations in task and the ideal observer
[DE83-015394] p 67 N84-12723
OCCLUSION'
Prosthetic ocdusive device for an internal
passageway
[NASA-CASE-MFS-25740-1] p 27 N84-11744
Experimental and clinical research on the effectiveness
of ultrasound in vascular surgery
[ISSN-0208-5658] p 427 N84-29442
OCCUPATION
Development of the psychological diagnostics of
occupational suitability in the USSR p 65 A84-14982
Standardization of microclimate for persons performing
mental work (on the example of the driver's cab of a
mainline locomotive) p68 A84-15033
Changes in the nasal mucosa of workers in conditions
of industrial production p 245 A84-28300
Chronic effects of repeated mechanical trauma to the
skin: A description of the problem in the workplace
[PB84-181767] p 434 N84-30695
OCULAR CIRCULATION
Mathematical model for vestibule-ocular reflex
p 103 A84-18572
OCULOMETERS
The effectiveness of using real-time eye scanning
information for pilot training p 111 A84-18856
High-frequency vestibule-ocular reflex activation through
forced head rotation in man p 138 A84-20286
Summary of NASA Langley's pilot scan behavior
research
[SAE PAPER 831424] p 258 A84-29487
Oculometric indices of simulator and aircraft motion
[NASA-CR-3801] p 334 N84-26291
Accommodative amplitude and speed measuring
instrument
[AD-0011032] p444 N84-29484
Gaze control during horizontal and vertical target
tracking
[AD-A144484] p 499 N84-34926
OCULOMOTOR NERVES
Audio-ocular response - Saccadic programming
p 474 A84-43735
A re-evaluations of cancellation theory: visual, vestibular
and oculomotor contributions to perceived object motion
[AD-B082936) p 429 N84-29455
ODORS
Biochemical studies on the initiation of odor sensing
[AD-A129926] p 286 N84-24085
Investigation of mechanisms underlying odor
recognition
[AD-A140969] p 388 N84-28462
OHIO
Proceedings of the 18th Annual Conference on Manual
Control
[AD-A131256] p 39 N84-10763
OIL EXPLORATION
Changes in the amino acid contents of saliva and urine
in oil and gas drillers p 19 A84-11573
A hygienic evaluation of the working environment of
off-shore oil rigs p 19 A84-11574
Hygienic assessment of noise and vibration in the oil
industry p 57 A84-15035
OLFACTORY PERCEPTION
Biochemical studies on the initiation of odor sensing
[AD-A129926] p 286 N84-24085
Investigation of mechanisms underlying odor
recognition
[AD-A140969] p 388 N84-28482
ONBOARD DATA PROCESSING
Manned spaceflight activity planning with
knowledge-based systems
[AIAA PAPER 83-2374) p 33 A84-10035
A computerized, procedural aid for flight crews
p116 A84-19323
An expert distributed robotics system with
comprehension and learning abilities in the aircraft flight
domain
[AD-A139826] p 337 N84-25300
ONBOARD EQUIPMENT
Cabin air quality
[GPO-29-522] p 444 N84-30702
OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS
Human factors in operations design
p308 A84-32422
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE
Analysis and classification of human error
p 29 A84-10388
Theory and experiment in the analysis of the work of
operators - Russian book p33 A84-10473
Level of arterial pressure and vegetative cardiac
regulation during the simulation of intense operator
activity p 16 A84-11327
Parameters of the distribution of EKG R-R intervals in
the prediction of the work capacity of human operators
p16. A84-11330
The role of adrenalin in the genesis of disorders of motor
skills in conditions of emotional stress
p30 A84-11338
Assessment of the functional condition of the female
organism in factories p 17 A84-11341
The relationship between the operator performance
under maximum information loads and the individual
parameter's'of the EEG alpha rhythm p 30 A84-11343
External respiration in electric welders
p19 A84-11571
Changes in the amino acid contents of saliva and urine
in oil and gas drillers p 19 A84-11573
A hygienic evaluation of the working environment of
off-shore oil rigs p 19 A84-11574
Sufficient conditions for the asymptotic stability of a
homeostat -- for operator group activity simulation
p38 A84-12110
Line-length estimation in a limited field of vision
p65 A84-1497B
The influence of forms of work organization on personal
responsibility in production work p65 A84-14981
Standardization of microclimate for persons performing
mental work (on the example of the driver's cab of a
mainline locomotive) p68 AB4-15033
Relationship between the characteristics of the
biocontrol of EEG rhythms and indicators of operator
activity p61 A84-15744
Relationship between catecholamine levels in the blood
and individual features of the error dynamics of operator
activity p61 A84-15747
Selecting performance and workload measures for
full-mission simulation p 91 A84-16653
Secondary task workload assessment methodology
p92 A84-16654
Organizational and methodological aspects of the
prophylaxis of arterial hypertension among transport
workers p 82 A84-17292
A-101
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL) SUBJECTINDEX
A hygienic evaluation of the combined effect of the
thermal and noise-vibration pollution of the environment
on the human body p 83 A84-18755
Yoked design and secondary task in adaptive training
p93 A84-18779
The effects of warning message highlighting on novel
assembly task performance p 93 A84.18782
Mitigation of performance decrement in transient
extreme heat p 94 A84-18783
A comparison of VOT antireflection treatments
p 105 A84-18790
Mental stress quantification and identification decision
modeling p 95 AB4-18808
A methodological investigation of subject input/output
related error during vibration. p 107 A84-18S12
Redundancy in coding of a visual display as assessed
by a signal detection paradigm p 107 A84-18816
Individual differences and stimulus discriminability in
visual comparison reaction time p 96 A84-18833
The effects of noise on performance of a visual
discrimination task p96 A84-18835
Repeated measures of information processing — in
operator performance tests p 109 A84-18836
Human operator simulation in the cognitive domain
pl tO A84-1S8SO
Tracking with multiple independent response functions
p115 A84-19313
The effects of level of knowledge upon human problem
solving in a process control task p115 A84-19314
Performance measures for aircraft carrier landings as
a function of aircraft dynamics p 98 A84-19324
The human element in air traffic control - AeromedrcaJ
aspects, problems, and prescriptions
p 138 A84-20086
Determination of the characteristics of information
reception by an operator in man-machine systems
p 158 A84-20553
Side effects of antimotion sickness drugs
p 143 A84-21737
Orcadian rhythms of body resistance and work capacity
in seamen p 199 'A84-23475
Complex evaluation of operator-training level
p 221 A84-23704
Psychological safety factors relating to the driving of
automobiles and problems of communication between
drivers p 222 A84-23705
The combined effect of work factors and the stress of
everyday life on morbidity with a temporary loss of work
capacity p 200 A84-23711
Substantiation of microclimate norms for industrial
buildings, taking into account the category of operator-work
load p230 A84-23713
Characteristics of the work capacity and state of health
of young workers exposed to industrial noise and
vibration p 200 A84-23726
Intensity of thermal and physical load in workers of hot
shops in present-day metallurgical production
p200 A84-23727
Rheostat tests of diesel locomotives and the hygienic
evaluation of these tests p 230 A84-23728
The professional work capacity . of female
sewing-machine operators depending on health and
functional condition p 200 A84-23731
Hypertension and the professional work capacity of bus
drivers p 201 A84-23732
The effect of railroad work on the condition of peripheral
color fields of vision in workers in locomotive brigades
p 201 A84-23733
A comparison of visual and kinesthetic-tactual displays
for compensatory tracking p 231 A84-25010
Functional condition of operators and its
systems-engineering determinants p 223 A84-25104
The information content of EEG data in predicting
operator work-capacity p207 A84-25106
Electrosleep as a method for the prophylaxis of
nervous-psychic overstrain and the restoration of mental
work capacity in operators p 223 A84-25107
General features of adaptation of miners of the Donets
coal basin p 207 A84-25109
Correlation of objective and subjective indicators in the
evaluation of the functional conditions of humans in
conditions of work p 20S A84-25111
Physiological reactions during work in operators in
conditions of disturbed homeostasis
p208 A84-25112
Blood-circulation dynamics in conditions of continuous
work on an expedition .. p 208 A84-25113
Efficiency of the occupational activity of persons
depending on their psychophysiological characteristics
p208 A84-25114
Anthropometric indices and physical work capacity
p208 A84-25116
Spatial-temporal structure of a 'quantum' of industrial
activity and its physiological oasis p 224 A84-25122
Changes of occupational^  important qualities in
operators at oil-processing plants during adaptation to
work p224 A84-2S124
Characteristics of depth perception with regard to the
relative motion of objects p2O9 A84-25125
Dependence of the functional condition of workers on
age and occupational factors p211 A84-25367
Threshold sensitivity of analyzers in adult electro-gas
welders and students of vocational schools with different
degrees of occupational skOI p211 A84-25368
Engineering psychology in military practice — Russian
book p26S A84-28872
Aerospace Behavioral Engineering' Technology
Conference, 2nd, Long Beach, CA, October 3-6, 1983,
Proceedings p267 A84-29476
Assessing the condition of an operator at a distance
by means of infrared methods p308 A84-32355
Functional condition of seamen on tropical coasts
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Research in man-machine interaction discussed
p311 N84-23393
Biological clocks and shift work scheduling
[QPO-29-312] p 327 N84-25277
Motivation and work performance:' A comparative and
analytical study p 379 N84-27441
Proceedings of the 9th Symposium on Psychology in
the Department of Defense
[AD-A141043] p380 N84-28403
Affective determinants of job perceptions
(AD-P003258J p 383 N84-28425
Workshops for management of combat stress
[AD-P003283] p 385 N84-28439
Evaluation of the HARDMAN comparability methodology
for manpower, personnel and training
(NASA-CR-173733] p 395 N84-28485
Interaction of human cognitive models and
computer-based models in supervisory control
[AD-A142677] p 446 N84-30717
Military Medical Journal, no. 4.1984
[L-2718] p490 N84-34134
Validation of relative-time-spent rating scales
[AD-A144067] p 498 N84-34169
PERSONNEL SELECTION
On the occupational psychological selection of military
personnel p6S A84-13474
Development of the psychological diagnostics of
occupational suitability in the USSR p 65 A84-14982
Selection of members of polar expeditions and
cosmonauts p 151 A84-19600
Pilot training instructor/check pilot training modem
concepts and a syllabus of essentials
p152 A84-20078
Social-psychological problems in the evaluation of
engineering personnel in automated systems for the
control of developing enterprises p 222 A84-23706
The adaptability rating for military aeronautics - An
historical perspective of a continuing problem
[AD-A143461] p 375 A84-36939
The FAA air traffic controller training program with
emphasis on student assessment p 435 A84-41076
Velocity control decision-making ability: Relationship
to flying capability and experience
[AD-A136546] . p 226 N84-18901
Military deception: A clinical psychological analysis
[AD-P003239] p 360 N64-28406
Psychophysiological tools in engineering psychology
[AD-P003337] p 395 N84-26461
Realization of human work capacity: Interdisciplinary
problems p 475 N84-31920
PERSPIRATION
Thermoregulation in Erythrocebus patas - A thermal
balance study p9 A84-12663
Heat exchange following atropine injection before and
. after heat acclimation
[AD-A132618] p 90 N84-15780
PERTURBATION
The roles of callose, elicitors and ethylene in
thigmomorphogenesis and gravitropism
p 191 N84-18860
PERTURBATION THEORY
Perturbation analysis applied to eye, head, and arm
movement models p 230 A84-2362S
PESTICIDES
Personal exposure to volatile organics and other
compounds indoors and outdoors: The TEAM (Total
Exposure Assessment Methodology) study
[PB83-231357] p 24 N84-10744
PETRI NETS
Model-based estimation and prediction of task-Imposed
mental workload p 113 A84-19299
PH
Changes in the pH of Chinese-hamster cells irradiated
at different doses p 47 A84-14906
The role of tissue receptors and specific structures of
medulla oblongata in the fluid distribution
p 179 A84-24391
Performance of hypottiermic isolated rat heart ai various
levels of blood acid-base status p 351 A84-38560
PHARMACOLOGY
An analysis of the mechanism of the hypothermic action
of neurotropic compounds p 3 A84-10845
A-107
PHARYNX SUBJECTINDEX
Uitrsstructural. aspects of acute ischemia of the brain
in the case of the administration of nootropil (Experimental
study) p74 A84-17276
Large molecules in small doses — synthetic polymers
as drugs . p81 A84-17288
An attempt to cany out immuriocorrection in the case
of secondary immunodeficit in athletes (preliminary
report) ' • . • P140 A84-2091S
Current aspects of the drug therapy of chronic cardiac
insufficiency ' p 144 A84-22837
Medication and frying: A pilot's guide - Book
' p 212 A84-25775
Drug and neurotransmitter receptors in the brain
p239 A84-27642
Biological rhythms end medicine: Cedutar, metabolic,
physiopathologic. and pharmacoloBic aspects'
p241 A84-29012
Characterization of the role of the serotonin hydroxyl
.. group in the pharmacological and radkjprotective action
of serotonin p450 A84-4296S
Mechanism of the prolongation of life by dibunol
(butylated hydroxytotuene) P4BO A84-47789
Hypnotics and air operations p2S1 N84-21072
Efficacy of conditioning animals to hypoxia during
sleep P319 N84-25261
PHARYNX
The development and structure of the lymphoeprthelial
pharyngeal ring of the Macacus rhesus
p5 A84-11SS9
PHASE SHIFT
Phase shift in red and green counts/phase flicker at
high frequencies p 54 A84-13144
Stability of phase recognition in complex spatial
waveforms — in visual discrimination tasks
P463 A84-46435
PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS
Growth and differentiation of mammalian embryonic
tissues exposed to hypergravity in vivo and in vitro
p193 N84-18869
PHENOLS
Combined effect of phenol and elevated air temperature
on the organism p 407 A84-40710
PHENYLALANINE
Binding constants of phenylalanine for the four
mononudeotides p 318 AS4-3SS99
PHONEMES
Synthesized warning messages - Effects of an alerting
cue in single- and multiple-function voice'synthesis
systems P 471 A84-44093
PHONOCARDIOGRAPHY
Atlas of clinical phonocardicgrapny — Russian book
p.324 A84-3S677
. Change in the mechanical noise of the myocardium prior
to spontaneous excitation p 410 A84-41281
Contribution 'of cardiac mechanograms in the expert
examination of flying personnel P 253 N84-21089
PHOSPHATES
Generation "of electric potentials'on mitochondria!
membranes • during the hydrolysis of Inorganic
pyrophosphate p5 A84-11366
Effect of prostaglandins F-2 and F-2-alpha on the
pentose phosphate pathway in human blood platelets
p 342 A84-36609
Stereoselective aminoacylation of a dinucleoside
monophosphate by the imidazoDdes of DL-alanine and
N-(tert-butoxycaibony()-OL-alanine p448 A64-42499
PHOSPHORUS METABOLISM
The effect of a constant magnetic field on the processes
of peroxjde oxidation of lipids in phospholipid
membranes p8 A84-12570
Specific regulation of calcium-phosphorus metabolism
during hypokinesia and weightlessness by vitamin D3
' active metabolites p 176 A84-243S6
Vitamin 03 active metabolites as a countermeasure
against disorders of calcium-phosphorus metabolism in
hypokinetic rats P 344 AS4-36933
Content ol high-energy phosphates and end products
of glycolysis in the myocardium in experimental traumatic
shock p410 A84-41393
A study of stress-free living bone and its application to
space flight
[NASA-CR-171788] p 329 N84-26275
PHOSPHORYLATION
Protein phosphorylation in the brain p4 A84-11253
Metabolic changes in blood under traumatic shock
.- p45 A84-14790
Effect of 2-pyrrotidooe acetamide (pyracetam) on' the
respiratory chain of electron transport in rat liver
mitochondria • p 342 A84-36610
Prevention.of impairments in the function of heart
mitochondria induced by emotional and painful stress'
p411 A84-41543
Changes in the efficiency of oxidatJve phosphorylation.
respiratory rate, and Ca/2+/ ion transport in rat and
ground squirrel liver mitochondria for different levels of
thermogenesis p413\ A84-42524
Neurona) phosphoproteins - Physiological and clinical
implications p479 A84-47264
Variation in the composition of supramoiecutar
ONA-bound phosphoDpids in the.thymus and liver of
gamma-irradiated rats p 480 A84-48036
Oxygen insufficiency and energy failure in brain:
Uncoupling of oniative phosphorylation at low oxygen
concentration p87 N84-14B81
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS . < '
Nanosecond absorption spectroscopy of
bacteriorhodopsln phototransformatjons in dry films - The
Influence of an external electric field
p279 A84-31480
Basic vision events
[AD-A132746] p 91 N84-15782
Primary events in vision - investigation of basic eye
[AD-A132747] p 91 N84-15783
prrysico-cherrdcal investigation of some areas of
fundamental significance to biophysics
[OE83-017404] p 134 N84-16761
PHOTOELECTROCHEMISTRY
Criteria of bactenorhodopsin incorporation into a bilayer
npid membrane p277 A84-30597
Study of the incorporation of bacteriorhodopain
proteoliposomes in bilayer lipk) membranes - Experiment
P277 A84-30598
PHOTOORAMMETRY
Quantitative models of image quality
p112 A84-19281
Biostereometric study of a sample of 50 young adults
by photogrammetry p263 A84-27298
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT
Cryomicrotome applications: Techniques lor the study
ol skeletal materials
[AD-A137010] p 199 N84-20130
PHOTOORAPHIC RECOROINQ
A new photographic technique for investigating the
character of bifixation in natural conditions of free space
p307 A84-31502
PHOTOINTERPRETATrON
Image interpretation for soft-copy displays of digitally
derived images p106 A84-18805
Variations in task and the ideal observer
[DE83-015394] p 67 N84-12723
PHOTOLYSIS
Photolysis of urecil and undine in the presence of lunar
soil p122 A84-16939
PHOTOMETRY
Phase shift in red and green counterphase flicker at
high frequencies p 54 AB4-13144
Specific characteristics ol the choice ol operating
wavelengths in the study ot somatic muscle fibers using
the two-wave photometry technique p 126 A84-20894
Picking up an object from a pile of objects
[AO-A133631] p119 N84-14691
PHOTON ABSORPTIOMETRY
Measurement of spine and total body mineral.by
dual-photon absorptiomeliy p278 A84-30343
PHOTONS
Effect of radiofrequency radiation on DMA duplex stability
and replication
[AD-A133526) p 134 N84-16759
PHOTONUCLEAR REACTIONS
' Use of pnotonudear reactions for the investigation of
the biological action of stow heavy Ions
p 241 A84-28375
PHOTOOXIDATION
Dependence of the photodamage of erythrbcytes on
the ultraviolet-radiation intensity p 183 A84-25147
PHOTOPEAK
Absolute photopeak efficiency values for an Intrinsic
well-type Ge detector in the gamma ray region 0.1 to 3.0
MeV
[REPT-2(1984)] P 374 N84-28398
PHOTORECEPTORS
The preservation of the 2-S rerjnol receptor in the rat
retina in injuries induced by the visible light
p125 A84-20881
Cooperative binding of calcium ions by photoreceptor
membranes p 126 A84-20907
Image sampling properties of photoreceptors - A reply
to Miller and Bernard p245 A84-28033
Orientation dependence of visual hyperacuity contains
a component with'hexagonal symmetry
p294 A84-31274
Spectral sensitivity of a novel photoreceptive system
mediating entrainment of mammalian arcadian rhythms
p344 A84-36743
Mathematical modelling of two pathways ot light
perception In a photoreceptor cell p412 AB4-41563
Electrochromic reactions of rhodopsin
. p 480 ' A64-47795
Dynamic models of neural systems: Propagated signals,
photoreceptor transduction, and Orcadian rhythms•
[AD-A137826] p 250 N84-210S9
Limits ol pattern discrimination In human vision
[AD-A139921] p 327 N84-25278
pHOTOSENsrnvn-Y
The eye and fight - Russian book p 38 A84-12127
.Simple-opponent receptive fields are asymmetrical -
G-cone centers predominate p 43 A84-13141
Retinal inhomogenelty. I - Spatiotemporal contrast
sensitivity. II - Spatial summation p294 A84-31259
Functioning and interaction of visual afferent systems
in conditions of extreme stimulation p317 A84-34599
PHOTOSYNTHESIS
Retarded fluorescence of pigment-protein complexes of
photosystem I, built into the Bposomes
p74 A84-16933
The disposition of DMA in Prochloron (Prochlorophyta)
p280 A84-31612
Biochemical evolution of anaerobic energy conversion
The transition from fermentation to anoxygenic
photosynthesis p450 A84-43057
GeochemicaJ evidence bearing on the origin of
aerobiosts, a speculative hypothesis
p451 A84-43063
Biological and biochemical effects of the development
of an aerobic environment p 451 A64-43064
Photosynthesis in intact plants
[OE83-016045] p 13 N84-11740
Yields photosynthetic efficiencies, and proximate
chemical composition of dense cultures of marine
mjoroalgae, a subcontract report
[DE83-011992] p 52 N64-13757
Investigation of the structure of photosynthetic reaction
centers
[DE84-002886] p 134 N84-16760
In vitro chlorophyll photosynthetic reaction
[PB84-104892] p 137 NB4-17810
Prochloron research
[NASA-CR-173264] 'p 197 N84-20113
Prochkxon-asckflan symbioses: Photosynthetic
potential and productivity p 197 N84-20117
Prochloron expedition p 197 N84-20120
Paniculate models of photosynthesis
[DE84-003947] , p 244 N84-22142
Energy transfer in real and artificial photosynthetic
systems
[DE84-007278) p 321 N84-25275
Salinity and temperature effects on photosynthesis and
organic carbon release rates by selected bentWc
macroalgae
[PB84-163146] p417 N84-30674
Unraveling photosystems
[DE84-013812] p 457 N84-32994
Effects of prolonged weightlessness on orchidaceae
proteins p485 N84-34130
PHOTOTROPISM
Development conditions and specific composition of
phototropic bacteria in salty shallow reservoirs in the
Crimea p345 A84-37118
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
Chemical enzymology — Russian book
p76 A84-18505
PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS
Improved method for determining platypodJa after M.
O. FrioTand p 308 A84-31510
Notvinvasfve methods of cardiovascular exploration in
aerospace medicine
IAGARD-AG-2771E)) p 252 N84-21082
Main etectrocardiographic abnormalities in the medical
examination of flying personnel p 252 N84-21083
Contribution of 'standard X-ray to cardiovascular
exploration during the clinical examination of flying
personnel p253 N84-21088
Contribution-of cardiac'mechanograms in the expert
examination of frying personnel p253 N84-21089
Echocardlography in the expert examination of frying
personnel p 253 N84-21090
PHYSICAL EXERCISE
Influence of training on blood flow to different skeletal
muscle fiber types pi A84-10278
Renin. angiotensin-oonverting enzyme, and aldosterone
in humans on Mount Everest p 14 A84-10279
Lactate accumulation during Incremental exercise with
varied Inspired oxyen fractions p 14 AS4-10280
Hypohydration and exercise - Effects of heat acclimation,
gender, and environment
(AD-A134644) p 15 A84-10281
Rogfon&t distribution of blood flow during mttd dynsnuc
leg exercise in the baboon p2 AM-10283
Effect of physical training on myocardial enzyme
activities in aging rats p2 A84-10288
Physical methods of treatment In neurology — Russian
book ' .' P1S A84-10488
.Orcadian fluctuations of certain indicators of the
condition of the cardiovascular system and skin electrical
characteristics in' young female athletes engaged in
academic rowing p 17 A84-11332
A-108
SUBJECTINDEX PHYSICAL WORK
Prediction of hemodynamic reactions to isometric
exercise p 17 A84-11333
Training-dependent changes of red cell density and
erythrocytic oxygen transport p 21 A84-12653
The significance of left-ventricular insufficiency in the
increased physical activity of patients with myocardial
infarction p 54 A84-13446
New methodical approaches to the use of measured
walking and running in the rehabilitation of patients with
myocardial infarction p54 A84-13447
Effect of physical exercise of various intensities on
myocardial contractility in obese patients
p54 A84-13448
Attacks of variant angina pectoris induced by physical
exercise p 56 A84-15026
Comparison of results of bicyde-ergometer tests with
continuously and discontinuousty increasing loads
p56 A84-1S031
The relationship between indicators of mental work
capacity and parameters of the blood-circulation system
before and after physical exercise p 59 A84-15728
The effect of physical training in the isometric regime
on reactions of the cardiovascular system
p59 A84-15731
The effect of body temperature on work capacity in
humans p 60 A84-15739
An exercise metabolism chamber for mice
p74 AS4-16663
Changes of acid hydrolase activity in skeletal muscles
of adapted and nonadapted preadolescent rats following
physical exercise p 128 A84-21600
The combined effect of environmental factors on the
acid-base balance of the blood p 199 A84-23473
Haemodynamics under changed gravity
p206 A84-24395
A study of maximal oxygen consumption in Chinese
males p 207 AB4-2495S
Influence of physical training on nonspecific adaptation
mechanisms p209 A84-25148
The use of psychophysiological indicators to predict the
successfulness of competitive activity
p2Z4 A84-25360
Hepatic hemodynamics in athletes with myocardial
dystrophy ' p211 A84-25361
The effect of swimming in a therapeutic pool on
thermoregulatory reactions p 211 A84-25363
Interrelationship of the level of physical work capacity,
motor regime, and productive activity
p211 AS4-25365
Features of anaerobic energy supply in physical loads
in individuals of various ages p 212 A84-25637
Effects of endurance exercise on metabolic water
production and plasma volume p 213 A84-26190
Thermoregulatory responses to exercise in dehydrated
dogs p 186 A84-26191
Effects of exercise on collateral development in
myocardial ischemia in pigs p 186 A84-26192
Hemodynamic and metabolic responses to exercise
after adrenoceptor blockade in humans
p214 A84-26195
Coagulation and fibrinolytic responses to exercise and
cold exposure p247 A84-29817
Heat exchange following atropine injection before and
after heat acclimation p 287 A84-30012
Effect of mild essential hypertension on control of
forearm blood flow during exercise in the heat
p 287 A84-30013
The effect of immobilization and training on strength
and composition of human skeletal muscle
p290 A84-30349
Exercise and heat stress in simulated zero-G during
water immersion p 291 A84-30361
The condition of central hemodynamics in the case of
the long-term physical exercise of patients having
experienced myocardial infarction p 297 A84-32366
Hypohydration and acclimation - Effects on hormone
responses to exercise/heat stress p 298 A84-32563
Role of physical exercise in artificial heat adaptation
p322 A84-34592
Level of physical fitnesss and adipocyte lipolysis in
humans p 323 A84-34702
Effect of training on blood lactate levels during
submaximal exercise p 323 A84-34704
Reflex regulation of sweat rate by skin temperature in
exercising humans p 323 A84-34705
Thermal responses during arm and leg and combined
arm-leg exercise in water p 323 A84-34709
Oxygen uptake kinetics of constant-load work - Upright
vs. supine exercise p 357 A84-36929
Aerobic fitness and the hypohydratJon response to
exercise-heat stress
[AD-A144220] p 357 A84-36930
Spontaneous disappearance of myocardial ischemia
during continuous physical exercise p 358 A84-37186
Pseudoischemic changes of EKG due to
hyperventilation p 358 A84-37187
Immunologicat resistance and adaptive responses
during cold-adaptation training p 422 A84-40712
Graded volume physical exercise in the diagnosis of
early cardiac insufficiency in patients with acute myocardial
infarction p422 A84-40716
Application of testing with graded physical exercise in
the early period after acute myocardial infarction
p422 A84-40718
Effect of voyage conditions and physical exercise on
the health and work capacity of seamen
p422 A84-40900
The influence of physical therapy on the general physical
condition of women with incontinence as a result of
stress P424 A84-41541
Glucose turnover and hormonal changes during
insulin-induced hypoglycemia in trained humans
p460 A84-43819
Exerdse-therrnoregulatory stress and increased plasma
beta-endorphin/beta-lipotropin in humans
p462 A84-44086
Training of the vestibular stability of students in
physical-education classes p487 A84-46534
Energy metalbolism enzymes in simulation of some
spaceflight factors p 26 NB4-11704
Effect of atropine on the exercise-heat performance of
man
[AD-A131843] p 62 N84-12719
Adaptations to a high fat diet which increase exercise
endurance in male rats p 52 N84-13755
Physiological responses of normotensives and essential
hypertensives to exercise in the heat p 63 N84-13768
Effects of acute cold exposure on submaximal
endurance performance
[AD-A132581] p 84 N84-14665
Electromyographic analysis of the peroneous longus
during bicycle ergometry across work load and pedal
type
[AD-A132550] p 84 NB4-14666
Aerobic fitness and the hypohydration response to
exercise-heat stress
[AD-A132263] p 85 N84-14669
Stress fractures: The remodelling response to excessive
repetitive loading
[AD-A130881] p87 N84-15765
Increased metabolism and dead space as components
of ventilation at high altitude
[AD-A130827] p 87 N84-15766
Differentiated ratings of perceived exertion and selected
physiological responses during prolonged upper and lower
body exercise
[AD-A134086] p 88 N84-15769
Evaluation of human blood morphological composition
during exercise in sealed chamber with different
concentrations of ammonia p 146 N84-16779
Prevention of flight fatigue by physical training
p 147 N84-17812
Overuse injuries of the lower extremities associated with
marching, jogging and running. A review
[AD-A134672] p 149 N84-17824
Physiological responses to prolonged upper body
exercise
[AD-A134811] p149 N84-17826
A study on the gastrointestinal hormones and the gastric
acid secretion during physical stress in man
(NDRE/PU8L-83/1001J p217 N84-20136
Heat exchange during upper and lower body exercise
[AD-A136015] p219 N84-20146
Short-term human respiratory effects of nitrogen dioxide:
Determination of quantitative dose-response profiles.
Phase 1: Exposure of healthy volunteers to 4 PPM NO/sub
2
[PB84-132299] p 220 N84-20148
The effect of aerobic capacity on VO2 max values
measured during leg ergometry and combined arm and
leg ergometry p 220 N84-20149
Metabolic characteristics of post-exercise ketosis: The
protective effects of training p220 N84-20152
Effects of dietary sodium intake on body and muscle
potassium content in unacdimatized men during
successive days of work in the heat
p220 N84-20153
Exercise in the heat. Effects of saline or bicarbonate
infusion
[AD-A137194] p 251 N84-21061
The exercise electrocardiogram p 252 N84-21085
Cardiac swimming and a traditional rehabilitation
program of bike-walk-jog; a comparison of maximal oxygen
consumption and strength p 254 N84-22148
Influence of hydratJon level and body fluids on exercise
performance in the heat
[AD-A139284] p 327 N84-25281
Hematologic and biochemical data on healthy individuals
participating in a physical conditioning program
[AD-A140464] p 330 N84-26278
Stress biochemistry: Non-invasive measurement
techniques in military subjects
[AD-A141598] p 428 N84-29447
Upper body exercise performance: Comparison
between women and men
[AD-A142330] p 429 N84-29454
Effect of body temperature on human work capacity
p 476 N84-31926
Ultrastructural alterations in skeletal muscle fibers of
rats after exercise
[NASA-TM-76976] p 483 N84-34117
Physical training of cosmonauts for intercosmos program
missions p 490 N84-34129
PHYSICAL FACTORS
Correlation of biological macrorhythms with the
aggravation of lumbar osteochondrosls and acute
disturbances in blood circulation in the brain
p 425 AS4-41573
PHYSICAL FITNESS
Optimizing the exercise protocol for cardiopulmonary
assessment p 22 A84-12662
Physical fitness and cardiovascular response to lower
body negative pressure p 141 A84-21031
Level of physical fitnesss and adipocyte lipolysis in
humans p 323 A84-34702
Aerobic fitness and the hypohydratJon response to
exercise-heat stress
[AD-A144220] p 357 A84-36930
Work capacity and fatigue in a color environment
p 421 A84-40708
Effects of endurance fitness on responses to cold water
immersion p 459 A84-43732
The phenomenon of 'infinite sound' as an indicator of
the physical fitness of military personnel
p 461 A84-43923
Physical fitness as a moderator of cognitive degradation
during sleep deprivation
[AD-A131962] p 62 N84-12718
Aerobic fitness and the hypohydration response to
exercise-heat stress
(AD-A132263] p 85 N84-14669
Effect of the microclimate on the night sleep and physical
fitness of seamen during a cruise in the low latitudes
p 147 N84-17813
Non-invasive methods of cardiovascular exploration in
aerospace medicine
[AGARD-AG-277(E)1 p 252 N84-21082
The exercise electrocardiogram p 252 N84-21085
Cardiac swimming and a traditional rehabilitation
program of bike-walk-jog: a comparison of maximal oxygen
consumption and strength p 254 N84-22148
Human strength capabilities for the operation of
parachute ripcords and riser releases
[AD-A138328] p 271 N84-22174
Aerobic/calisthenic and aerobic/circuit weight training
programs lor Navy men: A comparative study
[AD-A140971] p373 N84-28396
Physical performance tests as predictors of task
performance
[AD-P003257] p 383 N84-28424
Psychological evaluation of aircrew members
[AD-P003286] p 385 N84-28440
Recommendations for the conduct of physical training
in cold weather
[AD-A142137] p 428 N84-29449
Validation of the military entrance physical strength
capacity test
[AD-A142169] p 428 N84-29451
The influence of cardkxespiratory fitness on the
decrement in maximal aerobic power at high altitude
[AD-A142218J p 428 N84-29452
Innovations in cosmonaut medical monitoring, physical
conditioning p 463 N84-31229
Physical training of cosmonauts for Intercosmos program
missions p490 N84-34129
PHYSICAL WORK
The effect of an increased mechanical load on the
dependence of the contraction of Isolated heart muscle
on the concentration of Ca(2+) in the perfusate
p3 A84-10843
Dependence of structures of heart rhythm on the
physical work capacity of athletes p 16 A84-11328
Long-term retarded training effect of force loads
p 18 A84-11554
Heat-transfer characteristics of port workers in the
Arctic p 19 A84-11572
Comparison of results of bicyde-ergometer tests with
continuously and discontjnuously increasing loads
p56 A84-15031
Changes in the arterial pressure under static work
depending on the time of the day and the disturbance
level of the geomagnetic field p 59 A84-15728
Quality of heart-rhythm regulation and adaptive
possibilities of the body under physical work
pS9 A84-15732
A-109
PHYSICIANS SUBJECTINDEX
Basic tasks in the prevention of occupational diseases
due to the overstrain of the sensorimotor system during
physical work p 139 A84-20887
Work stress p 143 A84-22449
The Kimbarovskii reaction (the KimbarovskS color
precipitation reaction) as a nonspecific indicator of fatigue
in high-altitude workers p200 A84-23725
AsssssfTKint of ttw functional cflpsbiCtios of tho human
body In doing physical work p 207 A84-25105
Functional condition during work activity, work capacity,
and health in humans p207 A84-25110
Blood-circulation dynamics in conditions of continuous
work on an expedition p2C8 A84-25113
Individual features of responses of the body to combined
thermal and physical toad p208 A84-25115
Anthropometric indices and physical work capacity
p208 A84-2S116
Features of energetic and hemodynamic provision ol
submaximal physical load In males of a mature age
P209 A84-25118
The effect of short-term heat adaptation on certain
indicators of physical work capacity p 209 A84-25123
The effect of an antiaiddant on the endurance of persons
• trained and untrained with regard to physical exercise
p211 AS4-2S362
Interrelationship of the level of physical work capacity,
motor regime, and productive activity
p211 A84-2536S
The effect of work conditions in hothouses on the
condition of the upper respiratory pathways
P211 AB4-2S370
Blood volume responses in partially dehydrated subjects
working in the cokt p247 A84-29818
Iron, copper, and manganese metabolism in workers
engaged in heavy physical labor p295 A84-31517
State of health, working conditions, and workload
response among women of retirement age working in
vegetable farming p295 A84-31S20
Features characterizing the functioning of the female
organism with an allowance made for certairi indicators
of nonspecific immunological reactivity among women at
a shipyard p295 A84-31S21
Manual on the physiology of work — Russian book
P322 A84-33720
Physiological-hygienic investigation of regimes of
preliminary heat adaptation p359 A84-37196
Effect of sleep deprivation on self-selected workload
p 375 A84-37262
Investigation of the development of fatigue during
muscular work under exposure to local vibration
p 361 AS4-37828
Psychophysiological characteristics of the. work
conditions of equipment operators on- a' logging
expedition p391 A84-37830
Condition of the . central hemodynamics and
microdrculation in locomotive engineers suffering from
hypertension p 361 A84-37832
Gravitational effects on muscle work performance and
energy metabolism in human muscle
p362 AB4-38349
Operational method for assessing the psychic state of
athletes p434 A84-40703
Criteria of human adaptation to cold
p422 AS4-40709
Effect of varied lactate levels on bicycle ergometer
performance p462 A84-44089
Factors determining the efficiency of the voluntary
reduction of ventilation during muscular work using
instrumented feedback p467 A84-46537
Renin-angiotension-aldosterone system and adaptation
of the organism to stress in old age p 488 A84-46539
Assessment of the functional state of the heart muscle
in aircrew members by means by bicycle ergometry
p 148 N84-17815
Physiological, biomechanical, and medical aspects of
lifting and repetitive lifting: A review
[AD-A1366B9] p218 N84-20140
Functional status in relation to work, performance and
health p 369 N84-28368
EEG informational content in prediction of work
performance p 379 N84-28388
Circulatory dynamics in expeditionary tour of duty
p370 N84-28372
Individual responses to combined heat and physical
load p 370 N84-28374
PHYSICIANS
Goals of cosmonaut At'koVs medical studies on
•Salyut-7' - - p 426 NB4-28827
Medical-psychological problems of the occupational
reliability of flight personnel p 490 N84-34138
PHYSIOCHHMSTRV
Protein phosphorytatkxi in the brain p4 A84-112S3
The influence of the neuropeptide argjnine-vasopressin
on human tolerance to a hot dry environment
p17 A84-11339
The effect of the administration of
8-firginm8-v8sopr0sstn during & psriod of adaptation to
hyperthermia p 17 A84-11340
Metabolism of certain trace elements and the
prophylaxis of their deficit in athletes p 18 A84-11553
Changes in the arrdno acid contents of saliva and urine
in oO and gas drillers p 19 A84-11573
An Investigation of the interaction of poly A with
phospholipid membranes using an Ir spectroscopic
method p8 A84-12569
Effect of Intravenous dopamine on hypercapnic
ventilatory response in humans p 21 A84-12655
submaximal and exhaustive exercise p 21 AB4-126S6
InhibEtion of glycorysis potentiates hypoxic
vasoconstricflon in rat lungs p8 A84-12658
Metabolic acids and H(+) regulation in brain tissue
during acdimateation to chronic hypoxia
p9 A84-12659
Functional morphology and metabolic characteristics of
tissue basophils and basophilic granulocytes of the
blood p43 A84-13480
The effect of epithalamine on the course of traumatic
shock In rats p4S A84-14792
Investigation of the dynamics of the diurnal rhythm of
pain sensutMty in rats and humans p 45 A84-14793
Changes in the serum-complement activity during the
early periods of experimental myocardial infarction in
dogs p46 A84-14794
The role of cycQc nudeotides in the pathogenests of
acute hypoxia p46 A84-14795
The effect of hypokinesia on indicators of the antioxidant
system and free-radical oxidation In rats
p46 A84-14797
Two fractions of calcium channels in the frog
myocardium p46 A84-14870
Molecular mechanisms of the radio-protective effect of
benzothiadiazole derivatives p 46 A84-14903
Investigation of the effect of temperature on the
chronoinotropism of the myocardium in warm-blooded
animals p48 A84-15014
A method for investigating intercellular interaction in the
myocardium p 49 A84-15020
Medical results from STS 1-4 - Analysis of body fluids
p58 A84-15168
The use of toxins in the characterization of the Na(+)
channel in cardiac muscle p73 A84-15925
Ventilation and CSF ions during hypocapnic Hd and
HNO3 acidosis in conscious rabbits p 73 A64-16183
. Ventilation and CSF ions during isocapnic HO and HNO3
acidosis in conscious rabbits p 74 A84-16184
Fructose and glucose ingestion and muscle gtycogen
use during submaximal exercise p80 A84-16185
Effect of acetazolamide on normoxic and hypoxic
exercise in humans at sea level p80 A84-161&6
Influence of heat stress on exercise-induced changes
in regional blood flow in sheep p 74 A84-16169
Mechanisms of pathological and reparative processes
in brain tissue cells in the posfischemic period according
to data of etectron-cytochemical analysis of nuclear
chromatin and ribonudeoproteins p74 A84-17277
Neutral glycoliplds in the blood of normal individuals and
individuals suffering from hyp6rt6nston
p 139 AB4-20878
Investigation of the cortformatxxial stability of
immunogjobtn A by the method of monomolecular layers
p 126 A84-20903
The interaction of acetylcholine and tubocurarine with
protein molecules of the actin complex and
phosphatidylcholine p 126 A84-20906
The power-law approximation and the similarity
properties of the regulatory characteristics of
metabolism p 127 A84-2O911
An attempt to cany out immunocorrection in the case
of secondary immunodeficit in athletes (preliminary
report) p 140 A84-20915
Ventrolateral medullary surface blood flow determined
by hydrogen clearance p 128 A84-21033
Isopotic determination of amino acid-urea interactions
in exercise in humans p 142 A84-21037
The effect of unvarying and low-frequency magnetic
fields on biological systems p 128 A84-21726
Plasma substrate response in men and women during
marathon running p 143 AM-21740
Sex-related factors in acute hypoxia survival in one strain
Of mice p 129 A84-21742
The effect of aethimizol on the nystagmus response
during optokinetic stimulation and in the aftereffect
p130 A84-22780
Physiologic and biochemical aspects of skeletal muscle
denervation and reservation p 144 A64-22868
Correction of the contact interaction ol macrophages
with nonsyngenic lymphoid cells by the copolymer of acrylic
add and N-vinytpyrrolidone p 131 AS4-22928
Serum immunoregulatory factors in toxic affection of the
liver p132 A84-22930
The Kimbarovskii reaction (the Kimbarovskii color
precipitation reaction) as a nonspecific indicator of fatigue
in high-altitude workers p 200 A84-23725
The btoelectrochemical activity of the brain at the surface
of metal electrodes p 170 A84-23734
Staphylococck; enterotoxins p 170 A84-23738
The role of btogenic brain monoamines in the regulation
of hibernation p 171 A64-23741
Presynaptic neurotransmitter and chemosensory
responses to natural stimuli p 172 A84-23934
Hormonal and metabolic responses to simulated
weightlessness p203 A84-24328
Hyperthermic effects of centrally injected (D-ALA2.
N-ME-PHE4. MET-(0)5-Ol}-enkephalin (FK 33-824) in
rabbits and guinea-pigs p 181 A84-24729
Sullriydryl groups in bum anemia p 182 A84-25136
Kinetic analysis of the possibility of the effect of a
constant magnetic field on the rate ol enzymatic
reactions p 182 A84-26145
Changes in the aggregation of erythrocytes and
thrombocytes under ultraviolet radiation
p183 A84-25146
Dependence of the photodamage of erythrocytes on
the ultraviolet-radiation intensity p 183 A84-25147
Anttoddants and en increase in lifetime
p 183 A84-25631
EnterosorptJon as a method of prolonging the life of
old animals p 184 A84-26635
Features of the uptake of neurotransmitter amino acids
in brain preparations of albino rats with aging
p 184 A84-2S640
Correlation of ultrastow activity with variations of the
functional state of neocortex cytostructures
p239 A84-27876
Analysis of Interaction between dopaminergic and
serotoninergic systems in immunomodutation
p240 A64-27881
Free-radical disturbance in mouse tissues after in vitro
irradiation with gamma-rays and neutrons - Radkxhemica!
yields p240 A84-28369
Activity ol some enzymes of the glutamic add
metabolism and the Krebs cyde in the brain of rats exposed
to laser radiation and with altered functional condition of
the adrenoreceptors p 240 A84-28371
Fine-structural changes in the midgut of old Orosophila
melanogaster p242 A64-29613
Hypothermic and antipyretic effects of ACTH (1 -24) and
alpha-melanotropin in guinea-pigs p 243 A84-29619
Experimental assessment of selected antimotion drugs
p247 A84-29815
Effects of stopping exercise training on
epinephrine-induced Bpotysis in humans
p287 A84-30010
Calcium permeability of sarcoplasmic reticutum in human
muscle fibres p290 A84-30354
Neural control of musde p280 A84-31610
Sensitivity of creatine phosphokinase in the early
diagnosis of myocardial infarction, and the improvement
of the last's specificity by determining the rate of increase
of enzyme activity p296 A84-32363
The state of the blood kallikrelnkinin system in patients
having experienced myocardial infarction, and its response
to physical stress p296 A84-32384
Molecular aspects of the mechanism controlling the
action of insulin p 281 A84-32373
The effect of specific inhibitors of respiratory chain
enzymes and ATP synthetase on the ion transport in
mitochondria induced by nonenzymatic peroxide
reactions p282 A84-32381
Features of hypothalamic neurosecretion under the
effect of constant magnetic fields p 282 A84-323S8
Participation of chalones in erythropoiesis regulation
p283 A84-32465
Structural and functional organization of the medial
fascicle of the forebrain p283 A84-32466
Bilirubcn metabolism in the ret at high altitude
p283 A84-32S65
An evaluation of the interactions between parameters
describing an organism's internal medium during the
development ol an adaptation^ 'activation reaction'
p285 A84-330S8
Myocardium metabolism in the early periods following
soft-tissue Injury p285 A84-33156
Chemistry of motion: Molecular foundations of muscle
activity — Russian book p315 A84-33195
cAMP-dependent protein kinase activity and
phosphorylation of heart phospholamban during circulatory
hypoxia - The effect of trypsin on the phosphorylation
capability of the phospholamban p315 A84-34143
A pronounced increase of slow-wave sleep in
homoiotherms due to endogenous substances from
hibemator tissues p315 A84-34145
The effect of decimeter-wave electromagnetic radiation
on myocardium cell membranes p317 A84-34485
Neurophysiological and neurochemical mechanisms of
reflexive analgesia p317 A84-34598
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Leukotriene synthesis and receptor Mockers block
hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstrictor p 318 A84-34707
Cytocherncal and cytogenetic changes in blood ol
persons working with microwave energy sources
p356 A84-38602
Effect of prostaglandins F-2 and F-2-alpha on the
pentose phosphate pathway in human blood platelets
p342 A84-36609
Effect of M- and N-cholinolytics on content of Ca(+2)
in synaptosomes and metabolism of phosphoinositides in
the brain of rats p 343 A84-36614
Sedimentation of alkaline lysates of irradiated cells of
rat bone marrow p 343 A84-36618
Relationships between brain noradrenergic activity and
blood glucose p344 A84-38731
Diurnal variations of the contractility of the left ventricle
and the content of free fatty acids in the blood during
acute focal myocardial ischemia in rabbits
p346 A84-37193
The effect of apornorphlne on avoidance behaviour of
rats under hypoxic environment p 350 A84-38498
Responses of the renin-aJdosterone system to water
loading . p363 A84-38S11
The effect of bombesin. some of its fragments, and their
analogues on thermoregulation in rabbits
p 350 A84-38518
Cholinergic aspects of the peripheral regulation of water
and saline solution consumption p 350 A84-38520
Performance of hypothermic isolated rat heart at various
levels of blood acid-base status p 351 A84-38560
No effect of sex steroids on compensatory muscle
hypertrophy p 351 A84-38564
Clinical-diagnostic significance of the study of cyclic
nucleotkJes and prostagtandin F2-alpha during vibration
sickness p 365 A84-39009
Myocardial contractility and contractile activity
p352 A84-39673
Brain metabolism and Its regulation in craniocerebral
trauma — Russian book p397 A84-40124
Reactivity of plant exometabolites — Russian book
p397 A84-40141
Brine organisms and the question of habitat-specific
adaptation p406 A84-40511
Age-sex differences in the characteristics of
neurohumoral shifts in patients with myocardial infarction
p422 AB4-40721
Substance P - Structure and effect — physiological
effects of polypeptides p 410 A84-41396
A general scheme for the modification ol reproductive
cell death 6449 AB4-429S7
The endotoxln-pretreated, oxygen-adapted rat model in
hyperbaric hyperoxla p452 A84-43731
Exerdse-thermoregulatory stress and increased plasma
beta-endorphln/beta-llpotropln In humans
p462 A84-44086
The mystery of motion or what regulates the work of
the muscles and how Is this regulation effected
P454 A84-4449S
Lack of correlation between mycoplasma Induced
IFN-gamma production In vitro and natural killer cell activity
against FLD-3 cells p 455 A84-45573
Inner fluids of the body (2nd revised and enlarged edition)
-Russian book p483 A84-49342
Calcium and mitosis p 12 N84-11722
Countercurrent distribution of biological cells
[NASA-CR-170958] p 78 N84-15755
Effect of decimeter waves on physical-chemical state
of membranes, thymocyte chromatin and immunotogtea)
reactivity of an organism p 366 N84-27411
PHYSIOLOGICAL ACCELERATION
The role of chronic acceleration in gravitational
physiology p 173 A84-24340
Reversible effects of an altered gravity field on
myofibrillar proteins of skeletal muscles of various
phenotyoes p 175 AB4-24361
Demographic considerations in gravitational biology
p176 A84-24371
The effect of hypergravitafon on nucleic add
metabolism in the rat liver p 177 A84-24373
The effect of hypergravity on the prenatal development
of mammals p 177 A84-24378
Interserosal forces: The pressure environment of the
central circulations and nature's internal 'Q suits'. II - The
thoracic containers, analysis via the DSR — Dynamic
Spatial Reconstruction p 180 A84-24392
Thermoregulatjon in cold- and noncold-eccllmated rats
cold exposed In hypergravic fields p 180 A84-24393
The effects of acceleration forces on night vision
[AD-A140668] p 208 A84-24952
Acute physiological responses of squirrel monkeys
exposed to hyperdynamic environments
p 181 A84-24859
Influence of vestibular-analyzer hyperstimulation on the
adrenocorticotrophic function of the pituitary body and the
adrenal cortex p212 A84-25600
High sustained positive Q - Future problems and
solutions p215 A84-26382
• Most interesting characteristics of 6709 centrrtuge in tfia
scope of aerospace medicine and physiology
p307 A84-30368
Impairment of thermogenesis and heat conservation In
rats during 3 hours of 3-G exposure p 345 A84-36935
PHYSIOLOGICAL DEFENSES
The state of cellular factors of immunity in the adaptation
by animals to Alpine regions and the dynamics of radiation
sickness p48 A84-14997
Possible principle of the regulation of the damage and
defense reaction of the cell p 49 A84-15044
Physiological methods for protection against high
sustained Gz acceleration p 203 A84-24330
Prevention of stress-related damage and enhancement
of the endurance of the body to physical load by means
of chemical factors p 182 A84-25132
Influence of physical training on nonspecific adaptation
mechanisms p209 A84-25148
The spleen and the organism's protective functions
p285 A84-33060
Inflammation, immunity, and hypersensitivity
p 345 A84-37176
Potymorphonuclear leukocytes and macrophages in
reactions of inflammation and hypersensitivity
p345 A84-37177
Allergic Inflammation p 358 A84-37179
Immune complex diseases p 358 A84-37180
Certain immunological mechanisms of the physiological
adaptation of seamen to voyage conditions at low
latitudes p359 A84-37198
Physiology of the neuromuscutar apparatus of the larynx
-Russian book p397 A84-40128
The paradox of immunity - The 'foreign' in 'one's own'
p 408 A84-40715
Further study of the role of vitamin A In immunological
reactions (as observed in volunteers)
p424 A84-41547
Individual differences in reactions to indifferent and
unpleasant stimulae p436 A84-41570
Beta-interferon inhibits cell infection by Trypanosoma
cruzi p455 A84-45549
Interferon induces natural killer cell btastogenesis in
vivo p455 A84-45550
Low gravity lowers immunity to disease
p456 A84-46260
Effect of decimeter waves on physical-chemical state
of membranes, thymocyte chromatin and immunological
reactivity of an organism p 366 N84-27411
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The effect of the administration of
8-arglnlne-vasopressln during a period of adaptation to
hyperthermla p 17 A84-11340
Economical regimes of running for athletes of different
ages In a hot climate p 18 A84-11552
Long-term retarded training effect of force loads
p 18 AS4-11S54
Exteriorizatton of the effect of hyperthermla by observing
the sympathoadrenal activity In subjects under
psychoemottonal stress p 18 A84-11555
The effect of diuretics on the concentration of calcium
In blood serum and Its excretion with the urine
p18 A84-11563
A hygienic evaluation of several characteristics of
Intermittent noise p 19 A84-11566
A hygienic evaluation of elevated dynamic loads on
passengers In urban transport vehicles
p19 A84-11S69
External respiration in electric welders
p 19 A84-11571
A hygienic evaluation of the working environment of
off-shore oil rigs p 19 A84-11574
Pharmacokinetics of pentobartatal under hyperbaric and
hyperbaric hypercodc conditions in the dog
p6 A84-12063
Training-dependent changes of red cell density and
erythrocytic oxygen transport •' p 21 AB4-12653
The significance of left-ventricular Insufficiency in the
increased physical activity of patients with myocardial
infarction p 54 A84-13446
Effect of physical exercise of various intensities on
myocardial contractility in obese patients
p 54 A84-13448
Metabolic changes In blood under traumatic shock
p45 A84-14790
Fatty-add composition of blood-plasma lipids under
traumatic shock p45 A84-14791
The effect of eplthalamine on the course of traumatic
shock In rats p 45 A84-14792
The effect of hypoklnesia on Indicators of the antioxidant
system and free-radical oxidation in rats
p46 AS4-14797
Disturbance of the compensation of the consequences
of delabyrinthation under the effect ol a hyperbaric
nitrogen-oxygen mixture p 46 A84-14880
The reaction ol the sell-stimulation of the hypothalamus
in cats, in-a nitrogen-oxygen environment at elevated
pressure p49 A84-15015
Hygienic assessment of noise end vibration in the oil
industry p 57 AM-15035
The influence of the prestarting condition on the
coordination of movements and equilibrium of wrestlers
p57 A84-15036
The action of noise pulses on humans and aspects of
measuring these pulses and setting standards for them
p 57 A84-15042
Man in space - An overview p 57 A84-15161
Future thrusts in lile sciences experimentation in
space p 49 A84-151S2
Concepts for NASA longitudinal health studies
p58 A84-15171
Changes in the arterial pressure under static work
depending on the time of the day and the disturbance
level ol the geomagnetic field p 59 A84-15728
Condition of the sympatheticoadrenal system in the case
ol short-term physical exercise ol maximum intensity
p 59 A84-15733
Assessment ol recovery from hyperbaric-induced
subfertility in male mice p 73 A84-16181
Critical O2 transport values at lowered body
temperatures in rats p 73 A84-16182
Interaction between norepinepririne and hypoxia on
carotid body chemoreception in rabbits
p74 A84-16188
The effect of ionizing radiation on the metabolism of
bound sugar in rabbit and rat blood p 74 A84-16967
On the investigation of the health ol seamen of the Arctic
fleet p82 A84-17291
Blood filling of the adrenal cortex in white rats, intact
and subjected to acute overheating p 75 A84-17300
Slow nonelectrical processes in the evaluation of the
functional condition of the human brain — Russian book
p 82 A84-18494
The effect of altitude on absolute hearing threshold
levels p106 A84-18810
Physiological effect of partial spectrum lighting on the
human p 106 A84-18811
The effect of sodium hydroxybutyrate on resistance to
hypoxia and blood-platelet aggregation in rats under
different ecological conditions p 123 A84-19724
Metabolic alkalosis during immobilization in monkeys (M.
nemestrlna) . p 124 A84-20S21
The dose-effect relationship in exposure to noise
p139 A84-208B4
Temperature variations In groups of mice of both sexes
exposed to normobartc hypoxia at 10-35 C
p 127 A84-21018
Vibratory behavior of the sacrolumbar spine after
removal of the nucleus pulposus p 127 A84-21019
Hemodynamlc and humoral effects of prostaglandln
Inhibition In exercising humans p 141 A84-21026
Sido offocts of flntirootlon sicknoss dnjQS
p 143 A84-21737
The Influence of central and peripheral serotonlnerglc
structures on the cardiovascular system and respiration
p 130 A84-22779
SEM Investigation of the labyrinth of Macaca mulatto
under hypoklnetJc conditions p 132 A84-22934
The effects of vitamins A and E on the contractile
function of the heart In experimental myocardial
Infarction p 132 A84-22941
Prevention ol the depression of natural-killer activity and
the contractile function of the myocardium during long-term
stress by means of preliminary adaptation of the organism
to short-term stress effects p 169 A84-23323
The combined effect of environmental factors on the
acid-base balance of the blood p 199 A84-23473
Main mechanisms for functional disturbances in the body
during oxygen breathing under excess pressure
p 169 A84-23474
The effect of mental strain on the condition of higher
nervous activity and wofk capacity of technicum
students p222 A84-23715
Changes in the structure of tymphold organs of rats under
long-term hypokinesla p 169 A84-23720
The effect ol long-term hypokinesia on growth and
skeletal muscle in rats p 169 A84-23721
Characteristics ol the work capacity and state ol health
of young workers exposed to industrial noise and
vibration p 200 A84-23726
Rheostat tests of diesel locomotives and the hygienic
evaluation ol these tests p 230 A84-23728
The effect of railroad work on the condition of peripheral
color fields of vision In workers In locomotive brigades
p201 A84-23733
The effect of meat pates of different compositions on
the gastric secretion function p 170 A84-23739
Human sensitivity to changes in solar activity
p 201 AS4-23743
Influence of suspension hypoklnesia on rat soleus
muscle p171 A84-23928
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Effect of alveolar hypoxia on regional pulmonary
pertusion p 171 A84-23929
Effects of naloxone on maximal stress'testing in
females p 201 A84-23932
Mechanisms producing tachycardia in conscious
baboons during environmental heat stress
p 172 A84-23933
Pioneering in gravitational physiology
p 172 A84-24327
Weightlessness induced changes in human
cardie-respiratory system p 203 A84-24329
Current concepts of space flight induced changes in
hormonal control of fluid and electrolyte metabolism
p 203 A84-24333
Visual-vestibular interaction in roll - Psychophysics and
physiology p 204 A84-24335
Examination of effect of hypokinesis on state of
gastrointestinal tract in rat p 173 A84-24339
Thermoneutral zone and scaling of metabolic rate on
body mass in small mammals p 173 A84-24341
The regularities of relationships between structure and
function under different functional loads (homeostasis and
homeomorphosis) — hyper- and hypo-gravity effects on
rat small intestine mucosa p 173 A84-24342
The effect of immobilization on the rat's bone
p174 A84-24357
Effect of physostjgmine on immobilized rat tonic and
tetanic skeletal muscles p 175 A84-24358
Reversible effects of an altered gravity field on
myofibrillar proteins of skeletal muscles of various
phenotypes p 175 A84-24361
The effect of hypokinesis and hypoxia on the contractile
properties of muscles with different functions in rats
p 175 A84-24362
The nature and characteristics of a gravitational ataxia
p 205 A84-24364
The effects of immobilization on cortical bone in
monkeys (M. nemestrina) p 176 A84-24367
Motion sickness susceptibility related to ACTH, ADH and
TSH p206 A84-2436S
Distribution of fluids in the body of the centrifuged rat
p176 A84-24369
The effects of weightlessness and increased gravity on
hemopoietic stem cells of rats and mice
p 177 A84-2437S
The effects of hypergravity on the rate of antibody
formation in the rat p 177 A84-24377
The effect of hypergravity on fluid-electrolyte metabolism
in rat fetuses p 178 A84-24379
The effect of a 90-day hypodynamy on the neurohumoral
system, egg laving and metabolism of proteins in Japanese
quail p 178 A84-24382
Sleep changes in rats induced by prolonged hypokinesis
and treated by substance P p 179 A84-24387
Hyperthermic effects of centrally injected (D-ALA2,
N-ME-PHE4, MET-(0)5-OL)-enkephalin (FK 33-824) in
rabbits and guinea-pigs p 181 A84-24729
A comparison of rating scale, secondary-task,
physiological, and primary-task workload estimation
techniques in a simulated flight task emphasizing
communications load p 223 A84-24950
The effects of acceleration forces on night vision
[AD-A140668] p 206 A84-24952
Effects of extended hypoxia on night vision
p 206 A84-24953
Hormonal disturbances of fluid-electrolyte metabolism
under altitude exposure in man p 206 A84-2495S
Functional condition during work activity, work capacity,
and health in humans p207 A84-25110
The effect of the natural-light regime on biorhythms in
polar workers p209 A84-25119
The effect of nicotinic acid on hormone-level changes
in bum disease p 182 A84-25135
The effect of an antioxidant on the endurance of persons
trained and untrained with regard to physical exercise
p211 A84-25362
Effects of spaced and repeated total sleep deprivation
p211 A84-25399
• The effect of adrenaline, insulin, and estradiol
dipropionate on the electrical activity and excitability of
hypothalamic nuclei in animals of various ages
P185 A84-25643
Medication and flying: A pilot's guide — Book
p 212 A84-25775
Function of auditory and vestibutar analyzers under the
effect of space flight factors — Russian book
p213 A84-25925
Effects of endurance exercise on metabolic water
production and plasma volume p213 A84-26190
Effects of exercise on collateral development in
myocardial ischemia in pigs p 186 A84-26192
Hormonal factors in reduced postprandial heat
production of exercise-trained subjects
p214 A84-26196
Nature of the dual caffeine-sodium benzoate effect on
the tonic component of potassium contracture in the frog
myocardium p 240 A84-27878
The effect of expectations on slow oculomotor control.
IV Anticipatory smooth eye movements depend on prior
target motions p 245 A84-28032.
Hypothermic and antipyretic effects of ACTH (1 -24) and
alpha-melanotropin in guinea-pigs p 243 A84-29619
Effect of digoxin on serum and urinary cation changes
on acute induction to high altitude p 247 A84-29816
Effects of stopping exercise training on
epinephrine-induced lipolysis in humans
p 287 A84-30010
Vestibutar function during parabolic flight
p 289 A84-30341
Weightlessness and bone loss in man
p289 A84-30342
Trabecular-bone modifications induced by
immobilization p 290 A84-30344
Estimation of the effects of space flight on the
metabolism of bone-tissue components
p290 A84-30345
Mechanical mediator of bone demineralization in
weightlessness - A btoelectromechanic hypothesis
p276 A84-30348
The effect of immobilization and training on strength
and composition of human skeletal muscle
p290 A84-30349
Rat model of tibia) unloading and over-loading
p276 A84-30353
Bone remodeling and artificial gravity augmentation
p276 A84-30355
Gravitational effect on aerobic muscle training
p 291 A84-30362
Effects of a 7-day head-down tilt with and without
clonidine on volume-regulating hormones in normal
humans p 291 A84-30363
Effects of a four day head-down tilt on the urinary
excretion of prostaglandins p 292 A84-30364
Neuro-tirculatory modifications caused by prolonged
anti-orthostatic position at -4 deg p 292 A84-30365
Effect of gravity on muscle work performance and
exercise metabolism p 292 A84-30366
Theoretical and practical problems in human adaptation
to high latitudes p 292 A84-30796
Effects of carbon dioxide inhalation on physiological
responses to cold
[AD-A140354] , p 293 A84-30864
Simulating certain aspects of hypogravity - Effects on
bone maturation in the nonweight bearing skeleton
p278 A84-30865
Evoked potential studies of the effects of impact
acceleration on the motor nervous system
p278 A84-30869
The aviator after Nissen repair - Gas bloat and other
perils p293 A84-30871
Influence of insolation on the ultrastructure of epidermal
cells p294 A84-31477
Functioning of the vestibular apparatus as a gyroscopic
system under biplane rotation p 294 A84-31478
The mechanism controlling the effect of infrasound on
animals and human beings (A review of the literature)
p280 A84-31519
The effect of different protein contents in the diet on
the structure of blood vessels p 281 A84-32372
The effect of specific inhibitors of respiratory chain
enzymes and ATP synthetase on the ion transport in
mitochondria induced by nonenzymatic peroxide
reactions p 282 A84-32381
The effect of vanadate on the Ca(2+) activation of
skeletal muscle p 282 A84-32383
The use of a variable magnetic field for treating
edematous exophthalmos p 297 A84-32385
Features of hypothalamic neurosecretion under the
effect of constant magnetic fields p 282 A84-32388
The effect of decimeter waves on the activity of an
inflammatory process in experimental polyarthritis
p282 A84-32390
The relevance of the physical parameters of the
decimeter electromagnetic waves and of the electrical
properties of the tissues to the therapeutic effect
p298 A84-32391
A clinical evaluation of the condition of the myocardium
during artificial hyperthermia p 298 A84-32395
Hypohydration and acclimation - Effects on hormone
responses to exercise/heat stress p 298 A84-32563
Effect of arginine vasopressin, acetazolamide, and
angiotensin II on CSF pressure at simulated altitude
p283 A84-32564
Hyperventilation in flight p299 A84-32572
The effect of a hypophysectomy on the reaction of bone
marrow eosinophils after the introduction of preparations
acting mainly in the region of peripheral M-cholinergic
receptors p 284 A84-33056
The plus-minus interaction principle in the regulation of
the immune response during the toxic affection of the
liver p285 A84-33057
The disinhibrting effect of ethanol on the activity of the
cerebellar Purkinje cells of the cat p315 A84-33950
Investigation of the paths of the formation of the
radiomodifying effect of serotonin on hemopoietic cells
p316 A84-34480
The effect of elevated natural radioactivity on the bone
marrow morphology of Microtus oeconomus Pall
p316 A84-34481
Level of physical fitnesss and adipocyte lipolysis in
humans p 323 A84-34702
Interacting effects of hypoxia adaptation and acute
hypercapnia on oxygen tolerance in rats
p317 A84-34703
Effect of training on blood lactate levels during
submaidmal exercise p 323 A84-34704
Effects of airflow and work load on cardiovascular drift
and skin blood flow p 324 A84-34711
Effect of 2-pyrrolidone acetamide (pyracetam) on the
respiratory chain of electron transport in rat liver
mitochondria p 342 A84-36610
Impairment of thermogenesis and heat conservation in
rats during 3 hours of 3-G exposure p 345 A84-36935
Effects of positive end expiratory pressure and
counterpressurization on circulating prostaglandins in the
dog p345 A84-36937
Rare cases of the disruption of the conductivity and
rhythm of the heart during short-term hyperthermia of the
organism p 359 A84-37194
A new class of biological regulators of multicell systems
Cytomedins p 347 A84-37821
The plasmatic membrane as a target for the effect of
hyperthermia p 347 A84-37823
investigation of the development of fatigue during
muscular work under exposure to local vibration
p 361 A84-37828
A physiological rationalization of operators' work and
rest schedules in the petroleum processing industry
p 391 A84-37829
Effects of gravity on the phrenic and renal sympathetic
nerve activities in the rabbit p 350 A84-38345
The effect of synthetic hypophysial neuropeptides on
the operation of the human visual analyzer
p362 A84-38503
The effect of alcohol on evoked electrical activity in
healthy persons p363 A84-38507
Hypothalamic effects on cardiac activity following an
administration of adrenergic blockers and cholinolytjcs
p350 A84-38516
The effect of microwaves on the performance and
impedance of the rat brain structures
p350 A84-38517
The effect of bombesin, some of its fragments, and their
analogues on thermoregulation in rabbits
p350 A84-38518
No effect of sex steroids on compensatory muscle
hypertrophy p 351 A84-38564
A hygienic evaluation of the working conditions and the
health of personnel engaged in the drilling of superdeep
holes p364 A84-39005
Electromyographic indication of hypodynamic
disturbances of the neuromuscular apparatus during
acupuncture p 365 A84-39010
An experimental investigation of the combined effect
of noise and toxic aerosols in electric steel melting
shops p351 AS4-39011
A characterization of sleep disorders in occupational
diseases caused by exposure to antibiotics
p365 A84-39013
Effects of rectilinear acceleration and optokinetic and
caloric stimulations in space p419 A84-40299
Influence of spaceflight on erythrokinetics in man
p419 A84-40302
Effect of dietary vitamin E or selenium on prostaglandin
dehydrogenase in hyperoxic rat lung
p399 A84-40356
Prediction of arterial wall failure under acceleration
stress in high-performance aircraft p 399 A84-40357
Off-vertical rotation produces conditioned taste aversion
and suppressed drinking in mice p 399 A84-40358
Survival of frog striated muscle after pressure cooling
p4O6 A84-40519
Four-km altitude effects on performance and health
p 421 A84-40564
Effect of voyage conditions and physical exercise on
the health and work capacity of seamen
p422 A84-40900
- Enkephalin inhibition of angiotensin-stimutated release
of oxytocin and vasopressin p 408 A84-40995
Cardiovascular tolerance to sustained and high intensity
positive g accelerations - General review
p423 A84-41230
Lesional effects of the thermal degradation of a
chlorinated polymer p 410 AS4-41235
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Effect of a modulated UHF field on the behavior and
level of hormones in female rats under emotional stress
p410 A84-41391
Substance P • Structure and effect — physiological
effects of polypeptides p'410 A84-41396
Substance P as a regulator of disturbed functions in
primates - Effect on conditioned-reflex activity and
arterial-pressure dynamics . P411 A84-4I397
Effect of peptidas during hemorrhage shock
p411 A84-41399
The reorganization of Orcadian rhythms in various inbred
rats es a result of light-darkness inversion
p411 A84r41539
The influence of physical therapy on the general physical
condition of women with incontinence as .a result of
stress p424 AS4-41541
ainteobiological aspects of the effect of the magnetic
field on chronic venous insufficiency
p424 AB4-41542
Clinical and instrumental studies of the digestive
apparatus while using a therapeutic diet of culinary
products prepared in microwave ovens
p424 A84-41548
The effect of physical exercise on the hemodynamics
of patients with chronic bronchitis and bronchial asthma
with systemic arterial hypertension p 425 A84-41S72
The endotoxin-pretreated. oxygen-adapted rat model in
hyperbaric hyperoxia p452 A84-43731
Effects of constant magnetic Fields on rats and mice -
A study of weight . -p4S2 A84-43733
Negative air ion effects on human performance and
physiological condition , -
[AFAMRL-TR-82-99] p 459 A84-43734
Glucose turnover and hormonal changes during
insulin-induced hypoglycemia in trained humans
p460 AS4-43819
Plasma catecholamines and their effect on blood lactate
and muscle lactate output p453 A84-44079
Biochemical alterations in heart after exhaustive
swimming in rats p453 A84-44080
Arterial blood acid-base regulation during exercise in
rats p454 A84-44084
Combined effects of ozone exposure and ambient heat
on exercising females p 462 A84-44087
Lack of correlation between mycoplasma induced
IFN-gamma production in vitro and natural killer cell activity
against FLD-3 cells p 455 A84-45573
Measurement and prediction of thermal injury in.the
retina of the Rhesus monkey p 483 A84-49373
The physiological effects of simultaneous exposures to
heat and vibration
[NASA-TM-84400] p 22 N84-10732
Condition of erythrocytes during long-term exposure to
magnetic field p 11 N84-11711
Gravitational study of the central nervous system
p12 N84-11730
Physical fitness as a moderator of cognitive degradation
during sleep deprivation
[AD-AI31962] p 62 N84-12718
Effect of atropine on the exercise-heat performance of
man
[AD-A131843] p 62 N84-12719
Physiological function of combustion gas and especially
that of CN. p63 N84-13376
Respiratory effects on population from low-level
exposures to ozone
[PB83-246132] p 64 N84-13774
The 5th Symposium on Gravitational Physiology
p84 N84-14166
Bibliography of research reports and publications issued
by the Toxic Hazards Division. 1957-1982
[AD-A133637] p 85 N84-14672
The effects of dehydration on peripheral cooling
[AD-A130838] P 87 N84-15767
Differentiated ratings ol perceived exertion and selected
physiological responses during prolonged upper and lower
body exercise
[AD-A134086] p 88 N84-15769
Benzodiazepine effects on arousal threshold during
sleep
[AD-A133151] p147 N84-16792
Age, altitude, and workload effects on. complex
performance
[AD-A133594] p 147 N84-16793
Biochemical indicators of thermal stress: Selected
genetic and physiological parameters
[PB84-100122] p137 N84-17808
Prevention of flight fatigue by physical training
p 147 N84-17812
The effect of smoking on the non-specific resistance
of the organism of seamen at sea p 148 N84-17816
Water immersion and its computer simulation as analogs
of weightlessness
[NASA-CR-171746] p 149 N84-17821
Physiological responses to prolonged upper body
exercise
(AD-A134811J ' p 149 N84-17826
Arctic personnel effects
[AD-A134892] p 150 N84-17829
Structural development and gravity
p 188 N84-18842
The effects ol spaceflight on the mineralization of rat
incisor dentin p 189 N84-18S45
Influence of stress, weightlessness.- and simulated
weightlessness on differentiation of preosteoblasts
p189 N84-18846
Morphological and histochemical studies of bone and
cartilage during periods of stimulated weightlessness
p 189 N84-18847
Hbmeostasis in primates in hyperacceleration fields
p 190 N84-18852
Set-point changes in Merarchically-arranged
thermogenic systems p 190 N84-18853
Gravity, body mass and composition, and metabolic
rate p 190 N84-18854
Extensions of suspension systems to measure effects
of hypokinesia/hypodynamia and antiorthostasis in rats
p 190 N84-18855
Regulation of hematopoiesis in the suspended rat as
a model for space flight ' p 190 N84-18856
The effect of physical stress on gastric secretion and
pancreatic polypeptkJe levels in man
p218 N84-20138
Exercise in the heat. Effects of saline or bicarbonate
infusion
[AD-A137194] p 251 N84-21061
Attention, performance, and sustained activation in
military air traffic controllers p 261 N84-21076
Methods and major, findings of cardiovascular
exploration involving the human centrifuge
p 254 N84-21097
Biological effects of electric fiefds: An overview
[DE84-005888] ' p 244 N84-22144
Muscle tone changes in individuals of different age
groups submitted to simulated weightlessness
• p255 N84-22150
The effects of Gx, Gy and Gz forces on cone mesopic
vision
[AD-A139498] .. p 302 N84-24092
• Effects of stressors on task. performance and
satisfaction
[AD-A139039] . p 306 N84-24101
.USSR report Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
volume 18, no. 2, March - April 1984
[JPRS-USB-84-004] • p319 N84-25247
New book on metabolism under hypodynamic
conditions p 327 N84-25271
Effects of heat acclimation on' atropine impaired
thermoregulation
[AD-A139292] p 328 N84-25282
Hematologic and biochemical data on healthy individuals
participating in a physical conditioning program
[AD-A140484] p 330 N84-26278
Aeromedical support in military helicopter operations
p 330 N84-26280
Thermal control problems in military helicopters
p338 N84-26286
Physiological assessment of capacity for processing
increasing amounts of visual information by human
operators p 377 N84-27398
Are living cells sensitivity to gravity? .
[OFVLR-MITT-83-19J p 367 N84-27418
The research program of the Institute for Aerospace
Medicine p 367 N84-27419
A mechanical model of the human body, and its
application p 367 N84-27421
Cardiovascular reactions on orthostasis and
weightlessness p 378 N84-27424
The deep diving simulator TITAN:. Physiological
problems of stays in large water depths
p 368 N84-27427
The effects of nonphystological oxygen supply on the
•organism p 368 N84-27428
Motor performance in irradiated rats as a function of
radiation source, dose, and time since exposure
[AD-A141209] . p 355 N84-28363
Effects of natural light conditions on biorhythms in polar
dwellers p 370 N84-28376
Effects of short-term heat adaptation on certain
indicators of physical capacity for work
• . . p37t N84-28380
Criteria of human cold adaptation p 371 N84-28381
Aftereffects associated with one and two stressors
across conditions of complete, partial, or ho control.
[AD-P003299] p 385 N84-28446
The influence of cardiorespiratory fitness • on the
decrement in maximal aerobic power at high altitude
[AD-A142218] p 428 N84-29452
Orcadian pattern of simian functional parameters during
hypokinesia and in the recovery period
p430 N84-30650
Dynamics of red blood cell changes in rats during acute
Immobilization p415 N84-306S1
• Ultrasound distribution and bone calcium content .in
experimental animals submitted to hypokinesia and
weightlessness • p415 N84-30652
Functional state and work capacity of man when
breathing oxygen and hypoxic mixtures under positive
pressure p 431 N84-30654
Adrenal-hypothalamus-pituitary system reactions in rats
cooled in a hypoxte-hypefcapnic gas atmosphere
p415 N84-30655
Individual distinctions of human sleeping respiration at
altitude of 4200 meters p 432 N84-30663
Bilateral carotid ligation and effects of electromagnetic
field on conditioned reflex retention and cerebral nucleic
acid levels p 417 N84-30677
Time-dependent spinal cord changes following
nonionizing microwave irradiation p418 N84-30678
Influence of microwave electromagnetic radiation and
certain hormones on'osmotic resistance of* mouse
erythrocytes p418 N84-30682
Preliminary result of our new Nationwide Evaluation of
X-ray Trends (NEXT) program for Italy
[ISS-L-84/3] ' p434 N84-30693
Medical research in first 100 days of Ssiyjt-7 flight
p464 N84-31230
Hypokinesia experiment - studies effects, of
weightlessness p 464 N84-31234
Stability of physiological and psychological human
functions under extreme environmental conditions
. ' p465 N84-31910
First mixed crew In space p475 N84-31917
Realization of human work capacity: Interdisciplinary
problems p 475 N84-31920
Pharmacologic counter measures minimizing post-space
flight orthostatic intolerance — bed rest, drug disposition,
and physiological function
[NASA-CR-173861] • p 466 N84-31936
Occupational Medicine Relevant to Aviation Medicine
[AGARD-CP-341) p 469 N84-33011
Hydrazine toxicology: Impact on safety and health in
military aviation ' . p 469 N84-33013
Handling of hydrazine in the Royal Danish Air Force
p469 N84-33014
An unusual lexicological property of alcohol: The density
effect on the organ of balance p 469 N84-33016
The so-called Wolff's law and the adaptation of bone
to microgravity p 491 N84-34145
Morphometric and biophysical study of bone tissue in
immobilization-Induced osteoporosis in the growing rat
' p 485 N84-34152
Use of primate model in weightlessness bone '
physiology. Histological approach after iliac crest biopsy
p486 N84-34155
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Methods of biotelemetry — Russian book
p 103 A84-18751
Spatial-temporal structure of a 'quantum* of industrial
activity and its physiological basis p 224 A84-25122
The use ol physiological indicators for occupational
selection p 376 A84-37811
• Physiological and psychological aspects of the piloting
of modem high-performance combat aircraft
p99 N84-15099
Increase in whole-body peripheral vascular resistance
during three hours of air or oxygen prebreathing
[NASA-TM-58261 ] p 432 N84-306B4
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES
Renin, angiotensin-converting enzyme, and aldosterone
in humans on Mount Everest . p 14 A84-10279
Time course of airway fiyperresponsiveness induced by
ozone in dogs p 2 A84-10288
The pattern of local vascular responses in conditions
of an increased activity of the cerebral cortex
p3 A84-10844
. Heart-rhythm reaction to sensorimotor loads of varying
complexity p'16 A84-11331
Orcadian fluctuations of certain indicators of the
condition of the cardiovascular system and skin electrical
characteristics in young female athletes engaged in
academic rowing p 17 A84-11332
Neuron correlates of the recognition of visual stimuli. I
Dynamics of the means and variances of the current
discharge frequency of neuron populations of the' human
brain in tests involving visual-stimulus recognition. II -
Investigation of space-time correlations between current
frequencies of the impulse activity of neuron populations
of the human brain during the recognition.of visual
stimuli. p17 A84-11335
Assessment of the functional condition of the female
organism in factories p 17 A84-11341
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General results of medical investigations in Salyut-6
manned space flights
(IAF PAPER 83-202] p 20 A84-11761
Cardiovascular injury from blunt thoracic impact of
epinephrine and isoproterenol injected rabbits
p6 A84-12060
Rat NndOmb muscle responses to suspension
hypokinesja/hypodynamta p6 A84-12065
Cardiorespiratory response to exercise in men
repeatedly exposed to extreme altitude
p 21 A84-126S1
Age-related responses to mild restraint in the rat
p8 A84-12654
Effect of intravenous dopamine on hypercapnic
ventilatory response in humans p 21 A84-12655
Plasma adrerncorticotropin and cortiso) responses to
submaximal and exhaustive exercise p 21 A84-12656
Factors determining the functional heterogeneity of
vasomotor effects p 44 A84-13462
The role of cyclic nudeotides in the pathogenesis of
acute hypoxia p 46 A84-14795
The response of pigs to total-body gamma-irradiation
p47 A84-14911
A study of the cholinergk) mechanisms of adaptive
cardiac responses in diving mammals
p48 A84-14993
Physiological and clinical effects of local negative
pressure p48 A84-14999
Neuronal responses of the cat fastigial nucleus to
acoustic signals p 48 A84-1S013
Investigation of the effect of temperature on the
chronoinotropism of the myocardium in warm-blooded
animals p 48 A84-1S014
Seasonal variations of the concentrations of
acetylcholine and noradrenaline and the sensitivity to these
substances in the smooth muscles of the rat Intestine
' . p49 A84-15016
Response of supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei of
the hypothalamus to cooling in rats in conditions of an
altered gaseous environment p 49 AS4-1S018
Efficiency of the Frank-Starling mechanism under
physical load p 56 A84-15028
The state of the sympathicc-adrenal system in athletes
during various types of exercises p 57 AB4-1S038
Medical results of Salyut-6 manned space flights
pS8 AB4-15166
Bnmedicai results of the Space Shuttle orbital flight test
program p 58 A84-15167
Human cellular immune responsiveness following space
flight . p58 A84-15169
Individual features of response of the cardiovascular
system to standard physical exercise and indicators of
water-salt balance p 59 A84-15730
Quality of heart-rhythm regulation and adaptive
possibilities of the body under physical work
p59 A84-15732
The effect of muscle loading on the secretory function
of the stomach and pancreas p60 A84-15737
Dynamics of the functional condition and subjective
sensations during acclimatization to heat
p60 A84-15738
Investigation of the spatial asymmetry of the external
electric field of the human body p 60 A84-15740
Effect of acute exercise and prolonged training on insulin
response to intravenous glucose in vivo in rat
p73 A84-16176
Dynamics of cardiac output and systolic time intervals
in supine and upright exercise p 79 A84-16177
Intersubject variability in growth hormone time course
during different types of work p 79 A84-16178
Hypervolemia and plasma vasopressin response during
water immersion in men p 79 A84-16179
Cardiovascular responses during systematic variation of
headgear loading parameters p 102 A84-16664
Body composition (percent fat) and heat stress of well
conditioned young adult males p83 A84-18813
Selection of members of polar expeditions and
cosmonauts • p 151 A84-19600
•The effect of vibration on the immune response induced
by thymus-deoendent and thymus-independent antigens
p 125 A84-20888
The response of cells to hypoxia p 125 A84-20889
Indices of the temporal characteristics of the acoustic
reflex in workers with normal and impaired hearing exposed
to high levels of noise p 140 A84-20899
Physiological response in Mirage aircraft pilots
p 141 A84-21022
Alterations in blood volume following short-term
supramaximal exercise p 142 A84-21032
Variable inhibition by falling CO2 of hypoxic ventilatory
response in humans • p 142 A84-21036
Biodynamic response of the human body in the sitting
position When subjected to vertical vibration
p 159 A84-21246
Changes of acid hydrolase activity in skeletal muscles
of adapted and nonadapted preadolescent rats following
physical exercise p 128 A84-21600
The effect of aethimizol on the nystagmus response
during optokinetic stimulation and in the aftereffect
p130 A84-22780
Physiologic and biochemical aspects of skeletal musde
denervation and rannervation p 144 A84-22866
Response of the paraventricular nucleus of the
hypothalamus and the dorsal hippocampus during
long-term adaptation to hypoxia p 133 A84-22943
On the principles underlying the choice and evaluation
of physiological indicators of the functional condition of
the organism p 199 A84-23472
Modeling and simulation of vertebrate primary visual
system Basic network p 229 A84-23620
Rapid discrimination of visu&l pattsms
p 221 A84-23621
Presynaptic neurotransnutter and chemosensory
responses to natural stimuli p 172 A84-23934
Adrenocortical responses to maximal exercise in
moderate-altitude natives at 447 torr
p202 A84-23936
Investigation of the neuron Tiring rate in the human brain
— Russian book p202 A84-23955
Effects of traffic noise on quality of sleep - Assessment
by EEG, subjective report, or performance the next day
p222 A84-23984
• Human physiology at extreme altitudes on Mount
Everest p202 A84-24098
International Union of Physiological Sciences,
Commission on Gravitational Physiology, Annual Meeting,
5th. Moscow. USSR. July 26-29. 1983, and Symposium
on Gravitational Physiology, Sydney, Australia, August
28-September 3,1983, Proceedings
p203 A84-24326
Hormonal and metabolic responses to simulated
weightlessness p2O3 A84-24328
Heart rate response during +Gz overload on the human
centrifuge and during maximum bicycle ergometer load
p203 A84-24331
" Vestibular dysfunction in cosmonauts during adaptation
to zero-G and readaptatkxi to 1 G p 204 A84-24336
Evolutionary and physiological adaptation to gravity
p 174 A84-24343
Cardiovascular responses to spaceflight
p205 A84-24351
Sleep-wake responses of squirrel monkeys exposed to
hyperdynamic environments p 174 A84-24355
Chronic hypokinesis and 3 periods of the stress reactivity
in rats p179 A84-24385
Physiological responses and survival time prediction for
humans in ice-water p 2O6 A84-24956
Thermal protection performance of survival suits in
ice-water p 231 A84-24957
A study of maximal oxygen consumption in Chinese
males p207 A84-24958
Acute physiological responses of squirrel monkeys
exposed to hyperdynamic environments
p 181 A84-24959
The physiology of work in the. mountains - Problems
and prospects p207 A84-25102
Assessment of the functional capabilities of the human
body in doing physical work p 207 A84-25105
General features of adaptation of miners of the Donets
coal basin • p 207 A84-25109
Individual features of responses of the body to combined
thermal and physical load p 208 A84-25115
The effect of short-term heat adaptation on certain
indicators of physical work capacity p209 A84-25123
Influence of the long-term repeated centrifugation stress
(-2Gx) on blood components in rats p 183 AB4-25181
The effect of swimming in a therapeutic pool on
therrnoregulatory reactions p 211 A84-25363
Aging and the human digestive system
p212 A84-25636
Hypocapnia and sustained hypoxia blunt ventilation on
arrival at high altitude p 213 A84-26189
Hypoxia alters blood coagulation during acute
decompression in humans p 214 A84-26193
'Pilot error* accident A case report - Need for inflight
physiological monitoring p 225 A84-26381
Glucocorticotd hormones and immune response
p240 A84-27879
Spatial-temporal organization of functions of subcortical
brain structures in the process of immune response
development p240 A84-27880
Coagulation and fibrinolytic responses to exercise and
cold exposure p247 A84-29817
Blood volume responses in partially dehydrated subjects
working in the cold • p 247 A84-29818
Flexibility of postural 'reflexes' under different functional
demands p 288 A84-30331
Simulation of the physiological mechanisms of the space
motion sickness p 289 A84-30337
Excretion of glycosaminoglycans (GAG) in subjects
having experienced weightlessness and in immobilized
patients with spinal cord injuries .p290 A84-30346
Physiological mechanisms of adaptation of the animal
musculo-skeletal system to zero-G p 276 A84-30347
Cardiovascular responses to hypogravic environments
p277 A84-30356
Hormonal and renal responses to water immersion
p 291 A84-30358
Analysis of transient heart rate response to orothostatic
test with and without antigravitational trousers
p292 A84-30369
Effects of carbon dioxide inhalation on physiological
responses to cold
[AD-A140354] p 293 A84-30864
Iron,-copper, and manganese metabolism in workers
engaged in heavy physical labor p 295 A84-31517
State of health, working conditions, and workload
response among women of retirement age working in
vegetable farming p 295 A84-31520
The state of the blood kallikreinkinin system in patients
having experienced myocardial infarction, and its response
to physical stress p 296 A84-32364
Experimental studies of the response reactions of the
body to a constant magnetic field (on the basis of the
parameters of ultrastructural changes in central-neurons
and some neuroimmune phenomena)
p282 A84-32387
The influence of rat suspension-hypokinesia on the
gastrocnemius muscle p 284 A84-32566
Stress hormones - Their interaction and regulation
p 284 A84-32591
An evaluation of the interactions between parameters
describing an organism's internal medium during the
development of an adaptational 'activation reaction'
p285 A84-33058
Features characterizing the responses to physical loads
of patients suffering from chronic pneumonia with
respiratory insufficiency p 299 A84-33061
Myocardium metabolism in the earty periods following
soft-tissue injury p285 A84-33156
Morphological and functional characteristics of
adrenergic innervation of microvessels and terminal blood
flow in stress p285 A84-33157
Neurohumoral regulation of immune homeostasis during
adaptation to extreme loads according to a model of
present-day sports p322 A84-34144
Interaction of thermal and nonthermal receptive
signalization in the mechanism for the formation of
thermoregulation of motoneural pool activity
p317 A84:34597
Reflex regulation of sweat rate by skin temperature in
exercising humans p 323 A84-34705
Ventilatory response to hypercapnia during sleep and
wakefulness in cats p 318 A84-34708
Thermal responses during arm and leg and combined
arm-leg exercise in water p 323 A84-34709
Measurement of hormones and blood gases during
hypoxia in conscious cannulated rats
p318 A84-34712
Effect of cold adaptation on the excitation transmission
in neuromuscular synapses p 341 A84-36591
Functional condition of seamen on tropical coasts
p356 A84-36596
Period multupling-evidence for nonlinear behaviour of
the canine heart p 343 A84-36685
The consequences of in-flight incapacitation in civil
aviation p 357 A84-36928
Oxygen uptake kinetics of constant-load work - Upright
vs. supine exercise p 357 A84-36929
Aerobic fitness and the hypohydration response to
exercise-heat stress
[AD-A144220] p357 A84-36930
Hypoxic and nycthemeral responses by the adrenal
cortex of partially hepatectomized rats
p344 A84-36934
Thermoregulatory responses of rats to varying
environmental temperatures p 345 A84-36936
Experimental model for the objective evaluation of the
degree of development of initial reaction to radiation in
rabbits p 345 A84-37120
Hypersensitivity reactions and their significance in
human pathology - Autoimmune diseases
p 358 A84-37178
Pattern of inflammatory reaction as dependent on the
etiology of infection and certain features of the
macroorgantsm p 346 A84-37182
The role of erythrocytes in maintaining the immunological
homeostasis of the organism p 346 A84-37185
Spontaneous disappearance of myocardial ischemia
during continuous physical exercise p358 A&4-371&6
Changes in the content of blood plasma lipids and
apolipoproteins in the course of acute myocardial
infarction p359 A84-37192
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The effect of work with a high degree ol
nervous-emotional stress on the Orcadian rhythm of the
vegetative nervous system p 360 A84-37827
Features of vascular reaction to chilling in Antarctic polar
explorers with respect to the length of winter stay and to
profession p 361 A84-37B35
HypoKinesia in young rats growing under laboratory
conditions p 348 A84-37839
Effects of forced immobilization on the cardiac and
metabolic responses to infused catecholamines in rats -
The role of the baroreceptor reflex p 349 A84-38344
Reaction of the cardiovascular system to cerebral
ischemia during the take-off of the spacecraft
p361 A84-3834?
Effects of centrifugal acceleration on cardio pulmonary
reactions p3SO A84-38348
Responsfvity of the cardiovascular system in the case
of hypertension p 363 A84-3850S
Responses of the renin-aldosterone system to water
loading p 363 A84-38S11
The functional structure of placebo responses
p377 A84-38513
Dynamics of interhemispheric asymmetry during
variations of the geomagnetic field p 364 A84-38514
The dynamics of vegetative functions under
dehydration p350 A64-365t9
Relationship of hypoxic ventilatory response to exercise
performance on Mount Everest p 364 A84-38558
Role of collateral ventilation In ventilation-perfusion
balance p 351 A84-38559
Performance of hypothermic isolated rat heart at various
levels of blood acid-base status p 351 A84-38560
Spatial orientation in weightlessness and readaptation
to earth's gravity p419 A84-40298
Hematologic and hemostatic changes with repetitive air
diving p420 A84-40352
A suspension model for hypokinetic/hypodynamic and
antiorthostatic responses in the mouse
p398 A84-40355
Changes in the content of bound calcium in the cerebral
cortex after the cessation of oxygen supply
p407 A84-40695
Morphophysiological relationships revealed by the
mathematical modeling of reactive changes of neurons
p408 A84-40713
Phase changes in the level of glucocorticoid receptors
of rat liver cytosol under stress p410 A84-41392
Content of high-energy phosphates and end products
of (jtycolysis in the myocardium in experimental traumatic
Shock p410 A84-41393
Reaction of the heart rate to information load
p436 A84-41554
Individual differences in reactions to indifferent and
unpleasant stjmulae p436 A84-41570
A review of numerical models for predicting the energy
deposition and resultant thermal response of humans
exposed to electromagnetic fields p 425 A84-42251
Average SAP and SAR distributions in man exposed
to 450-MHz radtofrequency radiation — Specific
Absorption Rate p412 AB4-422S3
Effects of 2450-MHz microwave energy on the
blood-brain barrier - An overview and critique of past and
present research p 426 A84-42258
A model of spinal cord dysbarism to study delayed
treatment. II - Effects of treatment p 452 A84-43726
Effects of endurance fitness on responses to cold water
immersion . p459 A84-43732
Response of the auditory analyzer to the combined effect
of noise, high temperature, and carbon monoxide
p453 A84-43796
Physiological vestibular nystagmus
p460 A84-43797
Exercise-thermoregulatory stress and increased plasma
beta-endorphin/beta-lipotropin in humans
p462 A84-44086
Morphological and physiological responses of the lungs
of dogs to acute decompression p 454 A84-44088
Clinical-physiological possibilities of predicting the
course of ischemic heart disease p 489 A84-47999
Physiological responses to prolonged bed rest and fluid
immersion in humans p489 A84-48537
Physiological features characterizing human
readaptation to high temperature p 489 A84-49040
The cardiovascular system in extreme natural conditions
— Russian book p490 A84-49334
Geneticophysiological mechanisms in the regulation of
the functions of the testes — Russian book
p482 A84-49338
Inner fluids of the body (2nd revised and enlarged edition)
— Russian book p 483 A84-49342
USSR report Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
volume 17, no. 5, September - October 1983
[JPRS-84655] p10 N84-11693
Study of cardiovascular system during long-term
spacefills p25 N84-11694
The Regulatory Functions of Calcium and the Potential
Role of Calcium in Mediating Gravitational Responses in
Cells and Tissues
[NASA-CP-2286] p 11 N84-11720
Effects of pulsed microwaves at 1.28 and 5.62 GHz on
Rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) performing an exercise
task at three levels of work
[AD-A132057] p 50 N84-12704
A restraint chair with rowing-like movement for exposing
exercising nonhuman primates to microwave irradiation
[AO-A132047] p 50 N84-12705
Combined effects of ionizing radiation and
antjcholinesterase exposure on rodent motor
performance
[AD-A131847] p 51 N84-12707
Naloxone does not affect ventilatory responses to
hypoxia and hypercapnia in rats
[AD-A131836] p 51 NS4-12708
Physiological responses of normotensives and essential
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Influence of vestbular-analyzer hyperstimuiation on the
adrenocorticotrophic function of the pituitary body and the
adrenal cortex p 212 A84-26600
Effect of arginine vasopressin, acetazolamide, and
angiotensin II on CSF pressure at simulated altitude
p283 A84-32564
The effect of a hypophysectomy on the reaction of bone
marrow eosinophils after the introduction of preparations
acting mainly in the region of peripheral M-chofinergic
receptors p284 A84-33056
Seasonal dynamics of mttotic activity of cells in trie
adenonypophysis and in the adrenal cortex of rats In normal
conditions and stress reaction p348 A84-37843
The effect of synthetic hypophysial neuropeptides on
the operation of the human visual analyzer
p362 A84-38S03
EnKephalin inhibition of angjotensin-stimulated release
of oxytodn and vasopressin p 408 A84-40995
Immersion diuresis without expected suppression of
vasopressin p 481 A84-43822
Adrenal-hypothalamus-pituitary system reactions in rats
cooled in a hypoxic-hypercapnic gas atmosphere
p41S N84-30655
PtTUITARY HORMONES
Pituitary hormones - Regulators of memory
p279 A84-31S12
The functional activity of the
hypomalamo-hypophyseo-edrenal axis in workers involved
in the production of organic glass and potyvinyl chloride
p295 A84-31518
PIVOTS
Self-locking telescoping manipulator arm
[NASA-CASE-MFS-25906-1] p 40 N84-11761
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
Life as a planetary phenomenon p 166 A84-19911
PLANETARY COMPOSITION
Manganese oxides as Wgh-p-epsilon redox buffers on
Mars p272 A84-28113
PLANETARY EVOLUTION
Ufe as a planetary phenomenon p 166 AS4-19911
A biological hypothesis for the origin of the modem
hydrosphere of the earth p 166 A84-21729
Earth's earliest biosphere: Its origin and evolution —
Book p4SO A84-43051
PLANKTON
Dissolved organic matter and lake metabolism:
Biochemistry and controls of nutrient flux dynamics In
lakes
[OE83-016789] p 53 N84-13761
A preliminary survey of plankton and perlphyton In the
Turn Barge Canal and basin area ol Kennedy Space
Center, Florida p 79 N84-16027
Investigating spatial distribution of phytoplankton In Lake
Baykal by optical methods p 413 N84-28888
PLANT ROOTS
Gravlperceptton in plant cells p 174 A84-24344
Suppression of asymmetric acid efflux and gravttropism
In maize roots treated with auxin transport inhibitors ot
sodium orthovanadate
[NASA-CR-173634] p 353 N84-27395
PLANT STRESS
The effect of weightlessness on cell-morphology
changes during microsporogenesls in Tradescantia
paludosa In experiments on Vostok-3, 4. 5.6; Voskhod-1;
andCosmos-110, 368 p44 A84-13741
Possible principle of the regulation of the damage and
defense reaction of the cell p 49 A84-15044
Biological effects ot weightlessness at cellular and
subcellutar levels p 178 A84-24380
Resistance of mature Arabidopsis plants to mechanical
deformation in relation to g-force during development
p178 A84-24383
Qmostat uftebla on shoot and root of Arabidopsis
p179 A84-24384
Clrcumnutatton observed without a significant
gravitational force in spaceflight p 398 A84-40310
Respiration of roots response to tow O2 stress
(DE83-017495) p 54 N84-13766
Mechanical regulation of plant growth and
development p 191 N84-18858
PLANTS (BOTANY)
Growth and development of plants flown on the STS-3
Space Shuttle mission p397 A84-39821
Reactivity of plant exometabolites — Russian book
p 397 A84-40141
Disruption of the terrestrial plant ecosystem at the
Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary, western interior
' . p479 A84-47049
. Physiological and ecological characteristics of the water f
fern, azolla pinnata, and prospects of using it in biological
life-support system for man p 39 N84-11709
Evidence for a regulatory role of calcium in
gravitropism p11 N84-11721
Calcium modulation of plant plasma membrane-bound
ATPase activities p 12 N84-11723
Role of calcium and calmodulin in plant cell regulation
p12 N84-11725
Local calcium entry and the guidance ot growth
p12 N84-11726
Developing higher plant systems in space
p 12 N84-11727
Summary of study group session discussions
p 13 N84-11739
Birth of spsco ptetnt y/owing
[NASA-TM-77244] p 133 NS4-16756
Plant waste processing on a solid substrate for a
biological lite-support system for man
p162 N84-16786
Development of space botany experiments
p186 N84-18255
NASA Space Biology Program. Eighth annual
symposium's program and abstracts
[NASA-CP-2299] p 187 N94-18829
Amyloptast movement in living statocytes
p 187 NM-18830
Inhibition of gravitropism In oat coteoptiles by calcium
chelation p 187 N84-18831
Protein changes in leaf-sheath putvini of barley
(hordeum) induced by gravistimulation
p 187 N84-18832
An attempt to localize and identify the gravity sensing
mechanism of plants p 187 NM-18833
The role of calcium in the gravitropic response of
roots p 187 N94-18834
Mechanism of shoot gravitropism p 187 N84-18836
Small gravrtatJonally elicited voltage transients in pea
stems P188 N84-18838
Mechanisms of graviperception and response in pea
seedlings p 188 NS4-1SB39
Gravttropism in leafy dicot stems p 191 N84-18857
Mechanical regulation ot plant growth and
development p 181 N84-18858
Measurement of thigmomorphogenesis and gravitropiam
by non-Intrusive computerized video Image processing
p 191 N84-18859
The roles of callose, elidtore and ethylene In
thigmomorphogenesis and gravttroplsm
p 191 N84-18860
Biophysical mechanism of differential growth during
gravttropism p 191 N84-18861
Cells, embryos and development In space
p 181 NM-16862
In vitro seed to seed growth on dlnostats
p192 N84-18863
Importance of gravity for plant growth and behavior
p182 NM-18864
NASA space biology accomplishments, 188344
[NASA-TM-86654] p41B N84-30664
Publications of the NASA space biology program for
1980 • 1984 — bibliographies
[NASA-TM-88857] p 457 N84-32990
Effects of prolonged weightlessness on orchidaceae
proteins p485 NS4-34130
PLASMA DISPLAY DEVICES
Improving the operator Interface through use of a touch
interactive display
[SAE PAPER 831459] p 268 A84-29496
PLASTICS
An explosive ordnance disposal protective suit
[AD-O011072] p443 N84-29483
PLATELETS
Platelets and leukocytes in the lungs after acute
hypobaric hypoxla p9 A84-12661
Effect of prostaglandins F-2 and F-2-alpha on the
pentose phosphate pathway In human blood platelets
p342 A84-36609
PLETHYSMOQRAPHY
The Pul'sotemp PT-01 device — portable
photopletnysrnographlc pulse rate monitor
p68 AB4-13450
Laser-Doppler measurement of skin blood flow -
Comparison with piethysmography p215 A84-26198
PNEUMONIA
Features characterizing the responses to physical loads
of patients suffering from chronic pneumonia with
respiratory Insufficiency p 289 A84-33061
POINTING CONTROL SYSTEMS
Precise control of flexible manipulators
[NASA-CR-175389] p 234 N84-20175
POLAR REGIONS
Selection of members of polar expeditions and
cosmonauts p 151 A84-19600
The effect of the natural-light regime on biorhythms in
polar workers p209 A84-25119
Effects of natural light conditions on biorhythrns in polar
dwellers p370 N84-28376
POLARITY
Polarity of the amphibian egg p 12 N84-11731
POLARIZATION (WAVES)
Performance ola new 916 MHz direct contact applicator
with reduced leakage, a detailed analysis
[P883-226621J p 24 N84-10742
POLARIZATION CHARACTERISTICS
Syndrome of the premature repotarization of the cardiac
ventricles in athletes p380 A84-37806
POLITICS
Notes on a theory of terrorism
[A0-P003242] p 381 N84-28409
POLLUTION CONTROL
Evaluation of the antipoTrution function of an inhaler mask
for transport aircraft crews - Methodology and first
results p307 A84-31198
POLLUTION MONITORING
Monitoring synthetic materials and chemical substances
to ensure occupational health and safety
p70 A84-15789
Evaluation ol the antipdlufon function ot an inhaler mask
for transport aircraft crews - Methodology and first
results p307 A84-31198
Recent advances in EPA's (Environmental Prog
monitoring and methods development research
[PB83-231209] p 24 N84-10743
Probabilistic model for assessing time-varying
contaminant levels
[P883-232108] p 24 N84-10745
Method for identifying trace contaminants in chamber
atmosphere at high pressure p 39 N84-11718
Use of fauna as biomonitors
IDE83-016082] p 53 NM-13762
POLYAMIDE RESINS
The Poryacrylamide as a phantom material for
electromagnetic hyperthermia studies
p264 A84-27558
Fuel fire tests of pdytetra-fluoroethylene anti-exposure
suits
[AD-A140038] p 337 N84-25303
Heat resistant protective hand covering
[NASA-CASE-MSC-20261-1] p 395 N84-26484
POLYCYTHEMIA
Porycythemia and the acute hypoxlc response In awake
rats following chronic hypoxla p1 A84-10282
POLYESTER RESINS
Hygienic evaluation of fire-resistant polyester fiber
p 231 A84-25366
POLYETHYLENES
Countercurrent distribution of biological cells
[NASA-CR-170958] p 78 N84-15756
Paniculate models of photosynthesis
[OE84-003847] p 244 N84-22142
POLYMER CHEMISTRY
Monitoring synthetic materials and chemical substances
to ensure occupational health and safety
p70 A84-15789
The functional activity ol the
hypothalamo-hypophyseo-adrenal axis in workers Involved
In the production of organic glass and polyvtnyl chloride
p295 A84-31S18
POLYMERIC FILMS
Method for the preparation of thin-skinned asymmetric
reverse osmosis membranes and products thereof
(NASA-CASE-ARC-11359-1] p 355 N84-28361
POLYMERIZATION
Luminescence induced by dehydration of kaolin •
Association with electron-spin-active centers and with
surface activity for dehydration-polymerization of glycine
p312 A84-31609
Mechanism of inhibition of fibrin polymerization by means
of a thermostable inhibitor from blood serum
p342 A84-36608
POLYMERS
Large molecules in small doses — synthetic polymers
as drugs p81 A84-17288
POLYNUCLEOTTDES
Complexes of poryadenylic add and the methyl esters
of amlno acids p 167 A84-22843
Differential coupling efficiency of chemically activated
arrtno acid to tRNA p318 A84-35598
Chiral selection in poty(.C)-directed synthesis of ollgo(G)
— autocatalytic amplification of optical asymmetry in
polynudeotjdes p477 A84-45119
POLYPE PTIDES
Model of the packing of DMA and histone octamer In
the nudeosome p 126 A84-20901
Substance P - Structure and effect — physiological
effects of potypeptjdes p410 A84-41396
A-118
SUBJECTINDEX PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
Substance P as a regulator of disturbed functions in
primates • Effect on conditioned-reflex activity and
arterial-pressure dynamics p411 A84-41397
Substance P in blood plasma and adrenals of
spontaneously hypertensive and normotensive rats
p411 A84-41398
A study on the gastrointestinal hormones and the gastric
add secretion during physical stress in man
[NDRE/PUBL-83/1001] p217 N84-20138
General introduction to the study on the gastrointestinal
hormones and the gastric add secretion during physical
stress in man p218 N84-20137
The affect of physical stress on gastric secretion and
pancreatic potypeptjde levels In man
p218 N84-20138
POLYSACCHARIDES
Interaction of blood plasma proteins in humans with
grycosaminogrycans P 342 A84-36611
POLYURETHANE RESINS
Analysis of the results of a lexicological study of
poryurethane-fosm combustion products
p183 A84-25369
POLYV1NYL CHLORIDE
Lesional effects ol the thermal degradation of a
chlorinated polymer P410 A84-41235
POPULATION THEORY
Evaluation of Insecticides, repellents, and other,
approaches to the control of coastal stand flies, culicoides
spp
[AD-A141132J P414 N84-29435
POPULATIONS
Appearance of self-oscillations in a distributed system
with multiple equilibria — mathematical model of
biosystem-environment interaction P 127 A84-20912
Demographic considerations in gravitational biology
p 176 A84-24371
Energy use: The human dimension
[DE84-001405] P 86 N84-14676
A study of personal exposure to carbon monoxide in
Denver, Colorado
[PB84-148125] p 256 N84-22161
PORPHYRINS
Investigation of the structure of photosynthetic reaction
centers
[DES4-002886] P 134 N84-16760
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
The use of portable Uoenglneering feedback devices
in a system of active restorative therapy for patients with
poststroke motor disturbances P 144 A84-22932
The value of ambulatory electrocardiograph :^ monitoring
in cases of Ischemlc heart disorders
p299 A84-33062
PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Evaluation of proposed human subject certification testa
for serf-contained breathing apparatus
[PB84-172212] P394 N84-27447
POSITION (LOCATION)
Effects of a 7-day head-down lilt with and without
clonldlne on volume-regulating hormones In normal
humans p291 A84-30363
Effects of a four day head-down tilt on the urinary
excretion of prostaglandlns P292 A84-30364
Eye-position signals In successive saccades
P489 A84-48880
SpatJotemporal characteristics of visual localization
[AD-A1339S2] p 88 N84-15770
Spatial localization In strabiamlc observers
[AD-A132748] P 91 N84-15784
Disorientation In helicopter flight P 333 N84-26284
. Pulmonary artery location during mlcrogravity activity:
Potential Impact for chest-mounted Doppler during space
travel
[NASA-TM-S8262] P 466 N84-31935
POSITION (TITLE)
Toward an Interpersonal paradigm for
superior-subordinate communication
[AD-A135863] . p 228 N84-20166
POSITION INDICATORS
Facility requirements for cockpit traffic display
research P 108 AM-18830
The Initial orientation of homing pigeons on the magnetic
equator, with and without Sun compass
[INPE-3104-PRE/503] p 321 N84-26271
POSITIONING. DEVICES (MACHINERY)
Testing and control of a compliant wrist
[AO-A140842] p393 N84-2744S
POSITRONS . '
Beta decay and the origin of bWogial chirality - New
experimental results P400 A64-40470
Measurements, In vivo, of parameters of the dopamine
system
[DE83-017964] p 51 N84-12709
POSTFUOCT ANALYSIS
Investigation of change of mineral metabolism of
cosmonauts by X-ray fluorescence method
p212 A84-25761
POSTURE
Control of breathing at the start of exercise as influenced
by posture p 21 A84-12657
A study of mechanisms of posture maintenance in the
weightless state p205 A84-24354
Coordination between movement and posture
p288 A84-30327
Flexibility of postural 'reflexes' under different functional
demands p288 A84-30331
Postural control in weightlessness
p 289 A84-30332
Anticipatory postural movements related to a voluntary
movement p289 A84-30335
Labyrinth and neck Influences on different size
reticulospinal neurons p 276 A84-30339
Vertebral static in me posture of fighter and helicopter
pilots p294 A84-31199
Changes in the postural balance of patients with cerebral
circulation disorders p 297 A84-32379
Localization of the cortical agency for the control of
postural synergy in the frontal lobe of the brain
p 360 A84-37802
Vascular reactions in the lower limbs ol humans during
changes of posture p 360 A84-37626
Effects of gravity on the phrenic and renal sympathetic
nerve activities in the rabbit p 350 A84-38345
POTABLE WATER
A rodent water dispensing system for use In hypobaric
chambers
[AD-A141167) p355 N84-28362
Bioddal quaternary ammonium Testa
[NASA-CR-171802] p414 N84-29433
POTASSIUM
The activity of potassium in the extracellular fluid of rats
under conditions of a potassium imbalance
p 130 A84-22782
Nature of the dual caffeine-sodium benzoate effect on
the tonic component of potassium contracture in the frog
myocardium p 240 A84-27878
Transport of sodium and potassium ions in the skin of
the frog Rana temporaria under anaerobic conditions
p348 A84-37836
Cellular localization of Na(+), K( + )-ATPase in the
mammalian vastjbular system p 194 N84-18880
Effects ol dietary sodium intake on body and muscle
potassium content In unacclimatized men during
successive days of work in the heat
p220 N84-201S3
POWER SPECTRA
Cross power spectral analysis of the vestibular-ocular
reflex • p 289 A84-30338
PRECAMBRIAN PERIOD
Multiple origins of life p 166 A84-21025
Early biogeologic history - The emergence of a
paradigm p450 A64-43052
Procambrian organic geochemistry - Preservation of the
record p450 A84-43056
Archean stromatolites • Evidence of the earth's earliest
benthos p451 A84-43059
Archean mlcrofosslls - New evidence of ancient
microbes p 451 A84-43060
Earty Proterozoic mlcrofosslls ' p4S2 A84-43085
PRECISION
Measurement of spine and total body mineral by
dual-photon absorptiometry p276 A64-30343
PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Evaluation of ride quality prediction methods for
operational military helicopters p 441 A84-42276
Coherence of appraisal and coping: Parachute lump
effectiveness
[FOA-C-55058-H3] p 67 N84-12724
A mathematical model for oxygen toxicity in man
[AD-A137379J
 P218 N84-20139
Evaluation of ride quality prediction methods for
helicopter Interior noise and vibration environments
CNASA-TP-2261] p 226 N84-20155
Nonlinear prediction ol head movements for
helmet-mounted displays
[AO-A138590] p 237 N84-20192
Anthropometric changes at high altitude
[AD-A140311] p330 N84-26277
Physical performance testa as predictors ol task
performance
[AD-P003257] p 383 N84-28424
Psychophysiological tools in engineering psychology
[AD-P003337J p 395 N84-28481
Evaluation of the HAROMAN comparability methodology
for manpower, personnel and training
(NASA-CR-173733] p 395 N84-28485
Comparison of Rhesus monkey and baboon -G sub x
acceleration experiments
IAD-A1413951 p 414 N84-29438
Validation of the military entrance physical strength
capacity test
[AD-A142169] p4Z8 N84-29451
Cognitive organization as a function of frying
experience
[AD-A141767] p 437 N84-29459
Noise-induced hearing loss and its prediction
p 429 N84-29472
Human reliability analysis using event trees
[S/T-REPT-VOL-1-NO-3] p 446 N84-30718
Link between characteristics of EEG rhythms In
bioteedbacK control and indexes for operator activity
p472 N84-31927
Development of color criteria for advanced displays
[AD-A143246] p 468 N84-33008
Validation of relative-time-spent rating scales
[AD-A144067] p 498 N84-34169
PREDICTIONS
Cervical spline analysis for election injury prediction
[AD-A131081] p23 N84-10739
Racial bias and predictive validity in testing for
selection
[AD-A131830] p67 N84-12722
Comparison of IRT observed-score and true-score
erjuatings
[AD-A133871] p 99 N84-15791
Cognition and arousal as predictors of risk taking: Effects
of load and cognitive style
[AD-A134324] p 156 N84-17843
PREFLIQHT ANALYSIS
Investigation ol change of mineral metabolism of
cosmonauts by X-ray fluorescence method
P212 A84-25761
PREPROCESSING
A potentially powerful method of simple automatic
recognition exhibiting scate and orientation independence
— image processing
[BAE-BT-11088] p 304 N84-23102
PRESBYOPIA
Presbyopia and piloting - Which correction to choose?
p422 A84-41227
PRESERVING
Food preservation with gas p 269 NB4-20719
PRESSURE BREATHING
Breathing pattern in humans - Elevated CO2 or low O2
on positive airway pressure p 214 AB4-26197
High sustained positive G - Future problems and
solutions p215 A84-26382
Hyperbarlc physiology (current status and future
prospects) p 488 A84-46540
Improved G-Tolerance with assisted positive pressure
breathing and anti-gravity suit with ready pressure and
faster filling
[FOA-A-58002-H1] p 444 N84-29486
Functional state and work capacity of man when
breathing oxygen and hypoxic mixtures under positive
pressure p 431 N84-306S4
PRESSURE CHAMBERS
An expandable surgical chamber for use in conditions
of weightlessness p308 A84-32570
Deep diving simulator Titan p 442 A84-42575
Effect of high ammonia content In pressure chamber
atmosphere on human adrenocortlcal system function
p 431 N84-30658
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
Pressure distribution In the cranial cavity
p48 A84-14996
Simulation of physiological effects of negative pressure
on man p 431 N84-30662
PRESSURE EFFECTS
Pharmacoklnetics of pentobartattal under hyperbaric and
hyperbaric hyperoxic conditions in the dog
p6 A84-12063
Assessment of recovery from hyperbarlc-induced
subtertility in male mice p 73 A84-16181
The dynamics of oxygen saturation of the brain at
increased pressures p 129 A84-22776
The effects of hyperbaric elemental gases on the rate
coefficient of K(+) influx In mammalian synaptosomes
p 52 N84-13754
Development and marketing of a prosthetic urinary
control valve system
(NASA-CR-170994] p 271 N84-22168
PRESSURE GRADIENTS
Pressure difference-flow rate variation in a femoral artery
branch casting ol man for steady flow
p300 AB4-33151
PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
Oscillatory mechanics of he respiratory system in
ozone-exposed rats p 128 A84-21034
The possibility of using tympanometry in the case of
nonperforated medial otitis p 296 A84-32359
Pressure difference-flow rate variation in a femoral artery
branch casting ol man tor steady flow
p 300 A84-33151
Measurement of pressure In peripheral veins using the
ultrasonic Dopplei method p 358 A64-37188
A-119
PRESSURE PULSES SUBJECTINDEX
Static feed water electrolysis subsystem testing and
component development
[NASA-CR-166539] p 164 N84-17856
Development of a new, completely implantable
intraventricular pressure meter and preliminary report of
its clinical experience
[NASA-TM-77121] p 329 N84-26276
The deep diving simulator TITAN: Physiological
problems of stays in large water depths
p 368 N84-27427
PRESSURE PULSES
The action of noise pulses on humans and aspects of
measuring these pulses and setting standards for them
p57 A84-15042
PRESSURE REDUCTION
Physiological and clinical effects of local negative
pressure p 48 A84-14999
Central circulation of a normal man during 7-day
head-down tin and decompression of various body parts
p57 A84-15165
Hypoxia alters blood coagulation during acute
decompression in humans p214 A84-26193
Decompression procedures for frying after diving, and
diving at attitudes above sea level
[AD-A132039] p 64 N84-13771
Decompression mechanisms and decompression
schedule calculations
[AD-A137868] p 250 N84-21060
Method of making an ion beam sputter-etched
ventricular catheter for hydrocephalus shunt
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13107-2] p 300 N84-23095
Application of compartmentalization/air lock of
simulated pressurized aircraft and tolerance of lung to rapid
decompression in different laboratory animals
p 486 N84-35O53
PRESSURE REGULATORS
A servo controlled rapid response anti-G valve
p 35 A84-10732
PRESSURE SENSORS
Representation and tactile sensing of 3-D objects by a
gripper finger p 496 A84-46719
Development of a new, completely implantable
intraventricular pressure meter and preliminary report of
its clinical experience
[NASA-TM-77121] p 329 N84-26276
PRESSURE SUITS
A servo controlled rapid response anti-G valve
p35 A84-10732
An altimetric-dilution law applicable to high-attitude
clothing p 159 A84-21016
Interserosal forces, the pressure environment of the
central circulations and natures internal 'G suit'. I
p 172 A84-24332
Current research and development of anti-G suits
P496 A84-47262
Lower body graduated negative pressure system
[NASA-CR-171717] p 71 N84-12725
A servo controlled rapid response anti-g valve
' [AD-A134042] p 118 N84-14687
Interaction of anti-G measures and chest wall mechanics
in determining gas exchange
[AD-A133740] p 89 N84-15775
Method and apparatus for simulating gravitational forces
on a living organism
[NASA-CASE-MSC-20202-1 ] p 162 N34-16803
USN/USAF Anti-G-Suit consolidation program
[AD-A136138] p 233 N84-18908
Report on study trip to France, 28 June-9 July 1983 —
protective clothing of flight crews
[FOA-C-59007-H1] p 237 N84-20193
Decompression mechanisms and decompression
schedule calculations
[AD-A137868] p 250 N84-21060
PSC, a programmable software controller for a multiple
bladder, sequentially inflatable g-suit
[AD-A138069] p 271 N84-22172
Improved G-Tolerance with assisted positive pressure
breathing and anti-gravity suit with ready pressure and
faster filling
[FOA-A-58002-H1] p 444 N84-29486
PRESSURIZED CABINS .
Application of compartmentaJization/air lock of
simulated pressurized aircraft and tolerance of lung to rapid
decompression in different laboratory animals
p 486 N84-35053
PRESSURIZING
Effects of positive end expiratory pressure and
counterpressurization on circulating prostaglandins in the
dog P345 A84-36937
A servo controlled rapid response anti-g valve
[AD-A134042] p 118 N84-14687
PREVENTION
Preventive methods for overfatigue (Review of the
literature) p 245 A84-28419
Prevention of acute mountain sickness by
dexamethasone
[AD-A131533] p 23 N84-10737
PRIMATES
Responses of primate retinal ganglion cells to moving
spectral contrast ; .p45 A84-f4600
Primate Metabolic System for Shuttle
(SAE PAPER 831096] p 266 A84-29031
Some considerations of forms and distributions of
receptive field units in early visual processing
[BAE-BT-11177] p 304 N84-23103
A review and evaluation of research concerning the
performance effects of nudear radiation
(AD-P003295) p 355 N84-28445
Use of primate model in weightlessness bone
physiology: General problems P486 N84-34154
PRIMITIVE EARTH ATMOSPHERE
A study of the interaction of glycine and its
oligohomopeptides with formaldehyde and acetaJdehyde
under possible primitive earth conditions
P130 A84-22844
Statistical fluctuation versus specific mechanism and the
origin of the left-handed asymmetry of proteins
p 131 A84-22846
Comparative analysis of the role of statistical fluctuations
and factor of advantage (parity non-conservation) in the
origins of optical activity p 131 A84-22847
The evolution of the prebiotic atmosphere
p447 A84-40434
Drcularty polarized solar radio bursts associated with
sunspot activities and their possible significance in the
formation of chirally asymmetric biotic substances from
a chiralry symmetric prebiotic medium
p 447 AS4-40475
Earth's earliest biosphere: Its origin and evolution —
Book P450 A84-43051
Prebiotic organic syntheses and the origin of life
p 477 A84-43055
GeochemicaJ evidence bearing on the origin of
aerobiosis, a speculative hypothesis
p451 A84-43063
Evolution of earth's earliest ecosystems - Recent
progress and unsolved problems p 452 A84-43066
PRINCIPLES
The anthropic principle and its implications for biological
evolution — intermediate attitude between primitive
anthropocentric prejudice and its antithesis in heeding
astrophysical restraints for interpreting evolution
p 166 A84-20017
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
Motion sickness incidence: Distribution of time to first
emesis and comparison of some complex motion
conditions
[AD-A131930] p64 N84-13772
PROBABILITY THEORY
External versus intuitive reasoning: The conjunction
fallacy in probability judgment
[AD-A131801] p68 N84-13778
A theory of diagnostic inference: Judging causality
[AD-A133172] p 153 N84-16796
Identifying different item response curves
[AD-A133259] p 154 N84-16798
Learning in a probabilistic environment A new approach,
and some preliminary findings
[AD-A137031] p228 N84-20162
PROBLEM SOLVING
Conflicts among employees and ways of resolving
them p65 A84-14980
Changes in maze-solving errors due to stress
p95 A84-18809
The effects of level of knowledge upon human problem
solving in a process control task pits A84-19314
Models of human problem solving - Detection, diagnosis,
and compensation for system failures
p 159 A84-21638
The effect of hyperbaric oxygenation on the behavior
of animals which are performing an extrapolation task
p 221 A84-23322
The spatial organization of bioelectric potentials in the
human neopallium and its information analysis
. p 303 A84-32356
Measures of human problem solving performance in fault
diagnosis tasks p 331 A84-33466
The effect of individual features of memory on the
productivity of the solution to operational problems
P377 A84-37818
Social-perceptual processes of group decision making
P437 A84-41571
The correlation of closed eye movements with the
process of task performance p 471 A84-45924
Age, altitude, and workload effects on complex
performance
[AD-A133594] • p 147 N84-16793
Maze-solving as a performance measurement tool for
human operations under time-stress
[AD-A133394] p154 N84-16799
Multilevel semantic analysis and problem-solving in the
flight-domain
[NASA-CR-173177] p 162 N84-168O4
Problem solving abilities
[AD-A134717] p 155 N84-17840
Mental representation of circuit diagrams: Individual
differences in procedural knowledge
[AD-A136876] p 227 N84-20159
Effort and accuracy in choice
[AD-A136881] p 227 N84-20161
Research and theory on predecision processes
[AD-A137962] p 262 N84-22163
Research on cognitive collaboration between persons
and computers
[AD-PO02892] p 309 N84-22853
Ability and expertise in act generation
[AD-A137973] p 305 N84-23110
Problem analysis and definition in act generation
[AD-A137978] p 305 N84-23111
Performance in dual tasks
[AD-A138603] p 305 N84-24096
A Unified Model of Attention and Problem Solving
[AD-A138787] p 306 N84-24097
Problem solving and reasoning
[ AD-A138889] p 306 N84-24099
USSR report Machine tools and metalworking
equipment
[JPRS-UMM-84-009] p312 NS4-24108
Resistance to robots in Soviet metallurgical plants
noted p312 N84-24109
Belorussia's industry robotization program discussed
P312 N84-24111
Control algorithms of Soviet HCS Rusalka for robots
analyzed p 312 N84-24113
A model of human problem solving in dynamic
environments
[AD-A140862] p 394 N84-27446
Psychology and study of human factor in management
P379 N84-28382
Situational interaction: A peer counseling approach to
AWOL (unauthorized absences from duty) reduction
[AD-P003243] p 381 N84-28410
Behavioral and biological effects of changes in group
size and membership
[NASA-CR-173801] p 437 N84-29457
Symbolic knowledge processing for the acquisition of
expert behavior A study in medicine
[AD-A141835] p 437 N84-29460
Pilot interaction with automated airborne decision
making systems
[NASA-CR-173782] p 442 N84-29464
PROCEDURES
Human factors engineering. Part 1: Test procedures
[AD-A140343] p 339 N84-26302
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
Industrial robots and their applications - Robotics for
machine building (2nd revised and enlarged edition) —
Russian book p 38 A84-12181
The effects of level of knowledge upon human problem
solving in a process control task p 115 A84-19314
Report on development, installation of industrial
robots p39 N84-11339
Man-machine systems group
[WTHD-161] p444 N84-30703
Supervisory control: Introduction and theory —industrial
plant control p 445 N84-30706
Modeling the human operator's supervising behavior —
industrial plants p 445 N84-30707
A utility plant simulator for control room experiments
p 445 N84-30708
Fault management p 445 N84-30709
PROCUREMENT
Information search in judgment tasks: The effects of
unequal cue validity and cost
[AD-A141712] p414 N84-29437
PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT
Timely application of advanced human factors test and
evaluation techniques during the acquisition of new Air
Force systems p114 A84-19308
Information search in judgment tasks: The effects of
unequal cue validity and cost
[AD-A141712] p414 N84-29437
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Human factors in remote control engineering
development activities
[DE84-003201] p 272 N84-22176
Industry official on progress in Soviet robotics program
p311 N84-23915
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
DARPA program - Intelligent Task Automation
p 264 A84-28524
Civil applications of infrared techniques
[BMFT-FB-T-83-132] p 29 N84-11753
The human side of robotics: Results from a prototype
study on how workers react to a robot
[AD-A133438] p 121 N84-15805
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Research in man-machine interaction discussed
p311 N84-23393
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
Aquacutture techniques: A production forecasting model
(or aquaculture systems
[PB83-221713] p 10 N84-10730
. Research in man-machine interaction discussed
p311 N84-23393
Industry urged to increase output of NC machine tool,
robotics P311 N84-23914
PRODUCTIVITY
Design of micrograviry space environments to enhance
crew health, morale, and productivity
p440 A8*-40632
Influences on group productivity. 2: Factors inherent
in the person. A bibliographic synopsis
(AD-A131015] p99 N84-15790
Robotics impact on labor productivity examined
p3U N84-24104
Impact of Latvian Robotics Institute on industry
modernization p 312 N84-24110
Level of robotization ol Kazakhstan industry viewed
p312 N84-24112
SpatJotemporal structure of quanta of industrial work and
its physiological basis p 371 N84-28379
A systematic comparative analysis of conditions
analogous to long-duration space missions
[AD-P003353] p 387 N84-28469
Realization of human work capacity: Interdisciplinary
problems p475 N84-31920
Stress in work p 475 N84-31921
PROGNOSIS
Predicting ventricular arrymmia of the heart in patients
with myocardial infarction p 18 A84-11564
Prognostic factors related to ' survival and
complication-free times in airmen medically certified after
coronary surgery p 248 A84-29823
PROGRAM VERIFICATION (COMPUTERS)
The behavioral demonstrator: A requirements
specification executor
[AD-A136944] p 236 N84-20189
PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION
Automated Instructional Media Selection (AIMS)
[AD-A135749] p 229 N84-20168
An internal review and operational trial of a human
factors engineering self-paced course in accordance with
the instructional systems development process
[AD-A140011] p337 N84-2S301
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
Issues in interaction language specification and
representation
[AD-A136943] p 236 N84-20188
Dialogue management: New concepts in
human-computer interface development
[AD-A136945] p 236 N84-20190
PROJECT PLANNING
Computer-based measurement ol Intellectual
capabilities
[AD-A144065] p 495 N84-34162
PROJECT SET!
Bioastronomy - The search lor extraterrestrial IHe
p340 A84-35633
SETI investigations at Jodrell Bank. England: September
through November 1983 p237 N84-19639
SET) science working group report
[NASA-TP-2244] ' p 273 N84-22178
PROPAGATION VELOCITY
Changes in the propagation velocity of a pulse wave
in extremity arteries during muscle contraction
p363 A84-38510
PROPHYLAXIS
Determination of the habitual motor activity by means
of a pedometer with the objective of preventing the
ischemic heart disease p 56 A84-15030
Organizational and methodological aspects of the
prophylaxis of arterial hypertension among transport
workers p82 A84-17292
Medical examinations of women in the medical unit of
a large industrial plant p 82 A84-17293
Studies on the prophylaxis of vibration sickness
p 103 A84-17294
Preventing job-related hearing impairments
P308 AB4-32357
Electrosleep In prophylaxis ol psychoneural stress and
recovery of mental performance in operators
p379 N84-28367
PROPRIOCEPTION
The psychophysics of proprioceptor sensitivity
p60 A84-15741
Proprioception — prosthetic devices
p446 N84-30714
Study of spatial asymmetry in human external electrical
field p466 N84-31932
Psychophysics of proprioceptive sensibility
p472 N84-31933
PROSTAGLANDINS
Rheological properties and quantitative spectrum of
blood prostaglandins in patients with hypertension
• p81 A84-17281
Hemodynamic and humoral effects of prostaglandin
inhibition in exercising humans p 141 A84-21026
Influence of inhibition of prostaglandin biosynthesis on
the hemopoiesis of irradiated mice p 240 A84-28372
Effects ol a four day head-down tilt on the urinary
excretion of prostaglandins p 292 A84-30364
Role of the prostaglandin system In the pathogenesis
of spontaneous hypertension in rats p 286 A84-33158
Effect of prostaglandins F-2 and F-2-alpha on the
pentose phosphate pathway in human blood platelets
p342 A84-36609
E group prostaglandins and lipotysis in the adipose tissue
of intact and starved rats during aging
p342 A84-36613
Effects of positive end expiratory pressure and
counlerpressurization on circulating prostaglandins in the
dog p345 A84-36937
Clinical-diagnostic significance of the study of cyclic
nudeotides and prostaglandin F2-alpha during vibration
sickness p 365 A84-39009
Effect of dietary vitamin E or selenium on prostaglandin
dehydrogenase in hyperoxic rat lung
p399 A84-40356
Hyperpyrexia and head trauma
[AD-A139420J p 301 N84-24090
PROSTHETIC DEVICES
Prediction of turbulent flow past a prosthetic heart
valve p 497 A84-49108
Prosthetic ocdusive device for an internal
passageway
[NASA-CASE-MFS-25740-1 ] p 27 N84-11744
Development and marketing of a prosthetic urinary
control valve system
[NASA-CR-170994] p 271 N84-22168
Ultrasonic and optical evaluation of surgical implant
materials and devices. A durability study of pericardia!
bioprostheses
[NASA-CR-173437} p 329 N84-26274
Man-machine systems group
[WTHD-181] p444 NB4-30703
Evaluation of arm protheses for unilateral amputees
p 446 N84-30713
Proprioception — prosthetic devices
p446 N84-30714
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
Heat stress related to the operation of Canadian forces
aircraft - A historical review and possible solution
p 34 A84-10719
The maintenance and testing of survival suits - Problems
and options p 264 A84-28259
Analysis of transient heart rate response to orothostatic
test with and without antigravitatlonal trousers
p292 A84-30369
Effectiveness in reducing heat stress of three
conditioned-air cooling vests worn with and without cooling
air supplied to a face piece
[AD-A131975] p 71 N84-12726
Mathematical simulation of dnrer performance
[AD-A133844] p 85 N84-14671
Missile component reprr while wearing NBC protective
clothing
[AD-A13731S] p 235 N84-20180
Laboratory studies of aircrew chemical protective
ensemble: Effects on pilots' performance
p269 N84-21066
Psycho-ergonomic problems presented by the
prolonged wearing of gas masks p 251 N84-21073
Selected factors affecting aircrew performance during
sustained operations p 260 N84-21074
Heat resistant protective hand covering
[NASA-CASE-MSC-20261-2] p 309 N84-23113
Fuel fire tests of polyietra-fluoroethylene anti-exposure
suits
[AD-A140038] p 337 N84-25303
An explosive ordnance disposal protective suit
[AD-O011072] p443 N84-29483
PROTEIN METABOLISM
Regulatory functions of actin in the cell
. ' • • p5 A84-11349
Functional morphology and metabolic characteristics of
tissue basophils and basophtlic granulocytes of the
blood ' p43 A84-13480
Behavior of blood-serum proteins in rats exposed to the
long-term effect of air ions p 123 A84-19599
The mechanism of the enzymatic regulation of tyre-sine
metabolism In hyperthermia p 124 A84-20880
The'interaction of acetylcholine and tubocurarine with
protein molecules of the actin complex and
phosphatidylcholine p 126 A84-20906
The effect of the deficiency of food protein and group
B vitamins on the content of calcium-binding protein in
the mucosa of the small intestine p 170 A84-23738
Prevention of metabolic alterations caused by
suspension hypokinesia in leg muscles of rats
p 175 A84-24359
The effect of a 90-day hypodynamy on the neurohumoral
system, egg laying and metabolism of proteins in Japanese
quail p 178 A84-24382
Molecular mechanisms of the hypertrophy and wear of
the myocardium p 183 A64-25351
A comparative analysis of the effect of various quantities
of food proteins and free arrdno acids on the life span of
animals . p 184 A84-25634
The effect of X-rays on chromatin histories and acidic
proteins in rabbit brains p 186 A84-26364
Myosin ATPhase histochemistry and intermediate fiber
types in human skeletal muscle p 290 A84-30352
The effect of different protein contents in the diet on
the structure of blood vessels p 281 A84-32372
cAMP-dependent protein kinase activity and
phosphorylation of heart phospholamban during circulatory
hypoxia - The effect of trypsin on the phosphorytation
capability of the phospholamban p315 A84-34143
Radiation effects in plasma membranes according to
infrared spectroscopic data p 316 A84-34478
Structure and repair of rat thymus DNA during long-term
irradiation p 343 A84-36619
Changes in the content of blood plasma lipids and
apolipoproteins in the course of acute myocardial
infarction p 359 A84-37192
The effect of hydrocortisone on protein metabolism in
skeletal muscles p 346 A84-37195
Protein synthesis and oxidative activity of the brain in
conditions of oxygen deficiency p 347 A84-37801
Effect of ionizing radiation at low dose rates on
glycoproteid and mucoproteid metabolism in dogs
p 349 A84-37846
. Monoaminergic mechanisms of the regulating effect of
a number of short peptides during the simulation of
behavioral pathology p410 A84-41395
Time course of the content of immunogiobulins In rabbit
serum during experimental food anaphylaxis
p411 A84-41546
Variation In the metabolic pool ol free amino acids in
the peripheral blood and the spleen following total-body
uniform gamma irradiation p 449 A84-42956
Neuronal phosphoproteins - Physiological and clinical
implications P 479 A84-47264
Free amino acids of blood before and after short-term
spaceflights p 26 N84-11702
Effect of hypokinesia on amino acid metabolism in rats
on diets differing in calcium and phosphorus content
p11 N84-11707
Protein changes in leaf-sheath pulvini of barley
(hordeum) induced by gravistimulation
p 187 N84-18832
Metabolic alterations caused by suspension hypokinesia
in leg musdes of rats p 189 N84-18848
New book on metabolism under hypodynamic
conditions p 327 N84-25271
PROTEIN SYNTHESIS
Retarded fluorescence of pigment-protein complexes of
photosystem I, built into the liposomes
p74 A84-16933
The spatial distribution of fixed mutations within genes
coding for proteins p 129 A84-21800
Complexes of polyadenylic acid and the methyl esters
of amino acids p 167 A84-22843
A study of the interaction of glycine and its
oligohomopeptides with formaldehyde and acetaldehyde
under possible primitive earth conditions
p 130 A84-22844
Possible mechanism for origin of chiral specificity during
origins of life p 131 A84-22845
Statistical fluctuation versus specific mechanism and the
origin of the left-handed asymmetry of proteins
P131 A64-22846
Code dependent conservation of the physico-chemical
properties in amino acid substitutions
p 167 A64-22848
Conservation of physico-chemical amino acid properties
during the evolution of proteins p 167 AB4-22849
The validity of an animal model for experiments related
to weightlessness p 173 A84-24337
Mechanisms of photodamage of the eye structure -
UV-eftect on soluble proteins of the lens
P348 A84-37844
International Conference on the Origin of Life, 7th, Mainz,
West Germany July 10-15.1983, Proceedings
p399 A84-40426
Self-sequencing of amino acids and origins of
polyfunctional protocells p 401 A84-40480
Origin and evolution of heredity-metabolism system
p402 A84-40485
Aminoacyl-nucleotide reactions - Studies related to the
origin of the genetic code and protein synthesis
p403 A84-40492
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Towards a classification of E. coll ribosomal proteins -
A hypothetical 'small ribosome' as a primitive
protein-synthesizing apparatus p 405 A84-40506
The mathematical logic of Of e — genetic code resistance
to mutation effects p 405 A84-40S10
Chiral selection in poMQ-directed synthesis of oTigo(G)
— autocatalytic amplification of optical asymmetry in
polynudeotides P 477 A84-45119
The combined influence of stretch, mobility and electrical
stimulation in the prevention of muscle fiber atrophy caused
hvpokinesia and hypodynamia
[NASA-CR-173994] p 493 N84-34914
PROTEINS
The fractionation of plasma proteins in large scale
preparations of Wood — Russian book
p3 AS4-10492
Protein phospnorytation in the brain p4 A84-11253
Protein inhibitors as regulators of proteolysis processes
— Russian book p 43 A84-13413
The role of binding proteins in substance-absorption
processes p48 A84-15000
The structure of proteins in biological membranes •
p 123 A84-20249
Biological criteria for the use of new protein sources in
meat products p 230 A84-23737
The effect of meat pates of different compositions on
the gastric secretion function p 170 A84-23739
Reversible effects of an altered gravity field on
myofibrillar proteins of skeletal muscles of various
phenotypes p 175 A84-24361
Fast components of the electric response signal of
bacteriorhooopsin protein p 185 A84-25760
Nanosecond absorption spectroscopy of
bacteriofhodopsin phototransformations in dry films - The
influence of an external electric field
p279 A84-31480
Trigger model for muscular contraction
p 281 A84-32374
No evidence for interstellar proteins
p 339 A84-34213
Evolution of catalytic proteins or On the origin of enzyme
species by means of natural selection
p318 A84-35S96
The glycocalix of membranes in the receptor cells of
the sense organs p 342 A84-36603
Interaction of blood plasma proteins in humans with
glycosaminoglycans p342 A84-36611
Specificity of protein-nucleic acid interaction and the
biochemical evolution p 401 A84-40479
The structural periodicity of E. coli ribosomal proteins
p403 A84-40487
Nucleic acids, proteins, and chirality
p404 A84-40495
Evolutionary connections of biological kingdoms based
on protein and nucleic acid sequence evidence
p 408 A84-40825
Electrochromic reactions of rhodopsin
p480 A84-47795
Intracellular caknim receptors: Calmodulin and related
proteins - p 12 N84-11724
Role of calcium and calmodulin in plant cell regulation
p12 N84-11725
Role of calmodulin in cell proliferation
p13 N84-11737
Studies of proteinograms in dermatophytes by disc
electrophoresis. 1. Protein bands In relation to growth
[NASA-TM-77095] p 133 N84-16755
Protein and carotenoid synthesis and turnover in
gravistjmulated root caps p 188 N84-18837
ProcMoron rssosrch
[NASA-CR-173264] p 197 N84-20113
Prochloron expedition P 197 N84-20120
Studies on proteinograms in dermatorphytes by disc
electrophoresis. Part 2; Protein bands of keratinophific
fungi
[NASA-TM-77096] p 198 N84-20127,
Poly (ADP-ribose) in rtudeoids
[OEFZS-4267] p 374 N84-28399
Unraveling photosystems
[OE84-013812] p457 N84-32994
Microbiology and food program p 458 N84-32999
Protein Single Crystal Growth Under Low Gravity —
conferences
[ESA-SP-1067] p483 N84-34118
Application of protein crystals for structure and function
analysis p 483 N84-34119
Crystallization of the membrane protein rnodopsin
» p 483 N84-34120
The arpha-crustacyanin, the lobster carapace
astaxanthnvprotein p 484 N84-34122
Carbohydrate-protein interactions p 484 N84-34123
Diffusion profiles in microgravity protein crystallization
experiments — Spacelab p 484 N84-34125
Effects of prolonged weightlessness on orchidaceae
proteins p 485 N84-34130
Analysts of collagen and noncollagenous proteins in
bone particles fractionated by gradient density
fractionation p 491 N84-34144
PROTOBIOLOOY
A study ol the interaction ot glycine and its
digohomopeptjdes with formaldehyde and acetaldehyde
under possible primitive earth conditions
P130 A84-22844
. Ancient microspheres - Abfogenic, protobiogenic, or
biogenic? p 181 A84-24736
An attempt to estimate the cosmotogical conditions of
life origin p339 A84-33949
Evolution vs the number of gene copies per primitive
cell p 319 A84-3560O
International Conference on the Origin of Life. 7th, Mainz,
West Germany July 10-15,1983, Proceedings
p399 A84-40428
The cometary connection with prebiotic chemistry
p447 A84-40432
The evolution of the prebiotic atmosphere
p447 A84-40434
The evolution of prebtotogical self-organization -
Probable colloid-chemical evolution of first prokaryotic
cells p400 A84-40461
Experimental evidence for beta-decay as a source of
chirality by enantiomer analysis p 400 A84-40467
Metal ions as a factor of functional evolution and of
development of some important biochemical properties in
prebiotic and biological conditions p 401 A84-40476
Self-sequencing of amino acids and origins of
pofyfunctional protocells p 401 A84-40480
Is matter inanimate? - Protobiological information from
within p 402 A84-40481
Present state of the coacervate-in-coacervate theory -
Origin and evolution of cell structure
p402 AB4-40484
The improbability of prebiotic nucleic acid synthesis
p403 A84-40488
Coupled amino acid vestiges of the primordial genetic
code p 403 A84-4O491
Origin of the genetic code and specificity of tRNA
aminoacylation - A testable model. p 404 A84-40496
Prebiotic organic syntheses and the origin of life
p477 A84-43055
PROTON IRRADIATION
Motor performance in irradiated rats as a function of
radiation source, dose, and time since exposure
[AD-A141209] p355 N84-28363
Delayed effects of proton in-adiabon in Macaca mulatta
3: Glucose intolerance
[AD-A142289] p 416 N84-30669
PROTOPLASM
Plasmodium of myxomycetes as an object of
investigation in gravitational biology p279 A84-31476
PROTOTYPES
Development and marketing of a prosthetic urinary
control valve system
[NASA-CR-170994] p 271 N84-22168
PROVING
Validation of relative-time-spent rating scales
[AD-A144067] p 498 NB4-34169
PSYCHIATRY
Clinical-physiological analysis of sleep disorders in
patients with neurotic states p 144 A84-22933
PSYCHOACOUSTICS
Distribution of individual indices of the subjective
evaluation of loudness p 30 A84-11337
Temporary threshold shifts after onset and offset ol
moderately loud low-frequency maskers
p202 A84-23987
Helicopter warning signals - Comparative study of
individual and group interviews p 225 A84-25400
Differential threshold in psychoacoustics
p360 A84-37815
Auditory induction of discrete tones in signal detection
tasks p470 A84-43768
The effect of noise and display orientation on cognitive
performance
[AD-A136808] p 227 N84-20158
PSYCHOLJNGUISTICS
Repeated measures of information processing — in
operator performance tests p 109 A84-18838
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS
The reaction of the self-stimulation of the hypothalamus
in cats in a nitrogen-oxygen environment at elevated
pressure p49 A84-15015
The effect of hypertaaric oxygena&on on the behavior
of animals which are performing an extrapolation task
p221 A84-23322
Strategy of psychic adaptation in Antarctic conditions
p223 A84-25103
Evaluation of the psychic states of athletes
p224 AB4-25359
Effects of spaced and repeated total sleep deprivation
p211 AB4-25399
Cognitive impairment of acute mountain sickness and
acetazolamide . ' p420 A84-40353
Effects of pulsed microwaves at 1.28 and 5.62 GHz on
Rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) performing an exercise
task at three levels of work
[AD-A132057] p 50 N84-12704
A restraint chair with rowing-like movement for exposing
exercising nonhuman primates to microwave irradiation
[AD-A132047] p 50 N84-1270S
Effect ot pulsed 5.62 GHz microwaves on squirrel
monkeys (Saimtri sciureus) performing a repeated
acquisition task
[AD-A132045] p 50 N84-12706
A comparison of map learning methods: Map study,
simulated travel and mixed
[AD-A133544] p 100 N84-15794
General introduction to the study on the gastrointestinal
hormones and the gastric acid secretion during physical
stress In man p 218 N84-20137
The effect of noise and display orientation on cognitive
performance
[AD-A136808] p 227 N84-20158
USSR report Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
volume 18, no. 2. March - April 1984
[JPRS-USB-84-004] p319 N84-25247
Some psychological consequences of prolonged social
isolation p331 N84-25257
A summary of the psychological effects of tactical
nuclear warfare
(AD-P003256) • p 383 N84-28423
Aftereffects associated with one and two stressors
across conditions of complete, partial, or no control
[AD-PO03299] P 385 N84-28446
Psychological and biochemical effects of a stress
management program
[AD-P003300J p385 N84-28447
Loudness, noisiness, and vibration effects
p 442 N84-29470
• Bilateral carotid ligation and effects of electromagnetic
field on conditioned reflex retention and cerebral nucleic
add levels P417 N84-30677
Stability of physiological and psychological human
functions under extreme environmental conditions
p465 N84-31910
Realization of human work capacity: Interdisciplinary
problems p 475 N84-31920
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS
Theory end experiment in the analysis of the work of
operators — Russian book p 33 A84-10473
Development of the psychological diagnostics of
occupational suitability In the USSR p 65 A84-14982
Trends and prospects of study of the natural foundations
of individual differences p65 A84-14983
Psychosemanttc studies of motivation
p6S A84-14984
Dynamics of the functional condition and subjective
sensations during acclimatization to heat
p60 A84-15738
The structural organization of sleep and the relationship
between this organization and the psychological
characteristics of healthy persons p61 A84-15743
Certain psychological problems in a systems approach
to the analysis of human activity p 221 A84-23701
Psychological safety factors relating to the driving of
automobiles and problems of communication between
drivers p 222 A84-23705
Social-psychological problems in the evaluation of
engineering personnel in automated systems for the
control of developing enterprises p 222 A84-23706
The life style keys to flight deck performance of the
naval aviator - Another window
[SAE PAPER 831529] p 258 A84-29518
After the fire-ball — post-crash aircraft pilot anxiety
p259 A84-29825
Significance of allowing for individual differences in
organizing the work shin in monotonous production work
p303 A84-32353
. Criteria for evaluating personality traits in determining
the professional suitability of flight school candidates
p331 A84-34593
Medical and psychological questions of the professional
reliability of flight crews p 375 AS4-3S595
The adaptability rating for military aeronautics - An
' historical perspective of a continuing problem
[AD-A143461] p 375 A84-36939
The effects of familiar size on judgments of size and
distance - An interaction of viewing attitude with spatial
cues p376 A84-37798
Psychic states of humans in special conditions of
activity p 377 A84-37817
Psychological states (mood, affect or emotion)
experienced by JASDF pilots through flying duties. II -
Flying conditions and pilots' feelings
p377 A84-38499
The functional structure of placebo responses
p 377 A84-38513
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Operational method for assessing the psychic state of
athletes P 434 A84-40703
An effort to predict the success of student-pilot
training p435 AB4-40899
Individual differences in reactions to indifferent and
unpleasant stirraitee p436 A84-41570
Correlation of biological macrorhythms with the
aggravation of lumbar ostoochondrosis and acute
disturbances in blood circulation in the brain
p425 A84-41573
Relationship between certain Immunological indicators
and the subjective state of seamen during voyages
p 461 A84-43925
Engineering psychology: Economic problems—Russian
book P497 A84-49313
Direct comparison of intuitive, quasi-rational and
analytical cognition
[AD-A130273] p 31 N84-10751
A critical analysis of the uses of multiple regression in
the study of human judgement
[AO-A131224] . p 31 N84-10755
Representations of perceptions of risks
[AD-A131443] p 32 NS4-10759
Physiological and psychological aspects of the piloting
of modem high-performance combat aircraft
p99 N84-15099
Neuroberiavioral effects of carbon monoxide (CO)
exposure in humans protocol 1
[AD-A133891] p89 NS4-15774
The human side of robotics: Results from a prototype
study on how workers react to a robot
[AD-A133438] . p 121 N84-15805
A theory of diagnostic inference: Judging causality
[AD-A133172] p 153 N84-16796
Task conditions .versus stable Individual differences as
determinants of experts' judgement policies -
[AD-A134797] . ' p 156 N84-17841
Effort and accuracy in choice
[AD-A136881] p 227 N84-20161
Psychological research in USA within the areas of
anti-tank, helicopter- operations - and man-computer
Interactions: Study trip to USA, May-June 1983 .
[FOA-C-53012-H2] . p 229 N84-20172
Effects of appraisal salience on immediate and
memory-based Judgments
[AD-A140334] p 334 NS4-26295
Psychology and study of human factor in management
p 379 N84-28382
Changes in attitudes toward women at the Air. Force
Academy
[AD-P003261] p384 N84-28428
Video games: A human factors guide to visual display
design and instructional system design
[AD-P003368] p 395 N84-28480
The effect of information display format on multiple-cue
judgment
[AD-A142884] . p 472 N84-31941
Medical-psychological problems of the occupational
reliability of flight personnel p 490 N84-34136
PSYCHOLOGICAL SETS
The effect of personality sets on the perception of other
persons p 434 A84-40708
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS • .
Spatial and temporal discrimination ellipsoids in color
space p54 A84-13142
Standardized tests for the evaluation and classification
of workload metrics • p 108 A84-18825
Short-term memory and dual task performance
p96 A84-18832
Repeated measures of information processing — in
operator performance tests p 109 A84-18636
How a new instrument affects pilots mental workload
p111 A84-18855
Accommodation and the acquisition of distant targets
by observers with superior vision p 84 A84-19296
A methodological investigation of three psychophysical
techniques for rapid measurement of contrast sensitivity
. p113 A84-19297
, Investigation of the neuron firing rate in the human brain
— Russian book . p 202 A84-239SS
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Biochemical and histochemical adaptations of skeletal
musde to rat suspension p 189 N84-18849
Appropriateness of the small-cage-reared rat as a model
for the study of altered-acthnty effects
p190 N84-18851
Effects of long-term low-level radiofrequency radiation
exposure on rats. Volume 3: SAR (Specific Absorption
Rate) in rats exposed in 2450-MHz circularly polarized
waveguide
[AD-A135376] p 196 N84-18890
Effects ol long-term low-level radiofrequency radiation
exposure on rats. Volume 4: Open-field behavior and
corticosterone
[AD-A137743] p 244 N84-22141
Effects of long-term low-level radiofrequency radiation
exposure on rats. Volume 6: Hematofogical, serum
chemistry, thyroxine, and protein electropnoresis
evaluations
[AD-A141124] p414 N84-29434
Rat behavior in selection of negative stimulus: Pain or
exposure to electromagnetic field p415 N84-30657
Ultrastructural alterations in skeletal muscle fibers of
rats after exercise
[NASA-TM-76976] p 483 N84-34117
Morphometric and biophysical study of bone tissue in
immobilization-induced osteoporosis in the growing rat
p485 N84-34152
• Animal models of disuse osteoporosis
p486 NS4-34153
REACTION
Heart rhythm changes in response to sensorimotor load
of varying complexity p465 N84-31908
REACTION KINETICS
Correlation between the radio sensitivity of the animal
organism and the characteristics of the reassociation
kinetics of its DNA p 46 A84-14902
Kinetic analysis of the possibility ol the effect of a
constant magnetic field on the rate of enzymatic
reactions p 182 A84-25145
Chemical and biological kinetics — Russian book
p 241 A84-2S669
Effect of periodic accelerations of 5 G on kinetics of
erythrocyte hemolysis in white rats p 135 N84-16782
REACTION TIME
Modem method and instrument for measuring psychic
performance — of aircraft pilots
[IAF PAPER 83-181] p 30 A84-11756
Central control of movement timing
p93 A84-18760
Age and information processing p 94 A84-18785
Individual differences and stimulus discriminability in
visual comparison reaction time p 96 A84-I8833
Measuring pilot workload in a moving-base simulator. I
Asynchronous secondary choice-reaction task
P114 A84-19300
Speed-accuracy tradeoffs in spatial orientation
information processing pi 14 A84-19302
Moving attention - Evidence for time-invariant shifts of
visual selective attention p 376 A84-37799
Reaction times to weak test lights — psychopnysics
biological model p418 A84-39800
Effects of head impact acceleration on human
performance: Overview and preliminary battery
identification
[AD-A130286] p 31 N84-10754
Binary classification and the subtractive approach
[AD-A137716] p 261 N84-21099
REACTOR SAFETY
An approach to modeling of human performance for
purposes of probabilistic risk assessment
[DE83-009292] p 40 N84-11764
READING
A comparison of map learning methods: Map study,
simulated travel and mixed
[AD-A133544] p 100 N84-15794
Understanding picture-text instructions
[AD-A139746] p 332 N84-25287
REAL TIME OPERATION
Design strategies for computer-based information
displays in real-time control systems p 36 A84-10970
Tradeoffs in the implementation of local illumination
sources in the real-time display of a visual scene
p 101 A84-16622
The effect of computational time-delays on pilot
performance in real-time flight simulation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0553] p 160 AB4-21882
Scan-along polygonal approximation for data
compression of electrocardiograms p 161 A84-22274
PRISM: A practical real-time imaging stereo matcher
[AD-A142532] p 432 N84-30686
RECEPTORS (PHYSIOLOGY)
The role of tissue receptors and specific structures of
medulla oblongata in the fluid distribution
p 179 A84-24391
Responses and organization of receptive fields of
neurons in the frog tegmentum's basal optical nucleus
during visual stimulation p 180 A84-24692
Drug and neurotransmitter receptors in the brain .
p239 A84-27642
The glycocalix of membranes in the receptor cells ol
the sense organs p342 A84-36603
Mammalian gravity receptors: Structure and
metabolism p 188 N84-18840
RECOGNITION
Investigation of mechanisms underlying odor
recognition
| AD-A140969] p 388 N84-28482
Modification of current feedback strategies: A text
synthesis approach
[AD-A142187] p 438 N84-29463
RECOMBINATION REACTIONS
Cytoplasmic rearrangements associated with amphibian
egg symmetrization p 192 N84-18867
RECOVERY
Rate of initial recovery and subsequent radar monitoring
performance following a simulated emergency involving
startle
[AD-A133602] p 100 N84-15795
REDUCED GRAVITY
Utilisation oi the European retrieval carrier EURECA for
life science research p6 A84-11753
Respective role of mtarogravtty and cosmic rays on
parameoium tetraurelia cultured aboard Salyut 6
[IAF PAPER 83-186] p6 A84-11759
The scientific utilisation of Biorack p45 A84-13906
dinostat effects on shoot and root of Arabidopsis
p 179 A84-24384
Elkatation ol motion sickness by head movements in
the microgravity phase of parabolic flight maneuvers
p 357 A84-36931
Hypogravic effects of statc-antiorthostasis in rats
p349 A84-38343
Vestibulospinal reflexes as a function of microgravity
p419 A84-40300
Low gravity lowers immunity to disease
P456 AB4-46260
Methods and major findings of cardiovascular
exploration involving the human centrifuge
p254 N84-21097
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Protdtn stngl6 crystal growth undor nucroQrsvity
p484 N84-34124
Diffusion profiles in microgravity protein crystallization
experiments - Spacelab ' p 484 N84-34125
The so-called Wolffs law and the adaptation of bone
to microgravity p491 N84-34145
REDUCTION (CHEMISTRY)
Nitrite reduction in paracoccus hatodenitriflcans:
Evidence for the role of a cd-type cytochrome in ammonia
[NASA-TM-85883] p 198 N84-20125
REDUNDANCY ENCODING
Redundancy (n coding of a visual display as assessed
by a signal detection paradigm p 107 A84-18816
REFLEXES
Mathematical model for vestJbuto-ocular reflex
p 103 A84-18572
Spinal reflex alterations as a function of intensity and
frequency of vibration applied to the feet of seated
subjects p 138 AB4-20287
Indices of the temporal characteristics of the acoustic
reflex in workers with normal and impaired hearing exposed
to high levels of noise p 140 A84-20899
Aging and the human orienting response
pZ12 A84-25642
Flexibility of postural 'reflexes' under different functional
demands p288 A84-30331
Visual and vestibulary aspects of the self-righting reflex
of the cat in free fall p 275 A84-30336
Cross power spectral analysis of the vestfbular-ocular
reflex p289 A84-30338
Neurophysiological and neurochemical mechanisms of
reflexive analgesia p 317 A84-34598
Vestibulospinal reflexes as a function of microgravity
P419 A84-40300
Vestibulo-ocular reflex gain in man during active versus
passive oscillation and the influence of voluntary
gaze-control tasks
[AD-A132006] p 62 N84-12717
The role of neural reflexes in control of the
cardiovascular system during stress
[AD-A140938] p 373 N84-28393
Physiological functioning of the ear and masking
p429 N84-29468
REFRACTOMETERS
Dynamic refractkxi in binocular vision conditions
p361 A84-37841
REFUELING
An industrial hygiene evaluation of F-16 aircraft refueling
fnsido dosod sircrsft shoitors
[AD-A138501] •'- ~" p256 NS4-22157
REGENERATION (ENGINEERINQ)
Integrated atmosphere revitalization system description
and test results — for future Space Station
[SAE PAPER 831110] p 266 A84-29045
REGENERATION (PHYSIOLOGY) .
Paramagnetic metal complexes of Iron In regenerative
processes of the liver p 126 A84-20905
External respiration after extensive lung resection under
conditions of regeneration stimulation
P284 A84-33054
Planaria regeneration in zero gravity (Getaway Special
Program) p407 A84-40631
Studies of electrically stimulated rat limb and peripheral
nerve regeneration
[AD-A1343S8J p 136 N84-17806
REGENERATORS
Regenerate non-venting thermal control subsystem for
extravehicular activity
[SAE PAPER 831151] p 267 A84-29076
REGRESSION ANALYSIS
Effects of impact acceleration on somatosensory evoked
potentials'
(AD-A130280] p 22 N84-10734
A critical analysis of the uses of multiple regression in
the study of human judgement
[AD-A131224] p 31 N84-10755
Anthropometric and mass distribution characteristics of
the adult female, revised %
[AD-A143096] . p467 N84-31939
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS
Development, of color criteria for advanced displays
[AD-A143246] p 468 N84-33006
REGULATIONS
Relevant and Irrelevant legal structures: Distinguishing
private sector from DOD contracting
[AD-P003241] p380 N84-28408
Evaluation and control of laser hazards
p470 N84-33018
REINFORCEMENT (PSYCHOLOGY)
Positive and negative reinforcement effects on behavior
in a three-person microscciety
[NASA-CR-173164] p 226 N84-18902
RELAXATION (PHYSIOLOGY)
The use of relaxatkm/desensitization in treating anxiety
associated with flying . p223 A84-24954
RELIABILITY
The reliability and validity of flight task workload
ratings p 94 A84-18794
Decision making and information processing under
various uncertainty conditions
[AD-A132051] . • p64 N84-13770
REUABIUTY ANALYSIS
Averaged cross-correlations with differentially-stable
variables - Fewer subjects required with repeated
measures — for human factors evaluations
p105 A84-18799
Over-dependence on automatics - The black box one
man band p 152 A84-20084
Measuring, modeling, and augmenting reliability of
man-machine systems p 160 A84-21639
Human reliability analysis using event trees
[S/T-REPT-VOL-1-NO-3] p 446 N84-30718
REMOTE CONTROL
Man's role in a remote orbital servicing system
[SAE PAPER 831422) p 268 A84-29485
Automation In teleoperation from a man-machine
interface viewpoint
[AIAA PAPER 84-1116] p 336 A84-34017
Robot manipulator control
[AD-A129365] p 120 N84-15800
The Stanford cart and the CMU Rover
[NASA-CR-174502] p 121 N84-15803
Evaluation of army remotely piloted vehicle mission
payload operator performance in simulated artillery
missions
[AD-A137602] p 270 N84-21103
Human factors in remote control engineering
development activities
[DE84-003201] p272 N84-22176
REMOTE HANDLING
Robots - From concept to commissioning (Company
profile) p308 A84-31625
Robot manipulator control
[AD-A129365] p 120 N84-15800
Electromagnetic design of a remote manipulator arm
for space applications p 232 N84-18462
REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM
A system for intelligent teleoperation research
[AIAA PAPER 83-2376] p 33 A84-10070
Simulation of the motion of a Shuttle-attached flexible
manipulator arm p37 A84-11935
Robots in space travel p 158 A84-19848
Man's role in a remote orbital servicing system
[SAE PAPER 831422] p 268 A84-29485
Distribution of man-machine controls in space
teleoperation p 440 A84-41053
Manned remote work stations - Machines to enhance
man's space presence p 441 A84-41082
Use of robots in Estonian auto, machine tool industries
viewed ' p311 N84-23916
REMOTE SENSING
Assessing the condition of an operator at a distance
by means of Infrared methods p 308 A84-32355
Remote sensing training for Corps of Engineering
personnel: The university training module concept
[NASA-CR-175204] p 226 N84-20154
REMOTE SENSORS
NOSC (Naval Ocean Systems Cenler)-Hawaii perceptual
sciences research program
[AD-P003381] p395 N84-28474
A radiative transfer model for remote sensing of laser
induced fluorescence of phytoplankton in
non-homogeneous turbid water
[NASA-CR-173777] p413 N84-29432
REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLES
Evaluation of army remotely piloted vehicle mission
payload operator performance in simulated artillery
missions •
[AD-A137602] p 270 N84-21103
RENAL FUNCTION
. Osmo- and volumoregulaUon in rats with hereditarily
changed hormonal balance p 179 A84-24390
Haemodynamics under changed gravity
p 206 A84-24395
Changes in the renal-aldosterone system associated
with unilateral penalization of adrenal and renal blood in
patients with arterial hypertension p 210 A64-25353
Differences in the rate of Na/U countertransport in
erythrocyte membranes in patients with essential and renal
hypertension . p210 A84-25354
Hormonal and renal responses to water immersion
p291 A84-30358
Quantitative study of myoglobln In patients with acute
renal insufficiency in the case of skeletal-muscle
damage . • p294 A84-31501
The sickle cell trait in relation to the training and
assignment of duties In the Armed Forces. Ill -
Hyposthenuria, hematuria, sudden death, rhabdomyolysis,
and acute tubular necrosis P 298 A84-32562
Effect of beta-1 adrenoroceptor blocking on
hemodynamics, available oxygen, and sodium
reabsorption in the rat kidney p 341 A84-36593
Fluid-electrolyte metabolism and renal function of white
rats in experiments aboard Cosmos biasatellites
p 452 A84-43727
Water immersion and its computer simulation as analogs
of weightlessness
[NASA-CR-171748] p 149 N84-17821
Pharmacologic counter measures minimizing post-space
flight orthostatic intolerance — bed rest drug disposition,
and physiological function
[NASA-CR-173861] p 466 N84-31936
REPETITION
The detectability of repetitive, periodic Impulses
[AD-A132744] p 88 N84-14675
REPRODUCTION (BIOLOGY)
The effect of a 90-day hypodynamy on the neurohumora! -
system, egg laying and metabolism of proteins in Japanese
quail p178 A84-24382
Diurnal variations in the sensitivity of hens to exogenous
hormones affecting moult and reproduction
p 348 A84-37838
Effects of simulated weightlessness on mammalian
development Part 1: Development of clinostat for
mammalian tissue culture and use in studies on meiotic
maturation of mouse oocytes p 192 N84-18868
Hyper-gravitational effects on metabolism and
thermoregulation p 193 N84-18871
Biological effects of electric fields: An overview
[DE84-0058B8] p 244 N84-22144
RESCUE OPERATIONS
The field treatment of hypothermia
p488 A84-46808
RESEARCH
US Army Medical Bkwngineering Research and
Development Laboratory, fiscal year 1983
[AD-A136926] p 199 N84-20129
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
. A system for intelligent teleoperation research
[AIAA PAPER 83-2376] , p 33 A84-10070
Study and development activities of Domier System on
space biology/medicine equipment and payloads for
Spacelab and freeflying platform application
[IAF PAPER 83-183] p 37 A84-11757
Biological criteria for the use of new protein sources In
meat products • p230 A84-23737
Pioneering in gravitational physiology
p172 A84-24327
DARPA program - Intelligent Task Automation
p 264 A84-28524
Applications of artificial intelligence/robotics
p264 A84-28525
The development of a Space Shuttle General Purpose
Work Station (GPWS)
[SAE PAPER 831090] p 265 A84-29026
A laboratory for life sciences research in space
p 349 AB4-38342
Human factors technology for America's space
program p440 A84-41055
An approach to an Advanced Oxygen System (AOS)
p496 A84-47259
Current research and development of anti-G suits
p496 A84-47262
RESEARCH MANAGEMENT
Primate Metabolic System for Shuttle
[SAE PAPER 831096] p 266 A84-29031
Standard research materials: Feces and urine
p 137 N84-17854
A survey of European robotics research
[AD-A138952] p 310 N84-23122
Research opportunities in bone demineralization, phase
3
[NASA-CR-3795] p 367 N84-27417
Aircrew performance with simulated advanced radar and
FLIR (Forward Looking Infrared) sensors in single- and
two-place crew stations
[AD-P003269] p 384 N64-28434
The assessment of nontonizing radiation hazards
[AD-P003294] p 374 N84-28444
Research integration: An essential for Department ol
Defense psychological research
[AD-P003366J p 388 N64-28479
RESISTANCE
USSR Report Life sciences, btomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-84-003] p 244 N84-22145
RESONANT FREQUENCIES :
Study of vibration resonance frequencies in rats
p 135 N84-16784
RESOURCE ALLOCATION
The effects of task structures, dynamics of difficulty
changes, and strategic resource allocation training on
time-sharing performance
[AD-A134112] . p118 N84-14685
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RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Remote sensing training for Corps of Engineering
personnel: The university training module concept
[NASA-CR-175204] p 228 N84-20154
The limits of multiple'resource theory: The role of task
correlation/integration in optimal display formatting
[AD-A136692J • • ' p 235 N84-20182
RESPIRATION
Spontaneous btochemiluminescence of mitochondria of
several tissues in normal conditions and during the action
of physical factors • p2 A84-10484
The design and operation of systems for inhalation
exposure of animals -
[DE83-015388] ' p 10 N84-10727
Modsurofnont of lung function using ths mfljjrifltomGter
system
[AD-A130841] p23 N84-10738
Efficiency of higtv-froquency ventilation as determined
by nitrogen washouts: A model study '
[AD-A131331] ' p27 N84-11745
Human behavior p67 N84-13351
Dose conversion factors for inhaled radionuclides
[FOA-C-40184-A3] p 91 N84-15786
Study of metabolic sequelae of using positive
intrapulmonary pressure during exposure to
accelerations p 145 N84-16776
Cardiovascular and respiratory responses to muscular
activity during immersion in water at different
temperatures
(AO-A138894] p302 N84-24094
The toxicity of petroleum and shale JP5
[AD-A142670] p 433 N84-30690
RESPIRATORY DISEASES
Pathomorphotogy of human nasal mucosa in mountain
conditions p295 A84-31515
Computer-aided diagnostics of occupational diseases
among electric welders p365 A84-39006
Respiratory effects on population from low-level
[PB83-246132] p 64 N84-13774
Method of determining intensity of elimination of
microorganisms from human upper respiratory tract
p320 N84-25264
RESPIRATORY IMPEDANCE '
Oscillatory mechanics of he respiratory system in
ozone-exposed rats p 128 A84-21034
Features characterizing the responses to physical loads
of patients suffering from chronic pneumonia with
respiratory insufficiency p 299 A84-33061
RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY.
Ventilatory response of intact cats to carbon monoxide
hypoxia • p 1 A84-10277
Lactate accumulatjon during incremental exercise with
varied inspired oxyen fractions p 14 A84-10280
'Anaerobic threshold' - Problems of determination and
validation p 15 A84-10284
Time course of airway hyperresponsiveness induced by
ozone in dogs p2 A84-10286
Hyperventilation as a method for detecting disorders of
' atrioventricular conductivity in athletes
.-'??,. " p18 A84-11562
External respiration in electric welders
. ' . p19 A84-11571
Control of breathing at the start of exercise as influenced
by posture p 21 A84-12657
Inhibition of glycolysis potentiates hypoxic
vasocbnstriction in rat lungs p 8 A84-12658
Overall 'gain' of the respiratory control system in
normoxic humans awake and asleep p 22 A84-12660
The functional condition of the cardiorespiratory system
in patients with rheumatism upon the expansion of motor
activity . p 54 A84-13449
Effect of the intra-tracheal injection of gamma-globulin
on mtotic activity and the proliferative pool of the lymphoid
celts of the respiratory organs - p 44 A84-13487
Quality of heart-rhythm regulation and adaptive
possibilities of the body under physical work
p59 A84-15732
Ventilatory thresholds during short- and long-term
exercise • p 80 A84-16180
Critical O2 transport values at lowered body
temperatures in rats p 73 A84-16182
Ventilation and CSF tons during hypocapnic HO and
HNO3 acidosis in conscious rabbits p 73 A84-16183
Ventilation and CSF ions during isocapnfc Hd and HNO3
acidosis in conscious rabbits p 74 A84-16184
Morphofunctional organization of structures of the
ventral surface of the medulla oblongata, participating in
the regulation of blood circulation p77 A84-18999
Ventrolateral medullary surface blood flow determined
by hydrogen clearance p 128 A84-21033
Temperature effect on the human dive response in
relation to cold water near-drowning
. • ' • • . ' p142 A84-21035
Variable inhibition by falling CO2 of hypoxic ventilator*
response in humans p 142 A84-21036
The influence of central and peripheral serbtoninergic
structures on the cardiovascular system and respiration
p 130 A84-22779
Effect of alveolar hypoxia on regional pulmonary
perfusion • p 171 A84-23929
Effects of naloxone on maximal stress testing in
females p201 A84-23932
. Ventilatory muscles during exercise in air and oxygen
in normal men p 201 A84-23935
Dynamics of the conjugation of ventilation and blood
flow in cat lungs in the case of an elevated ambient
temperature p 180 A84-24693
Voluntary control of current lung ventilation by
instrumented feedback p 209 A84-25121
The effect of an antioxidant on the endurance of persons
trained and untrained with regard to physical exercise
p 211 A84-25362
Strength and cycle time of high-altitude ventilatory
patterns in unacdimatized humans p213 A84-26188
Breathing pattern in humans - Elevated CO2 or low O2
on positive airway pressure p214 A84-26197
Effects of acute exposure to high altitude on ventilatory
drive and respiratory pattern p287 A84-30015
Effects of carbon dioxide inhalation on physiological
responses to cold
[AD-A140354] p 293 A84-30864
Small airways, lung function and aviation
p299 A84-32573
External respiration after extensive lung resection under
conditions of regeneration stimulation
p284 A84-33054
Effect of aging on ventilatory response to exercise and
CO2 p323 A84-34701
Ventilatory response to hypercapnia during sleep and
wakefulness in cats p318 A84-34708
Effects of positive end expiratory pressure and
counterpressurization on circulating prostaglandins in the
dog P345 A84-36937
Relationship of hypoxic ventilatory response to exercise
performance on Mount Everest p 364 A84-38558
Role of collateral ventilation in ventilation-perfusion
balance . . p 351 A84-38559
A role for neural pathways in exercise hyperpnea
p351 A84-38561
Role of endothelial cells in the regulation of the metabolic
function of the lungs p412 A84-41560
Effects of addition of nitrogen during rapid compression
of baboons , p453 A84-44081
Combined effects of ozone exposure and ambient heat
on exercising females • p462 A84-44087
Pattern of external breathing and gas exchange during
the combined effect of hypoxia and hypercapnia on the
body p487 A84-46535
Hyperbaric phystology (current status and future
prospects) p488 A84-46540
Respiratory effects on population from low-level
exposures to ozone
[PB83-246132] p 64 N84-13774
• Cardiac swimming and a traditional rehabilitation
program of bike-walk-jog; a comparison of maximal oxygen
consumption and strength p254 N84-22148
The influence of sleep state on ventilatory control in
humans p 369 N84-27435
Biofeedback regulation of pulmonary ventilation
p 371 N84-28378
Link between indexes for mental work capacity and
parameters in circulatory system before and after physical
stress p465 N84-31925
RESPIRATORY RATE
Behavioral and autonomic thermoregulation in mice
exposed to microwave radiation p 2 A84-10287
Cardiorespiratory response to exercise in men
repeatedly exposed to extreme altitude
p21 A84-12651
Effect of intravenous dopamirie on hypercapnic
ventilatory response in humans p 21 A84-12655
Runner's constant as a criterion of specific life span
p184 A84-25638
Effects of centrifugal acceleration on cardie pulmonary
reactions p350 A84-38348
Monitoring the blood pressure of rats with a simultaneous
recording of the pulse and respiration rates
p351 A84-39014.
Mitochondria! carrier of adenylate executes the
regulation of ATP production in the physiological range
of respiration rates P409 A84-41173
Factors determining the efficiency of the voluntary
reduction of ventilation during muscular work using
instrumented feedback p487 A84-46537
Biofeedback regulation of pulmonary ventilation
p 371 N84-28378
Orcadian pattern of simian functional parameters during
hypokinesia and in the recovery period
P430 N84-30650
RESPIRATORY REFLEXES
Time course of airway hyperresponsiveness induced by
ozone in dogs p 2 A84-10286
"RESPIRATORY SYSTEM • - . ' • • -
Oscillatory mechanics of he respiratory system in
ozone-exposed rats • .. P 128' A84-21034
Weightlessness induced changes.. in human
. cardie-respiratory system p203 A84-24329
The effect of work conditions in hothouses on the
condition of the upper respiratory pathways ". ,
p211 A84-25370
Condition of tne upper respiratory tract in factory workers
exposed to nickel sulfate fumes p 359 * A84-37318
Study of biological samples obtained from victims of
MQM Grand Hotel fire p 63 N84-13374
Respiratory tract closing volume and structure of total
lung capacity during seven-day hypokinesia in head-down
position • p 145 N84-16778
Method of determining intensity of elimination of
microorganisms from human upper respiratory tract
p 320 N84-2S264
The influence of sleep state on ventilatory control in
humans p369 N84-27435
The influence of cardiorespiratory fitness on the
decrement in maximal aerobic power at high altitude
[AD-A142218] - .: • p 428 N84-29452
RESPONSES -
Neuronal adaptive mechanisms underlying intelligent
information processing
[AD-A133694J p 89 N84-15776
Temporal aspects of eye movement when viewing
multiple targets . •
[AD-A134853] • p 150 N84-17828
Analysis of reward functions in learning: Unconscious
information processing: Noncognitive determinants of
response strength
[AO-A144152] p 495 N84-34920
REST
Workload of personnel engaged in air defence
. - • f>270 N84-21079
RESUSCITATION
The effect of a craniocerebral wound on the
development of edema in the brain after resuscitation
- : . ' . . p284 .A84-33051
RETENTION (PSYCHOLOGY)
Is memory a unitary process? p436 A84-41551
Effects of appraisal salience on immediate and
memory-based judgments
[AD-A140334] p 334 N84-26295
Use. of self assessment in estimating levels of skill.
retention
[AD-P003345] p 387 N84-28465
Modification of current feedback strategies: A text
synthesis approach
[AD-A142187] • • p 438 N84-29463
Bilateral carotid ligation and effects of electromagnetic
field on conditioned reflex retention and cerebral nucleic
acid levels p 417 N84-30677
Trie representation of part-whole information in
memory' .
[PB84-180140] p439 N84-30701
RETICULOCYTES
Variations in the absorption capacity of the
reticulo-endothelial system under the combined effect of
radiation and bum ' p449 A84-42960
RETINA
Simple-opponent receptive fields are asymmetrical -
G-cone centers predominate p43 A84-13141
Phase shift in • red and green counterphase flicker at
high frequencies p 54 A84-13144
Responses of primate retinal ganglion cells to moving
spectral contrast . p 45 A84-14600
Paradoxical retinal motions during head movements -
' Apparent motion without equivalent apparent
displacement • p66 A84-15573
Ah illusory motion of a stationary target during head
motion is unaffected by paradoxical retinal motion - A reply
to Shebilske and Proffitt (1983) p 66 A84-15574
'. Thermochemical model for the calculation of the
maximum permissible exposure of the retina in the near'
infrared range p 124 A84-2O392
The preservation of the 2-S retinol receptor in the rat
retina in injuries induced by the visible light
p 125 A84-20881
Effect of non-mode-locked ultraviolet laser radiation (334
nm) on the retina .
[AD-A141256] p 128 A84-21741
A simple technique of multiple central static penmetry
and the first results of its application -- ophthalmic
diagnostic procedure p 161 • A84-22942
New method for an objective evaluation of the condition
of color vision (Preliminary results) p 297 A84-32386
Spectral sensitivity of single cones in the retina of
Macaca fascfcularis p 318 A84-34800
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Retinal versus extraretinal influences in flash localization
during saccadic eye movements in the presence of a visible
background p489 A84-488S9
Measurement and prediction of thermal Injury in the
retina of the Rhesus monkey p483 A84-49373
Ultrastructural evaluation of the retina In retinopathy of
prematurity and correlations with vitamin E therapy
[AD-A135929] p219 N84-20143
A study of low level laser retinal damage
[AO-A137664] p 250 N84-21055
Animal models for the assessment of laser Induced eye
damage
[AD-P003293] p 355 N84-28443
Laser retinal injury
[AD-A144187] p494 N84-34916
RETINAL IMAGES
Quantitative assessment of the role of the spatial
frequencies of Images in the visual recognition of
numerals \ p70 A84-15745
Failure to find an absolute retinal limit of a putative
short-range process In apparent motion
p 152 A84-20023
Modeling and simulation of vertebrate primary visual
system Basic network ,. p229 A84-23620
Six formal properties of two-dimensional anisotropte
visual filters - Structural principles and
frequency/orientation selectivity p 221 A84-23623
The structure of the human motion detection system
p221 A84-23624
Image sampling properties of photoreceptors - A reply
to Miller and Bernard p245 A84-28033
Retinal inhomogeneity. I - Spatiotemporal contrast
sensitivity. II - Spatial summation p294 A84-31259
A new photographic technique for investigating the
character of bifbcation in natural conditions of free space
p307 A84-31502
Spectral sensitivity and wavelength discrimination of the
human peripheral visual field p32l A84-33608
Sensitivity for vertical retinal image differences
p356 A84-36717
Spatiotemporal characteristics of visual localization
[AD-A133952] p 88 N84-15770
Spatial localization in strabismic observers
[AD-A132748] p 91 N84-15784
Eye movements and visual information processing
[ AD-A140438] p 334 N64-26296
RETMENE
The effects of vitamins A and E on the contractile
function of , the heart in experimental myocardial
infarction p 132 A84-22941
Determination of retinol in human blood plasma by the
method of high pressure liquid chromatography
P356 A84-36615
Further study of the role of vitamin A in immunological
reactions (as observed in volunteers)
p424 A84-41547
RETRAINING
A model of the shoulder girdle for use in rehabilitation
p 445 N84-30710
REVERSE OSMOSIS
Method for the preparation of thin-skinned asymmetric
'reverse osmosis membranes and products thereof
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11359-1] p 355 N84-28361
RHEOENCEPHALOGRAPHY
Rheoencephalography - Biophysical foundations,
information content, and limits of application
p5 A84-11326
Age-related dynamics and sex-related differences of
certain rheoencephatogram indicators of healthy humans
p59 A84-15727
RHEOLOGV
The use of functional rheovasography for the
examination of athletes with circulatory disorders in lower
extremities p 18 A84-11551
On the methodology of integral rheography — for left
cardiac ventricle stroke volume determination
_•' p359 A84-37189
A rheological model of muscle tissue in a state of
constant activation / p441 A84-41565
. Changes in some rheological parameters of blood in
experiments simulating weightlessness
p 145 N84-16774
' . Reliability and efficiency of Kubicek rheographic method
for monitoring cardiac output and stroke volume
p430 N84-30644
RHEUMATIC DISEASES
. The functional condition of the cardiorespiratory system
in patients with rheumatism upon the expansion of motor
activity p54 A84-13449
The physical fitness for work during the early stage of
' convalescence of. persons who have suffered acute
rheumatism p 57 A84-15040
RHYTHM (BIOLOGY)
A hygienic evaluation of several characteristics of
intermittent noise p 19 A84-11566
Characteristics d the functioning ol the 'biological dock1
of the left and right. cerebral hemispheres In
schoolchildren p 55 A84-14986
Relationship between the characteristics of the
biocontrol of EEG rhythms and indicators of operator
activity p 61 AS4-15744
The present state of chronomedicine
p75 A84-17290
Rhythmic activity in the visual analyzer
p129 A84-22447
Biological rhythms and medicine: Cellular, metabolic,
physiopathologic, and pharmacologic aspects
p 241 A84-29012
A physiological rationalization of operators' work and
rest schedules in the petroleum processing Industry
P391 A84-37829
Certain problems of chronomedicine and health
p365 A84-39019
Correlation of biological macrorhythms with the
aggravation of lumbar osteochondrosis and acute
disturbances in blood circulation in the brain
p425 A84-41573
Daily and seasonal rhythms of radiosensitivity in albino
mongrel rats p 480 A84-48038
RIBONUCLEIC ACIDS
The 5S ribosomal RNAs of Paracoccus denrtrificans and
Prochloron p242 A84-29612
Differential coupling efficiency of chemically activated
amino acid to tRNA p 318 A84-35598
Evolution of biocatalysis. I - Possible pre-genetJc-code
RNA catalysts which are their own replicase. II -
Nicotinamrde and/or flavin-containing RNA molecules as
possible pre-genetic-code replicating oxido-reductases
P399 A84-40458
Phylogeny of transfer RNA p402 A84-40488
tRNA-rRNA sequence homologies - A model for the
origin of a common ancestral molecule, and prospects
for Its reconstruction . p403 A84-40489
The selection and coexistence of a plural number of
primitive tRNAs and the origin of the genetic code
p404 A84-40493
Speculations on the evolution of the genetic code. Ill -
The evolution of t-RNA p404 A84-40498
Sequence evidence for the symbiotic origins of
chloroplasts and mitochondria p409 A84-40998
Bilateral carotid ligation and effects of electromagnetic
field on conditioned reflex retention and cerebral nucleic
acid levels p417 N84-30677
RIBOSE
Poly (ADP-ribose) in nucleoids
[OEFZS-4267] p 374 N84-28399
RIDING QUALITY
Evaluation of ride quality prediction methods for
operational military helicopters p 441 A84-42276
Evaluation of ride quality prediction methods for
helicopter interior noise and vibration environments
[NASA-TP-2261] p 226 N84-20155
A user-oriented and computerized model for estimating
vehicle ride quality
[NASA-TP-2299] p 262 N84-22162
RISK
The relevance of experimental animal studies to the
human experience
[DE83-014053] ' p 10 N84-10729
Representations of perceptions of risks
[AD-A131443] ' p 32 N84-10759
An approach to modeling of human performance for
purposes of probabilistic risk assessment
[DE83-009292] p 40 N84-11764
Cognition and arousal as predictors of risk taxing: Effects
of load and cognitive style
[AD-A134324] p 156 N84-17843
Risk: The long and the short
[AD-A140580] p 378 N84-27436
Integrating research on perceived and acceptable risk
within the psychometric paradigm
[AD-A140833] p 378 N84-27440
Risk-taking performance of military personnel: Sex
differences and practice effects
[AD-PO03262] p 384 N84-28429
Health risks associated with aircraft model type among
US Navy pilots
[AD-P003270] p385 N84-28435
ROADS
Vibration exposures concerning the drivers of trucks and
vehicles operated by Rodotigre p 234 N84-20173
ROBOTICS
A system for intelligent teleoperation research
[AIAA PAPER 83-2376] p 33 A84-10070
Industrial robots and their applications - Robotics for
machine building (2nd revised and enlarged edition) —
Russian book p 38 A84-12181
NASA research in teleoperaton and robotics
p 264 A84-28523
DARPA program - Intelligent Task Automation
p 264 A84-28524
Applications of artificial intelligence/robotics
P264 A84-28525
Overview of Navy robotics p 265 A84-28526
Testing the efficiency and motion economy of two-finger
robotic grippers ' p 308 A84-31623
Robots - From concept to commissioning (Company
profile) p308 A84-3162S
Mechanics of locomotion p 389 A84-37664
Footprints In the asphalt. — man-carrying,
gasoline-powered, hydraulically actuated, six-legged
walking machine p 389 A84-3766S
Configuration design of the adaptive suspension
vehicle . p 389 A84-37666
The gaits of bipedal and quadrupedal animals
p390 A84-37667
Dynamic walk of a biped p 390 A84-37668
Experiments in balance with a 3D one-legged hopping
machine p 390 A84-37669
Stability analysis and input design of a two-link planar
biped p390 A84-37670
Characteristics of leg movements and patterns of
coordination in locusts walking on rough terrain ,
p390 A84-37671
A study of design and control of a quadruped walking
vehicle p 390 A84-37672
An approach to the use of terrain-preview information
in rough-terrain locomotion by a hexapod walking
machine p 391 A84-37673
Representation and tactile sensing of 3-D objects by a
gripper finger p496 A84-46719
The impact of robotics on employment
[GPO-21-160] p118 N84-14684
•The Stanford cart and the CMU Rover
[NASA-CR-174502] p 121 N84-15803
The human side of robotics: Results from a prototype
study on how workers react to a robot
[AD-A133438] p 121 N84-15805
Implementation of automatic focusing algorithms for a
computer vision system with camera control
[AD-A133492] p 121 N84-15807
Laboratory robotics at the Savannah River Laboratory
[DE84-001760] p 122 N84-15810
Grippers for an unmanned forging cell
[AD-A134237] p 163 N84-16808
Dynamically stable legged locomotion
[AD-A136644] p 232 N84-18905
Coordinated research in robotics and integrated
manufacturing
[AD-A137042] p 236 N84-20191
Modeling and robust control of a compliant robotic
manipulator via the finite element method
p270 N84-21102
Adaptive control strategies for computer-controlled
manipulators p 309 ' N84-23114
A survey of European robotics research
[AD-A138952] p310 N84-23122
Industry urged to increase output of NC machine tool,
robotics p311 N84-23914
Industry official on progress in Soviet robotics program
p311 N84-23915
Use of robots in Estonian auto, machine tool industries
viewed p311 N84-23916
Robotics impact on labor productivity examined
p311 N84-24104
USSR report: Machine tools and metalworking
equipment
[JPRS-UMM-84-009] p312 N84-24108
Resistance to robots in Soviet metallurgical plants
noted p312 N84-24109
Impact of Latvian Robotics Institute on industry
modernization p 312 N84-24110
Belorussia's industry robotization program discussed
p312 N84-24111
Level of robotization of Kazakhstan industry viewed
P312 N84-24112
Control algorithms of Soviet HCS Rusalka for robots
analyzed p 312 N84-24113
An expert distributed robotics system with
comprehension and learning abilities in the aircraft flight
domain
[AD-A139826] p 337 N84-25300
PRISM: 'A practical real-time imaging stereo matcher
[AD-A142532] p 432 N84-30686
Modeling, control and simulation of three-dimensional
robotic systems with application to biped locomotion
p476 N84-31943
ROBOTS
Object orientation using sensor equipped end
effectors p69 A84-15670
Robots in space travel p 158 A84-19848
Automation in teleoperation from a man-machine
interface viewpoint
[AIAA PAPER 84-1116] p 336 A84-34017
Report on development, installation of industrial
robots p39 N84-11339
A-131
ROBUSTNESS (MATHEMATICS) SUBJECT INDEX
A survey of robotic technology
[ AD-A130999] p 40 N84-11762
Robotics-related technology In the nuclear industry
[OE83-017131] p120 N84-1S799
Robot manipulator control
[AO-A12S36S] p 120 N84-15800
A distributed control system for the CMU Rover
[AD-A133201] p 120 N84-1S802
The human side of robotics: Results from a prototype
study on how workers react to a robot
[AD-A133438] p 121 N84-15805
Laboratory robotics at the Savannah River Laboratory
[OE84-001760] p 122 N84-15810
Stability enhancement of a flexible robot manipulator
[AD-A134165] p 162 N84-16807
Kinematics and dynamics of multi-rigid-body open-chain
systems: Application to robot manipulators
p 163 N84-17851
An optical proximity sensor for measuring surface
position and orientation for robot manipulation
[AD-A134899] p 164 N84-17861
Measurement of robot accuracy using the Latin Square
Three-Oimensional Ball Plate
[OE84-004920] p 165 NS4-17862
Dynamically stable legged locomotion
[AD-A136644] p 232 N84-18905
Coordinated research in robotics and integrated
manufacturing
[AD-A137042] p 236 N84-20191
Automatic synthesis of fine-motion strategies for
robots-
[AD-A139532] p311 N84-24107
Testing and control of a compliant wrist
[AD-A140842] p 393 N84-27445
ROBUSTNESS (MATHEMATICS)
Modeling and robust control of a compliant robotic
manipulator via the finite element method
p270 N84-21102
RODENTS
Combined effects of ionizing radiation and
anticholinesterase exposure on rodent motor
performance
. [AD-A131847] p 51 N84-12707
Rodent CNS neuron development Timing of cell birth
and death p 193 N84-18870
A rodent water dispensing system for use in hypobaric
chambers
[AD-A141167] p355 N84-28362
ROLL
VisuaJ-vestibular interaction in roll - Psychophysics and
physiology p 204 A84-24335
Subjective effects of combined-axis vibration -
Comparison of Y-axis and Y-plus-roll vibrations
[AD-A142170] p298 A84-32567
Accuracy of visually perceived roll angle and roll rate
using an artificial horizon and peripheral displays
[VTH-LR-377] p 229 N84-20171
ROOM TEMPERATURE
Room-temperature luminescence from kaolin induced
by organic amines p 272 A84-29602
ROOTS
Calcium elicited asymmetric auxin transport in gravity
influenced root segments p 187 N84-18835
Protein and carotenoid synthesis and turnover in
gravistimulated root caps p 188 N84-18837
ROTATING ELECTRICAL MACHINES
Electrical-shock prevention. Volumes: Fault protection
for motion-drive equipment
[PB84-102961] p 165 N84-17867
ROTATING ENVIRONMENTS
A'device for monitoring the angular velocity in rotational
tests p308 A84-32394
Off-vertical rotation produces conditioned taste aversion
and suppressed drinking in mice p 399 A84-40358
ROTATION
Dynamic occlusion in the perception of rotation in
depth p66 A84-15571
Functioning of the vestibular apparatus as a gyroscopic
system under biplane rotation p 294 A84-31478
RUNNING
Effect of a 42.2-km footrace and subsequent rest or
exercise on muscle glycogen and enzymes
p 15 A84-10285
Economical regimes of running for athletes of different
ages in a hot climate p 18 A84-11552
Sprint — physiology of short-distance running • •
p82 A84-17289
Plasma substrate response in men and women during
marathon running p 143 A84-21740
MechanicsOf locomotion p389 A84-37664
Evaluation of energy characteristics of bipedal walking
and running by model analysis p 392 N84-26941
SACCADIC EYE MOVEMENTS
Distinctive aspects of slight saccadte eye movements
in patients with endocrine myopathies
p423 A84-41538
Audio-ocular response - Saccadic programming
p474 A84-43735
Retinal versus extraretmal influences in flash localization
during saccadic eye movements in the presence of a visible
background p489 A84-4B859
Eye-position signals In successive saccades
p489 A84-48860
SAFETY
Direct comparison of intuitive, quasi-rational and
analytical cognition
[AD-A130273) p 31 N84-10751
Task conditions versus stable individual differences as
determinants of experts' judgement policies
[AD-A134797] p 156 N84-17841
Electrical-shock prevention. Volume 2: Ground-faun
interrupting devices
[PB84-102953J p 165 N84-17866
Electrical-shock prevention. Volume 4: Overhead-One
contact fatalities
[PB84-102979] p 166 N84-17868
Prolonged heavy vehicle driving performance: Effects
of unpredictable shift onset and duration and convoy
versus independent driving conditions
[AD-A139747] p 337 N84-25298
Innovations In cosmonaut medical monitoring, physical
conditioning p 463 N84-31229
Evaluation and control of laser hazards
p470 N84-33018
SAFETY DEVICES
Application of Prometheus III, simulation of human crash
dynamics for energy absorption studies
p111 A84-18853
SAFETY FACTORS
Human factors of flight-deck automation - Report on a
NASA-industry workshop ' p68 A84-14450
Evaluating the safety of decompression on the basis
of the number and size of gas bubbles being formed in
the body p 128 A84-21727
Psychological safety factors relating to the driving of
automobiles and problems of communication between
drivers p222 A84-23705
•Microwaves, hyperthermia, and human leukocyte
function
[PB83-225375] p 24 N84-10746
SAFETY MANAGEMENT
Design for effective maintenance - Safety data provide
important directions p 116 A84-19321
Prospects in the development of medical services in
automobile transport p 158 A84-20885
Training pilots In the area of judgment, decision making
and cockpit management
[SAE PAPER 831498] p 258 A84-29507
Human behavior p67 N84-13351
SALINITY
Possible principle of the regulation of the damage and
defense reaction of the cell p49 A84-15O44
Development conditions and specific composition of
phototropic bacteria in salty shallow reservoirs in the
Crimea p345 A84-37118
Salinity and temperature effects on photosynthesis and
organic carbon release rates by selected benthic
macroalgae ' • . ' •
[PB84-163146] p417 N84-3O874
SALIVA .
Changes in the amino acid contents of saliva and urine
in oil and gas drillers p 19 A84-11573
Stress biochemistry: Non-invasive measurement
techniques in military subjects
[AD-A141598] p 428 N84-29447
SALMONELLA
Genetic control and phenotypic correction of cellular
immune response to H-antigen of Salmonella
typhimurium p 353 N84-27400
Biological effects of millimeter-wave irradiation: Living
bacterial organisms
[AD-A142474] p 416 N84-30870
SALYUT SPACE STATION
General results of medical investigations in Salyut-6
manned space flights
[ IAF PAPER 83-202] p 20 A84-11761
Mental status and work capacity of Salyut-6 station crew
members p 145 N84-16773
Biomedical experiments on Soviet-French flight
p 186 N84-18254
Development of space botany experiments
p 188 N84-18255
USSR report: Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
volume 18, no. 2. March - April 1984
[JPRS-USB-64-004] p319 N84-25247
Main results of medical studies on Salyut-6-Soyuz
program p 324 N84-25249
Blood plasma amino acid levels in cosmonauts before
and after 175-day mission aboard Salyut-6
p325 N84-25250
Evaluation of changes In human axial skeletal bone
structures during long-term spacefOghts
p325 N84-25251
Ssrtitflfy flnd hygtertc fBBturos of csbin onvtionnwnt in
Salyut-7 orbital station p338 N84-25253
Goals of cosmonaut At'kov's medical studies on
'Salyut-7- p426 N84-28827
Comet studies, medical research on 'Salyut-7'
p426 N84-28832
Food specialists discuss cosmonaut diet
p 442 N84-2B835
Innovations in cosmonaut medical monitoring, physical
conditioning p 463 N84-31229
Medical research in first 100 days of Salyut-7 flight
p464 N84-31230
SAMPLES
Prochkxon on synaptula p 197 N84-20114
IPE 7 p 198 N84-20123
SAMPLING
Image sampling properties of photoreceptors - A reply
to Miller and Bernard p 245 A84-28033
Life histories and monitoring strategies: Some lessons
from field experience
[DE83-016164] p 53 N84-13763
Report of prochtoron research, IPE-7 (Palau, February.
1982) p198 N84-20122
Complex demodulation: A technique for assessing
periodic components in sequentially sampled data
[AD-P003845] p 494 N84-34933
SATELLITE ATMOSPHERES
Project Cassird - A Saturn Obiter/Titan Probe mission
proposal p448 A84-40516
Exobiology and the solar system - The Cassini mission
to Titan p448 A84-40516
SATELLITE GROUND SUPPORT
Human factors dimensions in the evolution of
increasingly automated control rooms for near-earth
satellites _ p 104 A84-18784
Development of a human factors methodology for
NASA-Goddard Space Right Center
p117 A84-19332
• Case study - Designing the ERBS control room — Earth
Radiation Budget Satellite p117 A84-19333
SCALE (RATIO)
Scaling of metabolic rate on body mass in small
mammals at 2.0 g p 176 A84-24372
SCALE MODELS
Specific absorption rate distribution in a full-scale model
Of man at 350 MHz p 426 A84-42256
SCALING LAWS
A geometrical theory of scaling In the sensory system
with several inputs and single output p 70 A84-15801
BloioQic&l sc&finQ from colls to onvironmont - A pretudo
to gravitional explanations p 180 A84-24394
Representations of perceptions of risks
[AD-A131443] p 32 N84-10759
SCANNERS
Ultrastjuctural effects of radiation on cells and tissues:
Concluding remarks
[DE84-003454] p 199 N84-20131
SCANNING
Contingency in visual scanning of cockpit traffic
displays P 111 A84-18854
Summary of NASA Langley's pilot scan behavior
[SAE PAPER 831424] p 258 A84-29487
Pilot response with conventional displays
p70 N84-12040
Single pilot scanning behavior in simulated instrument
flight p70 N84-12041
SCAPULA
A model of the shoulder girdle for use in rehabilitation
p 445 N84-30710
SCENE ANALYSIS
Machine vision: Three generations of commercial
systems
[AD-A139037] p 310 N84-23123
SCHEDULING
' Space Operations Center crew skills and scheduling
p441 A84-41084
Biological clocks and shift work scheduling
[GPO-21-747] p61 N84-12713
Analysis of the pilot conversion process for the Air Force
T-46A jet trainer aircraft
[AD-A134404] p 156 N84-17845
Decompression mechanisms and decompression
schedule calculations
[AD-A13786B] p 250 N84-21060
SCHIZOPHRENIA
Lymphocytes in the human brain p81 A84-17284
A-132
SUBJECTINDEX SENSORY PERCEPTION
Central regulation of visual and sensory input in health
arid schizophrenic persons P424 A84-41549
SCIENTISTS
Direct comparison of intuitive, quasi-rational ' and
analytical cognition
[AD-A130273] P 31 N84-10751
SCORING
Comparison ot IRT observed-score and true-score
equating*
[AD-A133871] P 99 N84-15791
SCRUBBERS
Design guidelines for carbon dioxide scrubbers
[AD-A130459] P 39 N84-10761
SEA LEVEL
Effect of acetazolamide on normoxic and hypoxic
exercise in humans at sea level p 80 A84-16186
Skeletal muscle metabolism of sea-level 'natives
following short-term high-altitude residence
[AD-A139323] P 328 N84-25284
SEA WATER
Major determinants of the biogeographic pattern of the
shallow-sea fauna P 281 A84-31613
SEARCHING
Abrupt onsets do not aid visual search
p66 A84-15570
SEAT BELTS
In search of - An acceptable lap belt
p34 A84-10716
Improving restraint systems capabilities in older egress
systems P 34 A84-10717
Effects of a negative G strap on restraint dynamics and
human impact response
[AD-A138642] P 310 N84-23121
SEATS
Application of Prometheus III, simulation of human crash
dynamics for energy absorption studies
p111 A84-18853
Significance of the headrest geometry in +Gz protective
seats
[AD-A140048] P 160 A84-21739
Backache in Chetak crew and suggested ergonomic
improvements in aircraft seat design
p 231 A84-26383
Vertebral static in the posture of fighter and helicopter
pilots P294 A84-31199
Impact and vibration testing of a modified UH-1 crew
seat
[AD-A130279] P 38 N84-10760
A restraint chair with rowing-like movement for exposing
exercising nonhuman primates to microwave irradiation
[AD-A132047] P 50 N84-12705
Mathematical simulation of the car'diopulmonary
system -
[AD-A135460J P 149 N84-17822
An optimum seat-suspension for off-road vehicles
P233 N84- 19896
Motion simulation with a G-seat system: Sensory and
performance mechanisms
[AD-P003267] - -p 384 N84-28432
Uniform mass distribution properties and body size
appropriate for the SO percentile male aircrewmember,
1980- 1990
[AD-A142946] " P 477 N84-31948
SECRETIONS
The effect of meat pates of different compositions on
the gastric secretion function p 170 A84-23739
Features of hypothalamic neurosecretion under the
effect of constant magnetic fields p 282 A84-32388
Presynaptic elements involved in the maintenance of
the neuromuscular junction P 193 N84-1887S
A study on the gastrointestinal hormones and the gastric
acid secretion during physical stress in man
[NDRE/PUBL-83/1001] P217 N84-20136
SECURITY
Notes on a theory of terrorism
[AD-P003242] P 381 N84-28409
SEDATIVES .
Treatment of a 12-hour shift of sleep schedule with
benzodiazepines p3S6 A84-36874
Benzodiazepine effects on arousal threshold during
sleep
[AD-A133151] P147 N84-16792
SEDIMENTARY ROCKS . ,
Disruption of the terrestrial plant ecosystem at the •
Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary, western interior
" p 479 A84-47049
SEDIMENTS
Amyloplast movement in living statocytes
p187 N84-18830
Geographic distribution of wetland parameters: The
foundation of a data base P 416 N84-30667
SEEDS
Seeds in space experiment (P0004-1)
p 319 N84-24675
Space-exposed experiment developed for students
p319 N84-24676
SEIZURES
Biogenic monoamines and the seizure susceptibility of
the brain p 412 A84-41574
SELECTION
Effort and accuracy in choice
[AD-A136881] p 227 N84-20161
Automated Instructional Media Selection (AIMS)
[AD-A1357491" P 229 N84-20168
SELENIUM
Effect of dietary vitamin E or selenium on prostaglandin
dehydrogenase in hyperoxic rat lung
p 399 A84-40356
SELF OSCILLATION
Appearance of self-oscillations in a distributed system
with multiple equilibria — mathematical model of
bkjsystem-environment interaction p 127 A84-20912
SEMANTICS
Psychosemantic studies of motivation
p65 A84-14984
Multilevel semantic analysis and problem-solving in the
flight-domain
[NASA-CR-173177] p 162 N84-16804
SEMICIRCULAR CANALS
Displacement ol liquid in a model of semicircular canals
under the effect - of angular accelerations in
weightlessness p 18 A84-11350
An unusual lexicological property of alcohol: The density
effect on the organ of balance p 469 N84-33016
SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS
Ocular effects of GaAs lasers and near infrared
radiation p 420 A84-40335
SENSE ORGANS
.The gtycocalix of membranes in the receptor cells of
the sense organs . • p 342 A84-36603
Biochemical studies on the initiation of odor sensing
[AD-A129926] p 286 N84-2408S
Investigation of mechanisms underlying . odor
recognition
[AD-A140969] p 388 N84-28482
SENSITIVITY
Problems of the natural and modified radiation
response p 124 A84-2027S
Sensitivity of skin cold receptors to noradrenaline in
control and cold-adapted rats p 341 A84-36S92
Inflammation, immunity, and hypersensitivity
p345 A84-37176
Hypersensitivity reactions and their significance in
human pathology - Autoimmune diseases
.; ' p358 A84-37178
Perception of higher derivatives of visual motion
[AD-A133908] p 89 ' N84-15773
Basic vision events "
[AD-A132746] p 91 N84-15782
Direct performance assessment of HUD (Head-Up
Display) display systems using contrast sensitivity
[AD-P003162] p 392 N84-26593
Integration of species sensitivity and dosimetry data in
the extrapolation of ozone and nitrogen dioxide health data
from animals to man
[PB84-195312] p 469 N84-33010
SENSORIMOTOR PERFORMANCE
Heart-rhythm reaction to sensorimotor loads of varying
complexity p 16 A84-11331
. The role of adrenalin in the genesis of disorders of motor
skills in conditions of emotional stress
p30 A84-11338
Paradoxical retinal motions during head movements -
Apparent motion without equivalent apparent
displacement p66 A84-15573
Interaction of the external and internal systems of
coordinates during the orientation of the hand with respect
to different targets p60 A84-15742
A methodological investigation of subject input/output
related error during vibration. p 107 A84-18812
Visuo-manual tracking performance of man submitted
to vibration ' p 157 A84-19640
A comparison of oculomotor pursuit of a target in circular
real, beta or Sigma motion p 1S1 A84-20022
Spinal reflex alterations as a function of intensity and
frequency of vibration applied to the feet of seated
subjects p138 A84-20287
Basic tasks in the prevention of occupational diseases
due to the overstrain of the sensorimotor system during
physical work p 139 A84-20887
Influence of optokinetic stimulation and immersion on
eye-head coordination in man p 205 A84-24353
Restriction of pursuit eye movement range during a
concurrent auditory task p 222 A84-24731
An analysis of the processing requirements of a complex
perceptual-motor task p 222 A84-24949
Characteristics ot depth perception with regard to the
relative motion of objects p 209 A84-25125
Aging and the human orienting response
p212 A84-25642
The use of signal analysis for the detection of quantitative
relations between electrocerebral wakefulness activity and
dynamic task demands in the case of visuomotorial tracking
— German thesis p245 A84-28176
Information content of direct indicators of pilot work
capacity before flight p 246 A84-28421
Coordination between movement and posture
p288 A84-30327
The timing of natural prehension movements
p 288 A84-30328
Eye-head coordination - Neurological control of active
gaze p288 A84-30329
Plane specificity in visuo-motor mechanisms during
visuaJ-vestibular conflicts p288 A84-30330
Postural control in weightlessness
p289 A84-30332
Visual and vestibulary aspects of the self-righting reflex
of the cat in free fall p275 A84-30336
Role of dentate nucleus and substantia nkjra in
feedforward and feedback control of a pointing motion
p276 A84-30340
Performance and sensory aspects of work in cold
environments A review p 375 A84-37261
The division of attention between a primary tracking task
and secondary tasks of pointing with a stylus or speaking
in a simulated ship's-guntire-control tasks
p375 A84-37263
Interrelationship between speech and action in
conditions of operator activity p 376 A84-37814
The effect of microwaves on the performance and
impedance of the rat brain structures
p350 A84-38517
Effect of a modulated UHF field on the behavior and
level of hormones in female rats under emotional stress
p410 A84-41391
Operational efficiency and time of day
.p 471 A84-44094
Dexterity perfo'mance and reduced ambient
temperature p 474 A84-44095
Training of the vestibular stability of students in
physical-education classes p487 A84-46534
The psycfiophysics of sensory and sensomotor
processes p494 A84-48757
Coherence of appraisal and coping: Parachute jump
effectiveness
[FOA-C-55058-H3] p 87 N84-12724
Rate of initial recovery and subsequent radar monitoring
performance following a simulated emergency involving
startle
[AD-A1 33602] p 100 N84-15795
Microgravity as an additional tool for research in human
physiology with emphasis on sensorimotor systems
[ESA-BR-15] p217- N84-18900
Part-task training strategies in simulated carrier landing
final approach training
[AD- A 136670 1 p 227 N84-20156
Motor performance in irradiated rats as a function of
radiation source, dose, and time since exposure
[AD-A141209] p355 N84-28363
A review and evaluation of research concerning the
performance effects of nuclear radiation
[AD-P003295] p 355 N84-2844S
Heart rhythm changes in response to sensorimotor load
of varying complexity p 465 N84-31908
Psychophysiological aspects of monotonous human
activity " ' p471 N84-31911
Measurement and modification of sensorimotor system
function during visual-motor performance
[AD-A142918] p 476 N84-31947
SENSORS
Aircrew performance with simulated advanced radar and
FLIR (Forward Looking Infrared) sensors in single- and
two-place crew stations
[AD-P003269] p 384 N84-28434
SENSORY DEPRIVATION
Line-length estimation in a limited field of vision
p65 A84-14978
SENSORY DISCRIMINATION
An observer's use of acoustic and modality-nonspecific
features of sounding for the differentiation of auditory
signals p 221 A84-23703
Constancy and functional lability of perception
p224 A84-25372
DifforsntiflJ thrsshold in psychoflcoustics
p360 A84-37815
Mass discrimination during prolonged weightlessness
p420 A84-40304
SENSORY FEEDBACK
Role of feedback in regulation of kteomotor
movements p372 N84-28386
SENSORY PERCEPTION
Subjective characteristics of the sensory process
p65 A84-14977
A geometrical theory of scaling in the sensory system
with several inputs and single output p70 A84-15801
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SENSORY STIMULATION SUBJECTINDEX
Functioning of the vestibular apparatus as a gyroscopic
system under biplane rotation p 294 AB4-31478
Sensory systems p317 A84-34595
Critical interval of discreteness as a function of the
duration of stimulus signals — on human skin
p362 A84-38S04
Social-perceptual processes of group decision making
p437 AS4-41S71
The psychophysics of sensory and sensomotor
processes . p494 A84-48757
Coherence of appraisal and coping: Parachute jump
effectiveness
[FOA-C-55058-H3] p 67 N84-12724
Spatial performance, cognitive representation and
cerebral procedures
[ AD-A144095] p 495 NS4-34163
SENSORY STIMULATION
Influence of vestibutar-analyzer hyperstimulation on the
adrenocorticotrophic function of the pituitary body and the
adrenal cortex p 212 A84-25600
The magnitude of sensations, objective responses of
the organism to stimuli of increasing intensity, and the
strength of the nervous system p 376 A84-37B13
SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS
Coherence of appraisal and coping: Parachute jump
effectiveness
[FOA-C-5SOSB-H3] p 67 N84-12724
SEROTONIN
The influence of central and peripheral serotoninergic
structures on the cardiovascular system and respiration
p130 A84-22779
Analysis of interaction between dopaminergic and
serotoninergic systems in Immunomodulation
p240 AS4-27881
Investigation of the paths of the formation of the
radiomodifying effect of serotonin on hemopoietic cells
p316 A84-34480
Barrier function of the lungs and its role in the
organism p412 A84-41S62
Btogente monoamines and the seizure susceptibility of
the brain p412 AB4-41574
Characterization of the role of the serotonin hydroxyl
group in the pharmacological and radioprotective action
of serotonin p4SO A84-42965
The effect of short-term hyperthermia on catecholamine
content in the organs of white rats p482 A84-48164
Mechanisms of thermoregulation of rats exposed to
hypergravic fields p 457 N84-32989
SERUMS
Changes in the serum-complement activity during the
early periods of experimental myocardial infarction in
dogs p46 A84-14794
Behavior of blood-serum proteins in rats exposed to the
long-term effect of air ions p 123 AB4-19S99
Mechanism of inhibition of fibrin polymerization by means
of a thermostable inhibitor from blood serum
p342 A84-36608
Kinetic method for determining alkaline phosphatase
isoenzymes inhuman blood serum p 342 A84-36612
Time course of the content of immunoglobulins in rabbit
serum during experimental food anaphylaxis
p411 AS4-41546
Free amino acids of blood before and after short-term
spacefills p26 N84-11702
Stress biochemistry: Non-invasive measurement
techniques in military subjects
[AD-A141598] p 428 N84-29447
SERVOCONTROL
A servo controlled rapid response anti-G vatve
p 35 A84-10732
A servo controlled rapid response anti-g valve
[AO-A134042] p 118 N84-14687
Use of robots in Estonian auto, machine tool industries
viewed p311 N84-23916
SERVOMECHANISMS
A servo controlled rapid response anti-g valve
[AD-A134042] p 118 N84-14687
SEX
Cognitive components underlying the digit symbol test
[PB83-250464] p 68 N84-13779
SEX FACTOR
Hypohydration and exercise - Effects of heat acclimation,
gender, and environment
(AD-A134644] p 15 A84-10281
Age-related dynamics and sex-related differences of
certain rheoencephalogram indicators of healthy humans
p59 A84-15727
Development of a human atlas of strengths -
p 107 A84-18814
Gender differences in response to ambient color, task
complexity and presence of evaluative others
p95 A84-18817
Gender differences and cognitive abilities in the transfer
of training of basic flying skills p 95 A84-1B819
Plasma substrate response in men and women during
marathon running p 143 A84-21740
Sex-related factors in acute hypoxia survival in one strain
Of mice p 129 A84-21742
Peak oxygen uptake during arm cranking for men and
women . p 287 A84-30014
Age and sex related features of hand-bone
mineralization in humans ' p 295 A84-31505
An evaluation of the work stress of mail sorters and
telegraph operators p 391 A84-37831
. Thermal adjustment to cold-water exposure in resting
men and women p 364 A84-38S62
Thermal adjustment to cold-water exposure in exercising
men and women p 364 A84-38S63
No effect of sex steroids on compensatory muscle
hypertrophy p 351 A84-38S64
Age-sex differences in the characteristics of
neurohumoral shifts in patients with myocardial infarction
P422 AB4-40721
Changes in attitudes toward women at the Air Force
Academy
[AD-P003261]- p384 N84-28428
Risk-taking performance of military personnel: Sex
differences and practice effects
[AD-P003262] p 384 N84-28429
First mixed crew in space p475 N84-31917
SHALE OIL
Toxic Hazards Research Unit report. 1983
[AD-A138170] p216 N84-18896
SHALES
The toxkaty of petroleum and shale JP5
[AD-A142670] p 433 N84-30690
SHALLOW WATER
Major determinants of the bkxjeographic pattern of the
shallow-sea fauna p281 A84-31613
Development conditions and specific composition of
phototropic bacteria in salty shallow reservoirs in the
Crimea p345 A84-37118
SHAPES
Visual routines
[AD-A133834] p 99 N84-1S792
SHEEP
Biological chemistry p 77 N84-15190
SHELLFISHES
The alpha-crustacyanin, the lobster carapace
astaxanthin-protein p484 N84-34122
SHIPS
Characteristics of the adaptation of seamen to working
conditions in setting standards for the microclimate of the
living quarters on ships p69 A84-15034
Hygienic estimation of the sorption properties of
synthetic materials used in ship construction and repair
p389 A84-36601
SHIVERING
An analysis of the mechanism of the hypothermic action
of neurotropic compounds p 3 A84-10845
Interaction of thermal and nonthermal receptive
signalization in the mechanism tor the formation of
thermoregulation of motoneural pool activity
p317 A84-34597
SHOCK
Rate of initial recovery and subsequent radar monitoring
performance following a simulated emergency involving
[AD-A133602] p 100 N84-15795
SHOCK (PHYSIOLOGY)
Metabolic changes in blood under traumatic shock
p45 A84-14790
Fatty-acid composition of blood-piasma lipids under
traumatic shock p 45 A84-14791
The effect of epHhalamine on the course of traumatic
shock in rats p 45 A84-14792
The effect of sodium sucoinate on the restoration of
mitochondrial functional activity in the case of experimental
bum shock p 182 A84-25134
Possibilities of the correction of circulatory disorders in
traumatic shock by the combined application of vasoactive
agents p 182 A84-25137
Myocardium metabolism in the early periods following
soft-tissue injury p 285 A84-33156
Content of high-energy phosphates and end products
of glycotysis in the myocardium in experimental traumatic
shock . p410 A84-41393
Effect of peptides during hemorrhagic shock
p411 A84-41399
A mechanical model of the human body and its
application p 367 N84-27421
Modeling of lethal electric shock p 468 N84-33000
SHOCK RESISTANCE
Simulation of cerebrocranial trauma for evaluation and
development of gear to protect pilots against impacts
p25 N84-11695
SHOCK WAVES
Electrical-shock prevention. Volume 1: Protection of
maintenance personnel
[PB84-102946] p 165 N84-17865
Electrical-shock prevention. Volume 4: Overhead-One
contact fatalities
[PB84-102979] . p 166 N84-17868
SHOES
The energy cost and heart rate response of trained and
untrained subjects walking and running in shoes and
boots
[AD-A131420] p23 N84-10735
SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
Design and analysis of a longitudinal ride comfort control
system for a Short Take-Off and Landing (STOL) aircraft
[UT1AS-TN-254) p 393 N84-27442
SHOULDERS
The rote of the flxator muscles of the human shoulder
joint p295 A84-31509
Analysis of the kinematic properties data of the shoulder
complex during forced motion
[AD-A135913] p216 N84-18895
A model o) the shoulder girdle for use in rehabilitation
p445 N84-30710
Treatment of patients with a lesion of the bracWal
plexus P445 NS4-30712
SICKNESSES
Some data from social-hygienic studies of the vibration
sickness In workers of the machine-building Industry
p364 A84-39003
Health risks associated with aircraft model type among
US Navy pilots
[AD-P003270] p385 N84-28435
SIEVES
In-flight evaluation of 2 molecular sieve oxygen
concentration systems in US Army aircraft (JUH-1H and
JU-21G)
[AD-A140634] p 393 N84-27443
SIGNAL ANALYSIS
The use of signal analysis for the detection of quantitative
relations between electrocerebral wakefulness activity and
dynamic task demands in the case of visuomotorial tracking
— German thesis p245 A84-28176
SIGNAL DETECTION
An application of signal detection theory to air combat
training p29 A84-10972
Parametric and nofipaittiiieUic signal detection
measures - Pros and cons — of psychometric models
p105 A84-18798
A computer simulation of decision making in auditory
detection p303 A84-32392
Auditory induction of discrete tones in signal detection
tasks p470 A84-43768
Uniform sppsrsnt contrast noiso: A picture of tfto notes
of ttxj visu&l contrast detection system
(NASA-TM-85887) p 437 N84-29456
SIGNAL PROCESSING
Scan-along polygonal approximation for data
compression of electrocardiograms p 161 A84-22274
Temporal aspects of eye movement when viewing
multiple targets
[AD-A134853] p 150 N84-17828
SETI science working group report
[NASA-TP-2244] p 273 N84-2217B
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS
The detection of nonptanar surfaces in visual space
[AD-A138761] p 302 N84-24093
SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS
The symptomatology and pathogenesis. of the
hypodynamic cardiovascular syndrome in surgical
tuberculosis p 55 A84-14998
AcutB poisoning by tBtranydrofuffuryl oJconol in
combination with methanol p 61 A84-15788
Clinical-morphological characteristics of the
thymicolymphatic condition In adolescents and adults
p 81 A84-17288
Latency in onset of decompression sickness on direct
ascent from air saturation p287 A84-30017
Simulation of the physiological mechanisms of the space
motion sickness p289 A84-30337
Procedures for the measurement of acute mountain
sickness p293 A84-30863
The aviator after Nissan repair - Gas bloat and other
perils p293 A84-30871
Characteristics of intravascular blood coagulation
syndrome in bum disease p285 A84-33155
Syndrome of the premature repotarization of the cardiac
ventricles in athletes • p360 A84-37806
Condition of the central hemodynamics and
microcirculation in locomotive engineers suffering from
hypertension p 381 A84-37832
A cho&nomimetic model of motion sickness and space
adaptation syndrome p459 A84-43728
Effscts of sdditjon of nrtroQsn during rapid compression
Of baboons p453 A84-44081
HPNS of baboons during helium-nitrogen-oxygen slow
exponential compressions — High Pressure Nervous
Syndrome p454 A84-44082
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SUBJECTINDEX SODIUM
A software package for administering and monitoring
the • Environmental Symptoms Questionnaire (ESO-3)
[AD-A140288] p 334 N84-26293
SIMILARITY THEOREM
The power-law approximation and the similarity
properties of the regulatory characteristics of
metabolism p 127 AS4-20911
SIMULATION
Method and apparatus for simulating gravitational forces
on a living organism
[NASA-CASE-MSC-20202-1 ] p 162 N84-16803
Influence of stress, weightlessness, and simulated
weightlessness on differentiation of preosteoblasts
p 189 NB4-18846
Extensions of suspension systems to measure effects
of hypokinesia/hypodynamla and antiorthostasis in rats
p 190 NS4-18855
Rheoceptive mediators of gravtperceptton In a water flea:
Morphological implications of antennal-socket setae in
daphrda magna p 195 N84-18883
A brief history of the use of simulation techniques In
training and performance assessment
[AD-A140763] p 378 N84-27437
SIMULATORS
Deep diving simulator Titan p 442 A84-42575
SINE WAVES
Visually evoked response from sum of sines
stimulation p 92 A84-166S5
SINGLE CRYSTALS
Protein Single Crystal Growth Under Low Gravity —
conferences
[ESA-SP-1067] p483 N84-34118
Protein single crystal growth under microgravity
p 484 N84-34124
SITTING POSITION
Bkxtynamic response of the human body in the sitting
position when subjected to vertical vibration
p 159 A84-21246
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)
Independence of orientation and size in spatial
discriminations p 83 A84-18891
Standardization of dimensions of ship living spaces in
limited-area conditions p 264 A84-28422
Age-related changes of the myocardial contractile
function and the dependence of these changes on
cardkmyocyte size p 408 A84-40719
Visual display technology: A developing challenge for
the behavioral scientist
[AO-P003290] p394 N84-28441
SIZE DETERMINATION
The effects of familiar size on judgments of size and
distance - An interaction of viewing attitude with spatial
cues p376 A84-377S8
SIZE DISTRIBUTION
•Condition of erythrocytes during long-term exposure to
magnetic field p 11 N84-11711
SIZE SEPARATION
Measurement of lung function using the magnetometer
system
[AD-A130841] p23 N84-10738
SKIN (ANATOMY)
Skin capillary bed under the prolonged limitation of
human muscular activity in the antiorthostatic position
p 17 A84-11334
Oxygen regimen in the human peripheral tissue during
space flights
[IAF PAPER 83-197] p 19 A84-11760
Changes in mouse skin at early and late times after
exposure to X-rays and accelerated helium Ions
p47 A84-14910
Evidence for a central component of post-injury pain
hypersensitivity p 77 A84-19038
Sulfhydryl groups in bum anemia p 182 A84-25136
Laser-Doppler measurement of skin blood flow -
Comparison with plethysmography p215 A84-26198
Noninvasive and continuous measurement of the skin
blood flow in man p 292 A84-30371
Effects of airflow and work load on cardiovascular drift
and skin blood flow p 324 AB4-34711
Transport of sodium and potassium ions in the skin of
the frog Rarta temporaria under anaerobic conditions
p348 A84-37836
Critical interval of discreteness as a function of the
duration of stimulus signals — on human skin
p362 A84-38504
The effect of continuous millimeter radiation of low
intensity on Na(+) ion transport in frog skin
P409 A84-41174
Chronic effects of repeated mechanical trauma to the
skin: A description of the problem in the workplace
[PB84-181767] p 434 N84-30695
SKIN RESISTANCE
Individual features of the vegetative tonus and its
Interrelationship with the functional condition of the central
nervous system p211 A84-25364
SKIN TEMPERATURE (BIOLOGY)
Patterns of skin temperature and surface heat flow in
man during and after cold water immersion
p 138 A84-20289
N8uFophysio)o0c&l aspects of spinal tnennofegulatofy
mechanisms p 129 A84-22450
Reflex regulation of sweat rate by skin temperature in
exercising humans p323 A84-34705
Impulse activity of cutaneous receptors in convective
and radiative local cooling p342 A84-36594
Effect of high local temperature on reflex cutaneous
vasodilation p 461 A84-43825
SLEEP
Overall 'gain1 of the respiratory control system in
normoxic humans awake and asleep p 22 A84-12660
The structural organization of sleep and the relationship
between this organization and the psychological
characteristics of healthy persons p61 A84-15743
Sleep-wake responses of squirrel monkeys exposed to
nyperdynamic environments p 174 A84-24355
Sleep changes in rats induced by prolonged hypokineste
and treated by substance P p 179 A84-24387
Automatic sleep stage analyzer to determine the
physiological sleep profile in man, monkey and in rats
p 231 A84-24388
Electrosleep as a method for the prophylaxis of
nervous-psychic overstrain and the restoration of mental
work capacity In operators p 223 A84-25107
Heat production during sleep p 214 A84-26194
Long-range air capability and the South Atlantic
Campaign — soporifics for sleep control in extended
military flights p 247 A84-29812
A pronounced Increase of slow-wave sleep in
homoiotherms due to endogenous substances from
hibemator tissues p315 A84-34145
Ventilatory response to hypercapnia during sleep and
wakefulness in cats p318 A84-34708
Treatment of a 12-hour shift of sleep schedule with
benzodiazepines p 356 A84-36874
Eye movements during sleep in weightlessness
p420 A84-40305
Benzodiazepine effects on arousal threshold during ,
sleep
[AD-A133151] p147 N84-16792
Effect of the microclimate on the night sleep and physical
fitness of seamen during a cruise in the low latitudes
p 147 N84-17813
Methods and means of improving the working capability
of flight personnel p 249 N84-21051
Variations in states of alertness during continuous
operations at the control post level p 260 N84-21068
Efficacy of conditioning animals to hypoxia during
sleep . p319 N84-25261
The Influence of sleep state on ventilatory control in
humans p 369 N84-27435
Electrosleep in prophylaxis of psychoneural stress and
recovery of mental performance in operators
p 379 N84-2S367
Individual distinctions of human sleeping respiration at
altitude of 4200 meters ' p 432 N84-30663
SLEEP DEPRIVATION
Orcadian rhythms and disturbed sleep - Its relevance
. to transport operations p 138 A84-20080
Clinical-physiological analysis of sleep disorders in
patients'with neurotic states p 144 A84-22933
Sleep regulation — Russian book p 172 A84-23968
Effects of traffic noise on quality of sleep - Assessment
by EEG. subjective report, or performance the next day
p222 A84-23984
Effects of spaced and repeated total sleep deprivation
p211 A84-25399
Effect of sleep deprivation on self-selected workload
p375 A84-37262
A characterization of sleep disorders in occupational
diseases caused by exposure to antibiotics
p365 A84-39013
Disturbance of sleep by noise - Individual differences
p 471 A84-45659
Task validation for studies on fragmented sleep and
cognitive efficiency under stress
(AD-A130260] p 31 N84-1Q753
Physical fitness as a moderator of cognitive degradation
during sleep deprivation
[AD-A131962] p 62 N84-12718
Sleep and wakefulness handbook for flight medical
officers
[AGARD-AG-270(FR)] p 91 N84-15788
Extending human effectiveness during sustained
operations through sleep management.
[AD-A134782) p 149 N84-17825
A study on the gastrointestinal hormones and the gastric
acid secretion during physical stress in man
[NDRE/PUBL-83/1001] p217 N84-20136
The effects of sleep loss and sustained mental work:
Implications for command and control performance
p260 N84-21069
Some Issues in research on effects of sustained work
and sleep loss on performance p 260 N84-21071
Hypnotics and air operations p 251 NS4-21072
Sustained military operations with particular reference
to prolonged exercise p 2S2 N84-21081
Complex demodulation: A technique for assessing
periodic components in sequentially sampled data
[AD-P003845] p 494 N84-34933
SLOPES
visual slant misperception and the'Black-Hole landing
situation
(NASA-TM-85866] p 153 N84-16795
SMOKE
Human behavior p 67 N84-13351
Human behavior p 67 N84-13352
An analysis of potential protective breathing devices
intended for use by aircraft passengers
[AD-A132648] p 119 N84-14692
The effect of smoking on the nocvspecific resistance
of the organism of seamen at sea p 148 N84-17816
SNOW COVER
Distribution of snow and ice algae in western North
America p 280 A84-31607
SOCIAL FACTORS
Sodal-psychological problems in the evaluation of
engineering personnel in automated systems lor the
control of developing enterprises p 222 A84-23706
The combined effect of work factors and the stress of
everyday life on morbidity with a temporary loss of work
capacity p200 A84-23711
Mathematical methods in social psychology — Russian
book p 222 A84-23962
The group - Psychology and etymology
p 224 A84-25374
The life style keys to flight deck performance of the
naval aviator - Another window
[SAE PAPER 831529] p 258 A84-29518
Comparative analysis of social, demographic, and
flight-related attributes between accident and nonaccident
general aviation pilots p 259 A84-29820
Psychology of responsibility — Russian book
p 331 A84-33719
The activity of the individual and the collective as a
developing system. p 377 A84-37816
Psychology and the study of 'human factors' in
management p436 A84-41555
Basic conditions of interpersonal understanding during
joint activity p 436 A84-41567
Social-perceptual processes of group decision making
p437 A84-41571
Positive and negative reinforcement effects on behavior
in & three-person mtcrosociety
[NASA-CR-173184] p 226 N84-18902
A normative model of work team effectiveness
[AD-A136398] p 228 N84-20165
Societal versus individual decision making: How they
might differ
[IZF-1983-20] p 262 N84-22166
Social support and performance in complex
organizations
[AD-A138888] p 306 N84-24098
A sociotechnical communications model for command
and control
[AD-P003238] ' p 380 N84-28405
Thought control from parenting, to behavior mod, to
cults, to brainwashing
[AD-P003240] p 380 N84-28407
Relevant and irrelevant legal structures: Distinguishing
private sector from DOD contracting
[AD-P003241] p380 N84-28408
Presbycusis, sodocusis, and nosocusis
p442 N84-29471
SOCIAL ISOLATION
Some psychological consequences of prolonged social
isolation p 331 N84-25257
Thought control from parenting, to behavior mod, to
cults, to brainwashing
[AD-P003240] p380 NS4-28407
A systematic comparative analysis of conditions
analogous to long-duration space missions
[AD-P003353] p 387 N84-28469
SODIUM
Optical recording of action potentials from vertebrate
nerve terminals using potentiometric probes provides
evidence for sodium and calcium components
p44 A84-13821
The use of toxins In the characterization of the Na(+)
channel in cardiac muscle p 73 A84-15925
The effect of sodium succinate on the restoration of
mitochondria! functional activity in the case of experimental
burn shock p 182 A84-25134
Differences in the rate of Na/U countertransport in
erythrocyte membranes in patients with essential and renal
hypertension p 210 A84-25354
Effect of low-frequency magnetic fields on the sodium
current of myocardial cells p 239 A84-27120
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SODIUM CARBONATES SUBJECT INDEX
Transport of sodium and potassium ions' in the skin of
the frog Rana temporaria under anaerobic conditions
p348 A84-37838
Passive transport of sodium into epithelial cells -
Methods of study, properties, regulation, and role
p455 A84-46223
Cellular localization of Na'(+), K(+)-ATPase in the
mammalian vestibular system p 194 N84-18880
Effects of dietary sodium intake on body and muscle
potassium content in unacdimatized men during
successive days of worts in the heat
p220 N84-20153
SODIUM CARBONATES
- Exercise in the heal Effects'of saline or bicarbonate
infusion
[AD-A137194] p2S1 N84-21061
SODIUM CHLORIDES
Exercise in the heat Effects of saline or bicarbonate
infusion
[AD-A137194] p 251 NB4-21061
SODIUM COMPOUNDS
Oxygen as an inhibitor of the nftrite-reductase activity
of hemoglobin p 44 A84-13484
Nature of the dual caffeine-sodium benzoate effect on
the tonic component of potassium contracture in the frog
myocardium p 240 A84-27878
Permeability of sodium sutfacyl through membrane
structures differing in degree of organization with exposure
to low-frequency magnetic field p 134 N84-16763
SODIUM FLUORIDES
The effect of sodium fluoride on the vestibular function
of patients suffering from otosclerosis
p298 A84-32396
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
A software package for administering and monitoring
the Environmental Symptoms Questionnaire (ESO-3)
[AD-A140288] p 334 N84-26293
SOIL MECHANICS •
Researching the man-machine system as a function of
soil-environment system p233 N84-19894
A stochastic model for the
Man-Machine-Soil-Environment System (MMSES) and the
influence of vibrations p 233 NS4-19895
SOILS
Simulation of Viking biology experiments suggests
smectites not palagonites, as martian soil analogues
. p41 A84-106S5
SOLAR ACTIVITY EFFECTS
Human sensitivity to changes in solar activity
p 201 A84-23743
SOLAR COMPASSES
The initial orientation of homing pigeons on the magnetic
equator, with and without Sun compass
[INPE-3104-PRE/503] p 321 N84-26271
SOLAR ENERGY
tn vitro chlorophyll pnotosyntnetic reaction
[PB84-104892] p 137 N84-17810
SOLAR RADIATION
Some aspects of the origin and early evolution of
btoenergetic processes p 400 A84-40460
Yields photosynthetic efficiencies, and proximate
chemical composition of dense cultures of marine
microalgae, a subcontract report
[DE83-011992] p 52 NS4-13757
SOLAR RADIO BURSTS
• Circularly polarized solar radio bursts associated with
surispot activities and their 'possible significance in the
formation of chirally asymmetric biotic substances from
a chirally symmetric prebiotic medium
p447 A84-40475
SOLAR SYSTEM
Life as a planetary phenomenon p 166 A84-19911
' Exobiology and the solar system - The Cassini mission
to Titan • • p448 A84-40518
SOLID PROPELLANTS
Development, test and delivery of solid propellent
generators for inflation of PFD's
[AD-A130477] ' p 476 N84-31946
SOLIDIFIED GASES
Naval aviation solid chemical oxygen emergency system
program ' p 36 A84-10737
SOLITARY WAVES
A study of the interaction of millimeter wave fields with
biological systems
[AD-A144150] p486 NS4-34910
SOLUBILITY
. Method for the preparation of thin-skinned asymmetric
reverse osmosis membranes and products thereof
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11359-1] p 355 N84-28361
SONOGRAMS
Complex scanning ultrasonography, . Doppler
sonography. telethermography, and infrared radiometry in
studies of circulation through the carotid arteries •
p 297 A84-32378
The significance of ultrasonic Dopplerography in
monitoring the efficiency with which stroke survivors can
be treated with decimeter-wavelength electromagnetic
waves p 421 A84-40701
Ultrasonography of canine soft tissues during
decompression p 415 N84-30653
SORPTION
Enterosorption as a method of prolonging the life of
Old animals p 184 A84-25635
SOUND INTENSITY
Isopotential sound pressure levels for cochlear
microphone potential p 341 A84-36590
SOUND LOCALIZATION
Perception of binaural temporal shifts
p372 N84-28387
SOUND PRESSURE
Isopotential sound pressure levels for cochlear
microphone potential p 341 AS4-36590
The phenomenon of 'infinite sound' as an indicator of
the physical fitness of military personnel
p 461 A84-43923
Technique for measuring the sound pressure levels
under flying helmets and headsets
[IZF-1982-39] p40 N84-11765
SOUTH CAROLINA
Evaluation of insecticides, repellents, and other
approaches to the control of coastal stand flies, culicotdes
spp
[AD-A141132] p414 N84-29435
SOYBEANS
Use of microwaves to improve nutritional value of
soybeans for future space inhabitants
[NASA-CR-175338] p 162 N84-16805
SOYUZ SPACECRAFT .
Main results of medical studies on Salyut-6-Soyuz
program p 324 N84-25249
Medical research program of 'Soyuz T-10' crew
p426 N84-28826
SPACE BASES
The atmosphere of Mars - Resources for the exploration
and settlement of Mars
[AAS PAPER 81-244] p 391 A84-39238
SPACE COLONIES
Ecological problems and extended life support on the
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the peripheral blood and the spleen following total-body
uniform gamma irradiation p449 A84-42956
SPLINES
Cervical spline analysis for ejection injury prediction
[AD-A131081] P23 N84-10739
SPUTTINQ
Failure of vincristine induce twinning
p 193 N84-1B872
Twinning of amphibian embryos by centrifugation
p193 N84-18873
SPUTTEHINQ
Method of making an ion beam sputter-etched
ventricular catheter for hydrocephalus shunt
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13107-2] p 300 N84-2309S
SQUID (DETECTORS)
The application of a superconducting quantum
interference device second-order gradtometer to measure
[AD-A138407] p 256 NS4-22156
STABILITY
Effect of radiofrequency radiation on DNA duplex stability
and replication
[AD-A133526] p 134 N84-16759
Factor stability and construct validation of Yukl's MBS
(Managerial Behavior Survey) for military leadership
[AD-P003246] p 381 N84-28413
STAINING
The Golgi-Hortegfl-Lavilla technique, with a useful
additional step for application to brain tissue after
prolonged fixation p7 A84-12274
STANDARD DEVIATION
Operationalizing halo: Problems with the computation
of a standard deviation across dimensions within rates
[AD-A138393] P 262 NB4-22164
STANDARDIZATION
Standardization of units and symbols - Revised — for
aerospace medicine publications p 142 A84-21735
New trends in standardization of electromagnetic
microwave radiation P 135 N84-16767
USN/USAF AnrJ-G-Suit consolidation program
[AD-A136138] P 233 N84-18908
STANDARDS
The international standardization of the medical
certification of civil aircrew p299 A8442569
Microwaves, hyperthermia, and human leukocyte
function
[PB83-225375] P 24 N84-10746
Evaluation of a draft standard on performance
specifications for health physics instrumentation
[OE83-016169] P 28 N84-11749
Evaluation of a draft standard on performance
specifications for health physics instrumentation
[DE83-016186] P 28 N84-11750
Measurement of robot accuracy using the Latin Square
Three-Dimensional Ball Plate
[DE84-004920] P 165 N84-17862
Functional status of operators and its systemic and
technical determinants p 379 N84-2S369
The Austrian primary standard for ionizing radiation
dosimetry results of international intercomparisons
[OEFZS-4269] P 374 N84-28401
STANDING WAVES
Characteristics of microwave power absorption in an
insect exposed to standing-wave fields
p315 A84-34391
STAPHYLOCOCCUS
Staphylococcic enterotoxins p 170 A84-23736
Method of determining intensity of elimination of
microorganisms from human upper respiratory tract
p 320 N84-25264
STATIC LOADS
Static versus dynamic loads as an influence on bone
remodelling
[NASA-CR-173365] p 196 N84-18887
STATIC MODELS
Interactive structure (EUCLID) for static and dynamic
representation of human body p 263 A84-27297
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Parametric analysis of time-of-death statistics for
irradiated animals p 316 A84-34484
Intercomparison of stable-element content of foods by
statistical methods
[DE83-014029] p 39 N84-10764
Life histories and monitoring strategies: Some lessons
from field experience * '
[DE83-016164] p 53 NS4-13763
Identifying different item response curves
[AD-A133259] p 154 N84-16798
The effect of structured contextual tones on
psychophyslcal frequency discrimination
[AD-A135433] p 226 N84-18903
A mathematical model for oxygen toxicity in man
[AD-A137379] p218 N84-20139
Statistical analysis of high SCE frequency cells in human
lymphocytes
[DE84-005433] p 243 N84-21042
Work at high altitude: A clinical and physiological study
at the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope. Mauna Kea,
Hawaii
[REPT-11] p254 N84-22147
Orcadian rhythm of human heart rate during
antiorthostatic tests p 326 N84-25259
Effect of working in two shifts on circadian rhythm of
heart rate p 326 N84-25260
A statistical procedure for assessing test
dimensionality
[AO-AU2179] p436 N84-29462
STATISTICAL CORRELATION
Analysis of tutored videotape instructional delivery
system
[AD-A133441] p 154 N84-16800
.. STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS
Effect of noise in the three-parameter logistic model
[AD-A131867] p 67 N84-12721
STATISTICAL TESTS
Averaged cross-correlations with differentially-stable
variables - Fewer subjects required with repeated
measures — for human factors evaluations
p 105 A84-18799
A statistical procedure for assessing test
dimensionality
[AD-A142179] p 438 N84-29462
STEADY STATE
Time of day variations in steady-state accommodation
to square-wave gratings p 84 A84-19295
STEAM
Sauna as a means to improve resistance to cold
p 360 A84-37809
STEERING
Strategies using an observer for steering a random
motion of a point in a multitarget environment
[CSIR-TWISK-285] p 153 N84-16794
Time to Line Crossing (TLC): A new method to describe
driving performance
[IZF-1983-10] p262 N84-22165
Open and closed loop steering in a lane change
maneuver
[IZF-1983-22] p 262 N84-22167
Summaries of doctorate theses — man machine
systems p 445 N84-30705
STELLAR SPECTRA
On the 2800 A interstellar extinction feature — stellar
spectra,showing abnormally low graphite absorption
p339 A84-34215
STEMS
Gravitropism in leafy dicot stems p 191 N84-18857
STEREOCHEMISTRY
Nucleic acids, proteins, and chirality
p404 A84-40495
STEREOPHOTOGRAPHY
A study of direct distance estimations to familiar objects
in real-space, two-dimensional, and stereographic
displays p 105 A84-18795
Biostereometrics '82; Proceedings of the Meeting, San
Diego, CA, August 24-27, 1982 p 263 A84-27296
Biostereometric study of a sample of 50 young adults
by photogrammetry p 263 A84-27298
Measurement of reach envelopes with a four-camera
Selective Spot Recognition (SELSPOT) system
p263 A84-27299
STEREOSCOPIC VISION
The effect of testing method on stereoanomaly
p322 A84-34001
STEREOSCOPY
PRISM: A practical real-time imaging stereo matcher
[AD-A142532] ' p 432 N84-30686
STERILIZATION
Influence of variable magnetic field on bactericidal effect
of ionizing radiation p 134 N84-16765
STEROIDS
No effect of sex steroids on compensatory muscle
hypertrophy p351 A84-38564
Phase changes in the level of glucocorticoid receptors
of rat liver cytosol under stress p410 A84-41392
Insulin and cortisoi improve heat tolerance in isolated
perfused rat liver
[AD-A133382] p 133 N84-16758
Sex steroids do not affect muscle weight, oxidative
metabolism or cytosolic androgen reception binding of
functionally overloaded rat Plantaris muscles
[NASA-CR-173630] p 353 N84-27394
Stress biochemistry: Non-invasive measurement7techniques in military subjects
IAD-A141598] p 428 NB4-29447
STIMULATION
Neuronal adaptive mechanisms underlying intelligent
information processing
[AD-A133694] p 89 N84-15776
Analysis of reward functions in learning: Unconscious
information processing: Noncognitive determinants of
response strength
[AD-A144152] p 495 N84-34920
STOCHASTIC PROCESSES •
Coherent global motion percepts from stochastic local
motions p 153 A84-20625
A stochastic model for the
Man-Machine-Soil-Environment System (MMSES) and the
influence of vibrations p 233 N84-19895
Operator alertness/workload assessment using
stochastic model-based analysis of myoelectric signals
[AD-A144535] p 495 N84-34921
STOICHIOMETRY
Oxygen insufficiency and energy failure in brain:
Uncoupling of oxidative phospnorylatjon at low oxygen
concentration p 87 N84-14681
STOMACH
The effect of muscle loading on the secretory function
of the stomach and pancreas p60 A84-15737
Human stomach motor and evacuatory functions during
.antiorthostatic hypokinesia p 430 N84-30649
STORAGE STABILITY
The stability of atropine. stored in. the Swedish
autoinjector
[FOA-C-40191-C3] p 484 N84-34127
STRAIN GAGES
Evaluation of the gravity relevance on bone stresses
by in vivo measurements p 492 N84-34148
STRAPS
UH-60 shoulder harness lead-in strap failure analysis
[AD-A138014] ' p271 N84-22170
STRATEGY
Decision making and information processing under
various uncertainty conditions
[AD-A132051] p64 N84-13770
STRESS (PHYSIOLOGY)
. Dependence of structures of heart rhythm on the
physical work capacity ol athletes p 16 A84-11328
Circadian fluctuations of certain indicators of the
condition of the cardiovascular system and skin electrical
characteristics in young female athletes engaged in
academic rowing p 17 A84-11332
Economical regimes of running for athletes of different
ages in a hot climate p 18 A84-11552
Long-term retarded training effect of force loads
p 18 A84-11554
Biochemical mechanisms of stress — Russian book
p7 A84-12156
Age-related responses to mild restraint in the rat /
p8 A84-12654
The functional condition of the cardiorespiratory system
in patients with rheumatism upon the expansion of motor
activity p 54 A84-13449
Investigation of the dynamics of the diurnal rhythm of
pain sensiitiyity in rats and humans p 45 A84-14793
The role of hypophysis in the adaptation, of the
microcirculatory system to single and repeated stress
p46 A84-14796
The effect of hypokinesia on indicators of the antioxidant
system and free-radical oxidation in rats
p46 A84-14797
Attacks of variant angina pectoris induced by physical
exercise p 56 A84-15026
Efficiency of the Frank-Starling mechanism under
physical load p 56 A84-15028
r
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STRESS (PSYCHOLOGY) SUBJECTINDEX
Comparison ol results of bicyde-ergometer lasts with
continuously and discontinuously increasing loads
p56 A84-15031
Characteristics of the adaptation of seamen to working
conditions in setting standards for the microclimate of the
living quarters on ships p69 A84-15034
The state of the sympatruco-adrena) system in athletes
during various types of exercises p 57 A84-15038
The activity of the sympathico-adrerial system as an
indicator of adaptation in athletes subjected to rigorous
physical stresses at high ambient temperatures
p57 A84-15039
The physical fitness for work during the eariy stage of
convalescence of persons who have suffered acute
rheumatism p 57 A84-15040
Individual features of response of the cardiovascular
system to standard physical exercise and indicators of
water-salt balance p 59 A84-15730
The effect of physical training in the isometric regime
on reactions of the cardiovascular system
p59 AB4-15731
' Condition df the sympatheticoadrenal system in the case
of short-term physical exercise of maximum intensity
p59 A84-15733
Elastic properties of arteries and the hemodynamics of
working and nonworking extremities p 59 A84-15734
The effect of muscle loading on the secretory function
of the stomach and pancreas p60 A84-15737
Investigation of the spatial asymmetry of the external
electric field of the human body p 60 A84-15740
Cardiovascular responses during systematic variation of
headgear loading parameters p 102 A84-16664
\ A hygienic evaluation of the combined effect of the
thermal and noise-vibration pollution of the environment
on the human body p S3 AS4-1S755
' Body composition (percent fat) and heat stress of well
conditioned young adult males p 83 A84-18813
Metabolic alkalosis during immobilization in monkeys (M.
nemestrina) p 124 A84-20521
Interrelationship between transcortine and type III
gtucocorticoid receptors and type II glucocorticoid
receptors under stress p 124 A84-20876
Basic tasks in the prevention of occupational diseases
due to the overstrain of the sensorimotor system during
physical work ' p 139 A84-20S87
Dynamics Of morphological changes in rat adrenals and
tymphok) organs under immobilization stress "
P128 A84-20893
An attempt to carry out immunocorrection in the case
of secondary immunodeficit in athletes (preliminary
report) p 140 A84-20915
Hydration and vascular fluid shifts during exercise in the
heat
[ AD-A139535] p 141 AS4-21028
Work stress p 143 A84-22449
Age-related features of the response of the rat
hypothalamic-hypophysial neurosecretory system to
physical exercise p 133 A84-22944
Prevention of the depression of natural-killer activity and
the contractile function of the myocardium during long-term
stress by means of preliminary adaptation of the organism
to short-term stress effects p 169 A84-23323
the combined effect of work factors and the stress of
everyday life on morbidity with a temporary loss of work
capacity P 200 A84-23711
Changes in the structure of lymphok) organs of rats under
long-term hypokinesia p 169 A84-23720
The Kimbarovskii reaction (the Kimbarovskii color
precipitation reaction) as a nonspecific indicator of fatigue
in high-altitude workers p 200 A84-23725
Intensity of thermal and physical load in workers of hot
shops in present-day metallurgical production
p200 A84-23727
Influence of suspension hypokinesia on rat soleus
muscle P171 A84-23928
Effects of naloxone on maximal stress testing in
females . • p 201 AS4-23932
Mechanisms producing tachycardia in conscious
baboons during environmental heat stress
p 172 A84-23933
Changes in information processing ability (IPA), EEG.
ECO using passive orthostattc and antkxthostatic test
p204 A84-24347
Motion sickness susceptibility related to ACTH, ADH and
TSH p206 A84-24368
Chronic hypokinesis and 3 periods of the stress reactivity
in rats p 179 A84-24385
Assessment of the functional capabilities of the human
body in doing physical work p 207 A84-25105
Blood-circulation dynamics in conditions of continuous
work on an expedition p 208 A84-2S113
Individual features of responses of the body to combined
thermal and physical toad p208 A84-25115
Features of energetic and hemodynamic provision of
submaximal physical load in males of a mature age
p209 A84-25118
The effect of short-term heat adaptation on certain
indicators of physical work capacity p209 A84-25123
Prevention of stress-related damage and enhancement
of the endurance of the body to physical load by means
of chemical factors p 182 A84-25132
Molecular mechanisms of the hypertrophy and wear of
the myocardium p 183 A84-25351
The role of coronary vascular reactivity in the regulation
of myocardial blood supply p 183 A84-25357
The effect of an anfoxidant on the endurance of persons
trained and untrained with regard to physical exercise
p211 A84-25362
The effect of work conditions in hothouses on the
condition of the upper respiratory pathways
p211 A84-25370
Features of anaerobic energy supply in physical loads
in individuals of various ages p 212 A84-25637
Exercise under hypoxia - A stress test for evaluation
of cases with ischaemic heart disease for rehabilitation
P215 A84-26380
Effects of pvridostigmine on ability of rats to work in
the heat p 275 A84-30011
Exercise and heat stress in simulated zero-G during
water immersion p 291 A84-30361
Acid-base state of the blood during the training of
athletes at a height of about 1500 m above sea level
p295 AS4-31504
Iron, copper, and manganese metabolism In workers
engaged in heavy physical labor p295 A84-31517
State of health, working conditions, and workload
response among women of retirement age working in
vegetable farming . p295 A84-31520
Features characterizing the functioning of the female
organism with an allowance made for certain indicators
of nonspecific immunological reactivity among women at
a Shipyard p295 AS4-31521
The state of the blood kallikreinkinin system in patients
having experienced myocardial infarction, and its response
to physical Stress p296 A84-32364
A comparative study of the magnitude of hemodynamic
shifts in a test involving physical loads when the test is
repeated p 297 A84-32368
The sickle cell trait in relation to the training and
assignment of duties in the Armed Forces. Ill -
Hyposthenuria. hematuria, sudden death, rhabdomyorysis,
and acute tubular necrosis p298 A84-32562
Stress hormones - Their interaction and regulation
p284 A84-32591
. Features characterizing the responses to physical loads
of patients suffering from chronic pneumonia with
respiratory insufficiency . p299 A84-33061
Morphological and functional characteristics of
adrenergic tnnervation of microvessels and terminal blood
flow in stress p285 A84-33157
Psychology of stress — Russian book
p 331 A84-33198
Neurohumoral regulation of immune homeostasis during
adaptation to extreme loads according to a model of
present-day sports p 322 A84-34144
Seasonal dynamics of mitotic activity of cells in the
adenohypophysis and in the adrenal cortex of rats in normal
conditions and stress reaction p 348 A84-37843
Thermal adjustment to cold-water exposure in resting
men and women . p 364 A84-38562
Phase changes in the level of glucocorticoid receptors
of rat liver cytosol under stress p410 A84-41392
Main trends in the study of substance P (Review) —
peptkte, stress and catecholamine p410 A84-41394
The influence of physical therapy on the general physical
condition of women with incontinence as a result of
Stress p424 A84-41541
Individual differences in reactions to indifferent and
unpleasant stimulae p436 A84-41570
The effect of physical exercise on the hemodynamics
of patients with chronic bronchitis and bronchial asthma
with systemic arterial hypertension p 425 A84-41572
Response of the auditory analyzer to the combined effect
of noise, high temperature, and carbon monoxide
p453 A84-43796
The phenomenon of 'infinite sound' as an indicator of
the physical fitness of military personnel
P461 A84-43923
Exercise-thermoregutatory stress and increased plasma
beta-endorphin/beta-lipotropin in humans
p462 A84-44086
Combined effects of ozone exposure and ambient heat
on exercising females p 462 A84-44087
Renin-angtotension-aldosterone system and adaptation
of the organism to stress in old age p 488 A84-46539
Physical fitness as a moderator of cognitive degradation
during sleep deprivation
[AD-A131962] p 62 N84-12718
Effect of atropine on the exercise-heat performance of
man
[AD-A131843] p 62 N84-12719
Effectiveness in reducing heat stress of three
conditioned-air cooling vests worn with and without cooling
air supplied to a face piece
[AD-A131975] p 71 N84-12726
Women at work and stress
[H/PERS-626] p68 N84-13777
Aerobic fitness and the nypohydration response to
exercise-heat stress
[AD-A132263 J p 85 N84-14669
Stress fractures! The remodelling response to excessive
repetitive loading
[AO-A130881] p87 N84-1576S
Variable inhibition by falling CO2 of hypoxic ventilatory
response in man
[AO-A130658] p 88 N84-15768
Proceedings of the 3rd Tripartite Conference on
Submarine Medicine: France. United Kingdom and the
United States
[AD-A133150] p90 N84-15777
Influence of stress, weightlessness, and simulated
weightlessness on differentiation of preosteoblasts
p189 N84-18846
Hyper-gravitational effects on metabolism and
thermoregulation p 193 N84-18871
General introduction to the study on the gastrointestinal
hormones and the gastric ackf secretion during physical
stress in man p218 N84-20137
The effect of physical stress on gastric secretion and
pancreatic potypeptide levels in man
p 218 N84-20138
Physiological adjustments to hemorrhage, altitude, and
[AD-A137781] p 250 N84-21057
Exercise in the heat Effects of saline or bicarbonate
infusion
[AD-A137194] p 251 N84-21061
Sustained Intensive Air Operations: Physiological and
Performance Aspects
[AGARD-CP-338] p 251 N84-21062
Laboratory studies of aircrew chemical protective
ensemble: Effects on pilots' performance
P269 N84-21066
Variations in states of alertness during continuous
operations at the control post level p 260 N84-21068
The effects of sleep loss and sustained mental work:
Implications for command and control performance
p260 N84-21069
Orcadian rhythm of human heart rate during
antkxthostatic tests p 328 N84-25259
Efficacy of conditioning animals to hypoxia during
Sleep p 319 N84-25261
Nucleic acid content of canine liver during long-term
experimental hypokinesia p 320 N84-25267
Influence of hydration level and body fluids on exercise
performance in the heat
[AD-A139284] p 327 N84-25281
A non-dimensional analysis of cardiovascular response
to cold stress. Part 1: Identification of the physical
parameters that govern the thermoregulatory function of
the cardiovascular system
[AD-A138710] p328 N84-25285
Stressful mission profiles, part 1 p 330 N84-26281
The effects of nonphysiological oxygen supply on the
organism p 368 N84-27428
Individual responses to combined heat and physical
load ' p370 N84-28374
The role of neural reflexes in control of the
cardiovascular system during stress
[AD-At40938] p 373 N84-28393
Health risks associated with aircraft model type among
US Navy pilots
(AD-PO03270] p 385 N84-2843S
Aftereffects associated with one and two stressors
across conditions of complete, partial, or no control
[AD-P003299] p 385 N84-28446
Influence of heat stress and acclimation on maximal
aerobic power
[AD-A142329] p 428 N84-29453
Nonauditory-system response to noise and effects on
health p 442 N84-29475
Ergonomic analysis of human operation of video
terminal p 475 N84-31918
Stress in work p 475 N84:31921
Link between indexes for mental work capacity and
parameters in circulatory system before and after physical
Stress p465 N84-31925
Correlation between plasma fibronectin level and
mortality following experimental rate heat stress
[AD-A143383] p 457 N84-32991
Evaluation of the gravity relevance on bone stresses
by in vivo measurements p 492 N84-34148
STRESS (PSYCHOLOGY)
Level of arterial pressure and vegetative cardiac
regulation during the simulation of intense operator
activity p 18 A84-11327
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SUBJECTINDEX SURFACE PROPERTIES
Parameters of the distribution of EKQ R-R intervals in
the prediction of the work capacity of human operators
p 16 A84-11330
The role of adrenalin in the genesis of disorders of motor
skills in conditions of emotional stress
p30 A84-11338
Exteriorizatiofl of the effect of hyperthermia by observing
the sympathoadrenal activity in subjects under
psychoemotjonal stress p 18 A84-11555
Indicators of catecholamine metabolism and
hemodynamics in air traffic controllers with
neuroeirculatory dystonia of the hypertension type
p19 A84-11568
Modem method and instrument for measuring psychic
performance — of aircraft pilots
[IAF PAPER 83-181] p 30 A84-117S8
Experimental modeling and Investigation of the activity
of an operator under conditions of emotional stress
p 65 A84-14979
Mental stress quantification and identification decision
modeling P 95 A84-18808
Changes in maze-solving errors due to stress
p95 A84-1BS09
An individual differences approach to SWAT scale
development — Subjective Workload Assessment
Technique P 95 A84-18823
Assessing the validity of SWAT as a workload
measurement instrument — Subjective Workload
Assessment Technique p113 A84-19285
Prevention of stress disorders of the contractile function
of the myocardium using membrance protectors
p 132 A84-22939
Prevention of stress-induced and hypoxic heart-damage
by the beta-blocker inderal p 132 A84-22940
The role of corticosterokJs in the regulation of
cell-migration processes in emotional-pain stress
p 133 A84-22945
Systems analysis of human industrial activity as a basis
for hygienic evaluation p 199 AS4-23709
Substantiation of microclimate norms for industrial
buildings, taking into account the category of operator-work
load P230 A84-23713
The effect of mental strain on the condition of higher
nervous activity and work capacity of technkxim
students P222 A84-23715
Functional condition of operators and its
systems-engineering determinants p 223 A84-25104
Electrosleep as a method for the prophylaxis of
nervous-psychic overstrain and the restoration of mental
work capacity in operators p 223 A84-25107
Adrenocortical activity in patients with hypertension in
response to emotional stress p 210 A84-25355
Isolation stress-individual susceptibility In terms of
psychophysiological manifestations p 225 A84-26385
Medical problems of air traffic control - A preliminary
study P225 A84-26386
Emotional stress and pilots - A review
p 257 A84-28261
Preventive methods for overlatigue (Review of the
literature) P245 A84-28419
Significance of allowing for individual differences in
organizing the work shift in monotonous production work
p303 A84-32353
Factors of nutrition and stress in the development of
obesity (hygienic aspects) p 297 A84-32370
Stress hormones - Their interaction and regulation
p284 A84-32591
Psychology of stress — Russian book
p331 A84-33198
Neurohumoral regulation of immune homeostasis during
adaptation to extreme loads according to a model of
present-day sports p322 A84-34144
Neurotic disorders in persons engaged in intense
intellectural work p376 A84-37805
Psychic states of humans in special conditions of
activity P 377 A84-37817
The effect of work with a high degree of
nervous-emotional stress on the circadian rhythm of the
vegetative nervous system p 360 A84-37827
An evaluation of the work stress of mail sorters and
telegraph operators P 391 A84-37831
A combined hygienic evaluation of industrial factors of
low and medium intensity acting simultaneously
p385 A84-39012
The examination stress as an indicator of the
adaptation-trophic function of the nervous system
p365 A84-39018
Operational method for assessing the psychic state of
athletes P 434 A84-40703
The effects of stress on processing abstract information
— by aircraft pilots p 435 AB4-41052
Effect of a modulated UHF field on the behavior and
level of hormones in female rats under emotional stress
P410 A84-11391
Prevention of impairments in the function of heart
mitochondria induced by emotional and painful stress
p411 AB4-41543
Reaction of the heart rate to information load
p436 AB4-41554
Vigilance and task load - In search of the inverted U
p 471 A84-44096
Method lor assessing mental stress in operators
p32 N84-11715
Women at work and stress
[R/PERS-626J p68 N84-13777
Maze-solving as a performance measurement tool for
human operations under time-stress
[AD-A133394) p 154 N84-16799
Physiological adjustments to hemorrhage, attitude, and
work
[AO-A137781] p250 N84-21057
Sustained Intensive Air Operations: Physiological and
Performance Aspects
[AGARD-CP-338) p 251 N84-21062
The effects of sleep loss and sustained mental work:
Implications for command and control performance
p 260 N84-21069
Effects of stressors on task performance and
satisfaction
[AD-A139039] p 306 N84-24101
Effect of working in two shifts on circadian rhythm of
heart rate p 326 N84-25260
Influence of exam stress on cardiac function of students
differing in level of physical activity p 326 N84-25268
Biofeedback methods and quality of operator's
performance p 392 N84-27399
Functional status of operators and its systemic and
technical determinants p 379 N84-28369
Occupational efficiency in relation to
psychophysiological characteristics p 370 N84-28373
Suicide gestures of USAF baste trainees
[AD-P003245] p 381 N84-28412
A summary of the psychological effects of tactical
nuclear warfare
[AO-P003256] p 383 N84-28423
Comparing well-being and stress of several high risk
Army groups
[AO-P003264] p384 N84-28430
Workshops for management of combat stress
[AD-P003283] p 385 N84-28439
Aftereffects associated with one and two stressors
across conditions of complete, partial, or no control
[AD-P003299] p 385 N84-28446
Psychological and biochemical effects of a stress
management program
[AD-P003300] p385 N84-28447
Nonauditory-system response to noise and effects on
health p 442 N84-29475
Stress in work p 475 N84-31921
Medical-psychological problems of the occupational
reliability of flight personnel p 490 N84-34136
STRESS CONCENTRATION
Regulation of bone mass by mechanical strain
[NASA-CR-173363] p 196 N64-18B88
Control of bone remodelling by applied dynamic loads
[NASA-CR-173287] p 196 N84-18889
STRESS MEASUREMENT
Evaluation of the gravity relevance on bone stresses
by In vivo measurements p 492 NS4-34148
STRESSES
Stress assessment through voice analysis
[AD-A132577] p 64 N84-13773
Mechanical regulation of plant growth and
development p 191 N84-18858
Measurement of thigmomorphogenesis and gravitropism
by non-intrusive computerized video Image processing
p 191 N84-18859
The roles of callose, elicitors and ethylene in
thigmomorphogenesis and gravitropism
p 191 N84-18S60
STRUCTURAL DESIGN CRITERIA
Lower body graduated negative pressure system
[NASA-CR-171717] p 71 N84-12725
STUDENTS
Computer-managed instruction: Individual differences
in student performance
[AD-A139708] p332 N84-25286
Evaluation of the BCT (Basic Cadet Training)
paraprofessbnal counselor training at the United States
Air Force Academy
[AO-P003244] p381 N84-28411
Suicide gestures of USAF basic trainees
[AD-P003245) p 381 N84-28412
STYRENES
Toxicology of styrene
[MBL-1983-11] p256 N84-22160
SUBMARINES
Proceedings of the 3rd Tripartite Conference on
Submarine Medicine: France, United Kingdom and the
United States
[AD-A133150] p90 N84-15777
Anthropometric indicators of submariners
p249 N84-21049
SUBMERGING
G suit of bladderiess type as a means of improving
orthostatic stability after water immersion hypokinesia nd
exposure to accelerations p 162 N84-16775
Cardiovascular and respiratory responses to muscular
activity during immersion in water at different
temperatures
[AD-A138894] p 302 N84-24094
Adaptive effects of repeated immersion on man
p325 N84-25258
SUBMILUMETER WAVES
A study of the interaction of millimeter wave fields with
biological systems
[AO-A144150] p486 NS4-34910
SUBSTITUTES
Companion trainer aircraft: Concept test
[AD-A131378] p 32 N84-11757
SUCTION
Skin and muscle vascular resistance during tin and neck
suction p204 A84-24345
SUITS
Thermal protection performance of survival suits In
ice-water p 231 A84-24957
Development of passive diver thermal protection
system
[AD-A130685] p 39 N84-10762
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sciences research program
[AD-P003361] p395 N84-28474
Teleoperator human factors study
[NASA-CR-171120] p 476 N84-31944
Teleoperator human factors study
[NASA-CR-173890] p 477 N84-33022
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
Regenerable non-venting thermal control subsystem for
extravehicular activity
[SAE PAPER 831151] p 267 A84-29076
The complementary roles of existing and advanced
environmental, thermal control and life support technology
for space stations p 233 N84-19429
Effects of heat acclimation on atropine impaired
thermoregulatjon
[AD-A139292] p 328 N84-25282
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
Mathematic modeling of heat transfer processes in the
human body p 158 A84-20924
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
The seasonal characteristics of the effect of low
temperature on the activity of brain monamine oxidase
and the sensitivity of rats to hyperoxia p 4 A84-10848
The role of temporal parameters of the interspike interval
in the coding of temperature — for river crayfish neurons
p4 A84-10849
Investigation of the effect of temperature on the
chronoinotropism of the myocardium in warm-blooded
animals p 48 A84-15014
Response of supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei of
the hypothalamus to cooling in rats in conditions of an
altered gaseous environment p49 A84-15018
The problem of synergism in radiobiology
p 126 A84-20897
Temperature effect on the human dive response in
relation to cold water near-drowning
P142 A84-21035
Mechanisms producing tachycardia in conscious
baboons during environmental heat stress
p 172 A84-23933
Caloric test, its modem versions, merits and
shortcomings — labyrinth therapy p 211 A84-25599
Thermal effect of laser radiation on multilayer eye
tissues p277 A84-30453
A clinical evaluation of the condition of the myocardium
during artificial hyperthermia p 298 A84-32395
Albumin-induced plasma volume expansion - Diumal and
temperature effects p 324 A84-34710
Thermoregulatory responses of rats to varying
environmental temperatures p 345 A84-36936
Effects of hypothermia and hyperthermia on the
cardiovascular system of the tortoise Testudo horsfieldi
p348 A84-37837
Effects of 2450-MHz microwave energy on the
blood-brain barrier - An overview and critique of past and
present research p426 A84-42258
Human whole-blood oxygen affinity - Effect of
temperature p462 A84-44085
Dexterity performance and reduced ambient
temperature p 474 A84-44095
Measurement and prediction of thermal injury in the
retina of the Rhesus monkey p 483 A84-49373
Salinity and temperature effects on photosynthesis and
organic carbon release rates by selected benthic
macroalgae
[PB84-163146] p417 N84-30674
Correlation between plasma fibronectin level and
mortality following experimental rate heat stress
[AD-A143383] p 457 N84-32991
The effect of lesions in the preoptic-anterior
hypothalamus on the reflexive responses of rats to cold
[AD-A144020] p 484 N84-34126
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
Human body temperature - Its measurement and
regulation p 16 A84-11017
A method for the long-term precision thermometry of
animal brain structures in chronic experiments
p 181 A84-24698
Effects of long-term low-level radiofrequency radiation
exposure on rats. Volume 2: Average SAR and SAR
distribution in man exposed to 450-MHz RFR
[AD-A135455] p 196 N84-1S891
Method for thermal monitoring subcutaneous tissue
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13028-1] p 249 N84-21053
TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Method for thermal monitoring subcutaneous tissue
(NASA-CASE-LAR-13028-1] p 249 N84-21053
TEMPERATURE PROBES
Thermostatic setup for a potythermal caloric probe —
for vestibulan analysis p 158 A84-20900
TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION
The role of temporal parameters of the interspike interval
in the coding of temperature — for river crayfish neurons
p 4 A84-10849
Spatial-temporal structure of a 'quantum' of industrial
activity and its physiological basis p 224 A84-25122
Spatial-temporal organization of functions of subcortical
brain structures in the process of immune response
development p 240 A84-27880
Time course of plasma levels of norepinephrine,
epinephrine and dopamine during a 4-day head-down tilt
p292 A84-30367
Larval adaptations and patterns of brachiopod diversity
in space and time p 279 A84-31373
Nonparametric estimation of the distribution of time to
onset for specific diseases in survival/sacrifice
experiments
[DE83-013726] p 10 N84-10728
TEMPORAL RESOLUTION
Rapid discrimination of visual patterns
p 221 A84-23621
Critical interval of discreteness as a function of the
duration of stimulus signals — on human skin
p 362 A84-38504
TERRAIN
Psychological research on advanced terrain
representation: Formatting the visual material
[AD-A139782] p 332 N84-25288
Terrain travel simulation: Data and application
[AD-P003359] p 387 N84-28472
TERRESTRIAL RADIATION
Radiation protection for manned space activities
[NASA-CR-173202] p 147 N84-16791
TEST CHAMBERS
An exercise metabolism chamber for mice
p74 A84-16663
The design and operation of systems for inhalation
exposure of animals
[DE83-015388] p 10 N84-10727
Exposure chamber for studies of pollutant gases and
aerosols in human subjects: Design considerations
[DE84-001135] p 91 N84-15785
TEST EQUIPMENT
Use of low cost low fidelity mockups for preproduction
testing p 115 A84-19309
Device for operative measurement of dominance and
leadership p 377 A84-37819
TEST RRING
Use of self assessment in estimating levels of skill
retention
[AD-P003345] p 387 N84-28465
TEST PILOTS
Training the helicopter test pilot p 151 A84-19608
The effect of emotional stress prior to the onset of
centrifugation on acceleration tolerance in pilots
p179 A84-24389
TESTES
• Geneticophysiological mechanisms in the regulation of
the functions of the testes — Russian book
p482 A84-49338
TEXTBOOKS
Automated Instructional Media Selection (AIMS)
[AD-A135749] p 229 N84-20168
TEXTILES
Fuel fire tests of polytetra-fluoroethylene anti-exposure
suits
[AD-A140038] p 337 N84-25303
TEXTS
Understanding picture-text instructions
[AD-A139746] p 332 N84-25287
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SUBJECTINDEX THERMOREGULATION
TEXTURES
Dynamic occlusion in the perception of rotation in
depth . P66 A84-15571
Optical flow and texture variables useful for detecting
changes in simulated self motion p 118 A84-19334
Optical flow and texture variables useful in simulating
self motion (2)
[AD-A133597] p 90 N84-15779
THALAMUS
Possible mechanism of a thalamic pacemaker of alpha
rhythm and fusiform activity p 127 A84-20913
THALLIUM
The effect of thallium ions on the gramicid-induced
conductance of muscle-fiber membrane
p349 A84-3784S
THALLIUM ISOTOPES
Application of myocardial scintigraphy with TI-201 for
the differential diagnosis of ischemic heart disease and
hypertrophic cardiomyopatntes in women
p 210 A84-25356
THERAPY
Physical methods of treatment in neurology — Russian
book p15 A84-10488
The application of an electromagnetic field in patients
following disorders of brain blood circulation
p18 A84-11561
Large molecules in small doses — synthetic polymers
as drugs P 81 A84-17288
The use of portable oioengineering feedback devices
in a system of active restorative therapy for patients with
poststroke motor disturbances p 144 A64-22932
Current aspects of the drug therapy of chronic cardiac
insufficiency p 144 A84-22937
Sleep regulation — Russian book p 172 A84-23968
Caloric test, its modem versions, merits and
shortcomings — labyrinth therapy p 211 A84-25599
Treatment of acute osteoporosis due to paraplegia with
caldtonin p 290 A84-30350
The use of a variable magnetic field for treating
edematous gxophtnalmos p 297 A84-32385
The relevance of the physical parameters of the
decimeter electromagnetic waves and of the electrical
properties of the tissues to the therapeutic effect
p 298 A84-32391
The effect of sodium fluoride on the vestibular function
of patients suffering from otosclerosis
p 298 A84-32396
Controlled hyperthermia p 361 A84-37848
Electromyographic indication of hypodynamic
disturbances of the neuromuscular apparatus during
acupuncture p 365 A84-39010
The significance of ultrasonic Dopplerography in
monitoring trie efficiency with which stroke survivors can
be treated with decimeter-wavelength electromagnetic
waves P 421 A84-40701
Cerebral hemodynamics in the early recovery period
after reconstructive operations on cerebral vessels under
the effect of decimeter-wave therapy
p 421 A84-40702
Graded volume physical exercise in the diagnosis of
early cardiac insufficiency in patients with acute myocardial
infarction p 422 A84-40716
A model of spinal cord dysbarism to study delayed
treatment II - Effects of treatment p 452 A84-43726
Military Medical Journal, no. 3, 1983
[L-2399] P148 N84-17817
THERMAL COMFORT
Heat stress related to the operation of Canadian forces
aircraft - A historical review and possible solution
p 34 A84-10719
Integrator of climate data for assessing indoor
microclimate p 36 A84-11570
Dynamics of the functional condition and subjective
sensations during acclimatization to heat
p 60 A84-15738
Hygienic evaluation of microclimate and the thermal
condition of humans during the performance of easy work
in Siberian enterprises p 200 A84-23716
Intensity of thermal and physical load in workers of hot
shops in present-day metallurgical production
p200 A84-23727
The effect of work conditions in hothouses on the
condition of fhe upper respiratory pathways
p211 A84-25370
Dexterity performance and reduced ambient
temperature p 474 A84-44095
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY GAGES
Noninvasive and continuous measurement of the skin
blood How in man p 292 A84-30371
THERMAL EMISSION
Assessing the condition of an operator at a distance
by means of infrared methods p 308 A84-32355
THERMAL ENVIRONMENTS
Exteriorizatton of the effect of hyperthermia by observing
the sympathoadrenal activity in subjects under
psychoemotional stress p 18 A84-11555
Physiological mechanisms of the adaptation of the
cardiovascular and thermoregulatory systems during the
effect of high ambient temperature on steel workers
p56 A84-15032
A hygienic evaluation of the combined effect of the
thermal and noise-vibration pollution of the environment
on the human body p 83 A84-18755
Hot air changes our view of the ear
p463 AB4-46259
Physiological features characterizing human
readaptation to high temperature p 489 A84-49040
THERMAL INSULATION
Effect of separation from ground on human whole-body
RF absorption rates p 425 A84-42255
Biomechanical foundations of the thermal insulation off
homofotherms p480 A84-47796
Development of passive diver thermal protection
system
[AD-A130685] ' p 39 N84-10762
THERMAL PROTECTION
Analogical simulation model of the thermal stress
affecting the head p 159 A84-21017
Thermal protection performance of survival suits in
ice-water p 231 A84-24957
Protection against heat radiation in the steel industry
— protective visor
(FOA-C-20500-E4] p 165 N84-17864
THERMAL RESISTANCE
Heat resistant protective hand covering
[NASA-CASE-MSC-20261-2] p 309 N84-23113
Heat resistant protective hand covering
[NASA-CASE-MSC-20261-1] p 395 N84-28484
Resistance of microorganisms from mesosphere to
periodic freezing-thawing p 458 N84-330O1
THERMAL SIMULATION
Analogical simulation model of the thermal stress
affecting the head p 159 A84-21017
An inhomogeneous thermal block model of man for the
electromagnetic environment p 161 A84-22273
THERMAL STABILITY
The effect of lunar soil and metal oxides on the thermal
and radiative-chemical stability of amino acids
p71 A84-14879
Mechanism of inhibition of fibrin polymerization by means
of a thermostable inhibitor from blood serum
p342 A84-36608
THERMAL STRESSES
Biochemical indicators of thermal stress: Selected
genetic and physiological parameters
[PB84-100122] p 137 N84-17808
THERMAL VACUUM TESTS
Cosmic vacuum prevents radiopanspermia
p 131 A84-22850
THERMALJZATION (ENERGY ABSORPTION)
Limitations of the cubical block model of man in
calculating SAR distributions — Specific Absorption Rate
p425 A84-42252
Average SAR and SAR distributions in man exposed
to 450-MHz radiofrequency radiation — Specific
Absorption Rate p412 A84-42253
Specific absorption rate distribution in a full-scale model
Of man at 350 MHz p 426 A84-42256
THERMOCHEMISTRY
Thermochemical model for the calculation of the
maximum permissible exposure of the retina in the near
infrared range p 124 A84-20392
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
The Potyacrylamide as a phantom material for
electromagnetic hyperthermia studies
p264 A84-27558
Analysis and modeling of photosynthetic bacterial
hydrogen production plants
[DE84-000003J p 52 N84-13758
Guidelines for running the thermal computational model
of the eye
[AD-A142550] p 433 N84-306B8
THERMOGRAPHY
Human body temperature - Its measurement and
regulation p 18 A84-11017
Patterns of skin temperature and surface heat flow in
man during and after cold water Immersion
p 138 A84-20289
THERMOPHILES
Carbon and hydrogen isotopic compositions of algae
and bacteria from hydrothermal environments,
Yellowstone National Park p 283 A84-32468
Possible artefactual basis for apparent bacterial growth
at 250 C p 344 A84-3672S
Some biochemical properties of an acido-thermophillc
archaebacterium, Sulfolotaus acidocaldarius
p 405 A84-40501
Anaerobic life at extremely high temperatures
p406 A84-40517
THERMORECEPTORS
The role of temporal parameters of the interspjke interval
in the coding of temperature — for river crayfish neurons
p 4 A84-10849
The effect of adaptation to a hot climate on the condition
of heat reception . p208 A84-25117
Interaction of thermal and nonthermal receptive
signalization in the mechanism for the formation of
thermoregulation of motoneural pool activity
p 317 A84-34597
. Sensitivity of skin cold receptors to noradrenaline in
control and cold-adapted rats p 341 A84-36592
Impulse activity of cutaneous receptors in convective
and radiative local cooling p 342 A84-36594
Effects of adaptation to hot climate on
thermoreception p 370 N84-28375
THERMOREGULATION
Behavioral and autonomic thermoregulation in mice
exposed to microwave radiation p 2 A84-10287
Human body temperature - Its measurement and
regulation p 16 A84-11017
Heat-transfer characteristics of port workers in the
Arctic p 19 A84-11572 •
Thermoregulation in Erythrocebus patas - A thermal
balance study p9 A84-12663
Physiological mechanisms of the adaptation of the
cardiovascular and thermoregulatory systems during the
effect of high ambient temperature on steel workers
p56 A84-15032
Influence of heat stress on exercise-induced changes
in regional blood flow in sheep • p 74 A84-16189
Patterns of skin temperature and surface heat flow in
man during and after cold water immersion
p138 A84-20289
The role of catecholamines and various subtypes of beta
adrenoreceptors in ensuring the resistance of mice to
intense cooling p 125 A84-20883
Industrial gymnastics in conditions of a hot climate
• ' p 140 A84-20917
Mathematic modeling of heat transfer processes in the
human body ' p 158 A84-20924
Analogical simulation model of the thermal stress
affecting the head p 159 A84-21017
Temperature variations in groups of mice of both sexes
exposed to normobaric hypoxia at 10-35 C
^ . p 127 A84-21018
Neurophysiological aspects of spinal thermoregulatory
mechanisms p 129 A84-22450
Substantiation of microclimate norms for industrial
buildings, taking into account the category of operator-work
load ' p230 A84-23713
Hygienic evaluation of microclimate and the thermal
condition of humans during the performance of easy work
in Siberian enterprises p 200 A84-23716
Criteria for evaluating the thermal condition of humans
when substantiating standard requirements on Industrial
microclimate p 200 A84-23717
The role of biogenic brain monoamines in the regulation'
of hibernation. p 171 A84-23741
Thermoregulation in cold- and noncold-acclimated rats
cold exposed in hypergravic fields p 180 A84-24393
Dynamics of the conjugation of ventilation and blood
flow In cat lungs in the case of an elevated ambient
temperature p 180 A84-24693
Thermoregulatory activity of the motoneuronal pool in
rats adapted to cold and hypoxia p 180 AB4-24694
The effect of various regimes of thermal adaptation on
thermogenesis in albino rats p 181 A84-24697
Cold vasodilation in persons subjected to the chronic
effect of low positive temperatures p 207 A84-25108
The effect of swimming in a therapeutic pool on
thermoregulatory reactions p211 A84-25363
Effects of endurance exercise on metabolic water
production and plasma volume p 213 A84-26190
Thermoregulatory responses to exercise in dehydrated
dogs p186 A84-26191
Hypothermic and antipyretic effects of ACTH (1 -24) and
alpha-melanotropin In guinea-pigs p 243 A84-29619
Heat exchange following atropine Injection before and
after heat acclimation p 287 A84-30012
Effects of carbon dioxide inhalation on physiological
responses to cold
[AD-A140354] ' p 293 A84-30864
Interaction of thermal and nonthermal receptive
signalization in the mechanism for the formation of
thermoregulatiori of motoneural pool activity
p317 .A84-34597
Thermal responses during arm and leg and combined
ami-leg exercise in water p 323 A84-34709
Effects of airflow and work load on cardiovascular drift
and skin blood flow p 324 A84-34711
Effect of chilling and of subsequent self-heating on the
level of nohesterified fatty acids and ketone bodies in the
blood and organs of rats p 342 A84-36607
A-145
THIOLS SUBJECT INDEX
Aerobic fitness and the hypohydration response to
exercise-neat stress
[AO-A144220] p 357 A84-36930
Impairment of thermogenesis and heat conservation in
rats during 3 hours of 3-G exposure p 345 A84-36935
Thermoregulatory responses of rats to varying
environmental temperatures p345 A84-36938
. The effect of bombesin. some of its fragments, and their
analogues on thermoregulation in rabbits
p350 A84-38S18
Thermal adjustment to cold-water exposure in resting
men and women p384 A84-38562
Thermal adjustment to cold-water exposure in exercising
men and women p384 A84-38563
Effect of 2.4-dinitrophenol on thermogenesis during
adaptation to hypoxia p 351 A84-39015
A,transient model of thermoregulation in a clothed
human - p 439 A84-40344
Criteria of human adaptation to cold
p422 A84-40709
; -A review of numerical models for predicting the energy
deposition and resultant thermal response of humans
. exposed to electromagnetic fields p 425 A84-422S1
. ExercSse-thermoregulatory stress and increased plasma
beta-endorpNn/beta-dpotroaln In humans
p462 A84-44088
Physiology of thermoregulation p455 A84-45995
The effect of short-term hypertherrrda on catechoiamine
content in the organs of white rats p482 A84-48164
Gravitational study of the central nervous system
p12 N84-11730
Mathematical simulation of diver performance
[AD-A133844] p 85 N84-14671
Heat exchange following atropine injection before and
after heat acclimation
[AD-A132618] p 90 N84-15780
Autonomic influences on peripheral circulatory and
thermal responses to cold
[AD-A134444] p 150 N84-17831
Set-point changes in . hierarchically-arranged
thermogenic systems p 190 N84-18853
Hyper-gravitational effects on metabolism and
thermoregulatjon p 193 N84-18871
Thermoregulation: Long-term microwave effects
[AD-A140844J p368 N84-27432
Criteria of human cold adaptation p 371 N84-28381
Dynamics of functional status and subjective sensations
in process of heat adaptation p466 N84-31931
' Mechanisms of thermoregulation of rats exposed to
/hypergravfe fields p457 N84-32989
THIOLS
Radioprotective effect of S-containing derivatives of
methylfuran and the role of thiols in the realization of this
effect '
 P349 A84-37847
Nonenzymatic formation of 'energy-rich' lactoyl and
glyceroyl thioesters from gtyceraWehyde and a thiol
p448 A84-42500
THORAX
Cardiovascular injury from blunt thoracic impact of
epinephrine and isoproterenol injected rabbits
p6 A84-12060
Medical evaluation and thoracic radiophotography in
flight personnel during 1983 p 143 A84-22568
Interserosal forces: The pressure environment of the
central circulations and nature's internal 'G suits'. II - The
thoracic containers, analysis via the DSR — Dynamic
Spatial Reconstruction .' p 180 A84-24392
The development of a bidirectional multi-speed impact
model of the adult human thorax p 329 N84-26273
THREAT EVALUATION
The influence of S-C-R compatibility and resource
competition on performance of threat evaluation and fault
diagnosis p 104 A84-18788
Potential interactions of collision avoidance advisories
and cockpit displays of traffic information
[SAE PAPER 831544] p 259 A84-29523
THREE DIMENSIONAL MOTION
The measurement of three-dimensional hand motion by
the use of V.T.R — Video Tape Recorder
. pilO A84-18848
, Measurement of reach envelopes with a four-camera
Selective Spot Recognition (SELSPOT) system
p263 A84-27299
, Testing the efficiency and motion economy of two-finger
robotic grippers p 308 A84-31623
Experiments in balance with a 3D one-legged hopping
machine p 390 A84-37669
Computational studies in the interpretation of structure
and motion: Summary and extension
[AD-A131598] p 27 N84-11746
THRESHOLDS (PERCEPTION)
Spatiotemporal contrast sensitivity and visual field
locus p 55 A84-14598
Electrophysiological correlates of hyperacufty in the
human visual cortex p 81 A84-17008
The effect of altitude on absolute hearing threshold
levels p 106 A84-18810
Spatial-frequency discrimination and detection -
Comparison of postadaptation thresholds
[AD-A140389) p 83 A84-18890
A methodological investigation of three psychophysical
techniques for rapid measurement of contrast sensitivity
p113 A84-19297
Mechanisms of visual sensitivity - Backgrounds and early
dark adaptation p 137 A84-20019
Temporary threshold shifts after onset and offset of
moderately loud low-frequency maskers
p 202 A84-23987
The effects of acceleration forces on night vision
[AD-A140668] p 208 A84-24952
The effect of adaptation to a hot climate on the condition
of heat reception p208 A84-25117
Threshold sensitivity of analyzers in adult electro-gas
welders and students of vocational schools with different
degrees of occupational skill p211 A84-25368
Modified line-element theory for spatial-frequency and
width discrimination — model for prediction ol color vision
response to fit available data p294 A84-31260
Differential threshold in psychoacoustics
p360 A84-37815
Mass discrimination during prolonged weightlessness
p420 A84-40304
The perception of binaurai temporal shifts
p436 A84-41552
The effect of adaptation level on the brightness rating
scale p424 A84-41553
Effect of stimulation parameters on the visual detection
of oscillatory motion p462 A84-45925
The effects of exposure duration and luminance on the
3-dot hyperacuity task p463 A84-46438
Perception of higher derivatives of visual motion
[AD-A133908] p 89 NS4-15773
Effects of adaptation to hot climate on
thermoreception . p370 N84-28375
Development of a microprocessor based audiometer for
threshold shift studies
[AO-A142124] p428 N84-29448
Noise-induced hearing loss and its prediction
p 429 N84-29472
Noise-induced hearing impairment and handicap
p 429 N84-29473
THROMBOCYTES
The effect of sodium hydroxybutyrate on resistance to
hypoxia and blood-platelet aggregation in rats under
different ecological conditions p 123 A84-19724
Changes in the aggregation of erythrocytes and
thrombocytes under ultraviolet radiation
p183 A84-25148
A quantitative analysis of radiation damage to
thrombocytopoiesis p449 A84-42958
THYMUS GLAND
The effect of thymosin on the ultrastructure of rat bone
marrow p44 A84-13488
Clinical-morphological characteristics of the
thymicolymphatic condition in adolescents and adults
p 81 A84-17286
The effect of vibration on the immune response induced
by thymus-dependent and thymus-independent antigens
p125 A84-20888
Dynamics of morphological changes in rat adrenals and
rymphok) organs under immobilization stress
p 126 A84-20893
Investigation of the cytokineses of the lympfwtd organs
of immune and nonimmune mice p<131 A84-22929
Changes in the structure of lymphold organs of rats under
long-term hypokinesia p 169 AB4-23720
Structure and repair of rat thymus DMA during long-term
irradiation * p343 A84-36619
Immunological function of the thymus
p411 A84-41557
THYROID GLAND
Adrenergic activation of triodothyronine production in
brown adipose tissue p4 A84-11268
Effect of thyroidectomy on the histochemical and
electrophysical properties of the rat musculus soleus
p348 A84-37842
Effect of 2.4-dinitrophenol on thermogenesis during
adaptation to hypoxia p 351 A84-39015
Thyroid gland hyperfunction as a result of the separate
and combined effects of radiation and heat
p450 A84-42961
The role of the thyroid gland in the development of
genetic effects of microwaves of nonthermal intensity
p450 A84-42963
Structural distinctions of thyroid C cells and parathyroid
glands of primates during head-down hypokinesia
p326 N84-25263
TIBIA
. Arrested bone formation during space flight results in
a hypomineralized skeletal defect p 175 AB4-24365
The effects of immobilization on cortical bone in
monkeys (M. nemestrina) p 176 A84-24367
Rat model of tibial unloading and over-loading
p 276 A84-30353
TIME
Physiological responses and survival time prediction for
humans in ice-water p 206 A84-24956
TIME DEPENDENCE
Dependence of the time of recognition of significant
optical stimuli on the features characterizing the
space-time organization of brain bjpotentials.
p17 A84-11336
Ventilatory thresholds during short- and long-term
exercise p80 A84-16180
Time-varying magnetic fields - Effect on DMA
synthesis
[AD-A145225] p 172 A84-24099
Latency in onset of decompression sickness on direct
ascent from air saturation p 287 A&4-30017
A comparative study of the magnitude of hemodynamic
shifts in a test involving physical loads when the test is
repeated ' p297 A84-32366
Metabolic availability of glucose ingested 3 h before
prolonged exercise in humans P 323 A84-34706
Motion sickness incidence - Distribution of time to first
emesis and comparison of some complex motion
conditions p 357 A84-36932
Critical interval of discreteness as a function of the
duration of stimulus signals — on human skin
p362 A84-38504
Orcadian rhythm of human heart rate during
anUorthostatJc tests p 326 N84-25259
Time-dependent spinal cord changes following
nonionizing microwave irradiation p418 N84-30678
TIME DISCRIMINATION
Spatial and temporal discrimination ellipsoids in color
space p 54 A64-13142
Retinal inhomogeneity. I - Spatiotemporal contrast
sensitivity. II - Spatial summation p 294 A84-31259
TIME FUNCTIONS
Temporal covariance model of human motion
. perception p335 A84-33609
Temporal sensitivities related to color theory
p 322 A84-33610
TIME LAG
Central control of movement timing
p93 A64-18760
The effect of computational time-delays on pilot
performance in real-time flight simulation
[AIAA PAPER 84-0553] p 160 A84-21882
A delay in the visual perception of motion in flight
simulators p 303 AS4-32963
Estimating the number and duration of cognitive
processes using the within-task subtractive method
[AD-A144617] p 496 N84-34923
'TIME RESPONSE /
The effects of exposure time and retention time on
location memory in visual information processing
p 109 A84-18834
Rapid discrimination of visual patterns
p221 AB4-23621
Hypokinesia in young rats growing under laboratory
conditions p 348 A84-37839
TIME SERIES ANALYSIS
Time series modeling of human operator dynamics in
manual control tasks
[AIAA PAPER 84-1899] p 474 A84-43446
A multivariale autoregressive display monitoring model
[NLR-MP-83033-U] p 336 N84-25296
TIME SHARING
The effects of cuing in time-shared tasks — for aircraft
flight route-way-point information p 29 A84-10971
Effects of task structures on attention allocation
optimality p95 A84-18806
Type of task practice and time-sharing activities predict
performance deficits due to alcohol ingestion
p96 A84-18844
The effects of task structures, dynamics of difficulty
changes, and strategic resource allocation training on
time-sharing performance
[AD-A134112] p118 NB4-14685
Objective measure of pilot workload
[NASA-CR-173296] p 164 NB4-17858
TISSUES (BIOLOGY)
The Golgi-Hortega-Lavilla technique, with a useful
additional step for application to brain tissue after
prolonged fixation . p7 A84-12274
Functional morphology and metabolic characteristics of
tissue basophils and basophilic granulocytes of the
blood p43 A64-13480
Oxygen supply ot the body in the case of an increase
' ~ in the affinity of hemoglobin to oxygen and a change in
blood viscosity p 123 A84-20187
Tissue pressure and plasma oncotic pressure during
exercise p 141 A84-21029
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SUBJECTINDEX TOXICITY
The effect of various regimes of thermal adaptation on
thermogenesis in albino rats p 181 A84-24697
Use of photonudear reactions for the investigation of
the biological action of slow heavy ions
p241 A84-2837S
Quantitation of tissue loss during prolonged space
Right p298 AS4-31602
Sensitivity of muscle tissue and lymphocytes to insulin
after a bum trauma p285 A84-330S9
Myocardium metabolism in the early periods following
soft-tissue injury p285 AB4-33156
Origin of tissue basophils and basophilic blood
granulocytes p342 A84-3b605
Daily changes in the activity of lysosomal enzymes in
the liver of mice and rats p 352 A84-39020
A Theological model of muscle tissue in a state of
constant activation p 441 A84-41565
Passive transport of sodium into epithelial cells -
Methods of study, properties, regulation, and role
. p455 A84-46223
The Regulatory Functions of Calcium and the Potential
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and running by model analysis p 392 N84-26941
Treatment of walking as controllable sell-excited
oscillations p 392 N84-26942
Walking erect as a factor in development of arterial
hypertension in primates p 430 N84-3064S
Modeling, control and simulation of three-dimensional
robotic systems with application to biped locomotion
p476 N84-31943
WALKING MACHINES
Mechanics of locomotion p389 A84-37664
Footprints in the asphalt — man-carrying,
gasoline-powered, hydraulicaliy actuated, six-legged
walking machine p 389 A84-37665
Configuration design of the adaptive suspension
vehicle p 389 A84-37666
Dynamic walk of a biped p 390 A84-37668
Experiments in balance with a 3D one-legged hopping
machine p390 A84-37669
Stability analysis and input design of a two-link planar
biped p 390 A84-37670
A study of design and control ol a quadruped walking
vehicle p390 A84-37672
An approach to the use of terrain-preview information
in rough-terrain locomotion by a hexapod walking
machine p 391 A84-37673
Dynamically stable legged locomotion
[AD-A136644] p 232 N84-t8905
The design of manually operated controls for a
six-degree-of-freedom groundborne walking vehicle:
Control strategies and stereotypes
[AD-P003273] p 394 N84-28438
WALLS
Prediction of arterial wall failure under acceleration
stress in high-performance aircraft p 399 A84-403S7
WAR GAMES
Quarterbacks as comerbacks or American fighter pilots
in Migs - A study of reverse role training
p 93 A84-18777
WARFARE
Notes on a theory of terrorism
[AD-P003242] p 381 N84-28409
WARNING
The effects of warning message highlighting on novel
assembly task performance p 93 A84-18782
Synthesized warning messages - Effects of an alerting
cue in single- and multiple-function voice synthesis
systems p 471 A84-44093
WARNING SYSTEMS
Evaluating new concepts for aircrew alerting
p 102 A84-16699
Helicopter warning signals - Comparative study of
individual and group interviews p 225 A84-2S400
Warnings and cautions - Are we on the right track? —
tactical jet aircraft alerting systems
[SAE PAPER 831458] p 268 A84-29495
Voice interactive electronic warning systems (VIEWS)
- An applied approach to voice technology in the helicopter
cockpit
[SAE PAPER 831545] p 269 A84-29524
Human lectors considerations in the development of a
voice warning system for helicopters
p441 A84-41064
An experimental comparison of operator responses to
voice and tone system warnings
[BAE-BT-12051] p 310 N84-23117
WASHERS (CLEANERS)
Hygienic mterobiological/virological examination of an
airwasher concerning the emission of airborne
microorganisms
[BMFT-FB-T-83-130] p 14 N84-11742
WASTE DISPOSAL
Absorbent product and articles made therefrom
[NASA-CASE-MSC-18223-2] p 40 N84-11758
WASTE TREATMENT
Hyperflltration wash water recovery subsystem - Design
and test results — for extended mission spacecraft such
as space stations
[SAE PAPER 831112] p 268 A84-29047
Urine pretreatment for waste water processing systems
-- for space station
[SAE PAPER 831113] p 267 A84-29048
Composition and analysis of a model waste for a CELSS
(Controlled Ecological Lite Support System)
[NASA-TM-84368] p 40 N84-11760
Operation and maintenance of selected ozone and
ultraviolet disinfection systems
[PB84-180124] p446 N84-30719
WASTE UTILIZATION
Urine pretreatment for waste water processing systems
— for space station
[SAE PAPER 831113] p 267 AB4-29048
Phase change water recovery techniques - Vapor
compression distillation and thermoelectric/membrane
concepts — from waste water as part of Space Station
life support system
[SAE PAPER 831122] p 267 A84-29056
WASTE WATER
Integrated water management system - Description and
test results — for Space Station waste water processing
[SAE PAPER 831111) p 266 A84-29046
Hyperfiltration wash water recovery subsystem - Design
and test results — for extended mission spacecraft such
as space stations
[SAE PAPER 831112] p 266 A84-29047
Operation and maintenance of selected ozone and
ultraviolet disinfection systems
[PB84-180124] p446 N84-30719
WATER BALANCE
Individual features of response of the cardiovascular
system to standard physical exercise and Indicators of
water-salt balance p 59 A84-15730
Regulation of man's hydration status during
gravity-induced blood redistribution p 204 A84-24334
Osrno- and volumoregulation in rats with hereditarily
changed hormonal balance p 179 A84-24390
Vasopressin release induced by water deprivation -
Effects of centrally administered saralasin
p 181 A84-24730
Hormonal disturbances of fluid-electrolyte metabolism
under altitude exposure in man p 206 A84-2495S
Fluid-electrolyte metabolism in space flights of van/ing
duration p 291 A84-30359
The effect of a ccaniocerebral wound on the
development of edema in the brain after resuscitation
p264 A84-33051
Responses of the renin-aldosterone system to water
loading p 363 A84-38511
Cholinergic aspects of the peripheral regulation of water
and saline solution consumption p 350 A84-38520
Fluid intake at high altitudes p 145 N84-16772
WATER CONSUMPTION
Off-vertical rotation produces conditioned taste aversion
and suppressed drinking in mice p 399 A84-40358
WATER IMMERSION
Hypervolemia and plasma vasopressin response during
water immersion in men p 79 A84-16179
Patterns of skin temperature and surface heat flow in
man during and after cold water immersion
p138 A84-20289
Plasma levels of norepinephrine, epinephrine and
dopamine during a 4-day head-down tilt with and without
exercise p 205 A84-24360
Haemodynamics under changed gravity
p 206 A84-24395
Physiological responses and survival time prediction for
humans in ice-water p 206 A84-24956
Thermal protection performance of survival suits in
ice-water p 231 A84-24957
Hormonal and renal responses to water immersion
p 291 A84-30358
Exercise and heat stress in simulated zero-G during
water immersion p 291 A84-30361
Thermal responses during arm and leg and combined
arm-leg exercise in water p 323 A84-34709
Thermal adjustment to cold-water exposure in resting
men and women p364 A84-38562
Thermal adjustment to cold-water exposure in exercising
men and women p 364 A64-38563
Effects of endurance fitness on responses to cold water
immersion p 459 A84-43732
Immersion diuresis without expected suppression of
vasopressin p 461 A84-43822
Physiological responses to prolonged bed rest and fluid
Immersion in humans p489 A84-48537
Water immersion and its computer simulation as analogs
of weightlessness
[NASA-CR-171746] p 149 N84-17821
Muscle tone changes In individuals of different age
groups submitted to simulated weightlessness
p255 N84-22150
WATER LOSS
Circulatory changes in orthostatic position In the
presence of hyperthermia p430 N84-30647
WATER MANAGEMENT
Integrated water management system - Description and
test results — for Space Station waste water processing
[SAE PAPER 831111] p 268 A84-29046
WATER POLLUTION
Use of fauna as biomonitors
[DE83-016082] p 53 N84-13762
WATER QUALITY
The ultrastructural organization of the blue-green alga
microcystis aeruginosa kuetz. Emend. Elenk in connection
with toxicogenesis
[AD-A132540] p 77 N84-14662
A preliminary survey of plankton and periphyton in the
Turn Barge Canal and basin area of Kennedy Space
Center. Florida p 79 N84-16027
WATER RECLAMATION
Hyperfiltration wash water recovery subsystem • Design
and test results — for extended mission spacecraft such
as space stations
[SAE PAPER 831112] p 266 A84-29047
Urine pretreatment for waste water processing systems
— for space station
[SAE PAPER 831113] p 267 A84-29048
Phase change water recovery techniques - Vapor
compression distillation and thermoelectric/membrane
concepts — from waste water as part of Space Station
life support system
[SAE PAPER 831122] p 267 A84-290S6
WATER RESOURCES
Remote sensing training for Corps of Engineering
personnel: The university training module concept
[NASA-CR-175204] p 226 N84-20154
WATER TREATMENT
Biocidsi qustomfliy flfnrooniurn rosin
[NASA-CR-171802] p414 N84-29433
WAVE PROPAGATION
Changes in the propagation velocity of a pulse wave
in extremity arteries during muscle contraction
p363 A84-38510
WAVEGUIDES
Performance of a new 916 MHz direct contact applicator
with reduced leakage, a detailed analysis
[PB83-226621] p 24 N84-10742
Effects of long-term low-level radkrfrequency radiation
exposure on rats. Volume 3: SAR (Specific Absorption
Rate) in rats exposed In 2450-MHz circularly polarized
waveguide
[AD-A135376] p 196 N84-18890
WEAPON SYSTEMS
Analysis and outlook concerning an employment of
military helicopters in night operations
p38 A84-11058
Timely application of advanced human factors test and
evaluation techniques during the acquisition of new Air
Force systems p114 AB4-19308
A review of major issues relating to human-machine
integration in the development of military systems
[AD-A136739] p 235 N84-20184
Human factors in weapon systems
[FOA-A-56006-H2] p 337 N84-25297
The assessment of nontonizing radiation hazards
[AD-P003294] p 374 N84-28444
Relationship between crewmember characteristics and
tank crew performance
[AD-P003355] p 387 N84-28471
WEAPONS DELIVERY
The impact of display size on continuous and discrete
anticipatory cues — head-up display symbology for fighter
aircraft weapons delivery p92 A84-16661
The lock-on-before-launch weapon delivery and
display/control consideration p119 N84-15056
WEIBULL DENSITY FUNCTIONS
Motion sickness incidence - Distribution of time to first
emests and comparison of some complex motion
conditions p357 A84-36932
WEIGHT (MASS)
Mass discrimination during prolonged weightlessness
p420 A84-40304
The combined influence of stretch, mobility and electrical
stimulation in the prevention of muscle fiber atrophy caused
hypokinesia and hypodynamia
[NASA-CH-173994] p 493 N84-34914
WEIGHT REDUCTION
Ouantltatlon of tissue loss during prolonged space
flight . p296 A84-31602
Energy balance and the composition of weight loss
during prolonged space flight
[NASA-CR-171745] p 148 N84-17820
Anthrapometric changes at high altitude
[AD-A140311] p330 N84-26277
WEIGHTLESSNESS
Human physiology research under mlcrogravity
conditions and the proposed 'anthrorack' facility
p 15 A84-10397
Displacement of liquid in a model of semicircular canals
under the effect of angular accelerations In
weightlessness p 18 A84-11350
The effect of weightlessness on cell-morphology
changes during microsporogenesls in Tradescantia
paludosa in experiments on Vostok-3, 4, 5,6; Voskhod-1;
and Cosmos-110,368 p44 A84-13741
Investigations on biosatellites of the Cosmos series
pSO A84-15163
Medical results of Salyut-6 manned space flights
pSB A84-15166
Concepts for NASA longitudinal health studies
p 58 A84-1S171
A-155
WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION SUBJECTINDEX
Development &nd function of . organisms in
weightlessness - Two experiments for the first German
Spacelab mission D1 p 75 A84-17767
Vestibular dysfunction in cosmonauts during adaptation
to zero-G and readaptatton to 1 G p 204 A84-24336
Subcellutar investigation of the influence of real and
modulated weightlessness upon performance and
regeneration processes in muscular tissue
p173 A84-24338
The regularities of relationships between structure and
function under different functional loads (homeostasis and
homeomorphosts) — hyper- and hypo-gravity effects on
rat small intestine mucosa p 173 A84-24342
Results of echocanflographic examination during 7 days
flight onboard Saliut VII, June 1982 p 204 A84-24346
AntiortnostatJc hypokinesia in monkeys (experimental
morphological study) p 174 AB4-243SO
A study of rnoch&nisrns of posture rn&mten&nco in tno
weightless state p20S A84-24354
Muscle and the physiology of locomotion — in zero
gravity p 175 A84-24383
Specific regulation of calcium-phosphorus metabolism
during hypokinesia and weightlessness by vitamin 03
active metabolites ' ' p 176 A84-24366
The effects of weightlessness and increased gravity on
hernopoietic stem cefls of rats and mice
p 177 A84-24375
Biological effects of weightlessness at cellular and
subcellular levels p 178 A84-24380
Investigation of change of mineral metabolism of
cosmonauts by X-ray fluorescence method
p212 A84-2S761
Postural control in weightlessness
p289 A84-30332
Space motion sickness and vestibular adaptation to
weightlessness p 289 A84-30333
Woigtittessnoss &nd bono loss in rnsn
p289 A84-30342
Estimation of the effects of space flight on the
metabolism of bone-tissue components ' •
p290 A84-30345
Excretion of glycosaminogtycans (GAG) in subjects
having experienced weightlessness and in immobilized
patients with spinal cord Injuries p 290 A84-30348
Physiological mechanisms of adaptation of the animal
musculo-skeletal system to zero-G p 276 A84-30347
Mechanical mediator of bone demineralization in
weightlessness - A Moelectrornechanic hypothesis
p 276 A84-30348
Cardiovascular responses to hypogravic environments
p277 A84-30356
PlasmocBum of myxomycetes as an object of
investigation in gravitational biology p 279 A84-31476
An expandable surgical chamber for use in conditions
of weightlessness p308 A84-32570
Cell behavior In a gravitational field
p347 A84-37822
A laboratory for life sciences research In space
p349 A84-38342
Modifications of conventional medical-surgical
techniques for use in null gravity
[AAS PAPER 81-240] p 366 A84-39235
Spstisl oriontfltion in wsJotrtJossnoss snd rosd&pt&tion
to earth's gravity p419 A84-40298
Prolonged weightlessness and humoral immunity
p419 A84-40301
Venous pressure in man during weightlessness
p419 A84-40303
Mass discrimination during prolonged weightlessness
p420 AS4-40304
Eye movements during sleep in weightlessness
P420 A84-40305
Qrcumnutation observed without a significant
gravitational force in spaceflight j>398 A84-40310
Cancer observation in zero G - Getaway specia)
program p406 A84-40629
The effects of a zero-gravity environment on the crossing
over mechanism of yeast chromosomes - Recombination
in outer space (Getaway Special program)
p407 A84-40630
Planaria regeneration in zero gravity (Getaway Special
Program) p 407 A84-40631
Why do astronauts suffer space sickness?
p462 A84-46256
Tilted astronauts reveal the brain's balancing act
p463 A84-46257
Dexterity is just a fumble in space
p475 A84-46258
Hot air changes our view of the ear
p 463 A84-46259
Space medicine • p490 A84-49450
Study of cardiovascular system during long-term
spacefiights p25 N84-11694
Effect of redistribution of blood on severity of spatial
position Bustons in weightlessness p 26 N84-11701
Changes in blood urea content under hypokinetic
conditions . p26 N84-11703
Energy metalbolism enzymes in simulation of some
spaceflight factors p26 N84-11704
Evaluation of skeletal musde tone by recording lateral
rigidity p 27 N84.lt 717
Bone and calcium alterations during spaceflight
p 12 N84-11729
The 5th Symposium on Gravitational Physiology
p84 N84-14166
Changes in some rhedogical parameters of blood in
experiments simulating weightlessness
•• p145 N84-16774
G suit of bladderless type as a means of improving
orthostatic stability after water immersion hypokinesia nd
exposure to accelerations p162 N84-18775
Bioecholocation method for inestlgation of parameters
of intracrania] oircutation of blood and fluid in man
p146 N84-16788
Experimentally produced biped monkeys as a model for
multipurpose research in gravity biology and physiology
p 136 N84-16789
Water immersion and its computer simulation as analogs
of weightlessness
[MASA-CR-171746] p 149 N84-17821
Mammalian gravity receptors: Structure and
metabolism . p 168 N84-18640
Amplitude distributions of the spider heartpulse in
response to gravitational stimuli p 188 N84-18841
Bone loss in tail-suspended rats in restricted to the
unweighted limbs • p 188 N84-1B843
Simulating certain aspects of hypogravity; Effects on
the mandibular incisors of suspended rats (PULEH
model) p 189 N84-18844
Influence of stress, weightlessness, and simulated
weightlessness on differentiation of preosteoblasts
p189 N84-18846
Morphological and histochemical studies of bone and
cartilage during periods of stimulated weightlessness
p189 N84-16847
Physiological changes in fast and slow muscle with
simulated weightlessness p 189 N84-18850
Extensions of suspension systems to measure effects
of hypokinesia/hypodynamia and antjorthostasis in rats
p190 N84-1885S
Regulation of hematopoiesis in the suspended rat as
a model for space flight p 190 N84-16856
In vitro seed to seed growth on dinostats
p 192 N84-18863
Effects of simulated weightlessness on mammalian
development. Pan 1: Development of clinostat for
mammalian tissue culture and use in studies on meiotic
maturation of mouse oocytes p 192 N84-1886B
Cardiac chamber volumes by echocardiography using
a new mathematical method: A promising technique for
zero-G use p 193 N84-18874
Interactions of light and gravity on growth, orientation,
and lignin biosynthesis in mung beans
p 194 N84-18879
Rheoceptjve mediators of graviperception in a water flea:
Morphological implications of antennal-socket setae in
daphniamagna p 195 N84-18883
Effects of suspension on tissue levels of glucocorticoid
receptors p 195 N84-18884
Microgravity as an additional tool for research in human
physiology with emphasis on sensorimotor systems
[ESA-BR-1S] p217 N84-18900
System for the management of trauma and emergency
surgery in space
[NASA-CR-175439] . p 248 N84-21045
Research opportunities in bone demineralization, phase
3 p248 N84-21046
Value of the lower body negative pressure test in
aerospace medicine p 254 N84-21096
USSR report Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
volume 18, no. 1, January - February 1984
[JPRS-USB-84-002] . p 255 N84-22149
Muscle tone changes in individuals of different age
groups submitted to simulated weightlessness
p255 N84-22150
Thirteenth Gagarin Conference p 255 N84-22151
Contributions of space medicine to medical research
p303 N84-24517
Main results of medical studies on Salyut-6-Soyuz
program p 324 N84-25249
Nucleic acid content of canine liver during long-term
experimental hypokinesia p 320 N84-25267
A study of stress-free living bone and its application to
space flight
[NASA-CR-171786] p 329 N84-26275
Research opportunities in muscle atrophy
(NASA-CR-3796) p 367 N84-27416
Research opportunities in bone demineralization, phase
3
INASA-CR-3795] p 387 N84-27417
Cflrdiov&scukir < rssctions * on ortnost&sis snd
weightlessness p 378 N84-27424
Do living cells have a good sensitivity to gravity
. p 354 N84-27425 ,
Ultrasound distribution and bone calcium content in
experimental animals submitted to hypokinesia and
weightlessness p415 N84-30852
NASA space biology accomplishments. 1983-64
[NASA-TM-86654] ' p416 N84-30664
Hypokinesia experiment studies effects of
weightlessness . p 464 N84-31234
Publications of the NASA space biology program for
1980 -1984 - bibliographies
[NASA-TM-66857] p 457 N84-32990
Physical training of cosmonauts for intercosmos program "
missions p 490 N84-34129
Effects of prolonged weightlessness on orcWdaceae
proteins P485 N84-34130'
The Gravity Relevance in Bone Mineralization Processes
— conference
[ESA-SP-203] P490 N84-34138
Electromechanical hypothesis of bone demineralization
in weightlessness • - p492 N84-34149
Sensitivity of bono coll poputstions to woighttessnoss
and simulated weightlessness p492 N84-34151
Use of primate model in -weightlessness bone
physiology. Histotogical approdch aflBt iliac crest biopsy
p486 N84-34155
WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION
Skin capillary bed under the prolonged limitation of
human muscular activity, in the antiorthostatic position
p17 A84-11334
The frog-statotth-experiment (STATEX) of the German
Spacelab mission D1 - Scientific background and technical
description
[IAF PAPER 83-184] p6 A84-11758
Influence of suspension hypokinesia on rat soleus
muscle. .. • p171 AB4-23926
Hormonal and metabolic responses to simulated
weightlessness .. p 203 A64-24328
Weightlessness induced changes in human
cardie-respiratory system p 203 A84-24329
The validity of an animal model for experiments related
to weightlessness , p 173 A64-24337
Cardiovascular responses to head-down tilt in young and
middle-aged men p205 AB4-24352
Plasma levels of norepinephrine. epinephrine and
dopamine during a 4-day head-down tilt with and without
exercise . . p 205 A84-24360
The nature and characteristics of a gravitational ataxia
p205 A64-24364
Clinostat effects on shoot and root of Arabidopsis
p179 A&4-24384
. Haemodynamics under changed gravity
p206 A84-24395
Mechanisms of osteodystrophy in weightlessness
p 182 A84-25133
, Exercise and heat stress in simulated zero-G during
water immersion p 291 A84-30361
Neuro-circulatory modifications caused by prolonged
antHxthostatfc position at -4 deg p 292 A84-30365
Simulating certain aspects of hypogravity - Effects on
bone maturation in the nonweight bearing skeleton
p278 A84-30885
. Cell sensitivity to gravity p398 A84-40309
Changes in some rheological parameters of blood in
experiments simulating weightlessness
... p 145 N84-16774
• G suit of bladderless type as a means of improving
ortnostatic stability after water immersion hypokinesia nd
exposure to accelerations p 162 N84-16775
.Respiratory tract closing volume and structure of total
lung capacity during seven-day hypokinesia in head-down
position p 145 N84-16778
Effects of suspension on tissue levels of glucocorticoid
receptors . p 195 N84-18884
USSR report: Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
vol. 16, no. 3, May - June 1984
[JPRS-USB-84-005] - • p415 N84-30642
Effect of dinydroergotamine on human circulation during
ortnostatic tests P 430 N84-30646
The so-called Wolffs law and the adaptation of bone
to irterogravity p 491 N84-34145
Sensitivity of bone cell populations to weightlessness
and simulated weightlessness p492 N84-34151
Use of primate model in weightlessness bone
physiology General problems p486 N84-34154
WETLANDS
Global Biology Research Program: Biogeochemical
Processes in Wetlands
[NASA-CP-2316] p416 N84-30665
Executive summary: Background p 416 N84-30666
Geographic distribution of wetland parameters: The
foundation of a data base • p 416 N84-30667
A framework for wetlands research: Development of
a wetlands data base p 416 N84-30668
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SUBJECTINDEX WORK-REST CYCLE
WHEAT
USSR Report Lite sciences, Womedfcal and behavioral
[JPRS-UBB-84-003] p 244 N84-22145
WHITE BLOOD CELLS
Influence of the long-term repeated centrifugation stress
(-2Gx) on Wood components in rats p 183 A84-25181
WHITE NOISE
Strategies using an observer for steering a random
motion of a point in a multitarget environment
[CSIR-TWISK-285] p 153 N84-16794
WIND MEASUREMENT
Calculation of natural ventilation and comfort
[OE84-00921S] p 444 N84-294S5
WIND PRESSURE
Calculation of natural ventilation and comfort
[DE84-009215] p 444 N84-2S48S
WINDSHIELDS
Estimating detection range and range loss looking
through windshields and Head-Up Displays
[AD-P003161] P392 N84-26S92
Visual perception through windscreens: Effects of minor
occlusions and haze on operator performance
[AD-P003223] P 388 N84-26836
WIRE
Apparatus tor disintegrating kidney stones
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12652-1] p 493 N84-34913
WORDS (LANGUAGE)
The effect of ethymisole on the latent states of
short-term verbal memory in patients suffering from the
aftereffects of cerebral circulation disorders
p295 A84-31S16
WORK
Biological clocks and shift work scheduling
[GPO-21-747J p 61 N84-12713
Women at work and stress
[R/PERS-626] p68 NS4-13777
Motivation and work performance: A comparative and
analytical study p379 N84-27441
Chronic effects of repeated mechanical trauma to the
skin: A description of the problem in the workplace
[PB84-181767] p 434 N84-30695
WORK CAPACITY
'Anaerobic threshold' - Problems of determination and
validation p 15 A84-10284
Dependence of structures of heart rhythm on the
physical work capacity of athletes p 16 A84-11328
Parameters of the distribution of EKG R-R intervals in
the prediction of the work capacity of human operators
p16 A84-11330
Assessment of the functional condition of the female
organism in factories p 17 A84-11341
A hygienic evaluation of several characteristics of
intermittent noise p 19 A84-11566
Comparison of results of bicycle-ergometer tests with
continuously and discontinuously increasing loads
p 56 A84-15031
The physical fitness for work during the early stage of
convalescence of persons who have suffered acute
rheumatism p 57 A84-15040
The effect of body temperature on work capacity in
humans p60 A84-15739
On the investigation of the hearth of seamen of the Arctic
fleet p 82 A84-17291
Organizational and methodological aspects of the
prophylaxis of arterial hypertension among transport
workers p82 AS4-17292
Industrial gymnastics in conditions of a hot climate
p 140 A84-20917
Orcadian rhythms of body resistance and work capacity
in seamen p 199 A84-23475
Certain aspects of the interrelationship between general
psychology and the psychology of work
p 221 A84-23702
Complex evaluation of operator-training level
p221 A84-23704
Systems analysis of human industrial activity as a basis
for hygienic evaluation p 199 A84-23709
The combined effect of work factors and the stress of
everyday life on morbidity with a temporary loss of work
capacity p200 A84-23711
Balance of iron, copper, and manganese in the bodies
of young athletes p200 A84-23714
The effect of mental strain on the condition of higher
. nervous activity and work capacity of techracum
students p222 A84-23715
Hygienic evaluation of microclimate and the thermal
condition of humans during the performance of easy work
in Siberian enterprises p200 A84-23716
The Kimbarovskii reaction (the Kimbarovskii color
precipitation reaction) as a nonspecific indicator of fatigue
in high-altitude workers p 200 A84-23725
Characteristics of the work capacity and state of health
of young workers exposed to industrial noise and
vibration p 200 A84-23726
Intensity of thermal and physical load in workers of hot
shops in present-day metallurgical production
p200 A84-23727
The professional work capacity of female
sewing-machine operators depending on health and
functional condition p 200 A84-23731
Hypertension and the professional work capacity of bus
drivers p 201 A84-23732
The physiology of work in the mountains - Problems
and prospects p 207 A84-25102
Functional condition of operators and its
systems-engineering determinants p 223 AB4-25104
Assessment of the functional capabilities of the human
body in doing physical work p 207 A84-25105
The information content of EEC data in predicting
operator work-capacity p 207 A84-25106
Electrosleep as a method for the prophylaxis ol
nervous-psychic overstrain and the restoration of mental
work capacity in operators p223 A84-25107
General features of adaptation of miners of the Donets
coal basin p207 A84-25109
Functional condition during work activity, work capacity,
and hearth in humans p 207 A84-25110
Correlation of objective and subjective indicators in the
evaluation of the functional conditions of humans in
conditions of work p 208 A84-25111
Physiological reactions during work in operators in
conditions of disturbed homeostasis
p208 A84-25112
Blood-circulation dynamics in conditions of continuous
work on an expedition p 208 A84-25113
Efficiency of the occupational activity of persons
depending on their psychophysiological characteristics
p208 A84-25114
Anthropometric indices and physical work capacity
p208 A84-25116
The effect of the natural-light regime on bJorhythms in
polar workers p 209 A84-25119
Spatial-temporal structure of a 'quantum' of industrial
activity and its physiological basis p 224 A84-25122
The effect of short-term heat adaptation on certain
indicators of physical work capacity p 209 A84-25123
Changes of occupational^  important qualities in
operators at oil-processing plants during adaptation to
work p224 A84-25124
Interrelationship of the level of physical work capacity,
motor regime, and productive activity
p211 A84-25365
Threshold sensitivity of analyzers in adult electro-gas
welders and students of vocational schools with different
degrees of occupational skill p 211 A84-25368
Validation of a method for establishing the danger limits
of the effect of chemical substances during emergencies
P183 A84-25371
Features of anaerobic energy supply in physical loads
In individuals of various ages p212 A84-25637
Preventive methods for overfatigue (Review of the
literature) . p 245 A84-28419
Information content of direct indicators of pilot work
capacity before flight p246 A84-28421
Effects of pyridostigmine on ability of rats to work in
the heat p275 A84-30011
Effect of gravity on muscle work performance and
exercise metabolism p292 A84-30366
Hypo- and hyperglycemia in rats - Effects on endurance
and heat/exercise injury p 278 A84-30866
State of health, working conditions, and workload
response among women of retirement age working in
vegetable farming p295 A84-31520
Features characterizing the functioning of the female
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temperatures p 280 A84-31522
BABCOCK,O.I_
Pilot judgment - An operational viewpoint >
[SAE PAPER 831499] p 258 A84-29508
Information transfer and the changing role of the pilot
p 435 A84-41070
BABENKO, a A.
The role of metals in free radical oxidation processes
in the tissues of organisms according to data of
spontaneous and initiated chemiluminescence
p2 A84-10483
BABENKO, N. I.
Measurement of pressure in peripheral veins using the
ultrasonic Doppler method p 358 A84-37188
BABEVA, I. P.
Features of the ultrastructure organization of yeast cells
taken from the Antarctic ice sheet p 128 A84-21728
BABKOFF, H.
Complex demodulation: A technique for assessing
periodic components in sequentially sampled data
[AD-P003845] p 494 N84-34933
BABLOIAN, a V.
Changes in the renal-aldosterone system associated
with unilateral penalization of adrenal and renal blood in
patients with arterial hypertension p 210 A84-25353
BABOV, O. M.
The effect of work conditions in hothouses on the
condition of the upper respiratory pathways
p211 A84-25370
Features characterizing the functioning of the female
organism with an allowance made for certain indicators
of nonspecific immundogical reactivity among women at
a shipyard p 295 A84-31521
BACK, L H.
Pressure difference-flow rate variation in a femoral artery
branch casting of man for steady flow
p300 A84-331S1
Experimental study of pulsatile and steady flow through
a smooth tube and an atherosclerotic coronary artery
casting of man p324 A84-34962
Effect of mild atherosclerosis on flow resistance In a
coronary artery casting of man p423 A84-41248
BACSO, J.
Investigation of change of mineral metabolism of
cosmonauts by X-ray fluorescence method
p212 AB4-25761
BADALOVA, I. M.
Allomonades: New group of vibrionaceae family
microorganisms ' p 354 N84-27410
BADGER, W. &
User-computer interface design of a complex tactical
display terminal p 108 A84-18828
BADIKOVA, A. K.
Characteristics of the interaction of leukocytes and
microbes in the infection process p 358 A84-37181
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BADKHEN, V. V.
Physiological reactions during work in operators in
conditions of disturbed homeostasts
p208 A84-25112
Physiological responsiveness of operators in relation to
work and homeostabc disorders p 369 N84-28365
BAEVSKII, R. M.
Level of arterial pressure and vegetative cardiac
regulation during the simulation of intense operator
activity p 16 A84-11327
BAGRASH, F. M.
Rgural aftereffects: An explanation in terms of multiple
mechanisms in the human visual system
[AD-A132066] p 62 N84-12715
BAGROVA, N. O.
The information content of EEG data in predicting
operator work-capacity p 207 A84-25106
EEG informational content in prediction of work
performance p 379 NS4-28368
BAHILL, A. T.
Smooth pursuit eye movements in response to
predictable target motions p 138 A84-20021
Gaze control during horizontal and vertical target
tracking
[AD-A144484] p 499 N64-34926
BAIER, R. E.
Mitigation of biofouling using coatings
[OE94-006112] p243 NS4-21041
BAIRD, J. A.
Human factors of air operations In the South Atlantic
campaign p 270 N84-21080
BAISCH, F.
Cardiovascular reactions on orthostasis and
weightlessness p 378 N84-27424
BAISDEN, A. a
Distribution of visual characteristics of Naval aviation
personnel
[AD-A135930] p 219 N84-20144
BAKALOV, V. P.
Methods of Wotelemetry p 103 A84-18751
BAKARDJIEVA, N.
Metal ions as a factor of functional evolution and of
development of some important biochemical properties in
prebiotic and biological conditions p 401 A84-40476
BAKER, M. A.
Thermoregulatory responses to exercise in dehydrated
dogs p186 A84-26191
BAKHAREV, V. O.
The influence of the neuropeptide arginine-vasopressin
on human tolerance to a hot dry environment
p17 A84-11339
The effect of tho administration . of
8-arginine-vasopressin during a period of adaptation to
hyperthermia p 17 A84-11340
Dynamics of the functional condition and subjective
sensations during acclimatization to heat
p60 A84-15738
Role of physical exercise in artificial heat adaptation
p322 A84-34592
The effect of synthetic hypophysial neuropeptides on
the operation of the human visual analyzer
p362 A84-38503
The effect of bombesin. some of its fragments, and their
analogues on thermoregulatjon in rabbits
p350 A84-38518
Dynamics of functional status, and subjective sensations
in process of heat adaptation p 466 N84-31931
BAKKER, H.
Information processing for use in-the treatment of
severely physically handicapped persons
p445 N84-30711
BAKSHEEV, A. I.
Indices of the temporal characteristics of the acoustic
reflex in workers with normal and impaired hearing exposed
to high levels of noise p 140 A84-20899
BAKUNTS, 0. O.
The role of affections of the main arteries of the head
in disturbances of hemostasis and the rheological
properties of the blood p 81 A84-17280
BAKUTIS, A. A.
Methods for evaluating heart rhythm as an indicator of
the functional state of a pilot in flight
p210 A84-25149
BALA.IU. M.
Measurement of pressure in peripheral veins using the
ultrasonic Doppler method p 358 A84-37188
BALABANOV, V.
Studies of proteinograms In dermatophytes by disc
electrophoresls. 1. Protein bands in relation to growth
phase
[NASA-TM-77095] p 133 N84-16755
Studies on proteinograms in dermatorphytes by disc
electrophoresis. Part 2: Protein bands of keratlnophllic
fungi
[NASA-TM-77096] p 198 N84-20127
BALAGEZYAN, 0.
.Research in man-machine interaction discussed
p311 N84-23393
BALAIAN, B. O.
The role of affections of the main arteries of the head
in disturbances of hemostasis and the rheological
properties of the blood p 81 A84-17280
BALAKHOVSKII, I. S.
Correlation between hemoglobin mass and body
composftpon In healthy young males p59 A84-15726
BALAKHOVSKIY, I. S.
Changes in blood urea content under hypokinetic
conditions P 26 NB4-11703
BALAKRISHNA, S.
Contributions of congruent pitch motion cue to human
activity in manual control p 153 A84-21649
BALANDIN, V. S.
Individual features of responses of the body to combined
thermal and physical load p208 A84-25115
Individual responses to combined heat and physical
load p370 N84-28374
BALASUBRAMANIAN, R.
Possible mechanism for origin of chlral specificity during
origins of life p 131 A84-22845
BALEY, H. C.
Direct biological effects of increased atmospheric
carbon dioxide levels
[PB83-224360] p 25 N84-10749
BALK, P.
Information processing for use in the treatment of
severely physically handicapped persons
p445 N84-30711
BALL, M. E.
Alterations in blood volume following short-term
supramaximal exercise p 142 A84-21032
BALL, R. a
Some comparisons of on-display and off-display touch
input devices for interaction with computer generated
displays p 102 A84-17013
BALLAS.J. A.
The effect of structured contextual tones .on
psychophysical frequency discrimination
[AD-A135433] p 226 N84-18903
BALLDIN, U. I.
Physiological methods for protection against high
sustained Gz acceleration p 203 A84-24330
Improved G-Tolerance with assisted positive pressure
breathing and anti-gravity suit with ready pressure and
faster filling
[FOA-A-58002-H1] p 444 N84-29486
BALLJUZEK, F.
Controlled hyperthermia p 361 A84-37848
BALOQ.P. P. '
Carbon dioxide sensor technology
[AD-A133688] p 119 N84-14690
BALUDA, V. P.
The effect of nicotinic acid on hormone-level changes
in bum disease p 182 A84-25135
Characteristics of intravascular blood coagulation
syndrome in bum disease p 285 A84-33155
BANDURSKI, R. S.
An attempt to localize and identify the gravity sensing
mechanism of plants p 187 N84-18833
BANGS, T. L.
Toward an interpersonal paradigm for
superior-subordinate communication
[AD-A135863] p 228 N84-20166
BANIN, A.
Simulation of Viking biology experiments suggests
smectites not palagonites. as martian soil analogues
p 41 A84-10655
BANKS, B. A.
Method of making an ion beam sputter-etched
ventricular catheter for hydrocephalus shunt
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13107-2] p 300 N84-23095
BANKS, W. P.
Visual organization and information processing
[PB84-170778] p 333 N84-25295
BANNON, L
User centered system design
[AD-A136131] p232 N84-18907
BAPU, P.
User's guide for COMBIMAN programs (Computerized
Biomechanical Man-Model), version 6
[AD-A139139] p 286 N84-24086
BAR-HILLEL, M.
Risk: The long and the short
[AD-A140580] p 378 N84-27436
BARABANOVA, V. V.
The effect of caldtonin and parathyroid hormone on
the myocardium during adaptation of the heart to
nitrogenemia p 181 A84-24698
BARABOY, V. A.
Effects of insulin and hydrocortisone on energy
metabolism in rats Irradiated with fast, 60 MeV neutrons
p 458 N84-33002
BARANOVA. H. N.
Characteristics of the work capacity and state of health
of young workers exposed to industrial noise and
vibration p 200 A84-23726
The possibility of predicting the incidence of disease
among workers engaged in reinforced concrete
production p 364 A64-39002
BARANOVA. N. P.
A hygienic evaluation of the combined effect of the
thermal and noise-vibration poffutibn of the environment
on the human body p63 A84-18755
BARANSKI, S.
Subcellular investigation of the influence of real and
modulated weightlessness upon performance and
regeneration processes in muscular tissue
p 173 A84-24338
BARBATO, M. A. H.
The effect of haze on an operator's visual field and his
target detection performance
[AO-A138330J p 301 N84-23099
BARBELLA, Y. R.
Vasopressin release induced by water deprivation -
Effects of centrally administered saralasin
p 181 A84-24730
BARCA.L
Ergo-ophthalmological aspects of the VDU: visual strain
and the blue light lesion
[DRIC-T-6921] p216 N84-18893
BARDIN, K. V.
An observer's use of acoustic and modality-nonspecific
features of sounding for the differentiation of auditory
signals p 221 A84-23703
BARER, A. S.
Simulation of cerebrocranial trauma for evaluation and
development of gear to protect pilots against impacts
p 25 N84-11695
BARIL, A. L
A hygienic evaluation of the combined effect of the
thermal and noise-vibration pollution of the environment
on the human body ' p 83 A84-18755
BARIN, K.
An experimental study of multi-link models of human
postural dynamics and control p 63 N84-13769
BARINOV, a V.
A biological hypothesis for the origin of the modem
hydrosphere of the earth p 166 A84-21729
BARKAIA, V. S.
The dynamics of chromosome aberrations in monkey
bone marrow cells following prolonged irradiation
p 481 A84-48D41
BARKALAIA, A. I.
The effect of high ambient temperature on the
development of hypoxic effects in the myocardium
p 365 A84-39016
BARKER, L M.
A user-oriented and computerized model for estimating
vehicle ride quality
[NASA-TP-2299] p 262 N84-22162
BARKER, R.
Integrated Cuing Requirements (ICR) study: Feasibility
analysis and demonstration study
[AD-A131039] p 32 N84-10758
BARKER, W. C.
Establishing homologies in protein sequences
p409 A84-41041
BARMIN, V. A.
Influence of optokinetic stimulation and immersion on
eye-head coordination in man p 205 A84-24353
The nature and characteristics of a gravitational ataxla
p 205 A84-24364
BARNARD, R. J.
Cardiac hypertrophy and function in master endurance
runners and sprinters p 461 A84-43824
BARNATSKII, V. N.
Seasickness P488 A84-47496
BARNES^ARRELL, J. L.
Personnel technology: Performance appraisal, a
process approach
[AD-A138359] p 305 N84-23112
Effects of appraisal salience on immediate and
memory-based judgments
[AD-A140334] p 334 N84-26295
BARNES, Q. 0.
A preliminary survey of plankton and periphyton in the
Turn Barge Canal and basin area of Kennedy Space
Center, Florida p 79 N84-16027
BARNES, P. R.
Hyparvolemia end plasma vasopressin response during
water immersion in men p 79 A84-16179
BARNES, R. H.
Carbon dioxide sensor technology
[AD-A133888] p119 N84-14690
BARON, S.
Perspective on human performance modelling
p 160 A84-21641
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BAROSKOVA. Z.
The effect of a 90-day hypodynamy on the neurohumoral
system, egg laying and metabolism of proteins in Japanese
quail P178 A84-24382
BARH, J. a
Fluid replacement during hypothermia
[AD-Af 43807] p493 N84-34159
BARSUKOVA, ZH. V.
Level of arterial pressure and vegetative cardiac
regulation during the simulation of intense operator
activity p 16 A84-11327
BARTH.D. S.
Neuromagnetic localization of two components of the
transient visual evoked response to patterned
stimulation
[AD-A132548] p 85 N84-14667
Magnetoencephalography
[AO-A132496] p 85 N84-14668
BARTLETT, O. S.
Global Biology Research Program: Biogeochemical
Processes in Wetlands
(NASA-CP-2316J p 416 N84-30665
BARTON, C. N.
Neurobehavioral effects of carbon monoxide (CO)
exposure in humans protocol 1
[AB-A133891] p 89 N84-1S774
BARTONICKOVA, A.
The effects of weightlessness and increased gravity on
hemopotetic stem cells of rats and mice
p177 A84-24375
BASALAEVA, L V.
Hygienic estimation of the sorpfion properties of
synthetic materials used in ship construction and repair
p 389 A84-36601
BASARGINA, L. A.
Criteria for evaluating the thermal condition of humans
when substantiating standard requirements on industrial
microclimate p 200 A84-23717
BASCANDS, J. L.
Hormonsl and metabolic responses to simulated
weightlessness p 203 A84-24328
Time course of plasma levels of norepinephrine,
epinephrine and dopamine during a 4-day head-down tilt
p292 A84-30387
BASILE, B. ,
On the abiotic formation of amino acids. I - HCN as a
precursor of amino acids detected in extracts of lunar
samples. II - Formation of HCN and amino adds from
simulated mixtures of gases released from lunar
samples p 340 A84-35597
BASSETT, B. E.
Decompression procedures for flying after diving, and
diving at altitudes above sea level
[AD-A132039] p 64 N84-13771
BASU, H. S.
Specificity of protein-nucleic acid interaction and the
biochemical evolution p 401 A84-40479
BAT, O. a
Biomechanical foundations of the thermal insulation off
homoiotherms p480 A84-47796
BATANOV, a V.
Change in immunobiological reactivity under the effect
of combined exposure to microwaves, infrasound and
gamma radiation p 134 N84-16764
BATEMAN, N. T.
Metabolic acids and H(-i-) regulation in brain tissue
during acclimatization to chronic hypoxia
p9 A84-12659
BATEHAN, R. P.
The impact of display size on continuous and discrete
anticipatory cues p 92 A84-16661
BATENCHUK-TUSKO, T. V.
Sanitary and hygienic features of cabin environment in
Salyut-7 orbital station p336 N84-25253
BATES, P. W.
Effect of acetazolamide on normoxic and hypoxic
exercise in humans at sea level p 80 A84-16186
BATUEV, A. S.
Sensory systems p317 A84-34595
BATYRBEKOVA, L. H.
Attacks of variant angina pectoris induced by physical
exercise p 56 A84-15026
Spontaneous disappearance of myocardial ischemia
during continuous physical exercise p 353 A84-37188
BAUCOM, R. M.
Medical dip
I NASA-CASE-L&R.126KM) p 372 NB4-28388
Process 0< making medical dip
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12650-2] p 372 N84-28389
BAUD, C. A.
Morphometric and biophysical study of bone tissue in
immobilization-induced osteoporosis in the growing rat
p485 N84-34152
BAUDRV, H.
The biochemistry of memory - A new and specific
hypothesis p319 A84-36223
BAUUNA, O. I.
The ultrastructural organization of the blue-green alga
microcystis aeruginosa kuetz. Emend. Elenk in connection
with tmdcogenesis
[AD-A132540] p 77 N84-14662
BAUM.A. ' -
Aftereffects associated with one and two stressors
across conditions of complete, partial, or no control
[AD-P003299] p 385 N84-28448
BAUMAN, E.V. ' "
Arterial hypertension as a marker of hyperglycemia In
the glucose tolerance test p 55 A84-13475
BAUMAN, L.
Spectral sensitivity of a novel photoreceptive system
mediating entrainment of mammalian Orcadian rhythms
p344 A84-38743
BAUUAN, V. K.
The role of binding proteins in substance-absorption
processes p48 A84-15000
BAUMOARDNER, F. W. . .
Standardization of units and symbols - Revised
. p 142 A84-21735
BAUMOARTNER, O.
Illusory contours and cortical neuron responses
p 344 AB4-36873
BAYEVSKIY, R. M.
Contributions of space medicine to medical research
p303 N84-24517
BAYUNK, D. J.
Arrested bone formation during space flight results in
a hypomineralized skeletal defect p 175 A84-24365
BAYLOR, D. A.
Spectral sensitivity of single cones in the retina of
Macaca fasciculate p318 A84-34800
BAZHIN.E-F.
Remote observation and diagnostic evaluation: Contact
and communication in medical-control problems
p202 A84-23959
BAZYLEV1CH, T. F.
Motor • evoked • potentials in differential
psychophysiology p324 A8435673
BEACHY, K. A.
Is a picture worth 1000 words - written or spoken?
p117 A84-19331
BEAKLEY, B. E.
Object orientation using sensor equipped end
effectors p69 A84-15670
BEAMISH, R. E.
Biochemical alterations in heart after exhaustive
swimming in rats p 453 A84-44080
BEAN, a P.
Beta-adrenergic modulation of calcium channels in frog
ventricular heart cells p343 A84-36703
BEATON, R. J.
A study of direct distance estimations to familiar objects
in real-space, two-dimensional, and stereograph*:
displays p 105 A84-18795
Evaluation of CRT-displayed digital imagery using
subjective scaling p 105 A84-18796
Image interpretation for soft-copy displays of digitally
derived Images p 106 A84-18805
Quantitative models of image quality
p112 A84-19281
BEATTIE, J. M.
Cardiac chamber volumes by echocardiography using
a new mathematical method: A promising technique for
zero-G use p 193 NS4-18874
BEATTIE, M. A.
Metabolic characteristics of post-exercise ketosfc: The
protective effects of training p220 N84-20152
BEATTIE, R. M, JR.
Modifications of conventional medical-surgical
techniques for use in null gravity
[AAS PAPER 81-240] p 366 A84-39235
BEATTY, J.
Neuromagnetic localization of two components of (he
transient visual evoked response to patterned
stimulation
[AD-A132548] p 85 N84-14667
Magnetoencephalography
(AO-A132496] p85 N84-14668
BEAUBATON, D.
Role of dentate nucleus and substantia nigra in
feedforward and feedback control of a pointing motion
p276 A84-30340
BEAUVJEAN, R.
Radiobiological advanced biostack experiment
p397 A84-40306
BECKLEN, R.
An effect of speed on induced motion
p30 A84-12788
BECKMAN. A. A.
An engineering approach to determining visual
information requirements for flight control tasks
p434 A84-40765
BECKSTEAD, J. W.
Problem analysis and definition In act generation
[AD-A137978J p 305 N84-23111
BEDNENKO, B. &
Evslufltton of sofTO hGfnodynsmic pflffifnstBrs of pilots
during flights p325 N84-2525B
BEEBY, R.
Evolution of catalytic proteins or On the origin of enzyme
species by means of natural selection
p318 AB4-35596
BEEVERS.H..
Respiration of roots response to low O2 stress
[DE83-017495) p 54 N84-13768
BEQEKA, A. D.
Hypothalamic effects on cardiac activity following an
administration of adrenergic Mockers and cholinolytKS
p350 A84-38516
BEQIASHV1U, V. T.
Regulation of local blood flow in the brain • The concept
of homeostatic range p 130 A84-22781
BEHL.A.
Effect of digoxin on serum and urinary cation changes
on acute Induction to high altitude p 247 A84-29816
BEIUNA, & L
Plasmodium of myxomycetes as an object of
investigation in gravitational biology p279 A84-31478
BEJAR.LL
Speculations on the future of test design
[AO-A142662] p 439 N84-30699
BEJCZY, A.K.
Automation in teleoperation from a man-machine
interface viewpoint
[AIAA PAPER 84-1116] p 336 A84-34017
Distribution of man-machine controls in space
teleoperation p440 A84-41053
BEJSOVCOVA, L.
The evolution of preWotogjcal self-organization -
Probable colloid-chemical evolution of first prokaryotic
cells p400 A84-40461
BEKBOLOTOVA, A. K.
The effect of sodium hydroxybutyrate on resistance to
hypoxia and blood-platelet aggregation in rats under
different ecological conditions p 123 A84-19724
BEKETOV, V. P.
Radioprotective activity of some hypotensive drugs
P481 A84-48044 .
BEKHTEREV, N. N. .
Neuronal responses of the cat fastigial nucleus to
acoustic signals p48 A84-15013
BEKUZAROV, A. K.
Individual features of responses of the body to combined
thermal and physical toad p2O8 A84-25115
Individual responses to combined heat and physical
load p370 N84-28374
BELAIA, N. A.
Effect of physical exercise of various intensities on
myocardial contractility in obese patients
p54 A84-13448
BELAKOVSKII, M. S.
Specific regulation of calcium-phosphorus metabolism
during hypokinesia and weightiessness by vitamin D3
active metabolites p 176 A84-24366
vitamin D3 active metabolites as a countermeasure
against disorders of calcium-phosphorus metabolism in
hypokinetic rats p 344 A84-36933
BELAKOVSKIY, U. &
Use of vitamins during adaptation to high altitudes
p 429 N84-30643
BELARD, J. L.
Analogical simulation model of the thermal stress
affecting the head p 159 A84-21017
BELEDA, R. V.
Features characterizing endocrine functions and lipip
metabolism in flight personnel p 489 A84-49041
BEUAEV, S. M.
Haemodynamics under changed gravity
p206 A84-24395
BEUAEV A, E.L
Structural-functional alterations in the synaptic
membranes of the brain as a result of aging
p455 A84-45913
BEUAEV A, M. I.
The use of carbon monoxide by bacteria of the genus
Desulfovibrto p 128 A84-21730
BEUAEVA, N. M.
Work capacity and fatigue in a color environment
p421 A84-40708
BEUAN1N, P. N.
Industrial robots and their applications - Robotics for
machine building (2nd revised and enlarged edition)
p38 A84-12181
BEUAVTSEVA, U M.
Correlation of uttraslow activity with variations of the
functional state of neocortex cytostructures
p239 A84-27878
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BEUCH.A.L
The effect of hypothalamus on the diurnal pattern of
the heart rhythm In the frog Rana tetnporaria
p48 A84-14994
BEUTSKAIA, L. A.
Vascular reactions In the lower limbs of humans during
changes of posture p 360 A84-37826
BELKANIIA, O. S.
Antiorthostatic hypoklnesla In monkeys (experimental
morphological study) p 174 AB4-24350
' BELKANIYA, Q. 8.
Experimentally produced biped monkeys aa a model lor
multipurpose research in gravity biology and physiology
p 136 N84-16789
Structural distinctions of Ihyiokl C cells and parathyroid
glands of primates during head-down hypokinesla
p326 N84-2S263
v Walking erect as a factor In development of arterial
hypertension in primates p 430 N84-30645
BELKOVSKIY, M. &
Ruid Make at high altitudes p 145 N84-16772
BELL, A. W.
Influence of heat stress on exercise-induced changes
In regional blood flow in sheep p 74 AS4-16189
BELL, H. K
Pilot oriented performance measurement
p114 A84-19304
Pilot oriented performance measurement
[AD-P003450] p472 N84-32227
BELL, L.
Design of microgravity space environments to enhance
crew health, morale, and productivity
p440 AS4-40632
BELL.N.H.
Arrested bone formation during space flight results In
a hypomineralized skeletal defect p 175 A84-24365
BELLOSSI. A.
Effects of constant magnetic fields on rats and mice -
A study of weight p 452 A84-43733
BELLVILLE, J. W.
Effect of intravenous dopamlne on hypercapnic
ventilator/ response in humans p 21 AM-12655
BELOKRINITSKIY, V. a
Time-dependent spinal cord changes following
nonlonizing microwave irradiation p 416 N84-30676
BELONOO.R. P.
Aging &nd tho huni&n oriwiting rosponso
p212 A64-25642
BELOSTOTSKAIA. CL B.
Excess synthesis of DMA in HeLa cells after
gamma-irradiation and treatment with
N-rnethyl-N'-nitro-N-nltrosoguanidine p74 A84-16934
BELOTSERKOVSKIL Z. B. !
Efficiency of the Frank-Starting mechanism under
physical load • p 56 ' AB4-15028
Characteristics of the EKG and mechanical activity of
the heart for tall athletes p 140 A84-20916
BELOUSOVA, O. P.
Effect of cokt adaptation on the excitation transmission
in neuromuscutar synapses p 341 A84-36591
BELOVA, E. V.
Adrenocortical activity in patients with hypertension In
response to emotional stress p210 A84-2535S
Emotions and the pathology of the heart
p419 A84-40135
BELOZEROV, a Y.
Reliability and efficiency of Kubteek rheographic method
for monitoring cardiac output and stroke volume
p430 N84-30844
BENEL, O. C. R.
Human factors engineering. Part 1: Test procedures
[AD-A140343] p 339 N84-26302
BENIQNUS, L L
Neurobehavioral effects of carbon monoxide (CO)
exposure In humans protocol 1
[AD-A133891] p 89 N84-15774
BENIQNUS, V. A.
Neurobehavkxal effects of carbon monoxide (CO)
exposure in humans protocol 1
[AO-A133891] p&9 N84-15774
BENNETT, F. M.
A role for neural pathways In exercise hyperpnea
p351 A84-38S61
BENNETT, O. W.
Fourier-processed images of dynamic lung function from
list-mode data
[DE83-013276] p 24 N84-10741
BENNETT, J.
Validating CAR - A comparison study of
experimentally-derived and computer-generated reach
envelopes p 111 A84-18851
BENNETT, K. B.
Auditory induction of discrete tones In signal detection
tasks p 470 AS4-43766
The effect of structured contextual tones on
psychophysical frequency discrimination
[AO-A135433] p 226 N84-18903
Pattern-directed attention in uncertain frequency
detection
[AD-A135905] p 218 N84-20142
BENNETT, M.
Lack of correlation between mycoplasma Induced
IFN-gamma production In vitro and natural kilter cell activity
against FLOS cells p455 A84-45573
BENNETT, M. V. L
Controls of EntrBCOftulflr couwnurticfltion rnodi&tBd by gflp
(unctions p 13 N84-11738
BENSON, A.
Effects of rectilinear acceleration and optokinetjc and
caloric stimulations in space p419 A64-40299
Msss dtscrirnfn&tion during prolonged wotgtitlossnoss
p420 A84-40304
Hot air changes our view of the ear
. p463 A84-46259
BENSON, J. W.
The use of relaxation/desensitization in treating anxiety
associated with flying p223 A64-24954
BENTLEV, a F, JR.
Naval aviation on-board oxygen generation system 1982
- A status report p35 A84-10738
Naval aviation solid chemical oxygen emergency system
program p 36 A84-10737
BENZONLD.
Effects of a four day head-down Hit on the urinary
excretion of prostaglandins p 292 A84-30364
BERBERKH, J. X
The effects of dehydration on peripheral cooling
[AD-A130838] p 87 N84-1S767
BERDYSHEV, O. D.
Model of the packing of DMA and Wstone octamer in
the nudeosome P126 A84-20901
BERDYSHEV, V. V.
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[AD-A139748] p 332 N84-25287
Budding Research Inst, Tokyo (Japan).
US-Japan cooperative research on evaluation of
toxicrry p 63 N84-13375
Bundesmlntstertum der Vertekttgung, Bonn (West
Germany).
Evaluation and control of laser hazards
p470 N84-33018
California Unlv, Berkeley.
Role of corollary discharge in space constancy
p66 A84-15572
Influence of a perspective cockpit traffic display format
on pilot avoidance maneuvers p 116 A84-19316
The spatial distribution of fixed mutations within genes
coding for proteins p 129 A84-21800
Thermoneutral zone and scaling of metabolic rate on
body mass in small mammals p 173 A84-24341
Scaling of metabolic rate on body mass in small
mammals at 2.0 g p 176 A84-24372
Effect of external viscous load on head movement
p244 AS4-27SS7
Measurement and control of tree calcium inside small
intact cells p 13 N84-11738
Protein and carotenoid synthesis and turnover in
gravistimulated root caps p 188 N84-18837
Gravity, body mass and composition, and metabolic
rate p 190 N84-18854
Twinning of amphibian embryos by centrifugation
p193 N84-18873
Model reference adaptive control of mechanical
manipulators p237 N84-20194
California Univ., Berkeley. Lawrence Berkeley Lab.
Lethal, potentially lethal lesion model
[DE84-00132S] p 79 N84-1S762
Calculation of natural ventilation and comfort
[DE84-009215] p 444 N84-29485
Roles of ionizing radiation in cell transformation
[DE84-013397] p 458 N84-32995
Control of respirable particles and radon progeny with
portable air cleaners
[DE84-013878] p 498 N84-34170
California Unlv, Davis.
Scaling of metabolic rate on body mass in small
mammals at 2.0 g p 176 A84-24372
Thermoregulation in cold- and noncold-acclimated rats
cold exposed in hypergravic fields p 180 A84-24393
Impairment of thermogenesis and heat conservation in
rats during 3 hours of 3-G exposure p 34S A84-3693S
Gravitational study of the central nervous system
p 12 N84-11730
Ozone toxicity effects consequent to prolonged, high
intensity exercise
[PB83-237388] p 29 N84-11755
Kinematics and dynamics of multi-rigid-body open-chain
systems: Application to robot manipulators
p 163 N84-17851
Set-point changes in hierarchically-arranged
thermogerdc systems p 190 N84-188S3
Avian embryonic development in hyperdynamic
environments
[NASA-CR-173339] p 195 N84-18885
Laboratory for Energy Related Health Research
[DE84-000529] p417 N84-30672
Mechanisms of .thermoregulatjon of rats exposed to
hypergravic fields p 457 N84-32989
California Unlv, Irvine.
Image sampling properties of photoreceptors - A reply
to Miller and Bernard P 245 A84-28033
Behavioral change of Wood lactate metabolism
[PB84-100171] p 157 NS4-17850
Prochtoron expedition p 198 N84-20124
California Unhr, Irvine, Dayton, Ohio.
Toxic Hazards Research Unit report 1983
[AD-A136170] p216 N84-18896
California Untv, La JoOa.
Intracellular coagulation inhibits the extraction of
proteins from Prochtoron p 242 A84-29614
The Prochtoron symbiosis p 243 A84-29700
The disposition of DMA in Prochtoron (Prochlorophyta)
p280 A84-31612
The problems of Prochtoron p 281 A84-31801
Prebtotic organic syntheses and the origin of life
p477 A84-43055
California Unlv, Uvermore. Lawrence Uvermore Lab.
Statistical analysis of high SCE frequency cells in human
lymphocytes
(DE84-005433) p 243 N84-21042
California Untv., Los Angeles.
Model-based estimation and prediction of task-imposed
mental workload p 113 A84-19299
Preiwtic organic syntheses and the origin of life
P477 A84-43055
Precambrian organic geochemistry - Preservation of the
record p450 A84-43056
Isotopic inferences of ancient biochemistries - Carbon,
sulfur, hydrogen, and nitrogen p 451 A84-43058
Neuromagnetic localization of two components of the
transient visual evoked response to patterned
stimulation
[AD-A132548] p85 N84-14667
MagnetoencephaJography
[AO-A132498] p85 N84-14668
Neuronal adaptive mechanisms underlying intelligent
Information processing
[AD-A133694] p89 NS4-15776
Measurement and modification of sensorimotor system
function during visual-motor performance
[AD-A142919] p 476 N84-31947
California Unlv, Riverside.
Sleep-wake responses of squirrel monkeys exposed to
hyperdynamic environments p 174 A84-24355
Acute physiological responses of squirrel monkeys
exposed to hyperdynamic environments
P181 A84-24959
Neurospora Orcadian rhythms in space - A
reexamination of the endogenous-exogenous question
p398 A84-40311
Homeostasis in primates in hyperacceleration fields
p 190 N84-18852
California Unlv, San Diego.
User centered system design. Part 2: Collected papers
from the UCSD HMI project
[AD-A141023] P395 N84-28486
California Untv, San Diego, La Jofla.
Representation in memory
[AO-A130662] p32 N84-10757
User centered system design
[AD-A136131] p»2' N84-18907
California Untv, San Francisco.
Simulating certain aspects of hypogravity - Effects on
bone maturation in the nonweight bearing skeleton
P278 A84-30865
C&ltfomtft Univ., S&ntfl Bflrbsrs.
Multiple origins of life p 166 A84-21025
Larval adaptations and patterns of bracfiiopod diversity
in space and time p279 A84-31373
Major determinants of the biogeographic pattern of the
shallow-sea fauna p28t A84-31613
Physiological adjustments to hemorrhage, altitude, and
work
[AD-A137781] p 250 N84-21057
Research agenda in non-linear decision systems
[PB84-161207] p306 N84-24102
Sensitivity to hypoxia in humans p 466 N84-31934
California Untv, Santa Cruz.
Respiration of roots response to low 02 stress
(DE83-017495) p 54 N84-13766
California Untv, Torrance.
Stress biochemistry: Non-invasive measurement
techniques in military subjects
[AO-A141598] p428 N84-29447
Calspan Corp, Buffalo, N. Y.
Mitigation of biofouting using coatings
[OE84-006112] p243 N84-21041
Canada Inst for Scientific and Technical Information,
Ottawa (Ontario).
Suggestions concerning technological research and
development for the purpose of industrial use of marine
algae
[ISSN-0077-5606] p 77 N84-14661
Canyon Research Group, me, Westiake Wage, Calif.
Part-task training of tracking in manual control
[AD-A138346] p 272 N84-2217S
Camegle-Menon Unhr, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Metaphor and common-sense reasoning
[AO-A131423] p32 N84-11756
A distributed control system for the CMU Rover
[AD-A133201] P120 N84-15802
The Stanford cart and the CMU Rover
[NASA-CR-174502] p 121 N84-15803
POPEYE: A gray-level vision system for robotics
applications
[AD-A133298] p 121 N84-15804
The human side of robotics: Results from a prototype
study on how workers react to a robot
[AD-A133438] p 121 N84-15805
Appropriate lengths between phalanges of muttijointed
fingers for stable grasping
[AD-A133448) p 121 N84-15B06
, Implementation of automatic focusing algorithms for a
computer vision system with camera control
[AD-A133492] p 121 N84-15807
Grippers for an unmanned forging cell
[AD-A134237] p 163 N84-16808
An optical proximity sensor for measuring surface
position and orientation for robot manipulation
[AO-A134899] p 164 N84-17861
Dynamically stable legged locomotion
[AD-A136644] p 232 N84-18905
Machine vision: Three generations of commercial
systems
[AO-A139037] p310 N84-23123
Testing and control of a compliant wrist
[AD-A140842] p 393 N84-27445
Symbolic knowledge processing for the acquisition of
expert behavior A study in medicine
[AD-A141835] p 437 N84-29460
Gaze control during horizontal and vertical target
tracking
[AD-A144484] p 499 N84-34926
Case Western Reserve Unhr, Cleveland, Ohio,
Gravitational biology on the space station
[SAE PAPER 831133) p 242 A84-29063
Rodent CNS neuron development Timing of cell birth
and death p 193 N84-18870
Cathode Untv. of America, Washington, D.C.
The effect of structured contextual tones on
psychophysical frequency discrimination
[AD-A135433] p 226 N84-18903
Pattern-directed attention in uncertain frequency
detection
(AD-A135905] p218 N84-20142
Centre d'Essals en VoL Bretigny-AIr (France).
Thermal constraints in a helicopter during long duration
flights under extreme climatic conditions
p252 N84-21078
Centre d'Essals en VoL Bretlgny-sur-Orge (France).
The man-machine interface in new generation
commercial aircraft p 120 N84-15096
Centre d'Etudes et de Recherches de Mededne
Aerospatiale, Parts (France).
Sustained physical activity in diverse situations:
Metabolic and hormone data p252 N84-21077
Value of the tilt table in the exploration of circulatory
function p 254 N84-2109S
Visual • perception in systems management in
aeronautics p470 N84-33017
Use of primate model in weightlessness bone
physiology: General problems p 486 N84-34154
Use of primate model in weightlessness bone
physiology. Histological approach after iliac crest biopsy
p488 N84-34155
Centre de Recherches du Service de Sante des
Armees, Clamart (France).
Use of changes In electrical impedance in cardiology
p 254 N84-21094
Visual function and the definition of thresholds for
exposure to laser radiation p470 N84-33019
Centie do Recherches du Service de Sante des
Armees, Lyons (Franco).
Variations in states of alertness during continuous
operations at the control post level p 260 N84-21068
Psycho-ergonomic problems presented by the
prolonged wearing of gas masks p 251 N84-21073
Centre Hospitaller Untv. Purpan, Toulouse (France).
Experimental investigation of the effect of electrets on
bone healing p492 N84-34150
Centra National d'Etudes Spattates, Toulouse (France).
Electromagnetic design of a remote manipulator arm
for space applications p232 N84-18462
Centra Principal d'Experttses Medicates du Personnel
Navtgant de I'AeronautJque, Paris (France).
Main electrocardiographic abnormalities in the medical
examination of flying personnel p 252 N84-21083
Contribution of standard X-ray to cardiovascular
exploration during the clinical examination of flying
personnel p 253 N84-21088
Contribution of cardiac mechanograms in the expert
examination of flying personnel p 253 N84-21089
Exploration of arterial function using Doppler flow
determination. Application to aeronautical and space
medicine p253 N84-21091
Chalmers Untv. of Technology, Ooteborg (Sweden).
An optimal control problem in the study of Over
kinetics
[CTH-MATH-1984-10] p41S N84-29439
Charles F. Kettering Research Lab, Yellow Springs,
Onto.
Particulate models of photosynthesis
[OE84-003947] p 244 NB4-22142
Chicago Unhr, 10.
Multiple origins of life p 166 A84-21025
C-4
CORPORA TE SOURCE Ecole Royale Milltalre, Brussels (Belgium).
Measurements, in vivo, ol parameters of the dopamine
system
[OE83-017964] p 51 N84-12709
A theory ol diagnostic inference: Judging causality
[AD-A133172] • p 153 'N84-16796
Prochloron expedition p 197 N84-20120
Learning in a probabilistic environment Anew approach,
and some preliminary findings
[AD-A137031] p228 N84-20162
A theory of diagnostic Inference
[AO-A137032] p 228 N84-20163
City Unlv, London (England).
Eye spectral sensitivity and its variation with luminance
level
[RAE-TR-83043] p216 N84-18892
Civil Aeromedlcal Inst, Oklahoma City, Okla.
An analysis of potential protective breathing devices
Intended for use by aircraft passengers
[AD-A132648] p 119 N84-14692
Anthropometric and mass distribution characteristics of
the adult female, revised
[AD-A143096] p 487 N84-31939
Claremont Graduate School, Calif.
Motivation and work performance: A comparative and
analytical study p379 N84-27441
Ctemson Unlv, S.C.
Hyperfiltration wash water recovery subsystem - Design
and test results
[SAE PAPER 831112] p 266 A84-29047
Cologne Univ. (West Germany).
The so-called Wolffs law and the adaptation of bone
to microgravity p 491 N84-34145
Colorado State Unrv, Fort Collins.
Effect of dietary vitamin E or selenium on prostaglandin
dehydrogenase In hyperoxic rat lung
p399 A84-40356
The dual meaning of the term context Implications for
research, theory and applications
[AD-P003365] p 388 N84-28478
Colorado Unnr, Boulder.
Effects of nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide on bacterial
growth p 76 A84-17820
Intracellular coagulation inhibits the extraction of
proteins from Prochloron p 242 A84-29614
Direct comparison of intuitive, quasi-rational and
analytical cognition
[AD-A130273] p 31 N84-10751
Task conditions versus stable individual differences as
determinants of experts' judgement policies
[AD-A134797] p 156 N84-17841
Report of Prochloron research p 198 N84-20121
Modification of current feedback strategies: A text
synthesis approach
[AD-A142187] p 438 N84-29463
Organophosphate toxtdty: Genetics, receptors, and
antidotes
[AD-A141059] p432 N84-30885
Colorado Unlv, Colorado Springs.
SltuatJonal Interaction: A peer counseling approach to
AWOL (unauthorized absences from duty) reduction
[AD-P003243] p 381 N84-28410
Colorado Univ., Denver.
Increased metabolism and dead space as components
of ventilation at high altitude
[AD-A130827] p 87 N84-15766
Variable Inhibition by falling C02 of hypoxlc ventllatory
response in man
[AD-A130658] p 88 N84-15768
Ventilation and ventilator/ control in high altitude
pulmonary edema and acute mountain sickness
[AD-A135941] p219 N84-2014S
Affocttvo dotGfmln&nts of job porcoptions
[AD-P003258] p 383 N84-28425
Columbia Unfc, Hew York.
Spatial localization in straWsmlc observers
[AD-A132748] p 91 N84-15784
Morphological and histochemlcal studies of bone and
cartilage during periods of stimulated weightlessness
p 189 N84-1B847
Effects of simulated weightlessness on mammalian
development Part 1: Development of clinostat for
mammalian tissue culture and use in studies on meiotic
maturation of mouse oocytes p 192 N84-18888
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
(U. S, Senate).
Cabin air quality
[GPO-29-522] ' p444 N84-30702
Committee on Science and Technology (U. S. House).
Biological clocks and shift work scheduling
[GPO-21-747] p 61 N84-12713
Biological clocks and shift work scheduling
[GPO-29-312] p327 N84-25277
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization, Sydney (Australia).
A comparative study of the fatty acid composition of
prochloron lipids p 197 N84-20116
Concordla Unlv, Montreal (Quebec).
Cervical spline analysis for ejection injury prediction
•[AD-A131081] p23 N84-10739
An optimum seat-suspension for off-road vehicles
p233 N84-19896
Connecticut Untv, Farmtngton.
Local calcium entry and the guidance of growth
p 12 N84-11726
Connecticut Unrv, Storra.
Salinity and temperature effects on photosynthesis and
organic carbon release rates by selected benthic
macroalgae
[PB84-163146] p417 NS4-30674
ConsfgBo Nazkmato dene Rteerche, Pisa (Italy).
Proceedings of the 6th European Conference on Visual
Perception
[AD-A139927] p 327 N84-25279
Cornell Unrv, Ithaca, N.Y.
Nucleic acids, proteins, and chirality
p404 A84-40495
Stereoselective aminoacylation of a dinucleoside
monophosphate by the irrridazottoes of DL-alanine and
N-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-DL-alanlne p 448 A84-42499
Basic vision events
[AD-A132746J p 91 N84-15782
Primary events in vision - investigation of basic eye
[AD-A132747] p 91 N84-15783
Amyloplast movement in living statocytes
p 187 N84-18830
Understanding picture-text Instructions
[AD-A139748] p 332 N84-25287
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, Pretoria
(South Africa).
Biological chemistry p 77 N84-15190
Dalhouste Untv, Halifax (Nova Scotia).
The 5S ribosomal RNAs of Paracoccus denitrificans and
Prochloron p 242 A84-28612
Danish Defence Command, Copenhagen.
Handling of hydrazine in the Royal Danish Air Force
p 469 N84-33014
Dartmouth Colt, Hanover, N.H.
Failure ol vincristine induce twinning
p 193 N84-18872
Dayton Untv, Ohio.
User's guide for COMBIMAN programs (Computerized
Btomechanical Man-Model), version 6
[AD-A139I39] p 286 N84-24086
Decision Selene* Consortium, Inc, Falls Church, Ve.
Research on cognitive collaboration between persons
find comput8f9
[AD-P002892] p309 N84-228S3
Decisions and Designs, Inc, McLean, Vs.
Psychological research on advanced terrain
representation: Formatting the visual material[AD-A139782] p 332 N84-25288
Defence and CM) ImL of Environmental Medldne,
Dowiwvtew (Ontario).
Spatial orientation In weightlessness and readaptation
to earth's gravity p419 A84-40298
The effects of sleep loss and sustained mental work:
Implications for command and control performance
p260 N84-21089
An unusual lexicological property of alcohol: The density
effect on the organ of balance p469 N84-33016
Emergency handling of compressed air casualties
[AD-A143598J p 492 N84-34157
Defence Centre, Melbourne (Australia).
Detecting camouflaged targets: Theory Into practice
p493 N84-34784
Defence Research Establishment, Ottawa. (Ontario).
Guidelines for Man/Display Interfaces with relevance
to military environments
[AD-A142171] p443 N64-29482
Defence Research Information Centre, Orpington
(England).
Ergo-ophthalmologica) aspects of the VOU: Visual strain
and the blue light lesion
[DRIC-T-6921] p2l6 N84-18893
Defense Nuclear Agency, Washington, D.C.
The Defense Nuclear Agency intermediate dose
program: An overview (effects of total-body irradiation
on the performance of personnel in Army combat crews)
[AO-P003253] p 382 N84-28420
Denver Research InsL, Colo.
Individualizing with Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI):
Enhancing student motivation through
computer-controlled audio
[AD-P003314] p386 N84-28453
Training and performance support system: A new
dimension in individualized instruction
[AD-P003315] p386 N84-28454
Department of Defense, Washington, 0. C.
A'sooiotechnical communications model for command
and control
[AD-P003238] p 380 N84-28405
Department of Energy, Washington, D. C.
Biological eflects from electric fields associated with high
voltage transmission lines
(DE84-005498] p 244 N84-22143
Department of the Air Force, Washington, D.C.
Accommodative amplitude and speed measuring
instrument
[AD-D011032] p444 N84-29484
Department of the Army, Washington, D. C.
An explosive ordnance disposal protective suit
[AD-D011072] p443 N84-29483
A method for producing nutritionally dense freeze dried
food bars
. [AD-D011052] p498 N84-34166
DesmatJcs, Inc, State College, Pa.
Motion sickness incidence: Distribution of time to first
emesis and comparison of some complex motion
conditions
[AD-A131930] p64 N84-13772
Comparison of Rhesus monkey and baboon -G sub x
acceleration experiments
[AD-A14139S] p414 N84-29436
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstatt fuer Luft-
und Raumfahrt, Brunswick (West Germany).
Analogies between control mechanisms in flight
guidance and medicine p 367 N84-27420
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Luft-
und Raumtahrt, Cologne (West Germany).
Orcadian rhythms and sustained operations
p251 N84-21067
Free-flyer biostack experiment p 319 N84-24674
Are living cells sensitivity to gravity?
[DFVLR-MITT-83-19] p 367 N84-27418
The research program of the Institute for Aerospace
Medicine p 367 N84-27419
A mechanical model of the human body and its
application p367 N84-27421
Models for the evaluation of work loads of crews during
long distance flight p393 N84-27422
Cardiovascular reactions on orthostasis and
weightlessness p 378 N84-27424
Do living cells have a good sensitivity to gravity
p354 N84-27425
Biophysics space research p 354 N84-27426
The deep diving simulator TITAN: Physiological
problems of stays in large water depths
p 368 N84-27427
The effects of nonphystologteal oxygen supply on the
organism p 368 N84-27428
Deutsche Forschungs- und Verauchsanatalt fuer Lutt-
und Raurrrfihrt, Hamburg (West Germany).
The relationship between personality and efficiency
p378 N84-27423
District of Columbia Unrv, Washington, D. C.
Vacuum UV laser Induced scission of Simian virus 40
DNA p7 A84-12425
Domter-Werk* Q.m.b.H, Frledrtchshtfen (West
Germany).
The lock-on-betore-launch weapon delivery and
display/control consideration p119 N84-15056
Spacelab/Orbiter atmosphere revttallzation subsystem
commonality and flight experience p233 N84-19428
The complementary roles of existing and advanced
environmental, thermal control and life support technology
for space stations p233 N84-19429
Biological life support system p 196 NB4-19430
Draper (Charles Stark) Lab, Inc, Cambridge, Mass.
Probabilistic model for assessing time-varying
contaminant levels
[PBB3-232108] p 24 N84-10745
Drexel Unrv., Philadelphia, Pa.
. A mathematical model of the cardiovascular system
under +Gz stress p 331 N84-26290
Ou Pont de Nemours (E. I.) end Co, Alken, S.C.
Laboratory robotics at the Savannah River Laboratory
[DE84-001760] p122 N84-15810
Duke Untv, Durham, N. C.
Effort and accuracy in choice
[AD-A136881] p 227 N84-20161
Decompression mechanisms and decompression
schedule calculations
[AD-A137868] • p 250 N84-21060
A study of fuzzy relations and their inverse problem
[AD-P002365] p 307 N84-24156
Ecole Royale Milltalre, Brussels (Belgium).
Evaluation of the gravity relevance on bone stresses
by In vivo measurements p 492 N84-34148
C-5
Edgertori, Germeshausen and Grler, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho. CORPORA TE SOURCE
Edgerton, Germeshausen and Grter, Inc, Idaho Fans,
Idaho. ~ j ~
Method for evaluating operator inputs to digital
controllers
[OE83-013521] ' p 40 N84-11763
' Educational Testing Service, Princeton, N. J.
Comparison of IRT observed-score and true-score
equatings ' ' •
' [AD-A133871) p 99 N84-15791
Speculations on the future of test design
•[AD-A142662] p 439 N84-30699
EEG Systems Lab, San Francisco, Calif.
' Neurocognitive pattern analysis
[AD-A131302] p24 N84-10740.
Single trial brain electrical patterns of an auditory and
visual perceptuomotor task
[AD-A13SS45] p217 N84-18839
Eldgenoesslsche Technlsche Hochschule, Zurich
(Switzerland).
The potential of low dose computed tomography in
assessing space flight induced bone loss
p491 NS4-34141
Development of a general model of the car drivers eye
movement sequences and effects of subject and
environmental variables
[AD-A144180] p494 N84-34915
Electric Power Research Inst, Palo Alto. Calif.
Biological effects from electric fields associated with high
voltage transmission lines
[DE84-005498] p 244 N84-22143
Elliott-Automation Space and Advanced Military
Systems Ltd, Camberiey (England).
Human factors aspects of C3 systems
[PP-119] ' p309 N84-23115
Environmental Health Lab., Wiesbaden, APO New York
09220.
Industrial hygiene data for F-16 aircraft refueling inside
closed aircraft shelters. Supplementary
[AD-Af 38364] p 255 N84-22154
An industrial hygiene evaluation of F-16 aircraft refueling
inside closed aircraft shelters
[AD-A138501] p256 N84-22157
Environmental Monitoring and Support Lab., Research
Triangle Park, N. C.
Recent advances in EPA's (Environmental Prog
monitoring and methods development research
[PB83-231209] p 24 N84-10743
Environmental Protection Agency, Research Triangle
Par*, N.C.
Pulmonary dosimetry of nitrogen dioxide in animals and
man
[PB83-243394] p 51 N84-12711
European Space Agency, Parts (France).
Micrqgravity as an additional tool for research in human
physiology with emphasis on sensorimotor systems
[ESA-BR-15] p217 N84-18900
Investigation of interactions between helmet-mounted
sight/display, sensor platform and human pilot
[ESA-TT-746] p 338 N84-26299
The project Cockpit Instruments and Human Engineering
as part of a joint research program on aircraft guidance
and control at the Technical University of Brunswick
[ESA-TT-783] p 338 N84-26300
Protein Single Crystal Growth Under Low Gravity
[ESA-SP-1067] p483 N84-34118
The Gravity Relevance in Bone Mineralization
Processes
[ESA-SP-203] p490 N84-34138
European Space Agency. European Space Research
and Technology Center, ESTEC, Noordwljk
(Netherlands).
Diffusion profiles in microgravity protein crystallization
experiments p 484 N84-34125
Falcon Research and Development Co, Buffalo, N. Y.
Marine Corps ground simulator training needs in the
1985-1995 time frame
[AD-P003465] p 473 N84-32242
Federal Aviation Administration, Atlantic City, tM.
The measurement of pilot performance: A
master-journeyman approach
[AD-A142457] p 439 N84-30698
Federal Aviation Administration, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Job attitudes toward the new maintenance concept of
the airway facilities service
[AD-A133282] p 99 N84-15793
Federal Aviation Administration, Washington, D.C.
Inhalation toxicology. 3: Evaluation of thermal
degradation products from aircraft and automobile engine
oils, aircraft hydraulic fluid, and mineral oil
(AD-A133221] p 90 N84-15778
Color perception and ATC job performance
[AD-A132649] p 90 N84-15781
Rate of initial recovery and subsequent radar monitoring
performance following a simulated emergency involving
startle
:
 [A&A133602] ' p 100 N84-15795
Age, altitude, and workload effects on complex
performance
[AD-A133594] P 147 N84-16793
1
 Radar training facility initial validation
[AD-A133220] P 154 N84-16797
The objective evaluation of aircrew protective breathing
equipment 5: Mask/goggles combinations for female
crewmembers •
[AD-A134912] p 150 N84-17830
A hazard in aerobatics: Effects of G-forces on pilots
[FAA-AC-91-61] P255 N84-22152
Federation of American Societies for Experimental
Biology, Bethesda, Md.
Research opportunities in muscle atrophy
[NASA-CR-175422] p217 N84-20135
Research opportunities in bone demineralization, phase
3 P248 N84-21046
Research opportunities in muscle atrophy
[NASA-CR-3796] p 367 N84-27416
Research opportunities in bone demineralization, phase
3
[NASA-CH-3795] p 367 N84-27417
Florida State Untv, Tallahassee.
The Antarctic cryptoendolithic ecosystem - Relevance
to exobiology p447 A84-40512
Fondazlone Ugo Bordonl, Rome (Italy).
Model of the behavior of the human visual system for
the perception of contour elements
[FUB-44-1982] p 86 N84-14677
Franklin Research Center, Philadelphia, Pa.
Chronic effects of repeated mechanical trauma to the
skin: A description of the problem in the workplace
[PB84.181767] p434 N84-30695
Freiburg Univ. (West Germany).
Carbohydrate-protein interactions p484 N84-34123
Protein single crystal growth under microgravity
p484 N84-34124
Frele Untv, Berlin (West Germany).
Venous pressure in man during weightlessness
p419 A84-40303
Gaublus Inst, Leiden (Netherlands).
Fibrinogen, plasminogen and tissue-type plasminogen
activator Their role in the fibinolytic system
p 484 N84-34121
General Electric Co, SL Petersburg, Fla.
Human factors: A necessary tool for industry
[DE84-007531] p 338 N84-25304
Geneva Univ. (Switzerland).
Morphometric and biophysical study of bone tissue in
immobilization-induced osteoporosis in the growing rat
p485 N84-34152
George Mason Unlv, Fairfax, Va.
Human factors dimensions in the evolution of
increasingly automated control rooms for near-earth
satellites p 104 A84-18784
George Washington Untv, Washington, D.C.
Publications of the NASA space biology program for
1980-1984
[NASA-TM-86857] p 457 N84-32990
George Washington Unlv. Medical Center, Washington,
O.C.
Evolution of prokaryote and eukaryote lines inferred from
sequence evidence p 404 A84-40500
Georgetown Univ., Washington, D.C.
Vacuum UV laser induced scission of Simian virus 40
DMA p7 A84-12425
Georgia InsL of Tech., Atlanta.
Analysis and classification of human error
p29 A84-10388
The effects of level of knowledge upon human problem
solving in a process control task p 115 A84-19314
A computerized, procedural aid for flight crews
p 116 A84-19323
Models of human problem solving - Detection, diagnosis,
and compensation for system failures
p 159 A84-21638
Measurement of lung function using the magnetometer
system
[AD-A130841] p23 N84-10738
visual cues in the simulation of low-level flight
[AD-A135461] p 155 N84-17839
Inorganic analysis in a controlled ecological life support
system
[NASA-CR-173299] p 163 N84-17852
Techniques for the inorganic analysis in a controlled
ecological life support system p 137 N84-17853
Standard research materials: Feces and urine
p 137 N84-17854
Radiofrequency radiation effects on excitable tissues
[AD-A137772] p 250 N84-21056
Binary classification and the subtraclive approach
[AD-A137716] p 261 N84-21099
Development of an EM-based lifeform monitor
[AD-A140583] p 368' NS4-27430
A model of human problem solving in dynamic
environments
[AD-A140862] p 394 N84-27446
Static versus dynamic presentation of visual cues in
simulated low level flight
[AD-P003360] p 388 N84-28473
Pilot interaction with automated airborne decision
making systems
[NASA-CR-173782] p 442 N84-29464
A review of the literature on training simulators.
Translators: Transfer of training and simulator fidelity
[AD-A142732] p 439 N84-30700
Estimating the number and duration of cognitive
processes using the within-task subtractive method
[AD-A144617] p 496 N84-34923
Georgia Untv, Athens.
Role of calcium and calmodulin in plant cell regulation
p12 N84-11725
German Air Force, Fueretenfeldbruk (West Germany).
Hearing loss associated with helicopter flight
p 330 N84-26285
German Army, Bueckburg (West Germany).
Disorientaton in helicopter flight p 333 N84-26284
Gronlngen Rljksunrversltert (Netherlands).
Application of protein crystals for structure and function
analysis p 483 N84-34119
H
Hamburg Untv. (West Germany).
Fine-structural changes in the midgut of old Drosophila
melanogaster p 242 A84-29613
Hamilton Standard, Windsor Locks, Conn.
Preprototype SAWD subsystem
[NASA-CR-171760] p 234 N84-20177
Hamilton Standard Dlv, United Aircraft Corp, Windsor
Locks, Conn.
Urine pretreatment for waste water processing
systems
[SAE PAPER 831113] p 267 A84-29048
Hampton InsL, Va.
A radiative transfer model for remote sensing of laser
induced fluorescence of . phytoplankton in
non-homogeneous turbid water
[NASA-CR-173777] p 413 N84-29432
Harvard Medical School, Boston, Mass.
Neurospora circadian rhythms in space - A
reexamination of the endogenous-exogenous question
p398 A84-40311
Symposium on mathematical modeling of circadian
systems
[AD-A133636] p 86 N84-14673
Harvard Untv., Cambridge, Mass.
The role of microorganisms in marine corrosion
processes
[AD-A133113] p78 N84-15757
Unraveling photosystems
[DE84-013812] p 457 N84-32994
Hawaii Untv, Honolulu.
Effects of appraisal salience on immediate and
memory-based judgments
[AD-A140334] p 334 N84-26295
Hawaii Untv, Manoa.
Brine organisms and the question of habitat-specific
adaptation p 406 A84-40511
Influences on group productivity. 2: Factors inherent
in the person. A bibliographic synopsis
[AD-A131015] p99 N84-15790
Health Effects Research Lab, Research Triangle Park,
N.C.
Evaluation of motor vehicle and other combustion
emissions using short-term genetic btoassays
[PB83-233270] p 10 N84-10731
Radiofrequency radiation exposure for bio-effects
research at the Health Effects Research Laboratory,
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina
[PB83-229591] p 25 N84-10747
Influence of nitrogen dioxide on xenobiotic metabolism
in animals
(PB83-239723) p 14 N84-11743
Bioassay of paniculate organic matter from ambient
air
[PB83-239731] p 29 N84-11754
Event-related brain potentials: An alternative
methodology for neurotoxicological research
[PB83-246116] p 64 N84-13775
Biological effects of radnfrequency radiation: Review
draft, parts 1,2 and 3
[PB83-262550J p 87 N84-14680
C-6
CORPORA TE SOURCE Jackson State Univ., Miss.
Immunologic effects of electromagnetic fields (1981 -
1983)
[PB84-190602] p 468 N84-33008
Integration of species sensitivity and dosimetry data in
the extrapolatxm of ozone arxf nitrogen dioxide health data
from animals to man
[PB84-195312] p 469 N84-33010
Hershey (Milton S.) Medical Center, Hershey, Pa.
Vasopressin release induced by water deprivation -
Effects of centrally administered saralasin
p 181 A84-24730
Cognition and arousal as predictors of risk taking: Effects
ol load and cognitive style
[AD-A134324] • p 156 N84-17843
Task differences, stylistic characteristics and
physiological arousal
[AD-A134335] p 156 N84-17844
Effects of load, cognitive complexity and type A on
satisfaction
[AD-A134415] p 156 N84-17846
Effects of stressors on task performance and
satisfaction
[AD-A139039] p 306 N84-24101
A player's manual for a complex disaster decision
simulation
[AD-A140776] p 378 N84-27438
Hohenhelm Univ., Stuttgart (West Germany).
Hygienic microbiological/virological examination of an
airwasher concerning the emission of airborne
microorganisms
[BMFT-FB-T-83-130] p 14 N84-11742
Honeywell Systems and Research Center, Minneapolis,
Minn.
Tracking with intermittent radar coverage. 1:
Interruptions after each collected frame of imagery
[ AD-P003322] p 386 N84-28458
Tracking with intermittent radar coverage. 2:
Interruptions after two or more consecutively-collected
frames of imagery
. [AO-P003323] p386 NS4-28459
Hoprtal Bedew* Saint EUenne (France).
Bone changes in acutely immobilized patients: Results
and perspectives p 491 N84-34140
Hopttal d'lrwtructJon des Armees, Paris (France).
Ventricular pre-excitation syndromes
p 252 N84-21084
Echocardiography in the expert examination of flying
personnel p 253 N84-21090
Exploration of arterial function using Doppler flow
determination. Application to aeronautical and space
medicine p 253 N84-21091
The contribution of nuclear medicine to cardiology
p253 N84-21092
Hopltal d'lnstructJon dea Armees, Versailles (France).
The exercise electrocardiogram p 252 N84-21085
Continuous ECG monitoring by the Holler method
p2S2 N84-21086
' The Hotter method in aeronautical medicine
p252 N84-21087
Houston Unlv, Tex.
On the abiotic formation of amino acids. I • HCN as a
precursor of amino acids detected in extracts of lunar
samples. II - Formation of HCN and amino acids from
simulated mixtures of gases released from lunar
samples p 340 A84-35597
Growth and development of plants flown on the STS-3
Space Shuttle mission p 397 A84-39821
Aromatic biosynthesis in pine tissues
p 192 NS4-18866
.. Interactions of light and gravity on growth, orientation,
and lignin biosynthesis in mung beans
p 194 N84-18879
Howard Unlv, Washington, 0. C.
Vacuum UV laser induced scission of Simian virus 40
DMA p 7 A84-12425
Hughes Aircraft Co, El Segundo, Calif.
Evaluation of army remotely piloted vehicle mission
payload operator performance in simulated artillery
missions
[AD-A137602] p 270 N84-21103
Aircrew performance with simulated advanced radar and
FLIR (Forward Looking Infrared) sensors in single- and
two-place crew stations
[AD-PO03269J p 384 NB4-28434
Hughes Aircraft Co., Long Beach, Calif.
A study of the interaction of millimeter wave fields with
biological systems
[AD-A144150] 0486 N84-34910
Human Engineering Labs, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Md.
Missile component repair while wearing NBC protective
clothing
[AD-A137315] p 235 N84-201BO
Human engineering guidelines for management
information systems. Change 1
[AD-A137808] p 270 N84-21104
Risk-taking performance of military personnel: Sex
differences and practice effects
[AD-P003262] P 384 N84-28429
Human Performance Research, Inc- Goleta, Cattf.
Computer based landing signal officer carrier aircraft
recovery model
[AD-A133507] P 122 N84-15808
Human Resources Research Organization, Alexandria,
Vs.
Memory organization-based methods of instruction: A
comparison with performance-oriented training
(AD-A137640) p 261 N84-21098
Memory organization-based methods of instruction:
Rationale and development
[AD-A137504] p 261 N84-21101
Humbolett State Untv- Arcata, Calif.
Distribution of snow and ice algae in western North
America p2SO A84-31607
Idaho Unto- Moscow.
Aquacutture techniques: A production forecasting model
for aquaculture systems
[PB83-221713] p 10 N84-10730
Illinois Unlv, Champaign.
An analysis of the processing requirements of a complex
perceptual-motor task p222 A84-24949
The event related brain potential as an index of
information processing, cognitive activity, and skill
acquisition: A program of basic research
[AD-A137779] p 261 N84-21100
Psychophysiological tools in engineering psychology
[AD-P003337] p 395 NB4-28461
Illinois Unlv- Chicago.
Perceptual factors in low altitude flight
[AD-P003329] p 386 N84-28460
Illinois Unlv, Urban*.
The dissociation between subjective workload and
performance A multiple resource approach
p 98 A84-19293
Prolonged weightlessness and humoral immunity
p419 .A84-40301
Photosynthesis in intact plants
[DE83-016045] p 13 N84-11740
The effects of task structures, dynamics of difficulty
changes, and strategic resource allocation training on
time-sharing performance
[AD-A134112] p118 N84-14685
Processing phenomena and the dissociation between
subjective and objective workload measures
[AD-A134050] p 118 N84-146B6
Identifying different item response curves
[AD-A133259] p 154 N84-16798
The limits of multiple resource theory: The role of task
correlation/integration in optimal display formatting
[AD-A136692] p 235 NB4-20182
A comparison of homogeneous and heterogeneous
display formats in information integration and
nonintegration tasks
[AD-A136693] p 235 N84-20183
Dimensionality, scoring, and related problems in
adaptive testing
[AD-A139849] p 332 N84-25290
An expert distributed robotics system with
comprehension and learning abilities in the aircraft flight
domain
[AD-A139826] p 337 N84-25300
Initial validation of a functional age profile for aviators
[AD-P003271] . p385 N84-28436
The limits of multiple resource theory in display
formatting: Effects of task integration
[AD-P003321] p394 N84-28457
A statistical procedure for assessing test
dimensionality
[AD-A142179] p 438 N84-29462
A multiple processing resource explanation of the
subjective dimensions of operator workload
[AD-A141455] p 443 N84-29480
The effect of lesions in the preoptic-anterior
hypothalamus on the reflexive responses of rats to cold
[AD-A144020] p 484 N84-34126
The workload book: Assessment of operator workload
to engineering systems
[NASA-CR-166596] p 494 N84-34160
Illinois Unlv- Urbana-Champalgn.
Multilevel semantic analysis and problem-solving in the
flight-domain
[NASA-CR-173177] p 162 N84-16804
Indiana Untv- Bloomlngton.
Thermoregulation in Erythrocebus patas - A thermal
balance study p9 A84-12663
Sulphur isotopic compositions of deep-sea hydrothermal
vent animals p 44 A84-13825
Response of amphibian egg cytoplasm to novel gravity
orientation and centrifugation p 178 A84-24381
Precambrian organic geochemistry - Preservation of the
record p 450 A84-43056
Isotopic inferences of ancient biochemistries - Carbon,
sulfur, hydrogen, and nitrogen p 451 A84-43058
Geochemical evidence bearing on the origin of
aerotabsis, a speculative hypothesis
p451 A84-43063
Polarity of the amphibian egg p 12 N84-11731
Cytoplasmic rearrangements associated with amphibian
egg symmetruabon p 192 NB4-18867
Inflation Systems International, Canyon Country, CaUf.
Development, test and delivery of solid propellant
generators for inflation of PFD's
[AD-A130477] p 476 N84-31946
Informatics General Corp- Palo Alto, Calif.
Perceived threat and avoidance maneuvers in response
to cockpit traffic displays p331 A84-35900
Information Venturas, Inc- Philadelphia, Pa.
Biological Effects of Nonionizing Electromagnetic
Radiation, volume 7, number 2-4, July - December 1982
[AD-A134674] p 136 N84-17805
Biological effects of nontonrang electromagnetic,
radiation. Volume 8, Number 1: A digest of current
literature
[AD-A139296] p 328 N84-25283
Inatttut flier WehrmedUn und Hygiene, Koblenz (West
Germany).
Sustained military operations with particular reference
to prolonged exercise p 252 N84-21081
Instltut Straumann, A.O, Waldenburg (East Germany).
Mechanochemical effects in demineralization and
mineralization of bone p 491 N84-34146
Institute for Perception RVO-TNO, Soesterberg
(Netrterianda). • ~
Technique for measuring the sound pressure levels
under flying helmets and headsets
[IZF-1982-39] p40 N84-11765
Some issues in research on effects of sustained work
and sleep loss on performance p260 N84-21071
Motion sickness
[IZF-1983-21] p256 N84-22158
Time to Line Crossing (TLC): A new method to describe
driving performance
[IZF-1983-10] - p262 N84-22165
Societal versus individual decision making: How they
might differ . • • • '
[IZF-1983-20] ' p282 N84-22166
Open and closed loop steering in a lane change
maneuver .
[IZF-1983-22] ' p262 N84-22167
Investigation of the effect of the viewing target height
on the eye height of sitting Visual Display Unit (VDU)
operators
[IZF-1963-9] p.272 N84-22177
The effects of marginal vitamin deficiency on mental
performance
[IZF-1983-29] p 389 N84-28483
Ergonomic aspects of road vehicles. Parti: A literature
survey of some aspects
[IZF-1983-15] p396 N84-28487
A re-evaluations of cancellation theory: Visual, vestjbular
and oculomotor contributions to perceived object motion
[AD-B082936] p 429 N84-29455
Institute de Pesqulaas Espaclals, Sao Jose dos
Campos (Brazil).
The initial orientation of homing pigeons on the magnetic
equator, with and without Sun compass
[INPE-3104-PRE/503] p 321 N84-26271
Instructional Science and Development, Inc- San
Diego, Calif.
Automated Instructional Media Selection (AIMS)
[AD-A135749] p 229 N84-20168
Internal Revenue Service, Arlington, Va.
Computer-based training starter kit
[PB83-24881S] p 68 N84-13780
Iowa Untv, Iowa City.
Prediction of turbulent flow past a prosthetic heart
valve p 497 A84-49108
Istltuto Superlore dl Sanlta, Rome (Italy).
Preliminary result of our new Nationwide Evaluation of
X-ray Trends (NEXT) program for Italy
[ISS-L-84/3] p434 N84-30693
Jackson State Unlv, Mlaa.
A preliminary survey of plankton and periphyton'in the
Turn Barge Canal and basin area of Kennedy Space
Center, Florida p 79 N84-16027
C-7
Jefferson Medical Coll., Philadelphia, Pa. CORPORA TE SOURCE
Jefferson Medical CoO, Philadelphia, Pa.
Assessment of ultrasonic B-scan imaging for detection
and quantification of atherosclerotic lesions in human
carotid and illolemora) arteries and in arteries of animals
[P883-261123] p 88 N84-14678
Jet PropuMon Lab, CaDtomta Inst of Tech,
• Pasadena.
Ctinostat effects on shoot and root of Arabidopsis
p179 A84-24384
Human factors in operations design
p 308 A84-32422
Pressure difference-flow rate variation in a femoral artery
branch casting of man for steady flow
p300 A84-33151
Automation in teleoperation from a men-machine
interface viewpoint
[AIAA PAPER 84-1116] p 338 A84-34017
Experimental study of pulsatile and steady flow through
a smooth tube and an atherosclerotic coronary artery
casting of man p324 A84-34962
Distribution of man-machine controls in space
teleoperation p440 A84-410S3
Effect of mild atherosclerosis on flow resistance in a
coronary artery casting of man p 423 A84-41248
Radiation protection for manned space activities
[NASA-Cn-173202] p 147 N84-18791
In vitro seed to seed growth on dinostate
p192 N84-16863
Operator workload measurement validation for the
MARK IV DSCC monitor and control subsystem
p233 N84-19634
SETI investigations at Jodrell Bank, England: September
through November 1983 p 237 N84-19639
Labeled cells as research, diagnostic and therapeutic
tools P 321 N84-25589
Computer-assisted chromosome analysis
D321 N84-25590
Digital image processing of muscle biopsies
p328 N84-25593
Artificial blood substitutes P328 N84-25594
Ultrasound visualization of cardiovascular systems
p 329 N84-25597
Computer-aided analysis of atherosclerosis
p329 N84-2SS98
Evaluation of the HARDMAN comparability methodology
for manpower, personnel and training
[NASA-CR-173733] . p 395 NS4-28485
Johns HopMns Untv, Batdmore, Md.
Biochemical Indicators of thermal stress: Selected
genetic end physiological parameters
[PB84-100122] p137 N84-17808
Positive and negative reinforcement effects on behavior
In a three-person mlcrosodety
tNASA-CR-173164] p 226 N84-18902
Ultrasonic and optical evaluation of surgical Implant
materials and devices. A durability study of pericardia)
btoproslheses
[NASA-CR-173437] p 329 N84-26274
Behavioral and biological effects of changes In group
size and membership
[NASA-CR-173801] p437 NB4-294S7
Joint Economic Committee (U. & Congress).
Trie Impact of robotics on employment
(GPO-21-180] p118 N84-14684
Joint Publications Research Service, Arlington, Vs.
Report on development. Installation of Industrial
robots p39 N84-11339
USSR report Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
volume 17, no. 5, September - October 1983
[JPRS-84655] plO N84-11693
Study of cardiovascular system during long-term
spacefligms p25 N84-11694
Simulation of cerebrocrartal trauma for evaluation and
development of gear to protect pilots against Impacts
p2S N84-11695
Aircraft crew diet In emergency situations
p39 N84-11696
Changes in cardiac output and orthostatic stability of
cosmonauts p2S N84-11697
Hemodynamic reactions to positive intrathoracic
pressure at +G sub i accelerations p 25 N84-11698
Normal human coronary circulation during postural tests
and decompression of lower half of body
p26 N84-11699
Dynamics of meographic parameters of cerebral
circulation and circulation in the extremities during active
orthostatic test p 26 N84-11700
Effort of redistribution of blood on severity of spstiflf
position illusions in weightlessness p26 NS4-11701
Free amino acids of blood before and after short-term
spacefligms p26 N84-11702
Changes in blood urea content under hypokinetic
conditions P 26 N84-11703
Energy metalboasm enzymes in simulation of some
p26 N84-11704
Morphometric study of rat adrenal medulla during
long-term hypokinesia p 10 NS4-11705
Effect of eleuterococcus extract on recovery processes
in rats following seven-day hypokinesia
pit N84-11706
Effect of hypokinesia on amino acid metabolism in rats
on diets differing in calcium and phosphorus content
p11 N84-11707
Demonstration of gas bubbles in canine pulmonary artery
and aorta by means of ultrasonic echography with
intravenous air infusion p 11 N84-11708
Physiological and ecological characteristics of the water
fern, azolla pirmata and prospects of using it in biological
life-support system for man p 39 N84-11709
Prediction of vomiting in dogs exposed to radiation with
shielding of midabrJomen p11 N34-11710
Condition of wythrocytes during lono t^erm exposure to
magnetic field p 11 N84-11711
Experimental psychological methods used In expert
evaluation of mental work capacity of flight personnel in
the presence of functional disturbances and central
nervous system diseases p26 N84-11712
Determination of a subjects condition according to pitch
of the vocal vowel'A' p27 N84-11714
Method for assessing mental stress in operators
p32 N84-11715
A method of assessing cardiac function with bicycle
ergometry In export modic&l certification of pilots
p27 NS4-11716
Evaluation of skeletal muscle tone by recording lateral
rigidity p 27 N84-11717
Method for identifying trace contaminants In chamber
atmosphere at high pressure p 39 N84-11718
The 5th Symposium on Gravitational Physiology
p84 NS4-14166
USSR report: Life sciences. Effects of nortorizing
electromagnetic radiation, no. 13
[JPRS-84991] p 134 N84-16762
Permeability of sodium sulfacyl through membrane
structures differing In degree of organization with exposure
to low-frequency magnetic field " p 134 N84-16763
Change in immunobiological reactivity under the effect
of combined exposure to microwaves, infrasound and
gamma radiation • p 134 N94-16764
Influence of variable magnetic Held on bactericidal effect
of ionizing radiation p 134 N84-16785
Animal sensitivity to super-high frequency
electromagnetic fields in correlation to age
p 135 NS4-16766
New trends in standardization of electromagnetic
microwave radiation p 135 N84-16767
Use of electromagnetic field In patients following a
disruption of cerebral circulation p 135 N84-16768
USSR report Space Biology and Aerospace Medidne,
Vol. 17, No. 6, November - December 1983 94 p
[JPRS^JSB-84401] p135 NB4-16769
Practical applications of advances In aviation medicine
p 144 N84-16770
Shielding part of bone marrow as a method of local
protection against cosmic radiation p 144 N84-16771
Fluid Intake at high altitudes p 145 N84-16772
Mental status and work capacity of Sar/ut-6 station crew
members p 145 N84-16773
Changes In some theological parameters o( blood In
experiments simulating weightlessness
p 145 N84-16774
G suit of bladdertess type as a means of Improving
orthostatic stability after water Immersion hypoUnesIa nd
exposure to accelerations p 162 NS4-16775
Study of metabolic sequelae of using positive
intrapulmonary pressure during exposure to
accelerations p 145 N84-16776
Effect of sydnocarb on hemodynamics and redistribution
of blood during functional tests following six-hour
antJorthostatic hypokinesia p 145 N84-16777
Respiratory tract closing volume and structure of total
lung capacity during seven-day hypokinesia in head-down
position p 145 N84-16778
Evaluation of human blood morphological composition
during exercise in sealed chamber with different
concentrations of ammonia p 146 N84-16779
Metabolic disturbances in man in an environment with
tow ammonia level and their correction by graded physical
exercise p 146 N84-16780
Metabolism and nutritional status in emergency
situations without food supply or on a low-calorie diet
p 146 N84-16781
Effect of periodic accelerations of 5 G on kinetics of
erythrocyte hemolysis in white rats p 135 N84-16782
Neuronal-vascular relations in lateral geniculate body
and superior collloull of cats after exposure to
accelerations p 135 N84-16783
Study of vibration resonance frequencies in rats
p 135 N84-16784
Comparative characteristics of erythron reactions to
hypoxic hypoxia, immobilization and high-intensity
stationary magnetic field p 135 N84-16785
Plant waste processing on a solid substrate for a
biological life-support system for man
p 162 N84-16786
Detection of latent atherosclerotic stenostng lesions to
great vessels of the head in flight personnel
p 146 N84-16787
Bioecholocation method for inestigation of parameters
of intracranial circulation of blood and fluid in man
p 146 N84-16788
Experimentally produced biped monkeys as a model for
multipurpose research in gravity biology and physiology
p 136 N84-16789
Cosmonaut training p 225 N84-18250
Beregovoy on cosmonaut training
p 226 N84-18251
Biomodical experiments on Soviet-French flight
p 188 NS4-18254
Development of space botany experiments
p 186 N84-18255
USSR Report Life sciences, btomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-84-003] p 244 N84-22145
USSR report Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
volume 18, no. 1, January - February 1984
[JPRS-USB-64-002] p 255 N84-22149
Muscle tone changes in individuals of different age
groups submitted to simulated weightlessness
p 255 N84-22150
Thirteenth Gagarin Conference p 255 N84-22151
Research in man-machine interaction discussed
p311 N84-23393
Industry urged to increase output of NC machine tool,
robotics p311 NB4-23914
Industry official on progress in Soviet robotics program
p311 N84-23915
Use of robots in Estonian auto, machine tod industries
viewed p311 N84-23916
USSR report Human resources
[JPRS-UHR-84-009] p311 N84-24103
Robotics Impact on labor productivity examined
p311 NB4-24104'
USSR report Machine tools and metalworking
equipment
[JPRS-UMM-84-009] p312 N84-24108
Resistance to robots in Soviet metallurgical plants
noted p 312 N84-24109
Impact of Lfltvifln Robotics Institute on industry
modernization p312 N84-24110
Belorussla's Industry robotizatlon program discussed
p312 N84-24111
Level of robotjzatton of Kazakhstan Industry viewed
p312 N84-24112
Control algorithms of Soviet HCS Rusalka for robots
analyzed . p312 N84-24113
Contributions of space medicine to medical research
p303 N84-24517
USSR report Space Biology and Aerospace Medldne,
volume 18, no. 2, March • April 1984
[JPRS-USB-84404] p319 N84-25247
Some aspects of doslmetry In studies of biological
effects of nontonlzing electromagnetic radiation
p324 N84-25248
Main results of medical studies on Salyut-6-Soyuz
program p 324 N84-25249
Blood plasma amino add levels In cosmonauts before
and after 175-day mission aboard Salyut-6
p325 N84-25250
Evaluation of changes In human axial skeletal bone
structures during long-term spacefligms
p 325 N84-25251
Study of erythrocyte adhesion in cosmonauts
p325 N84-25252
Sanitary and hygienic features of cabin environment in
Salyut-7 orbital station p336 N84-25253
Dynamics of changes.in metabolic and endocrine
processes in helicopter crews during commercial flights
p 325 N84-25254
Choice of psychophysiological criterion to assess
whole-body low-frequency vibration p 325 N84-25255
Evaluation of some hemodynamic parameters of pilots
during flights p325 N84-25256
Some psychological consequences of prolonged social
isolation p 331 N84-25257
Adaptive effects of repeated immersion on man
p 325 N84-25258
Orcadian rhythm of human heart rats during
antforthostatic tests p 326 N84-25259
Effect of working in two shirts on Orcadian rhythm ol
heart rate p 326 N84-25260
Efficacy of conditioning animals to hypoxia during
Sleep p319 N84-25261
C-8
CORPORA TE SOURCE Joint Publications Research Service, Arlington; Va.
Morphological study of primate muscle fibers and
micfocirculatton during head-down hypokinesia
p326 N84-25262
Structur&l distinctions of thyroid C colls and parathyroid
glands of primates during head-down hypownesia
p326 N84-25263
Method of determining Intensity of elimination of
microorg&nisms from human upper respiratory tract
p320 N84-2S264
Oxldattve enzyme activity in rat blood plasma and
subcellular fraction of liver following flight aboard
Cosmos-938 btosateBte p320 N84-2S265
Effect of cunliifuglng on survival of early larvae of
common frogs p 320 N8*-25266
Nucleic add content of canine liver during long-term
experimental hypokinesia p320 N84-25267
Influence of exam stress on cardiac function of students
differing in level of physical activity p 326 N84-2S268
Mouse adrenal cortteosterone content during prolonged
exposure to nlgfwntensity stationary magnetic field
p 320 N84-25269
Review of book on space radrabtology
p326 N84-2S270
New book' on metabolism under hypodynamic
conditions p 327 N84-25271
Evaluation of energy characteristics of bipedal walking
and running by model analysis p 392 N84-26941
Treatment of walking as controllable self-excited
osdilations p 392 N84-26942
USSR Report Ufe sciences bkmedlcaJ and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-84-013] p 3S3 N84-27397
Physiological assessment of capacity for processing
increasing amounts of visual information by human
operators p377 N84-27398
Biofeedback methods and quality of operator's
performance p392 N84-27399
Genetic control and phenotypic correction of cellular
immune response to H-antigen of Salmonella
tvphlmurium p 353 N84-27400
Modelling of mutto-signaJ immobilized immunogons
p3S3 N84-27401
Lack of an effect of corpuscular vaccine against I phase
O-feyer on persistence and reactivation of Coxiella bumetB
infection in mouse and guinea pigs tissue
p3S4 NS4-27402
Use of radial hemolysis method In gel for detection of
antibodies to'Bunya virus Lednica (Turtock virus group)
p354 N84-27403
CllnlcaHmmunotogteal spectrum of Lelshmaniases
p354 N84-27404
Allomonades: New group of vibrionaceae family
mtcroorganisms p354 N84-27410
Effect of decimeter waves on physical-chemical state
of membranes, thymocyte chromatin and Immunologlcal
reactivity of an organism p368 N84-27411
Chonge in spectrum of blood honnonos under Influence
of centimeter range microwaves p 366 N84-27412
Gone mutations, chromosome aberrations And
survrvabiltty after X-ray irradiation of Chinese hamster cell
culture under conditions of cysteamine protection
p366 NS4-27413
Possibilities of creating invariant man-machine
systems p 393 N84-27414
Institute achievements In man-machine relations
p394 N84-279SO
USSR report Ufe sciences, Womedical and behavloraJ
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-84-011] p355 N84-28364
Physiological responsiveness of operators in rotation to
work and homeostatic disorders p 369 N84-28385
Functional status in relation to work, performance and
health p369 N84-28366
Electrosleep In prophylaxis of psychoneural stress and
recovery of mental performance in operators
p 379 N84-2S367
EEG informational content in prediction of work
performance p 379 N84-28368
Functional status of operators and its systemic and
technical determinants p379 N84-28369
Problems and perspectives of Alpine work physiology
p369 N64-26370
Effects of- long-term exposure to low positive
temperatures on cold-induced vasodilation
p369 N84-28371
Circulatory dynamics In expeditionary tour of duty
p370 N84-26372
Occupational efficiency in relation to
psychophystotogical characteristics p370 NB4-28373
Individual responses to combined heat and physical
load • p370 N84-28374
Effects of adaptation to hot climate on
thermoreception p 370 N84-28375
Effects of natural light conditions on btorhythms in polar
dwellers p 370 N84-26376
Variations in EEG in relation to brain functional status
p 371 N84-28377
Biofeedback regulation of pulmonary ventilation '
p 371 N84-28378
Spatiotempora] structure of quanta of industrial work and
its physiological basis p 371 N84-2S379
Effects of short-term heat adaptation on certain
indicators of physical capacity for work
p 371 N84-28380
Criteria of human cok) adaptation p 371 N84-2S381
Psychology and study of human factor in management
p379 N84-28382
Structure of lormaWynamic properties of human psyche
in signal systems interaction p380 N84-28383
Response of cardiac rhythm to information load
p 371 N84-28384
Influence of level of adaptation to light upon estimation
of brightness p372 N84-28385
Role of feedback in regulation of ideomotor
movements p372 N84-28388
Perception of binaural temporal shifts
p 372 N84-28387
Medical research program of 'Soyuz T-10' crew
p426 NS4-28826
Goals of cosmonaut At'kov's medical studies on
•SalyUt-7' p426 N64-28827
Comet studies, medical research on 'Salyut-7'
p 426 N84-28832
Food specialists discuss cosmonaut diet
p442 N64-2883S
Space biology and medicine: Yesterday and today
p 413 N84-2S865
Development of equipment for 'Cosmos-1514'
biosatellite p4t3 N84-28866
Investigating spatial distribution of phytoplankton In Lake
Baykal by optical methods • p413 N84-2B868
USSR report Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
vol. 18, no. 3, May - June 1984
[JPRS-USB-84-005] p41S N84-30642
Use of vitamins during adaptation to high altitudes
p429 N84-30643
Reliability and efficiency of Kubicek rheographic method
for monitoring cardiac output and stroke volume
p 430 N84-30644
Walking erect as a factor in development of arterial
hypertension In primates p 430 N84-30645
Effect of dihydroergotamine on human circulation during
orthostatic tests p 430 N84-30646
Circulatory changes in orthostatic position in the
presence of hyperthermla p430 N84-30647
Blood plasma free amlno acids under hypoklnetic
conditions p 430 N84-30648
Human stomach motor and evacuatory functions during
antkxthostatkj hypoklnesia p430 N84-30649
Orcadian pattern of simian functional parameters during
hypoklnesia and In the recovery period
p 430 N84-30650
Dynamics of red blood cell changes In rats during acute
Immobilization p41S N84-30651
Ultrasound distribution and bone calcium content In
experimental animals submitted to hypoklnesia and
weightlessness p41S N84-30652
Ultrasonography of canine son tissues during
decompression p41S N84-306S3
Functional state and work capacity of man when
breathing oxygen and hypoxlc mixtures under positive
pressure p 431 N84-306S4
Adrenal-hypothalamus-pitultary system reactions in rats
cooled in a hypoxic-hypercapnic gas atmosphere
p41S N84-30655
Rat behavior In selection of negative stimulus: Pain or
exposure to electromagnetic field p 41S N84-30657
Effect of high ammonia content In pressure chamber
atmosphere on human adrenocortical system function
p 431 N84-30656
Effect of living conditions in confined space on formation
of bacterial aerosol p 431 N84-30659
Nomogram for demonstrating change In central venous
and pulmonary artery pressure during decompression of
. different parts of the body p 431 N84-30660
Dependence of blood coagulating and fibrlnolytlc
systems on functional state of lysosomal system of
neutrophil leukocytes during exposure of the body to low
barometric pressure p 431 N84-30661
Simulation of physiological effects of negative pressure
on man p 431 N84-30662
Individual distinctions of human sleeping respiration at
altitude of 4200 meters p 432 N84-30663
USSR report: Ufe sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-64-016] p417 N84-30675
Engineering physiology: New area for use of control
theory p444 N84-30676
Bilateral carotid ligation and effects of electromagnetic
field on conditioned reflex retention and cerebral nucleic
acid levels p417 N84-30677
Time-dependent spinal cord changes following
nortonizmg microwave irradiation p416 N84-30678
Effect of constant and low-frequency magnetic fields
on biological systems p 432 N84-30679
Reactions of cerebral cortex neurons to alternating
magnetic field on glutamtc add p 418 N84-3O881
Influence of microwave electromagnetic radiation und
certain honnonos on osmotic resistance of mouse
erythrocytes p418 N84-30682
Innovations in cosmonaut medical monitoring, physical
conditioning p 463 N84-31229
Medical research in first 100 days of Salyut-7 flight
P464 N84-31230
Hypoklnesia experiment studios effects of
weightlessness p 464 N84-31234
USSR report Ufe sciences. Effects of nontormng
electromagnetic radiation
[JPRS-UNE-84-001] p 456 N84-31903
Medical applications of lasers p 464 N84-31904
Age-related responses to de- and hyperhydration
p 464 NS4-31905
Effects of whole-body cold exposure on erythrocyte
morphology p464 N84-31906
Effects of climate on kininogen levels in healthy human
subjects p 464 N84-31907
Heart rhythm changes in response to sensorimotor load
of varying complexity p 465 N84-31908
Correlation between individual alpha-rhythm parameters
and operator's performance while subjected to maximum
information input p 465 N84-31909
Stability of physiological and psychological human
functions under extreme environmental conditions
p465 N84-31910
Psychophysiological aspects of monotonous human
activity p 471 N84-31911
USSR report Ufe sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-U8B-84-012] p 456 N84-31916
First mixed crew in space p 475 N84-31917
Ergonomic analysis of human operation of video
terminal p475 NB4-31918
Results of psychophysiological study of Videoton
terminal operators p 475 N84-31919
Realization of human work capacity: Interdisciplinary
problems p 475 N84-31920
Stress In work p 475 N84-31921
Immediate effects of hyperbaric oxygenation on body
oxygen supply p 465 N84-31923
USSR report: Ufe sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-84-017] p457 N84-31924
Link between Indexes for mental work capacity and
parameters in circulatory system before and after physical
stress p465 N84-31925
Effect of body temperature on human work capacity
p476 N84-31926
Unk between characteristics of EEG rhythms In
btofeedback control and indexes for operator activity
p472 N84-31927
Quantitative assessment of role of spatial frequencies
of Images In visual recognition of numbers
P472 N64-31928
Unk between blood catecholamine levels and Individual
features In dynamics of operator error
p465 N84-31929
Changes In arterial pressure in static work as function
of time of day and degree of disturbance In Earth's
magnetic field p 466 N84-31930
Dynamics of functional status and subjective sensations
In process of heat adaptation p 466 N84-31931
Study of spatial asymmetry in human external electrical
Held p466 N84-31932
Psychophysics of propriocopttvo sensibility
p472 N84-31933
USSR report Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-84-018] p 458 N84-32996
Pilot jet lag experiments described
p 467 N84-32997
Effect of cyclic changes in cultivation conditions of
growth kinetics and physiological properties of yeasts
p 458 N&4-32998
Microbiology and food program p 458 N84-32999
Modeling of lethal electric shock p 468 N84-33000
Resistance of microorganisms from mesosphere to
periodic freezing-thawing p 458 N84-33001
Effects of Insulin and hydrocortisone on energy
metabolism in rats Irradiated with fast 60 MeV neutrons
p458 N84-33002
USSR report Ufe sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-84-020] p 485 N84-34128
Physical training of cosmonauts for intercosmos program
missions p 490 N84-34129
Effects of prolonged weightlessness on orchldaceae
proteins p 485 N84-34130
C-9
Kansal Univ., Osaka (Japan). CORPORA TE SOURCE
Genetic study of plasmid integration in yeast
chromosomes. Report 1: Effect of integration of episomal
plasmid in meiotic crossover in chromosome 3
p 485 N84-34131
Genetic study of plasmid integration in • yeast
chromosomes. Report 2: Analysis of irregular meiotjc
segregation - • p 485 N84-34132
Obtaining yeast vector marked by mutation of multiple
antibiotic resistance p 485 N84-34133
Kansal Univ., Osaka (Japan).
Human behavior p 67 N84-13351
Kansas Unlv, Lawrence.
Computer control of a seven degree of freedom
manipulator arm ' p 122 N84-16051
Notes on a theory of terrorism
[AD-P003242) p 381 N84-28409
KathoHeke UnlverelteH te Leuven (Belgium).
Analysis of collagen and noncollagenous proteins in
bone particles fractionated by gradient density
fractionation p 491 N84-34144
Kema (N. V.), Amhem (Netherlands).
Human reliability analysis using event trees
(S/T-REPT-VOL-1-NO3] ' p 446 N84-30718
Kentucky Unlv, Lexington.
Studies of electrically stimulated rat limb and peripheral
nerve regeneration
[AD-A134358] p 136 N84-17806
Rabbit neurobehavioral toxicity from aluminum
[PB84-103266] p 137 N84-17809
Response of the cardiovascular system to vibration and
combined stresses
[AD-A142166] p 428 N84-29450
Kenyon Coll., Gambler, Ohio.
Calcium elicited asymmetric auxin transport in gravity
influenced root segments p 187 N84-18835
L'Air Uqulde, Sassenage (France).
Food preservation with gas p 269 N84-20719
Laboratolra Central de Bkriogle Aerospatiale, Parts
• (France).
A comparative study in the animal of the toxicity of the
combustion products of diverse materials
p469 N84-33015
Laboratolra de Mededne Aerospatiale,
BratJgny-sur-Orge (France).
Value of the lower body negative pressure test in
aerospace medicine p 254 N84-21096
Methods and major findings of cardiovascular
exploration involving the human centrifuge
p 254 N84-21097
Laboratorto de AcustJca e Sonlca, Sao Paulo (Brazil).
Vibration exposures concerning the drivers of trucks and
vehicles operated by Rodotigre p 234 N84-20173
Lausanne Univ. (Switzerland).
Mechanochemical effects in demineralization and
mineralization of bone p491 N84-34146
Leiden Univ. (Netherlands).
Chemical evolution in space p 447 A84-40429
Crural selection in poty(C)-directed synthesis of
Oligo(G) p477 A84-45119
Glycosaminogtycans in fetal bone mineralization
p492 N84-34156
Letterman Army Inst. of Research, San Francisco,
CalH.
Acute intramuscular toxicity (LD50) of
l.r-trimethylenebis (4-(Hydroxyirninomethyl) pyridinium
bromide) monohydrate. (TMB-4) in male mice
[AO-A133148] p78 N84-15758
Laser retinal injury
[AD-A144187] p494 N84-34916
visual function changes after laser exposure
[AD-A144210] p494 N84-34917
Life Systems, Inc, Cleveland, Ohio.
Environmental Control and Life Support for an
evolutionary Space Station
[SAE PAPER 831108] p 266 A84-29043
Advanced air revitalization system testing
[NASA-CR-166540] p 164 N84-17855
Static feed water electrolysis subsystem testing and
component development
[NASA-Cfl-166539] p 164 N84-17856
Electrochemical carbon dioxide concentrator subsystem
development
[NASA-CR-166538] p 164 N84-17857
Little (Arthur D.), Inc., Cambridge, Mass.
Heat resistant protective hand covering
(NASA-CASE-MSC-20261-2] p 309 N84-23113
Heat resistant protective hand covering
[NASA-CASE-MSC-20261-1] p 395 N84-28484
Lockheed Electronics Co, PtalnfleM, N. J.
Development of a generalized human-machine
interface
[AD-P002888] p 309 N84-22S49
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co, Palo Alto, CalH.
Hyperfiltration wash water recovery subsystem * Design
and test results
[SAE PAPER 831112] p 266 A84-29047
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co, Sunnyvale, CaDf.
The development of a Space Shuttle General Purpose
Work Station (GPWS)
[SAE PAPER 831090] p 265 AB4-29026
London Univ. (England).
The alpha-crustacyanin, the lobster carapace
astaxanthin-protein p 484 N84-34122
Los Alamos Scientific Lab, N. Men.
Variations in task and the ideal observer
[DE83-01S394] ' p 67 N84-12723
Evaluation of proposed human subject certification tests
for self-contained breathing apparatus
[PB84-172212] p 394 NS4-27447
Rapid microbial identification by circular intensity
differential scattering
[DE84-013894] p 457 N84-32993
Loughborough Untv. of Technology (England).
Results of a questionnaire on the teaching of
Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) on undergraduate
courses
[TT-8404] p495 N84-34919
Louisiana State Univ., Baton Rouge.
physico-chemical investigation of some areas of
fundamental significance to biophysics
[DE83-017404] p 134 N84-16761
Louisiana State Untv, New Orleans.
The effects of high frequency positive pressure
ventilation on hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction
p220 N84-20151
Louisiana State Unlv, Shraveport.
Side effects of antimotion sickness drugs
p 143 A84-21737
Louisville Unlv, Ky.
Rat hindlimb muscle responses to suspension
hypokinesia/hypodynamia p6 A84-12065
The validity of an animal model for experiments related
to. weightlessness p 173 A84-24337
A suspension model for hypokinetic/hypodynamic and
antkxthostatic responses in the mouse
p398 A84-40355
Beta-interferon inhibits cell infection by Trypanosoma
cruzi p 455 A84-45549
Interferon induces natural killer cell blastogenesis in
vivo . p 455 A84-45550
Lack of correlation between mycoplasma induced
IFN-gamma production in vitro and natural killer cell activity
against FLD-3 cells p4S5 A84-45573
Extensions of suspension systems to measure effects
of hypokinesia/hypodynamia and antJorthostasis in rats
p 190 N84-1B855
Effects of suspension on tissue levels of glucocorticoid
receptors p 195 N84-18884
Loyola Unlv, Chicago, 10.
The role of gravity in leaf blade curvatures
p 192 N84-18865
M
HacAufay-erown, me, Falrbom, Ohio.
Human response to pyridostigmine bromide
[AD-A140960] p 373 N84-28395
MacOuarie Untv, North Ryde (Australia).
A comparative study of the fatty acid composition of
prochkxon lipids p 197 N84-20115
Management and Technical Services Co, Houston,
Tex.
Ouantitation of tissue loss during prolonged space
flight p 296 A84-31602
Energy balance and the composition of weight loss
during prolonged space flight
[NASA-CR-171745] p 148 N84-17820
Water immersion and its computer simulation as analogs
of weightlessness
[NASA-CR-171746] p 149 N84-17821
Martin Marietta Corp, Denver, Colo.
Teleoperator human factors study
[NASA-CR-171120] p 476 N84-31944
Teleoperator human factors study
[NASA-CH-173890] p 477 N84-33022
Maryland Untv, Baltimore.
Contractile properties of rat fast-twitch skeletal muscle
during reinnervation * Effects of testosterone and
castration p 50 A84-15475
Neural control of muscle p 260 A84-31610
No effect of sex steroids on compensatory muscle
hypertrophy p 351 A84-38564
Maryland Unlv, College Park. ,
On archaebacterial ATPase from Halobacterium
. saccharovorum .'p405 A84-40508
Human behavior p67: N84-13352
The MGM Grand Hotel fire: A case study of human
reaction to fire . . p67 N84-13358
Remote sensing training for Corps of Engineering
personnel: The university training module concept
[NASA-CR-175204] p 226 N84-20154
Sex steroids do not affect muscle weight, oxklative
metabolism or cytosolic androgen reception binding of
functionally overloaded rat Plantaris muscles
[NASA-CR-173630] p 353 ' N84-27394
Maryland Untv, Princess Anne.
Use of microwaves to improve nutritional value of
soybeans for future space inhabitants
[NASA-CR-175338) p 162 N84-16805
Massachusetts Inst of Tech, Cambridge.
Space motion sickness and vestibutar .adaptation to
weightlessness p 289 A84-30333
Spatial orientation in weightlessness and readaptatjon
to earth's gravity p 419 A84-40288
Results of the M.I.T. Beam Assembly Teleoperator arid
Integrated Control Station
[AIAA PAPER 84-1890] p 474 A84-43440
Computational studies in the interpretation of structure
-and motion: Summary and extension •
. [AD-A131598] p 27 N84-11748
Picking up an object from a pile of objects
[AD-A133631] p 119 N84-14691
Visual routines • • • . -
[AD-A133634] . p 99 N84-15792
Temporal aspects of eye movement when viewing
multiple targets
[AD-A134853) p 150 N84-17828
Automation, supervisory control and workload in flight
management . • .
[NASA-CR-166474] p 155 N84-17838
Human factors in space telepresence
[NASA-CR-173420] p310 N84-23119
Picking parts out of a bin
[AD-A139257] p 311 N84-24106
Automatic synthesis of fine-motion strategies for
'-robots
[AD-A139532] p311 N84-24107
PRISM: A practical real-time imaging stereo matcher
[AD-A142532] p 432 N84-30686
Computational experiments with a feature based stereo
algorithm
[AD-A142549] p 433 N84-30687
Interaction of human cognitive' models and
computer-based models in supervisory control
[AD-A142677] ' ' p 446 N84-30717
Communications biophysics p 470 N84-33362
Physiology . p470 N84-33363
Massachusetts Untv, Amherst
Calcium and mitosis p 12 N84-11722
Massachusetts Unlv, Worcester.
Interferon induces natural killer cell blastogenesis in
vivo p455 A84-4S550
Materials Research Labs, Melbourne (Australia).
A preliminary assessment of observer expectations in
target detection tasks
[MRL-R-893] p 98 N84-14682
The response of rats to cutaneous dosing with
trichothecene mycotoxins
[MRL-R-902] ' . p 136 N84-17803
Marine fouling at HMAS Stirling*,'western Australia
[MRL-R-914] . p243 N84-21038
Checklist and bibliography of benthic marine macroalgae
recorded from northern Australia. 1: Rhodophyta
[MRL-R-912] p243 N84-21039
Cognitive processes in target acquisition
p'493 N84-34783
Mathettes, Inc, San Diego, Calif.
Pilot behavior models for ISO (Landing Signal Officer)
training systems
[AD-A135823] p 229 N84-20169
Max-Planck-lnsL fuer Chernle, Mainz (West Germany).
Isotopic inferences of ancient biochemistries - Carbon.
. sulfur, hydrogen, and nitrogen p451 A84-43058
McOonneu-Oouglas Electronics Co, SL Charles, Mo.
New concepts in aircrew training using computer
generated imagery: A study report •
[AD-P003451] p473 N84-32228
McGlil Untv, Montreal (Quebec).
Spatial orientation in weightlessness and readaptation
to earth's gravity p 419 A84-40298
Medical Biological Lab. RVO-TNO, Rl|swl|k
(Netherlands).
Toxicology of tetrachtoroethytene
[MBL-1983-3] p 256 N84-22159
Toxicology of styrene
[MBL-198&11] p256 N84-22160
Melbourne Unlv, Parkyllle (Australia).
The time it takes to see p 493 N84-34782
C-10.
CORPORA TE SOURCE NASA. Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
Miami Univ., Coral Gables, Fla
Human factors of flight-deck automation - Report on a
NASA-industry workshop p68 A84-14450
Ancient microsprteres - Abtogertc. prototaiogenic. or
biogenic? p 181 A84-24738
Computers in the cockpit - But what about the pilots?
[SAE PAPER 831546] p 259 A84-29525
Self-sequencing of amino acids and origins of
polytuncttonal protocells p 401 A84-40480
Vigilance and task load - In search of the inverted U
p471 A84-44096
Effect of inspiratory muscle fatigue on perception of
added loads in humans p220 N84-20150
Miami Unlv, Fla.
Ancient microspheres - Abiogenic, protobiogenic, or
biogenic? P 181 A84-24736
Modeling of inhalation administration of vapors with
capacity limited clearance
[AD-A138847] p 300 N84-23098
Michigan State Unlv, East Lansing.
Beta-interferon inhibits cell infection by Trypanosoma
cruzi p455 A84-45549
An attempt to localize and identify the gravity sensing
mechanism of plants p 187 N84-18833
Performance feedback effects under varying conditions
of goals, feedback type, and choice
[AD-A136703] p 227 N84-20157
Operafonalizing halo: Problems with the computation
of a standard deviation across dimensions within rates
[AD-A138393] p 262 N84-22164
Michigan State Unlv, Hickory Comers.
Dissolved organic matter and lake metabolism:
Biochemistry and controls of nutrient flux dynamics in
lakes
[DE83-016789] p 53 N84-13761
Michigan Unlv, Ann Arbor.
Vestibulospinal reflexes as a function of microgravity
P419 A84-40300
Beta decay and the origin of biologial chirality - New
experimental results . P 400 A84-40470
Gravitropic responses in the grass puMnus: Model
system for asymmetric growth p 12 N84-11728
Calcium ions, stores, and modulators: What is the gravity
receptor connection? p 13 N84-11733
Protein changes in leaf-sheath putvini of barley
(hordeum) Induced by gravistimulaton
p 187 N84-18832
Mammalian ' gravity receptors: Structure and
metabolism p 188 N84-18840
Cellular localization of Na(+), K(+)-ATPase in the
mammalian vestibular system p 194 N84-18880
Coordinated research in robotics and integrated
manufacturing
[AD-A137042] p 238 N84-20191
Detection of dotted forms in a structured visual noise
environment
[AD-A138853] p 304 N84-23108
Adaptive control strategies for computer-controlled
manipulators p 309 N84-23114
The detection of nonplanar surfaces in visual space
[AD-A138761] p 302 N84-24093
Mlctil0iin Univ., Dosroorn*
Beta decay and the origin of biologial chirality - New
experimental results p 400 A84-40470
Midwest Research Inst, Golden, Colo.
Yields photosynthetic efficiencies, and proximate
chemical composition of dense cultures of marine
' microalgae, a subcontract report
[DE83-011992] p 52 N84-13757
Analysis and modeling of photosynthetic bacterial
hydrogen production plants
[DE84-000003] p 52 N84-13758
Midwest Research Inst-, Kansas City, Mo.
Task validation for studies on fragmented sleep and
cognitive efficiency under stress
[AD-A130260] p 31 NB4-10753
. Mllltalr Hospltaal Dr. A. Mathljsen, Utrecht
. (Netherlands).
Ophthalmologicaj investigation among contact lens
wearers in military service
[REPT-AR/MHAM-1983-1] p 467 N84-31940
Military Academy, West Point, N. Y.
The role of relevant experience and intellectual ability
in determining the performance of military leaders: A
contingency model explanation
[AD-P003303] p385 N84-28448
Mlllsaps Coll., Jackson, M'ISS.
Rheoceptive mediators of graviperception in a water flea:
Morphological implications of antennal-socket setae in
daphnia magna p 195 N84-18883
Minnesota Unlv, Duluth.
Cerebral metabolism and blood brain transport: Toxicity
of organophosphorous compounds
[AD-A142705] p 468 N84-33005
Minnesota Untv, Minneapolis.
Vertebrate behavior and ecology
[DE84-007318] p417 N84-30673
Computer-based measurement of intellectual
capabilities
(AD-A144065] p 495 N84-34162
Mississippi State Unlv, Mississippi State.
Biochemical studies on the initiation of odor sensing
[AD-A129926] p 286 N84-24085
Missouri Unlv, Columbia
Analysis of reward functions in learning: Unconscious
information processing: Noncognitive determinants of
response strength
[AD-A144152] p495 N84-34920
Missouri Unlv, Rolla.
Effect of radiofrequency radiation on DNA duplex stability
and replication
[AD-A133526] • p 134 N84-16759
Effects of radiofrequency radiation on differentiation of
erythroleukemic cells
[AD-A143038] p 456 N84-31914
Mitre Corp, Bedford, Mass.
Manned spaceflighl activity planning with
knowledge-based systems
[AIAA PAPER 83-2374] p 33 A84-10035
Environments for evaluating performance of C3I
(Command, Control, Communications, and Intelligence)
systems
[AD-P003237] p 380 N84-28404
Monroney (Mike) Aeronautical Center, Oklahoma City,
Okla.
Uniform mass distribution properties and body size
appropriate for the 50 percentile male alrcrewmember,
1980-1990
[AD-A142946] p 477 N84-31948
Montana State Coll., Bozeman.
Exploring the interaction of the Vroom/Yetton model
and leadership style (LPC) (Least Preferred Coworker) as
it predicts performance
[AD-P003247] p 381 N84-28414
Subordinate perceptions of contingent leaders: Do
followers accept our theories?
[AD-P003248] p 382 N84-28415
Montana State Unlv, Bozeman.
Microbial fouling and its effect on power generation
[AD-A131084] p 10 N84-10726
N
Narco Scientific, Houston, Tex.
Development of engineering prototype of Life Support
Module (LSM)
[NASA-CR-171806] p 477 N84-33023
National Academy of Sciences - National Research
Council, Washington, D. C.
Energy use: The human dimension
[DE84-001405] p 86 N84-14676
Method for the preparation of thin-skinned asymmetric
reverse osmosis membranes and products thereof
[ NASA-CASE-ARC-11359-1 ] p 355 N84-2S361
Guidelines for health surveillance in the NASA (National
Aeronautics and Space Administration) workplace
[NASA-CR-173677] p 372 N84-28390
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Washington, D. C.
Future thrusts in life sciences experimentation in
space p49 A84-15162
Biomedical results of the Space Shuttle orbital flight test
program p 58 A84-15167
Concepts for NASA longitudinal health studies
p58 A84-15171 '
Pioneering in gravitational physiology
p 172 A84-24327
Cardiovascular responses to spaceflight
p 205 A84-24351
Muscle and the physiology of locomotion
p 175 A84-24363
NASA research in leleoperation and robotics
p264 A84-28523
Weightlessness and bone loss in man
p289 A84-30342
Spacelab mission 4 - The first dedicated life sciences
mission p278 A84-30873
Quantftation of tissue loss during prolonged space
flight p296 A84-31602
NASA's Exobiology Program p 406 A84-40515
Human factors technology for America's space
program p 440 A84-41055
Bone and calcium alterations during spaceflight
p 12 N84-11729
Programmatic comments p 13 N84-11732
Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 250)
[NASA-SP-7011(250)] p 61 N84-12712
Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 251)
[NASA-SP-7011(251(] p 63 N84-13767
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 252)
[NASA-SP-7011(252)] p 87 N84-15763
A study on airborne integrated display system and human
information processing
[NASA-TM-77338] p 99 N84-15789
Studies of proteinograms in dermatophytes by disc
electrophoresis. 1. Protein bands in relation to growth
phase
[NASA-TM-77095] p 133 N84-16755
Birth of space plant growing
[NASA-TM-77244] p 133 N84-16756
Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 253)
[NASA-SP-70li(2S3)] p 146 N84-16790
Development of a systems theoretical procedure for
evaluation of the work organization of the cockpit crew
of a civil transport airplane
[NASA-TM-77359] p 162 N84-16806
The effect of various carbon sources on the growth of
single-celled cyanophyta
[NASA-TM-77090] p 136 N84-17804
NASA Space Biology Program. Eighth annual
symposium's program and abstracts
[NASA-CP-2299] p 187 N84-18829
Studies on proteinograms in dermatorphytes by disc
electrophoresis. Part 2: Protein bands of keratinophllic
fungi
[NASA-TM-77096] p 198 N84-20127
Aeronautical Engineering: 1983 cumulative index
[NASA-SP-7037(170)J p217 N84-20133
Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 255)
[NASA-SP-7011(255)] p217 N84-20134
Aerospace Medicine and Biology: 1983 cumulative
index
[NASA-SP-7011(264)] p 248 N84-21043
• Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes
[NASA-SP-7011(256)J p 248 N84-21044
Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes, supplement 257
[NASA-SP.7011(257)] P 254 N84-22146
Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 258)
[NASA-SP-7011(258)] P 301 N84-24088
Space-exposed experiment developed for students
, p319 N84-24676
Development of a new, completely implantable
intraventricular pressure meter and preliminary report of
its clinical experience
[NASA-TM-77121] p 329 N84-26276
Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 259)
[NASA-SP-7011(259)1 p 367 N84-27415
Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 260)
[NASA-SP-7011(260)] P 426 N84-29440
NASA space biology accomplishments, 1983-84
[NASA-TM-86654] p 416 N84-30664
Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 261)
[NASA-SP-7011(261)] P 432 N84-30683
Publications of the NASA space biology program for
1980-1984
[NASA-TM-86857] p 457 N84-32990
Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes
[NASA-SP-7011(262)] p 468 N84-33003
Ultrastructural alterations in skeletal muscle fibers of
rats after exercise
[NASA-TM-76976] p 483 N84-34117
Human capabilities in space
[NASA-TM-87360] p 498 N84-34165
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
Simulation of Viking biology experiments suggests
smectites not palagonites, as martian soil analogues
p41 A84-10655
Human factors of flight-deck automation - Report on a
NASA-industry workshop p 68 A84-14450
Hypervolemla and plasma vasopressin response during
water Immersion in men p 79 A84-16179
The effects of reduced oxygen and of carbon monoxide
on performance in a mouse pole-jump apparatus
. p 74 A84-16725
Oxygen requirements for formation and activity of the
squalene expoxidase in Saccharomyces cerevisiae
p76 A64-17775
Effects cf nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide on bacterial
growth p 76 A84-17820
Alterations In calcium homeostasis and bone during
actual and simulated space flight p 82 A84-17822
C-11
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The reliability and validity of flight task workload
ratings p 94 A84-18794
Effect of perceived threat on avoidance maneuvers
selected while viewing cockpit traffic displays
p 108 A84-18829
Contingency in visual scanning of cockpit traffic
displays p 111 A84-18854
Measuring pilot workload in a moving-base simulator. I
Asynchronous secondary choice-reaction task
p114 A84-19300
Human factors in Spacelab - Crew training
p98 A84-19307
Conflict resolution maneuvers during near miss
encounters with cockpit traffic displays
p115 A84-19315
Influence of a perspective cockpit traffic display format
on pilot avoidance maneuvers p116 A84-19316
Primary separation between three aircraft using traffic
displays p 116 AS4-19317
Metabolic alkalosis during immobilization in monkeys (M.
nemestrina) p 124 A84-20521
The effects of immobilization on cortical bone in
monkeys (M. nemestrina) p 176 A84-24367
The effects of hypergravity on the rate of antibody
formation in the rat p 177 A84-24377
Hyperthermic effects of centrally injected (D-ALA2.
N-ME-PHE4, MET-(0)5-OL)-enkephalin (FK 33-824) in
rabbits and guinea-pigs p 181 A84-24729
Vasopressin release induced by water deprivation -
Effects of centrally administered saralasin
p 181 A84-24730
Restriction of pursuit eye movement range during a
concurrent auditory task p 222 A84-24731
Impact of digital systems technology on man-vehicle
systems research • p 263 A84-26789
Ames Research Center Life Sciences Payload Project
for Spacelab Mission 3
[SAE PAPER 831094] p 241 A84-29030
Environmental Control and Life Support for an
evolutionary Space Station
[SAE PAPER 831108] p 266 A84-29043
Are there limits to man's long-term presence in
space?
[SAE PAPER 831132] p 246 A84-29062
Potential interactions of collision avoidance advisories
and cockpit displays of traffic information
[SAE PAPER 831544] p 259 A84-29523
Voice interactive electronic warning systems (VIEWS)
- An applied approach to voice technology in the helicopter
cockpit
[SAE PAPER 831545] p 269 A84-29524
Room-temperature luminescence from kaolin induced
by organic amines p 272 A84-29602
Fine-structural changes in the midgut of old Drosophila
melanogaster p 242 A84-29613
Hypothermic and antipyretic effects of ACTH (1 -24) and
alpha-melanotropin in guinea-pigs p 243 A84-29619
Neural mechanisms of motion sickness
p275 A84-30334
Measurement of spine and total body mineral by
dual-photon absorptiometry p 276 A84-30343
Cardiovascular responses to hypogravic environments
p 277 A84-30356
Bed-rest studies - Fluid and electrolyte responses
p 291 A84-30357
Animal experimentation in Spacelab - Present and future
U.S. plans p277 A84-30360
Simulating certain aspects of hypogravity - Effects on
bone maturation in the nonweight bearing skeleton
p 278 A84-30865
Observations on the connectivity of the parvicellular
reticular formation with respect to a vomiting center
p280 A84-31601
Inhibition of cortical and trabecular bone formation in
the long bones of immobilized monkeys
p280 A84-31603
Distribution of snow and ice algae in western North
America p 280 A84-31607
Luminescence induced by dehydration of kaolin -
Association with electron-spin-active centers and with
surface activity for dehydration-polymerization of gtycine
p312 A84-31609
Perceived threat and avoidance maneuvers in response
to cockpit traffic displays p 331 A84-35900
Oxygen uptake kinetics of constant-load work - Upright
vs. supine exercise ' p 357 A84-36929
Therrrtoregulatory responses of rats -to varying
environmental temperatures p 345 A84-36936
Moving attention - Evidence for time-invariant shifts of
visual selective attention p 376 A84-37799
A laboratory for life sciences research in space
p349 A84-38342
Extended mission life support systems
[AAS PAPER 81-237] p 391 A84-39232
The atmosphere of Mars - Resources for the exploration
and settlement of Mars
[AAS PAPER 81-244] p 391 A84-39238
Mechanisms of nitrogen retention in forest ecosystems
- A field experiment p 353 A84-396B3
A suspension model for hypokinetic/hypodynamic and
antiorthostatic responses in the mouse
p398 A84-40355
Effect of dietary vitamin E or selenium on prostaglandin
• dehydrogenase in hyperoxic rat lung
. p399 A84-40356
Off-vertical rotation produces conditioned taste aversion
and suppressed drinking in mice p 399 A84-40358
The evolution of the prebiotic atmosphere
p447 A84-40434
. On archaebacterial ATPase from Halobacterium
saccharovorum . p405 A84-40S08
The effect of oxygen on denitrificaSon during
steady-state growth of Paracoccus halodenitrificans
P408 A84-40817
A dissimilatory nitrite reductase in Paracoccus
halodenitrificans p 408 A84-40818
Enkephalin inhibition of angiotensin-stimulated release
of oxytocin and vasopressin ' p 408 A84-40995
Prebiotic organic syntheses and the origin of life
p477 A84-43055
• Cardiovascular responses during ortho-stasis - Effect of
an increase in maximal O2 uptake p 459 A84-43730
Immersion diuresis without expected suppression of
vasopressin p 461 A84-43822
Vigilance and task load - In search of the inverted U.
p471 A84-44096
The growth of Paracoccus halodenitrificans in a defined
medium p454 A84-45399
•Electron transport in Paracoccus halodenitrificans and
the role of Ubiquinone p 479 A84-46550
Physiological responses to prolonged bed rest and fluid
immersion in humans p 489 A84-46537
The growth of paracoccus halodenitrificans in a defined
.medium , • '
[NASA-TM-84411] p9 N84-10724
The physiological effects of simultaneous exposures to
heat and vibration
[NASA-TM-84400] p 22 N84-10732
Composition and analysis of a model waste for a CELSS
(Controlled Ecological Life Support System)
[NASA-TM-84368] p 40 N84-11760
Pilot human factors in stall/spin accidents of supersonic
fighter aircraft • p 120 N84-15102
Visual slant misperception and the Black-Hole landing
situation
[NASA-TM-85866] p 153 N84-16795
Structural development and gravity
p 188 N84-18842
Bone loss in' tail-suspended rats in restricted to the
unweighted limbs p 188 N84-18843
Simulating certain aspects of hypogravity: Effects on
the mandibular incisors of suspended rats (PULEH
model) p 189 N84-18844
Hyper-gravitational effects on metabolism and
thermoregulation p 193 N84-18871
Nitrite reduction in paracoccus halodenitrificans:
Evidence for the role of a cd-type cytochrome in ammonia
formation
[NASA-TM-85883] p 198 N84-20125
Sic-medical Research Division significant
accomplishments for FY 1983
[NASA-TM-85929] p 198 N84-20128
An experimental evaluation of the Stemberg task as a
workload metric for helicopter Right Handling Qualities
(FHQ) research
[NASA-TM-85884] . p 234 N84-20176
SET) science working group report
[NASA-TP-2244] p 273 N84-22178
Modulated voltage metastable ionization detector
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11503-1] p 286 N84-23093
Method for the preparation of thin-skinned asymmetric
reverse osmosis membranes and products thereof
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11359-1] p 355 N84-28361
Uniform apparent contrast noise: A picture of the noise
of the visual contrast detection system
[NASA-TM-85867] p 437 N84-29456
Understanding a technical language:, A schema-based
approach • . .
[NASA-TM-85868] p 443 N84-29478
Shoulder and hip joint for hard space suits and the
like
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11534-1] p 477 N84-33021
Sensitivity of bone cell populations to weightlessness
and simulated weightlessness p 492 N84-34151
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Goddard Space Right Center, Greenbett, Md.
Apparatus for disintegrating kidney stones
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12652-1] p 493 N84-34913
National Aeronautics and Space Adjiilnlstiauon. •
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Tex.
Transdermal scopolamine in the prevention of motion
sickness - Evaluation of the time course of efficacy
.p20 A84-12061
Cardiovascular examinations and observations of
decondrdoning during the Space Shuttle orbital flight test
program . . p20 A84-12062
Medical results from STS 1-4 - Analysis of body fluids
p 58" A84-1516B
Human cellular immune responsiveness following space
flight .. , .-P58 A84-15169
Toxicotogical evaluation of the Columbia spacecraft
p69 A84-15170
Current concepts of space flight induced changes in
hormonal control of fluid and electrolyte metabolism
p203 A84-24333
Motion sickness susceptibility related to ACTH, ADH and
TSH . . p 206 A84-2436B
Hematopoiesis in antiorthostatic, hypokinesic rats
p 177 A84-24376
Measurement of reach envelopes with a four-camera
Selective Spot Recognition (SELSPOT) system
p 263 A84-27299
Systems engineering aspects of a preliminary
conceptual design of the space station environmental
control and life support system
[SAE PAPER 831109] p 268 A84-29044
Integrated atmosphere revrtalization system description
and test results
[SAE PAPER 831110] p 266 A84-29045
' Integrated water management system - Description and
test results
[SAE PAPER 831111] p 266 A84-29048
.Hypenlltration wash water recovery subsystem - Design
and test results
[SAE PAPER 831112] p 266 A84-29047
Urine pretreatrhent .for waste water processing
systems •
[SAE PAPER 831113] . ' p 267 A84-29048
Health care .delivery system for long duration manned
space operations
[SAE PAPER 831134] p 246 A84-29064
Regenerate non-venting thermal control subsystem for
extravehicular activity
[SAE PAPER 831151] • p 267 A84-29076
Habitability design elements for a space station..
[AAS PAPER 83-200] . p 269 A84-29853
Quantitation of tissue loss during prolonged space
flight ' P296 A84-31602
Vestibulospinal reflexes as a function of mterogravrty
p419 A84-40300
Influence of spacefiight on erythrokinetics in man .
, . p 419 A84-40302
Venous pressure in man during weightlessness
P419 A84-40303
The pilot's role in manned space flight
p 435 A84-41054
Space medicine ' p490 A84-49450
Absorbent product and articles made therefrom
(NASA-CASE-MSC-18223-2) ' p 40 N84-11758
Method and apparatus for simulating gravitational forces
on a living organism ' .
(NASA-CASE-MSC-20202-1] p 162 N84-16803
Space Station medical sciences concepts •
[NASA-TM-58255] ' p 243 N84-21040
. Heat resistant protective hand covering
[NASA-CASE-MSC-20261-2] p 309 N84-23113
High resolution bone mineral densitometry with a gamma
camera
[NASA-TM-85386] . p 372 N84-28391
Verification of an altitude decompression sickness
prevention protocol for Shuttle operations utilizing a 10.s
psi pressure stage
[NASA-TM-5B259] p 373 N84-28392
Heat resistant protective hand covering ' . • '
[NASA-CASE-MSC-20261-1] . p 395 N84-28484
Increase in whole-body peripheral vascular resistance
during three hours of air or oxygen prebreathing
[NASA-TM-5B261] - p 432 N84-30684
Pulmonary artery location during rrdcrogravity activity.
Potential impact for chest-mounted Doppler during space
travel . -' " -
[NASA-TM-58262]' ' • p 466 N84-31935
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va.
A system for intelligent teleoperation research .
[AIAA PAPER 83-2376] p 33 A84-10070
How a new instrument affects pilot's mental workload
. ; • ' • • • p 111 A84-18855
The effectiveness of using real-time eye-scanning
information for pilot training p 11 i A84-18856
Self-separation in terminal areas using COTI
p116 A84-19318
Simulation of a cockpit display concept for increased
airport capacity p 116 A84-19319
C-12
CORPORA TE SOURCE Naval Personnel Res. and Development Center, San Diego, Calif.
NASA research in teleoperation and robotics
p 264 . AS4-28523
Man's role in a remote orbital servicing system
[SAE PAPER 831422] p 268 A84-29485
Practical guidance for the design of controls and displays
for single pilot IFR
[SAE PAPER 831423) p 257 A84-29486
Summary of NASA Langley's pilot scan behavior
research
[SAE PAPER 831424] p 258 A84-29487
The pilot interface with cockpit automation and advanced
avinnics systems
[AIAA PAPER 84-2241 ] p 391 A84-39284
Evaluation of ride quality prediction methods for
operational military helicopters , p 441 A84-42276
Pilot response with conventional displays
p70 N84-12040
Single pilot scanning behavior in simulated instrument
flight p70 N84-12041
Display research: Pilot response with the "follow-me"
box display p70 N84-12043
Proposed study to determine potential flight applications
and human factors design guidelines of voice
recognition/synthesis systems p 71 N84-12047
Evaluation of ride quality prediction methods for
helicopter interior noise and vibration environments
[NASA-TP-2261] P 226 N84-20155
Method for thermal monitoring subcutaneous tissue
[NASA'-CASE-LAR-13028-1] . " p 249 N84-21053
A user-oriented and computerized model for estimating
vehicle ride quality
[NASA-TP-2299] P 262 N84-22162
Dose in critical body organs in low Earth orbit
[NASA-TM-85778] p 271 N84-22169
Medical dip
[NASA^CASE-LAR-12650-1] p 372 N84-28388
Process of making medical clip
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12650-2] , P 372 N84-28389
Physiological, Psychological, and Social Effects of
Noise .
'[NASA-RP-1115] p442 N84-29465
Physiological'functioning of the ear and masking
p 429 N84-29468
Loudness, noisiness, and vibration effects
P442 N84-29470
Presbycusis, sociocusis, and nosocusis
p442 N84-29471
Noise-induced hearing loss and its prediction •
p 429 N84-29472
Noise-induced hearing impairment and handicap
P429 N84-29473
Mental arid psychomotor task performance in noise
p 442 N84-29474
Nonauditory-system response to noise and effects on
health p442 N84-29475
Reactions to community noise p 443 N84-29476
Human exposure in low Earth orbit
[NASA-TP-2344] p 443 N84-29479
Global Biology Research Program: Biogeochemical
Processes in Wetlands
(NASA-CP-23161 p416 N84-30665
Executive summary. Background p 416 N84-30666
Geographic distribution of wetland parameters: The
foundation of a data base p 416 N84-30667
A framework for wetlands research: Development of
a wetlands data base p 416 N84-30668
Langley experience with ADABAS/NATURAL .
p470 N84-33272
Combined effect of noise and vibration on passenger
acceptance
[NASA-TM-86264] p 495 N84-34161
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
Method of making an ion beam sputter-etched
ventricular catheter for hydrocephalus shunt
[NASA-CASE-LEW-13107-2] p 300 N84-23095
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Marshall Space Right Center, Huntsvllle, Ala.
Prosthetic exclusive device for an internal
passageway
[NASA-CASE-MFS-25740-1 ] p 27 N84-11744
Self-locking telescoping manipulator arm
[NASA-CASE-MFS-25906-1] p 40 N84-11761
Coil planet centrifugation as a means for small particle
separation
[NASA-TM-82561] . p 52 N84-13756
National Aerospace Lab., , Amsterdam (Netherlands).
Human visual information processing: Basic viewpoints
from psychology and human engineering research
[NLR-MP-82032-U] p 100 N84-15798
A multivariate autoregressive display monitoring model
[NLR-MP-83033-U] p 336 N84-25298
National Aerospace Lab, Tokyo (Japan).
Perception of'the movement of visual scenes during
horizontal body rotation
[NAL-TR-787] p 334 N84-26292
Nations! Blomedlcal Research Foundation,
Washington, D. C.
Sequence evidence for the symbiotic origins of
chtoroplasts and mitochondria p 409 A84-40998
Investigation of compounds essential for the origin of
life
[NASA-CR-173538] p 320 N84-25272
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.
Study of biological samples obtained from victims of
MGM Grand Hotel fire p63 N84-13374
Size of letters required for visibility as a function of
viewing distance and observer visual acuity
[P883-250589] p 71 N84-13782
National Center for Devices and Radiological Health,
Rockvfue, Md.
Performance of a new 916 MHz direct contact applicator
with reduced leakage, a detailed analysis
[PB83-226621] p 24 N84-10742
National Defense Univ., Washington, D. C.
Cohesion in the US military
[AO-A140828] p378 N84-27439
National Inst lor Occupational Safety and Health,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Registry of toxic effects of chemical substances. User's
guide to the RTECS computer tape
[P883-223172] p 25 N84-10748
National Inst. for Personnel Research, Johannesburg
(South Africa).
The programming and validation of the computerised
version of the intermediate mental alertness test
[CSIR-PERS-303] p 68 N84-13776
Women at work and stress
[R/PERS-626] p68 N84-13777
National Inst of Mental Health, Bethesda, Ud.
Presynaptic elements involved in the maintenance of
the neuromuscular junction p 193 N84-18875
Bioassay. isolation and studies on the mechanism of
action of neurite extension factor p 195 N84-18881
National Inst of Mental Health, Rockvllle, Md.
Neurophysiological approaches to higher brain
functions
[PB84-175769] p 369 N84-27434
National Research Inst for Mathematical Sciences,
Pretoria (South Africa).
Strategies using an observer for steering a random
motion of a point in a multitarget environment
[CSIR-TWISK-285] p 153 N84-16794
National Taiwan Univ., Taipei.
Application of compartmentalization/alr lock of
simulated pressurized aircraft and tolerance of lung to rapid
decompression in different laboratory animals
p486 N84-3SOS3
Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md.
Stability enhancement of a flexible robot manipulator
[AD-A134185] p 162 N84-16807
Naval Aerospace Medical Research Lab, Pensacola,
Fla.
Elicitation of motion sickness by head movements in
the microgravity phase of parabolic flight maneuvers
p 357 A84-36931
Eruption of permanent dentition in rhesus monkeys
exposed to ELF (Extremely low frequency) fields
[AD-A132065] p 50 N84-12703
Effects of pulsed microwaves at 1.28 and 5.62 GHz on
Rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) performing an exercise
task at three levels of work
[AD-A132057] p 50 N84-12704
A restraint chair with rowing-like movement for exposing
exercising nonhuman primates to microwave irradiation
[AD-A132047] p 50 N84-12705
Effect of pulsed 5.62 GHz microwaves on squirrel
monkeys (Saimiri sciureus) performing a repeated
acquisition task
[AD-A132045] p 50 N84-12706
Figural aftereffects: An explanation in terms of multiple
mechanisms in the human visual system
[AD-A132066] p 62 N84-12715
An age comparison of the vestibule-ocular counterroll
reflex
[AD-A132064] p62 N84-12716
Vestibule-ocular reflex gain in man during active versus
passive oscillation and the influence of voluntary
gaze-control tasks
[AO-A132006] p62 N84-12717
Ultrastructural evaluation of the retina in retinopathy of
prematurity and correlations with vitamin E therapy
[AD-A135929] p 219 N84-20143
Distribution of visual characteristics of Naval aviation
personnel
[AD-A135930J p 219 NS4-20144
Performance consistency on a perceptual-motor task
as a correlate of achievement motivation
[AD-A135933] p 229 N84-20170
Airsickness during Naval flight officer training: Fleet
readiness squadrons
[AD-A138973] p 302 N84-24095
The assessment of nonionizing radiation hazards
[AD-P003294] p 374 N84-26444
Naval Air Development Center, Warrnlnster, Pa.
A servo controlled rapid response ant^ g valve
[AD-A134042] p118 N84-14687
Blood flow measurements under htgh-G conditions:
Early prediction of Gz tolerance
[AD-A134653] p 149 N84-17823
USN/USAF Anti-G-Suit consolidation program
[AD-A136138] p 233 N84-18908
Development of a pressurized anti-exposure barrier
system
[AD-A137130] p234 N84-2017P
Factors affecting human tolerance to sustained
acceleration
[AD-A138520] p 301 N84-23101
Fuel fire tests of the helicopter crewman jacket
[AD-A140037] p 337 N84-25302
Fuel fire tests of polytetra-fluoroethylene anti-exposure
suits
[AD-A140038] p337 N84-25303
Naval Blodynamlcs Lab, New Orleans, La.
Effects of impact acceleration on somatosensory evoked
[AD-A130280] p 22 NB4-10734
Effects of head impact acceleration on human
performance: Overview and preliminary battery
identification
[AD-A130286] p 31 N84-10754
Current research at the U.S. Naval Biodynamics
Laboratory on human whole-body motion and vibration
[AD-A13B387] p255 N84-22155
Massed practice: Does it change the statistical
properties of performance tests?
[AD-A139338] p 333 N84-25294
Naval Coastal Systems Lab., Panama City, Fla.
Design guidelines for carbon dioxide scrubbers
[AD-A130459] p 39 N84-10761
Naval Coastal Systems Center, Panama City, Fla.
Development of passive diver thermal protection
system
[AD-A130685] p 39 N84-10762
Naval Health Research Center, San Diego, Cam.
A survey of body fat content of U.S. Navy male
personnel
[AD-A131500] p23 N84-10736
Minicomputer administered tasks in the study of effects
of sustained work on human performance
[AD-A133870] p118 N84-14688
Benzodiazepine effects on arousal threshold during
sleep
[AD-A133151] p147 N84-16792
Extending human effectiveness during sustained
operations through sleep management
[AD-A134782] p 149 N84-17825
Cognitive performance change during a 6-hour hike at
low temperature in simulated rain, at controlled walking
rates
[ AD-A138358] p 301 N84-23100
Aerottc/calisthenic and aerobic/circuit weight training
programs for Navy men: A comparative study
[AD-A140971 ] p373 N84-28396
Health risks associated with aircraft model type among
US Navy pilots
[AD-P003270] p 385 N84-28435
Naval Medical Research Inst, Bethesda, Md.
Efficiency of high-frequency ventilation as determined
by nitrogen washouts: A model study
[AD-A131331] p27 N84-11745
A norvdimensional analysis of cardiovascular response
to cold stress. Part 1: Identification of the physical
parameters that govern the thermoregulatory function of
the cardiovascular system
[AD-A13B710] p32B N84-25285
Naval Ocean Systems Center, San Diego, Calif.
A man-machine interface concept for a state-of-art,
shipboard, command/control console
[AD-PO02894] p 309 N84-22854
NOSC (Naval Ocean Systems Center)-Hawaii perceptual
sciences research program
[AD-P003361] p395 N84-28474
Factors affecting visual performance with stereoscopic
television displays
[AD-P003362] ' p 388 N84-28475
Naval Porsoniwl Research and Development Center,
San Diego, Calif.
Effects of behavioral objectives and instructions on
earning a category task
[AD-A130386] p30 N84-10750
Productivity improvement in a purchase division:
Evaluation of a Performance Contingent Reward System
(PCRS)
[AD-A133589] p 155 N84-16801
C-13
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Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif.
Racial bias and predictive validity in testing for
selection
[AD-A131830] p 67 N84-12722
A mathematical model for oxygen toxicity in man
[AO-A137379] p 218 N84-20139
The effect of noise and display orientation on cognitive
performance
[AD-A136808] p 227 N84-201S8
Development of the A-6E/A-6E TRAM/KA-6D NATOPS
(Naval Air Training and Operating Procedures
Standardization) calculator aided performance planning
system (NCAPPS)
[AD-A138897] p 306 N84-24100
An internal review and operational trial of a human
factors engineering self-paced course in accordance with
the instructional systems development process
[AD-A140011] p337 N84-25301
Naval Ship Research and Development Center,
Bethesda,Md.
A survey of robotic technology
[AD-A130999] p 40 N84-11762
Naval Submarine Medical Center, Groton, Conn.
Standards for protective goggles for use in the cold
[AD-A137288] p 234 N84-20179
Naval Submarine Medical Research Lab, Groton,
Conn.
The stability of visual field measures with repeated
testing
[AD-A132704] p 86 N84-14674
Proceedings of the 3rd Tripartite Conference on
Submarine Medicine: France, United Kingdom and the
United States
[AD-A133150] p90 N84-15777
Cold weather goggles. 6: Effectiveness of yellow
filters
[AD-A136241] p 232 N84-18904
Visual clarity with a Wack-and-White scene
[AD-A141498] p 427 N84-2944S
Naval Training Analysis and Evaluation Group,
Orlando, Fla.
The design and production of a procedure training aid
using the procedure learning format and the computer
automated page layout (PLA) routine
[AD-A139988] p 333 N84-25292
Naval Training Equipment Center, Orlando, Fla.
Part-task training strategies in simulated carrier landing
final approach training
[AD-A136670] p 227 N84-20156
Annotated bibliography of human factors laboratory
reports (1945-1968): Supplement 4,1979-1983
[AD-A142141] p443 N84-29481
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center,
San Diego, Cam.
Guide to the development of a human factors
engineering data retrieval system
[AD-A136918] p 238 N84-20187
Evaluation of eye movement training for Navy pilots
[AD-A139489] p 302 N84-24091
Computer-managed Instruction: Individual differences
in student performance
[AD-A139708] p 332 N84-2S286
Computer-managed instruction: Stability of cognitive
components
[AD-A139881] p 333 N84-25291
Biomagnetism: Possible new predictor of personnel
performance
[AD-A1424S1] p438 N84-30697
Spatial performance, cognitive representation and
cerebral procedures
[AD-A144095] p 495 N84-34163
Nebraska Univ., Lincoln.
The Prochloron symbiosis p 243 AB4-29700
Nelson and Johnson Engineering, Inc, Boulder, Colo.
The historical development and basis of human factors
guidelines for automated systems in aeronautical
operations
[NASA-CR-166S60] p 234 N84-20174
New Mexico State Univ., Las Cruces.
Human factors affecting pilot performance in vertical and
translational instrument flight
(AD-A139141) p311 N84-24105
Eye accommodation, personality, and autonomic
balance
[AD-A141499] p427 N84-29446
Cognitive organization as a function of flying
expenence
[AOA141767] P437 N84-29459
New Mexico Untv, Albuquerque.
The effects of hyperbaric elemental gases on the rate
coefficient of K(+) influx in mammalian synaptosomes
p 52 N84-13754
New York State ColL of Agriculture and Life Sciences,
Ithaca.
Understanding picture-text instructions
[AD-A139746] p 332 N84-25287
New York State Dept. of Health, Albany.
Methane producing bacteria: Immunotogical
characterization p414 N84-29438
New York State Univ., Blnghamton.
Neurospora Orcadian rhythms in space - A
reexamination of the endogenous-exogenous question
p398 A84-40311
New York Unlv, New York.
Perception of higher derivatives of visual motion
[AD-A133908] p 89 N84-15773
Neuromagnetic investigation of workload and attention
[AI>A136172] p219 N84-20147
Neuromagnetic investigation of workload and attention
[AO-A140946] p373 N84-28394
New York Untv. Medical Center.
Effects of microwaves on cell membrane permeability
[AD-A142979] p 456 N84-31913
Nljmegen Univ. (Netherlands).
Crystallization of the membrane protein rhodopsin
p483 N84-34120
North Carolina Agricutturel and Technical State Unlv,
Greensboro.
Computer aided techniques for crew station design,
work-space Organizer-WORG, workstation layout
Generator-WOLAG
[AD-A132981] p119 N84-14693
North Carolina Unlv. at Greensboro.
Short-term memory and dual task performance
p96 A84-18832
North Carolina Untv, Chapel HID.
Oxygen insufficiency and energy failure in brain:
Uncoupling of oxidaUve phosphorylation at low oxygen
concentration p87 N84-14681
Performance in dual tasks
[ AD-A138603] p 305 N84-24096
' Northrop Services, Inc., Houston, Tex.
Motion sickness susceptibility related to ACTH. ADH and
TSH p206 A84-24368
Hematopoiesis in antiorthostatic, hypokinesic rats
p 177 A84-24376
Measurement of reach envelopes with a four-camera
Selective Spot Recognition (SELSPOT) system
p263 A84-27299
Northrop Services, Inc., Research Triangle Park, N. C.
Dosimetry of ozone and nitrogen dioxide in man and
animals
[PB84-195304] p 469 N84-33009
Norwegian Defence Research Establishment, K|eller.
A study on the gastrointestinal hormones and the gastric
ackl secretion during physical stress in man
[NDRE/PUBL-83/1001] p217 N84-20136
General introduction to trie study on the gastrointestinal
hormones and the gastric acid secretion during physical
stress in man p 218 N84-20137
The effect of physical stress on gastric secretion and
pancreatic polypeptJde levels In man
p218 N84-20138
Attention, performance, and sustained activation in
military air traffic controllers p 261 N84-21078
Modulation of the chollnergic mechanisms in the
bronchial smooth muscle
[NDRE/PUBL-84/1001] p 467 N84-31937
Norwich Unlv, Northfleld, Vt
Windows on a future world: Hu,?an dimensions of Air
Force doctrine in the 21 st century
[AD-P003307] p394 N84-28449
Oak Ridge National Lab, Tenn.
Nonparametric estimation of the distribution of time to
onset for specific diseases in survival/sacrifice
experiments
[OE83-013726] p 10 N84-10728
The relevance of experimental animal studies to the
human experience
(OE83-014053] p 10 N84-10729
Intercomparison of stable-element content of foods by
statistical methods
[DE83-014029] p 39 N84-10764
Calculations of radiation fields and monkey mid-head
and mid-thorax responses in AFRRI-TRIGA reactor facility
expenments
[DE83-015483] p 13 N84-11741
Accuracy of external personnel dosimetry systems in
mixed neutron and gamma radiation fields
(OE83-015712] p 28 N84-11751
Nuclear-medicine
[DEB4-000346] p 52 N84-13759
Chemical and physical characterization of the activation
of ribulosebiphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase
[DE83-017226] p 53 N84-13764
Robotics-related technology in the nuclear industry
[DE83-017131] p120 N84-15799
Human factors in remote, control engineering
development activities
[DE84-003201) p 272 N84-22176
Oakland Unlv, Rochester, Mich.
Relevant and irrelevant legal structures: Distinguishing
private sector from DOD contracting
(AD-P003241] p380 N84-28408
Oesterrelchlsches Forschungszentrum Selbersdorf
G-rrubK, Vienna.
Poly (ADP-ribose) in nudeoids
[OEFZS-4267] p 374 N84-28399
Radiation protection problems caused by nonionizing
electromagnetic radiation in Austria
[OEFZS-4268] p 374 N84-28400
The Austrian primary standard for ionizing radiation
dosimetry results of international intercomparisons
[OEFZS-4269] p 374 N84-28401
Office National deludes et de Recherches
Aerospatiales, Parts (Franco).
Flight dynamics and aircraft piloting
[ONERA-P-1983-1] p 339 N84-26301
Office of Naval Research, London (England).
Applied psychology in Europe: An ONR perspective
[AO-A133093] p 100 N84-15797
Robot maniputatof control
[AD-A12936S] p 120 N84-15800
A survey of European robotics research
[AD-A13S952] p310 N84-23122
BioeJectromagnetics research in West Germany: An
[AD-A144297] p 486 N84-34911
Bioelectromagnetics research in France: An
assessment
[AD-A144305] p 486 N84-34912
Office of Technology Assessment, Washington, D.C.
Commercial biotechnology: An international analysis
[PB84-173608] p 321 N84-26272
Ohio State Unlv, Columbus.
An 0X6TCJS6 metabolism chamber for mice
p74 A84-16663
A comparison of visual and kinesthetic-tactual displays
for compensatory tracking p 231 A84-25010
An experimental study of multi-link models of human
postural dynamics and control p 63 N84-13769
Optical flow and texture variables useful in simulating
self motion (2)
[AD-A133597] p SO NS4-15779
The role of calcium in the gravitropic response of
roots p 187 N84-18834
Analysis of the kinematic properties data of the shoulder
complex during forced motion
[AD-A135913] p 216 N84-18895
Cardiac swimming and a traditional rehabilitation
program of bike-walk-jog; a comparison of maximal oxygen
consumption and strength p 254 N84-22148
The development of a bidirectional multi-speed Impact
model of the adult human thorax p 329 N84-26273
Suppression of asymmetric add efflux and gravitroplsm
In maize roots treated with auxin transport Inhibitors of
sodium orthovanadate
[NASA-CR-173634) p 353 N84-27395
Modeling, control and simulation of three-dimensional
robotic systems with application to biped locomotion
p476 N84-31943
Research on computer aided testing of pilot response
to critical in-flight events
[NASA-CR-173871] p 476 N84-31945
Ohio Wesleyan Unlv, Delaware.
Functional assessment of laser irradiation
[AD-A139490] p 320 N84-25273
Functional assessment of laser irradiation
[AD-A139507] p 321 N84-25274
Oklahoma Unlv, Norman.
Research and theory on predecision processes
[AD-A137962] p 262 N84-22163
Ability and expertise in act generation
[AD-A137973] p 305 N84-23110
Problem analysis and definition in act generation
[AD-A137978] p 305 N84-23111
Old Dominion Untv, Norfolk, Va.
The effectiveness of using real-time eye scanning
information for pilot training p111 A84-18856
Oculometric indices of simulator and aircraft motion
[NASA-CR-3801 ] p 334 N84-26291
A review and evaluation of research concerning the
performance effects of nuclear radiation
[AD-P003295] p 355 N84-28445
Assessment of learning abilities using rate measures
[AO-P003340] p 387 N84-28463
Visual information transfer. 1: Assessment of specific
information needs. 2: The effects of degraded motion
feedback. 3: Parameters of appropriate instrument
scanning behavior
[NASA-CR-173913] p 477 N84-33020
C-14
CORPORA TE SOURCE Rose-Hulman Inst of Tech., Terre Haute, Ind.
OPTRA, hie, Everett. Has*.
Rapid Identification of micro-organisms
[AD-A132831] p 78 N84-15759
Oregon Health Sciences Untv, Portland.
Countercurrenl distribution of biological cells
INASA-CR-170958] p 78 N84-1S755
Organization Research Group of Tidewater, Ine,
Norfolk, Va.
A questionnaire assessment of estimated radiation
effects upon military task performance
[AD-P003254] . p 382 N84-28421
Osaka Electro-Communication Untv. (Japan).
Fuzzy reasoning under new compositional rules of
inference
[AD-P002364] p 306 N84-24155
Ottawa Univ. (Ontario).
Studies of the electric field distribution In biological
bodies: Experimental dosimetry at radio frequencies
[AD-At 43507] p457 N84-32992
Outu Univ. (Finland).
Absolute photopeak efficiency values for an intrinsic
well-type Ge detector in the gamma ray region 0.1 to 3.0
MeV
[REPT-2(1984)] p 374 N84-28398
Pacific Northwest Lab, Rtehland, Wash.
Concepts of dose to soft tissue at the cellular level
[DES3-013830] p 28 N84-11746
Evaluation of a draft standard on performance
specifications tor health physics instrumentation
[DE83-016169] p 28 N84-11749
Evaluation of a draft standard on performance
specifications for health physics instrumentation
[DE83-OI6186] p 28 N84-117SO
Use of fauna as btomonitors
[OE83-016082] p S3 N84-13762
Life histories and monitoring strategies: Some lessons
from Held experience
(OE83-016164) p S3 N84-13763
Biological effects of electric fields: An overview
[DE84-005888] p 244 N84-22144
Pacrflc-Slerra Research Corp, Los Angeles, Calif.
Estimated effects of Ionizing radiation upon military task
performance: Individual combat crewmember
[AD-P003255] p 383 N84-28422
Pacfflca-Sterra Research Corp, Los Angeles, CafH.
Initial human response to nuclear radiation
[AD-A137S43] p 249 N84-21054
Patraa Univ. (Greece).
Researching the man-machine system as a function ol
soil-environment system p233 N84-19894
A stochastic model for the
Man-Machine-Soil-Environment System (MMSES) and the
influence of vibrations p233 N84-19895
PEDCo-Envlronrnental, Inc, Durham, N.C.
A study of personal exposure to carbon monoxide in
Denver, Colorado
[PB84-148125] p 256 N84-22161
Pennsylvania CoO. Of Optometry, Philadelphia.
ERG (Electroretjnogram) Implicit time: An exploration
of high frequency wavelets recorded in the human visual
system
[AD-A134S7S] p 150 N84-17832
Pennsylvania State Untv, Herahey.
Enkephalin inhibition of angkrtensin-stimulated release
of oxytodn and vasopressin p408 A84-40995
Pennsylvania State Univ., University Park.
Physiological responses of normotenslves and essential
hypertensives to exercise in the heat p 63 N84-13768
Electrical-shock prevention. Volume 1: Protection of
maintenance personnel
[PB84-102946] p 165 N84-17865
Electrical-shock prevention. Volume 2: Ground-fault
interrupting devices
[PB84-102853] p 165 N84-17866
Electrical-shock prevention. Volumes: Fault protection
for motion-drive equipment
[PB84-102961] p16S N84-17867
Electrical-shock prevention. Volume 4: Overhead-line
contact fatalities
[PB84-102979] ' . p 166 N84-17868
Biophysical mechanism of differential growth during
gravitropism p 191 N84-18861
Safety eye protection through use of fast acting optical
switching
[AD-A138582] p310 N84-23120
Pennsylvania Untv, Philadelphia.
Resistance of mature AraWdopsis plants to mechanical
deformation In relation to g-force during development
p178 A84-24383
Qrcumnutation observed without a significant
gravitational force in spaceflight p 398 A84-40310
Importance of gravity for plant growth and behavior
p 192 N84-18864
Investigation of mechanisms underlying odor
recognition
[AD-A140969] p 388 N84-28482
Perceptronlca, Inc, Mento Park, Calif.
Alternative knowledge acquisition interface structures
[AD-A139019] p 305 N84-23109
Perceptronlca, Inc. Woodland Hffls, Cam.
Model-based estimation and prediction of task-imposed
mental workload p 113 A84-19299
Mental representation of circuit diagrams: Individual
differences in procedural knowledge
(AD-A136876] p 227 N84-20159
Integrating research on perceived and acceptable risk
within the psychometric paradigm
[AD-A140833] p 378 N84-27440
Operator alertness/workload assessment using
stochastic model-based analysis of myoelectric signals
[AD-A144535] p 495 N84-34921
Phtllpv Medical Service, 'Eindhoven (Netherlands).
Review of occupational medicine relevant to aviation
medicine p469 N84-33012
Park (Oeorge W.) Seed Co, Inc, Greenwood, S.C.
Seeds in space experiment (P0004-1)
p319 NS4-24675
Pittsburgh Untv, Pa.
Problem solving abilities
[AD-A134717] p 155 N84-17840
Problem solving and reasoning
[AD-A138889] p 306 N84-24099
Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw.
Conference on Ultrasonics in Biology and Medicine,
UBIOME06: Report summaries
[ISSN-0208-5658] p9 N84-10723
Use of the Doppler ultrasound method to evaluate the
rate of blood flow In children with patent ductus
arteriosus
[ISSN-0208-5658] p 426 N84-29441
Experimental and clinical research on the effectiveness
of ultrasound in vascular surgery
[ISSN-0208-5658] p 427 N84-29442
Pomona ColL, Claremont, Calif.
visual organization and Information processing
[PB84-170778] p 333 N84-25295
Prtns Maurits Lab. TNO, Rljswljk (Netherlands).
Results and Interpretation of labor-hygienic studies In
the palntshop of the jet engine depot of the Woensdrecht
airbase
[PML-1982-54] p 40 N84-11759
Prttsker and Associates, Inc, Albuquerque, N. Men.
A computer simulation to predict target identification
latencies
[AD-P003272] p 385 N84-28437
Professional Staff Association of the Rancho Los
Amtgos Hospital, Inc, Downey, Calif.
Short-term human respiratory effects of nitrogen dioxide:
Determination of quantitative dose-response profiles.
Phase 1: Exposure of healthy volunteers to 4 PPM NO/sub
2
[PB84-132299] p 220 N84-20148
Purdue Untv, Lafayette, Ind.
Measuring pilot workload In a moving-base simulator. I
Asynchronous secondary choice-reaction task
p114 A84-19300
.Time series modeling of human operator dynamics In
manual control tasks
[AIAA PAPER 84-1899] p 474 A84-43446
In vitro chlorophyll photosynthetic reaction
[PB84-104892] p 137 N84-17810
Objective measure of pilot workload
[NASA-CR-173296] p 164 N84-17858
Mechanical regulation of plant growth and
development p 191 N84-18858
Performance feedback effects under varying conditions
of goals, feedback type, and choice
[A0-A136703] p227 N84-20157
New techniques for measuring single event related brain
potentials
[AD-A138694] p 304 N84-23107
Personnel technology: Performance appraisal, a
process approach
[AD-A13S359] p 305 N84-23112
Randomllne, Inc., Huntingdon Valley, Pa
Behavioral and prenatal effects of 60-Hz fields
[DES4-001126] p77 N84-14664
Research Inst of National Defence, Stockholm
(Sweden).
Coherence of appraisal and coping: Parachute jump
effectiveness
[FOA-C-S5058-H3] p 67 N84-12724
Preliminary field tests for detecting frying targets in front
of a land background
[FOA-C-56033-H2] p 157 N84-17847
Detection of flying targets in from of a land background:
Laboratory tests
[FOA-C-S6034-H2] p 157 NB4-17848
Detection of flying targets in front of a land background:
Reid tests
[FOA-C-S6035-+I2] p 157 N84-17849
Man and machine. The role ol human factors in system
development
[FOA-A-56005-H2] p 165 N84-17863
Protection against heat radiation in the steel industry
[FOA-C-20500-E4] p 165 N84-17864
Psychological research in USA within the areas of
anti-tank helicopter operations and man-computer
interactions: Study trip to USA. May-June 1983
[FOA-C-53012-H2] p 229 N84-20172
Report on study trip to France, 28 June-9 July 1983
[FOA-C-59007-H1] p 237 N84-20193
Human factors in weapon systems
IFOA-A-56006-H2] p 337 N84-25297
Report on a visit to England, 7-10 November 1983
[FOA-C-59009-H1] p 374 N84-28402
The military aircrew work environment
[FOA-A-59005-H1-H2] p 396 N84-28490
Improved G-Tolerance with assisted positive pressure
breathing and anti-gravity suit with ready pressure and
faster filling
[FOA-A-58002-H1] p 444 N84-29486
Third World Congress on Emergency and Disaster
Medicine
[FOA-C-52005-H4] p 433 N84-30692
Research InsL of National Defence, Umea (Sweden).
Dose conversion factors for inhaled radionudkles
[FOA-C-40184-A3] p 91 N84-15788
Effectiveness of a device tor detection of bacteriological
aerosols; improvements in standardization and sensitivity
in the laboratory
[FOA-C-40175-B2] p 199 N84-20132
The stability of atropine, stored in the Swedish
eutomjector
[FOA-C-40191-C3] p 484 N84-34127
Research Triangle Inst, Research Triangle Park, N.C.
Personal exposure to volatile organics and other
compounds indoors and outdoors: The TEAM (Total
Exposure Assessment Methodology) study
[PB63-231357] p 24 N84-10744
Retina Foundation, Boston, Mass.
Eye movements and spatial pattern vision
[AD-A140949] p388 N84-26481
Rhode Island Untv, Kingston.
. The Role of Oxygen Radicals in Biology and Medicine
[ AD-A133053] p 77 N84-14663
Rice Untv, Houston, Tex.
A critical analysis of the uses of multiple regression In
the study of human judgement
[AD-A131224] / p31 N84-10755
Cognitive components underlying the digit symbol test
[PB83-2S0464] p 68 N84-13779
Fluid mechanical aspects of cell culture
[NASA-CR-171749] p 195 N84-18888
The effect of information display format on multiple-cue
judgment
[AD-A142884] p472 N84-31941
Rochester General Hospital, N. Y.
Prosthetic occlusive device for an internal
passageway
[NASA-CASE-MFS-25740-1] p 27 N84-11744
Development and marketing of a prosthetic urinary
control valve system
[NASA-CR-170994] p 271 N84-22168
Rochester Unrv, N. Y.
Microwaves, hyperthermia, and human leukocyte
function
[PB83-225375] p 24 N84-10746
Exposure chamber for studies of pollutant gases and
aerosols in human subjects: Design considerations
[DE84-001135] p91 N84-15785
Microwaves and human leukocyte function: Exposure
of human mononuclear leukocytes to microwave energy
pulse-modulated at 16 Hz or at 60 Hz
[AD-A141071] p427 N84-29443
Rockefeller Untv, New York.
Vestibular-induced vomiting after vestibulocerebellar
lesions p462 A84-45665
Pea amyloplast ONA is qualitatively similar to pea
chloroplast DNA p 194 N84-18877
Rome Untv. (Italy).
Hallistocardiograpriy: A non-invasive method advancing
towards clinical application p 253 N84-21093
Rose-Hulman InsL of Tech, Terre Haute, Ind.
Conference Grant for 2nd World Congress on
Biomaterials
[AD-A143129] p456 N84-31915
C-15
Royal Air Force Inst of Aviation Medicine Farnborough CORPORA TE SOURCE
Royal Air Force InsL of Aviation Medicine,
ramboroufln (Engtanfl).
Mass discrimination during prolonged weightlessness
p420 A84-40304
Adaptation to irregularity of rest and activity
p260 N84-21070
Hypnotics and air operations p 251 N84-21072
Workload of personnel engaged in air defence
p270 N84-21079
Human factors of air operations in the South Atlantic
campaign p 270 N84-21080
Visual problems in helicopter operations
p338 N84-26283
Thermal control problems in military helicopters
p338 N84-26286
Mental performance in mild oxygen deficiency
[IAM-409] p368 N84-27433
Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford (England).
Assessing pilot workload in flight p 499 N84-34408
Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough (England).
Oxygen affinity of hemoglobin, 3 hours after passive
increase in altitude from 400 to 1800 metres
[RAE-TRANS-2118] p 468 N84-33004
The perception of saturation and hue on colour cathode
ray tubes
[ AD-A143645] p 498 N84-34167
Royal Naval Personnel Research Committee! London
(England).
Motion illness: A bibliography
[AD-A139342] p 327 N84-2S276
Royal Observatory, Edinburgh (Scotland).
Work at high altitude: A clinical and physiological study
at the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope, Mauna Kea,
Hawaii
[REPT-11] p254 N84-22147
Rutgers - The State Univ., New Brunswick, N. J.
Eye movements and visual information processing
[AD-A140438] p 334 N84-26296
Saint Louto Unrv, Mo.
Experiments on factors that influence muscular function
in man
[AD-A133928] p 88 N84-15771
Cardiovascular and respiratory responses to muscular
activity during immersion in water at different
temperatures
[AD-A138894] p 302 N84-24O94
Salk Institute for Biological studies, San Diego, CalH.
Nonenzymatic formation of 'energy-rich' lactoyt and
gtyceroyl thtoesters from glyceraldehyde and a thkH
p44B A84-42SOO
Chiral selection in poly(C)-directed synthesis of
Oligo(G) p477 A84-45119
San Diego State Unhr, CaDf.
Mechanism of shoot gravhropism p 187 N84-18838
San Francisco Unrv, CalH.
The Gokji-Hortega-Lavilla technique, with a useful
additional step for application to brain tissue after
prolonged fixation p 7 A84-12274
The effects of immobilization on cortical bone in
monkeys (M. nemestrina) p 176 A84-24367
San Jose State Univ., Cam.
The reliability and validity of flight task workload
ratings p94 A84-18794
Room-temperature luminescence from kaolin induced
by organic amines p 272 A84-29602
Luminescence induced by dehydration of kaolin -
Association with electron-spin-active centers and with
surface activity for dehydration-polymerization of gtycine
p312 A84-31609
Off-vertical rotation produces conditioned taste aversion
and suppressed drinking in mice p 399 A84-4O358
Vigilance and task load - In search of the inverted U
p471 A84-44096
Sandta Labs, Albuquerque, N. Hex.
An approach to modeling of human performance for
purposes of probabilistic risk assessment
[DE83-009292] p 40 N84-11764
Santa Clara Univ., CaDf.
The effects of hypergravtty on the rate of antibody
formation in the rat p 177 A84-24377
Luminescence induced by dehydration of kaolin -
Association with electron-spin-active centers and with
surface activity for dehydration-porytnerfeation of gtycine
p312 A84-31609
The growth of Paracoccus hatodenitrificans in a defined
medium p 454 A84-45399
School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex.
Combined effects of ionizing radiation and
antrehoGnesterase exposure on rodent motor
performance
[AD-A131847) p 51 N84-12707
Decompression procedures for flying after diving, and
diving at altitudes above sea level
[AD-A132039) p 64 N84-13771
Duration of memory loss due to electron beam
[AD-A132941] p 78 NB4-15760
Aircrew fatigue during extended transport, tactical, and
command post operations p 251 N84-21075
Yellow ophthalmic filters in the visual acquisition of
aircraft
[AO-A138536] p 300 N84-23097
Motor performance in irradiated rats as a function of
radiation source, dose, and time since exposure
[AD-A141209] p 355 NB4-28363
Psychological evaluation of aircrew members
[AD-P003286] p 385 N84-28440
Animal models for the assessment of laser induced eye
damage
(AD-P003293] p 355 N84-28443
Delayed effects of proton irradiation in Macaca mulatta
3: Glucose intolerance
[AD-A142289] p 416 N84-30669
Measurement of specific absorption rate in human
phantoms exposed to simulated Air Force radar
emissions
[AD-A143570] p 468 N84-33007
Science and Education Administration, Gainesville, Fla.
Evaluation of Insecticides, repellents, and other
approaches to the control of coastal stand flies, culkxwJes
sop
[AD-A141132] p414 N84-2943S
Science Applications, Inc., Dayton, Ohio.
Development of color criteria for advanced displays
[AD-A143246] p 468 N84-33006
Scrlpps Institution of Oceanography, La Jolla, Calif.
Prochloron research
[NASA-CR-173264] p 197 N84-20113
Prochloron on synaptula p 197 N84-20114
Prochloron p 197 N84-20116
Prochloron-ascidian svmbtoses: Photosynthetic
potential and productivity p 197 N84-20117
Diurnal rhythm in the cell-division frequency of
Prochloron (prochlorophyta) in nature
p 197 N84-20118
. Chlorophyll and carotenoJd' pigments of prochloron
(prochlorophyta) p 197 N84-20119
Report of prochloron research, IPE-7 (Palau, February
1982) "" p 198 N84-20122
IPE 7 p 198 N84-20123
Scrlpps Institution of Oceanography, San Diego, CalH.
Yields photosynthetic efficiencies, and proximate
chemical composition of dense cultures of marine
microalgae, a subcontract report
[DE83-011992] p 52 N84-13757
Seville Training Systems Corp, Pensacola, Fla.
Processes of skill performance: A foundation for the
design and use of training equipment
[AD-A136879] p 227 N84-20160
SmHh-KettteweR InsL of Visual Sciences, San
Francisco, Cam.
The mechanism of human velocity discrimination
[AD-A144527] p 494 N84-34918
South Dakota State Untv, BrooMngs.
Metabolic characteristics of post-exercise ketosis: The
protective effects of training p 220 N84-20152
Southampton Untv. (England).
Audkimetric configurations and repeatability in
noise-induced hearing loss
[ISVR-TR-123] p434 N84-30694
SRI International Corp, Menkt Park, CalH.
Use of impedance plethysmography to continually
monitor bone marrow blood flow p398 A84-40354
Direct biological effects of increased atmospheric
carbon dioxide levels
[PB83-224360] p 25 N84-10749
Spatiotemporal characteristics of visual localization
(AD-A133952) p 88 N84-15770
Neurophysiological bases of event-related potentials
[AD-A135263] p216 N84-18897
USAFSAM (USAF School of Aerospace Medicine)
review and analysis of radiofrequency radiation btoerfects
literature
[AD-A140023] p 327 N84-25280
USAFSAM (USAF School of Aerospace Medicine)
review and analysis of radiofrequency radiation bioerlects
literature
[AD-A142961] p 456 N84-31912
Stanford Unhr, Cam.
Mechanisms of nitrogen retention in forest ecosystems
- A field experiment p 353 A84-39683
Reaction times to weak test lights
p418 A84-39800
Experimental evidence for beta-decay as a source of
chirality by enantiomer analysis p400 A84-4O467
Representations of perceptions of risks
(AD-A131443] p 32 N84-10759
External versus intuitive reasoning: The conjunction
fallacy in probability judgment
[AD-A131801] p68 N84-13778
Isolation and characterization of beta-glucan synthase:
A potential biochemical regulator of gravistimulated
differential cell wall loosening p 195 N84-18882
Neurophysiological bases of event-related potentials
[AD-A135263] ' p216 N84-18897
Precise control of flexible manipulators •
[NASA-CR-175389] p 234 N84-20175
GUIDON: A computer-aided instructional program
[AD-A139999] ' p 333 N84-25293
Risk: The long and the short
[AD-A140580] p 378 N84-27438
Pharmacotogic counter measures minimizing post-space
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The effect of a 90-day hypodynamy on the neurohumoral
system, egg laying and metabolism of proteins in Japanese
quail P 178 AB4-24382
A delay in the visual perception of motion in flight
Simulators p303 A84-32963
Some aspects of the origin and early evolution of
btoenergetic processes p400 A84-40460
The evolution of prebiological self-organization -
Probable colloid-chemical evolution of first prpkaryotic
cells P400 A84-40461
Present state of the coacervate-in-coacervate theory -
Origin and evolution of cell structure
p 402 A84-40484
Lack of an effect of corpuscular vaccine against I phase
O-fever on persistence and reactivation of Coxiella bumetii
infection in mouse and guinea pigs tissue
p 354 N84-27402
Use of radial hemolysis method in gel for detection of
antibodies to Bunya virus Lednice (Turlock virus group)
p354 N84-27403
DENMARK
Skin and muscle vascular resistance during tilt and neck
suction P204 A84-24345
End-Cretaceous brachiopod extinctjons in the chalk of
Denmark p 185 A84-25791
Cross power spectral analysis of the vestibular-ocular
reflex P 289 A84-30338
Vestibular function during parabolic flight
p289 AS4-30341
Exercise and heat stress in simulated zero-G during
water immersion P 291 A84-30361
Glucose turnover and hormonal changes during
insulin-induced nypoglycemia in trained humans
p460 A84-43819
Handling of hydrazine in the Royal Danish Air Force
p469 N84-33014
ESTONIA
Seasonal dynamics of rrttolic activity of cells in the
adenonypophysis and in the adrenal cortex of rats in normal
conditions and stress reaction P 348 A84-37843
The perception of binaural temporal shifts
p436 A84-41552
Use of robots in Estonian auto, machine tool industries
viewed p311 N84-23916
FINLAND
Drug treatment of motion sickness - Scopolamine alone
and combined with ephedrine in real and simulated
situations . P 420 A84-40359
Absolute photopeak efficiency values for an intrinsic
well-type Ge detector in the gamma ray region 0.1 to 3.0
MeV
[REPT-20 984)] p 374 N84-28398
FRANCE
Ventilatory response of intact cats to carbon monoxide
hypoxia P 1 A84-10277
Human body temperature - Its measurement and
regulation p 16 A84-11017
Respective role of rrdcrogravity and cosmic rays on
paramecium tetraurelia cultured aboard Salyut 6
[IAF PAPER 83-188] p6 A84-11759
Intersubject variability in growth hormone time course
during different types of work p 79 A84-16178
Visuo-martual tracking performance of man submitted
to vibration p 157 A84-19640
The anthropic principle and its implications for biological
evolution p 166 A84-20017
High-frequency vestibuto-ocutar reflex activation through
forced head rotation in man p 138 AS4-20286
Spinal reflex alterations as a function of intensity and
frequency of vibration applied to the .feet of seated
subjects p 138 A84-20287
Effects of +Gz accelerations of long duration on the
circulatory pressure distribution p 140 A84-21013
Rhythm anomalies observed In the course of 24-hour
EKGs in healthy young males - Report of 100 cases
p 140 A84-21014
Isolated mesotelesystolic dick and the fitness of flight
personnel p 140 A84-21015
An altimetric-dilution law applicable to high-altitude
clothing p 159 A84-21016
Analogical simulation model of the thermal stress
affecting the head p 159 A84-21017
Temperature variations in groups of mice of both sexes
exposed to normobaric hypoxia at 10-35 C
p 127 A84-21018
vibratory behavior of the sacrolumbar spine after
removal of the nucleus pulposus p 127 A84-21019
Biodynamic response of the human body In the sitting
position when subjected to vertical vibration
p 159 A84-21246
Sex-related factors in acute hypoxia survival In one strain
of mice p129 A84-21742
Problems posed by the use of onboard oxygen
generators p 161 A84-22S67
Medical evaluation and thoracic radiophotography in
flight personnel during 1983 p 143 A84-22568
Hemorrhoid symptomatology and fighter pilots
p 144 A84-22569
Hormonal and metabolic responses to simulated
weightlessness p203 A84-24328
Results of echocardJographic examination during 7 days
flight onboard Sattut VII, June 1982 p 204 A84-24346
A study of mechanisms of posture maintenance in the
weightless state p205 A84-24354
Plasma levels of norepinephrine, epinephrine and
dopamine during a 4-day head-down tilt with and without
exercise p 205 A84-24360
Helicopter warning signals - Comparative study of
individual and group interviews p225 A84-25400
Interactive structure (EUCLID) for static and dynamic
representation of human body p 263 A84-27297
Biostereometric study of a sample of 50 young adults
by photogrammetry p263 A84-27298
Biological rhythms and medicine: Cellular, metabolic,
physiopathologic. and pharmacologic aspects
p 241 A84-29012
Space physiology; Colloquium, Toulouse, France, March
1-4, 1983, Proceedings p288 A84-30326
Coordination between movement and posture
p288 A84-30327
The timing of natural prehension movements
p288 A84-30328
Plane specificity in visuo-motor mechanisms during
visual-vestibular conflicts p 288 A84-30330
Postural control in weightlessness
P289 AS4-30332
Anticipatory postural movements related to a voluntary
movement p289 A84-30335
Visual and vestibulary aspects of the self-righting reflex
of the cat in free fall p275 AB4-30338
Simulation of me physiological mechanisms of the space
motion sickness p 289 A84-30337
Role of dentate nucleus and substantia nigra in
feedforward and feedback control of a pointing motion
p276 A84-30340
Trabecular-bone modifications induced by
immobilization p290 A84-30344
Estimation of the effects of space flight on the
metabolism of bone-tissue components
p290 A84-30345
Excretion of glycosaminoglycans (GAG) in subjects
having experienced weightlessness and in immobilized
patients with spinal cord injuries p 290 A84-30348
Treatment of acute osteoporosis due to paraplegia with
calcitonin p 290 A84-30350
New approach of bone histophysiology in
demineralization states - Histoenzymological detection of
osteodastic acid phosphatase on undecalcified human
bone biopsies p 290 A84-30351
Myosin ATPhase histochemistry and intermediate fiber
types in human skeletal muscle p 290 A84-30352
CdJcium porm&fibifity of ssrcoptflsmic reticutum in humsn
musde fibres p 290 A84-30354
Bone remodeling and artificial gravity augmentation
p276 A84-30355
Effects of a 7-day head-down tilt with and without
dortidine on volume-regulating hormones in normal
humans ' p 291 A84-30363
Effects of a four day head-down tilt on the urinary
excretion of prostaglandins p 292 A84-30364
Neuro-circutatory modifications caused by prolonged
antkxthostatic position at -4 deg p292 A84-30385
Time course of plasma levels of norepinephrine,
epinephrine and dopamine during a 4-day head-down tilt
p292 A84-30387
Most interesting characteristics of 6709 centrifuge in the
scope of aerospace medicine and physiology
p307 A84-30368
Continuous measurement of the cerebral-tissue blood
supply in the animal p277 A84-30370
Nortnvasive and continuous measurement of the skin
blood flow in man p292 A84-30371
Evaluation of the antipoDution function of an inhaler mask
for transport aircraft crews - Methodology and first
results p307 A84-31198
Vertebral static in the posture of fighter and helicopter
pilots p294 A84-31199
Desynchrorazation of the oral temperature arcadian
rhythm and intolerance to shift work
p375 A84-36749
Performance ofhypothermic isolated rat heart at various
levels of blood acid-base status p 351 A84-38S60
Cnir&l VGTSUS ctwmicfll €vo(utions find tho sppsflr&nco
Of life p 401 A84-40473
Genetic code and optimal resistance to the effects of
mutations p403 A84-40490
Origin of the genetic code and specificity of tRNA
atrtnoacylation - A testable model p404 A84-40496
The logic of the genetic code - Synonyms and optimality
against effects of mutations p 405 A84-40503
The mathematical logic of life p40S A84-40510
Project Cassini - A Saturn Ortaiter/Titan Probe mission
proposal p448 A84-40516
Exobiology and the solar system - The Cassini mission
to Titan p448 A84-40518
The effects of prolonged physical exercise and
hypertaaric hypoxia on myocardial gtycogen
p409 A84-41226
Prasbyopto find piloting - Which corroctton to chooso?
p 422 A84-41227
The most frequency oto-rttino-laryngological causes of
fitness restriction p422 A84-41228
Human factors in the Mirage 2000
p 423 AB4-41229
Cardiovascular tolerance to sustained and high intensity
positive g accelerations - General review
p 423 A84-41230
The Mirage 2000 and cervical vertebrae
p423 A84-41232
Problems posed by the aeronautical usage of halocarbon
extinguisher agents p 409 A84-41234
Lesional effects of the thermal degradation of a
chlorinated polymer p410 A84-41235
Toxicological study of the thermal decomposition
products of three materials - The effect of temperature
p410 A84-41238
Chronicle of aeronautical medicine. I - Problems linked
to schedule changes for flying personnel
p 423 A84-41237
Effects of constant magnetic fields on rats and mice -
A study of weight p452 A84-43733
Effsets of Addition of nitrogen during rapid compression
of baboons p 453 A84-44081
HPNS of baboons during he&um-rttrogen-oxygen slow
exponential compressions p 454 A84-44062
Retinal versus extraretinal influences in flash localization
during saccadic eye movements in the presence of a visible
background p489 A84-48859
The man-machine interface in new generation
commercial aircraft p 120 N84-15096
Medical aspects of survival: Training for aircrew
[AGARD-AG-283(FR)] p 91 N84-15787
Sleep and wakefulness handbook for flight medical
officers
[AGARD-AG-270(FH)J p 91 N84-15788
Electromagnetic design of a remote manipulator arm
for space applications p 232 N84-18462
Microgravity as an additional tool for research in human
physiology with emphasis on sensorimotor systems
[ESA-BR-15J p217 N84-18900
Food preservation with gas. p 269 N84-20719
Sustained Intensive Air Operations: Physiological and
Pfn (m 11 idnoo Aspocts ' -
[AGARD-CP-338] p 251 N84-21062
Variations in states of alertness during continuous
operations at the control post level p 260 N84-21068
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Psycho-ergonomic problems presented by the
prolonged wealing of gas masks p 251 N84-21073
• Sustained physical activity in diverse situations:
Metabolic and hormone data P 252 N84-21077
Thermal constraints in a helicopter during long duration
flights under extreme climatic conditions
p252 N84-21078
Non-invasive methods of cardiovascular exploration in
aerospace medicine
[AGARD-AG-277(E)] p 252 N84-210S2
Main glectrocardiographic abnormalities in the medical
examination of flying personnel p 252 N84-21083
. Ventricular pre-excitation syndromes
p 252 N84-21084
The exercise electrocardiogram p 252 N84-21085
Continuous CCG monitoring by the Hotter method •
P252 N84-21086
The Hotter method in aeronautical medicine
p 252 NS4-21087
Contribution of standard X-ray to cardiovascular
exploration during the clinical examination of flying
personnel p 253 N84-21088
Contribution of cardiac rnecnamgrams In the expert
examination of flying personnel p 253 N84-210S9
Echocardioaraphy in the expert examination of flying
personnel p 253 N84-21090
Exploration of arterial function using Ooppler fiow
determination. Application to aeronautical and space
medicine p253 N84-21091
The contribution of nuclear medicine to cardiology
p253 N84-21092
Use of changes in electrical impedance in cardiology
p 254 N84-21094
Value of the tin table in the exploration of circulatory
function p 254 NS4-21095
Value of the lower body negative pressure test in
aerospace medicine p 254 N84-21096
Methods and major findings of cardiovascular
exploration involving the human centrifuge
p 254 N84-21097
Aermedical Support in Military Helicopter Operations
[AGARO-LS-134] p 330 N64-26279
Flight dynamics and aircraft piloting
[ONERA-P-1983-1] p 339 N84-26301
Occupational Medicine Relevant to Aviation Medicine
[AGARD-CP-341] P489 N84-33011
A comparative study in the animal of the toxicity of the
combustion products of diverse materials
p 469 N84-33015
Visual perception in systems management In
aeronautics p 470 NS4-33017
Visual function and the definition of thresholds for
exposure to laser radiation p 470 N84-33019
Protein Single Crystal Growth Under Low Gravity
[ESA-Sp-1067] p483 N84-3411B
The Gravity Relevance in Bone Mineralization
Processes
[ESA-Sp-203] p 490 NB4-34138
Bone changes in acutely immobilized patients: Results
and perspectives p 491 N84-34140
Experimental investigation of the effect of electrets on
bone healing p492 N84-34150
Use of primate model in weightlessness bone
physiology. General problems P486 N84-34154
Use of primate model In weightlessness bone
physiology. Histotogical approach after iliac crest biopsy
P486 N84-34155
GERMAHY.FEOERAL REPUBLIC OF
Extension of the capability of army aircraft personnel
for conducting night operations, by means of
image-intensifying eyeglasses p 36 A84-11057
Analysis and outlook concerning an employment of
military helicopters in night operations
p38 A84-110SB
Integration and employment of night vision devices for
the conduction of a military mission under conditions of
darkness p 36 A84-11059
Biological life support system
[IAF PAPER 83-174] p37 A84-11755
Study and development activities of Domier System on
space biology/medicine equipment and payloads for
Spacelab and freeflying platform application
[IAF PAPER 83-183), p37 AS4-11757
The Irog-statoltth-experiment (STATEX) of the German
Spacelab mission D1 - Scientific background and technical
description
[IAF PAPER 83-184] p6 A84-11758
The limits of the principle 'see and avoid'
p69 A84-15419
Radiation biophysics in space - Two experiments on
the first Spacelab mission p 75 A84-17766
Development and function of organisms in
weightlessness - Two experiments for the first German
Spacelab mission 01 p 75 A84-17767
Experimental design of a model for the dynamic
behaviour of pilot candidates p 103 A84-18589
Robots in space travel p 158 AS4-1B848
Human system interface concerns in support system
design p159 A84-21637
Human display monitoring and failure detection - Control
theoretic models and experiments p 160 A84-21645
A simulation study with a combined network and
production systems model of pilot behavior on an
ILS-approach p 153 A84-21648
Temporary threshold shifts after onset and offset of
moderately loud low-frequency maskers
p 202 A84-23S87
Visual-vestibular Interaction In roil - Psychophysics and
physiology P 204 A84-24335
Graviperceptton in plant cells p 174 A84-24344
Is there an orientation of the nuclei In microplasmodla
of Physarum polycephalum? p 177 A84-24374
The use of signal analysis tor the detection of quantitative
relations between electrocerebral wakefulness activity and
dynamic task demands in the case of visuomotorial
tracking p 245 A84-28176
Fine-structural changes In the midgut of old Drosophila
melanogaster P 242 A84-29613
Flexibility of postural 'reflexes' under different functional
demands p288 A84-30331
Flight tests for the assessment of task performance and
control activity p 374 A84-36523
Molecular genetic evidence for early evolutionary origin
of budding peptidoglycan-less eubacteria
p343 A84-38724
Effects of rectilinear acceleration and optokinetic and
caloric stimulations in space p 419 A84-40299
Venous pressure in man during weightlessness
p 419 A84-40303
Radiobtological advanced btostack experiment
p397 A84-40306
Microorganisms in the space environment
p397 A84-40308
Speculations and facts on the possible inductions of
chirality through earth magnetic field
p 401 AS4-40471
Model approach of the breakthrough of a translation
machine and the origin of the genetic code
p402 A84-40482
Phytogeny of transfer HNA p 402 A84-40486
Transmembrane electron transport and the neutral
theory of evolution p 405 A84-40507
Anaerobic life at extremely high temperatures
' p406 A84-40517
Survival of frog striated muscle after pressure cooling
p406 A84-40519
Deep diving simulator Titan p 442 AB4-42575
Isotopic inferences of ancient biochemistries - Carbon,
sulfur, hydrogen, and nitrogen p 451 A84-43058
Report on development, installation of industrial
robots p39 N84-11339
Hygienic microbiological/virological examination of an
airwasher concerning the emission of airborne
microorganisms
[BMFT-FB-T-83-130] p 14 N84-11742
Development and construction of an apparatus based
on the principle of multidimensional nuclear magnetic
resonance for the formation of images of organs and parts
of the body .
[8MFT-FB-T-83-102] p 29 N84-11752
Civil applications of infrared techniques
[BMFT-FB-T-83-132] p 29 N84-11753
The lock-on-betore-launch weapon delivery and
display/control consideration p 119 N84-15056
Development of a systems theoretical procedure for
evaluation of the work organization of the cockpit crew
of a civil transport airplane
[NASA-TM-77359] p 162 N84-16806
Spacelab/Orbiter atmosphere revitalization subsystem
commonality and flight experience p 233 N84-19428
The complementary roles of existing and advanced
environmental, thermal control and life support technology
for space stations p 233 N84-19429
Biological life support system p 196 NS4-19430
Orcadian rhythms and sustained operations
p 251 N84-21067
Sustained military operations with particular reference
to prolonged exercise p 252 N84-21081
Free-flyer biostack experiment p 319 N84-24674
Disorientation in helicopter flight p 333 N84-26284
Hearing loss associated with helicopter flight
P330 N84-26285
Investigation of interactions between helmet-mounted
sight/display, sensor platform and human pilot
[ESA-TT-746] p 338 N84-26299 '
The project Cockpit Instruments and Human Engineering
as part ol a joint research program on aircraft guidance
and control at the Technical University of Brunswick
[ESA-TT-783] P338 N84-26300
Are living cells sensitivity to gravity?
tDFVLR-MITT-83-19] p 367 N84-27418
The research program of the Institute for Aerospace
Medicine p 367 N84-27419
Analogies between control mechanisms in flight
guidance and medicine p 367 N84-27420
A mechanical model of the human body and Its
application p367 N84-27421
Models for the evaluation of work loads of crews during
long distance flight p 393 N84-27422
The relationship between personality and efficiency
p 378 N84-27423
Cardiovascular reactions on orthostasis and
weightlessness p 378 N84-27424
Do living cells have a good sensitivity to gravity
p 354 N84-27425
Biophysics space research p 354 N84-27426
The deep diving simulator TITAN: Physiological
problems of stays in large water depths
p368 N84-27427
The effects of nonphysiological oxygen supply on the
organism p 368 N84-27428
• Frequency selected and amplitude limited personal
noise protectors
[BMFT-FB-HA-84-016] p 396 N84-28488
Feasibility study on a new type of personal noise
protection
[BMFT-FB-HA-84-017] p 396 N84-2B489
Oxygen affinity of hemoglobin, 3 hours after passive
increase in altitude from 400 to 1800 metres
[RAE-TRANS-2118] p 468 N84-33004
Ev&Iufltton and control of tasof hozflrds
p 470 N84-33018
Carbohydrate-protein interactions p 484 N84-34123
Protein single crystal growth under mlcrogravity
p484 N84-34124
The so-catted Wolff's law and the adaptation of bone
to mlcrogravity p 491 N84-34145
GERMANY.PEOPLES DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF
Oxygen regimen in the human peripheral tissue during
space flights
[IAF PAPER 83-197] p 19 A84-11760
Computer-assisted tomography for the diagnosis of
cerebral Insult p 57 A84-15047
Certain aspects of the interrelationship between general
psychology and the psychology of work
p 221 A84-23702
Heart rate response during + Gz overload on the human
centrifuge and during maximum bicycle ergometer load
p203 A64-24331
Chronic hypokinesis and 3 periods of the stress reactivity
in rats p 179 A84-24385
The influence of hypokinesis on the asymmetric
distribution of noradrenaline in the neocortex.
hippocampus and subrenals of rats p 179 A84-24386
Sleep changes in rats induced by prolonged hypokinesis
and treated by substance P p 179 A84-24387
Automatic sleep stage analyzer to determine the
physiological sleep profile in man, monkey and in rats
p 231 A84-24388
Main trends in the study of substance P (Review)
p410 AS4-41394
Substance P - Structure and effect
p410 A84-41396
Substance P as a regulator of disturbed functions In
primates - Effect on conditioned-reflex activity and
arterial-pressure dynamics p411 A84-41397
Substance P in blood plasma and adrenals of
spontaneously hypertensive and normotensive rats
p411 A84-41398
Effect of peptides during hemorrhagic shock
p411 A84-41399
GREECE
. Researching the man-machine system as a function of
soil-environment system p 233 N84-19894
A stochastic model for the
Man-Machine-Soil-Environment System (MMSES) and the
influence of vibrations p 233 N84-19895
H
HUNGARY
Modem method and instrument for measuring psychic
performance
[IAF PAPER 83-181] p 30 A84-11756
Examination of effect of hypokinesis on stats of
gastrointestinal tract in rat p 173 A84-24339
Changes in information processing ability (IPA), EEG,
EOG using passive orthostatic and antiorthostatic test
P204 A84-24347
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The effect of immobilization on the rat's bone
p 174 A84-24357
Effect of physostigmine on immobilized rat tonic and
tetanic skeletal muscles p 175 A84-24358
The effect of hypokinesis and hypoxia on the contractile
properties of musdes with different functions in rats '
. ' . • . • . P175 A84-24362
• Fast components of the electric response signal of
bacteriorhodopsin protein. p 185 A84-25760
Investigation of change of mineral metabolism of
cosmonauts by X-ray fluorescence method . .
p 212 A84-25761
Contribution of cosmic rays to radiation exposure of the
population • p 185 AS4-25762
Parity violation as a source of chirality in nature
p400 A84-40466
Institute achievements in man-machine relations
p394 N84-27950
INDIA
. Contributions of congruent pitch motion cue to human
activity in manual control p 153 AB4-21649
Possible mechanism for origin of chiral specificity during
' Origins of life p 131 AS4-22845
Recent advances in diagnostic techniques in
cardiology , p 215 A84-26376
A study'of pre-excitation syndrome in healthy aircrew
p 215 A84-26377
Problems in aero-medical evaluation - Sick sinus
syndrome. p215 A84-26378
Mitral valve prolapse - An aero medical problem
p215 A84-26379
Exercise under hypoxia - A~ stress test for evaluation
of cases with cschaemic heart disease for rehabilitation
p215 A84-26380
'Pilot error* accident A case report - Need for inflight
physiological monitoring " p 225 A84-26381
High sustained positive G - Future problems and
solutions p 215 A84-26382
Backache in Chetak crew and suggested ergonomic
impYovements'in aircraft seat design
p231 A84-26383
Personality profile of an IAF pilot - Its usefulness in pilot
selection ' ' p 225 A84-26364
Isolation stress-individual susceptibility in terms of
psychophysiological manifestations p 225 A84-26385
Medical problems of air traffic control - A preliminary
Study p225 A84-26386
1
 Effect of digoxin on serum and urinary cation changes
on acute induction to high altitude p 247 A84-29816
The problem of transition from the chemical to the
biological evolution - Some possible solutions
p 401 A84-40477
Specificity of protein-nucleic acid interaction and the
biochemical evolution p 401 A84-40479
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
Human physiology research under microgravity
conditions and the proposed 'anthrorack' facility
. • • . p 15 A84-10397
Utilisation of the European retrieval carrier EURECA for
life science research p 6 A84-11753
i General results of medical investigations in Salyut-6
manned space flights
[IAF PAPER 83-202] p 20 A84-11761
The scientific utilisation of Btorack p 45 A84-13906
Communications - Major human factor in cockpit
design
[SAE PAPER 831530] p 268 A84-29519
Future ESA missions in biology p 406 A84-40513
European Retrievable Carrier EURECA
p406 A84-40514
IRAN
Prolonged heavy vehicle driving performance: Effects
of unpredictable shift onset and duration and convoy
versus independent driving conditions
[AD-A139747] ' p 337 N84-25298
ISRAEL
A new stacked two-dimensional spectral iterative
'technique (SIT) for analyzing microwave power deposition
in biological media p 69 A84-15544
Investigating the human error in aircraft accidents
p264 A84-28255
Fear of flying - An Israeli Air Force short case report
p259 A84-29822
Diurnal rhythmicity and Air Force flight accidents due
to pilot error ' p 303 A84-30868
Acceleration perceived with dynamic visual noise
p 322 A84-33623
Real-time optical imaging of naturally evoked electrical
activity in intact frog brain p315 A84-34165
Smooth eyermovement control with secondary visual
feedback - ' - ' p375 A84-36625
Spontaneous generation and amplification of optical
activity in alpha-amino acids by enantiosetective occlusion
into centrosymmetric crystals of glycine
'" • p 448 A84-42312
The effects of exposure duration and luminance on the
• 3-dot hyperacuity task p'463 A84-46436
False cue reduction in moving flight simulators'
p497 A84-49475
A comparison of map learning methods: Map study,
simulated travel and mixed
[AD-A133544] p 100 N84-15794
ITALY
Biofeedback monitoring-devices for astronauts in space
environment. . p 37 A84-12025
The Polyacrylamide as a phantom material for
electromagnetic hyperthermia studies
p264 A84-27558
Labyrinth and neck influences on different size
reticutospinal neurons p 276 A84-30339
Blood O2 affinity and maximal O2 consumption in elite
bicycle racers p 460 A84-43820
Cell membrane nonlinear response to an applied
electromagnetic field p 480 A84-47963
' A nonlinear analysis of the effects of transient
electromagnetic fields on excitable membranes
p497 A84-47965
Model of the behavior of the human visual system for
the perception of contour elements
[FUB-44.1982] p86 N84-14677
Hallistocardiography: A non-invasive method advancing
towards clinical application p 253 N84-21093
Proceedings of the 6th European Conference on Visual
Perception
[AD-A139927] p 327 N84-25279
Preliminary result of our new Nationwide Evaluation of
X-ray Trends (NEXT) program for Italy
[ISS-L-84/3] p 434 N84-30693
JAPAN
Pseudo-critical heat capacity of single lipkt bilayers
p4 A84-11115
Overall 'gain' of the respiratory control system in
normdxic humans awake and asleep p22 A84-12660
• A geometrical theory of scaling in the sensory system
with several inputs and single output p 70 A84-15801
Dynamics of cardiac output and systolic time intervals
in supine and upright exercise p 79 A84-16177
The measurement of three-dimensional hand motion by
the use of V.T.R p 110. A84-18848
Cardiovascular responses to bicycle exercise during
lower body negative pressure p 204 AS4-24348
Hormonal disturbances of fluid-electrolyte metabolism
under altitude exposure in man p 206 A84-24955
Influence of the long-term repeated centrifugatktn stress
(-2Gx) on blood components in rats p 183 A84-25181
The impact performance evaluation of JASDF new light
weight helmet p 231 A84-25182
Noise characteristics on the ground run-up test by
current combat aircraft and protection program for hearing
loss p210 A84-25183
An analysis of JASDF aircraft accidents data from human
factors aspect II - An analysis of pilot errors and
psycho-physiological (actors p 224 A84-25184
On visual illusion of height during visual approaches to
aircraft landing by means of analysis of visual circle - An
attempt to elucidate 'undertanding' phenomenon
p 256 A84-27456
Analysis of lipids in Prochloron sp. - Occurrence of
monoglucosyl diacylglycerol p 242 A84-29611
Gravitational effect on aerobic muscle training
p 291 A84-30362
Effect of gravity on muscle work performance and
exercise metabolism p 292 A84-30366
Characteristics of microwave power absorption in an
insect exposed to standing-wave fields
p315 A84-34391
Distribution of absorbed power inside a sphere simulating
the human head in the near field of a lambda/2 dipole
antenna p 336 A84-34393
Differential coupling efficiency of chemically activated
amino add to tRNA p318 A84-35598
Dynamic'walk of a biped p 390 A84-37668
A study of design and control of a quadruped walking
vehicle p 390 A84-37672
The effects of familiar size on judgments of size and
distance - An interaction of viewing attitude with spatial
cues p376 A84-37798
Hypogravic effects of static-antiorthostasis in rats
p349 A84-38343
.Effects of forced immobilization on the cardiac and
metabolic responses to infused catecholamines in rats -
' The role of the baroreceptor reflex p 349 A84-38344
Effects of gravity on the phrenic and renal sympathetic
nerve activities in the rabbit p350 A84-38345
Reaction of the cardiovascular system to cerebral
ischemia during the take-off of the spacecraft
p 361 A84-38347
. Effects of centrifugal acceleration on cardio pulmonary
reactions p 350 A84-38348
Gravitational effects on muscle work performance and
energy metabolism in human muscle
p362 A84-38349
The effect of apomorphine on avoidance behaviour of
rats under hypoxic environment p 350 A84-38498
Psychological states (mood, affect or emotion)
experienced by JASDF pilots through frying duties. II -
Flying conditions and pilots' feelings
p377 A8448499
Simulation of interstellar chemical evolution in a low
temperature plasma ' p 447 A84-40430
Origin of chirality - A structural theory
p400 A84-40468
Circularly polarized solar radio bursts associated with
sunspot activities and their possible significance in the
formation of chirally asymmetric biotic substances from
a chirally symmetric prebiotic medium
p 447 A84-40475
Is matter inanimate? - Protobiological information from
within p402 A84-40481
Origin and evolution of heredity-metabolism system
p402 A84-40485
The selection and coexistence of a plural number of
primitive tRNAs and the origin of the genetic code
p404 A84-40493
Some biochemical properties of an aodo-thermophilic
archaebacterium, Sulfolobus atidocaldarius
P405 A84-40S01
Domain structures and molecular evolution of class I
and class II major histocompatibility gene complex (MHC)
products deduced from amino acid and nudeotide
sequence homologies p 405 A64-40505
Towards a classification of E. coli ribosdmal proteins -
A hypothetical 'small ribosome' as a primitive
protein-synthesizing apparatus p 405 A84-40506
A relationship between prokaryote and eukaryote
observed in Nitrobacter agilis cytochromes AA3 and C
p405 A84-40509
A novel cold-tolerant insect found in a Himalayan
glacier p452 A84-43790
Calcium source for excitation-contraction coupling in
myocardium of nonhibemating and hibernating
chipmunks p 453 A84-43817
Representation and tactile sensing of 3-D objects by a
gripper finger p 496 A84-46719
Errors of visual judgement in precision measurements
p 497 A84-48550
Eye-position signals in successive saccades
p'489 A84-48860
Human behavior p 67 N84-13351
Human behavior p 67 N84-13352
US-Japan cooperative research on evaluation of
toxicity p 63 N84-13375
Physiological function of combustion gas and especially
that of CN p 63 N84-13376
A study on airborne integrated display system and human
information processing
[NASA-TM-77338] p 99 N84-15789
Fuzzy reasoning under new compositional rules of
inference
[AD-P002364] p 306 N84-24155
Development of a new, completely implantable
intravenuicular pressure meter and preliminary report of
its clinical experience
[NASA-TM-77121] p 329 N84-26276
Perception of the movement of visual scenes during
horizontal body rotation
[NAL-TR-787] p 334 N84-26292
Nonlinear dynamics in excitable nerve membranes
p 467 N84-32037
Ultrastructural alterations in skeletal muscle fibers of
rats after exercise
[NASA-TM-76976] p 463 N84-34117
KOREA,(SOUTH)
Effect of external viscous load on head movement
p 244 A84-27557
LATVIA
The role of binding proteins in substance-absorption
processes p48 A84-15000
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Changes in the propagation velocity of a pulse wave
in extremity arteries during muscle contraction
p363 A84-38510
LITHUANIA
Dependence of structures of heart rhythm on the
physical work capacity of athletes p 16 A64-t 1328
The significance of left-ventricular insufficiency in the
increased physical activity of patients with myocardial
infarction p 54 A84-13446
Two fractions of calcium channels in the frog
myocardium p 46 A84-14870
Interrelationship between lactate dehydrogenase and its
Isoenzyme content in the liver and blood serum in
experimental myocardial infarction p 343 A84-36616
Classification of electromyograms with local lead
p360 A84-37803
N
NETHERLANDS
Age and information processing p 94 AS4-1878S
A comparison of oculomotor pursuit of a target in circular
real, beta or sigma motion p 151 A84-20022
Model of the human observer and decision maker -
Theory and validation p 160 A84-21642
bthematoma associated with ill-fitting helmet and high
G load - A case report p 143 A84-21744
Cosmic vacuum prevents radiopanspermia
p 131 A84-22850
The structure of the human motion detection system
p 221 A84-23624
The double magnetic induction method for measuring
eye movement - Results in monkey and man
p335 A84-33544
Spectral sensitivity and wavelength discrimination of the
human peripheral visual field p 321 A84-33608
International Conference on the Origin of Life, 7th, Mainz,
West Germany July 10-15,1983, Proceedings
p399 A84-40426
Chemical evolution in space p 447 A84-40429
Evolution of biocatalysis. I - Possible pre-genetic-code
RNA catalysts which are their own replicase. II -
Nicotinamide and/or flavin-containing RNA molecules as
possible pre-genetic-code replicating oxldo-reductases
p399 A84-40458
Evolution of biocatalysis. Ill - Post-genetic-code
evolution of condensation reactions. IV - Nicotinamide,
flavin and dioxygen dependent hydroxylation - Origin of
a non-imitable enzyme p 405 A84-40504
Human whole-blood oxygen affinity - Effect of
temperature • p 462 A84-44085
Model studies with the inversely calculated isochrones
of ventricular depolarization p 497 A84-49374
A rule-based microcomputer system for
electroencephalogram evaluation p 497 A84-49375
Results and interpretation of labor-hygienic studies in
the paintshop of the jet engine depot of the Woensdrecht
airbase
[PML-1982-54] p40 N84-11759
Technique for measuring the sound pressure levels
under flying helmets and headsets
[IZF-1982-39] p40 N84-11765
Physiological and psychological aspects of the piloting
of modem high-performance combat aircraft
p99 N84-15099
Human visual information processing: Basic viewpoints
from psychology and human engineering research
[NLR-MP-82032-U] p 100 N84-15798
Accuracy of visually perceived roll angle and roll rate
using an artificial horizon and peripheral displays
[VTH-LR-377] p 229 N84-20171
Some issues in research on effects of sustained work
and sleep loss on performance p 260 N84-21071
Motion sickness
[IZF-1983-21] p256 N84-22158
Toxicology of tetrachloroethylene
[MBL-1983-3] p 256 N84-22159
Toxicology of styrene
[MBL-1983-11] p256 N84-22160
Time to Line Crossing (TLC): A new method to describe
driving performance
[IZF-1983-10] p262 N84-22165
Societal versus individual decision making: How they
might differ
[IZF-1983-20] p 262 N84-22166
Open and closed loop steering in a lane change
maneuver
[IZF-1983-22] p262 N84-22167
Investigation of the effect of the viewing target height
on the eye height of sitting Visual Display Unit (VDU)
operators
[IZF-1983-9] p272 N84-22177
A multivariate autoregressive display monitoring model
[NLR.MP-83033-U] p 336 N84-25296
The effects of marginal vitamin deficiency on mental
performance
[IZF-1983-29] p389 N84-28483
Ergonomic aspects of road vehicles. Parti: A literature
survey of some aspects
[IZF-1983-15] p396 N84-28487
A re-evaluations of cancellation theory: visual, vestibular
and oculomotor contributions to perceived object motion
[AD-B082936] p 429 N84-29455
Man-machine systems group
[WTHD-161] p444 N84-30703
The Man-Machine Systems Group
p 444 N84-30704
Summaries of doctorate theses p 445 N84-30705
Supervisory control: Introduction and theory
p 445 N84-30706
Modeling the human operator's supervising behavior
p 445 N84-30707
A utility plant simulator for control room experiments
p445 N84-30708
Fault management p 445 N84-30709
A model of the shoulder girdle for use in rehabilitation
p 445 N84-30710
Information processing for use in the treatment of
severely physically handicapped persons
p 445 N84-30711
Treatment of patients with a lesion of the brachlal
plexus p 445 N84-30712
Evaluation of arm protheses for unilateral amputees
p446 N84-30713
Proprioception p 446 N84-30714
Communication aids for the handicapped
p446 N84-30715
Human reliability analysis using event trees
[S/T-REPT-VOL-1-NO-3] p 446 N84-30718
Ophthalmologies! investigation among contact lens
wearers in military service
[REPT-AR/MHAM-1983-1] p 467 N84-31940
Review of occupational medicine relevant to aviation
medicine p 469 N84-33012
Application of protein crystals for structure and function
analysis p483 N84-34119
Crystallization of the membrane protein rhodopsin
p 483 N84-34120
Fibrinogen, plasminogen and tissue-type plasminogen
activator Their role in the fibinotytic system
p 484 N84-34121
Diffusion profiles in microgravity protein crystallization
experiments p 484 N84-34125
On Froude's number and the thickness of bones during
growth • p 491 N84-34139
Mechanical force and cartilage metabolism
p492 N84-34147
Glycosaminogtycans in fetal bone mineralization
p492 N84-34156
NORWAY
The effect of immobilization and training on strength
and composition of human skeletal muscle
p290 A84-30349
A study on the gastrointestinal hormones and the gastric
acid secretion during physical stress in man
[NDRE/PUBL-83/1001] p217 N84-20136
General introduction to the study on the gastrointestinal
hormones and the gastric acid secretion during physical
stress in man p218 N84-20137
The effect of physical stress on gastric secretion and
pancreatic potypeptide levels in man
p218 N84-20138
Attention, performance, and sustained activation in
military air traffic controllers p 261 N84-21076
Modulation of the cholinergic mechanisms in the
bronchial smooth muscle
[NDRE/PUBL-84/1001] p 467 N84-31937
POLAND
Behavior of blood-serum proteins in rats exposed to the
long-term effect of air ions p 123 A84-19S99
Selection of members of polar expeditions and
cosmonauts p 151 A84-19600
Subcellular investigation of the influence of real and
modulated weightlessness upon performance and
regeneration processes in muscular tissue
p 173 A84-24338
The effect of emotional stress prior to the onset of
centrifugation on acceleration tolerance in pilots
p 179 A84-24389
Analysis of transient heart rate response to orothostatic
test with and without antigravitational trousers
p292 A84-30369
Subjective feeling of fatigue in operators depending on
age, length of service, and level of aerobic work
capacity p421 A84-40705
Relationship between the value of the Wenckebach point
and +Gz tolerance p459 A84-43729
Conference on Ultrasonics in Biology and Medicine,
UBIOMED 6: Report summaries
[ISSN-0208-56S8] p9 N84-10723
Use of the Doppler ultrasound method to evaluate the
rate of blood flow in children with patent ductus
arteriosus
[ISSN-0208-5658] p 426 N84-29441
Experimental and clinical research on the effectiveness
of ultrasound in vascular surgery
[ISSN-0208-5658] p 427 N84-29442
SOUTH AFRICA, REPUBLIC OF
The programming and validation of the computerised
version of the intermediate mental alertness test
[CSIR-PERS-303] p 68 N84-13776
Women at work and stress
[R/PERS-626] p 68 N84-13777
Biological chemistry p 77 N84-15190
Strategies using an observer for steering a random
motion of a point in a multitarget environment
[CSIR-TWISK-285] p 153 N84-16794
SWEDEN
The oldest eukaryotic cells p 123 A84-20247
Physiological methods for protection against high
sustained Gz acceleration p 203 A84-24330
Performance and sensory aspects of work in cold
environments A review p 375 A84-37261
Coherence of appraisal and coping: Parachute jump
effectiveness
[FOA-C-55058-H3] p 67 N84-12724
Suggestions concerning technological research and
development for the purpose of industrial use of marine
algae
[ISSN-0077-5606] p 77 N84-14661
Dose conversion factors for inhaled radionuclides
[FOA-C-40184-A3] p 91 N84-15786
Preliminary field tests for detecting flying targets in front
of a land background
[FOA-C-56033-H2] p 157 N84-17847
Detection of flying targets in front of a land background:
Laboratory tests
[FOA-C-56034-H2] p 157 N84-17848
Detection of flying targets in front of a land background:
Field tests
[FOA-C-56035-H2] p 157 N84-17849
Man and machine. The role of human factors in system
development
[FOA-A-56005-H2] p 165 N84-17863
Protection against heat radiation in the steel industry
'[FOA-C-20500-E4] p 165 N84-17864
Effectiveness of a device for detection of bacteriological
aerosols: improvements in standardization and sensitivity
in .the laboratory
[FOA-C-40175-B2] p 199 N84-20132
Psychological research in USA within the areas of
anti-tank helicopter operations and man-computer
interactions: Study trip to USA, May-June 1983
[FOA-C-53012-H2] p 229 N84-20172
Report on study trip to France, 28 June-9 July 1983
[FOA-C-59007-H1] ' p 237 N84-20193
Human factors in weapon systems
[FOA-A-56006-H2] p 337 N84-25297
Report on a visit to England, 7-10 November 1983
[FOA-C-59009-H1] p 374 N84-28402
The military aircrew work environment
[FOA-A-59005-H1-H2] p 396 N84-28490
An optimal control problem in the study of liver
kinetics
[CTH-MATH-1984-10] p415 N84-29439
Improved G-Tolerance with assisted positive pressure
breathing and anti-gravity suit with ready pressure and
faster filling
[FOA-A-58002-H1] p 444 N84-29486
Third World Congress on Emergency and Disaster
Medicine
[FOA-C-52005-H4] p 433 N84-30692
The stability of atropine. stored in the Swedish
autoinjector
[FOA-C-40191-C3] p 484 N84-34127
SWITZERLAND
Aging problems and their impact on pilot performance
p142 A84-21675
Illusory contours and cortical neuron responses
. p 344 A84-36873
Cell sensitivity to gravity p 398 A84-40309
Low gravity lowers immunity to disease
p456 A84-46260
The potential of low dose computed tomography in
assessing space flight induced bone loss
p491 N84-34141
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Mechanochemical effects in demineralization and
mineralization of bom p 491 N84-34146
Morphometric and biophysical study of bone tissue in
immobilization-induced osteoporosis in the growing rat
p48S N84-341S2
Development of # general model of the car drivers eye
movement sequences and effects of subject and
environmental variables'
(AD-A144180) P494 N84-34915
TAIWAN
A study of maximal oxygen consumption in Chinese
males . P207 A84-24958
Application of cornpartmentaBzation/air lock of
simulated pressurized aircraft and tolerance of lung to rapid
decompression in different laboratory animals
p 486 N84-35053
THAILAND
An interactive system for supporting mutttobjective -
decision making P 160 A84-21643
u
U.&&R '
Theory and experiment in the analysis of the work of
operators P33 A84-10473
The rote of metals in free radical oxidation processes
in the tissues ot organisms according to data ot
spontaneous and Initiated chemflurninescence
p2 A84-10483
Spontaneous btoehemiluminescence of mitochondria of
several tissues in normal conditions and during the action
of physical factors P2 A84-10484
Principles of the physiology of functional systems
p3 A84-10487
Physical methods of treatment in neurology
p15 A84-10488
The physiology ot the vegetative nervous system
p3 A84-10489
The fractionation of plasma proteins in large scale
preparations of blood • P 3 A84-10492
The cardtostimulating action of norepinephrine
contained in the Dposomes in conditions of adrenoreceptor
blockade . p3 A84-10842
The effect of ari increased mechanical toad on the
dependence of the contraction of isolated heart muscle
on the concentration of Ca(2+) in the perfusate
p3 A84-10843
The pattern of tofal vascular responses in conditions
of an increased activity of the cerebral cortex .
p3 A84-10844
An analysis of the mechanism of the hypothemtic action
of neurotropic compounds p 3 A84-10845
The seasonal characteristics of the effect of low
temperature on the activity of brain monamine oxxJase
and the sensitivity o( rats to hyperoxia p4 AS4-10846
The spatial organization of neurons of the brain visual
cortex during the stimulation by tight spots
p4 A84-10847
An analysis of the (nechanisms of the accelerating effect
of the vagus nerve <»n the wortc of the heart
p4 AS4-10848
The role of temporal parameters of the interspike interval
in the coding of temperature p 4 A84-10849
Rheoencephalo(jraphy - Biophysical foundations,
information content and limits of application
pS A84-11326
Level of arterial pressure and vegetative cardiac
regulation during the simulation of intense operator
activity P 16 A84-11327
Rhythmoinotropic phenomena in the human heart
p16 A84-11329
Parameters of the distribution of EKG R'-R intervals in
the prediction of the work capacity of human operators
p16. A84-11330
Heart-rhythm reaction to sensorimotor toads of varying
complexity .- P 16 A84-11331
' Orcadian fluctuations of certain indicators of the
condition of the cardiovascular system and skin electrical
characteristics in young female athletes engaged in
academic rowing P 17 A84-11332
Prediction of heniodynamic reactions to isometric
exerdse ' P17 A84-11333
Skin capillary bed under the prolonged limitation of
human muscular activity In the anttorthostatic position
p17 A84-11334
Neuron correlates of the recognition of visual stimuli. I
Dynamics of the means and variances of the current
discharge frequency of neuron populations of the human
brain in tests involving visual-stimulus recognition. II -
Investigation ol space-time correlations between current
frequencies of the impulse activity of neuron populations
of the human brain during the recognition of visual
stimuli p 17 AB4-11335
Dependence of the time of recognition of significant
optical stimuli on the features characterizing the
space-time organization of brain bipoterrtats
p 17 A84-11338
Distribution of individual indices of the subjective
evaluation of toudness p30 A84-11337
The role of adrenalin In the genesis of disorders o( motor
skills in conditions of emotional stress
p30 AS4-11338
The influence of the neuropeptide arginine-vasopressin
on human tolerance to a hot dry environment
p17 A84-11339
The effect of the administration of
8-argWne-vasopressin during a period of adaptation to
hyperthermia p 17 A84-11340
Assessment of the functional condition of the female
organism in factories p 17 AS4-11341
Morphofunctional correlations as exemplified by the
relationships between the cardiovascular system and the
physique p 17 A84-11342
The relationship between the operator performance
under maximum information loads and the individual
parameters of the EEG alpha rhythm p30 A84-11343
Regulatory functions of actin in the cell
pS A84-11349
Displacement of liquid in a model of semicircular canals
under the effect of angular accelerations in
weightlessness p 18 A84-11350
Generation of electric potentials on mitochondrial
membranes during the hydrolysis of inorganic
pyrophosphate pS A84-11366
The use of functional' rheovasography for the
examination of athletes with circulatory disorders in tower
extremities p 18 A84-11551
Economical regimes of running for athletes of different
ages in a hot climate p 18 A84-11SS2
Metabolism of certain trace elements and the
prophylaxis of their deficit in athletes p 18 A84-11553
Long-term retarded training effect of force loads
p18 A84-11554
Exxeriorization ot tha effect ot hyoerthennia by observing
the . sympathoadrenal activity in subjects under
psychoernotiorial stress p 18 A84-11S55
The effect ot ischemia and postischemic restoration of
blood circulation on the uttrastnjcture of the neurons
pS A84-11556
A comparative study of dendritic spines in the principal
cortical regions of the turtle forebrain pS A84-11557
A quantitative evaluation of various cardiac regions in
young and old white rats pS AB4-11558
The development and structure of the lymphoepithellal
pharyngeal ring of the Macacus rhesus
p5 A84-11559
The microcirculatory bed ot the liver according to data
of scanning electron microscopy p5 A84-11560
The application of an electromagnetic field in patients
following disorders of brain blood circulation
p18 A84-11561
Hyperventilation as a method for detecting disorders of
atrioventricular conductivity in athletes
p 18 A84-11562
The effect of diuretics on the concentration of calcium
in Wood seriim and its excretion with the urine
p18 A84-11563
Predicting ventricular arrythmia of the hear) in patients
with myocardial infarction p 18 A84-11564
Comparative evaluation of changes in MB CPK activity
and indicators of precardial mapping p 19 A84-11565
A hygienic evaluation of several characteristics of
intermittent noise p 19 A84-11566
Biochemical criteria for evaluating canSotoxic effects
pS A84-11567
Indicators of catecholamine metabolism and
hemodynamics in air traffic controllers with
neurocirculatory dystonia of the hypertension type
p 19 A84-11568
A hygienic evaluation of elevated dynamic loads on
passengers in urban transport vehicles
p19 A84-11569
Integrator of dimate data for assessing indoor
microclimate . • p 36 A84-11570
External respiration in electric welders
p19 A84-11571
• Heat-transfer characteristics of port workers in the
Arctic p 19 A84-11572
Changes in the amino acid contents of saliva and urine
in oil and gas drillers ' p 19 A84-11573
A hygienic evaluation of the working environment of
off-shore oil rigs p 19 A84-11S74
An evaluation of the bacterial environment on motor
buses p6 A84-11575
Functions of the frontal tobes of the brain
p20 A84-11962
Sufficient conditions for the asymptotic stability of a
homeostat p38 A84-12110
The eye and light p 38 A84-12127
Functional asymmetry of the cerebral hemispheres and
unconscious perception p 20 A84-12131
Mathematical modeling of ecological processes
p7 A84-121S1
Problems In[theory and methodology for the investigation
of higher nervous activity in man - Selected works
p21 A84-12154
Biochemical mechanisms of stress p7 A84-12156
Motor units of human skeletal muscles
p21 AS4-12158
Industrial robots and their applications - Robotics for
machine building (2nd revised and enlarged edition)
p38 A84-12181
The destruction of a Mayer Upkj membrane as a result
of electrical breakdown p7 A84-12568
An investigation of the interaction of poly A with
phospholipid membranes using an Ir spectroscopic
method p8 A84-12S69
The effect of a constant magnetic field on the processes
of peroxide oxidation of lipids in phospholipid
membranes p 8 A84-12570
The hormonal regulation of calcium channels of cardiac
membranes p 8 A84-12S71
The effect of mechanical conditions on chronoinotropy
of the myocardium p 8 A84-12572
Protein inhibitors as regulators of proteorysis
processes p43 A84-13413
Human morphology p 43 A84-13420
New methodical approaches to the use of measured
walking and running in the rehabilitation of patients with
myocardial infarction p 64 A84-13447
Effect of physical exercise of various intensities on
myocardial contractility in obese patients
pS4 A84-13448
The functional condition of the cardtorespiratory system
in patients with rheumatism upon the expansion of motor
activity • p$4 A84-13449
Tt» M'sotemp PT-O1 device p 88 A84-13450
On the occupational psychological selection of military
personnel . p65 A84-13474
Aftenai hypertension as a marker of hyperglycemia in
the glucose tolerance test p 65 A84-13475
Structural and functional characteristics of neutrophilic
leukocytes and their role in inflammatory and immune
response formation p43 A84-13476
Morphology of blood capillaries and shin muscles in the
case of obliterating atherosclerosis p 95 A84-13477
Quantitative morphology in studies of the regularities
of chronopathology p 43 A84-13478
Current concepts of the role of the vegetative nervous
system in cardiovascular pathology p43 A84-13479
Functional morphology and metabolic characteristics of
tissue basophils and basophilic granulocytes of the
blood p43 A84-13480
Structural-functional aspects of the contractility of the
vascular endothelium p 44 A84-13481
Factors determining the functional heterogeneity of
vasomotor effects p 44 A84-13482
Transplanting of sections and cells of none tissue into
the brain and the problem of function recovery
p44 A84-13483
Oxygen as an inhibitor of the nitrite-reductase activity
of hemoglobin p44 A84-13484
Investigation of organ hemodynamics in conditions of
controlled perfuston p 44 A84-13485
A component model of human lymphocyte blast
transformation stimulated by phytohemagglutinin
p44 A84-13486
Effect of the intra-tracheal injection of gamma-globulin
on mftotic activity and the proliferative pool of the lymphoid
cells of the respiratory organs p 44 AS4-13487
The effect of thymosin on the infrastructure of rat bone
, marrow p 44 A84-13488
The effect of weightlessness on cell-morphology
changes during microsporogenesis in Tradescantia
paludosa in experiments on Vostok-3,4, 5, 6; Voskhod-1;
and Cosmos-no. 368 p44 A84-13741
Metabolic changes in blood under traumatic shock
p45 A84-14790
Fatty-acid composition of blood-plasma lipids under
traumatic shock . p45 A84-14791
The effect of eoithalamina on tha course of traumatic
shock in rats p45 A84-14792
Investigation of tho dynamics of tho diurnal rhythm of
pain sensiitivity in rats and humans p 45 A84-14793
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Changes in the serum-complement activity during the
early periods of experimental myocardial infarction in
dogs . p46 AS4-14794
The role of cyclic nudeotkJes in the pathogenesis of
acute hypoxia p 46 A84-14795
The role of hypophysis in the adaptation of the
microcrrculatory system to single and repeated stress
p46 A84-14796
The effect of hypokinesia on indicators of the antioxidant
system and free-radical oxidation in rats
p46 A84-14797
The effect of lunar soil and metal oxides on the thermal
and radiative-chemical stability of amino acids
p 71 A84-14879
Disturbance of the compensation of the consequences
of delabyrinthation under the effect of a hypertaaric
nitrogen-oxygen mixture p 46 A84-14880
Investigation of molecular mechanisms of the
radiation-induced death of lymphoid cells
Radio-protective effect of cysteamine on thymocyte
subpopulations, differing in radio sensitivity
p46 A84-14901
Correlation between the radio sensitivity of the animal
organism and the characteristics of the reassociation
kinetics of its DMA P 46 A84-14902
Molecular mechanisms of the radio-protective effect of
benzothiadiazole derivatives p 46 A84-14903
Certain regularities of the change of the relative number
of hamopoietic stem cells under long-term irradiation at
different dose rates p 47 A84-14904
The ATP content of mitochondria and radiation-induced
disturbance of the energy metabolism
p 47 A84-14905
Changes in the pH of Chinese-hamster cells irradiated
at different doses p 47 A84-14906
The effect of microwaves on the
postsynaptic-membrane model p 47 A84-14907
Changes in the Orcadian rhythm of the
hypothalamus-hypophysis-adrenal system a long time after
irradiation p 47 A84-14908
Radio sensitivity of the organism during the irradiation
of animals in an altered gaseous environment - The effect
of repeated short-term breathing of pure oxygen on the
radio sensitivity of animals p 47 A84-14909
Changes in mouse skin at earty and late times after
exposure to X-rays and accelerated helium ions
p47 A84-14910
The response of pigs to total-body gamma-irradiation
p47 A84-14911
The Vvedenskii paradox in contemporary physiology
p 47 A84-14974
Systems analysis of ratiocination p 65 A84-14976
Subjective characteristics of the sensory process
p65 AS4-14977
Line-length estimation in a limited field of vision
p65 A84-14978
Experimental modeling and investigation of the activity
of an operator under conditions of emotional stress
p 65 A84-14979
Conflicts among employees and ways of resolving
them p 65 A84-14980
The influence of forms of work organization on personal
responsibility in production work p 65 A84-149S1
Development of the psychological diagnostics of
occupational suitability in the USSR p6S A84-14982
Trends and prospects of study of the natural foundations
of individual differences p65 A84-14983
Psychosemantic studies of motivation
p65 A84-14984
Detection of oscillatory motion p65 A84-14885
Characteristics of the functioning of the 'biological dock'
of the left and right cerebral hemispheres in
schoolchildren p 55 A84-14986
Data storage in logical memory p 66 A84-14987
Investigation of communion from Miasishchev's point
of view p66 A84-14988
The use of a Soviet-made ultrasonic phacofragmentator
in eye surgery. I p 55 A84-14990
The use of a Soviet-made ultrasonic phacofragmentator
ineyesurgery.il p 55 A84-14991
Individual evaluation of visual fatigue
p55 A84-14992
A study of the cholinergic mechanisms of adaptive
cardiac responses in diving mammals
p 48 A84-14993
The effect of hypothalamus on the diurnal pattern of
the heart rhythm in the frog Rana temporaria
p 48 A84-14994
A memory model based on the plasticity of inhibitory
neurons p 46 A84-14995
Pressure distribution in the cranial cavity
p 48 A84-14996
The state of cellular factors of immunity in the adaptation
by animals to Alpine regions and the dynamics of radiation
sickness P 48 A84-14997
The symptomatology and pathogenesis of the
hypodynamtc cardiovascular syndrome in surgical
tuberculosis p 55 A84-14998
Physiological and clinical effects of local negative
pressure p 48 A84-14999
Neuronal responses of the cat fastigial nucleus to
acoustic signals p 48 A84-15013
Investigation of the effect of temperature on the
chronoinotropism of the myocardium in warm-blooded
animals . p 48 A84-15014
The reaction of the self-stimulation of the hypothalamus
in cats in a nitrogen-oxygen environment at elevated
pressure p 49 A84-15015
Seasonal variations of the concentrations of
acetylcholine and noradrenaline and the sensitivity to these
substances in the smooth muscles of the rat intestine
p 49 A84-15016
Reflection of the significance of auditory stimuli in evoked
potentials in the case of the programming of movements
in humans p 56 A84-15017
Response of supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei of
the hypothalamus to cooling in rats in conditions of an
altered gaseous environment p 49 A84-15018
Age-related variations of relative amounts of adrenaline
and noradrenaline in rat tissues p 49 A84-15019
A method for investigating intercellular interaction in the
myocardium p 49 A84-15020
Attacks of variant angina pectoris induced by physical
exercise p 56 A84-15026
Anatomical-echocardiographic correlations of heart
structures - Additional diagnostic cross sections
p56 A84-15027
Efficiency of the Frank-Starling mechanism under
physical load p 56 A84-15028
Organometric analysis of heart changes associated with
systematic physical exercise p 56 A84-15029
Determination of the habitual motor activity by means
of a pedometer with the objective of preventing the
ischemic heart disease p 56 A84-15030
Comparison of results of bicycle-ergometer tests with
• continuously and discontinuous^ increasing loads
p 56 A84-15031
Physiological mechanisms of the adaptation of the
cardiovascular ana* thermoregulatory systems during the
effect of high ambient temperature on steel workers
p 56 A84-15032
Standardization of microclimate for persons performing
mental work (on the example of the driver's cab of a
mainline locomotive) p 68 A84-15033
Characteristics of the adaptation of seamen to working
conditions in setting standards for the microclimate of the
living quarters on ships p 69 A84-15034
Hygienic assessment of noise and vibration in the oil
industry p 57 A84-15035
The influence of the prestarting condition on the
coordination of movements and equilibrium of wrestlers
p57 A84-15036
Reserves of speed in the biathlon p 57 A84-15037
The state of the sympathico-adrenal system in athletes
during various types of exercises p 57 A84-15038
The activity of the sympathico-adrenal system as an
indicator of adaptation in athletes subjected to rigorous
physical stresses at high ambient temperatures
p57 A84-15039
The physical fitness for work during the early stage of
convalescence of persons who have suffered acute
rheumatism p 57 A84-15040
The use of computer tomography in diagnosing the
wounds from bullets that penetrate the skull and brain
p57 A84-15041
The action of noise pulses on humans and aspects of
measuring these pulses and setting standards for them
p57 A84-15042
On certain molecular mechanisms responsible for
changes in the sensitivity of rat kidneys to aldosterone
in the case of neurogenic dystrohies of this organ
p49 A84-15043
Possible principle of the regulation of the damage and
defense reaction of the cell p49 A84-15044
Morphophotometric methods for examining the
microscopic blood vessels in the bulbar conjunctiva
p69 A84-15045
Mechanisms of the functional adaptation of the heart
to high-altitude conditions (a working hypothesis)
p49 A84-15046
Man in space - An overview p 57 A84-15161
Investigations on biosatellites of the Cosmos series
pSO A84-15163
Radiation protection during space flight
p69 A84-15164
Central circulation of a normal man during 7-day
head-down tilt and decompression of various body parts
p 57 A84-15165
Medical results of Salyut-6 manned space flights
p58 A84-15166
Correlation between hemoglobin mass and body
composition in healthy young males p 59 A84-15726
Age-related dynamics and sex-felated differences of
certain rheoencephalogram indicators of healthy humans
p59 A84-15727
Changes in the arterial pressure under static work
depending on the time of the day and the disturbance
level of the geomagnetic field p59 A84-15728
The relationship between indicators of mental work
capacity and parameters of the blood-circulation system
before and after physical exercise p59 A84-15729
Individual features of response of the cardiovascular
system to standard physical exercise and indicators of
water-salt balance . p 59 A84-15730
The effect of physical training in the isometric regime
on reactions of the cardiovascular system
p59 A84-15731
Quality of heart-rhythm regulation and adaptive
possibilities of the body under physical work
p59 A84-1S732
Condition of the sympatheticoadrenal system in the case
of short-term physical exercise of maximum intensity
p59 A84-15733
Elastic properties of arteries and the hemodynamics of
working and nonworking extremities p 59 A84-15734
Vegetative regulation of central hemodynamics in active
orthostasis p60 A84-15735
Changes in body-fluid volumes in conditions of
antiorthostatic hypodynamics and the action of
furosemioe p 60 A84-15736
The effect of muscle loading on the secretory function
of the stomach and pancreas p 60 A84-15737
Dynamics of the functional condition and subjective
sensations during acclimatization to heat
p60 A84-15738
The effect of body temperature on work capacity in
humans p 60 A84-15739
Investigation of the spatial asymmetry of the external
electric field of the human body p 60 A84-15740
The psychophysics of proprioceptor sensitivity
p 60 A84-15741
Interaction of the external and internal systems of
coordinates during the orientation of the hand with respect
to different targets p60 A84-15742
The structural organization of sleep and the relationship
between this organization and the psychological
characteristics of healthy persons p 61 A84-15743
Relationship between the characteristics of the
biocontrol of EEG rhythms and indicators of operator
activity p 61 A84-15744
Quantitative assessment of the role of the spatial
frequencies of images in the visual recognition of
numerals p 70 A84-15745
The object, tasks, and main trends of chronobiological
studies in Soviet physiology p 61 A84-15746
Relationship between catecholamine levels in the blood
and individual features of the, error dynamics of operator
activity p 61 A84-15747
Visual-contrast measurement - Test tables and methods
for performing measurements p 70 A84-15748
Acute poisoning by tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol in
. combination with methanol p 61 A84-15788
Monitoring synthetic materials and chemical substances
to ensure occupational health and safety
p70 A84-15789
Evaluating the adaptive self-regulation of heart rhythm
frequency during an active orthostatic test
p61 A84-15790
A systems approach to the mind-body problem
p66 A84-15792
Retarded fluorescence of pigment-protein complexes of
photosystem I, built into the liposomes
p 74 A84-16933
Excess synthesis of DMA in HeLa cells after
gamma-irradiation and treatment with
N-methyl-N'-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine p 74 A84-16934
Determining the time required for visual perception -
Methods and results p80 A84-16935
Photolysis of uracil and uridine in the presence of lunar
soil p 122 A84-16939
The effect of ionizing radiation on the metabolism of
bound sugar in rabbit and rat blood p 74 A84-16967
Ultrastructural aspects of acute ischemia of the brain
in the case of the administration of nootropil (Experimental
Study) p74 A84-17276
Mechanisms of pathological and reparative processes
in brain tissue cells in the postischemic period according
to data of electron-cytochemical analysis of nuclear
chromatin and ribonucleoproteins p 74 A84-17277
Allotransplant of embryonic cerebral tissue into ;he brain
of mature mammals in the case of hypoxic hypoxia
p75 A84-17278
Development of capillaries in the human brain
p81 A84-17279
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The role of affections of trie main arteries of the head
in disturbances of hemostasis and the rheological
properties of the blood p 81 A84-17280
Rheological properties and quantitative spectrum of
blood prostaglandins In patients with hypertension
p81 A84-17281
Possibility of the appearance of cellular structures on
the surface of the vascular plexus, revealed by scanning
electron microscopy p 75 A84-17282
Morphological criteria of the structural asymmetry of
cortex and subcortex formations in the human brain
p81 A84-17283
Lymphocytes in the human brain p81 A84-17284
Quantitative Wstoenzymotogical and biochemical study
ot atherogenests stages in human coronary arteries (based
on early autopsies) p81 A84-17285
CTiracaknorphological characteristics of the
thymicolymphatic condition in adolescents and adults
p 81 A84-17286
Large molecules in small doses p 81 A84-17288
Sprint p82 A84-17289
The present state of chronomedicine
p75 A84-17290
On the investigation of the health of seamen ot the Arctic
fleet p 82 AW-17291
Organizational and methodological aspects of the
prophylaxis of arterial hypertension among transport
workers p82 A84-17292
Medical examinations of women in the medical unit ol
a large Industrial plant p82 A84-17293
Studies on the prophylaxis of vibration sickness
p 103 A84-17294
The effect of prolonged hypokinesia on the
hemodynamlcs and contractile function of the myocardium
in patients with ischemic heart disease after limb
amputation p 82 A84-17295
Cryofractography of micrcvessel endothetium
p75 A84-17296
Cytoarchitectonics of frontal area fields of the cerebral
cortex in Papio hamadryas and Macaca rhesus In
ontogeny p75 A84-172B7
Significance of aorta-branching characteristics in the
regulation of regional blood flow in humans
p82 A84-17298
Pathways ot lymph movement in the case of the blocking
of the medial superficial lymphatic vessels of the lower
extremities p82 A84-17299
Blood filling of the adrenal cortex In white rats, intact
and subjected to acute overheating p 75 A84-17300
Cells at rest Properties and functions in the organism
p76 A84-18493
Slow nonelectrical processes in the evaluation of the
functional condition of the human brain
p82 A84-18494
Regulation of arterial pressure under normal and
pathological conditions p 76 A84-18495
Functional evolution of the central nervous system
p 76 A84-18497
The blood-coagulation system and adaptation to natural
hypoxia p 76 AB4-18S04
Chemical enzymdogy P 76 A84-18505
Neuronal organization of conditioned-reflex behavior
' p77 AB4-18745
Methods ot btotetemetry p 103 A84-18751
A hygienic evaluation of the combined effect of the
•thermal and noise-vibration pollution of the environment
on the human body p 83 A84-18755
Electrical responses of anterior roots to bulbar pyramid
and labyrinth stimulation in animals with a denervated
limb p77 A84-18998
Morphbfunctional organization of structures of the
ventral surface of the medulla oblongata, participating in
the regulation of blood circulation p 77 A84-18999
Effect of the acoustic reflex of intraaural muscles on
the latent periods of components ot the cochleomyogenic
potential, recorded during short-term acoustic loading
p83 AB4-19000
The effect of sodium hydroxybutyrate on resistance to
hypoxia and blood-platelet aggregation in rats under
different ecological conditions P 123 A84-19724
Adrenergic reactivity of coronary vessels and the
myocardium in old dogs P 123 A84-19725
Oxygen supply of the body in the case of an increase
in the affinity ot hemoglobin to oxygen and a change in
blood viscosity • p 123 A84-20187
Problems of the natural and modified radiation
response p 124 A84-20275
Thermochemical model for the calculation of the
maximum permissible exposure of the retina in the near
infrared range p 124 A84-20392
Determination of the characteristics of information
reception by an operator in man-machine systems
P158 A84-20553
Interrelationship between transcortine and type III
glucocorticoid receptors and type II glucocorticoid
receptors under stress p 124 A84-20876
Age-related changes in monoamine oxidase activity in
visual-analyzer structures in the case of light stimuli
p 124 A84-2O877
Neutral gfycoapids in the blood of normal individuals and
individuals suffering from hypertension
p 139 A84-20878
Changers in the cydase system of rat skeletal muscles
and the content of cyclic nudeotides in rat blood plasma
after the administration of caffeine p 124 A84-20879
The mechanism of the enzymatic regulation of tyrosine
metabolism in hyperthermia p 124 A84-20880
The preservation of the 2-S retinol receptor in the rat
retina In Injuries induced by the visible light
p12S A84-20881
Lipld peroxidation in sub-cellular liver organeDea in
thermal bums . p 125 A84-20882
The rote of catecholamines and various subtypes of beta
adrenoreceptors in ensuring the resistance of mice to
intense cooling p 125 AB4-20883
The dose-effect relationship in exposure to noise
p 139 A84-20884
Prospects in the development of medical services in
automobile transport p 158 A84-20885
Clinics) problems ot medical services fof autornooQe
drivers in automobile transport p 139 A84-208B6
Basic tasks in the prevention of occupational diseases
due to the overstrain of the sensorimotor system during
physical work p 139 A84-20887
The effect of vibration on the Immune response induced
by tnymus-dependent and thymus-independent antigens
p125 A84-208S8
The response of cells to hypoxia p 125 A84-20889
The structure of the palisade nerve fibers of the sinus
hairs after the section of the infraorbital nerve
p125 A84-20S90
Changes in the blood channels of the cerebral cortex
and hippocampus during physical exercise
p 125 A84-20891
Structural mechanisms of microtirculatory lymph
channels p 125 A84-20892
Dynamics of morphological changes in rat adrenals and
lymphoid organs under immobilization stress
p 126 A84-20893
Specific characteristics of the choice of operating
wavelengths in the study of somatic muscle fibers using
the two-wave photometry technique p 126 A84-20894
Transfer of 3H-aldosterone from cytosol receptors of
tubule cells of rat kidneys to nuclear receptors in the case
of reflex and denervatJon dystrophy of this organ
p126 A84-20896
The problem of synergism in radiobiotogy
p 126 A84-20897
Prospects for the use of computer-controlled
tomography in otolaryngology p 140 AS4-20898
Indices of the temporal characteristics of the acoustic
reflex in workers with normal and impaired hearing exposed
to high levels ot noise p 140 A84-20899
Thermostatic setup for a polythermal caloric probe
p158 A84-20900
Model of the packing of ONA and histone octamer in
the nudeosome p 126 A84-20901
Investigation of the mobility of free radicals connected
with serum albumins at 30-230 K p 126 A84-20902
Investigation of the conformational stability of
immunoglobin A by the method of monomolecular layers
p126 A84-20903
Investigation of the iron-sulfur center N-2 from
NASH-dehydrogenase In the case of direct and reverse
electron transport in the mitochondria of rat Over and
Endomyces magnusii yeasts p 126 A84-20904
Paramagnetic metal complexes of iron in regenerative
processes of the liver p 126 A84-20905
The interaction of acetytcholine and tubocurarine with
protein molecules of the actin complex and
phosphatidylcholine p 126 A84-20906
Cooperative binding of calcium ions by photoreceptor
membranes p 126 A84-20907
Kinetics of the passive transport of Ca(2+) in vesicles
of myometrium sarcolemma p 127 A84-20908
A cytoptasmic channel-forming factor in the liver of
rats p 127 A84-20909
The permeability ot sarcoplasmic reticulum membranes
to monovalent cations p 127 A84-20910
The power-law approximation and the similarity
properties of the regulatory characteristics of
metabolism p 127 A84-20911
Appearance of self-oscillations in a distributed system
with multiple equilibria P 127 AS4-20912
Possible mechanism of a thatamic pacemaker of alpha
rhythm and fusiform activity p 127 A84-20913
A comparison of the performance of weight litters of
various classes in classical and auxiliary exercises
p 140 A84-20914
An attempt to cany out Immunocorrection in the case
of secondary immunodeficit in athletes (preliminary
report) p 140 AS4-2091S
Characteristics of the EKG and mechanical activity of
the heart for taD athletes pl40 A84-20916
Industri&l gymnastics in conditions of 8 hot cfimate
p 140 A84-20917
A device tor estimating the composition of alveolar air
p158 A84-20918
Mathematic modeling of heat transfer processes in the
human body p 158 A84-20924
The dynamics of a manipulator with allowance tor the
compliance of the joints p159 A84-210S6
Changes of add hydrolase activity in skeletal muscles
ot adapted and nonadapted preaddescent rats following
physical exercise p 128 A84-21600.
The effect of unvarying and low-frequency magnetic
fields on biological systems p 128 A84-21728
Evaluating the safely of decompression on the basis
of tho number and size of gas bubbles being formed tn
the body p 128 A84-21727
Features of the uttrastructure organization of yeast ceHs
taken from the Antarctic ice sheet p 128 A84-21728
A biological hypothesis for the origin of the modem
hydrosphere ot the earth p 166 A84-21729
The use of carbon monoxide by bacteria of the genus
Desutlovibrio p 128 A84-21730
Rhythmic activity In the visual analyzer
P129 A84-22447
Current ideas on the general properties of and plastic
phenomena In hippocampal neurons
p 129 A84-22448
Work stress p 143 A84-22449
NeurophysiologlcaJ aspects of spinal thermoregulatory
mechanisms p 129 A84-22450
The dynamics of oxygen saturation of the brain at
increased pressures p 129 A84-22776
An investigation of the dynamics ol oxygen tension In
the hippocampus and sensorimotor cortex during the
sleep-wakefulness cycle p 130 A84-22777
The electrical activity of symmetrical regions of the
hippocampus p 130 A84-22778
The influence of central and peripheral serotoninergic
structures on the cardiovascular system and respiration
p 130 A84-22779
The effect ot aethimizol on the nystagmus response
during optokmetic stimulation and in the aftereffect
p 130 A84-22780
Regulation of local blood flow in the brain-The concept
ot homeostattc range p 130 A84-22781
The activity of potassium in the extracellular fluid ol rats
under conditions of a potassium Imbalance
p 130 A84-22782
Comparative analysts of the role of statistical fluctuations
and factor of advantage (parity non-conservation) in the
origins ot optical activity p 131 A84-22847
T-lymphocyte dependence of the proliferation and
differentiation of hemopoietic trunk cells
p 131 A84-22926
The role of the hepatic cytochrome P-450 system In
the development of anaphytaxis p 131 A84-22927
Correction of the contact interaction of macrophages
with nonsyngenJc lymphoid cells by the copolymer ol acrylic
acid and N-vinytpyrrolidone p 131 A84-22928
Investigation of the cytokinetics of the lymphoid organs
of immune and nonjmmune mice p 131 A84-22929
Serum immunorogutatory factors in toxic affection of the
liver p 132 A84-22930
The modeling of muttistgnsJ immobilized immunogens
p132 A84-22931
The use of portable btoengineering feedback devices
in a system of active restorative therapy for patients with
poststroke motor disturbances p 144 A84-22932
Conical-physiological analysis ol sleep disorders In
patients with neurotic states p 144 A84-22933
SEM investigation of the labyrinth ot Macaca mulatta
under hypokinetic conditions p 132 A84-22934
Comparative-physiological aspects of the functional
stability of the brain-circulation system
p 132 A84-22935
Computer tomography in the diagnosis of neoplasms
in the accessory nasal sinuses p 144 A84-22936
Current aspects of the drug therapy of chronic cardiac
insufficiency p 144 A84-22937
Diastolte filling of the heart ventricles
p144 A84-22938
Prevention ot stress disorders of the contractile function
of the myocardium using membrane* protectors
p 132 A84-22939
Prevention of stress-induced and hypoxic heart-damage
by the beta-okxker inderal p 132 A84-22940
The effects of vitamins A and E on the contractile
function of the heart in experimental myocardial
infarction p 132 A84-22941
A simple technique of multiple central static perimetry
and the first results of its application
p 161 A84-22942
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Response of the paraventrtcular nucleus of the
hypothalamus find the dorsal hippocampus during
long-term adaptation to hypoxia p 133 AB4-22943
Age-related features of the response of the rat
hypothalamic-hypophyslal neurosecretory system to
physical exercise p 133 A84-22S44
The role of corticosteroids in the regulation of
cell-inigration processes in emotional-pain stress
p 133 A84-2294S
The effect of hyperbanc oxygenation on the behavior
of animals which are performing an extrapolation task
p 221 A84-23322
Prevention of the depression of natural-killer activity and
the contractile function of the myocardium during long-term
stress by means of preliminary adaptation of the organism
to short-term stress effects p 169 A84-23323
On the principles underlying .the choice and evaluation
of, physiological indicators of the functional condition of
the organism p 199 A84-23472
The combined effect of environmental factors on the
acid-base balance of the Mood p 199 A84-23473
Main mechanisms for functional disturbances in the body
during oxygen breathing under excess pressure
p 169 A84-23474
Orcadian rhythms of body resistance and work capacity
in seamen p 199 A84-23475
Certain psychological problems in a systems approach
to the analysis of human activity p 221 A84-23701
An observer's use of acoustic and modality-nonspecific
features of sounding for the differentiation of auditory
signals p 221 A84-23703
Complex evaluation of operator-training level
p221 A84-23704
Psychological safety factors relating to the driving of
automobiles and problems of communication between
drivers p222 A84-23705
Social-psychological problems in the evaluation of
engineering personnel in automated systems for the
control of developing enterprises p222 A84-23706
The relationship between complex mental processes
with the functional organization of the brain's workings
p222 A84-23707
A response to Professor B. I. Dodonov (A further
consideration of a.need- informational approach to the
study of emotions) p 222 A84-23708
Systems analysis of human Industrial activity as a basis
for hygienic evaluation p 199 A84-23709
Improvement of the treatment of fumnculosls using data
of immunologies) Indicators p200 A84-23710
The combined effect of work factors and the stress of
everyday life on morbidity with a temporary loss of work
capacity p200 A84-23711
The Influence of the chemical composition of the air
on the oxidizing effect of ozone in buildings
p230 AS4-23712
Substantiation of microclimate norms for Industrial
buildings, taking Into account the category of operator-work
load p230 A84-23713
Balance of Iron, copper, and manganese in the bodies
of young athletes p200 A84-23714
The effect of mental strain on the condition of higher
nervous activity and work capacity of technlcum
students p 222 - A84-23715
Hygienic evaluation of microclimate and the thermal
condition of humans during the performance of easy work
In Siberian enterprises p200 A84-23716
Criteria for evaluating the thermal condition of humans
when substantiating standard requirements on Industrial
microclimate p200 AS4-23717
Individual radiation doses for certain groups of
personnel p230 AB4-23719
Changes in the structure of lymphoid organs of rats under
long-term hypokinesia • p 169 AB4-23720
The effect of long-term hypokinesia on growth and
skeletal muscle In rats p 169 . A84-23721
Mathematical model of the simultaneous combined
effect of ionizing radiation and hyperthermia
P169 A84-23722
Radtosensitaing and damaging effects of hyperthermia
on various biological systems - Radiosensltizing and
damaging effect of hyperthermia on mouse leukosis La
cells p 170 AS4-23723
Synergistic effect of gamma rays and a constant
magnetic field p 170 A84-23724
The Kimbarovskii reaction (the Kimbarovskii color
precipitation reaction) as a nonspecific indicator of fatigue
in high-altitude workers p200 A84-2372S
Characteristics of the work capacity and state of health
of young workers exposed to industrial noise and
vibration p 200 A84-23726
Intensity of thermal and physical load In workers of hot
shops in present-day metallurgical production
p200 A84-23727
Rheostat tests of diesel locomotives and the hygienic
evaluation of these tests p 230 A84-2372B
Biological effect of noise of identical levels with different
spectral characteristics p200 A84-23729
Myocardlal ischemia in rets during exposure to
infrasound p 170 A84-23730
The professional work capacity of female
sewing-machine operators depending on health and
functional condition p200 AS4-23731
Hypertension and the professional work capacity of bus
drivers p 201 A84-23732
The effect of railroad work on the condition of peripheral
color fields of vision in workers in locomotive brigades
p 201 A84-23733
. The btoelectrochemtcal activity of the brain at the surface
ol metal electrodes p 170 A84-23734
The conditioned reflex and motivation
p 170 A84-2373S
Staphylococcic enterotoxins p 170 A84-23736
Biological criteria for the use of new protein sources In
meat products p 230 A84-23737
The effect of the deficiency of food protein and group
B vitamins on the content of calcium-binding protein In
the mucosa of the small intestine p 170 A84-23738
The effect of meat pates of different compositions on
the gastric secretion function p 170 A84-23739
Electrical activity of subcortical structures and the
cerebral cortex during fasting p 171 A84-23740
The role of Wogenic brain monoamines in the regulation
of hibernation p 171 A84-23741
Current ideas on the significance of normal microflora
of the body In normal and pathological conditions
p 171 A84-23742
Human sensitivity to changes in solar activity
p 201 A84-23743
Investigation of the neuron firing rate in the human
brain p 202 A84-239S5
Problem of adaptation and health spa therapy
p202 A84-23957
Remote observation and diagnostic evaluation: Contact
and communication in medical-control problems
p202 A84-23959
Mathematical methods in social psychology
P222 A84-23962
Sleep regulation p 172 A84-23968
Weightlessness induced changes in human
cardlo-respiratory system p 203 A84-24329
Regulation of man's hydration status during
gravity-induced blood redistribution p 204 A84-24334
VestJbular dysfunction in cosmonauts during adaptation
to zero-G and readaptatkm to 1 G p 204 A84-24336
The regularities of relationships between structure and
function under different functional loads (homeostasls and
homeornorphosis) p 173 A84-24342
Evolutionary and physiological adaptation to gravity
p 174 A84-24343
Anttorthostatic hypokinesia In monkeys (experimental
morphological study) p 174 A84-243SO
Influence of optoklnetlc stimulation and Immersion on
eye-head coordination In man p 205 A84-24353
Reversible effects of an altered gravity field on
myofibrillar proteins of skeletal muscles of various
phenotypes p 175 A84-24361
The nature and characteristics of a gravitational ataxla
p205 A84-24364
Specific regulation of calcium-phosphorus metabolism
during hypokinesia and weightlessness by vitamin 03
active metabolites p 176 A84-24366
General principles and methods of animal experiments
flown on Cosmos btosatellites p 176 A84-24370
The effect of hypergravitatlon on nucleic add
metabolism In the rat liver p 177 A84-24373
The effect of hypergravlty on the prenatal development
of mammals p 177 A84-24378
The effect of hypergravity on fluid-electrolyte metabolism
In rat fetuses pl78 A84-24379
Biological effects of weightlessness at cellular and
subcellular levels p 178 A84-24380
Osmo- and volumoregulation In rats with hereditarily
changed hormonal balance p 179 A84-24390
The role of tissue receptors and specific structures of
medulla oblongata in the fluid distribution
p 179 A84-24391
Haemodynamics under changed gravity
p206 A84-24395
Interhemisphere interrelationships of brain structures in
the case of various functional states of the central nervous
system p 180 A84-24691
Responses and organization of receptive fields of
neurons in the frog tegmentum's basal optical nucleus
during visual stimulation p 180 A84-24692
Dynamics of the conjugation of ventilation and blood
flow in cat lungs in the case of an elevated ambient
temperature p 180 A84-24693
Thermoregulatory activity of the motoneuronal pool in
rats adapted to cold and hypoxia p 180 A84-24694
Delayed effect of synthetic tetrapeptioamide on the brain
motor system , p 181 A84-24695
The effect of caicitonin and parathyroid hormone on
the myocardium during adaptation of the heart to
nitrogenemia p 181 A84-24696
The effect of various regimes of thermal adaptation on
thermogenesis In albino rats p 181 A84-24697
A method for the long-term precision thermometry of
animal brain structures In chronic experiments
p 181 A84-246S8
A technique for evaluating the rhythm-dependent
characteristics of the mechanical activity of the
myocardium p 181 A84-24699
Main findings and prospects relating to the ecological
physiology of humans p207 A84-2S101
The physiology of work in the mountains - Problems
and prospects p207 A84-25102
Strategy of psychic adaptation in Antarctic conditions
p223 A84-25103
Functional condition of operators and Its
systems-engineering determinants p223 A84-25104
Assessment of the functional capabilities of the human
body in doing physical worte p207 A84-25105
The information content of EEG data in predicting
operator work-capacity p 207 A84-25106
Electrosleep as a method for the prophylaxis of
nervous-psychic overstrain and the restoration of mental
work capacity in operators p 223 A84-25107
Cold vasodilation in persons subjected to the chronic
effect of low positive temperatures p 207 AB4-25108
General features of adaptation of minors of the Donets
coal basin p 207 A84-25109
Functional condition during work activity, work capacity,
and health in humans p207 A84-25110
Correlation of objective and subjective indicators in the
evaluation of the functional conditions ol humans in
conditions of work p 208 A84-25111
Physiological reactions during work in operators in
conditions of disturbed homeostasls
p208 A84-25112
Blood-circulation dynamics in conditions of continuous
work on an expedition p208 A84-25113
Efficiency ol the occupational activity of persons
depending on their psychophyslological characteristics
p208 A84-25114
Individual features of responses of the body to combined
thermal and physical load p208 A84-25115
Anthropometric indices and physical work capacity
p208 A84-25116
The effect of adaptation to a hot climate on the condition
of heat reception p 208 A84-25117
Features of energetic and hemodynamlc provision of
submaximal physical load In males of a mature age
p209 A84-25118
The effect of the natural-light regime on btorhythms In
polar workers p 209 A84-25119
EEG variants during changes In the functional condition
of the brain p209 A84-25120
Voluntary control of current lung ventilation by
instrumented feedback p209 A84-25121
Spatial-temporal structure of a 'quantum' of industrial
activity and Its physiological basis p 224 A84-25122
The effect of short-term heat adaptation on certain
Indicators of physical work capacity p209 A84-25123
Changes of occupattonally Important qualities In
operators at oil-processing plants during adaptation to
work p224 A84-25124
Characteristics of depth perception with regard to the
relative motion of objects p209 A84-25125
Prevention of stress-related damage and enhancement
of the endurance of the body to physical load by means
of chemical factors p 182 A84-25132
Mechanisms of osteodystrophy in weightlessness
p 182 A84-25133
The effect of sodium sucdnate on the restoration of
mitochondria! functional activity in the case of experimental
bum shock p 182 A84-25134
The effect of nicotinlc acid on Hormone-level changes
in bum disease p 182 A84-25135
Sulfhydryl groups In bum anemia p 182 A84-25138
Possibilities of the correction of circulatory disorders In
traumatic shock by the combined application of vasoactive
agents p 182 A84-2S137
Functional characteristics of the left ventricle in rabbits
under experimental arterial hypertension, developing on
the background of chronic alcohol intoxication
• p182 A84-25138
Kinetic analysis of the possibility of the effect of a
constant magnetic field on the rate of enzymatic
reactions p 182 A84-25145
Changes in the aggregation of erythrocytes and
thrombocytes under ultraviolet radiation
p183 A84-25146
Dependence of the photodamage of erythrocytes on
the ultraviolet-radiation Intensity p 183 A84-25147
Influence of physical training on nonspecific adaptation
mechanisms p 209 A84-25148
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Methods for evaluating heart rhythm as an indicator of
the functional state of a pilot in flight
p 210 A84-25149
Diagnosis of critical craniocerebral trauma in'extended
cruise conditions p 210 A84-25150
Molecular mechanisms of the hypertrophy and wear of
the myocardium p 183 A84-2S3S1
The therapeutic effect of the beta-adrenergic blocker
corgard (nadolol) and its influence on hemodynamics in
patients with hypertension p210 A84-25352
Changes in the renal-aldosterone system associated
with unilateral portalization of adrenal and renal blood in
patients with arterial hypertension p210 A84-25353
Differences in the rate of Na/LJ countertransport in
erythrocyte membranes in patients with essential and renal
hypertension p 210 A84-25354
AdrenocorticsJ activity in patients with hypertension in
response to emotional stress p 210 A84-25355
Application of myocardial scintigraphy with TV201 for
the differential diagnosis of ischemic heart disease and
hypertrophic cardiomyopathies in women
p210 AB4-25356
The role of coronary vascular reactivity in the regulation
of myocardial blood supply p 183 A84-25357
Heterogeneity of aortal and arterial endothelium in
humans - A quantitative investigation using scanning
electron microscopy p 210 A84-25358
Evaluation of the psychic states of athletes
p224 A84-2S3S9
The use of psychophysiological indicators to predict the
successfulness of competitive activity
p 224 A84-25360
Hepatic hemodynamics in athletes with myocardial
dystrophy p211 A84-25361
The effect of an antioxidant on the endurance of persons
trained and untrained with regard to physical exercise
p211 A84-25362
The effect of swimming in a therapeutic pool on
thermoregulatory reactions p 211 A84-2S363
Individual features of the vegetative tonus and its
interrelationship with the functional condition of the central
nervous system p 211 A84-2S364
Interrelationship of the level of physical work capacity,
motor regime, and productive activity
p211 A84-2S36S
Hygienic evaluation of fire-resistant polyester fiber
p 231 A84-25366
Dependence of the functional condition of workers on
age and occupational factors p 211 A84-2S367
Threshold sensitivity of analyzers in adult electro-gas
welders and students of vocational schools with different
degrees of occupational skill p 211 A84-2536B
Analysis of the results of a lexicological study of
polyuretnane-foam combustion products
p 183 A84-25369
The effect of work conditions in hothouses on the
condition of the upper respiratory pathways
p211 A84-2S370
Validation of a method for establishing the danger limits
of the effect of chemical substances during emergencies
P183 A84-25371
Constancy and functional lability of perception
p 224 A84-25372
Neuropsychological investigation of visual-pictorial
thinking p 224 A84-25373
The group - Psychology and etymology
p 224 A84-25374
The speed of forgetting p 224 A84-25375
Caloric test, its modem versions, merits and
shortcomings p 211 A84-25599
Influence of vestibular-anatyzer hyperstimulation on the
adrenocorticotrophic function of the pituitary body and the
adrenal cortex p 212 A84-25600
Archaebacteria - A new kingdom of living organisms
p 183 A84-25627
Anttoxidants and an increase in lifetime
p183 A84-2S631
The endocrine state during an experimental prolongation
Of life p 184 A84-25632
Vitamins and periodic fasting as possible factors in the
experimental prolongation of life p 184 A84-25633
A comparative analysis of the effect of various quantities
of food proteins and free amino acids on the life span of
animals p 184 A84-25634
EnterosorptJon as a method of prolonging the life of
old animals p 184 A84-2563S
Aging and the human digestive system
p212 A84-25636
Features of anaerobic energy supply in physical loads
in individuals of various ages p 212 A84-25637
Rubner's constant as a criterion of specific life span
p 184 A84-25638
Mechanisms for the increase in arterial pressure in old
age p212 A84-25639
Features of the uptake of neurotransmitter amino acids
in brain preparations of albino rats with aging
p 184 A84-25640
Neurotrophic mechanisms of aging
p 184 A84-25641
Aging and the human orienting response
p 212 A84-25642
The effect of adrenaline, insulin, and estradiol
dipropionate on the electrical activity and excitability of
hypothalamic nuclei in animals of various ages
p185 A84-25643
Features characterizing the effect of vasopressin on
vascular smooth muscles in animals of various ages
p 185 A84-2S644
Chotinergic regulation of the cardiovascular system in
old age p 185 A84-25645
Morphofunctional changes in the heart of adult and
senescent rabbits when the hypothalamus is stimulated
over several days p 185 A84-25646
The bonding of aldosterone by kidney cell receptors in
adult and senescent rats p 185 A84-25647
Circulating immune complexes in experimental
hypertension and in hypertension combined with the
administration of cholesterol in animals of various ages
p185 A84-25648
Systems problems in the development of mathematical
psychology p 225 A84-25910
Arterial hypertension (A clinical and experimental
analysis) p 213 A84-25918
Constitutional immunity and its molecular-ecological
bases p 186 A84-25920
Biological rhythms and the organization of human life
in space p213 A84-25924
Function of auditory and vestibular analyzers under the
effect of space flight factors p 213 A84-25925
The effect of X-rays on chromatin histories and acidic
proteins in rabbit brains p 186 A84-26364
Alterations of hypertrophies myocardium and its blood
vessels during experimental infarction
p 186 A84-2636S
Development of cholesterol atheroscerosis in the
secondary immunodeficient condition in rabbits
p 186 A84-26366
Effect of low-frequency magnetic fields on the sodium
current of myocardial cells p 239 A84-27120
Estimates of the maximum permissible exposures to
ultraviolet laser radiation p 244 A84-27534
Correlation of uftraslow activity with variations of the
functional state of neocortex cytostructures
p239 A84-27876
Dynamic model of the regulation of muscle fiber
contraction p 239 A84-27877
Nature of the dual caffeine-sodium benzoate effect on
the tonic component of potassium contracture in the frog
myocardium p 240 A84-27878
Glucooorticoid hormones and immune response
p240 A84-27879
Spatial-temporal organization of functions of subcortical
brain structures in the process of immune response
development p 240 A84-27880
Analysis of interaction between dopaminergic and
serotoninergic systems in immunomodulation
p240 A84-27881
Electrophysiological investigation of stationary activity
in the brain p 240 A84-28194
The effect of acoustic-stimulation repetition rate on the
temporal and amplitude characteristics of the evoked
auditory potential of the human brain-stem
p245 A84-28299
Changes in the nasal mucosa of workers in conditions
of industrial production p245 A84-28300
Free-radical disturbance in mouse tissues after in vitro
irradiation with gamma-rays and neutrons - Radiochemical
yields p240 A84-28369
Effect of ionizing radiation on the content and turnover
of superoxide dismutase in rat liver p 240 A84-28370
Activity of some enzymes of the glutamic acid
metabolism and the Krebs cycle in the brain of rats exposed
to laser radiation and with altered functional condition of
the adrenoreceptonj p 240 A84-28371
Influence of inhibition of prostaglandin biosynthesis on
the hemopoiesis of irradiated mice p 240 A84-28372
Influence of indomethacin on the recovery of
hemopoiesis in mice after whole-body gamma-irradiation
p241 A84-28373
Influence of highly dispersed iron powder on the life
span of irradiated mice p 241 A84-2S374
Use of photonudear reactions for the investigation of
the biological action of slow heavy ions
p 241 A84-28375
Evaluation of the contractile function of the myocardium
in heart patients by the apex cardiogram method
p245 A84-28418
Preventive methods for overfatigue (Review of the
literature) p 245 A84-28419
Trace element metabolism and the prevention of its
disturbance p 246 A84-28420
Information content of direct indicators of pilot work
capacity before flight p 246 A84-28421
Standardization of dimensions of ship living spaces in
limited-area conditions p 264 A84-28422
Radiation safety of flight crews p 246 A84-28649
Biomedical aspects of the application of the electron
paramagnetic resonance technique p 241 A84-28650
Chemical and biological kinetics p 241 A84-28669
Engineering psychology in military practice
p265 A84-28672
Experimental assessment of selected antimotion drugs
p247 A84-29815
Physiological mechanisms of adaptation of the animal
musculo-skeletal system to zero-G p 276 A84-30347
Fluid-electrolyte metabolism in space flights of varying
duration p 291 A84-30359
Thermal effect of laser radiation on multilayer eye
tissues p 277 A84-30453
Criteria of bacteriorhodopsin incorporation into a bilayer
lipid membrane p277 A84-30597
Study of the incorporation of bacteriorhodopsin
proteoliposomes in bilayer lipid membranes - Experiment
p277 A84-30598
Model of the central regulation of motor trajectory
parameters p 307 A84-30599
Influence of ozone on the permeability of planar bilayer
lipid membranes p 277 A84-30600
Theoretical and practical problems in human adaptation
to high latitudes p 292 A84-30796
Central regulation of blood circulation during trauma and
hemorrhage p 278 A84-30974
Reflex theory of higher nervous activity
p278 A84-31018
Ptasmodium of myxomycetes as an object of
investigation in gravitational biology p 279 AS4-31476
Influence of insolation on the ultrastructure of epidermal
cells p294 A84-31477
Functioning of the vestibular apparatus as a gyroscopic
system under biplane rotation p 294 A84-31478
Nanosecond absorption spectroscopy of
bacteriorhodopsin phototransformations in dry films - The
influence of an external electric field
p279 A84-31480
Quantitative study of myoglobin in patients with acute
renal insufficiency in the case of skeletal-muscle
damage p 294 A84-31501
A new photographic technique for investigating the
character of bifixation in natural conditions of free space
p307 A84-31502
Study of the state of the accommodative
convergence/accommodation ratio in healthy persons
p295 A84-31503
Acid-base state of the blood during the training of
athletes at a height of about 1500 m above sea level
p 295 A84-31504
Age and sex related features of hand-bone
mineralization in humans p 295 A84-31505
Spiral arrangement of muscular elements in the walls
of blood vessels and its importance for hemodynamics
p279 AS4-31506
Principal factors in the system of female body
dimensions p308 A84-31507
The structure of the walls of osseous lacunas during
their formation p279 A84-31508
The role of the fixator muscles of the human shoulder
joint p295 A84-31509
Improved method for determining platypodia after M.
O. Fridland p308 A84-31510
Investigation of the neuromuscular synapse by improved
histochemical methods p279 A84-31511
Pituitary hormones - Regulators of memory
p279 A84-31512
Morphological changes of erythrocytes under the effect
of cold on the body p280 A84-31513
Mfcrodrculation and inflammation p280 A84-31514
Pathomorphology of human nasal mucosa in mountain
conditions p295 A84-31515
The effect of ethymisole on the latent states of
short-term verbal memory in patients suffering from the
aftereffects of cerebral circulation disorders
p295 A84-31516
Iron, copper, and manganese metabolism in workers
engaged in heavy physical labor p 295 A84-31517
The functional activity of the
hypothalamo-hypophyseo-adrenal axis in workers involved
in the production of organic glass and polyvinyl chloride
p295 A84-31518
The mechanism controlling the effect of infrasound on
animals and human beings (A review of the literature)
p280 A84-31519
State of health, working conditions, and workload
response among women of retirement age working in
vegetable farming p 295 A84-31520
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Features characterizing the functioning of the female
organism with an allowance made for certain indicators
of nonspecific immunological reactivity among women at
a shipyard p 295 A84-31521
TDe toxteity and quantity of n-pentane in the tissues of
experimental animals when it acts in combination with high
temperatures p 280 A84-31522
Trie meaning of the notions 'ability' and 'talent'
p 303 A84-32351
me possibility of differentiating functional levels through
the method of multidimensional grouping
p303 A84-32352
Significance of allowing for individual differences in
organizing the work shift in monotonous production work
p 303 A84-323S3
me brain-psyche problem and present-day physiology
p303 A84-32354
Assessing the condition of an operator at a distance
by means of infrared methods p 308 A84-323SS
me spatial organization of bioelectric potentials in the
human neopaltium and its information analysis
p303 A84-32356
Preventing job-related hearing impairments
p308 A84-32357
Clinical-morphological characterization of the aditus
block in the case of chronic suppurative otitis media
p296 AB4-32358
The possibility of using tympanometry in the case of
nonperforated medial otitis p 296 A84-32359
Otoneurological symptoms in the diagnosis ot diseases
of the inner ear p 296 A84-32360
me diagnostic value of the glycerol test in the case of
Meniere's syndrome p 296 A84-32361
Equilibrium in persons of various ages on the basis of
data from stabilography p 296 A84-32362
Sensitivity of creatine phosphokinase in the early
diagnosis of myocardial infarction, and the improvement
of the test's specificity by determining the rate of increase
of enzyme activity p 296 A84-32363
The state of the blood kallikreinkinin system in patients
having experienced myocardial infarction, and its response
to physical stress p 296 A84-32364
' Clinical assessment of two new methods for the
noninvasive identification of coronary insufficiency
p296 A84-32365
The condition of central hemodynamics in the case of
the long-term physical exercise of patients having
experienced myocardial infarction p 297 A84-32366
' The activity of oxidative enzymes of the cycle of
tricarboxylic. acids in the rat myocardium during
hypokinesia p 281 A84-32367
A comparative study of the magnitude of hemodynamic
shifts in a test involving physical loads when the test is
repeated p297 A84-32368
Space biology and medicine - Yesterday and today
p281 A84-32369
Factors of nutrition and stress in the development of
obesity (hygienic aspects) p 297 A84-32370
Iron, copper, and manganese.metabolism in young
athletes on a diet supplemented with vitamins and trace
elements P297 A84-32371
The effect of different protein contents in the diet on
the structure of blood vessels p 281 A84-32372
Molecular aspects of the mechanism controlling the
action of insulin p 281 A84-32373
Trigger model for muscular contraction
p 281 A84-32374
The pyroantimonate .method and the intracellular
localization of calcium in muscles p 282 A84-32375
Certain pathogenic mechanisms of ischemic stroke
during heart-rhythm disorders p 297 A84-32376
Doppler ultrasonography in diagnosing the subclavian
steal syndrome . p 297 A84-32377
Complex scanning ultrasonography, Doppler
sonography, telethermography, and infrared radiometry in
studies of circulation through the carotid arteries
p 297 A84-32378
Changes in the postural balance of patients with cerebral
circulation disorders p 297 AB4-32379
Asymmetric pulsation in the supradavicular part of the
neck in healthy persons in the supine position: a
physiological or a pathological phenomenon? (A
clinical-ultrasomografic study) p 297 A84-32380
The effect of specific inhibitors of respiratory chain
enzymes and ATP synthetase on the ion transport in
mitochondria induced by nonenzymatic peroxide
reactions p 282 A84-32381
The effect of mechanical conditions on myocardial
chronoinotropy p 282 A84-32382
The effect of vanadate on the Ca(2+) activation of
skeletal muscle p 282 . A84-32383
Role of synchronization in the influence of weak
electromagnetic signals of the millimeter wave range on
living organisms p 282 A84-32384
The use of a variable magnetic field for treating
edematous exophthalmos p 297 A84-3238S
New method for an objective evaluation of the condition
of color vision (Preliminary results) p 297 A84-32386
Experimental studies of the response reactions of the
body to a constant magnetic field (on the basis of the
parameters of ultrastructural changes in central neurons
and some neuroimmune phenomena) '
p 282 A84-32387
Features ot hypothalamic heurosecretion under the
effect ot constant magnetic fields p 282 A84-32388
The therapeutic use of decimeter waves during various
periods following a cerebral stroke p 298 A84-32389
The effect of decimeter waves on the activity ot an
inflammatory process in experimental polyarthritis
p282 A84-32390
The relevance of the physical parameters of the
decimeter electromagnetic waves and of the electrical
properties of the tissues to the therapeutic effect
p 298 A84-32391
A computer simulation of decision making in auditory
detection p 303 A84-32392
Phenomenon of directional preponderance of vestibular
nystagmus p 298 A84-32393
A device for monitoring the angular velocity in rotational
tests . p 308 A84-32394
A clinical evaluation of the condition of the myocardium
during artificial hyperthermia p 298 A84-32395
The effect of sodium fluoride on the vestibular function
of patients suffering from otosclerosis
p 298 A84-32396
System analysis of regulation mechanisms for the
oxygen affinity of blood. II - Features of the regulation
of oxygen-binding properties ot blood in circulation
p 283 A84-32464
Participation of chalones in erythropoiesis regulation
p2B3 A84-32465
Structural and functional organization of the medial
fascicle of the forebrain p 283 A84-32466
The effect of a craniocerebral wound on the
development of edema in the brain after resuscitation
p284 A84-33051
The effect of chronic hemolytic anemia on the heart
contractile function and the increase in its resistance to
hypoxia p 284 A84-33052
Central hemodynamics and the contractile operation of
the myocardium in the case of experimental mitral valve
insufficiency p 284 A84-33053
External respiration after extensive lung resection under
conditions of regeneration stimulation
p 284 A84-33054
Structural' changes in the fissure components of
nephrons after thermal stress at various periods in
postnatal development p 284 A84-33055
The effect of a hypophysectomy on the reaction of bone
marrow eosinophils after the introduction of preparations
acting mainly in the region of peripheral M-cholinergic
receptors p 284 A84-33056
The plus-minus interaction principle in the regulation of
the immune response during the toxic affection of the
liver . p 285 A84-33057
An evaluation of the interactions between parameters
describing an organism's internal medium during the
development of an adaptational 'activation reaction'
p 285 A84-33058
Sensitivity of muscle tissue and lymphocytes to insulin
after a burn trauma p 285 A84-33059
The spleen and the organism's protective functions
p285 A84-33060
Features characterizing the responses to physical loads
of patients suffering from chronic pneumonia with
respiratory insufficiency p 299 A84-33081
The value of ambulatory electrocardiograph^ monitoring
in cases of ischemic heart disorders
p299 A84-33062
Certain features in diagnosing and treating cardiac
arrhythmia under conditions of a prolonged monitoring of
heart rhythms p300 A84-33063
The neurological manifestations of lumbar
osteochondrosis in relation to data from computer
tomography p 300 A84-33064
Visual monitoring of flight and navigation instruments
by the pilot p 309 A84-33065
Mechanisms of adaptive reorganization of erythrocyte
energy metabolism in acute hemorrhage
p28S AB4-33154
Characteristics of intravascular blood coagulation
syndrome in bum disease p 285 'A84-33155
Myocardium metabolism in the earty periods following
soft-tissue injury p285 A84-33156
Morphological and functional characteristics of
adrenergic innervation of microvessels and'terminal blood
flow in stress p 285 A84-33157
Role of the prostaglandin system in the pathogenesis
of spontaneous hypertension in rats p 286 A84-33158
Vasoactive peptides and the formation of hereditary
hypertension in rats p 286 A84-33159
Chemistry of motion: Molecular foundations ot muscle
activity' . p315 A84-3319S
Psychology of stress p 331 A84-33198
Psychology of responsibility . P 331 A84-33719
Manual on the physiology of work . ..
p322 A84-33720
An sttornpt to sstim&tB ttxj cosmotogicfl) conditions of
life origin p 339 A84-33949
The disinhibiting effect of ethanol on the activity of the
cerebellar Purkinje cells of the cat p 315 A84-33950
Blood-brain barrier under the effect of ionizing radiation
in normal and altered gaseous atmospheres
p315 A84-34092
cAMP-dependent protein klnase activity and
phosphorytation of heart phosphotamban during circulatory
hypoxia • The effect of trypsin on the pnosphorvlation
capability of the phospholamban p315 A84-34143
Neurohumoral regulation of immune homeostasis during
adaptation to extreme loads according to a model of
present-day sports p 322 A84-34144
A pronounced increase of slow-wave sleep in
homoiotherms due to endogenous substances from
hibemator tissues p 315 A84-34145
Recovery of cell immunity systems after sublethal
irradiation p 318 A84-34476
Investigation of cnromatin degradation in rat
peripheral-blood leukocytes during the first three days after
combined radiation and bum p 318 A84-34477
Radiation effects in plasma membranes according to
infrared spectroscopic data p 3io A84-34478
Level of dehydrogenase activity in chipmunks under
normal conditions and under the chronic effect of external
gamma-irradiation p316 A84-34479
Investigation of the paths of the formation of the
radiomodifying effect of serotonin on hemopoietic cells
p316 A84-34480
The effect of elevated natural radioactivity on the bone
marrow morphology of Microtus oeconomus Pall
p 316 A84-34481
Age-related changes in radiosensitivity of animals and
critical cell systems - Survival rate of stem cells in the
small-intestine epithelium and mortality rate of mice of
various ages four to five days after irradiation
p316 A84-34482
Radioprotection effectiveness of the hypoxic gas mixture
GHM-10 in experiments on dogs p316 A84-34483
Parametric analysis of time-of-death statistics for
irradiated animals p316 A84-34484
The effect of decimeter-wave electromagnetic radiation
on myocardium cell membranes . p317 A84-34485
Role of physical exercise in artificial heat adaptation
p322 A84-34592
Criteria for evaluating personality traits in determining
the professional suitability of flight school candidates
p331 A84-34593
First aid and treatment of patients with critical closed
craniocerebral trauma in extended-cruise conditions
p322 A84-34594
Sensory systems . p317 A84-34595
Evaluation of spatial signal characteristics by associative
fields of the neocortex p317 A84-34598
Interaction of thermal and nonthermal receptive
signalization in the mechanism for the formation of
tnermoregulation of motoneural pool activity
p317 A84-34597
Neurophysiological and neurochemical mechanisms of
reflexive analgesia p317 A84-34598
Functioning and interaction of visual afferent systems
in conditions of extreme stimulation p317 A84-34599
Motor evoked potentials in differential
psychophystology p 324 A84-35673
Atlas of clinical phonocardiography
P324 A84-35677
Image discrimination after extirpation of striatal or lateral
suprasylvian areas in the brain of cats
p 341 A84-36589
Isopotential sound pressure levels for cochlear
microphone potential p 341 A84-36590
Effect of cold adaptation on the excitation transmission
in neuromuscular synapses p 341 A84-36591
Sensitivity ot skin cold receptors to noradrenaline in
control and cold-adapted rats p 34V A84-36592
Effect of beta-1 adrenoreceptor blocking . on
hemodynamics, available oxygen, • and sodium
reabsorption in the rat kidney p.341 A84-36593
Impulse activity of cutaneous receptors in co.nvectrve
and radiative local cooling p 342 A84-36594
Medical and psychological questions of the professional
reliability of flight crews p 375 A84-36595
Functional condition of seamen on tropical coasts
p356 A84-36596
Hygienic estimation of the sorption properties of
synthetic materials used in ship construction and repair
p 389 A84-36601
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Cytochemical and cytogenetic changes in blood of
persons working with microwave energy sources .
p356 A84-36602
The glycocalix of membranes in the receptor cells of
the sense organs p 342 A84-36603
Complex evaluation of the condition of blood circulation
during muscular activity (Review of the literature)
P356 A84-36604
Origin of tissue basophits and basophilic blood
granulocytes • • p 342 A84-3660S
Dynamic acuity of vision p 356 A84-36606
Effect of chilling and of subsequent self-heating on the
level of nonesterified fatty acids and ketone bodies in the
blood and organs of rats ' p342 AS4-36607
Mechanism of inhibition of fibrin polymerization by means
of a thermostable inhibitor from blood serum
P342 A84-36608
Effect of prostaglandins F-2 and F-2-alpha on the
pentose phosphate pathway in human blood platelets
P342 A84-36609
Effect of 2-pyrrofidone acetamide (pyracetam) on the
respiratory chain of electron transport in rat liver
mitochondria p 342 AB4-36610
Interaction of blood plasma proteins in humans with
glycosaminogtycans p 342 A84-3661 f
Kinetic method for determining alkaline phosphatase
isoenzymes in human blood serum p 342 A84-36612
E group prostaglandins and liporysis in the adipose tissue
of intact and starved rats during aging
P342 A84-36613
Effect of M- and N-cholinolytics on content of Ca(+2)
in'synaptosomes and metabolism of phosphoinositides in
the brain of rats p 343 A84-36614
Determination of retinol in human blood plasma by the
method of high pressure liquid cnromatography
. ' p356 A84-36615
Hormonal regulation of superoxide dismutase turnover
in the liver of rats p 343 A84-36617
Sedimentation of alkaline lysates of irradiated cells of
rat bone marrow . p 343 A84-36618
Structure and repair of rat thymus DMA during long-term
irradiation p 343 A84-36619
Modeling the dose-effect relationships for cell
populations under the effect of ionizing radiation of different
quality p 343 A84-36620
vitamin D3 active metabolites as a countermeasure
against disorders of calcium-phosphorus metabolism in
hypokinetic rats p 344 A84-36933
Development conditions and specific composition of
phototropic bacteria in salty shallow reservoirs in the
Crimea P345 A84-37118
Problem of determining equivalent intensities of chronic
electromagnetic, radiation for man and laboratory
animals P 345 AS4-37119
Experimental model for the objective evaluation of the
degree of development of initial reaction to radiation in
rabbits . . p 345 AS4-37120
Inflammation, immunity, and hypersensitivity
. P345 A84-37176
. Porymorphonudear leukocytes and macrbphages in
reactions of inflammation and hypersensitivrty
p 345 A84-37177
. Hypersensitivity reactions and their significance in
human pathology - Autoimmune diseases
P358 A84-37178
Allergic inflammation . p 358 A84-37179
Immune complex diseases p 358 A84-37180
Characteristics of the interaction of leukocytes and
microbes in the infection process p 358 A84-37181
Pattern of inflammatory reaction as dependent on the
etiology of infection and certain features of the
macroorganism p 346 A84-37182
The significance of immunodeficiency states in human
pathology . P 358 A84-37183
The endocrine system and immunity
p348 A84-37184
The role of erythrocytes in maintaining the immunological
homeostasis of the organism p 346 A84-37185
Spontaneous disappearance of myocardial ischemia
during continuous physical exercise* p 358 A84-37186
Pseudoischemic changes of EK3 due to
hyperventilation P358 A84-37187
Measurement of pressure in peripheral veins using the
ultrasonic Doppter method p358 A84-37188
On the methodology of integral rheography
p3S9 A84-37189
Recording the heart's magnetic field
P389 A84-37190
Blood circulation in healthy persons in Turkmenia's arid
zone. I - Investigation in horizontal and orthostatic
positions p 359 A84-37191
Changes in the content of blood plasma lipids and
apolipoproteins in the course of acute myocardial
infarction p 359 A84-37192
Diurnal variations of the contractility of the left ventricle
and the content of free fatty acids in the blood during
acute focal myocardial ischemia in rabbits
p346 A84-37193 •
Rare cases of the disruption of the conductivity and
rhythm of the heart during short-term hyperthermia of the
organism p 359 A84-37194
!
 The effect of hydrocortisone on protein metabolism in
skeletal muscles p 346 A84-37195
Physiological-hygienic investigation of regimes of
preliminary heat adaptation p 359 A84-37196
Methods and means for improving the work capacity
of flight personnel p 359 A84-37197
Certain immunological mechanisms of the physiological
•adaptation of seamen to voyage conditions at low
latitudes p 359 A84-37198
The use of mathematical methods to predict diseases
of circulatory-system organs p 359 A84-37199
Computer-tomographic diagnosis of the middle part of
the face p 346 A84-37200
Gravitational surgery of the blood p 346 A84-3727S
Condition of the upper respiratory tract in factory workers
exposed to nickel sulfate fumes p 359 A84-37318
Etiology and pathogenesis of Meniere's disease
p359 A84-37319
Protein synthesis and oxidative activity of the brain in
conditions of oxygen deficiency p 347 A84-37801
Localization of the cortical agency for the control of
postural synergy in the frontal lobe of the brain
p360 A84-37802
Orcadian rhythm of catecholamine excretion, and the
effect of L-DOPA and nacome in the case of certain
diseases of the nervous system p 360 A84-37804
Neurotic disorders in persons engaged in intense
intellectural work p376 A84-37805
Syndrome of the premature repolarizatJon of the cardiac
ventricles in athletes p 360 A84-37806
Once again on the methodology of the immunological
examination of athletes p 360 A84-37807
Summary of a discussion on sports medicine
p 360 A84-37808
Sauna as a means to improve resistance to cold
p 360 A84-37809
Hygienic evaluation of the electric field produced by
high-voltage power transmission lines in populated areas
p347 A84-37810
The use of physiological indicators for occupational
selection p 376 A84-37811
The 'laws of gestalt' and the phase nature of
perception p 376 A84-37812
The magnitude of sensations, objective responses of
the organism to stimuli of increasing intensity, and the
strength of the nervous system p 376 A84-37813
Interrelationship between speech and action in
conditions of operator activity p 376 A84-37814
Differential threshold in psychoacoustics
p360 A64-37815
The activity of the individual and the collective as a
developing system p 377 A84-37816
Psychic states of humans in special conditions of
activity p 377 A84-37817
The effect of individual features of memory on the
productivity of the solution to operational problems
p377 A84-37818
Device for operative measurement of dominance and
leadership p 377 A84-37819
The cyctase system in prokaryotes and eucaryotes
p 347 A84-37820
A new dass of biological regulators of multice'l systems
Cytomedins p 347 A84-37821
Cell behavior in a gravitational field
p 347 A84-37822
The plasmatic membrane as a target for the effect of
hyperthermia p 347 A84-37823
Structure and methodological problems in the study of
the locomotion of flying and swimming animals
p347 A84-37824
Regulation of cholesterol metabolism during damage
caused by ionizing radiation and other agents
p348 A84-37825
Vascular reactions in the lower limbs of humans during
changes of posture p 360 A84-37826
The effect of work with a high degree of
nervous-emotional stress on the arcadian rhythm of the
vegetative nervous system p 360 A84-37827
Investigation of the development of fatigue during
muscular work under exposure to local vibration
p 361 A84-37828
A physiological rationalization of operators' work and
rest schedules in the petroleum processing industry
p 391 A84-37829
Psychophysiological characteristics of the work
conditions of equipment operators on a logging
expedition p 391 A84-37830
An evaluation of the work stress of mail sorters and
telegraph operators p 391 A84-37831
Condition of the central hemodynamics and
microcirculation in locomotive engineers suffering from
hypertension p 361 A84-37832
Features of the clinical development of vibrational noise
pathology in miners from the Donetsk coal basin
p 361 A84-37833
Hygienic estimation of the noise of boring equipment
p 391 A84-37834
Features of vascular reaction to chilling in Antarctic polar
explorers with respect to the length of winter stay and to
profession p 361 A84-37B35
Transport of sodium and potassium ions in the skin of
the frog Rana temporaria under anaerobic conditions
p348 A84-37836
Effects of hypothermia and hyperthermia on the
cardiovascular system of the tortoise Testudo horsfieldi
p348 A84-37837
Diurnal variations in the sensitivity of hens to exogenous
hormones affecting moult and reproduction
p348 A84-37838
Hypokinesia in young rats growing under laboratory
conditions p 348 A84-37S39
Computer tomography and the diagnosis of neoplastic
processes in the orbital cavity p 361 A84-37840
Dynamic refraction in binocular vision conditions
p 361 A84-37841
Effect of thyroidectomy on the histochemical and
electrophysical properties of the rat musculus soleus
p348 A84-37842
Mechanisms of photodamage of the eye structure -
UV-effect on soluble proteins of the lens
p348 A84-37844
The effect of thallium ions on the gramicid-induced
conductance of muscle-fiber membrane
p349 A84-37845
Effect of ionizing radiation at low dose rates on
glycoproteid and mucoproteid metabolism in dogs
p349 A84-37846
Radioprotective effect of S-containing derivatives of
methylfuran and the role of thiols in the realization of this
effect p349 A84-37847
Controlled hyperthermia p 361 A84-37848
On the biomagnetism of cells p 349 A84-38078
Central regulation of the sensory stream in the human
visual system p 362 A84-38501
Problem of the laterality features of visual perception
p 362 A84-38502
The effect of synthetic hypophysial neuropeptides on
the operation of the human visual analyzer
p362 A84-38503
Critical interval of discreteness as a function of the
duration of stimulus signals p 362 A84-38504
Changes in the relationships of the biopotentials of brain
zones for different levels of work capacity
p 362 A84-38505
Electrophysiological indicators of the systemic activity
of the brain with regard to mobilization of functional
reserves during muscular fatigue p 363 A84-38506
The effect of alcohol on evoked electrical activity in
healthy persons p 363 A84-38507
Responsrvity of the cardiovascular system in the case
of hypertension p 363 A84-38508
Pulmonary blood flow and oxygenation of arterial blood
in healthy persons during 7-day hypokinesia
p363 A84-38509
Responses of the renin-aldosterone system to water
loading p363 A84-38511
Relationships between bivalent cations, the function of
the insular apparatus of the pancreas, and
calcium-regulating hormones with changes of glucose
content in the blood p363 A84-38512
The functional structure of placebo responses
p377 A84-38513
Dynamics of interhemispheric asymmetry during
variations of the geomagnetic field p 364 A84-38514
Changes of sensitivity to adrenalin during adaptation to
heat p364 A84-38515
Hypothalamic effects on cardiac activity following an
administration of adrenergic blockers and cholinotytics
p350 A84-38516
The effect of microwaves on the performance and
impedance of the rat brain structures
p 350 A84-38517
The effect of bombesin, some of its fragments, and their
analogues on thermoregulation in rabbits
p350 A84-38518
The dynamics of vegetative functions under
dehydration p 350 A84-38519
Cholinergic aspects of the peripheral regulation of water
and saline solution consumption p 350 A84-38520
Characteristics of nystagmus in patients with otitis media
suppurativa based on the findings of aerocaloric tests
p364 A84-39001
The possibility of predicting the incidence of disease
among workers engaged in reinforced concrete
production p 364 A84-39002
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Some data from social-hygienic studies of the vibration
sickness in workers of the machine-building industry
P364 A84-39003
The hygienic effectiveness of noise reduction at iron
and steel works p 364 A84-39004
A hygienic evaluation of the working conditions and the
health of personnel engaged in the drilling of superdeep
holes P364 A84-39005
Computer-aided diagnostics of occupational diseases
among electric welders p 365 A84-39006
Natural immunity and the blood system of metal workers
in relation to age, length of service, and type of job
p 365 A84-39007
Adaptation and compensation as qualitatively different
states . p365 A84-39008
Clinical-diagnostic significance of the study of cyclic
nucleotides and prostaglandin F2-alpha during vibration
Sickness p 365 A84-39009
Electromyographic indication of hypodynamic
disturbances of the neuromuscular apparatus during
acupuncture p 365 A84-39010
An experimental investigation of the combined effect
of noise and toxic aerosols in electric steel melting
Shops p351 A84-39011
A combined hygienic evaluation of industrial factors of
low and medium intensity acting simultaneously
P365 A84-39012
A characterization of sleep disorders in occupational
diseases caused by exposure to antibiotics
P365 A84-39013
Monitoring the blood pressure of rats with a simultaneous
recording of the pulse and respiration rates
p 351 A84-39014
Effect of 2,4-dinitrophenol on thermogenesis during
adaptation to hypoxia . p 351 A84-39015
The effect of high ambient temperature on the
development of hypoxic effects in the myocardium
p365 A84-39016
An electrophysiological method of recording the
functional activity of smooth vascular muscles in a
toxycologic experiment p352 A84-39017
The examination stress as an indicator of the
• adaptation-trophic function of the nervous system
p365 A84-39018
Certain problems of chronomedicine and health
P365 A84-39019
Daily changes in the activity of lysosomal enzymes in
the liver of mice and rats p 352 A84-39020
Relationship between otorhinolaryngological pathology
and the internal organs p 365 A84-39021
The sixth sense p 365 A84-39022
• Inhibition and architectonics of the cerebral cortex
P352 A84-39671
Integrative mechanisms of hemodynamics
P352 A84-39672
Myocardial contractility and contractile activity
P352 A84-39673
Profile of oxygen concentration in a cell and certain
debatable problems of free oxygen transport in biological
objects p352 A84-39674
Some results of studies in hypoxia problems
P352 A84-39675
Functiogenic hypertrophy of the human heart on the
morphological level p 418 A84-40116
Arterial hypertension (2nd revised and enlarged
. edition) p 418 A84-40120
Brain metabolism and its regulation in craniocerebral
trauma p 397 A84-40124
Physiology of the neuromuscular apparatus of the
larynx p 397 A84-40128
Emotions and the pathology of the heart
p 419 A84-40135
Reactivity of plant exometabolites
P397 A64-40141
Breakdown of chiral symmetry in prebiological evolution
and the physical conditions of the origin of life
p 398 A84-40324
Changes in the content of bound calcium in the cerebral
cortex after the cessation of oxygen supply
p 407 A84-40695
The resistive, capacitive, and metabolic function of the
• small-intestine vessels in acute hypoxic hypoxia
p 407 A84-40696
Role of the sympathetic nervous system in adaptive
changes of the energy metabolism of the brain during
ischemia and in the post ischemic period
p 407 A84-40697
Blood-flow distribution in the brain, kidney, intestine,
spleen and hind limbs of cats under acute hypoxia
p407 A84-40698
The significance of ultrasonic Dopplerography in
monitoring the efficiency with which stroke survivors can
be treated with decimeter-wavelength electromagnetic
waves p 421 A84-40701
Cerebral hemodynamics in the early recovery period
after reconstructive operations on cerebral vessels under
the effect of decimeter-wave therapy
p 421 A84-40702
Operational method for assessing the psychic state of
athletes p 434 A84-40703
Utilization of results of analyses of work conditions and
health of rail-transport traffic controllers in the planning
of health measures p 421 A84-40704
Work capacity and fatigue in a color environment
p 421 A84-40706
Cold-adaptation train ng as a means to restore the
functional condition of the body after the work day
p 421 A84-40707
The effect of personality sets on the perception of other
persons P 434 A84-40708
Criteria of human adaptation to cold
p422 AS4-40709
Combined effect of phenol and elevated air temperature
on the organism p 407 A84-40710
Evaluation of the efficiency of a system for the radiation
protection of medical personnel p 422 A84-40711
Immunological resistance and adaptive responses
during cold-adaptation training p 422 A84-40712
Morphophysiological relationships revealed by the
mathematical modeling of reactive changes of neurons
p 408 A84-40713
Intemeuron and nerve-tissue connections in the
sympathetic ganglia in humans p 422 A84-40714
The paradox of immunity - The 'foreign' in 'one's own'
p408 A84-40715
Graded volume physical exercise in the diagnosis of
early cardiac insufficiency in patients with acute myocardial
infarction p 422 A84-40716
Sudden death from acute coronary failure in women
under 50 years of age . p 422 A84-40717
Application of testing with graded physical exercise in
the early period after acute myocardial infarction
p422 A84-40718
Age-related changes of the myocardial contractile
function and the dependence of these changes on
cardiomyocyte size p 408 A84-40719
Relationship between blood supply and energy
metabolism of the myocardium p 408' A84-40720
Age-sex 'differences in the characteristics of
neurohumoral shifts in patients with myocardial infarction
p 422 A84-40721
An effort to predict the success of student-pilot
training . p435 A84-40899
Effect of voyage conditions and physical exercise on
the health and work capacity of seamen .
p422 A84-40900
The dynamics of oxygen transport in erythrocytes
p409 A84-41172
Mitochondrial carrier of adenylate executes the
regulation of ATP production in the physiological range
of respiration rates p409 A84-41173
The effect of continuous millimeter radiation of low
intensity on Na(+) ion transport in frog skin
p409 A84-41174
Change in the mechanical noise of the myocardium prior
to spontaneous excitation p410 A84-41281
Effect of a modulated UHF field on the behavior and
level of hormones in female rats under emotional stress
p410 A84-41391
Phase changes in the level of glucocorticoid receptors
of rat liver cytosol under stress p410 A84-41392
Content of high-energy phosphates and end products
of gfycolysis in the myocardium in experimental traumatic
shock p410 A84-41393
Monoaminergic mechanisms of the regulating effect of
a number of short peptides during the simulation of
behavioral pathology p 410 A84-41395
Mast cells and substance P in the regulation of
microhemodynamics p411 A84-41400
Distinctive aspects of slight saccadic eye movements
in patients with endocrine myopathies
p423 A84-41538
The reorganization of circadian rhythms in various inbred
rats as a result of light-darkness inversion
p411 A84-41539
Distinctive features of the central hemodynamics of
patients with ischemic disorders of cerebral circulation
p424 A84-41540
The influence of physical therapy on the general physical
condition of women with incontinence as a result of
Stress ' p424 A84-41541
Clinicobiological aspects of the effect of the magnetic
field on chronic venous insufficiency
p424 A84-4154J
Prevention of impairments in the function of heart
mitochondria induced by emotional and painful stress
p411 A84-41543
Comparative study of alpha-glucosidase activity in the
lymphocytes and granulocytes of human peripheral
blood P424 A84-41544
Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase activity in'rat
blood serum under conditions of hyperoxia, hypoxia and
cold . ' p'411 A84-41545
'Time course of the content of immunoglobulins in rabbit
serum during experimental food anaphylaxis - . •"
' p411 A84-41546
Further study of the'role of vitamin A in immunological
reactions (as observed in volunteers)
P424 AB4-41547
Clinical and instrumental studies of the digestive
apparatus while using a therapeutic diet of culinary
products prepared in microwave ovens
. ' p424 A84-41548.
Central regulation of visual and sensory input in health
and schizophrenic persons p 424 A84-41549
A group-theoretical approach to perception -
Retrospective view and current status
p436 A84-41550
Is memory a unitary process? p 436 A84-41551
The effect of adaptation level on the brightness rating
scale ' p424 A84-41553
Reaction of the heart rate to information load
:
 p436 A84-41554
Psychology and the study of 'human factors' in
management p 438 A84-41555
Achievements and tasks of memory research at the
present stage p 436 A84-41556
Immunological function of the thymus
• p411 A84-41557
Adenosine, its metabolism, and possible'mechanisms
of its participation in the function of immune-system cells
p412 A84-41558
Functional element of the liver in normal end pathological
conditions p412 A84-41559
Role of endothelial cells in the regulation of the metabolic
function of the lungs • p412 A84-41560
A method of reproducing acute changes of arterial
pressure to study regulatory responses of brain vessels
p412 A84-41561
Barrier function of the .lungs and its role in the
organism . • p.412 A84-41562
Mathematical modelling of two pathways of light
perception in a photoreceptor cell p412 A84-41563
The force of isometric twitch 'contraction and phases
Of tetanus p424 A84-41564
A rrieological model of muscle tissue in a state of
constant activation p 441 A84-41565
The wavelike nature of time-joint angle trajectories in
humans • p425 A84-41566
Basic conditions of interpersonal understanding during
joint activity ' p438 A84-41567
Decision making as a problem in the psychology of
cognition p 436 A84-41568
Dynamics of the field of vision under conditions of a
stabilized image p 425 A84-41569
Individual differences in reactions to indifferent and
unpleasant stimulae p436 AS4-41570
Social-perceptual processes of group decision making
p437 A84-41571
The effect of physical exercise on the hemodynamics
of patients with chronic bronchitis and bronchial asthma
with systemic arterial hypertension p 425 A84-«1572
Correlation of biological macrorhythms with the
aggravation of lumbar osteochbndrosis ' and acute
disturbances in blood circulation in the brain
p425 AS4-41573
Biogenic monoamines and the seizure susceptibility of
the brain p412 A84-41574
Changes in the efficiency of oxidative phosphorylatJon,
respiratory rate, and Ca/2+/ ton transport in rat and
ground squirrel liver mitochondria for'different levels of
thermogenesis p413 A84-42524
The protective effect of hypoxic preadaptation on the
animal mortality rate from acute circulatory disorders
caused by intense excitation of the brain
P413 A84-42525
Electrical activity of the brain - Mechanisms and
interpretation p413 A84-42630
A determination of the level of ONA damage In human
and mammalian cells "" p 449 A84-42954
Proliferate activity and frequency of chromosome
aberrations in the first mitosis in 50-, 60-', and 70-hour
cultures of irradiated lymphocytes and in mixed cultures
of irradiated and nonirradiated cells p 449 A84-42955
Variation in, the metabolic pool of free'amino acids in
the peripheral blood and the spleen following total-body
uniform gamma irradiation p 449 A84-42956
A general scheme for the modification of reproductive
cell death p 449 A84-42957
A quantitative analysis of radiation damage to
thrombocytopoiesis P 449 A84-42958
Iron content of blood and iron saturation of blood serum
transferrin following X-ray irradiation p 449 A84-42959
Variations in the absorption' 'capacity of the
reticulo-endothelial system under the combined effect of
radiation and bum p 449 A84-42960
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Thyroid gland hyperfunction as a result of the separate
and combined effects of radiation and heat
p450 A84-42961
The effect of microwaves of nonthermal intensity on
the number of aberrant hepatocytes in rats
p450 A84-42962
The rote of the thyroid gland in the development of
genetic effects of microwaves of nonthermal intensity
P450 AS4-42963
An investigation of the absorbing capacity of the
gastrointestinal tract of irradiated animals treated with
radtoprotecUve agents p 450 A84-42964
Charactarttation ol the role of the serotonin hydroxyl
group in the pharmacological and radioprotective action
of serotonin P 450 A84-4296S
Informative value of the category 4-4 of the Minnesota
code as an earry sign of ischemic heart disease
p 459 A84-43518
RuJb-etectrofyte metabolism and renal function of white
rats in experiments aboard Cosmos btosatellltes
p452 A84-43727
Response of the auditory analyzer to the combined effect
of noise, high temperature, and carbon monoxide
P453 A84-43796
Physiological vestbular nystagmus
p460 A84-43707
The genesis of positional paroxysmal nystagmus
p460 A84-43798
Vascular permeability In patients with nasal bleeding on
the background of atherosclerosis and hypertension
disease, and its relationship to solar and geomagnetic
disturbances P460 A84-43799
The phenomenon of 'Infinite sound' as an indicator of
the physical fitness of military personnel
p 461 A84-43923
Anomalies of joint tropism and spinal osteochondrosls
in flight personnel p 461 A84-43924
Raigtinrt^ hjp between OBI loin immunological indicators
and the subjective state of seamen during voyages
p461 A84-43925
Ultrastmctural organization of cells of Chlorella vulgaris
Better, strain LARG-1, grown in autotrophic conditions on
Salyut-6 p454 A84-444S4
The mystery of motion or what regulates the work of
the muscles and how is this regulation effected
P454 A84-44498
Structural-functional alterations in the synaptte
membranes of the brain as a result of aging
p4S5 A84-45913
The correlation of closed eye movements with the
process of task performance p 471 A84-45924
Effect of stimulation parameters on the visual detection
of oscillatory motion p462 A84-45925
Physiology of thermoregulation p455 A84-45995
Passive transport of sodium Into epithelial cells -
Methods of study, properties, regulation, and role
p455 A84-46223
Current ideas on ton mechanisms for cardiac arrhythmias
and possible mechanisms for the action of arrdarrnythmlc
drugs P455 A84-48224
Nonspecific responsMty of the body and Individual radio
sensttMty p 455 A84-46225
Human susceptibility to motion disease under conditions
of combined vestjbular and optoUnetjc stimulation and
reduced field of vision p463 AS4-46475
On the problem of the specificity of responses of heart
rhythm to certain types of mental task toad
p487 A84-46S32
Phenomenon of the false localization of a visual Image
and the functional asymmetry of the human brain
p487 A84-48533
Training of the vestJbular stability of students in
physical-education classes p487 A84-46534
Pattern of external breathing and gas exchange during
the combined effect of hypoxla and hypercaprta on the
body p487 A84-46535
Investigation of the respiration, hemodynamics.
cardiodynamics, and oxygen regimes in athletes In
mountain conditions p487 A84-46538
Factors determining the efficiency of the voluntary
reduction of ventilation during muscular work using
instrumented feedback p487 A84-46537
Effect of geomagnetic disturbances on the conditions
of cardiovascular functions in athletes
P488 AB4-46538
Renin-arigiotBnsion-aldosterone system and adaptation
of the organism to stress in old age p488 A84-46539
Hyperbaric physiology (current status and future
prospects) P488 A84-46540
Sea sickness P 468 A84-47496
Basic instrumental methods for the study of the heart
p488 A84-47499
Sketches of the meory and practice of human ecology
p479 A84-47597
Quantitative regularities of radiation immunology
p479 A84-47599
Mechanism ol the prolongation of life by dibunol
(butylated hydroxytotuene) p 480 A84-47789
BecUocJuomic reactions of rhodopsln
p480 A84-47795
BJomechartcal foundations of the thermal insulation off
homoiotherms p 480 A84-47798
Formation of new uuuiuvessels in the skeletal muscles
of rats exposed to hypobaric hypoxia for a week
p 460 A84-47797
. Clinical-physiological possibilities of predicting the
course of ischemic heart disease , p 489 A64-47999
Variation In the composition of supramolecular
DMA-bound phospholipids in the thymus and liver of
gamma-irradiated rats p480 A84-48036
The condition of beta-adrenergic and GABA-ergjc
receptors in the brains of rats following exposure to high
doses of ionizing radiation p480 AS4-4S037
D&Qy snd sessonsl rhythms of rediosensitivity in &Ibino
mongrel rats p480 A84-48038
A study of the radtobiological aspects of the rlbosomal
genes of animals p 461 A84-48039
The effect of changes in mitochondria membrane Dpids
on 2Mg<+HJependent ATPase actMty
p481 A84-48040
The dynamics of chromosome aberrations In monkey
bone marrow ceDs following prolonged irradiation
p461 A84-48041
The dose-dependence of the yield of chromosome
aberrations in human lymphocytes following irradiation of
peripheral blood with monoenergetic neutrons of 2,4, and
6MeV p489 A84-48042
The distinctive features of the postradiation reaction of
hemopoietic tissue to the administration of adrenaline
p481 A84-48043
Radioprotective activity of some hypotensrve drugs
p481 A84-48044
The kinetics of eosinophilic leukocytes during the
jjOr^ lu^uous gairuna-irradlation of rats
p481 A84-48045
The effect of chronic gamma-irradiation on chipmunks
kept in vivarium p 481 A84-48046
The effect of low-intensity laser radiation on
cholinesterase activity in the brains of rats
p481 A84-48047
The role of neurons from different hypothalamic regions
in the response of an organism to hypoxia
p 481 A84-48163
Tho offset of short-term hypofthormi& on cfltechotsntino
content in the organs of white rats p 482 A&4-48164
Variation in the osmolarity of arterial blood during
intensive musde exercise p482 A84-48165
Manual of space biology and medicine (3rd revised and
enlarged edition) ' p482 A64-48753
The psychophyslcs of sensory and sensomotor
processes p494 A84-46757
PhysJoloQiC&l festures cnsr&ctsrlzInQ hum&n
readaptation to high temperature p489 A84-49040
Features characterizing endocrine functions and llpip
metabolism In fiigM personnel p489 A84-4904I
Individual characteristics of Orcadian rhythms and the
work capacity of seamen at rdght p489 A84-49042
Membranes in tho evolution of Ufo
p482 A84-49047
Engineering psychology: Economic problems
p497 A84-49313
Biosynthesis of chermautotrophlc bacteria using
electrical energy ' p482 A64-49315
Neuronal organization of the developing brain
p482 A84-49324
The cardiovascular system in extreme natural
conditions p490 'A84-49334
' Geneticophysiologlcal mechanisms in the regulation of
the functions of the tastes p482 A84-49338
Inner fluids of the body (2nd revised and enlarged
edition) p 483 A84-49342
The effect of hyperthermia on the body temperature and
the catecholamine content of the hypothalamus in albino
rats p483 A84-49566
USSR report Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
volume 17, no. 5, September - October 1983
[JPRS-84655] plO N84-11693
Study. of cardiovascular system during long-term
spacefflghts p25 N84-11694
Simulation of cerebrocrardal trauma for evaluation air'
development of gear to protect pilots against impacts
p25 N84-11695
Aircraft crew diet in emergency situations
p39 N84-11696
Changes in cardiac output and orthostatic staMity of
cosmonauts p 25 N84-11697
• Hemodynamic reactions to positive intr&thoracic
pressure at +G sub z accelerations p25 N84-11698
Normal human coronary circulation during postural tests
and decompression of tower half of body
p26 N84-11699
Dynamics of rheographic parameters of cerebral
circulation and circulation In the extremities during active
orthostatic test p26 N84-11700
Effect of redistribution of blood on severity of spatial
position illusions in weightlessness p 26 N84-11701
Free armno adds of blood before and after short-term
spacefBghts p26 N84-11702
Changes in blood urea content under hypokinetic
conditions p26 N84-11703
Energy metalbdism enzymes in simulation of some
spacefflght factors p 26 N84-11704
Morphometric study of rat adrenal medulla during
long-term hypokinesia p 10 N84-11705
Effect of eleuterococcus extract on recovery processes
in rats following sevotv^ay hypokinesia
p11 N84-11706
Effoct of hypokineso on antino Bdd roetflbofism in rsts
on diets dJfferinQ in c&lctum snd phosphorus content
p 11 N84-11707
Demonstration of gas bubbles in canine pulmonary artery
and aorta by means of ultrasonic echography with
Intravenous air Infusion p 11 N84-11708
Physiological and ecological characteristics of the water
fern, azolla pinnata, and prospects of using it in biological
life-support system for man p39 N84-11709
Predkrton of vomiting in dogs exposed to radiation with
shielding of midabdomen p 11 N84-11710
Condition of erytnrocytos durinQ long-term exposure to
magnetic field p11 N84-11711
Experimental psychological methods used in expert
evaluation of mental work rflpp^y of flight personnel in
the presence of functional disturbances and central
nervous system diseases p26 N84-11712
Determination of a subjects condition according to pitch
of the vocal vowel'A' p 27 N84-11714
Method for assessing mental stress in operators
p32 N84-11715
A method of assessing cardiac function with bicycle
ergometry In expert medical certification of pilots
p27 N84-11716
Evaluation of skeletal muscle tone by recording lateral
rigidity . p 27 N84-11717
Method for identifying trace contaminants in chamber
atmosphere at high pressure p39 N84-11718
The 5th Symposium on Gravitational Physiology
p84 N84-14166
The uttrastructural organization of the blue-green alga
mlcrocystis aerugtnosa kuetz. Emend. Elenk in connection.
with toxfcogeneste
[AD-A132540] p77 N84-14662
. Birth of space plant growing
[NASA-TM-77244] p 133 N84-16756
USSR report life sciences. Effects of nontontdnfl
electromagnetic radiation, no. 13
[JPHS-84991] pi 34 N84-16762
Permeability of sodium sulfacyl through membrane
structures differing in degree of organization with exposure
to tow-frequency magnetic field p 134 N84-18763
Change In Immunobtologlcal reactivity under the effect
of combined exposure to microwaves, infrasound and
gamma radiation p 134 N84-16764
Influence of variable magnetic field on bactericidal effect
of Ionizing radiation p 134 N84-16765
Animal sensittvity to super-high frequency
electromagnetic fields In correlation to age
p135 N84-16766
New trends In standardization of electromagnetic
microwave radiation p 135 N84-16767
Use of electromagnetic field in patients following a
disruption of cerebral circulation p 135 N84-16768
USSR report Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
Vol. 17. No. 6,'November - December 1983 94 p
[JPRS-USB-84-001] pi 35 N84-16769
Practical applications of advances In aviation medicine
p 144 NS4-16770
Shielding part of bone marrow as a method of local
protection against cosmic radiation p 144 N84-16771
• Fluid intake at high altitudes p 145 N84-16772
Mental status and work capacity of Salyut-6 station crew
members p 145 N84-16773
Changes in some rheotogical parameters of blood in
experiments simulating weightlessness
p145 N84-16774
G suit of bladderiess type as a means of improving
orthostatic stability after water immersion hypokinesia nd
exposure to accelerations p 162 N84-16775
Study of metabolic sequelae of using positive
intraputmonary pressure during exposure to
accelerations p 145 N84-16776
Effect of sydnocarb on hemodynamics and redistribution
of blood during functional tests following six-hour
antiorthostatic hypokinesia p 145 N84-16777
Respiratory tract closing volume and structure of total
lung capacity during severMlay hypokinesia in head-down
position p 145 N84-16778
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Evaluation of human Wood morphological composition
during exorcise in sealed chamber with different
concentrations of ammonia p 146 N84-16779
Met&boQc i^mtMtmry^^ in man in an environment with
low ammonia level and their collection by graded physical
exercise p 146 N84-16780
Metabolism and nutritional status In emergency
situations without food supply or on a low-calorie diet
p 146 N84-16781
Effect of periodic ftocotafBttons of 5 G on kinetics of
erythrocyte hemofysls In white rats p 135 N84-16782
Neuronal-vascuiar relations In lateral geniculate body
and superior coflteufl ol cats after exposure to
accelerations p 135 N84-16783
Study of vibration resonance frequencies In rats
P135 N84-16784
Comparative characteristics of erythron reactions to
hypoxic hypoxto, immobilization and NgMntenstty
stationary magnetic Held p 135 N84-16785
Plant waste processing on a solid substrate for a
biological life-support system for man
p162 N84-16786
Detection of latent atherosclerotic stenoslng lesions to
great vessels of the head In flight personnel
p 146 N84-16787
Ptoftc^otocflttoo rnothod for tnostfQ&tion of p&r&fnoters
of tntrocr&ni&l ctrcutstion of Wood snd fluid in m&n
p146 N84-16786
Experimentally produced biped monkeys as a model for
multipurpose research In gravity biology and physiology
p 136 N84-16789
The effect ol various carbon sources on the growth of
single-celled cyanophyta
[NASA-TM-77090] p 136 N84-17804
Mffltaiy Medical Journal, no. 7, 1983
[L-2456J P147 N84-17811
Prevention of flight fatigue by physical training
p 147 N84-17812
Effect of the microclimate on the night sleep and physical
fitness of seamen during a cruise In the low latitudes
p 147 N84-17813
. Military Medical Journal, no. 2.1983
[L-2341] p148 N84-17614
Assessment of the functional state of the heart muscle
In aircrew members by means by bicycle ergometry
p 148 N84-17815
The effect of smoking on the non-specific resistance
of the organism of seamen at sea p 148 N84-17816
Mittary Medical Journal, no. 3,1983
[L-2399J P148 N84-17817
Investigation of the mtaoclreulatlon of the conjunctiva
In airmen with the initial symptoms of cerebral
atherosclerosis p 148 N84-17818
Changes In the T and 8 systems of immunity in seamen
during a long cruise p 148 N84-17819
Military Medical Journal, no. 4,1983
[L-2403] p155 N84-17838
The concept of working capacity of the flight crew
P185 N84-17837
Cosmonaut training p 225 N84-18250
OoroQOvoy on oownon&ut troWnQ
P226 N84-18251
Btomeolcal experiments on Soviet-French flight
p186 N84-16254
Development of space botany experiments
p166 NB4-18255
Studies on protelnograms In dermatorphytes by disc
' etectrophoresis. Part 2: Protein bands of keratjnophillc
funfli
[NASA-TM-77096] p 198 N84-20127
Military Medical Journal, no. 5, May 1983
[L-2404] •• P248 N84-21047
Aspocts of moolc&l oxsnttnflttons of ttlrmon wtth roQflrd
to eye Diseases p 248 N84-21048
Anthropornetric indicators of submariners
P249 N84-21049
Military Medical Journal, no. 11, November 1983
[L-2539] p249 N84-21050
Methods and means of improving the working capability
of flight personnel p249 N84-21051
Some bnmunological mechanisms of adaptation of
seamen to conditions of low latitude sailing
p249 N84-21052
USSR Report Life sciences, bkxnedlcal and behavioral
UPRS4JBB-84-003] p 244 N84-22145
USSR report Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine.
volume 18, no. 1, January - February 1984
(JPRS-USB-84-002]- p255 N84-22149
Muscle tone changes in individuals of different age
groups submitted to simulated weightlessness
p 255 N84-22150
Thirteenth Gagarin Conference p255 NB4-22151
Research in man-machine Interaction discussed
p311 N84-23393
Industry urged to increase output of NC machine tool,
robotics p311 N84-23914
Industry official on progress In Soviet robotics program
p311 N84-23915
USSR report Human resources
[JPRS-UHR-84-009) p311 N84-24103
Robotics Impact on labor productivity examined
p311 N84-24104
USSR report ' Machine tools and metalworking
equipment
[JPRS-UMM-84-009] p312 N84-24108
Resistance (o robots in Soviet metallurgical plants
noted p312 N84-24109
Impact of Latvian Robotics Institute on industry
modernization p312 N84-24110
Betorussia's industry rocotization program discussed
p312 N84-24111
Level of rotaotJzation of Kazakhstan Industry viewed -
p312 N64-24112
Control algorithms of Soviet HCS Rusalka for robots
analyzed p 312 N84-24113
Contributions of space medicine to medical research
p303 N84-24517
USSR report Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine,
volume 16. no. 2. March - April 1984
[JPRS-USB-84-004] p319 NB4-25247
Some aspects of dosimetry In studies of biological
effects of nonlonizing electromagnetic radiation
p324 N84-25248
Main results of medical studies on Salyut-6-Soyuz
program p 324 N84-25249
Blood plasma amlno add levels In cosmonauts before
end after 175-day mission aboard Salyut-6
p325 N84-25250
Evaluation of changes in human axial skeletal bone
structures during long-term spaceflights
p325 N84-252S1
Study of erythrocyte adhesion in cosmonauts •
p325 N84-25252
Sanitary and hygienic features of cabin environment in
Salyut-7 orbital station p 336 N84-25253
Dynamics of changes in metabolic and endocrine
processes in helicopter crews during commercial flights
p 325 N84-25254
Choice of psychophysiologlcal criterion to assess
.. whole-body low-frequency vibration p 325 N84-25255
Evaluation of some hemodynarnic parameters of pilots
during flights p325 N84-25256
Some psychological consequences of prolonged social
isolation p 331 N84-25257
Adaptive effects of repeated Immersion on man
p325 N84-25268
Orcadian rhythm of human heart rate during
anttorthostalta tests p 326 N84-2S259
Effect of working In two shifts on drcadian rhythm of
heart rate p 326 N84-25260
Efficacy of conditioning animals to hypoxla during
sleep p319 N84-25261
Morphological study of primate muscle fibers and
mteroctrculatton during head-down hypoklnesla
P326 NB4-25262
Structural distinctions of thyroid C cells and parathyroid
glands of primates during head-down hypoklnesla
P326 N84-25263
Method of determining Intensity of elimination of
microorganisms from human upper respiratory tract
p320 N84-25264
Oxidative enzyme activity in rat blood plasma and
sutacellular fraction of liver following flight aboard
Cosmos-936 btosatellite p 320 N84-25265
Effect of centrifuglng on survival of early larvae of
common frogs p 320 N84-25266
Nucleic add content of canine liver during long-term
experimental hypoklnesla p 320 N84-25267
Influence of exam stress on cardiac function of students
differing In level of physical activity p 326 N84-2S268
Mouse adrenal cortlcosterone content during prolonged
exposure to high-Intensity stationary magnetic field
' p320 N84-25269
Review of book on space radtobtology
p326 N84-25270
New book on metabolism under hypodynamic
conditions p327 N84-25271
Evaluation of energy characteristics of bipedal walking
and running by model analysis p 392 N84-26941
Treatment of walking as controllable self-excited
oscillations p 392 N84-26942
USSR Report Life sciences btomedteal and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-84-013] p 353 N64-27397
Physiological assessment of capacity for processing
increasing amounts of visual Information by human
operators p 377 N84-27398
Blofeedback methods and quality of operator's
performance p 392 N84-27399
Genetic control and phenotypic correction of cellular
immune response to H-antigen of Salmonella
typhimurium p 353 N84-27400
Modelling of multi-signal immobilized immunogens
p 353 N84-27401
CtirocaMmrrtunological spectrum of Leishmantases
p 354 N84-27404
Allomonades: New group of vibrionaceae family
microorganisms p 354 N84-27410
Effect of decimeter waves on pnysicat-chemical state
of membranes, thymocyte chromatin and immunological
reactivity ol an organism p 366 N84-27411
Change in spectrum of blood hormones under influence
of centimeter range microwaves p366 N84-27412
Gene mutations, chromosome aberrations and
survivability after X-ray irradiation of Chinese hamster cell
culture under conditions of cysteamine protection
p 366 N84-27413
Possibilities of creating invariant man-machine
systems p393 N84-27414
USSR report Life sciences, biomedical and behavioral
[JPRS-UBB44-011] p355 N84-28364
Physiological responsiveness of operators in relation to
work and homeostatic disorders p 369 N84-28365
Functional status in relation to work, performance and
health p 369 N84-28368
Electrosleep in prophylaxis of psychoneural stress and
recovery of mental performance in operators
p379 N84-28367
EEG informational content In prediction of work
performance p 379 N84-28368
Functional status of operators and its systemic end
technical determinants p 379 N84-28369
Problems and perspectives of Alpine work physiology
p369 N84-28370
Effects of long-term exposure to low positive
temperatures on cold-induced vasodilation
p 369 N84-28371
Circulatory dynamics in expeditionary tour of duty '
p 370 N84-28372
Occupational efficiency In relation to
psychophysiological characteristics p 370 N64-28373
Individual responses to combined heat and physical
load p370 N84-28374
Effects of adaptation to hot climate on
Uiermoreception p 370 N84-28375
Effects of natural light conditions on biorhythms in polar
dwellers p 370 N84-28376
Variations in EEG In relation to brain functional status
p 371 N84-26377
Blofeedback regulation of pulmonary ventilation
p 371 N84-26378
Spatjotemporal structure of quanta of industrial work and
its physiological basis p 371 N84-28379
Effects of short-term heat adaptation on certain
Indicators of physical capacity for work
p 371 N84-28380
Criteria of human cold adaptation p 371 N84-28381
Psychology and study of human factor In management
p379 N84-28382
Structure of formal-dynamic properties of human psyche
In signal systems Interaction p380 N84-28383
Response of cardiac rhythm to Information load
p 371 N84-28384
Influence of level of adaptation to light upon estimation
of brightness p372 N84-2838S
Role of feedback In regulation of ideomotor
movements p372 N84-28366
Perception of binaural temporal shifts
p 372 N84-26387
Medical research program of 'Soyuz T-10' crew
p426 N84-28S26
Goals of cosmonaut At'kov's medical studies on
•Salyut-71 p426 N84-28827
Cornet studies, medical research on 'Salyut-7'
p426 N84-28832
Food specialists discuss cosmonaut diet
p 442 N84-28835
Space biology and medicine: Yesterday and today
P413 N84-28865
Development of equipment for 'Cosmos-1514'
Wosatellite p413 N84-2886B
Investigating spatial distribution of phytoplankton In Lake
Baykal by optical methods p 413 N84-28868
USSR report Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine.
vol. 18, no. 3, May - June 1984
[JPRS-USB-84-005] p415 N84-30642
Use of vitamins during adaptation to high altitudes
p429 N84-30643
Reliability and efficiency of Kubteek rheographic method
for monitoring cardiac output and stroke volume
p430 N84-30644
Walking erect as a factor in development of arterial
hypertension In primates p 430 N84-30645
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Effect of dihydroergotamine on human circulation during
orthostatic tests p430 N84-30646
Circulatory changes in orthostatic position in the
presence of hyperthermia p 430 N84-30647
Blood plasma free amino acids under hypokinetic
conditions p 430 N84-30648
Human stomach motor and evacuatory functions during
antiorthostatic hypokinesia p 430 N84-30649
Orcadian pattern of simian functional parameters during
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p430 N84-30650
Dynamics of red blood cell changes in rats during acute
immobilization p41S N84-306S1
Ultrasound distribution and bone calcium content in
experimental animals submitted to hypokinesia and
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Ultrasonography of canine soft tissues during
decompression p 415 N84-30653
Functional state and work capacity of man when
breathing oxygen and hypoxic mixtures under positive
pressure p 431 N84-30654
Adrenal-hypothalamus-pituitary system reactions in rats
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p4IS N84-30655
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atmosphere on human adrenocortical system function
p431 N84-30658
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systems on functional state of rysosomal system of
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Simulation of physiological effects of negative pressure
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Individual distinctions of human sleeping respiration at
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Engineering physiology: New area for use of control
theory p 444 N84-30676
Bilateral carotid ligatkxi and effects of electromagnetic
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Time-dependent spinal cord changes following
nontonizing microwave irradiation p 418 N64-30678
Effect of constant and low-frequency magnetic fields
on biological systems p 432 NB4-30679
Reactions of cerebral cortex neurons to alternating
magnetic field on glutamic acid p 418 N84-30681
Influence of microwave electromagnetic radiation and
certain hormones on osmotic resistance of mouse
erymrocytes p 418 N84-30682
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Medical research in first 100 days of Saryut-7 flight
p 464 N84-31230
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Medical applications of lasers p 464 N84-31904
Age-related responses to de- and hyperhydratjon
p 464 N84-31905
Effects of whole-body coM exposure on erymrocyte
morphology p 464 N84-31906
Effects of climate on kininogen levels in healthy human
subjects p464 N84-31907
Heart rhythm changes in response to sensorimotor load
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Correlation between individual alpha-rhythm parameters
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information input p 465 N84-31909
Stability of physiological and psychological human
functions under extreme environmental conditions
p465 N84-31910
Psychophysiological aspects of monotonous human
activity . p47t N84-31911
USSR report Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
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[JPRS-UBB-84-012J p456 N84-31916
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problems p 475 N84-31920
Stress in work p 475 N84-31921
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Effect of body temperature on human work capacity
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• features in dynamics of operator error
p 465 N84-31929
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Dynamics of functional status and subjective sensations
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field p466 N84-31932
USSR report Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
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Pilot jet lag experiments described
p 467 N84-32997
Effect of cyclic changes in cultivation conditions of
growth kinetics and physiological properties of yeasts
p45B N84-32998
Microbiology and food program p458 N84-32999
Modeling of lethal electric shock p 468 N64-33000
Resistance of microorganisms from mesosphere to
periodic freezing-thawing p 458 N84-33001
Effects of insulin and hydrocortisone on energy
metabolism In rats irradiated with fast. 60 MeV neutrons
p458 N84-33002
USSR report Life sciences. Biomedical and behavioral
sciences
[JPRS-UBB-84-020] p 485 N84-34128
Physical training of cosmonauts for intercosmos program
missions p 490 N84-34129
Effects of prolonged weightlessness on orchidaceae
proteins p 485 N64-34130
Genetic study of ptasmid integration in yeast
chromosomes. Report 1: Effect of integration of episomal
plasmid in meiotic crossover in chromosome 3
p485 N84-34131
Genetic study of plasmid integration in yeast
chromosomes. Report 2: Analysis of irregular meiotic
segregation p485 N84-34132
Obtaining yeast vector marked by mutation of multiple
antibiotic resistance p485 N84-34133
Military Medical Journal, no. 4. 1984
[L-2718] p490 N84-34134
Physiological-hygienic criteria of medical selection of
military servicemen! for work in a hot climate
p490 N84-34135
Medical-psychological problems of the occupational
reliability of flight personnel p490 N84-34136
The functional condition of seamen under conditions
of the southern maritime area p 490 N84-34137
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Renin, angiotensin-converting enzyme, and aldosterone
in humans on Mount Everest p 14 A84-10279
Cardkxespiratory response to exercise in men
repeatedly exposed to extreme altitude
p21 A84-12651
Spatiotemporal contrast sensitivity and visual field
locus p55 A84-14598
Assessment of recovery from hypertaaric-induced
subfertilrly in male mfce p 73 A84-16181
Some comparisons of cm-display and off-display touch
input devices for interaction with computer generated
displays p 102 A84-I7013
Evidence for a central component of post-injury pain
hypersensiUvity p 77 A84-19038
Training the helicopter test pilot p 151 A84-19608
Orcadian rhythms and disturbed sleep - Its relevance
to transport operations p 138 A64-20080
Fit to fly? p138 A84-20082
Over-dependence on automatics - The black box one
man band p 152 A64-20084
Benefits of helmet-mounted display image stabilisation
under whole-body vibration p 158 A84-20288
Prevalence of fatty liver in healthy male adults
accidentally killed p 139 A84-20293
Applications of gas chromatographic head space
analysis to aviation accident toxicology
p 139 A84-20294
The coding of velocity of movement in the human visual
system ' p 153 A84-20624
Adaptation to irregularity of rest and activity
p 142 A84-21736
. Effects of traffic noise on quality of steep -Assessment
by EEG, subjective report or performance the next day
P222 A84-23S84
Heat production during sleep p 214 A84-26194
Workload evaluation on civiJ transport aircraft
P257 .A84-28252
The maintenance and testing of survival suits - Problems
and options p 264 A84-28259
Emotional stress and pilots - A review
p257 A84-28261
Long-range air capability and the South Atlantic
Campaign . . p 247 A84-29812
Robots - 'From concept to commissioning (Company
' profile) p 308 A84-31625
Life science research on-board Spacelab. Ill - The
Spacelab-1 mission p 283 A84-32503
. Mild hypoxia and the use of oxygen in flight
p299 A84-32S71
Hyperventilation in flight p 299 A84-32572
Small airways, lung function and aviation
P299 A84-32573
The natural history of asthma - Aeromedical
implications . p 299 A84-32S74
' Nasal disease in relation to fitness of a pilot
p299 A84-32575
The spectroscope identification of interstellar grains
p339 A84-33188
On the 2800 A interstellar extinction feature
p339 A64-34215
Evolution of catalytic proteins or On the origin of enzyme
species by means of natural selection
p318 A84-35596
Effects of personality on body temperature and mental
efficiency following transmeridian flight
p356 A84-36927
The consequences of in-flight incapacitation in' civil
.aviation p357 A84-36928
Effect of sleep deprivation on self-selected workload
p375 A64-37262
The division of attention between a primary tracking task
and secondary tasks of pointing with a stylus or speaking
in a simulated ship's-gunfire-control tasks
p375 A84-37263
The gaits of bipedal and quadrupedal animals
p390 A84-37667
Ergonomics in general aviation - An illustrated
example p 392 A84-39707
An analysis of crew co-ordination problems in
. commercial transport aircraft p 377 A84-39712
Mass discrimination during prolonged weightlessness
p 420 A84-40304
A transient model of thermoregulation in a clothed
human p 439 A84-40344
A model of spinal cord dysbarism to study delayed
treatment I - Producing dysbarism p 398 A84-40351
Cognitive impairment of acute mountain sickness and
acetazolamide p420 A64-40353
Health and work at high altitude - A study at the Mauna
Kea observatories p 421 A84-40565
The cell in the field of gravity and the centrifugal field
p409 A84-41049
A model of spinal cord dysbarism to study delayed
treatment. II - Effects of treatment p 452 A84-43726
The energy expenditure of helicopter pilots
p474 AB4-43737
Operational efficiency and time of day
p471 A84-44094
Disturbance of sleep by noise - Individual differences
p 471 A84-4S659
Dexterity is just a fumble in space
p475 A84-462S8
Hot air changes our view of the ear
p463 A84-46259
Stability of phase recognition in complex spatial
waveforms p 463 A84-46435
Origins of biomolecuiar handedness
p480 A84-47891
Eye spectral sensitivity and its variation with luminance
level
[RAE-TR-83043] p 216 N84-18892
Ergo-ophthafmological aspects of the VDU: Visual strain
and the blue light lesion
(DHIC-T-6921) p216 N34-18893
Adaptation to irregularity of rest and activity
p260 NB4-21070
Hypnotics and air operations p 251 N84-21072
Workload of personnel engaged in air defence
p 270 N84-21079
Human factors of air operations in the South Atlantic
campaign p270 N84-21080
Work at high altitude: A clinical and physiological study
at the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope, Mauna Kea,
Hsw&o
[REPT.11) p254 N84-22147
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Some comparisons between NVL and oracle-based
MRTD approaches
[BAE-BT-11240) p300 N84-23096
A potentially powerful method ot simple automatic
recognition exhibiting scale and orientation
independence
(BAE-8T-11088) p30< N84-23102
Some considerations of forms and distributions of
receptive field units in earfy visual processing
[BAE-BT-11177J p304 N84-23103
Some observations on relative approaches to visual
acquisition modelling
IBAE-BT-11241) p304 N84-23104
Detection of horizontal bars as a function of length,
separation, eccentricity and frequency of temporal
modulation: Possible applications to helicopter
acquisition
[BAE-8T-11288] p3M N84-2310S
Modelling of visual search performance
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Human factors aspects of C3 systems
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Numeric keyboard layout and computer menu
selection
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An experimental comparison of operator responses to
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Bibliography on direct voice input and direct voice
output
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A survey of European robotics research
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Motion illness-. A bibliography
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Stressful mission profiles, part 1 p 330 N84-26281
Stressful mission profiles, part 2: Workload and
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Visual problems In helicopter operations
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Thermal control problems in military helicopters
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Mental performance in mild oxygen deficiency
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Audametric configurations and repeatability In
noise-induced hearing loss
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The alpha-crustacyanin, the lobster carapace
astaxanthin-protein P 464 N84-34122
The perception of saturation and hue on colour cathode
ray tubes
[AO-A14364S] p 488 N84-34167
Assessing pilot workload in flight P499 N84-34408
Results of a questionnaire on the teaching of
Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) on undergraduate
courses
tTT-8404] p485" N84-34910
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p83 A84-18891
p 137 A84-20018
p335 A84-33607
AF-AFOSR-80-0279 p 335 A84-33609
AF-AFOSR-81-0078 p 105 A84-18792
p118 A84-19334
AF-AFOSR-82-0085 p66 A84-15570
AF-AFOSR-82-0279 p 66 A84-15570
AF-AFOSR-82-0345 p 152 A84-20622
ARPA ORDER 4148 p 232 N84-16905
A78/KLU/065 p 40 N84-11759
A80/K/112 p40 N84-11765
A8WKL/040 P396 N84-28487
A82/K/100 p467 N84-31940
B99-QAXR p438 N84-30697
DA PROJ. F58-524 p 302 N84-24095
DA PROJ. F63-522 P 333 N84-25291
DA PROJ. MOO-95 p 234 N84-20179
DA PROJ. RRO-4204 p 67 N84-12721
DA PROJ.
DA PROJ.
DA PROJ.
DA PROJ.
DA PROO.
DA PROJ.
DA PROJ.
DA PROJ.
RRO-4209
1L2-62209-AH-76 ..
2O1-61101-B-74F ..
2O1-61102-B-74-D
2Q1-61102-B-74-F
2Q1-61102-B-74F ..
2O1-62717-A-790 ..
2O1-62722-A-791 ..
DA PROJ. 2O2-63731-A-792
DA PROJ. 2Q2-63739-A-793
DA PROJ. 2O2-63743-A-794
DAPROJ. 3A1-61101-A-91C ..
DAPROJ. 3A1-61102-B-71P ..
DA PROJ. 3E1-162777-A-879
DAPROJ.3E1-16777-A-679 ..
DAPROJ. 3E1-61102-BS-04 ..
DAPROJ. 3E1-62773-A-819 ..
DAPROJ. 3E1-62777-A-845 ..
DA PROJ. 3E1-62777TA-878 ..
DA PROJ. 3E1-62777-A-879
DA PROJ. 3M1-61102-BS-01
DA PROJ. 3M1-61102-BS-10
DA PROJ. 3M1-61192-BS-10
DA PROJ. 3M1-62734-A-875 .
DA PROJ. 3S1-62772-A-874
DA-ERO-78-G-006
DA-ERO-82-134
DAAG29-79-C-0103
DAAG29-80-C-0033
DAAG29-80-C-0057
DAAG29-81-K4128
DAAG29-82-C0011
DAAG29-83-K-0012
DAAG46-82-K-0056
DAAK20-80-C-0254
DAAK20-81-C-0133
DAAK60-83-C-0031
DAAK70-81-C-0250
DAJA37-8045-0255
DAMD-81-C-1057
DAMD17-75C-5008 ,
DAMD17-76-C-6053 ..
OAMD17-77-C-7006 ..
DAMD17-80-C-0058 ..
DAMD17-80-C-0075 .
DAMD17-80-C-0089 ..
DAMD17-80-C-C150 ..
. p337
. P226
. p472
. p494
. P495
. p337
. p332
. p235
P428
. P438
. P437
. p99
P261
p261
. p199
. p321
. p87
. p88
. p 199
. p271
. p218
. p38
p62
P71
p120
p271
p271
p320
p393
P428
p499
. p23
p31
p85
p88
p149
p219
p219
p271
P327
p328
P330
P428
P428
P429
p498
. p353
. p51
P251
p334
P355
P468
, p 133
p62
P90
p250
P328
p494
p337
p375
P150
p286
p86
p388
p78
p28
P310
p386
p386
p270
p87
P264
P494
p142
P320
P321
P353
P9
p211
p31
p460
p364
P364
N84-25299
N84-20155
N84-31942
N 84-34915
N84-34920
NS4-25298
N 84-25288
N84-20184
N84-29451
N 84-30696
N84-29458
N84-146B3
N84-21098
N84-21101
N84-20129
N84-25274
N84-15766
N 84-15768
N84-20129
N 84-22173
N 84-20140
N84-10760
N 84-12714
N84-12726
N84-15801
NS4-22170
N84-22171
NB4-25273
N 84-27443
N84-29448
N84-34924
N84-10737
N84-10753
N54-14869
N84-15769
N84-17824
N 84-20145
N 84-20146
N84-22173
N84-25281
N84-25284
N84-26277
N84-29452
N84-294S3
N84-29454
N84-34168
N84-27396
N84-12708
N84-21061
N84-26293
N 84-28362
N84-33005
N 84-16758
N84-12719
N84-15780
N84-21058
N84-25282
N 84-34916
N84-25298
A84-36749
N84-17832
N84-24085
N84-14675
N84-28482
N84-15759
N84-11747
N 84-23120
N84-28458
N 84-28459
N84-21103
N84-15765
A84-28525
N84-34915
A84-21036
N84-25273
N84-25274
N 84-27396
A84-12659
A84-25399
N84-10753
A84-43736
A84-38562
A84-38563
E-1
DAMD17-81-C-1044 CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
DAMD17-81-C-1044 p 283 -A84-32564
DAMD17-81-C-1057 p213 A84-26189.
p87 N84-1S768
p88 N84-15768
p219 N84-20145
OAMD17-81-C-1240 p 250 N84-21058
OAMD17-82-C-2083 p 420 A84-40335
OAMD17-82-C-2138 p 468 N84-33005
OAMD17-82-C-2188 p 344 AS4-36732
DAMD17-84-G-4005 p 456 N84-31915
OARPA ORDER 4456 p 163 N84-16809
OE-AC02-76CH-00016 p 10. N84-10727
p 24 N84-10741
p 63 N84-12720
p53 N84-13760
DE-AC02-76EV-01105 p 79 N84-15761
DE-AC02-76EV-01332 p417 N84-30673
DE-AC02-76EV-01599 p 53 .N84-13761
DE-AC02-76EV-03490 p 426 A84-42258-
p91 N84-15785
OE-AC02-77CH-00178 p 52 N84-13757
p52 N84-13758
DE-AO02-80ER-10701 p 13 N84-11740
DE-AC02-80ER-10766 p 243 N84-21041
DE-AC02-80RA-50293 p 77 N84-14664
DE-AC02-81ER-10880 p414 N84-29438
DE-AC02-81ER-10903 p 51 N84-12710
OE-AC»2-81EH-10911 p 134 N84-16760
DE-AC02-82EH-12039 p 244 N84-22142
DE-AC02-82ER-12085 p 457 N84-32994'
DE-AC03-76SF-00098 p 79 N84-15762
p444 N84-29485
p458 N84-32995
p488 •M84-34170
DE-AC03-76SF-00472 p 417 N84-30672
DE-AC04-76DP-00613 p 165 N84-17862
DE-AC04-76DP-00656 p 338 N84-25304
DE-AC04-76DP-00789 p 40 N84-11764
DE-AC06-76RL-01830 p 28 N84-11748
p28 N84-11749
p28 > N84-11750
p 53 N84-13762
p53 N84-13763
p244 N84-22144
DE-AC07-76ID-O1570 : p 40 N84-11763
DE-AC09-76SR-00001 p 122 N84-15810
DE-AM03-76SF-00034 p 54 N84-13766
DE-AS05-76EV-03018 p 134 N84-16761
DE-AS05-76EV-03408 p 53 ' N84-13765
DE-AT03-76ER-70185 p 54 N84-13766
DE-BM-JO-113009 p 165 N84-17865
OFG-DI-27811-2 p 288 A84-30331
DFG-SFB-73 p 451 A84-43058
DI-BM-JO-100068 p 394 N84-27447
DI-BM J^O-1 13009 p165 N84-17866
p 165 N84-17867
p166 N84-17868
DI-14-34-0001-0216 p 10 N84-10730
DI-14-34-0001-2107 p417 N84-30674
DNA001-81-C-0067 p 249 N84-21054
DOT-FA79WA-4268 p 109 A84-18B31
DRET-80-1037 p410 A84-41235
DTCG23-80-C-20031 p 476 N84-31946
EG-77-C-01-4042 p 52 N84-13757
pS2 N84-13758
EPA-CR-810608 1. p479 A84-47264
EPA-R-805318 p 64 N84-13774
EPA-R-806390 p 24 N84-10746
EPA-R-808039 p 24 N84-10748
EPA-68-02-3066 p 151 N84-17835
EPA-68-02-3716 p 25 N84-10749
EPA-6B-02-3755 p 258 N84-22161
EPA-68-03-3019 p 446 N84-30719
EPA-68-03-3879 p 24. • N84-10744
ERNO-CC-OS-000-100 p 233 N84-19428
ESA-82/17 P217 N84-18900
ESA-82/18 p217 N84-18900
EY-76-S-02-1599 p 53 N84-13761
FCAC-CE-29 p323- A84-34702
FCAC-EO-1330 p323 A84-34702
F19628-82-C-0001 p 33 A84-10035
F33615-76-C-0605 p 483 A84-49373
F33615-77-00054 p 29 A84-10972
F33815-78-D-0629 p 232 N84-18908
F33615-79-C-0014 p 32 N84-10758
F33615-79-C-0503 p 163 N84-16810
F33615-79-C-0509 p 298 A84-32567
F33815-79-C-0523 p 38 A84-12059
F33615-79-C-0614 ,.. p 425 - A84-42252
F33615-80-C-0004 p 437 N84-29459
F33615-80-C-0018 p 64 N84-13773
F33615-80-C-0020 p 335 N84-26297
F33615-8O-C-0512 p 216 N84-18896
F33615-80-C-0514 p 373 N84-28395
F33615-80-C0610 p218 N84-20141
F33615«>-C-0612 p412 A84-«2253
p78 N84-15756
. . p196 N84-1B890
. ' . p 196 NB4-18891
p244 N84-22141
.. ' .. p287 N84-24087
: . - . . . p414 N84-29434
F33615-80-C-0613 p 134 N84-1675?
F33615-80-K-0022 p 301 N84-24089
F33815-8I-C-0500 p 2)8 N84-18895,
F33815-81-C-0501 ..'.. p 384 N84-28434
F33615-81-C-0505 p 288 N84-24086
F33615-81-&0517 J p 334 N84-26294
F33615-61-C-3620 p 94 A84-18797
F33815-81-K-0011 p 322 A84-33623
p 150 N84-17828
F33615^1-K-0014 p 64 N84-13770
F33615-81-K-0616 p 24 N84-10746
F33615-81-K-0618 p 250 N84-21056
F33S15-82-C-0500 p 468 NB4-33006
F33815-82:00511 p 102 A84-16660
p 84 A84-19296
p 301. N84-23099
F33615-82-C-0610 p 327 N84-25280
p456 N84-31912
F33615-82-K-0631 p416 N84-30670
F33615-82-K-0634 p 456 N84-31914
F33615-83-K-0038 p 118 A84-19334
F33815-83-K-0504 p 433 N84-30691
F33815-83-K-0609 '. p 426 A84-42257
' p427 N84-29443
F33615-83-K-0612 p114 A84-19301
F33615-83-R-O613 p 425 A84-42254
F33625-82-K-0011 p 375 A84-36625
F33857-78 -^0651 p 38 A84-12059
F41609-75-O003 p 214 A84-26197.
F416B9-81-O0012 p 154 N84-16798
F416B9-83-O0016 p 387 N84-28463
F47620-79-O0030 „.„•. p 110 A84-18843
F49620-75-C-0055 p 106 A84-1B805
p112 A84-19281
F49620-7ftO0038 p 459 A84-43734
F49620-79-O0070 p 105 A84-18792
, F49620-79<X>233 p 110 A84-18846
p222 A84-24949
p261 N84-21100
F49620-80-O0013 :.. p 332 N84-25289
F49620-80-C-0057 p 105 A84-18798
p112 A84-19280
F49620-81-O0055 p 89 N84-15775
F49620-81-K-0008 p 68 A84-15570
F49620-81-K-0016 p 221 A84-23623
F49620-81-K-008 . :.... p 245 A84-28032
F49620-82-O0035 p 114 A84-19302
. . p261 N84-21099
F49620-82-OOD89 p 236 N84-20191
F49620-82-K-0006 p217 N84-16899
F49620-82-K-0009 p 337 N84-25300
F49620-82-K-0014 p219 N84-20147
p373 N84-28394
F49620-82-K-0016 p 216 N84-18897
F49620-82-K-O024 p 83 A84-18891
p88 N84-15770
F49620-83-C-0001 p 495 N84-34921
F49620-83-O0026 p 294 A84-31274
p327 N84-25278
F49620-83-C-0052 p 388 N84-28481-
F49620-83-O0059 p 496 N84-34922
F49620-83-OOOS6 p 433 N84-30689
F49620-S3-K-0002 p 428 N84;29450
F57-528 p 236 N84-20187
F58-524 ; p 255 N84-22155
F58-528 • : p 149 NS4-17B25
F5B524 :..'. p 333 N84-25294
F63-522 p332 N84-25288
JPL^955610 p222 A84-24949
MDA903-78-G-0008 p 495 N84-34920.
MOA903-79-C-0421 p 159 A84-21638
. ' p331 A84-33466
MDA903-80-C-0154 p 153 A84-20625
MDA903-BO-C-0223 p 261 N84-21098
P261 N84-21101
MDA903-81-C-0130 p 390 A84-37669
MDA903-81-&0216 p 472 N84-31942
MDA903-81-C-0541 P235 N84-20184
MDA903-81-OOS68 p 332 N84-2S288
MDA903-82-C-0102 p 389 A84-37665
P163 N84-16809
MDA903-82-CM)140 p 428 N84-29451
MPA90M2-O0145 p434 A84-W782
MDA903^2-K-0058 p 389 A84-37668
p 391 A84-37673
MDA903-82-K-0153 p 232 N84-18905
MH-33279 _ p 333 N84-25295
MRC-MA-6242......'. p9 A84-12661
MRC4M-7488 ....'.. p 214 A84-26193
MR00001 „ p 86 N84-14874
MR00101 p27 N84-11745
MR04101 ! p 147 N84-16792
• p301 r484-23100
p328 N84-25285
MOO-95 p232 N84-18904
MOO-98-PN p255 N84-22155'
p373 N84-28396
M0933 ...I p 333 N84-25294
NAGW-131 p 192 N84-1886S
NAGW-140 ..:. p 171 A84-23826
p284 A84-32566
p 189 N84-18849
NAGW-181 ......: p242 A84-29614
• p 242 A84-29615
p243 A84-29700
p280 A84-31612
p281 A84-31801
p197 N84-20113
NAGW-18 p242 A84-29612
NAGW-20 p477 A84-43055
NAGW-21 p474 A84-43440
NAGW-227 ; p 175 A84-24359
NAGW-230 .: p 187 N84-18838
NAGW-238 : p 278 A84-30865
. . . . p 1 8 8 N84-18843
NAGW-238 p 189 N84-18847
NAGW-239 p 188 N84-18837
NAGW-242 p 188 N84-18841
NAGW-277 ....:. p 189 N84-1S848
NAGW-297 p 187 N84-18834
p353 N84-27395
NAGW-301 :. p278 A84-30865
p189 N84-18844
. . p 189 N84-18845
NAGW-308 .-. p 177 A84-24376
p190 N84-1B856
NAGW-309 p 174 A84-243S5
p190 N84-18852
NAGW-338 _ p 190 N84-18851
NAGW-346 :...: p 192 N84-1B868
NAGW-34 p187 N84-18832
NAGW-358 '. P 189 N84-18846
NAGW-368 p 187 N84-18835
NAGW-3 ! p187 N84-18830
NAGW-420 p 188 N84-18838
NAGW-438 p 193 N84-1B869
NAGW-469 p 189 N84-18850
NAGW-480 p 191 NB4-18861
NAGW-493 p404 A84-40495
p 448 A84-42499
NAGW-60 ; p 178 A84-24381
p 192 N84-18B67
NAGW-70 p173 A84-24337
p 194 N84-18876
NAGW-83 p193 N84-18870
NAGW-96 p 191 N84-18859
p 191 N84-18860
NAGW-97 pi87 N84-18833
NAG1-211 •:. p329 N84-26274
NAG 1-288 .;. p 162 N84-16804
NAG1-322 p234 N84-20175
NAG1-451 p477 N84-33020
NAG2-100 pSO A84-15475
p 144 A84-22866
p280 A84-31610
P351 A84-38564
p353 N84-27394
NAG2-112 P476 N84-31945
NAG2-123 P29 A84-10388
p115 A84-19314
P116 A84-18323
p 159 A84-21638
p442 N84-29464
NAG2-164 P482 A84-45665
NAG2-166 p276 A84-30343
NAG2-170 :. P163 N84-17852
NAG2-17 ; p94 A84-18794
p97 AB4-19286
' . ' - P223 A84-24950
NAG2-216 p 113 A84-19299
NAG2-272 p 493 N84-34914
NAG2-51 p29 A84-10971
NAG2-73 P279 A84r31373
' ' p281 A84-31613
NAG4-1 p474 A84-43446
NAG5-17 p7 A84-12425
NAG9-2S p 196 N84_-18887
• ' P196 N84-1B888
p 196 N84-16889
NAMRLPROJ. F51524 p 50 N84-12706
NAMRL PROJ. F58524 p 50 N84-12704
p 50 N84-12705
NAMRL PRO). F58528 p 62 N84-12716
NAMRL PROJ. M0096PN p SO N84-12703
NASA PROJECT 8980 p 33 A84-1003S
NASA TASK 199-20-22-03 P 280 A84-31601
E-2
CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX NIH-5-T01-GM-01782-10
NASA TASK 199-50-3205 .
NASW-3165
p312 A84-31609
P416 N84-30664
p457 N84-32990
NASW-3199 p483 N84-34117
NASW-3317 p404 A84-40500
p408 A84-40825
p409 A84-40998
p409 A84-41041
p320 N84-2S272
NASW-3541 p99 N84-15789
p 133 N84-16755
p 133 N84-16756
p162 N84-16806
p136 N84-17804
p329 N84-26276
NASW-3542 p 198 N84-20127
NASW-3651 p289 A84-30333
NASW-3728 p217 N84-20135
p248 N84-21046
p367 N84-27416
• p367 N84-27417
NASW.3744 p248 N84-21045
NASW-3745 p 288 N84-23092
NASW-3749 p 372 N84-28390
NASW-3797 p 310 N84-23119
NASW-767 p406 A84-40511
NAS1-1S435 p442 N84-2946S
NAS1-16978 p71 N84-13781
NAS1-16982 p338 N84-26298
NAS2-10060 p94 A84-18791
NAS2-10198 p265 A84-29026
NAS2-10538 p 181 A84-24959
NAS2-10801 p 177 A84-24376
NAS2-10961 p164 N84-178S5
NAS2-11087 p164 N84-178S6
NAS2-11129 P164 N84-17857
NAS2-11148 p267 A84-29075
NAS2-11165 ; p397 A84-39821
NAS2-11523 p234 N84-20174
NAS2-11562 p113 A84-19292
NAS2-11586 p177 A84-24376
NAS2-22432 p 178 A84-24383
NAS2-73 p 186 A84-21025
NAS2-9710 p398 A84-403S4
NAS5-26650 p 226 N84-20154
NAS5-26852 : p 104 A84-18784
NAS7-100 p324 A84-34962
p440 A84-41053
p423 A84-41248
NAS7-918 p 179 A84-24384
p 147 N84-16791
p192 N84-18863
p39S N84-28485
NAS8-32815 p 271 N84-22168
NAS8-33575 p 78 N84-15755
NAS8-3S184 p476 N84-31944
P477 N84-33022
NAS9-12932 p 148 N84-17820
NAS9-13624 p 234 N84-20177
NAS9-14523 p 296 A84-31602
p 148 N84-17820
NAS9-14525 p 177 A84-24376
NAS9-14743 p 69 A84-15170
NAS9-15147 p357 A84-36931
NAS9-15340 p398 A84-40310
NAS9-15343 p 289 A84-30333
p419 A84-40298
NAS9-15425 p 58 A84-15169
p69 A84-15170
NAS9-15487 p 296 A84-31602
p148 N84-17820
NAS9-15531 p398 A84-40310
NAS9-15850 p 265 A84-29028
NAS9-15975 p 398 A84-40311
NAS9-16328 p 296 A84-31602
p 148 N84-17820
P149 N84-17821
NAS9-16433 p 195 N84-18886
NAS9-16442 p 329 N84-26275
NAS9-16478 p 171 A84-23931
NAS9-16523 p 289 A84-30333
NAS9-16604 P414 N84-29433
NAS9-16609 p 267 A84-29076
NAS9-16645 p441 A84-41086
NAS9-16723 p 477 N84-33023
NAS9-16801 P143 A84-21737
NAS9-16810 p71 N84-12725
NAS9-17200 p432 N84-30684
p466 N84-31935
NAS9-19328 p419 A84-40301
NAVY TASK W0099.PN001,1151 p 452 A84-43728
NCA2-OR-180-703 p 459 A84-43730
NCA2-OR-335-001 p9 A84-12663
NCA2-OR-345-301 p 245 A84-28033
NCA2-OR-675-801 p 399 A84-403S8
NCA2-OR-685-902 p 454 A84-45399
NCC-2-102 p 194 N84-18876
NCC1-11 p413 N84-29432
NCC2-127 p 181 A84-24730
NCC2-152 p259 A84-29525
NCC2-213 p398 A84-40355
p455 A84-45S49
p455 A84-4S550
p455 A84-45573
NCC2-228 p114 A84-19300
p 164 N84-17859
NCC2-232 p 468 N84-31936
NCC2-233 p494 N84-34160
NCC2-23S p 164 N84-17858
NCC2-34 p 94 A84-18794
NCC2-44 p418 AB4-39800
NCC2-47 p 7 A84-12274
NCC2-86 p66 A84-15572
p 108 A84-18829
p244 A84-27557
NGL-05-020-582 p 400 A84-40487
NGl-12-001-042 .: _ p406 A84-40511
NGR-01-010-001 p 167 A84-22843
p318 A84-35599
p402 A84-40483
p403 A84-4O492
NGR-05-003-460 p 129 A84-21800
NGR-05-007-221 p 450 A84-43056
p451 A84-43058
NGR-10-007-008 : p 181 A84-24738
p401 A84-40480
NGH-15-003-118 p 44 A84-13825
p450 A84-43056
p 451 A84-4305B
p451 A84-43063
NGR-21-001-111 p226 N84-18902
p437 N84-29457
NGR-22-004-025 :.... p 405 A84-40502
NGR-33-018-U9 p 447 A64-40429
NGR-36-008-004 p 74 A84-16663
NGR-39-010-104 p 178 A84-24383
NGR-39-010-149 p 398 A84-40310
p 192 N84-18864
NGR-39-030-010 p 398 A84-40310
p192 N84-18864
NGR-44-005-O02 p 340 A84-35597
NGR-47-005-213 p 176 A84-24369
NGR-SO-002-051 p 276 A84-30343
NGT-05-004-800 p 345 A84-36935
NGT-47-003-800 p 334 N84-26291
NIH-AG-00425 p 275 A84-30009
NIH-AG-00538 p319 A84-36223
NIH-AG-01030-01A3 p 293 A84-30864
NIH-AG-01450 p 141 A84-21031
NIH-AI-14848 p 455 A84-45549
NIH-AI-17041 p455 A84-45549
NIH-AI-18811 p455 A84-45573
NIH-AM-06419 p318 A84-34712
NIH-AM-07265 : p 318 A84-34712
NIH-AM-16703 p9 A84-12663
NIH-AM-18986 p8 A84-12652
p275 A84-30009
NIH-AM-19393 p 171 A84-23931
NIH-AM-21617 p 1 A84-10278
NIH-AM-28172 p 318 A84-34712
NIH-AM-29888 p 462 A84-44089
NIH-AM-30187 : p 453 A84-44079
NIH-CA-31792 p 455 A84-45573
NIH-CA-32487 p 161 A84-22274
NIH-CA-33058 ;. p 455 A84-45573
NIH-ES-02304 p38 A84-12293
p336 A84-33678
NIH-EY-00167 p 294 A84-31274
NIH-EY-00220 p 356 A84-38717
NIH-EY-00590-17 p 322 A84-34001
NIH-EY-00785 p 294 AB4-31274
NIH-EY-01128 p294 AB4-31259
NIH-EY-02115 p54 A84-13143
NIH-EY-02158 p 279 A84-31268
NIH-EY-02591 p45 A84-14600
NIH-EY-02688 '. p 137 A84-20019
NIH-EY-02878 p 55 A84-14599
NIH-EY-02890 p 152 A84-20622
NIH-EY-03236 p 43 A84-13141
N1H-EY-03541 p80 A84-16344
NIH-EY-03709 p 80 A84-16344
NIH-EY-04553 p 66 A84-15571
NIH-EY-04647 p 245 A84-28032
NIH-F-32-HL-06304 p 1 A84-10282
NIH-GM-00455-05 p 142 A84-21037
NIH-GM-07257 p 344 A84-36743
NfH-GM-07273 p 448 A84-42499
NIH-GM-08710 p 404 A84-40SOO
p408 A84-40825
p409 A84-40998
p409 A84-41041
NIH-GM-13557 p 53 N84-13765
NIH-GM-19972 p 242 A84-29615
NIH-GM-21700-08 p 142 A84-21037
NIH-GM-23095 p 15 A84-10284
NIH-GM-23331 p 403 A84-40489
NIH-GM-26249 p 404 A84-40495
p448 A84-42499
NIH-GM-29S31 pi A84-10276
NIH-HD-08315 p 283 A84-32565
NIH-HD-09457 p 74 A84-16188
NIH-HD-13162 p 344 A84-36743
NIH-HD-16195 p 66 A84-15573
NIH-HL-006281 p 128 A84-21034
NIH-HL-01047 p318 A84-34707
NIH-HL-04664 p 180 A84-24392
N1H-HL-06Z85 p 128 AB4-21033
NIH-HL-07085 p 318 A84-34707
NIH-HL-07090 p 2 A84-I0283
NIH-HL-08805 p 323 A84-34701
NIH-HL-08899 p 172 A84-23934
p317 A84-34703
NIH-HL-14526-11 p 171 A84-23930
NIH-HL-14985 p8 A84-12658
p 142 A84-21036
p213 A84-26189
p351 A84-38559
p87 N84-15766
p68 N84-15768
NIH-HL-15469 p9 A84-12659
p454 A84-44084
NIH-HL-16855 p 453 A84-43821
NIH-HL-16910 p2 A84-10283
NIH-HL-17355 p171 A84-23929
NIH-HL-17407 p 141 A84-21029
NIH-HL-17682 p 186 A84-26192
NIH-HL-19737 p172 A84-23934
NIH-HL-20663 p215 A84-26198
p323 A84-34705
P461 A84-43825
NIH-HL-21451 p172 A84-23933
NIH-HL-22154-01 p 453 A84-44078
NIH-HL-22259 p317 A84-34703
NIH-HL-23232 '. p 1 A84-10282
N1H-HL-23619-03 p 300 A84-33151
NIH-HL-24136 p2 A84-10286
NIH-HL-24335 p 14 A84-10279
P364 A84-38558
NIH-HL-24429 p9 A84-12659
NIH-HL-25146 p214 A84-26195
NIH-HL-25726 p 408 A84-40995
NIH-HL-26039 p 408 A84-40995
NIH-HL-28533 p 364 A84-38558
NIH-HL-26606 p 128 A84-21034
NIH-HL-26753 p 399 A84-40356
NIH-HL-26796 p 351 A84-38581
NIH-HL-26927 p 73 A84-16182
NIH-HL-27016 p 171 A84-23929
NIH-HL-27504 p 172 A84-23933
NIH-HL-28066 p 73 A84-16183
p 74 A84-16184
NIH-HL-28886 p 180 A84-24392
NIH-HL-31144-01 p 453 A84-44078
NIH-MH-19793-12 p319 A84-36223
NIH-MH-30914 P459 A84-43728
NIH-NS-02619 p 482 A84-45665
NIH-NS-02893 p 45 A84-13914
NIH-NS-07685-14 p 276 A84-30339
NIH-NS-11876-08 p77 A84-19028
NIH-NS-15760 p50 A84-15475
p 144 A84-22866
p280 A84-31610
NIH-NS-15766 p 144 A84-22866
p280 A84-31610
NIH-NS-16076 p 280 A84-31610
NIH-P01-HL-14414 p 214 A84-26197
NIH-RR-00007 p 180 A84-24392
NIH-HR-00166 p2 A84-10283
NIH-RH-00317 p73 A84-16044
NIH-RR-00888 p 53 N84-13765
NIH-RR-07008 p 161 A84-22274
NIH-RR-07099-15 p 293 A84-30864
NIH-RR-08005-10 p 7 A84-12425
NIH-R01-EY-01728 p 81 A84-17008
NIH-R01-EY-02091 p 315 A84-34002
NIH-R01-EY-02291-03 p66 A84-15S73
NIH-R01-HL-25619 p 174 A84-24349
NIH-SO6-RR-08192-02 p 399 A84-40358
NIH-S07-RR-01747-09 p81 A84-17008
NIH-1-R01-EY-03884 p 152 A84-20622
NIH-1-R01-EY-03976 p 152 A84-20622
NIH-1-R01-OH-0129-02 p 474 A84-44095
NIH-11907 p21 A84-12657
NIH-2-RO1-EY-03164-04 p418 A84-39800
NIH-2-R01-HL-1635-02 p213 A84-26188
NIH-5-P30-EY-01186 p 152 A84-20622
NIH-5-H23-HD-15732-02 p213 A84-26188
NIH-5-T01-GM-01782-10 P 426 A84-42258
E-3
NIH-7088 CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
NIH-7088 p 14
NOAA-ES-02304 p 161
NOAA-NA-81AAD00092 p6
NH PROJ. F58-524 p 219
NH PROJ. FS8-528 p 229
NR PROJ. RRO-4209 p 218
NR PROJ. 154-445 p 332
NR PROJ. 170-910 p226
NR PROJ. 196-158 p118
p235
p235
NR PROJ. 196-159 p226
NR PROJ. 196-165 p 122
NR PROJ. 196-168 p119
NR PROJ. 197-058 p 32
NR PROJ. 197-066 p 262
NH PROJ. 197-074 p31
NR PROJ. 201-207 p 85
NR PROJ. 201-484 p 487
NR PROJ. 667-437 p 32
p232
NR PROJ. 871-1 p229
NH PROJECT SRO-101 p 471
NH PROJECT 201-566 p 357
NRTASK-M0099.PN001.1170 p 454
NSERC-A-0323 p 30
p96
p83
p83
p137
p 335
NSERC-A-4345 p 229
NSERC-A-8150 p323
NSERC-E-6227 p 323
NSERC-G-O850 p 323
NSF AST-82-07435 p 447
NSFBNS-76-11370 ; p 319
NSF BNS-78-17779 p 54
NSFBNS-78-22199 p 172
NSFBNS-79-05511 p31B
NSF BNS-79-06858 p 66
NSF BNS-79-2441 p 181
NSF BNS-80-13508 p 245
NSF BNS-81-11366 p 54
NSF 8NS-8M2156 p319
NSF BNS-61-13574 p 294
NSF CHE-78-05375-A01 p7
NSF DAR-78-12722 p 98
NSF OEB-76-21405 p 242
NSF DEB-76-82919 p 280
NSF DEB-76214 p 243
NSF DEB-78-10717 p 129
NSF DEB-82-07207 p 353
NSF DPP-77-21507 p 406
NSF DPP-80-17581 p 447
NSF EAR-78-15538 p 279
p281
NSF EAH-61-15858 p 185
NSF EAR-81-21212 p 279
NSF ECS-79-22091 p 343
NSF ECS-79-23893 p 121
NSF ECS-81 -20305 p 69
NSF ECS-81-21259 p 138
NSF ECS-81-21571 p 343
NSF ECS-82-01240 p 161
l p390
NSF GB-42461 p 451
NSFMCS-79-23110 p 27
p99
NSF OCE-80-24256 p 73
NSF OCE-80-24895 p 44
NSF OCE-82-08419 p 344
NSFOIR-82-12817 p 306
NSF PCM-76-O8627 p 129
NSF PCM-78-25B52 p 451
NSF PCM-79-04224 p 243
NSF PCM-79-10747 p 44
p450
NSF PCM-79-11241 p319
NSF PCM-79-23054 p 280
NSF PCM-81 -03298 p 353
NSF PCM-82-00351 p 188
NSF PCM-82-17072 p 454
NSF PHY-81-07573 p 400
NSG-1644 p 293
NSG-2118 p155
NSG-21S6 p 108
NSG-2179 p231
NSG-2185 p 462
NSG-2191 p 6
NSQ-2225 p 178
p198
NSG-2234 p 180
p345
p190
NSG-2325 p 6
A84-10280 p 173 A84-24337
A84-22273 p398 A84-40355
A84-12063 P 190 N84-1S855
N84-20144 NSG-2380 p 462 A84-45665
N84-20170 NSG-2390 p 96 A84-18832
N84-20142 NSG-3305 p 497 A84-49108
N84-25290 NSG-7270 p 191 N84-(8862
N84-18902 NSG-7278 p 191 N84-18858
N84-14685 NSG-7290 p 188 N84-1B839
N84-20182 NSG-7301 p 447 A84-40432
N84-20183 NSG-7338 p 173 A84-24341
N84-18903 P176 A84-24372
N84-15809 P190 N84-18854
N84-14693 NSG-7337 p 447 A84-40512
N84-107S9 NSG-7452 p 400 A84-4O470
N84-22163 NSG-7470 p 162 N84-1680S
N84-10755 NSG-7480 p 11 N84-11720
N84-14687 P 187 N84-18831
N84-31938 NSG-7493 p 195 N84-1B885
N84-10757 NSG-7512 p 41 A84-10655
N84-18907 NSG-7567 . _„ p 191 N84-18857
N84-2016B NSG-7627 p 448 A84-42500
A84-44093 NSG-9026 p 141 A84-21031
A84-36932 NSG-9042 p 192 N84-18866
A84-44088 NSG-9047 p 188 N84-1B840
A84-10973 NTNF-11745 p 290 A84-30349
A84-1B840 N00014-75-C-0939 p 301 N84-24090
A84-18890 N00014-76-C-0243 p 495 N84-34162
A84-18891 N00014-76-C-0248 p317 A84-34703
A84-20018 N00014-76-C-0437 p 399 A84-40356
A84-33607 N00014-76-C-0616 p 85 N84-14667
A84-23620 P 85 N84-14668
A84-34702 N00014-76-C-0911 p 278 A84-30869
A84-34702 N00014-76-C-0953 p 85 N84-14871
A84-34702 N00014-76-C-1101 p 322 A84-34001
A84-40432 N00014-77-C-0336 p 31 N84-10751
A84-36223 N00014-77-CO389 p119 N84-14691
A84-13143 P311 N84-24108
A84-24100 N00014-77-C-0465 p 484 N84-34126
A84-34708 N00014-77-C-0640 p 302 N84-24094
AB4-15572 N00014-78-CO238 p 107 A84-18815
A84-24959 P"7 A84-19327
A84-28032 P 446 N84-30716
A84-13143 N00014-79-C-0077 p 32 N84-10759
A84-38223 P 68 N84-1377B
A84-31260 P37B N84-27436
A84-12425 N00014-7frCO128 p 357 A84-36932
A84-18835 P 84 N84-13772
A84-29612 p414 N84-29438
A84-31612 N00014-7&C-0168 p 330 N84-2627B
A84-29700 N00014-79-C-0215 p 155 N84-17840
A84-21800 P308 N84-24099
A84-39683 N00014-79-C-0302 p 333 N84-25293
A84-40511 N00014-79O0323 p 32 N84-10757
A84-40512 P232 N84-18907
A84-31373 P395 N84-26488
A84-31613 N00014-79-C-0332 p 136 N84-17806
A84-25789 N00014-79-O0338 p 235 N84-20185
A84-31373 P238 N84-20186
A84-36685 N00014-79-C-0550 p 226 N84-18903
N84-15B04 P218 N84-20142
A84-15544 N00014-79-C-0658 p 104 A84-18788
A84-20021 P 95 AB4-18806
A84-366B5 P 118 N84-14685
A84-22272 P1'8 NB4-14686
A84-37670 P 235 N84-20182
A84-43064 P 235 N84-20183
N84-11746 P394 N84-28457
N84-15792 P 443 N84-29480
A84-16044 N00014-79<X>661 p 32 N84-11756
A84-13825 N00014-79O0752 p 332 N84-25290
A84-38725 P 438 N84-29462
N84-24102 N00014-79-F-0070 p414 N84-29435
A84-21800 N00014-SO-C-0048 p 309 N84-22853
A84-43064 N00014-80-C-0114 p 227 N84-20161
A84-29700 N00014-BfrC-0161 p 372 N84-28390
AB4-13825 N00014-80-C-0372 p 332 N84-25287
A84-43057 N00014-80-CO402 p 99 N84-15791
A84-35600 N00014-80-OO467 p 226 N84-18902
A84-31612 P437 N84-29457
N84-27395 N00014-80-C-0475 p 10 N84-10726
A84-26191 N00014-80-C-0493 p 122 N84-15809
A84-45106 N00014-80-C-0505 p 27 N84-11746
A84-40470 P"9 N84-14691
A84-31109 p99 N84-1S792
N84-17838 p311 N84-24108
A84-18B30 P311 N84-24107
A84-25010 P432 N84-30686
A84-45548 P 433 N84-30687
A84-12065 N0001440-C-0520 p 343 A84-3668S
A84-24369 N00014-80-C-0522 p 228 N84-20164
N84-20126 P306 N84-24098
A84-24393 N00014-80-C-0555 p228 N84-20165
A84-36935 N00014-8O-C-0581 p158 N84-17843
N84-18853 p 156 N84-17844
A84-12065 p 156 N84-17846
P306
p378
N00014-80-C-0631 p 305
p306
N00014-80-C-0639 p 262
p305
p305
N00014-80-C-0750 p 393
N00014-80-C-0760 p 378
N00014-81-C-0019 p 235
N00014-B1-C-0266 p 304
p302
N00014-81-C-0320
N00014-81-C-0569
N00014-81-C-0590
N00014-81-C-0591
N00014-81-K-004B
N00014-81-K-0126
N00014-81-K-0136
p119
P67
p227
p156
P156
p23
p368
p467
N00014-81-K-0143 p471
p235
p238
p236
p236
p337
N00014-8t-K-0245 p 69
N00014-81-K-0314 P 153
p228
p228
N00014-61-K-0391 p 158
N00014-81-K-0439 p311
N00014-81-K-0494 p311
N00014-81-K-0503 p 120
p121
p1B4
N00014-81-K-0561 p 428
N00014-81-K-0624 p 78
N00014-81-K-0669 p 456
N00014-82-C-0001 p 31
p472
N00014-82-C-0138 p 309
N00014-82-C-0390 P 368
N00014-82-C-S076 p 32
N00014-82-G-0011 p457
N00014-82X3-0107 P 77
N00014-82-K-0279 p 151
N00014-82-K-0334 p 433
N00014-82-K-0449 p 305
N00014-82-K-0487 P 439
N00014-82-K-0715 P 229
N00014-83-C-0004 p 138
p328
N00014-83-C-0010 p 486
N00014-83-C-0022 p 24
N00014-83-O0761 p 439
N00014-83-G-0056 p417
N00014-83-K-001B p 250
N00014-83-K-0021 p 99
N00014-83-K-0024 p 286
N00014-83-K-0076 p 368
N00014-83-K-0193 P 446
N00014-B3-K-0397 p 438
N00014-83-K-0742 p 414
N00014-83-K-0756 p 227
P262
N00014-83-K-0757 p 334
N00014-84-G-0041 p 456
N00024-83-C-5301 P 250
N00204-82-C-0113 p 97
N01-HL-1-4138 p 64
N01-HV-2912 p 88
N60530-80-C-0230 p 106
N6r33l-82-C-0024 p 119
N81339-77-C-0110 p 122
N61339-7&C-0113 p 227
N61339-79-C-0104 p 229
N61339-BO-C-0063 p 229
N61339-81-C-0029 p 105
N61339-81-C-0055 P 108
N61339-81-C-0105 p 272
N61339-82-C-0151 p 305
N62269-81-C-0729 p 103
•N62269-81-C-0744 _ p 91
N62269-81-R-0344 p 104
N62269-31-R-0771 p116
N62269-82-M-3208 P 91
N62269-82-M-3270 P 91
N62269-82-R-0712 P 113
PCM-8207147 p 187
PDP-11 OB pZ8
PHS-AI-00432 p 455
PHS-AM7672 p 455
PHS-AM-18616 p 4
PHS-BRS-RR-05B16 P 181
PHS-OA-00266 p 239
N84-24101
N84-27438
N84-24096
N84-24097
N84-22163
N84-23110
N84-23111
N84-27444
N 84-27440
N 84-20185
N84-23108
N84-24093
N84-14693
N84-12721
N84-201S9
N84-17841
N84-17842
N84-10738
N84-27431
N84-31938
A84-44093
N84-20181
N84-20188
N84-20189
N84-20190
N84-25299
A84-15544
N84-16796
N84-20162
N84-20163
A84-20290
N84-24105
N84-24107
N84-15802
N84-15803
N84-17B61
N 84-29447
N 84-15757
N84-31913
N84-10755
N84-31941
N84-22853
N84-27430
N84-11756
N84-32992
N84-14663
N84-17833
N84-30687
N 84-23112
N84-30700
N84-20167
N84-17805
N84-25283
N84-34910
N84-10740
N84-30699
N84-30671
N84-21060
N84-15790
N84-23094
N 84-27432
N84-30717
N84-29462
N84-29437
N 84-20157
N 84-22164
N84-26295
N84-31915
N84-21055
A84-19284
N84-13774
N84-14678
A84-18804
N84-14690
N84-15808
N84-20160
N84-20168
N84-20169
A84-18801
A84-18827
N84-22175
N84-23109
A84-18639
N 84-15782
A84-18786
A84-19321
N84-15784
N84-15783
A84-19291
N84-18835
N84-11747
A84-45550
A84-45650
A84-11268
A84-24959
A84-27642
E-4
CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX 644-11-00
PHS-OE-05271 p44 A84-13821 505-42-11
PHS-EY-0117 p315 A84-34165 506-53-2343
PHS-EY-01543 p318 A84-34800 506-53-23
PHS-HL-26269 p 497 AS4-49108 5O8-64-31 —
PHS-HSM-99-72-18 p24 N84-10745
PHS-MH-14599-06 p 77 A84-19028
PHS-MH-18501 p239 A84-27642 532-06-13-02
PHS-MH-29791 p 157 N84-17850 S44-11-00
PHS-MH-34188 p 137 N84-17809
PHS-MH-36533 p 439 N84-30701
PHS-MH-36551 p 68 N84-.13779
PHS-MH-39327 p479 A84-47264
PHS-NIOSH-210-81-6001 p 434 N84-30695
PHS-NIOSH-210-81-8101 p 25 N84-10748
PHS-NS-14716 p315 A84-34165
PHS-NS-16375 p 239 A84-27842
PHS-NS-16824 p44 A84-13821
PHS-NS-21550 .'. p479 A84-47264
PHS-NU-05005 p344 A84-36934
PHS-N01-HR-2915 p 202 A84-24098
p384 A84-36558
PHS-OH-00836 p 141 A84-21029
PHS-RR-05818 p'174 A84-24355
PHS-R01-HL-24335 p 202 AS4-24098
PHS-11089 p30 A84-12786
PHS-210-81-6103 p6 A84-12063
PHS-3-HR-6-2915 p 14 A84-10279
PROJECT FFWF-3502 p 399 A84-40427
PROJECT FFWF-4506 p 399 A84-40427
P99OAXD p249 N84-21054
RRO-4108 p388 N84-27432
RRO-4204 p438 N84-29462
p439 N84-30699
p495 N84-34162
RRO-4206 p 306 N84-24099
p332 N84-25287
RRO-4208 p305 N84-23112
RRO-4209 p235 N84-20181
p236 N84-201B8
p302 N84-24093
p393 N84-27444
RR04204 p332 N84-25290
RR0420901 p228 N84-18903
RR04209 p236 N84-20189
p236 N84-20190
R01-CA1-29728 p 28 N84-11747
SERC-GR/A/73817 p 153 A84-20624
SERC-GR/B/14401 p 463 A84-46435
SLF-12-1611 p460 A84-43819
SLF-12-3817 p460 A84-43819
SLF-160-2,5 p460 A84-43819
SNSF-3.802.82 p 491 N84-34141
SNSF-3.998.78 p 491 N84-34141
SNSF-3,034,81 p398 A84-40309
SNSF-3.382,0.82 p 398 A84-40309
SSI/P103 p 91 N84-15786
S0394SL p119 N84-14690
USBM-G0155006 p 38 A84-12064
USVA-MHIS-4576 p 459 A84-43728
U99QMXM p 78 N84-15760
W-31-109-ENG-38 p 51 NB4-12709
p 136 N84-17807
p199 N84-20131
p321 NB4-2527S
W-7405-ENG-26 p 10 N84-10728
p 10 N84-10729
p39 N84-10764
p 13 N84-11741
p28 N84-11751
p52 NB4-13759
p 53 N84-13764
p 120 N84-15799
p272 N84-22176
W-7405-ENG-36 p 67 N84-12723
p394 N84-27447
p457 N84-32993
W-7405-ENG-48 p 243 N84-21042
W0584 P118 N84-14687
ZF66512001 p30 N84-10750
ZRO-0001 p302 N84-24091
141-20-14 p 495 N84-34161
199-20-74-03 p 147 N84-16791
199-30-36-02 p 416 N84-30665
199-50-62-01 p273 N84-22178
199-60-22-06 p198 N84-20125
199-89-00 p373 N84-28392
199-9940-00-72 p 466 NS4-31935
199-9940 p432 N84-30684
505-31-21 P234 N84-20174
505-35-11 p494 N84-34160
505-35-13-06 p 334 N84-26291.
505-35-13-20 p 262 N84-22162
505-35-21 p443 N84-29478
505-35-31 p 153 N84-16795
P437 N64-29456
505-35-33 p338 N84-26298
P234
p443
p271
p164
p 164
p164
p226
p395
N84-20176
N84-29479
N84-22169
N84-178S5
N84-17856
N84-17857
N 84-20155
N84-28485
E-5
REPORT NUMBER INDEX
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Index Listing
PAGE
NUMBER
MICROFICHE
SYMBOL
A-5694 - P 443 N84-29478 • t
NASA
ACCESSION
NUMBER
NASA
DOCUMENT
SYMBOL
Listings in this index are arranged
alphanumerically by report number. The page
number indicates the page on which the citation
is located. The accession number denotes the
number by which the citation is identified. An
asterisk (*) indicates that the item is a NASA
report. A pound sign (#) indicates that the item is
available on microfiche.
A-5694 p 443 N84-29478 • ff
A-9326 p 273 N84-22178 • ff
A-9350 p40 N84-11760'#
A-9458 '. p 22 N84-10732 • It
A-9487 p 9 N84-10724 • ff
A-9562 p 198 N84-20125 " ff
A-9573 ...I ^ p 153 N84-1879S • #
A-9S74 .! p 437 N84-29456 • ff
A-9634 p234 N84-20176 • ff
A-9681 .'. p 198 N84-20128 * ff
AAC-119-81-4 p477 N84-31948 ff
AAS PAPER 81-237 p 391 A84-39232 * #
AAS PAPER 81-238 p 352 A84-39233 #
AAS PAPER 81-239 p 366 A84-39234 ff
AAS PAPER 81-240 p 366 A84-39235 #
AAS PAPER 81-244 p 391 A84-39238 • ff
AAS PAPER 83-200 p 269 A84-298S3 ' #
AD-A129385 p 120 N84-15800 #
AD-A129926 p 286 N84-24085 #
AD-A130231 p22 N84-10733 ff
AD-A130250"..... : p 31 N84-107S2 ff
AD-A130260 p 31 N84-10753 #
AD-A130273 p31 N84-10751 #
AD-A130279 p 38 N84-10760 #
AD-A130280 p 22 N84-10734 ff
AD-A130286 : p 31 N84-107S4 ff
AO-A130386 p30 N84-107SO ff
AD-A130459 p 39 N84-10761 ff
AD-A130477 p 476 N84-31946 #
AD-A130668
 ; p 88 N84-15768 #
AD-A130662 ..'. p 32 N84-10757 ff
AD-A130885 p 39 N84-10762 ff
AO-A130827 p 87 N84-15766 9
AO-A130838 p 87 N84-15767 ff
AD-A130841 p23 N84-10738 #
AD-A130881 p87 N84-15765 ff
AD-A130999 p 40 N84-11762 ff
AO-A131015 p99 N84-15790 ff
AD-A131039 p32 N84-10758 #
AD-A131049 p9 N84-10725 ff
AD-A131081 '. p23 N84-10739 It
AD-A131084 p 10 N84-10726 ff
AO-A131224 p31 N84-10755 It
AD-A131258 ..: p39 N84-10763 t
AD-A131302 p 24 NB4-10740 »
AD-A131331 P27 N84-11745 It'
AD-A131378 p 32 N84-11757 It
AD-A131381 p31 N84-10756 ff
AD-A131408 p28 N84-11747 ff
AD-A13U20 p 23 N84-10735 #
AD-A131423 .p32 N84-11756 #
AD-A131443 p 32 N84-10759 ff
AD-A131500 p23 N84-10738 ff
AD-A131533 p 23 N84-10737 ff
AD-A131598 p 27 N84-11746 ff
AO-A131801 p68 N84-13778 ff
AD-A131830 p67 N84-12722 ff
AD-A131B36 p 51 N84-12708 ff
AD-A131843 p 62 N84-12719 ff
AD-A131847 p 51 N84-12707 ff
AD-A131867 p 67 N84-12721 #
AD-A131930 p64 N84-13772 ff
AD-A131962 .'. p 62 N84-12718 ff
AO-A131975 p71 N84-12726 #
AD-A132006 p 62 N84-12717 ff
AD-A132039 p 64 N84-13771 ff
AO-A132045 p 50 N84-12706 #
AO-A132047 p SO N84-12705 ff
AO-A132051 p64 N84-13770 ff
AD-A132057 p 50 N84-12704 ff
AD-A132084 p 62 N84-12716 ff
AD-A132065 p 50 N84-12703 ff
AT>A132066 p 62 N84-12715 ff
AT>A132069 p62 N84-12714 ff
. AD-A132263 p85 N84-14669 #
AD-A132496 p 85 N84-14668 ff
AD-A132540 p 77 N84-14662 ff
AO-A132546 p 85 N84-14667 ff
AD-A132550 p84 N84-14666 ff
AO-A1325S5 p 99 N84-14683 ff
AD-A132577 p64 N84-13773 ff
AD-A132581 p84 N84-14665 ff
AD-A132618 p9fl N84-15780 It
AD-A132648 p119 N84-14692 #
AD-A132649 p 90 N84-15781 #
AD-A132704 p86 N84-14674 #
AD-A132744 ...'. p 86 N84-14675 ff
AD-A132746 p 91 N84-15782 ff
AD-A132747 p 91 N84-15783 ff
AD-A132748 p 91 N84-15784 #
AD-A132831 p 78 N84-15759 ff
AO-A132941 p78 N84-15760 It
AO-A132981 p119 N84-14693 #
AD-A133052 p 100 N84-15796 ff
AD-A133053 .'. p 77 N84-14663 ff
AO-A133093 p 100 N84-15797 ff
AD-A133113 p78 N84-15757 ff
AO-A133148 p78 N84-15758 It
AO-A133150 p90 N84-15777 ff
AD-A133151 p147 N84-18792 #
AD-A133172 p 153 N84-16796 ff
AO-A133174 p 120 N84-15801 ff
AD-A133178 p 133 N84-16757 ff
AD-A133201 p120 N84-15802 #.
AD-A133207 p 121 N84-15803 * ff
AO-A133220 : p 154 N84-16797 ff
AD-A133221 p 90 N84-15778 ff
AD-A133259 p 154 N84-16798 ff
AD-A133282 p 99 N84-15793 ff
AD-A133298 ; p 121 N84-15804 ff
AD-A133347 p 163 N84-16810 ff
AD-A133354
 ; p 163 N84-16811 ff
AD-A133382 p 133 N84-16758 ff
AD-A133394 p 154 N84-16799 ff
AD-A133438 p 121 N84-15B05 ff
AD-A133441 p 154 N84-16800 ff
AD-A133448 p 121 NB4-15806 ff
AD-A133492 p 121 N84-15807 ff
AD-A133507 .' p 122 N84-15808 ff
AD-A133518 p 122 N84-15B09 ff
AO-A133526 p 134 NB4-16759 #
AD-A133544 p 100 N84-15794 ff
AD-A133589 p 155 N84-16801 ff
AD-A133594 p 147 N84-16793 ff
AD-A133597 p 90 N84-15779 0
AD-A133602 ...:. p 100 N84-15795 ff
AD-A133612 .....: p 155 N84-16802 ff
AD-A133831 .-. p119 N84-14691 ff
AD-A133834 p 99 N84-15792 ff
AD-A133836 p 86 N84-14673 ff
AD-A133637 p 85 N84-14672 ff
AD-A133688 p 119 N84-14690 ff
AD-A133694 ....; p 89 N84-15776 ff
AO-A133740 p 89 N84-15775 ff
AD-A133794 p 119 N84-14689 ff
AD-A133844 p 85 N84-14671
AD-A133870 p 118 N84-14688
AD-A133871 p 99 N84-15791
AD-A133891 p 89 N84-15774
AO-A133908 p 89 N84-1S773
AD-A133917 p 88 N84-15772
AD-A133921 p 85 N84-14870
AD-A133928 p 88 N84-15771
AD-A133952 p 88 N84-15770
AD-A134042 p118 N84-14687
AD-A134050 p 118 N84-14686
AD-A134079 p 78 N84-15756
AD-A134086 p 88 N84-15769
AD-A134112 p118 N84-14685
AD-A134185 p 162 N84-16807
AD-A13423 7 p 163 N84-16B08
AO-A134311 p156 N84-17842
AD-A134324 p 156 N84-17843
AD-A134335 p 156 N84-17844
AD-A134358 p 136 N84-17606
AD-A134404 p 156 N84-17845
AD-A134415 p156 N84-W646
AD-A134435 p 163 N84-16809
AD-At 34444 p150 N84-17831
AD-A134575 p 150 N84-17832
AD-A134576 p 151 N84-17833
AD-A134644 p 15 A84-10281
AD-A134653 p 149 N84-17823
AD-A134672 p 149 N84-17824
AD-A134874 p 136 N84-17805
AD-A134717 p 155 N84-17840
AD-A134782 p 149 N84-17825
AD-A134797 p156 N84-17841
AD-A134611 p149 N84-17826
AD-A134814 p150 N84-17827
AD-A134828 p 164 N84-17860
AD-A134853 p 150 N84-17828
AD-A134892 p 150 N84-17829
AD-A134899 .' p164 N84-17861
AD-A134912 p 150 N84-17830
AD-A135282 p 226 N84-18902
AD-A135263 p216 N84-18897
AO-A135376 p 196 N84-18890
AD-A135433 p 226 N84-18903
AD-A135455 p 196 N84-18891
AD-A135460 p 149 N84-17822
AD-A135461 p 155 N84-17839
AD-A135545 p 217 N84-18899
AD-A135582 p 229 N84-20167
AD-A135590 p232 N84-18906
AD-A135749 p 229 N84-20168
AD-A135823 p 229 N84-20169
AD-A135848 p 216 N84-18894
AO-A135883 p 228 N84-20166
AD-A135905 p 218 N84-20142
AD-A135913 , p 216 NB4-18895
AD-A135929 p219 N84-20143
AD-A135930 p 219 N84-20144
AD-A135933 p 229 N84-20170
AD-A135941 p 219 N84-20145
AD-A136015 p219 N84-20146
AD-A136131 p232 N84-18907
AD-A136138 p 233 N84-18908
AO-A138170 p 218 N84-18896
AD-A136172 p 219 N84-20147
AD-A136241 p 232 N84-18904
AD-A138398 p 228 N84-20165
AD-A136445 '. p 30 A84-10973
AD-A136548 p 226 N84-18901
AD-A136590 p 237 N84-20192
AD-A136644 p 232 N84-18905
AD-A136670 p 227 N84-20156
AD-A136689 p218 N84-20140
AtM136692 p 235 N84-20182
Ar>A136693 p 235 N84-20183
AD-A136703 p 227 N84-20157
AD-A136739 p 235 N84-201B4
AD-A138780 p 235 N84-20185
AD-A138790 p238 N84-20186
AD-A136808 p 227 N84-20158
AO-A136876 p 227 N84-20159
AD-A136879 p 227 N84-20160
AD-A136881 p 227 N84-20161
F-1
AD-A136918 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
AD-A138918 p238 N84-20187 ff
AD-A138926 p 199 N84-20129 ff
AD-A138943 p 238 N84-20188 ff
AD-A136944 p 238 N84-20189 ff
AD-A136945 p238 NB4-20190 ff
AD-A137010 p 199 N84-20130 #
AD-A137030 ....: „..' p 218 N84-20141 ff
AD-A137031 p 228 N84-20162 ff
AD-A137032 ; p 228 N84-20163 f
AD-A137042 :. p236 N84-20191 #
AD-A137043 ., p 228 N84-20164 ff
AD-A137130 .-. P234' N84-20178 ff
AD-A137194 p 251 N84-21061 ff
AD-A137288 p234 N84-20179 ff
AD-A137298 ;.. p 151 A84-20020 ff
AD-A137315 p 235 N84-20180 ff
AD-A137385 p 80 A84-16187 ff
AD-A137379 p218 N84-20139 ff
AD-A137473 p 23S N84-20181 #
AD-A137504 p 281 NS4-21101 »
AD-A137543 p 249 'N84-21054 ff
AD-A137602 p 270 N84-21103 ff
AD-A137640 p 281 N84-21098 ff
AD-A137664 p 250 N84-21055 ff
AD-A137718 p 281 N84-21098 #
AD-A137743 p 244 N84-22141 ff
AD-A137772 p 250 N84-21056 ff
AD-A137779 : p 261 N84-21100 ff
AD-A137781 p 250 N84-21057 ff
AD-A137808 p 270 N84-21104 ff
AD-A137819 p 250 N84-21058 ff
AD-A137826 p250 N84-21059 ff
AD-A137868 : p 250 N84-21060 <t
AD-A137897 :..„ : p 98 N84-14682 ff
AD-A137962
 ; p 262 N84-22163 ff
AD-A137973 .-. p 305 N84-23110 ff
AD-A137978 : p 305 N84-23111 #
AD-A138014 p271 N84-22170 ff
AD-A138042 p271 N84-22171 #
AD-A138069 p 271 N84-22172 ff
AD-A138126 -p271 N84-22173 ff
AD-A138271 p 286 N84-23094 #
AD-A138328 p271 N84-22174 ff
AD-A138330 ..'. p 301 N84-23099 ff
AD-A138348 p 272 N84-22175 #
AD-A138358 p 301 N84-23100 #
AD-A138359 .„ p 305 N84-23112 ff
AD-A138381 p 255 N84-22153 #
AD-A138384 : p 255 N84-22154 ff
AD-A138387 p 255 N84-22155 ff
AD-A138393 p 262 N84-22164 #
AD-A138407 p 256 N84-22156 ff
AD-A138501 • p 256 N84-22157 ff
AO-A138520 p 301 N84-23101 ff
AD-A138535 p 287 N84-24087 ff
AO-A138536 p 300 N84-23097-. #
AD-A138582 p310 N84-23120 #
AD-A138603 p 305 N84-24096 ff
AO-A138642 p310 N84-23121 ff
AD-A138689 p7 A84-12070 »
AD-A138694 p 304 N84-23107 ff
AO-A138710 p328 N84-25285 ff
AD-A138761 p 302 N84-24093 ff
AD-A138787 p 306 N84-24097 ff
AD-A138847 p 300 N84-23098 ff
AD-A138853 p 304 N84-23108 ff
AD-A138888 .: ; p 306 N84-24098 »
AD-A138889 p 306 N84-24099 ff
AD-A138894 p 302 N84-24094 ff
AD-A138897 p 306 N84-24100 ff
AD-A138952 p310 N84-23122 ff
AD-A138965 p 252 N84-81082 ff
AD-A138973 p 302 N84-24095 ff
AO-A139019 .-. p305 N84-23109 #
AD-A139023 p217 N84-20136 ff
AD-A139037 p 310 N84-23123 #
. AD-A139039 p 308 N84-24101 ff
AD-A139139 p 286 N84-24086 ff
, AD-A139141 p311 N84-24105 . ff
AD-A139257 p311 N84-24108 ff
AD-A139284 p 327 N84-25281 ff
AO-A139292 p 328 NB4-25282 ff
AD-A139296 p 328 ' N84-25283 ff
AD-A139323 p 328 N84-25284 ff
AD-A139324 p 251 N84-21082 *
AD-A139338
 : p 333 N84-25294 ff
AD-A139342 : p 327 N84-25276 ff
AD-A139381 ...-. p301 N84-24089 ff
AD-A139420 p 301 N84-24090 ff
AD-A139489 „ p 302 . N84-24091 ff
AD-A139490 p320 N84-25273 ff
AD-A139498 ..: p 302 N84-24092 #
AD-A139507 p 321 N84-25274 ff
AO-A139532 . ; p311 N84-24107 ff
AO-A139535 ...; p 141 A84-21028 ff
AD-A139708 p 332 N84-25288 if
AD-A139746 p 332 , N84-25287
AD-A139747 ..: .'. p 337 N84-25298
AD-A139759 p 337 N84-25299
AD-A139788 p 332 N84-25288
AD-A139797 p 332 N84-25289
AD-A139828 ..„ p 337 N84-25300
AD-A139349 p 332 N84-25290
AD-A139881 p 333 N84-25291
AO-A139921 p 327 N84-25278
AD-A139927 p 327 N84-25279
AD-A139988 p 333 N84-25292
AD-A139999 p 333 N84-25293
AO-A140011 ...I p337 N84-25301
AO-A140023 p327 N84-25280
AD-A140037 p 337 N84-25302
AD-A140038 p 337 N84-25303
AD-A140048 p 160 A84-21739
AD-A140288 p 334 N84-26293
AD-A140311 p330,.N84-26277
AD-A140320 p 334 N84-26294
AD-A140334 p 334 N84-26295
AD-A140343 p 339 . N84-28302
AO-A140354 ' 'p 293 A84-30884
AO-A140379 p 152 A84-20622
AD-A140389 p 83 '. A84-18890
AD-A140390 p 137 A84-20018
AD-A140391 p 339 N84-26303
AD-At 40438 '. '. p 334 N84-26296
AD-A140464 p 330 N84-26278
AD-A140469 , .'......; p 335 N84-26297
AD-A140580 p 378 N84-27436
AD-A140583 .' ! '.. p368 N84-27430
AD-A140607 p 368 N84-27431
AD-A140634 p 393 N84-27443
AD:A140640 p 393 N84-27444
AD-A140667 p 307 A84-30725
AD-A140668 p 208 A84-24952
AD-A140763 p 378 N84-27437
AD-A140778 p 378 N84-27438
AD-A140808 p 353 N84-27396
AD-A140828 .' p 378 N84-27439
AD-A140833 p 378 N84-27440
AD-A14O842 p383 N84-27445
A&-A140844 p 368 N84-27432
AO-A140862 p 394 N84-27448
AD-A140938 p373 N84-28393
AD-A140946 p 373 N84-28394
AD-A140949 p 388 N84-28481
AD-A140960 p 373 N84-28395
AD-A140969 p 388 N84-28482
AD-A140971 p373 N84-28396
AD-A141023 p395 N84-28486
AD-A141043 p380 N84-26403
AC3-A14t059 p 432 N84-30685
AD-A141071 p427 N84-29443
AD-A141124 p414 N84-29434
AD-A141132 p414 N84-29435
AO-A141167 p355 N84-28362
AD-A141209 p355 N84-28363
AD-A141256 ..: p 128 A84-21741
AD-A141335 p 373 N84-28397
AD-A141374 p 427 N84-29444
AD-A141395 P414 N84-29436
AD-A141455 p 443 N84-29480
AD-A141498 p 427 N84-29445
AD-A141499 p 427 N84-29446
AD-A141561 p437 N84-29457 '
AD-A141598 '. p 428 N84-29447
AD-A141712 p414 N84-29437
AD-A141732 p437 N84-29458
AD-A141767 '. p 437 N84-29459
AD-A141835 p437 N84-29460
AD-A141857 p 438 N84-29461
AD-A141922 p247 A84-29819
AD-A142124 p 428 N84-29448
AD-A142137 p 428 N84-29449
AD-A142138 p243 N84-21039
AD-A142141 p443 N84-29481
AD-A142166 p428 N84-29450
AD-A142169 p428 N84-29451
AD-A142170 p298 A84-32567
AD-A142171 p443 N84-29482
AO-A142179 .: p438 .N84-29462
AD-A142187 p 438 N84-29463
AO-A142218 p428 N84-29452
AD-A142289 p416 N84-30669
AD-A142329 '. p 428 N84-29453
AO-A142330 p429 N84-29454
AD-A142340 p446 N84-30716
AD-A142434 p 438 N84-30696
AD-A142443 J p299 A84-32568
AD-A142451 p438 N84^0697
AO-A142457 p 439' N84-30698
AD-A142474 p 416 N84-30870
AD-A142490 p417 N84-30671
AD-A142538 p 432 N84-30686
AD-A1 42549
AD-A1 42550
AD-A1 42600
AD-A142662
AD-A1 42670
AD-A1 42677 ' .
AO-A142705
AD-A142724
AD-A1 42732 -
AD-A1 42884
AD-A142896
AD-A142919
AD-A1 42946
AD-A1 42981
AD-A1 42979
AD-A1 43038
AD-A1 43087
AO-A143096
AD-A143129
AD-A1 43246
AD-A1 43383
AD-A1 43481
AD-A1 43507
AD- A1 43570
AD-A143598
AD-A143645 "
AD- A1 43797
AD-A1 43807
AO-A1 43821
AD- A1 44020
AD- A1 44065 '
AD-A144067
AO-A1 44095
AD-A144150
AD-A144152
AD-A144179
AD-A144180
AD-A144187
AD-A144210
AD- A1 44220
AD- A1 4429 7
AD-A144305
AD-A144309
AD- A1 44484
AD- A1 44527
AD-A144535
AD-A144557
AD-A144617
AD-A145225
AD-A145369
AD-A1 45809
AD-B082235
AD-S082936 '
AD-B083792
AD-O011032
AD-O011052
AD-D011072
AD-E000546
AD-E000546
AD-E000556
AD-E000561
AD-E001638
AD-E001638
AD-E001638
AD-E301247
AD-E301284
AD-E301319
AO-E440224
AD-E500606
AD-E750824
AD-E750837
AD-E750844
AD-E750844
AD-E751074
AD-E850387
AD-E900298
AD-E950446
AD-E95O472
AD-E950524
AD-F000018
AD-F200054
AD-F300387
AD-F630168
AD-P002384
AD-P002365 ..I
AD-PO02888
AD-P002892
AD-P002894 *
AD-P003I61
AD-P003162
AD-P003221
p433
p433
p433
p439
p433
P446
p488
p433
p439
p472
p472
p476
p477
p456
p456
p456
p467
p467
p456
p468
p457
p375
p457
p468
p492
p498
p492
p493
p498
p484
p495
p498
p495
p486
p495
p499
p494
p494
p494
p357
p488
p486
p499
p499
p494
p495
p496
p496
p172
p460
p330
p336
p429
p393
p444
p498
p443-
p120
p121
p228
p250
p236
p236
p236
p 155
p227
p249
p271
p235
p305
p62
p121
p 154
P484
p67
p270
p 154
p286
p 373
P 71
p 119
p306
p 156
p306
p307
p309"
p309
p309
"p392
p 392"
P392
N84-30687
N 84-30688
N84-30689
N84-30899
N 84-30690
N84-30717
N84-33005
N84-30691
N 84-30700
N84-31941
N84-31942
N84-31947
N 84-31 948
N84-31912
N84-31913
N 84-31914
N 84-31 938
N84-3r839
N84-31915
N 84-33006
N84-32991
A84-36939
N84-32992
N 84-33007
N84-34157
N84-34167
N84-34158
N84-34159
N84-34168
N 84-341 26
N 84-34162
N84-34169
N84-34163
N 84-34910
N84-34920
N84-34824
N84-34915
N 84-3491 6
N84-34917
A84-36930
N 84-34911
N 84-3491 2
N84-34925
N84-34926
N 84-3491 8
N84-34921
N84-34922
N 84-34923
A84-24099
A84-43738
N 84-26279
N84-2S296
N84-29455
N84-27442
N84-29484
N84-34166
N 84-29483
N84-15B02
N84-15803
N 84-20165
N84-21055
N84-20188
N84-20189
N 84-201 90
N 84-1 7840
N84-20158
N84-21054
N84-22173
N 84-201 80
N84-23110
N84-12718
N 84-1 5805
N84- 16800
N84-34126
N84-12721
N 84-21 104
N 84-1 6799
N84-23094
N84:28397
N84-12726
N84-14690
N84-24097
N 84-1 7841
N84-24155
N84^24156
N84-22849
N84-22853
N84-22854
N84-26592
N84- 26593
N 84-26634
#
#
ff
ff
#
ff
if
#
#
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
. ff
#
ff
#
ff'
ff
ff
ff
' ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
»
#
#
ff
»
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
F-2
REPORT NUMBER INDEX BM-OFR-177(2)-83
AD-P003223 p 388 N84-26638 «
AD-P003237 p 380 N84-28404 t
AD-P003238 p380 N84-28405 »
AD-P003239 ; p 380 N84-28406 tt
AD-P003240 p380 N84-28407 tt
AD-P003241 p 380 N84-28408 #
AW003242 :.. p 381 N84-28409 ff
AWTO3243 1. p 381 N84-28410 #
AW003244 :......; p381 NB4-28411 ff
AD-P003245 p381 N84-28412 ff
AD-P003248 ; p 381 N84-28413 #
AD-P003247 p 38.1 N84-26414 tt
AD-P003248 .— p 382 N84-28415 ff
AW003249 p 382 N84-28416 *
AD-P003250 p382 N84-2B417 ff
AD-P003251 p382 N84-28418 #
AD-P003252 p 382 N84-28419 ff
AD-P003253 p 382 N84-28420 ff
AD-P003254 p 382 N84-28421 ff
AW003255 p 383 N84-28422 #
AD-P003256 p 383 N84-28423 #
AD-P003257 p 383 N84-28424 0
AD-P003258 ; p 383 N84-2B425 ff
AD-P003259 p 383 N84-28426 ff
AD-P003260
 ; p 383 N84-26427 #
AD-P003261 p384 N84-28428 #
AD-P003262 p 384 N84-28429 #
AD-P003264 p 384 N84-28430 »
AD-P003266 p 384 N84-28431 #
AD-P003267 p 384 N84-28432 0
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N 84-21041
N84-25289
N84-10742
N84-13780
N84-17863
N84-25297
N84-29486
N84-28490
N84-17864
N84-20132
N84-15788
N84-34127
N84-30692
t
ff
t
#
t
«
ff
t
ff
• ff
ff
»
#
»
ff
ff
ff
9
ff
ff
ff
ff
ft
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ft
ff
ff
ft
ff
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ff
ff
ft
ft
ft
ft
ff
ff
ff
ft
ft
ft
#
#
ff
ft
f
ft
#
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FOA-C-53012-H2
FOA-C-55058-H3
FOA-C-56033-H2
FOA-C-56034-H2
FOA-C-56035-H2
FOA-C-59007-H1
FOA-C-59009-H1
FR-3
FTD-IO(RS)T-0764-83
FUB-44-1 982
6-81-12(19)
GEPP-TIS-788
GIT-TR-84-1
GIT/EES-A-2974
GPO21-160
GPO-21-747
GPO-29-312
GPO29-522
GRI-81 /01 24
HAC-E9224
HAC-P30759
HEL-TM-1-84
HHS/PUB/FDA-83-fllOO
HPR-101
HUMRRO-FR-TRD(KY)-83-6 .
IAF PAPER 83-1 73
IAF PAPER 83-1 74
IAF PAPER 83-181
IAF PAPER 83-1 83
IAF PAPER 83-1 84
IAF PAPER 83-188
IAF PAPER 83-197
IAF PAPER 83-202
(AM-409
ICS-8305
ICS-8402
p229
p67
p 157
p 157
p 157
p237
p 374
p456
P 77
p86
p156
p338
p439
p250
pi 18
p61
p327
p444
P137
p270
p270
p235
P 24
p 122
p261
P 37
P 37
p30
P37
p6
P 6
P 19
p20
.. P368
p232
p395
N 84-201 72
N84-12724
N84-17847
N84- 17848
N84-17849
N84-20193
N84-28402
N84-31913
N84-14662
N84-14877
N84-17B42
N84-25304
N84-30700
N84-21056
N84-14684
N84-12713
N84-25277
N84-30702
N84-17810
N84-21103
N84-21103
N84-20180
N84-10742
N84-15808
N 84-21098
A84-11754
A84-11755
A84-11756
A84-11757
A84-11758
A84-11759
A84-11760
A84-11761
N84-27433
N84-18907
N84-28486
tt
ft
#
tt
tt
tt
#
ft
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
#
tt
It
#
tt
ft
ft
tf
tt
ft
tt
• t t
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
tt
ft
ft
ft'
INPE-3104-PRE/503 P 321 N84-26271 ft
ISBN-0-7988-2325-9 P 68 N84-13776 ft
ISBN-90-353-0007-6 P 446 N84-30718 ft
ISBN-92-835-0343-0 P 251 N84-21062 ft •
ISBN-92-835-0354-6 P 489 N84-33011 ft
ISBN-92-835-1442-4 P 91 N84-15787 ft
ISBN-92-835-1464-5 P 252. N84-21082 ft
ISBN-92-835-1468-8 P 330 N84-26279 ft
ISBN-951-42-1737-3 p 374 N84-28398 ft
ISS-U-84/3 P434 N84-30693 ft
ISSN-0077-5606 p 77 N84-14661 ft
ISSN-O078-379X p 339 N84-26301 ft
ISSN-0082-5263 p 393 N84-27442 ft
ISSN-0085-4301 p217 N84-20136 tt
ISSN-0167-8590 p 446 N84-30718' ft
ISSN-0171-7618 p396 N84-28488 ft
ISSN-0171-7618 p396 N84-28489 ft
ISSN-0208-5658 p 9 N84-10723 ft
ISSN-0208-5658 p 426 N84-29441 tt
ISSN-0208-5658 p 427 N84-29442 ft
ISSN-0250-1589 p217 N84-18900 ft
ISSN-0281-0239 p 165 N84-17863 ft
ISSN-0281-0239 p 337 N84-25297 #
ISSN-0281-0239 p 396 N84-28490 ft
ISSN-0281-0239 p 444 N84-29486 tt
ISSN-0309-099X p 254 N84-22147 tt
ISSN-0340-7608 p 14 N84-11742 ft
ISSN-0340-7608 p 29 N84-11752 ft
ISSN-0340-7608 p 29 N84-11753 ft
ISSN-0347-2124 p 91 N84-15788 ft
ISSN-0347-2124 p 199 N84-20132 ft
ISSN-0347-2124 p 484 N84-34127 tt
ISSN-0347-2809 p415 N84-29439 tt
ISSN-0347-3694 p 165 N84-17864 ft
ISSN-0347-7665 p 67 N84-12724 tt
ISSN-0347-7665 p 229 N84-20172 ft
ISSN-0347-7665 p 237 N84-20193 tt
ISSN-0347-7665 p 374 N84-28402 tt
ISSN-0347-7665 p 433 N84-30692 ft
ISSN-0379«66 p 483 N84-34118 #
ISSN-0379-6566 p 490 N84-34138 tt
ISSN-0389-4010 p334 N84-26292 ft
ISSN-0780-9727 p 374 N84-28398 ft
ISSN-0800-4412 p467 N84-31937 tt
ISVH-TR-123 p434 N84-30694 ft
IZF-1982-39 p 40
IZF-1983-10 p 262
N84-11785
N84-22165
IZF-1983-15 p396 N84-28487
IZF-1983-20 p262 N84-22166
IZF-1983-21 p256 N84-22158
IZF-1983-22 p 262 NB4-22167
IZF-1983-29 p389 N84-28483
IZF-1883-9 p272 N84-22177
IZF-1984-8 : p429 N84-29455
JBP-ONR-2 - p 368 N84-27432 ft
JHU/APL/CP.E-8305-VOL-8 p 151 N84-17834 tt
JPL-PUBT83-26 p 147 N84-16791 * #
JPL-PUBL-84-10 „ p395 N84-28485 • tt
JPRS-UBB-84-003 p 244 N84-22145 tt .
JPRS-UBB-84-011 p355 N84-28364 ft
JPRS-UBB-84-012 p 456 N84-31916 tt
JPRS-UBB-84-013 p 353 N84-27397 ft
JPRS-UBB-84-016 p417 N84-30875 tt.
JPRS-UBB-84-017 p 457 N84-31924 ft
JPRS-UBB-84-018 p 458 N84-32996 tt
JPRS-UBB-84-020 p 485 N84-34128 tt
JPRS-UHR-84-009 p311 N84-24103 tt
JPRS-UMM-84-009 p 312 N84-24108 tt
JPRS-UNE-84-001 p 456 N84-31903 #
JPRS-USB-84-001 p 135 N84-16769
JPRS-USB-84-002 p 255 N84-22149
JPRS-USB-84-004 p319 N84-25247
JPRS-USB-84-005 p415 N84-30642
JPRS-84655 .
JPRS-8499L.
p 10 N84-11693
p 134 N84-16762
L-15612 p 442 N84-29465 *
L-15661 = p226 N84-20155 •
L-15745 : p262 N84-22162 •
L-15791 p416 N84-30665'
L-15803 p 443 N84-29479 *
L-2341 .:.'. p 148 N84-17814
L-2399 .'. p 148 N84-17817
L-2403 : p 155 N84-17836
L-2404 p248 N84-21047
L-2456 p147 N84-17811
L-2539 p249 N84-21050 .
L-2718 p490 N84-34134
L-5486 _. p 338 N84-26298 '
LA-UR-83-2166 p 67 N84-12723
LA-UR-84-1796 p 457 N84-32993
LAIR-158 p7B N84-15758
LAIH-177 p494 N84-34916
LAIR-84-48 p 494 N84-34917
LBL-16038 p 444 N84-29485 tt.
LBL-16549 p 79 N84-15762 tt
LBL-16859 p 498 N84-34170 tt
LBL-17448 p 458 N84-32995 ft
LC-84-601000 ..: p 321 N84-26272 ft
LSI-TR-406-4 p 184 N84-17855 • tt
LSI-TR-481-4 p 164 N84-17856-* tt
LSI-TR-482-4 p 184 N84-17857 * tt
MBL-1983-11 „. p256 N84-22160 #
MBL-1983-3 p 256 N84-22159 tt
MCH-83-607 p 476 N84-31944 • tt
MCR-83-607 p 477 N84-33022 • tt
MEASUREMENT/SER-84-2 p 438 N84-29462 tt
MRI-2007-E ! p31 N84-10753 tt
MRL-R-893 .". p98 N84-14682: tt
MRL-R-902 p 136 N84-17803 #
MRL-R-912 p243 N84-21039 tt
MRL-R-914 : p 243 N84-21038 tt
NADC-83008-60 p 337 N84-25303 tt
NADC-83014-60 p 337 N84-25302 tt
NADC-e304»«> p 91 N84-15784 tt
NADC-83050-60 p 91 N84-15782 tt
NAOC-83051-60 p 91 N84-15783 tt
NADC-83055-60 p 234 N84-20178 tt
NADC-83078«> p 233 N84-189O8 tt
NADC-83087-60 pi 18 N84-14687 tt
NADC-83115-60 p 149 N84-17823 tt
NADC-84021-60 p 301 N84-23101 ft
NAL-TR-787 p 334 N84-26292 tt
NAMHL-MONOGRAPH-30 p62 N84-12715 tt
NAMRL-1290 p62 N84-12717 #
NAMRL-1291 p 50 N84-12706 tt
NAMRL-1292 p62 N84-12716 tt
NAMRL-1293 p 50 N84-12704 #
NAMRL-1294 .'. p219 N84-20143 tt
NAMRL-1285 p 50 N84-12703 tt
NAMRL-1298 p 50 N84-12705 tt
NAMRL-1299 p229 N84-20170 tt
NAMRL-1301 p219 N84-20144 f>
NAMRL-1305 : p 302 N84-24O95 tt
NAS 1.12/7:7011(252) p 87 N84-15763 * #
NAS 1.15:58255 p 243 N84-21040 • tt
NAS 1.15:58259 : p 373 N84-28392 • »
NAS 1.15:58261 p 432 N84-30684 * tt
NAS 1.15:58282 p 466 N84-31935 * t>
NAS 1.15:76976 p 483 N84-34117 • tt
NAS 1.15:77090 p 138 N84-17804 • #
NAS 1.15:77095 p 133 N84-16755 • tt
NAS 1.15:77096 p 198 N84-20127 • #
NAS 1.15:77121 p 329 N84-26276 • tt
NAS 1.15:77244 p 133 N84-16758 • ft
NAS 1.15:77338 p 99 N84-15789 " tt
NAS 1.15:77359 '.: p 162 N84-16806 * tt
NAS 1.15:82561 p 52 N84-13756 * tt
NAS 1.15:84368 p 40 N84-11760 ' tt
NAS 1.15:84400 p 22 N84-10732 * tt
NAS 1.15:84411 p 9 N84-10724 ' tt
NAS 1.15:85386 p 372 N84-28391 • tf
NAS 1.15:85778 p 271 N84-22169 • tt
NAS 1.15:85868 p 153 N84-16795 * ft
NAS 1.15:85867 p 437 N84-29456 ' tt
NAS 1.15:85868 p 443 N84-29478 ' #
NAS 1.15:85883 p 198 N84-20125 * tt
NAS 1.15:85884 p 234 N84-20176 ' tt
NAS 1.15:85929 p 198 N84-20126 • tt
NAS 1.15:86284 p 495 N84-34161 'ft
NAS 1.15:86654 p 416 N84-30664 • ft
NAS 1.15:86857 p 457 N84-32990 • #
NAS 1.15:87360 p 498 N84-34165 ' ft
NAS 1.21:7011(250) p 61 N84-12712 * tt
NAS 1.21:7011(251) p 63 N84-13767 * ft
NAS 1.21:7011(253) p 146 N84-16790 " tt
NAS 1.21:7011(254) p 248 N84-21043 • ft
NAS 1.21:7011(255) p217 N84-20134 * ft
NAS 1.21:7011(256) p 248 N84-21044 • tf
NAS 1.21:7011(257) p 254 N84-22146 ' ft
NAS 1.21:7011(258) p 301 N84-24088 * tt
NAS 1.21:7011(259) p 367 N84-27415 ' tt
NAS 1.21:7011(260) p 426 N84-29440 * ft
NAS 1.21:7011(261) p 432 N84-30683 * ft
NAS 1-21T7011(262) p 468 N84-33003 * tt
NAS 1.21:7037(170) p217 N84-20133 * tt
NAS 1.26:166474 1 p 155 N84-17838 * ft
NAS 1.26:166538 p 164 N84-17857 * tf
NAS 1.26:166539 : p 164 N84-17856 * ft
NAS 1.28:166540 p 164 N84-17855 * tt
NAS 1.26:166560 p 234 • N84-20174 • tt
NAS 1.26:166596 p 494 N84-34160 * tf
NAS 1.26:170958 p 78 N84-15755 • ft
NAS 1.26:170994 p 271 N84-22168 ' #
NAS 1.26:171120 '. p 476 N84-31944 ' ft
NAS 1.26:171717 p 71 N84-12725 • tf
NAS 1.26:171745 p 148 N84-17820 • tt
NAS 1.26:171746 p 149 N84-17821 * tt
NAS 1.26:171749 p 195 N84-18888 * ft
NAS 1.26:171760 p 234 N84-20177 * ft
NAS 1.26:171788 p 329 N84-26275 ' ft
NAS 1.28:171802 p414 N84-29433 • tt
NAS 1.26:171808 p 477 N84-33023
NAS 1.26:172160 p 71 N84-13781
NAS 1.26:172311 p 338 N84-26298
NAS 1.26:173164 p 226 N84-18902
NAS 1.26:173177 p 162 N84-16804
NAS 1.26:173202 '. p 147 N84-16791
NAS 1.26:173264 p 197 N84-20113
NAS 1.26:173287 p 196 N84-18889 * tt
NAS 1.26:173296 '. p 164 N84-17858 * tt
NAS 1.26:173297 p 164 N84-17859 ' tt
NAS 1.26:173299 .'. p 163 N84-17852 * tf
NAS 1.26:173339 p 195 N84-18885 * tf
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NAS 1.26:173383 p 196 N84-18888
NAS 1.26:173365 p 196 N84-18887
NAS 1.26:173420 p 310 N84-23119'
NAS 1.26:173437 p 329 N84-26274
NAS 1.26:173493 p 286 N84-23092 '
NAS 1.26:173538 p 320 N84-25272 '
NAS 1.26:173630 p 353 N84-27394 '
NAS 1.26:173634 p 353 N84-27395 '
NAS 1.26:173677 p 372 N84-28390 '
NAS 1.26:173733 p 395 N84-28485 '
NAS 1.26:173777 1 p 413 N84-29432 '
NAS 1.26:173782 p 442 N84-29464 '
NAS 1.26:173801 p 437 N84-29457 '
NAS 1.26:173861 p 486 N84-31936 '
NAS 1.26:173871 p 476 N84-31945 '
NAS.1.26:173890 : p 477 N84-33022 '
NAS 1.26:173913 p 477 N84-33020 '
NAS 1.26:173994 p 493 N84-34914 '
NAS 1.26:174502 p 121 N84-15B03 '
NAS 1.26:175204 p 226 N84-20154 '
NAS 1.26:175338 p 162 N84-16805 '
NAS 1.26:175389 p 234 N84-20175 '
NAS 1.26:175393 p 198 N84-20126 '
NAS 1.26:175422 p217 N84-20135 '
NAS 1.26:175^9 p 248 N84-21045 '
NAS 1.26:3795 p 367 N84-27417 '
NAS 1.26:3796 p 387 N84-27416 '
NAS 1.26:3801 p334 N84-26291 '
NAS 1.55:2286 p 11 N84-11720 '
NAS 1.55:2299 p 187 N84-1B829 '
NAS 1.55:2316 p416 N84-30665 '
NAS 1.60:2244 p 273 N84-22178 '
NAS 1.60:2261 p 226 N84-20155 '
NAS 1.60:2299 p 262 N84-22162 '
NAS 1.60:2344 p 443 N84-29479 '
NAS 1.61:1115 p442 N84-29465 '
NAS1.71:ARC-11534-1 p 477 N84-33021 •
NASA-CASE-ARC-11359-1
NASA-CASE-ARC-11503-1
NASA-CASE-ARC-11534-1
. p355 N84-28361 '
. p 286 N84-23093 '
. p477 N84-33021 '
NASA-CASE-GSC-12652-1 p 493 N84-34913 * #
NASA-CASE-LAR-126SO-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-12650-2
NASA-CASE-LAR-13028-1
p 372 N84-28388 '
p 372 N84-28389 '
p 249 N84-21053 '
NASA-CASE-LEW-13107-2 ........... p 300 N84-23095 * f
NASA-CASE-MFS-25740-1 ........... p 27 N84-11744 • ft
NASA-CASE-MFS-25906-1 ........... p 40 N84-11761 " ft
NASA-CASE-MSC-1 8223-2 ........... p 40 N84-11758 * #
NASA-CASE-MSC-20202-1 ........... p 162 N84-16803 * tt
NASA-CASE-MSC-20261-1 ........... p 395 N84-28484 • #
NASA-CASE-MSC-20261-2 ........... p 309 N84-23113 * ft
NASA-CP-2286 ...... : ........................ p 11 N84-11720 * #
NASA-CP-2299 ............................... p 187 N84-18829 ' tt
NASA-CP-2316 ............................... p416 N84-30665 • #
NASA-CR-1 66474 .......................... p 155
NASA-CR-1 66538 .......................... p 164
NASA-CR-1 66539 .......................... p 164
NASA-CR-1 66540 .......................... p 164
NASA-CR-166560 .......................... p 234
NASA-CR-166596 .......................... p 494
NASA-CR-1 70958 .......................... p 78
NASA-CR-1 70994 .......................... p 271
NASA-CR-1 71 120 .......................... p 476
NASA-CR-171717 .......................... p 71
NASA-CR-'I71745 .......................... p 148
NASA-CR-171746 .......................... p 149
NASA-CR-171749 .......................... p 195
NASA-CR-171760 .......................... p 234
NASA-CR-1 71 788 .......................... p 329
NASA-CR-171802 .......................... p 414
NASA-CR-171806 .......................... p 477
NASA-CR-172160 .......................... p 71
NASA-CR-1 72311 .......................... p 338
NASA-CR-173164 .......................... p 226
NASA-CR-1 731 77 .......................... p 162
NASA-CR-173202 .......................... p 147
NASA-CR-1 73264 .......................... p 197
NASA-CR-1 73287 .......................... p 196
NASA-CR-1 73296 .......................... p 164
NASA-CR-1 73297 .......................... p 164
NASA-CR-1 73299 ........... -..'.'. ........ p 163
NASA-CH-1 73339 .......................... p 195
NASA-CR-1 73363 .......................... p 196
NASA-CH-1 73365 .......................... p 196
NASA-CR-1 73420 .......................... p 310
NASA-CR-1 73437 .......................... p 329
NASA-CR-173493 .......................... p 286
NASA-CR-1 73538 .......................... p 320
N84-17838 * tt
N84-17857 • #
N84-17856 • #
N84-1785S * tt
N84-20174 • tt
N84-34160 ' tt
N84-15755 • tt
N84-22168 * ft
N84-31944 * #
N84-12725 • #
N84-17820 • ft
N84-17821 * tt
N84-18886 • tt
N84-20177 • tt
N84-26275 ' #
N84-29433 * ff
N84-33023 ' ft
N84-13781 ' ft
N84-26298 '
N84-16902 *
N84-16804 •
N84-16791
N84-20113 *
N84-18889 '
N84-17858 '
N84r17859 '
N84-17852 '
N84-1888S '
N84-18888 '
N84-18887 *
N84-23119 '
N84-26274 •
N84-23092 *
N84-25272 "
. NASA-CR-173630 p 353 N84-27394 '
NASA-CR-i 73634 p 353 N84-27395 '
NASA-CR-173877 .p 372 N84-2B390 '
NASA-CH-173733 p395 N84-28485 '
NASA-CH-173777 p413 N84-29432 '
NASA-CH-17378Z p442 N84-29464 '
NASA-CH-173801 p 437 N84-29457 '
NASA-CH-173861 '. p 468 N8431938 '
NASA-CH-173871 p 476 N8431945
NASA-CH-173890 p 477 N84-33022
NASA-CH-173913 p 477 N84-33020
NASA-CH-173994 p 493 N84-34914
NASA-CH-174502 p 121 N84-15803
NASA-CH-175204 p 226 N84-20154
NASA-CH-175338 p 162 N84-16805
NASA-Cfl-175389 p 234 N84-20175
NASA-CR-175393 p 198 N84-20126
NASA-CH-175422 p217 N84-20135
NASA-CR-175439 p 248 N84-21045
NASA-CR-3795 p 387 N84-27417
NASA-CR-3796 p 367 N84-27416
NASA-CR-3801 : 'p 334 N84-26291
NASA-RP-1115'. p442 N84-29465 '
NBS-TN-1180 p.71 N84-13782 t
NCSCCH-102-83 pi 19 N84-14690 *
NCSC-TECH-MAN-4110-1-83 p 39 N84-10761 #
NCSC-TM-378-83 p39 N84-10762 #
NASA-SP-701 1 (250)
NASA-SP-7011(251)
NASA-SP-701 1 (252) -.
NASA-SP-701 1 (253)
NASA-SP-701 1(254)
NASA-SP-701 1 (255T
NASA-SP-701 1 (256)
NASA-SP-701 1 (257)
NASA-SP-701 1 (258)
NASA-SP-701 1 (259) ......
NASA-SP-701 1 (260)
NASA-SP-701 1(261)
NASA-SP-701 1(262)
NASA-SP-7037(170)
NASA-TM-58255 ....:
NASA-TM-58259
NASA-TM-58261
NASA-TM-58262
NASA-TM-76976
NASA-TM-77090
NASA-TM-77095
NASA-TM-77096
NASA-TM-77121
NASA-TM-77244
NASA-TM-77338 .:
NASA-TM-77359
NASA-TM-82561
NASA-TM-84368
NASA-TM-84400
NASA-TM-8441 1
NASA-TM-85386
NASA-TM-85778
NASA-TM-85866
NASA-TM-85867
NASA-TM-85868
NASA-TM-85883
NASA-TM-85884
NASA-TM-85929
NASA-TM-86284-
NASA-TM-86654
NASA-TM-86857
NASA-TM-87360
NASA-TP-2244
NASA-TP-2261 :.....
NASA-TP-2299
NASA-TP-2344
NAVHLTHRSCHC-83-13
NAVHLTHRSCHC-83-17
NAVHLTHRSCHC-83-21
NAVHLTHHSCHC-83-32
NAVHLTHRSCHC-83-4
NAVHLTHRSCHC-84-6
NAVTRAEQUIPC-IH-158
NAVTRAEOUIPC-IH-347
NAVTRAEOUIPC-77-C-0110-1
NAVTRAEQU1PC-78-C-0113-4
NAVTRAEQUIPC-79-C-0104-1
NAVTRAEQUIPC-80-C-O063-2
NAVTRAEQUIPC-81-C-0105-2
NAVTRAEQUIPC-82-C-0151-1
NBDL-83R002
NBDL-83R004 .
NBDL-83R005
NBOL-83R008 ...
p61
p63
p87
p146
p248
p217
p248
p254
p301
p367
p426
p432
p468
p217
p243
p373
p432
p466
p483
p136
p133
p198
p329
p133
p99
p162
p 52
P40
P22
p9
p372
p271
p153
p437
P443
p198
p234
p 198
p495
p416
p457
p498
p273
p226
p262
p443
p149
p147
p118
p301
p23
p373
p443
p227
p122
p227
p229
p229
p272
p305
P22
P31
p333
0255
N84-12712 •
N84-13767 •
N84-15763 •
N84-167BO •
N84-21043 '
N84-20134 •
N84-21044 *
N84-22146 *
N84-24088 *
N84-27415 '
N 84-29440 •
N 84-30683-
N84-33003 • #
N84-20133 * ft
N84-21040 * #
N84-28392 • #
N84-30684 • #
N84-31935 • ft
N84-34117'#
N84-17804 • ft
N84-1675S • ft
N84-20127 * ft
N84-26276 * ft
N84-16756 * ft
N84-15789 * ft
N84-16806 • ft
N84-13756 * ft
N84-11760'|)l
N84-10732 ' ft
N84-10724 ' ft
N84-28391 * ft
N84-22169 • ft
N84-16795 • #
N84-29456 • ft
N84-29478 • ft
N84-20125 • #
N84-20176 * ft
N84-20128 * ff
N84-34161 * ft
N84-30664 • ft
N84-32990 * ft
N84-34165 * ft
N84-22178 • #
N84-20155 • ff
N84-22162 * #
N84-29479 * ft
N84-17825 ft
N84-16792 ft
N84-146B8 ft
N84-23100 ft
N84-10736 tt
N84-28396 ft
N84-29481 ff
N84-201S6 ft
N84-15808 ft
N84-20160 ft
N84-20168 ff
N84-20169 tt
N84-22175 ft
N84-23109 ft
N84-10734 #
N84-10754 tt
N84-25294 ft
N84-221S5 ff
NORE/PUBL-84/1001
NIH-N01-HV-2912
NIHM-84-388
NIMH*3-310
NIMH-83-333
NIMH-83-335
NIMH-83-403
NIMH-84-382
NLR-MP-82032-U
NLR-MP-83033-U
NMRI-83-O9
NMRI-83-51
NPRDC-SR-83-33
NPHDC-TR-83-34
NPRDC-TH-84-28
NPRDC-TH-84-29
NPRDC-TR-84-30
NPRDC-TH-84-43
NPROC-TR-84-48
NPHDC-Tn-84-4
NPS54-83-008
NRC/CNR-fT-2071
NSF/OIR-83006
NSMRL-SR-83-1
NSMRL-1008
NSMRL-1011-6
NSMRL-1014
NSMRL-975
OEFZS-4267
OEFZS-4268
OEFZS-4269
OEHL-83-1 28EH1 1 1 DGA
ONERA-P-1983-1
ONR-83-AE
ONR-84-1
ONRL-R-4-84
ONRL-R-7-83 . ..;.
ONRL-R-8-84
ONRL-R-9-84 :
ORNL/CSD-1 1 1
OHNL/TM-8807
ORNL/TM-8827
OTA-BA-218
OWRT-A-083-IDA(2)
OWRT-A-091-CONNI1) ...
PAL-84-32
PATH-1109-83-12
PB83-221713
PB83-223172
PB83-224360
PB83-225375
PB83-226621
PB83-229591
PB83-231209
PB83-231357 „
PB83-232108
P883-233270
PB83-237388
PB83-239723
PB83-239731
PB83-243394
PB83-246116
PB83-246132
p467
p86
p369
p68
p 157
p 137
p 439
p 333
p 100
p 333
p27
p 30
p 155
p 302
p 333
p 332
p 438
p 495
p236
p 67
p 77
D306
P90
p88
p 232
p 234
p427
D 374
p374
p374
p 150
p 339
P 24
p 414
p 310
p 100
p 486
p486
p 10
p 13
p 52
;. p321
p 10
p417
! p477
p 227
p 10
p 25
p25
P24
p 24
p 25
p 24
_ p24
p 24
p 10
p29
p 14
p 29
p 51
p64
D64
N84-31937 f
N84-14678 #
N84-27434 ft
N84-13779 f
N84-17850 tt
N84-17809 t
N84-30701 ft
N84-2S295 t
N84-157d8 0
N84-25296 f
N84-11745 f
N84-25285 tt
N84-10750 ft
N84-16801 t
N84-24091 tt
N84-25291 tt
N84-25286 t
N84-30697 tf
N84-34163 tf
N84-20187 f
N84-12722 tt
N84-14661 f
N84-24102 0
N84-15777 f
N84-14874 t
N84-18904 t
N84-20179 tt
N84-29445 ft
N84-28399 tf
N84-28400 9
N84-28401 f
N84-17827 tt
NB4-26301 t
N84-10740 tt
N84-29437 f
N84-23122 t
N84-15797 tt
N84-34912 tt
N84-34911 ft
N84-10728 ft
N84-11741 ft
N84-13759 f
N84-26272 ft
• N84-10730 t
N84-30674 #
N84-33020 * tf
N84-20159 t
N84-10730 tt
N84-10748 #
N84-10749 tf
N84-10746 #
N84-10742 tt
N84-10747 t
N84-10743 t
N84-10744 f
N84-10745 tf
N84-10731 t
N84-11755 f
N84-11743 f
N84-11754 ft
N84-12711 t
N84-13775 f
N84-13774 *
F-6
REPORT NUMBER INDEX US-PATENT-APPL-SN-596778
P883-248815 p 68
PB83-250464 p68
PB83-250589 p 71
PB83-259648 p 88
PB83-261123 p 88
PB83-262550 p 87
PB84-100122 p 137
PB84-100171 :. p 157
P884-102540 p 151
PB84-102946 p 165
PB84-102953 p 165
PB84-102961 p 185
PB84-102979 p 166
PB84-102987 p 166
PB84-103268 p 137
PB84-104892 p 137
PB84-112895 p 151
P884-132299 p 220
PB84-146125 p 256
PB84-181207 p 306
PB84-163148 p417
PB84-170778 p333
PB84-172212 : p 394
PB84-173608 p 321
P884-175660 p 372
PB84-175769 p 369
PB84-180124 p 446
P884-180140 p 439
P884-181767 p 434
PB84-190602 p 468
PB84-195304 p 469
PB84-195312 p 469
N84-13780
N84-13779
N84-13782
N84-14679
N84-14678
N84-14680
N84-17608
N84-17850
N84-1783S
N84-17865
N84-17886
N84-17B67
N84-17868
N84-17869
N84-17809
N84-17810
N84-17834
N84-20148
N84-22161
N84-24102
N84-30874
NS4-25296
N84-27447
N84-26272
N84-28390 • f
N84-27434 f
N84-30719
N84-30701
N84-30695
N84-33008
N84-33009
N84-33010
PERLAB-3
PERLAB-4
... p 304
... p302
PFTR-1098-83-10 p 378
PML-1982-54 p 40
PNL-SA-10954 p 53
PNL-SA-11013 p53
PNL-SA-11055 p28
PNL-SA-11058 p28
PNl-SA-11419 p28
PNL-SA-11781 p244
PP-119 p309
PPAFTR-1131-83-1 p 305
PPR-1126-84-4 p495
PPSP/JHU/PPSE-T-27 p86
PPSP/PPRP-75 p 137
PR-4 p 444
PSH-N-477 p 249
R-1-83 p 120
R/PERS-626 p 68
RAE-FS(F)-205 p 216
RAE-TR-83043 p216
HAE-TRANS-2118 p 468
REPT-AR/MHAM-1983-1 p 467
REPT-0059^4-1 p 496
REPT-11 p254
REPT-14 p 156
REPT-2(1984) p 374
REPT-2002 p 227
REPT-2003 p 262
REPT-3 p 327
REPT-4 p 456
REPT-6 p 138
REPT-83-3 p 394
REPT-8302-ONR p 32
REPT-84-1 p 227
RR-82-2-ONR p 67
RSD-TR-17-83 p 236
S-534
S-537
S-538
p373
p432
p466
N84-23108 III
N84-24093 »
N84-27440 #
N84-11759 t
N84-13762 #
NB4-13763 »
N84-11749 #
N84-11750 #
N84-11748 #
N84-22144 #
N84-23115 #
N84-23109 #
N84-34921 0
N84-14679 #
N84-17808 #
N84-30703 #
N84-21054 #
N84-15BOO #
N84-13777 »
N84-18892 #
N84-18892 #
N84-33004 #
N84-31940 #
N84-34922 #
N84-22147 #
N84-17842 #
N84-28398 #
N84-20157 #
N84-22164 #
N84-252BO #
N84-31912 #
N84-17806 #
N84-27446 ill
N84-10757 #
N84-20161 ff
N84-12721 HI
N84-20191 If
N84-28392 * HI
N84-30684- #
N84-31935 • III
SAE PAPER 831090
SAE PAPER 831092 :....
SAE PAPER 831093 ™.
SAE PAPER 831094 .....
SAE PAPER 831096 ......
SAE PAPER 831108
SAE PAPER 831109 .....
SAE PAPER 831110
SAE PAPER 831 111
.... p265
p265
.... p 265
.... p241
.... p268
p266
.... p266
p266
p266
SAE PAPER 831112 p266
SAE PAPER 831113 p 267
SAE PAPER 831120 p 267
SAE PAPER 831122 p 267
SAE PAPER 831132 p 246
SAE PAPER 831133 p 242
SAE PAPER 831134 p 248
SAE PAPER 831149 p 267
SAE PAPER 831151 p 267
SAE PAPER 831415 p 257
SAE PAPER 831416 p 257
SAE PAPER 831419 p 257
SAE PAPER 831422 p 268
SAE PAPER 831423 p 257
SAE PAPER 831424 p 258
SAE PAPER 831458 p 268
SAE PAPER 831459 p 268
SAE PAPER 831468 p 268
SAE PAPER 831498 p 258
SAE PAPER 831499 p 258
SAE PAPER 831501 p258
SAE PAPER 831504 p 258
SAE PAPER 831523 p 268
SAE PAPER 831526 p 258
SAE PAPER 831529 p 258
SAE PAPER 831530 p 268
SAE PAPER 831532 p 269
SAE PAPER 831543 p 269
SAE PAPER 831544 p 259
SAE PAPER 831545 p 269
SAE PAPER 831546 p 259
A84-29026 • l»
A84-28028 • *
A84-29029 t
A84-Z9030'*
A84-29031 #
A84-29043 * t
A84-29044 * #
AB4-29045 • #
A84-29046 ' t
A84-Z9047 '#
A84-29048 * »
A84-29054 *
A84-29056 #
A84-29062 • *
A84-29083 ' #
A84-29064 ' 0
A84-29075 ' #
A84-29076 • »
A84-29480 #
A84-29481 *
A84-29482 0
A84-29485 * #
A84-29486 ' #
A84-29487 • *
A84-29495
A84-29498
A84-29501
A84-29507
A84-29508
A84-29509
AB4-29510
A84-29515
A84-29517
A84-29518
A84-29519
A84-29520
A84-29522
A84-29523
A84-29524 • »
A84-29525 '#
SAI-5B-EF81-158R2
SAI-84-02-157
p 151 N84-17835
p 468 N84-33006
SAM-TR-82-47 p64
SAM-TR-83-17-VOL-1 p 78
SAM-TR-83-18 p 196
SAM-TR-83-19 p 196
SAM-TR-83-233 p 128
SAM-TR-83-30 p 51
\ SAM-TR-83-32 p232
SAM-TR-83-33 p 78
SAM-TR-83-350 p 299
SAM-TR-83-44 p218
SAND-83-O447C p40
SAPR-1 p 493
SERI/STR-231-1896 p 52
SERI/TP-235-1987 p 52
SEVILLE-TR-82-08 p 227
SMWP-1/83 p327
SOM-TR-2 p 228
SOM-WP-57 p 229
SH-18-VOL-1 p 78
SR-19 p 196
N84-13771 #
N84-15756 #
N84-18891 #
N84-18890 »
A84-21741 #
N84-12707 IT
N84-18906 ff
N84-15760 ff
A84-32568 ff
NB4-20141 ff
N84-11764 ill
N84-34914 * #
N84-13757 »
N84-1375B #
N84-20160 #
N84-25276 III
N84-20165 #
N84-20167 tt
N84-15756 #
N84-18891 #
SSA-2054 p 163 N84-16809 #
S/T-REPT-VOL-1-NO-3 p 446 N84-30718 #
ST-112/84 p374 N84-28400 ff
ST-113/84 p374 N84-28401 9
SU-STAN-CS-83-997 p 333 N84-25293 ill
SU-TR-9 p 333 N84-25293 t
SVHSER-8921 p 234 N84-20177 * #
T-135 p 162 N84-16804 • #
T-138 p337 N84-25300 #
TAEG-TN-12-83 p 333 N84-25292 »
TDCK-77630 p 40 N84-11765 »
TDCK-77638 p 40 N84-11759. ff
TOCK-77771 p 256 N84-22159 ff
TDCK-77816 p 256 N84-22160 #
TDCK-78189 p 272 N84-22177 ff
TDCK-78190 p 262 N84-22165 »
TDCK-78878
TDCK-78679
TDCK-78680
- TDCK-78756
TDCK-78938
TDCK-78940 . ...
TOCX-79148 .
TOI-TB-83-4
TIH-2114-MED-2005
TIR-2114-MED-2012
TOP-02-2-803 ....
TOP-02-3-518 ....
TOP-O3-3-3-521
TOP-04-3-515
TOP-05-2-545
TOP-05*507
TOP-08-2-502 ....
TOP-06*525 ....
TOP-07-3^10
TOP-1 -1-003
TOP-1-2-610JT-1
TOP-1-2-610*T-2
TOP-1-2-610
TOP-1-2-611 .. ..
TOXICOLOGY-SER-42
TR-ONR-10
TR-ONR-13
TR-ONR-6
TH-ONH-7 '. ....
TH-ONH-9
TR-102
TR-1 1-30-83
TR-1 12-15
TR-1 12-1 6
TR-118B-6183
TR-12-SER-B ....
TR-1 3
TH-14-ONR
TR-15-ONR
TR-15
TR-1 7-ONR
TR-2-ONR
TR-30-09-B3
TH-30
TR-32
TR-7
TR-8*83
TR-83-21-ONH
TR-83-22-ONR
TR-83-2
TR-83-5
TH-83-6
TR-84-1
TH-84-1
TR-84-1
TR-84-2
TR-84-2
TR-8
TT-8404
UCD-472-128
UCRL-69891 ...
UDR-TR-83-51
UILU-EPL-83-2/ONR-83-2
UPITT/LRDC/ONR/APS-14
UPITT/LHDC/ONR/KB&8
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-219681
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-264381
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-264381
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-368187
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-371352
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-377891
US^ATENT-APPL-SN-392092
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-393581
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-393586
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-414106
US-PATEMT-APPL-SN-444124
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-465363
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-537757
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-582492
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-582496
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-582643
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-598778
p 262 N84-22166
p256 N84-221S8
p 262 N84-22I67
p 396 N84-28487
p 467 N84-31940
p389 N84-28483
p429 N84-29455
p 100 N84-15798
p 149 N84-17821
p ^48 N84-17820
p 339 N84-26302
p339 N84-26302
p 339 N84-26302
p 339 N84-26302
p 339 N84-26302
p339 N84-26302
p339 N84-26302
p 339 N84-26302
p 339 N84-26302
p 150 N84-17829
p 339 N84-26302
p 339 N84-26303
p 339 N84-26302
p 339 N84-26302
p 78 N84-15758
p 437 ^484•29457
p 156 N84-17&46
p 438 N84-29461
p 236 N84-20186
p 226 N84-18902
p 122 N84-15e09
p 262 N84-22163
p 54 N84- 13772
p 414 N84-29438
p 218 N84-20141
p 332 N84-25287
p 368 N84-27431
p 158 N84-17844
p 156 N84-17843
p 467 N84-31938
p 378 N84-2743B
p 235 N84-20185
p 305 N84-231 10
p 85 N84-14668
p 85 N84-14667
p 228 N84-20162
p305 N84-23111
p 226 N84-18903
p 218 N84-20142
p 31 N84-10755
p 305 N84-23112
p 227 N84-20157
p 262 N84-22164
p 308 N84-24097
p 334 N84-26295
p 305 N84-24096
p 472 N84-31941
p 228 N84-20163
p 495 N84-34919
p 417 N84-30672
p 243 N84-21042
p 286 N84-24088
p118 N84-14686
p306 N84-24099
pISS NS4-17B40
p40 N84-11758
p372 N84-28388
p372 N84-28389
p40 N84-11758
p27 N84-11744
p493 N84-34913
p3SS N84-28361
p309 N84-23113
p395 N84-28484
p162 N84-16B03
p300 N84-2309S
p372 N84-28389
p40 N84-11761
p249 NS4-21053
p444 N84-29484
p286 N84-23093
p443 N84-29483
f
41
f
ff
ff
f
ff
f
• ff
• ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
»
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
* ff
ff
ff
ff
* ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
»
F-7
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-600241 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-600241 p 498 N84-34166 #
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-642602 p 477 N84-33021 • #
US-PATENT-CLASS-128-D1G.25 . p 27 N84-11744 • #'
US-PATENT-CLASS-128-1A p 162 N84-168O3 • ff
US-PATENT-CLASS-128-1R p 27 N84-11744 • #
US-PATENT-CLASS-128-15R p 162 N84-16803 ' ff
US-PATENT-CLASS-128-24-A p 493 NB4-34913 ' #
US-PATENT-CLASS-128-325 p 372 N84-28388 • #
US-PATENT-CLASS-128-328 p 493 N84-34913 • #
US-PATENT-CLASS-128-346 p 27 N84-11744 • ff
US-PATENT-CLASS-128-346 p 372 N84-28388 • #
US-PATENT-CLASS-128-38 p 162 N84-16803 • ff
US-PATENT-CLASS-156-191 p 372 N84-28389 ' #
US-PATENT-CLASS-156-285 p 372 N84-28389 • #
US-PATENT-CLASS-156-289 p 372 N84-28389 * #
US-PATENT-CLASS-156-382 p 372 N84-28389 * ff
US-PATENT-CLASS-156-643 p 300 N84-23095 * #
US-PATENT-CLASS-156-644 ....... p 300 N84-23095 * #
US-PATENT-CLASS-156-668 p 300 N84-23095 • #
US-PATENT-CLASS-2-161R p 309 N84-23113 ' ff
US-PATENT-CLASS-2-161R p 395 N84-28484 • ff
US-PATENT-CLASS-2-164 p 395 N84-28484 • #
US-PATENT-CLASS-2-167 p 309 N84-23113 • #
US-PATENT-CLASS-2-167 p 395 N84-28484 • #•
US-PATENT-CLASS-204-192E p 300 N84-23095 • ff
US-PATENT-CLASS-24-560 p 372 NB4-28388 * ff
US-PATENT-CLASS-264i41 p 355 N84-28361 • ff
US-PATENT-CLASS-29-423 p 372 N84-28389 • #
US-PATENT-CLASS-29-451 p 372 N84-28389 * #
US-PATENT-CLASS-521-141 p 355 N84-28361 * #
US-PATENT-CLASS-521-142 p 355 N84-28361 * ff
US-PATENT-CLASS-521-149 p 355 N84-28361 • #
US-PAtENT-CLASS-604-368 p 40 N84-11758 • #
US-PATENT-CLASS-604-378 p 40 N84-11758 ' ff
US-PATENT-CLASS«04-398 p 40 N84-11758 • ff
US-PATENT-4,338.371 p 40 N84-117S6 • #
US-PATENT-4,408,597 p 27 N84-11744 • ff-
US-PATENT-4.411,660 : p 40 N84-11758 ' #
US-PATENT-4,416.266 p 372 N84-28388 • #
US-PATENT-4.421,109 p 162 N84-16803 • #
US-PATENT-4,432,853 p 300 N84-23095 * #
US-PATENT-4,433,439 p 309 N84-23113 * #
US-PATENT-4,447.943 p 372 N84-28389 * #
US-PATENT-4,454,611 p 395 N84-28484 • #
US-PATENT-4.456,708 p 355 N84-28361 • #
US-PATENT-4,474.180 p 493 N84-34913 • #
USAARL-83-10 p 38 N84-10760 #
USAARI.-83-12 p 62 N84-12714 #
USAARU-83-14 p 164 N84-17660 #
USAARL-84-1 p 271 N84-22170 #
USAARU-84-2 p 271 N84-22171 #
USAARU-84-3 p271 N84-22173 ff
USAARU-84-6 p 393 N84-27443 ff
USAARU-84-7 p 428 N84-29448 #
USAARU-84-8 p 499 N84-34924 #
USAF SAM-TR-83-284 p 160 A84-21739 #
USAF-SAM-TR-83-305 p 375 A84-36939 ff
USAFA-TR-83-12 p9 N84-10725 #
USAFA-TR-84-2 p 380 N84-28403 #
' USAFSAM-TR-83-20 p 134 N84-16759 ff
USAFSAM-TR-83-36 p 250 N84-21056 ff
USAFSAM-TR-83-42 p 244 N84-22141 #
USAFSAM-TR-83-46 p 300 N84-23097 #
USAFSAM-TR-83-50 p 287 N84-24087 #
USAFSAM-TR-84-11 p416 N84-30670 tt
USAFSAM-TR-84-12 p 456 N84-31914 ff
USAFSAM-TR-84-16 p 468 N84-33007 ff
USAFSAM-TR-84-17 p 456 N84-31912 #
USAFSAM-TR-84-2 p 414 N84-29434 #
USAFSAM-TR-8« p 327 N84-25280 #
USAFSAM-TR-64-7 p416 N84-30669 #
USAFSAM-TR-84-8 p 355 N84-28363 ff
USAFSAM-TR-84-9 p 427 N84-29443 ff
USARIEM-M-10/84 p 251 N84-21061 #
USARIEM-M-11/84 p 327 N84-25281 #
USARIEM-M-12/84 p 328 N84-25282 #
USARIEM-M-13/84 p 328 N84-25284 ff
USARIEM-M-16/84 p 493 N84-34159 ff
USARIEM-M-18/84 p 492 N84-34158 ff
USARIEM-M-19/84 p 330 N84-26277 #
USARIEM-M-2/84 p 88 N84-15769 #
USARIEM-M-20/84 p 334 N84-26293 #
USARIEM-M-22/64 p 378 N84-27437 #
USARIEM-M-23/84 p 427 N84-29444 ff
USARIEM-M-24/84 p 428 N84-29449 #
USARIEM-M-25/84 :... p 428 N84-29452 #
USARIEM-M-26/84 p 429 N84-29454 #
USARIEM-M-27/84 p 428" N84-29453 tf
USARIEM-M-29/84
USARIEM-M-32/83
USARIEM-M-33/83
USARIEM-M-36/83
USARIEM-M-37/83
USARIEM-M-38/83
USARIEM-M-4/84 ..
USARIEM-M-41/83
USARIEM-M-42/83
USARIEM-M-43/83
USARIEM-M-44/83
USARIEM-M-4S/83
USAR1EM-M-46/83
USARIEM-M-5/84 ..
USARIEM-M-6/84 ..
USARIEM-M-9/83 ..
USARIEM-T-1/83 ...
USARIEM-T-3/83 ...
USARIEM-T-3/84 ...
. USARIEM-T-7/83 ....
USCG-O-31-82 ....
USNA-TSPR-126
UTEC-83-84004 ..
UTIAS-TN-2S4 ....
VPI-HFL-83-3
VTH-LR-377
WTHD-161
• W83-03318
. p457
p88
P.498
. p87
p23
P23
. p tSO
.
 P62
pSI
. p85
.
 P84
p90
. p133
. p149
. p219
. p149
P71
. p 120
. p355
. p218
p476
. p162
p416
p393
p446
p229
p 444
p 10
N84-32991
N84-15768
N84-3416B
N84-15767
N84-1073S
N84-10737
N84-17831
N84-12719
N84-12708
N84-14669
N84-14665
N84-15780
N84-16758
N84-17826
N84-20146
N84-17824
N84-12726 #
N84-15801 #
N84-28362 #
N84-20140 #
N84-31946 #
N84-16807 #
N84-30670 #
N84-27442 #
N84-30716 #
N84-20171 »
N84-30703 tt
N84-10730 ff
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A84-23704
A84-23705
A84-23706
'A84-23707
A84-23708
A84^23709
A84-23710
A84-23711
'A84-23712
A84-23713
A84-23714
A84-23715
A84-23716
A84-23717
A84-23719
A84-23720
A84-23721
A84-23722
A84-23723
A84-23724
A84-23725
A84-23726
,A84-23727
A84-23728
A84-23729
A84-23730
A84-23731
A84-23732
A84-23733
A84-23734
A84-23735
AB4-23736
A84-23737
A84-23738
A84-23739
A84-23740
A84-23741
'A84-23742
A84-23743
A84-23800
AS4-23926
A84-23927
A84-23928
A84-23929
A84-23930
-A84-23931
AB4-23932
A84-23933
A84-23934
A84-23935
A84-23936
A84-239S5
A84-23957
A84-23959
A84-23962
A84-23968
A84-23984
A84-23987
A84-24098
A84-24099
A84-24100
A84-24326
A84-24327
A84-24328
A84-24329
A84-24330
A84-24331
AB4-24332
A84-24333
AS4-24334
A84-2433S
A84-24336
A84-24337
A84-24338
A84-24339
A84-24340
A84-24341
A84-24342
A84-24343
A84-24344
A84-24345
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.p221
p169
p199
p199
P169
P199
p229
p221
p221
p221
p230
p 169
p221
p221
p221
p221
p222
p222
p222
p222
p199
p200
p200
p230
p230
P200
p222
p200
p200
p230
p169
P169
p 169
p 170
p 170
p200
p200
p200
p230
p200
p170
p200
p201
p201
p 170
P170
P170
p230
p170
p 170
p171
p171
P171
p201
p230
p 171
p201
p201
p171
p171
p 171
p201
.p172
p172
p201
p202
p202
p202
p202
p222
p172
p222
p202
p202
P172
p172
p203
p172
p203
p203
p203
p203
p172
p203
p204
p204
p204
p173
p173
p 173
p173
p173
p173
p 174
p 174
p204
G-2
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX A84-32386
A64-24348
A84-24347
A84-24348
A84-24349
A84-24350
A84-24351
A84-24352
A84-24353
A94-24354
A84-243S5
AS4-24356
A84-24357
A84-24358
A84-24359
A84-24380
A84-24361
A84-24362
A84-24363
A84-24384
A64-2438S
A84-24366
A84-24367
A84-24368
A84-24369
A84-24370
A84-24371
A84-24372
A84-24373
A84-24374
A84-24375
A84-24376
AB4-24377
A84-24378
A84-24379
A84-24380
A84-24381
A84-24382
A84-24383
AB4-24384
A64-2438S
A84-24386
A84-24387
A84-24388
AB4-24389
A84-24390
A84-24391
A84-2439S
A84-24393
A84-24394
A84-24395
A84-24637
A84-24691
A84-24692
A84-24693
AB4-24694
A84-24695
•A84-24696
A84-24697
A84-24698
A84-24699
A84-24729
A84-24730
A84-24731
A84-24736
A84-24949
A84-24950
A84-24951
A84-24958
A84-24953
A84-24954
A84-2495S
A84-24956
A84-24957
AB4-24958
A84-24959
A84-24960
A84-25010
A84-25101
A84-2510S
A84-25103
A84-25104
A84-2510S
A84-25108
A84-25107
A84-2510S
A84-25109
AB4-25110
A84-25111
A84-2511?
A84-25113
A84-25114
A84-25115
A84-25116
A84-25117
A84-25118
A84-2511!)
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P204
p204
p204
p 174
p 174
p205
p20S
p205
p205
p174
p174
p 174
p175
P17S
p20S
p175
p17S
p175
p205
p175
p178
p176
p206
p176
p176
p 176
p 176
p177
p177
p177
p177
p177
p 177
p 178
p178
p178
p178
p178
p179
p 179
p 179
p179
p231
p179
p179
p 179
p 180
p180
p180
p206
p231
p180
p 180
p180
p180
p181
p181
p 181
p 181
p181
p181
p 181
p222
p 181
p222
p223
p206
p206
p206
p223
p206
p208
p231
p207
p181
P223
p231
p207
p207
p223
p223
p207
p207
p223
p207
p207
p207
p208
p208
p208
p208
p208
p208
p208
p209
p209
AS4-2S120
A84-25121
A84-25122
A84-25123
A84-25124
A84-25125
A84-25132
AB4-25133
A84-2S134
A84-2513S
A84-2S138
A84-2S137
A84-2S138
A84-25145
A84-25146
A84-2S147
A84-25148
A84-25149
A84-251SO
A84-25181
A84-25182
A84-2S1B3
A84-25184
A84-25351
A84-25352
A84-25353
A84-25354
A84-253S5
A84-2S3S6
A84-2S357
AB4-2S3S8
A84-253S9
A84-25360
A84-25361
A84-26362
•A84-25363
A84-2S364
A84-25365
A84-25366
A84-2S367
A84-25368
A84-2S369
A84-26370
A84-2S371
A84-25372
A84-25373
A84-25374
A84-25375
A84-25399
A84-25400
A84-2SS11
A84-2SS99
A84-25600
A84-25627
A84-25631
A84-25632
A84-25633
•A84-25634
A84-2S63S
A84-25636
A84-2S637
A84-2S638
A84-25639
A84-25640
A84-25641
A84-25642
A84-25643
A84-2S644
A84-26645
A84-25646
A84-25647
A84-2S648
A84-25760
A84-25761
A84-2S762
A84-2577S
A84-25789
A84-25791
A84-25792
A84-25910
A84-25918
A84-2S920
A84-25924
A84-25925
A84-261B8
A84-26189
A84-26190
A84-26191
A84-26192
A84-28193
A84-26194
A84-26195
A84-28196
A84-26197
A84-26198
A84-28364
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p209
p209
p224
p 209
p224
p209
p182
p182
p182
P182
p182
p1B2
p182
p182
p183
P183
P209
p210
p210
p183
p231
p210
p224
p183
p210
p210
p210
p210
p210
p183
pSIO
p224
p224
p211
p211
p211
p211
p211
p231
p211
p211
p183
p211
p183
p224
p224
p224
p224
p211
p225
p231
p211
p212
p183
p183
p184
P184
P184
p184
p212
p212
p184
p212
p184
P184
p212
p 185
p185
p185
p185
p18S
p 185
p 185
p212
p185
p212
p185
p 185
p 185
p225
p213
p186
p213
p213
p213
p213
p213
p186
p186
p214
p214
p214
p214
p214
p215
p 186
A84-26365
A84-26386
A84-26376
A84-26377
A84-26378
A84-28379
A84-28380
A84- 26381
A84-26382
A84-26383
A84-26384
A84-26385
A84-26386
A84-26786
A84-26789 *
A84-27120
A84-27296
A84-27297
A84-27298
AB4-27299 '
A84-27456
A84-27534
A84-27557 *
A84-27558
A84-27842
A84-27876
A84-27877
A84-27878
A84-27879
A84-27880
A84-27881
A84-28032
A84-28033 *
A84-28113
A84-28176
A84-28194
A84-28252
A84-28255
A84-28257
A84-28259
A84-28281
A84-28299
A84-28300
A84-28369
A84-28370
A84-28371
A84-28372
A84-28373
A84-28374
A84-28375
A84-28418
A84-28419
A84-28420
A84-28421
A84-28422
A84-28523 *
A84-28S24
A84-28525
A84-28526
A84-28649
A84-286SO
A84-28669
A84-2B672
A84-28848
A84-28849
A84-29012
A84-29026 •
AB4-29028 *
A84-29029
A84-29030 *
A84-29031
AS4-29043 *
A84-29044 •
A84-29045 *
A84-29048 *
A84-29047 'i
A84-29048 •/
A84-29054 t
A84-290S6 i
A84-29062 • t
A84-29063 '
A84-29064 •
A84-29075 *
A84-29078 *
A84-29476
A84-29480
A84-29481
A84-29482
A84-29485 *
A84-29486 •
A84-29487 *
A84-29495 1
A84-29496 f
A84-29501 {)
A84-29507 I)
A84-29508 «
p188
P186
p215
p215
p215
p215
p215
p225
p215
p23t
p225
p225
p225
p263
p263
p239
p263
p263
p263
p263
p256
p244
p244
p284
p239
p239
p239
p240
p240
p240
p240
p245
p245
p272
p245
p240
p257
P284
p257
p264
p257
p245
p245
p240
p240
p240
p240
p241
p241
p241
p245
p245
p246
p246
p264
p264
p264
p264
p265
p246
p241
p241
p265
p246
p265
p241
p265
p265
p265
p241
p268
p268
p266
p266
p266
> p266
1 p267
1 p267
f p267
1 p246
p242
p246
p267
P267
p267
p257
p257
p257
p268
p257
p25B
p268
p268
p268
p258
p258
A84-29509
A84-29510
A84-29S15
A84-29S17
A84-29S18
A84-29S19
A84-29520
A84-29522
A84-29523 •
A94-29524 •
A84-29525 *
A84-29581
A84-29602 •
A84-29611
A84-29612 '
A84-29613 *
A84-29614 •
A84-29615 *
A84-29619 •
A84-29700 •
AS4-29812
A84-29813
A84-29814
A84-29815
A84-29816
A84-29817
A84-29818
A84-29819
A84-29820
A84-29821
A84-29822
A84-29823
A84-29824
A84-29825
A84-29853'
A84-29944
A84-30009
A84-30010
A84-30011
A84-30012
A84-30013
A84-30014
A84-30015
A84-30016
A84-30017
A84-30326
A84-30327
A84-30328
A84-30329
A84-30330
A84-30331
A84-30332
A84-30333 •
AS4-30334 '
A84-30335
A84-30336
A84-30337
A84-30338
A84.30339
A84-30340
A84-30341
A84-30342 *
A84-30343 *
A84-30344
A84-30345
A84-30346
A84-30347
A84-30348
A84-30349
A84-30350
A84-30351
A84-30352
A84-30353
A84-30354
A84-303S5
A84-30356 *
A84-303S7 '
A84-303S8
A84-30359
A84-30360 *
A84-30381
A84-30382
A84-30363
A84-30384
AM-303e6
A84-30386
A84-30367
A84-30388
A84-30389
A84-30370
A84-30371
A84-30453
A84-30597
A84-30598
A84-30599
A84-30600 #
p258
p258
p268
p258
p258
p268
P269
p269
p259
p269
p259
p269
p272
p242
P242
p242
P242
p242
p243
p243
p247
p247
p247
p247
p247
p247
p247
p247
P259
p248
p259
p248
p248
p2S9
p269
p259
p275
P287
p275
p287
p287
p2B7
p287
p275
p287
p288
p288
p288
p288
p288
p288
p289
p289
p275
p289
p27S
p289
p289
p276
p276
p289
p289
p276
p290
p290
p290
p276
p276
p290
p290
p290
p290
p276
p290
p278
p277
p291
p291
p291
pZ77
p291
p291
p291
p292
p292
p292
p292
p307
p292
p277
p292
p277
p277
p277
p307
p277
A84-30725
A84-30798
A84-30863
A84-30864
A84-30865
A84-30886
A84-30887
A84-30888
AB4-30869
A84-30870
A84-30871
A84-30872
A84-30873
A84-30974
A84-31018
A84-31109
A84-31188
A84-31199
A84-312S9
A84-31260
A84-3I268
A84-31274
A84-31373
A84-31478
A84-31477
A84-31478
A84-31480
A84-31501
A84-31502
A84-315O3
A84-315O4
A84-31505
A84-315O6
A84-31507
A84-31508
A84-31509
A84-31510
A84 -31511
A84-31512
A84-31513
A84-31514
A84-31515
A84-31516
A84-31517
A84-31518
A84-31519
A84-31520
A84-31521
A84-31522
A84-31601
A84-31602
A84-31603
A84 -31607
A84-31609
A84-31610
A84-31612
A84-31613
A84-31623
A84-31625
A84-31801
A84-32351
A84-32352
A84-32353
A84-32354
A84-32355
A84-32356
A84-32357
A84-32358
A84-32359
A84-32360
A84-32381
A84-32382
A84-32383
A84 -32364
A84-32385
A84-32366
A84-32387
A84-32368
A84-32369
A84-32370
A84-32371
A84-32372
A84-32373
A84-32374
A84-32375
A84-32376
A84-32377
A84-32378
A84-32379
A84-32380
A84-32381
A84-32382
A84-32383
A84-32384
A84-32385
A84-32386
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p307
p292
p293
p293
p278
p278
p278
p303
p278
p293
p293
p293
p278
p278
p278
P293
p307
P294
p294
p294
p279
p294
p279
p279
p294
P294
P279
p294
p307
p295
p295
p295
p279
p308
p279
p295
" p308
p279
p279
p280
-p280
p295
p295
p295
p295
p280
p295
p295
p280
p280
p2S6
p280
p280
p312
p280
p280
p281
p308
p308
P281
p303
p303
p303
p303
p308
p303
p308
p296
p296
p296
p296
p296
P296
p296
p296
p297
p281
p297
p281
p297
P297
p281
p281
p2B1
p282
p297
p297
p297
p297
p297
P282
p282
p282
p282
p297
p297
G-3
A84-32387 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
A84-32387 t
A84-32388 t
A84-32389 t
A84.32390 t
A84-32391 t
A84-32392 t
A84-32393 t
A84-32394 li
A84-32395 t
A84-32396 t
A84-32422 -/
A84-32464 t
A84-32465 t
A84-32466 t.
A84-32468 t
A84-32S03
A84-32562
A84-32563
A84-32S64
A84-32565
A84-32566 '
A84-32567
A84-32568
A84-32509
A84-32570
A84-32S71
A84-32S72
A84-32573
A84-32574
A84-325T5
A84-32S91
A84-32963
A84-330S1
A84-33052
A84-33063
A84-33064
A84-330S5
A84-330S6 '
A84-330S7
A84-33058
A84-330S9
A84-33060
A84-33061
A84-33062
A84-33063
A84-33064
A84-3306S
A84-33151 *
A84-331S4
A84-331S5
A84-331S6
A84-33157
A84-331S8
A84-33159
A84-33188
A84-33195
A84-33198 1
A84-33466 /
A84-33544 /
A84-33607 /
A84-33808 /
A84-33609 /
A84-33610 /
A84-33623
A84-33878
A84-33719
A84-33720
A84-33949
A84-33950
A84-34001
A84-34002
A84-34009
A84-34017 '
A84-34092
A84-34143
A84-34144
A84-3414S
A84-3416S
A84-34213
A84-3421S
A84-34391
A84-34393
A84-34476
A84-34477
A84-34478
A84-34479 '
A84-34480
A84-34481
A84-34482
A84-34483
A84-34484
A84-34485
A84-34S92
A84-34593
A84-34594
A84-3459S
* p282
t P282
I p298
t p282
1 p298
p303
i p298
> p308
1 p298
t p298
/ p308
t P283
t p283
> p283
» p283
p283
p 298
p298
p283
p283
p284
p298
p299
P299
p308
p299
p299
p299
p299
p299
p284
p303
P284
p284
p284
p284
p284
p284
P285
p285
p285
p285
p299
p299
p300
p300
p309
p300
p28S
p28S
p285
p285
P286
p288
p339
p315
t p331
t P331
t p33S
t p335
t P321
t p33S
t p322
p322
p336
p331
p322
p339
p31S
p322
p315
p336
p336
p31S
p315
p322
p315
p315
p339
p339
p315
p336
p316
p316
p316
p316
p316
p316
p318
p316
' p316
p317
p322
p331
t p322
t p317
A84-34596
A84-34S97
A84-34S98
A84-34S99
A84-34701
A84-34702
A84-34703
A84-34704
AB4-34705
A84-34706
A84-34707
A84-34708
A84-34709
A84-34710
AB4-34711
A84-34712
A84-34800
A84-34962 '
A84-35596
A84-35597 •
A84-35598
A84-35S99 *
A84-35600
A84-35633
A64-3S673
A84-3S677
A84-35900 •
A84-36223
A84-36523
A84-36589
A84-36590
A84-36591
A84-36S92
A84-36593
A64-36S94
A84-38595
A84-38596
A84-36601
A84-36602
A84-36603
A84-36604
A84-36605
A84-36606 t.
A84-36607 t.
A84-36608 t
A84-36609 I
A84-36610 t
AB4-36611 «
AS4-36612
A84-36613
A84-36614
A84-3661S
A84-36616
A84-38617
A84-36618
A84-38619
A84-38620
A84-3662S
A84-3668S
A84-36703
A84-36717
A84-36724
A84-3672S
A84-38731
A84-36732
A84-36743
A84-36749
AB4-36873
A84-36874
A84-36926
A84-36927
A64-36928
A84-36929 *
A84-36930
A84-36931 '
A84-36932
A84-36933
A84-36934
A84-36935 '
A84-36936 *
A84-36937
A84-36938
A84-36939
A84-37118
A84-37119
A84-37120
A84-37176
A84-37177
A84-37178
A84-37179
A84-37180
A84-37181
A84-37182
A84-37183
A84-37184
A84-37185 1
p317
p317
p317
p317
p323
p323
p317
p323
p323
p323
p318
p318
p323
p324
p324
P318
p318
p324
p318
p340
p318
p318
p319
p340
p324
p324
p33i
p319
p374
p341
p341
p341
p341
p341
p342
p375
p356
p389
. p356
p342
p3S6
p342
t p356
t p342
1 p342
( p342
» p342
t P34Z
p342
P342
p343
p356
p343
p343
p343
p343
p343
p37S
p343
p343
p3S6
p343
P344
P344
p344
p344
p375
. p344
p356
p356
p356
p357
p357
p357
p357
p357
p344
P344
p34S
p345
p345
p3S8
p375
p34S
p34S
p34S
p345
p34S
p3S8
p358
p358
p358
p346
p358
p348
t p346
A84-37188 I
A84-37187 i
A84-37188 t
A84-37189 t
A84.37190 /
A84-37191 t
A84-37192 t
A84-37193 t
A84-37194 t
A84-37195 t.
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p50
pSO
p51
p51
p51
p51
p51
p61
p61
p62
p62
p62
p62
p62
P82
p63
p67
p67
p67
p67
p71
p71
p67
p67
p67
p63
p63
p63
p52
p52
p52
p52
P52
p52
P53
p53
p53
pS3
P53
P53
P54
p63
p63
p63
p64
p64
p64
P64
P64
P64
pea
p68
p68
p68
P68
p71
. P?'
p84
p77
.p77
p77
- P 77
P84
P84
p65
p85
p85
p85
p85
p85
p8B
pee
p86
p86
p86
p86
p86
p87
p87
p98
p99
p 118
p 118
G-5
N84-14686 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
N84- 14686
NS4-14687
N84-14688
N84-14689
N84-14690
N84-14691
N84-14692
N 84-1 4693
N 84- 15056
N84-15096
N84-15099
N84-15102
N84-15190
N84- 15755
N84-15756
N84-15757
N84-1S758
N84-1S759
N84-15760
N84- 15781
N84-15762
N84-15763
N84-15765
N 84- 15766
N84-15767
N84-15768
N84-15769
N84-15770
N84-15771
N84-1S772
N84-15773
N84-15774
N 84-1 5775
N84-15776
N84-15777
N84-15778
N84-15779
N 84- 15780
N84-15781
N84-15782
N 84-1 5783
N84-15784
N84-15785
N84-15786
N84-15787
N84-15788
N84-15789
N84-15790
N84- 15791
N84-15792
N84-15793
N84-15794
N84-15795
N84-15796
N84-15797
N 84- 15798
N84- 15799
N84- 15800
N84-15601
N84-15802
N84-15803
N84-15804
N84-15805
N84-15806
N 84- 15807
N 84- 15808
N 84-15809
N84-15810
N84- 16027
N84-16051
N84-16755
N84-16756
NB4-16757
N84- 16758
N 84- 16759
N84-16760
N84-16761
N84-16762
N 84-1 6763
N84- 16764
N84-16765
N84-16766
N84-16767
N84-16768
N84-16769
N84-16770
NB4-16771
N84-16772
N84-16773
N84-16774
N84-16775
N84-16776
N84-16T77
N84-18778
N84-16779
N 84-16780
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#
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»
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ff
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ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
tt
r
p 118
p 118pna
p 119
p119
p119
p119
p 119
p 119
p120
p99
p120
P77
p78
p78
p78
p78
p 78
p 78
p79
p79
p87
p87
p87
P87
pea
P88
p88
p88
p88
p89
p89
p89
P89
p90
P90
p90
p90 .
p90
p91
p91
P91
p91
p91
p91
p91
p99
p99
P99
P99
P99
p100
p 100
p100
p 100
p100
p120
p120
p120
p120
p 121
p 121
p 121
p121
p121
P122
p122
p122
p79
p 122
p 133
p 133
P133
P133
p134
p134
p134
p134
P134
p 134
p 134
p135
p 135
p 135
p 135
p144
p 144
p14S
p14S
p 145
p162
p145
p145
p145
p 146
p146
N84-16781 tt
N84-16782 ff
N84-16783 ff
N84-16784 tt
NS4-16785 ff
N84-16788 ff
N84-16787 tt
N84-16788 ft
N84-16789 #
N84-16790'#
N84-18791 •#
N84-16792 tt
N84-16793 tt
N84-16794 f
N84-16795 • ff
N84-18796 ff
N84-16797 tt
N84-16798 #
N84-16799 #
N84-16800 tt
N84-16801 tt
N84-16802 tt
N84-16803 '#
N 84-1 6804 '#
N 84-16805 ' If
NS4-16806 • tt
N84-16807 ff
N84-16808 tt
N84-168O9 tt
N84-16810 tt
N84-16811 , tt
N84- 17803 tt
N84-17804 '#
N84-17805 tt
N84-17806 tt
N84-17807 tt
N84-17808 tt
N84-17809 tt
N84-17810 tt
N84-17811 #
N84-17812 #
N84-17813 tt
N84-17814 ff
N84-1781S tt
N84-17816 tt
N84-17817 ff
N84-17818 tt
N84-17819 tt
NS4-17820 'ff
N84-17821 '#
NS4-17822 tt
N84-17B23 tt
N84-17824 tt
N84-17825 tt
N84-17826 tt
N84-17827 ff
N84-17828 #
N84-17829 tt
N84-17830 »
N84-17831 tt
N84-17832 tt
N84-17833 tt
N84-17834 tt
N84-17S35 tt
N84-17836 ff
N84-17837 ff
N84-17838'*
N84-17839 tt
N84-17840 tt
N84-17841 tt
N84-17842 ft
N84-17843 ft
N84-17644 ft
N84-1784S ff
N84-17846 tt
N84-17847 tt
N84-17848 tt
N84-17849 ft
N84-17850 ff
N84-17851 tt
N84-17852 * tt
N84-17853 •#
N84-17854 'ff
N84-17855 * #
N84-178S6 '#
N84-17857'#
N84-17858 * tt
N84-17859 *#
N84-17860 tt
NS4-17861 tt
N84-17862 tt
N84- 17853 tt
N84-17864 tt
N84-17865 tt
N84- 17866 tt
N84-17867 tt
p 146
p 135
p 135
p135
p135
p162
p148
p148
p138
p146
p147
p147
p147
p153
p 153
p 153
P1S4
P154
P154
P154
P155
p155
p162
p162
p162
p162
p162
p163
p163
p163
p163
p136
p136
p136
p136
p138
p137
p137
p137
p147
p147
p147
p148
p148
p 148
p 148
p148
p148
p148
p149
p149
p149
p149
p149
p 149
p150
P150
p150
pISO
pISO
pISO
pISI
P151
p151
p1S5
p 155
p 155
p155
P1S5
p156
p156
p156
p156
p156
p 156
p157
p157
p157
P157
p163
p 163
p137
p137
P164
p164
p164
p 164
p 164
p 164
p164
p165
p 165
p 165
p 165
p165
pies
N84-17868 tt
N84-17869 tt
N84-18250 tt
NS4-18251
N84-18254
N84-18255
N84-18462
M84-18829
N84-18830
N84-18831
N84-18832
N84-18833
N84-18834
N84-1S835
N 84-18838
NS4-18837
N84-18838
NS4-18839
N84-18840
N84-18841
N 84-18842
N 84-18843
N 84-18844
N84-18845
N84-18846
N84-18847
N84-18848
N84-18849
N84-18850
N84-1S851
N84-18852
N84-18853
N84-188S4
N84-18B55
1464-16856
N 84-18857
N84-18858
N64-16859
N84-18860
N84-18861
N84-18862
N84-18863
N84-18864
N84-18865
N 84-18866
N84-18887
N84-18868
N 84-18869
N84-18870
N84-18871
N84-18872
N84-18873
N84-18874
N84-18875
N84-18876
N84-16877
N84-18878
N84-18879
N84-18880
N84-18881
N84-18882
N 84-18883
N84-18884
N84-18885
N84-18886
N84-16887
N84-18888
N84-1S889
N84-18890
N 84-18891
N 84-18892
N84-18893 tt
N84-16894 tt
N84-18895
N84-18896 #
N84-18897
N84-18899
N84-189OO tt
N 84-18901
N84-18902 '»
N84-18903
N84-18904
N84-18905
N84-18906
N84-18907
N84-18908 tt
N84-19428
N84-19429 tt
N84-19430
N84-19634 •#
N84-19639
N84-19894
N84-19895
N84-19896
Na4-20113-#
N84-20114-i|l
ff
ff
ffff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
tt
ffff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ffffff
ff
ff
ff
ff
tt
ttff
ff
»
•ff
ffffff
ff
ff
ff
ffffff
•ff
•ff
ff
tt
ff
•ff
•ff
p166
p166
p225
p226
p 186
p186
p232
pt87
p187
p187
p187
p187
p187
p187
p187
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p 188
p 188
p188
p188
p188
p188
p189
p189
p189
p 189
p189
p 189
p 189
P190
P190
P190
p190
p190
p 190
p 191
p 191
p191
p191
p191
p191
p192
p192
p 192
p 192
p192
p192
p193
p193
p193
p193
p193
p193
p193
p 194
p 194
p 194
p 194
p194
p195
p195
p195
P195
p195
p195
P196
p196
p196
p196
P196
p216
p216
p216
p216
p216
p216
p217
p217
p226
p226
p226
p232
p232
p232
p232
p233
p233
p233
P196
p233
p237
p233
p233
p 233
p197
p197
NS4-20115 '#
N 84-20116 '#
N84-20117 '#
N84-20118 'ft
N84-20119 •#
N84-20120 ' #
N84-20121 '#
N84-20122 •#
N84-20123 '1C
N84-20124'#
NB4-20125'l!>
N84-20126 ' tt
NS4-20127 • tt
N84-20128 '#
N64-20129 tt
N84-20130 tt
N84-20131 #
N84-20132 tt
NS4-20133 • tt
NS4-20134 • ft
N84-20135 • tt
N84-20136 tt
N84-20137 #
N84-20138 tt
N84-20139 ft
N84-20140 tt
N84-20141 tt
N84-20142 tt
N84-20143 tt
N84-20144 tt
N84-20145 tt
N84-20146 tt
N84-20147 tt
N84-20148 ft
N84-20149 tt
N84-20150 ft
N84-20151 tt
N84-20152 tt
N84-201S3 tt
N84-20154 * tt
N84-20155 ' #
N84-20156 tt
N84-20157 ft
N84-20158 tt
N84-20159 ft
N84-20160 ft
N84-20161 tt
N84-20162 tt
N84-20163 tt
N84-20164 tt
N84-20165 tt
N84-20166 tt
N84-20167 tt
N84-20168 ff
N84-20169 ft
N84-20170 tt
N84-20171 ff
N84-20172 tt
N84-20173 tt
N84-20174 •#
N84-20175 '#
N84-20176-#
N84-20177'#
N84-20178 tt
N84-20179 tt
N84-20180 #
NB4-201B1 tt
N84-20182 ff
N84-20183 ff
NS4-20184 tt
N84-20185 tt
N84-20186 tt
N84-20187 tt
N84-20188 tt
N84-20189 tt
N84-20190 tt
N84-20191 tt
N84-20192 tt
N84-20193 tt
N84-20194 tt
N84-20719 ff
N84-21038 ff
N84-21039 tt
N84-21040 ' tt
N84-21041 tt
N84-21042 tt
N84-21043 'ft
N84-21044 'ff
N84-2104S •#
N84-21046 * tt
N84-21047 ft
N84-21048 ff
N84-21049 ff
N84-21050 ff
N84-21051 ff
N84-21052 tt
p197
p 197
p 197
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P198
P198
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p269
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P248
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P248
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P249
P249
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N84-21053
N84-21054
N84-21055
N84-21056
N84-21057
N84-21058
N84-21059
N84-21060
N84-21061
N84-21062
N84-21063
N84-21064
N84-21065
N84-21066
N84-21067
N84-21068
N84-21069
N84-21070
N84-21071
N84-21072
N84-21073
N84-21074
N 84-21075
N84-21076
N84-21077
N84-21078
N84-21079
N84-21080
N84-21081
N84-21082
N84-21083
N84-21084
N84-21085
N84-21086
N84-21087
N84-21088
N84-21089
N 84-21 090
N84-21091
N84-21092
N84-21093
N84-21094
N84-21095
N84-21096
N84-21097
N84-21098
N 84-21 099
NS4-21100
N84-21101
N84-21102
N84-21103
N84-21104
N84-22141
N84-22142
N84-22143
N 84-22144
N84-22145
N84-22146
N84-22147
N84-22148
N84-22149
N84-22150
N 84-221 51
N 84-221 52
N84-22153
N84-22154
N84-22155
N84-22156
N84-22157
N84-22158
N84-22159
N84-221SO
N84-22161
N84-22162
N84-22163
N84-22164
N84-22165
N84-22166
N84-22167
N84-22168
N84-22169
N84-22170
N84-22171
N 84-221 72
N84-22173
N84-22174
N84-22175
N84-22176
N84-22177
N84-22178
N84-22849
N84-22853
NS4-22854
N84-23092
N84-23093
N84-23094
•ff
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p2SO
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p2S1
p259
p260
p260
p269
p2S1
P260
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P260
p2S1
p251
p260
P2S1
p261
p262
p252
p270
p270
P252
p252
p2S2
p252
p2S2
p252
p252
P253
p253
p253
p253
p2S3
p2S3
P2S4
P254
P2S4
P254
p261
p261
p261
P261
p270
p270
p270
P244
p244
p244
P244
P244
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P2S4
P2S4
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p255
p255
p255
p255
p255
p255
p256
p256
p256
p256
p256
p256
p262
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p262
p262
p262
p262
p271
p271
p271
p271
P271
P271
p271
p272
p272
p272
p273
p309
p309
p309
p286
p286
p288
G-6
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX N84-31904
N84-2309S
N84-23096
N84-23097
N84-23098
N84- 23099
N84-23100
N84-23101
N84-23102
N84-23103
N84-23104
N84-23105
N84-23106
N84-23107
N 84-231 08
N 84-231 09
N 84-231 10
N 84-231 11
N 84-231 12
N84-23113
N84-23114
N84-23115
N84-23118
N84-23117
N84-23118
N84-23119
N84-23120
N84-23121
N 84-23122
N 84-23123
N 84-23393
N 84-2391 4
N 84-2391 5
N84-23916
NS4-24085
N 84-24086
N84-24087
N84-24088
N84-24089
N84-24090
N84-24091
N84-24092
N84-24093
N84-24094
NS4-24095
N 84-24096
N 84-24097
N84-24098
N 84-24099
N 84-24 100
N84-24101
N 84-241 02
N84-24103
N84-24104
N84-24105
N84-24106
N84-24107
N84-24108
N 84-24109
N 84-241 10
N 84-241 11
N 84-241 12
N84-24113
N84-241SS
N 84-24156
N64-24517
N84-24674
N84-24675
N84-24676
N84-25247
N84-25248
N84-25249
N 84-25250
N 84-25251
N 84-25252
N 84-25253
N84-25254
N84-25255
N84-25256
N84-25257
NS4-252S8
N84-25259
N84-25260
N84-25261
N 84-25262
N 84-25263
N 84-25264
N 84-25265
N 84-25266
N84-2S267
N 84-25268
N84-25269
N84-25270
N84-25271
N84-25272
N84-25273
N 84-25274
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tt
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tt
#
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tt
a
tt
tt
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tt#
•tt
tt
tt
p300
p300
p300
p300
p301
p301
p301
p304
p304
p304
p304
p304
p304
p304
p305
p305
p305
p305
p309
p309
p309
p310
p310
p310
p310
p310
p310
p310
p310
p311
p311
p311
p311
p286
p286
p287
p301
P301
p301
p302
P302
p302
p302
p302
p30S
p306
p306
p306
p306
P308
P308
p311
p311
P311
p311
p311
P3J2
p312
p312
p312
p312
p312
p306
p307
p303
p319
p319
p319
p319
p324
p324
p325
P325
p325
p336
p325
P325
p325
p331
p32S
p326
p326
P319
p326
p326
p320
p320
p320
p320
p326
p320
p326
p327
p320
P320
p321
N84-25275 f
N84-25276 #
N84-25277 #
N84-25278 tt
NS4-25279 §
N84-25280 #
N84-25281 tt
N84-25282 tt
N84-25283 tt
N84-25284 tt
N84-25285 tt
N84-25288 tt
NS4-25287 tt
N84-2S288 tt
N84-25289 tt
N84-2S290 tt
N84-2S291 tt
N84-25292 ff
N84-25293 #
N84-25294 #
N84-25295 #
N84-25296 #
N84-25297 tt
N84-25298 #
N84-2S299 tt
N84-25300 tt
N84-25301 tt
N84-25302 tt
N84-25303 tt
N84-25304 tt
N84-25589 • tt
N84-25590 * tt
N84-25593 • #
N84-25594 • tt
N84-25597 • tt
N84-25598 • tt
N84-26271 tt
N84-26272 #
N84-26273 tt
N84-26274 • #
N84-26275 * tt
N84-26276 * tt
N84-26277 tt
N84-26278 tt
N84-26279 tt
N84-26280 tt
N84-26281 tt
N84-26262 tt
N84-26283 tt
N84-26284 #
N84-26285 tt
N84-26286 tt
N84-26287 tt
N84-26288 tt
N84-26290 #
N84-26291 ' tt
N84-26292 tt
N84-26293 tt
N84-26294 tt
N84-26295 tt
N84-26296 tt
N84-26297 tt
N84-26298 * #
N84-26299 #
N84-26300 #
N84-26301 tt
N84-26302 tt
N84-26303
N84-26592
N84-26593
N84-26634
N84-26636
N84-26941
N84-26942
N84-27394 • tt
N84-2739S • tt
N84-27396 tt
N84-27397 #
N84-273S8 tt
N84-27399 tt
N84-27400 tt
NS4-27401 tt
N84-27402 #
N84-27403 tt
N84-27404 tt
N84-27410 tt
N84-27411 tt
N84-27412
N84-27413
N84-27414
N84-27415 •
N84-27416 '
N84-27417 •
N84-27418
N 84-27419
N84-27420 tt
p321
p327
P327
p327
p327
p327
p327
p328
p328
p328
p328
p332
p332
p332
p332
p332
P333
p333
p333
p333
p333
p338
p337
P337
P337
p337
p337
p337
p337
P338
p321
p321
p328
p328
p329
p329
p321
p321
p329
p329
p329
p329
p330
p330
p330
p330
p330
p338
p338
p333
p330
p338
P338
p330
p331
p334
p334
P334
p334
p334
p334
^ 335
p338
p338
p338
p339
p339
p339
p392
p392
p392
p366
p392
p392
p3S3
p353
p353
P353
p3T7
p392
p353
p353
P354
p354
P354
p354
p366
P386
p366
p393
p367
p387
p367
p367
p367
p367
N84-27421
N84-27422
N84-27423
N84-27424
N84-27425
N84-27426
N84-27427
N84-27428
N 84-27430
N84-27431
N84-27432
N 84-27433
N84-27434
N84-27435
N84-27438
N84-27437
N84-27438
N84-27439
N 84-27440
N84-27441
N 84-27442
N84-27443
N84-27444
N84-27445
N84-27446
N 84-27447
N84-27950
N 84-28381
N84-28362
N84-28363
N84-28364
N84-28365
N84-28366
N84-28367
N84-28368
N84-28369
N84-28370
N 84-28371
N84-28372
N84-28373
N84-28374
NS4-28375
N84-28376
'N84-28377
N84-28378
N84-28379
N84-28380
N84-28381
N84-28382
N 84-28383
N 84-28384
N84-2838S
N84-28388
N 84-28387
N84-28388
N 84-28389
N84-28390
N84-28391
N84-28392
N84-28393
NS4-28394
N84-28395
N84-28396
NS4-28397
N 84-283 98
N 84-28399
N 84-28400
N 84-28401
N 84-28402
N84-28403
N84-284O4
N84-28405
N84-28406
N84-28407
N84-28408
N84-28409
N 84-28410
N 84-284 11
N 84-28412
N84-28413
N 84-2641 4
N84-28415
N84-28416
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